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PREFACE
Continuing the tradition and for the 22nd time the European Council for Modeling and
Simulation (ECMS) is organizing the 2008 European Conference on Modeling and
Simulation (ECMS 2008). The ECMS annual conference is becoming one of the major
events in the area of modeling and simulation by attracting European and International
researchers. This is confirmed by the contributions of ECMS 2008 with 82 accepted papers
by 197 authors from 34 countries (19 European countries).
ECMS 2008 covers a variety of thematic tracks in the general area of modeling and
simulation. These include 13 specialized tracks in addition to 1 student track. The
contributed papers include topics from more traditional and well-established tracks, but also
cover new areas like the Bond Graph Modeling and Simulation or Virtual and Augmented
Reality in Modeling and Simulation.
The conference is held in conjunction with the 2008 High Performance Computing &
Simulation Conference (HPCS 2008) and the 15th International Conference on Analytical and
Stochastic Modeling Techniques and Applications (ASMTA 2008). HPCS 2008 and ASMTA
2008 are contributing another 60 accepted papers. In addition, during the first day of the
conference there will be specialized tutorials given by internationally recognized researchers.
It is a great honor to have internationally recognized researchers to address the attendees of
the conference as part of keynote talks that will be the opening sessions during each day of
the conference. The three keynote speakers are Professor Geoffrey C. Fox from Indiana
University Bloomington, Professor Felix Breitenecker from Vienna University of
Technology, and Professor Raymond Marie from IRISA.
The success of this conference would not be possible without the contributions from many
key people. We would like to thank all these people and more specifically the authors for their
contributed manuscripts, the track chairs for encouraging their colleagues and students to
submit their work to the conference, and the members of the IPCs for their valuable
comments that helped to maintain the high quality of the accepted papers and the conference
in general.
For the organization of the conference we would like to thank Martina-M. Seidel for
running the ECMS office and making sure that everything was in place in order to have a
smooth and problem free conference. Also, we would like to thank Nora Hadjisoteriou for her
support in all the local arrangements. Last but not least we would like to thank the University
of Cyprus for providing free of charge the facilities and support for all the sessions of the
conference.
We wish the attendees of the conference to have many fruitful and interesting discussions,
to meet new people and start new collaborations, and to form new research questions after
attending the technical sessions. We look forward to seeing you (and some more of your
colleagues) again in ECMS 2009 in Madrid

Loucas S. Louca
General Conference Chair

Khalid Al-Begain
General Conference Co-Chair

Yiorgos Chrysanthou
General Program Chair

Zuzana Oplatková
General Program Co-Chair
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DEVELOPMENT OF SIMULATION SOFTWARE - FROM SIMPLE
ODE MODELLING TO STRUCTURAL DYNAMIC SYSTEMS
Felix Breitenecker
Institute for Analysis and Scientific Computing, Dept. Mathematical Modelling and Simulation
Vienna University of Technology
1040 Vienna, Austria
E-mail: Felix.Breitenecker@tuwien.ac.at

KEYWORDS
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Modelica standard, state space approach,
dynamic structures, UML, physical modelling,
structural dynamic systems

CSSL STRUCTURE IN CONTINUOUS
SIMULATION
Simulation supported various developments in engineering and other areas, and simulation groups and societies were founded. One main effort of such groups
was to standardise digital simulation programs and to
work with a new basis: not any longer simulating the
analog computer, but a self-standing structure for simulation systems. There were some unsuccessful attempts,
but in 1968, the CSSL Standard became the milestone
in the development: it unified the concepts and language
structures of the available simulation programs, it defined a structure for the model, and it describes minimal
features for a runtime environment.

ABSTRACT
This contribution presents development and trends of
simulation software, from the simple structures for
‘static’ explicit ODE models to modelling of structural
dynamic systems with DAEs. Simulation emerged in the
1960’ in order to be able to analyse nonlinear dynamic
system and to synthesize nonlinear control systems.
Since that time simulation as problem solving tool has
been developed towards the third pillar of science (beneath theory and experiment), and simultaneously simulation software has been developed further on.
The paper first follows roots in the CSSL standard for
simulation languages, from simple ODE modelling
structures to discrete elements in ODE modelling, using
the classical state space approach. Next, the extensions
from explicit state space description to implicit model
descriptions and their consequences for numerical algorithms and for structure of simulators are discussed, like
DAE solvers and implicit model translation. Besides
DAE modelling, state event description and state event
handling has become a key feature for simulators –
sketched by a state event classification and options for
implementation.
In the following, the last major steps of the development
are presented: a-causal physical modelling, the new
Modelica standard for ODE and DAE modelling, state
chart and structural dynamic systems. Physical modelling and Modelica is outlined by examples, and for
structural dynamic systems a new approach by means of
internal and external events is presented – together comfortable state chart descriptions based on UML-RT.
The last section reviews state-of-the-art simulators for
availability of extended and structural features necessary for these last developments: DAE modelling, acausal physical modelling, state events, Modelica modelling, state chart modelling, structural decomposition
for structural dynamic systems, and related features. At
the end, a table summarises and compares the availability of structural approaches and features.

The CSSL standard suggests structures and features for
a model frame and for an experimental frame. This distinction is based on Zeigler’s concept of a strict separation of these two frames. Model frame and experimental
frame are the user interfaces for the heart of the simulation system, for the simulator kernel or simulation engine. A translator maps the model description of the
model frame into state space notation, which is used by
the simulation engine solving the system governing
ODEs. This basic structure of a simulator is illustrated
in Figure 1; an extended structure with service of discrete elements is given in Figure 3.
In principle, in CSSL’s model frame, a system can be
described in three different ways, as an interconnection
of blocks, by mathematical expressions, and by conventional programming constructs as in FORTRAN or C.
Mathematical basis is for the simulation engine is the
state space description
r r
r
r
r
r
r
x& (t ) = f ( x (t ), u (t ), t , p), x (t0 ) = x0 ,
which is used by the ODE solvers of the simulation engine. Any kind of textual model formulation, of graphical blocks or structured mathematical description or
host languages constructs must be transformed to an
internal state equation of the structure given above, so
r r r r
that the vector of derivatives f ( x , u , t , p) can be calcur r
lated for a certain time instant f i = f i ( xr (ti ), ur (ti ), ti , pr ) .
This vector of derivates is fed into an ODE solver in
r
r r
order to calculate a state update xi +1 = Φ ( xi . f i , h) , h
stepsize (all controlled by the simulation engine).
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It is task of the translator, to recognise the
static elements, and to sort them separately
from the dynamic equations, so that for the
simulation engine dynamic equations (derivative), initial and parameter equations (initial),
and terminal equations (terminal), are provided in separate modules.
With graphical window systems, graphical
model descriptions became important. Here
the roots go back on the one side to analog
computation using patching diagrams, and
on the other side to control techniques with
signal flow diagrams. Consequently, simulation systems offered this kind of model
description, either as stand-alone model
frame, or as extension.
Figure 1: Basic Structure of a Simulation Language
due to CSSL Standard
Essential is CSSL’s concept of SECTIONs or REGIONs, giving a certain structure to the model description. First, CSSL defines a set of operators like INTEG,
which formulates parts of the state space description for
the system governing ODEs. Other memory operators
like DELAY for time delays, TABLE functions for generating (technical) tables, and transfer functions complete dynamic modelling parts. The dynamic model description builds up the DYNAMIC or DERIVATIVE
section of the model description. Mapping the model
description onto state space description, requires automatic sorting of the equations (blocks) to proper order
of the calculation – an essential feature of the translator.

Table 1: ACSL Structured Textual
Model Description
PROGRAM math_pendulum
! --- structured CSSL model -------------------! --- model parameters ------------------------CONSTANT m=1, l=1, d=0.3 ! kg, m, N*s/m
CONSTANT g=9.81, pi=3.141592653; dphi0=0
CONSTANT pintel=2
INITIAL ! calculation with parameters----------phi0 = pi/pintel; a = g/l; b = d/m
END ! of INITIAL ------------------------------DERIVATIVE ! ODE model -------------------phi = integ ( dphi,
phi0)
dphi = integ (-gdl*sin(phi)-ddm*dphi, dphi0)
END ! of DERIVATIVE -------------------------TERMINAL ! calculations with final states -----phi_grad = phi*180/pi
END ! of TERMINAL -----------------------------END ! of Program -------------------------------

Sometimes together with the state space equations we
also meet parameter equations, parameter dependent
initial values, and calculations with the terminal values
(e.g. for cost functions in an optimisation). In principle,
all this calculations could be done in the dynamic model
description, but then they are calculated at each evaluation of the derivative vector of the ODE solver – although they have to be calculated only once.

However, in a graphical modelling system one disadvantage appears: the graphical structure consisting of directed
dynamic signal flow allows almost no structure for dynamic calculations and static calculations. Calculation of
static parameter equations are modelled by dynamic
blocks – consequently evaluated at each evaluation call of
the ODE solver. Figure 2 shows the SIMULINK model
for Pendulum example; where one finds the static calculation of d/m as dynamic block in the block-oriented signal
flow.

As example, we consider the model description for a
pendulum. The well-known equations (length l, mass m,
and damping coefficient d) and initial values, parameter
and static relations and dependencies are given by

From 2000 on, SIMULINK’s graphical model frames
were enriched by structures - triggered subsystems can
be used for such purposes (Figure 2, triggered subsystems for static calculation of g/l shown in subwindow).

g
d
π
sin φ − φ& , φ0 = , φ&0 = 0,
l
m
n
g
d
π
d = 2 D , a = , b = &, φdeg (t f ) =
φ(t f )
l
m
180
&&(t ) = −
φ

In general, the experimental frame has to set parameters, it has to control and perform the “simulation” of
the model, and it should support documentation of the
results. In the CSSL standard, minimal requirements are
availability of certain ODE Solvers (Euler, RK4, RKFehlberg, and Gear or BDF algorithms for stiff systems), change of parameters, and documentation of results in a plotting system.

A structured model description, e.g. in ACSL (Table 1),
generates more efficient code: only the DERIVATIVE
section is translated into the derivative vector function,
while INITIAL and TERMINAL section are translated
into functions called evaluated separately only once.
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r r r r
r
r
x& (t ) = f ( x (t ), z (t ), u (t ), t , p) = 0,
r r r
r
g ( x (t ), z (t ), u (t ), t , p) = 0

r
x(t0 ) = x0 ,

DAE Solvers – DAE Index
The above given DAEs can be solved by extended ODE
solvers and by implicit DAE solvers. Three different
approaches may be used:
i)

Figure 2: Graphical Model Description of
Pendulum in SIMULINK

b.
ii)

From 1980 on all simulation languages tried to meet the
CSSL standard. But the implementations were and are
different. First, the structure with sections or regions
can be given explicitly by definition of these sections,
semi-implicitly by type declarations of all variables, and
full implicitly – depending on the translator. For instance, SIMNON defines parameters, states, and derivatives, so that for sorting no explicit model structure is
necessary; in case of pendulum these definitions are:

e. g. by modified Newton iteration, and
applying ODE method, evolving
xn+1 = Φ E ( xn , zn ( xn ), t n ) .

Simultaneous Approach, using an implicit
DAE solver;
given xn , solving g ( xn +1 , zn +1 ) = 0 and

Φ I ( xn +1 , xn , zn +1 , tn +1 ) = 0 simultaneously.
iii)

parameter m, l, g, …….
state
phi, phidot
derivative dphi, ddphi

Symbolic Approach, determining in advance
the explicit form solving
g ( x, z ) = 0 ⇒ z = z ( x) = gˆ −1 ( x) by symbolic
computations e.g. within the model translator,
and using classical ODE solvers.

The Symbolic Approach requires a symbolic inversion
of the algebraic equations, which in many cases is not
possible or not adequate; furthermore the model translator must not only sort equations, it must be able to perform symbolic manipulations on the equations.

There are many different ways to implement a simulation system. One meets various mixtures of compiled
and interpreted implementations, as well as on the one
side strict distinctions of model frame and experimental
frame, and on the other hand definitions of model frame
and experimental frame in a common deck for compilation. Clearly, there are advantages and disadvantages in
all kinds of implementation. Generally holds: the more
compiled, the faster, but the more inflexible for
changes, and the more interpreted, the slower, but the
more flexible for changes.

The Nested Approach – up to now most commonly used
– requires a numerical inversion of the algebraic equations: each evaluation of the vector of derivatives
(called by the ODE solver) has to start an iterative procedure to solve the algebraic equation. This approach can
be very expensive and time-consuming due to these inner
iterations. Here classical ODE solvers can be used.
The Simultaneous Approach requires an implicit ODE
solver – usually an implicit stiff equation solver. Although
also working with iterations, these solvers show much
more efficiency and provide more flexibility for modelling
(DASSL, IDA-DASSL, and LSODE – solvers).

IMPLICIT MODELS –
DIFFERENTIAL-ALGEBRAIC EQUATIONS
For a long time the explicit state space description
r r r
r
r
r
r
x& (t ) = f ( x (t ), u (t ), t , p ), x (t0 ) = x0
played the dominant role; additional constraints and
implicit models had to be transformed ‘manually’. From
the 1990s on, the simulators started to take care on these
very natural phenomena of implicit structures. Consequently, they started to deal with implicit state space
descriptions and constraints, in general with so-called
DAE models (differential algebraic equations):

r
r
r
r r
F ( y& (t ), y (t ), u (t ), t , p ) = 0

Nested Approach, using classical ODE solver
a. given xn , solving first numerically
g ( xn , zn ) = 0 ⇒ zn = zn ( xn ) = gˆ −1 ( xn ) ,

However, hidden is another problem: the ‘DAE index’
problem. Roughly speaking, a DAE model is of index n,
if n differentiations of the DAE result in an ODE system
(with an increased state space). The implicit ODE
solvers for the Simultaneous Approach guarantee convergence only in case of DAE index n = 1. Models with
higher DAE index must / should be transformed to
models with DAE index n = 1 . This transformation is
based on symbolic differentiation and symbolic manipulation of the high index DAE system, and there is no
unique solution to this index reduction. The perhaps
most efficient procedure is the so-called Pantelides Algorithm.

r
r
y (t 0 ) = y0

r
The so-called extended state vector y (t ) can be splitted
r
into the differential state vectors x (t ) and into the alger
braic state vector z (t ) :
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Unfortunately, in case of mechanical systems modelling
and in case of process technology modelling indeed
DAE models with DAE index n = 3 may occur, so that
index reduction may be necessary. Index reduction is a
new challenge for the translator of simulators, and still
point of discussion.

In order to incorporate DAEs and discrete elements, the
simulator’s translator must now extract from the model
description the dynamic differential equations (derivative), the dynamic algebraic equations (algebraic), and
the events (event i) with static algebraic equations and
event time, as given in Figure 3 (extended structure of a
simulation language due to CSSL standard). In principle, initial equations, parameter equations and terminal
equations (initial, terminal) are special cases of events at
time t = 0 and terminal time. Some simulators make use
of a modified structure, which puts all discrete actions
into one event module, where CASE - constructs distinguish between the different events.

In graphical model descriptions, implicit model structures are known since long time as algebraic loops: the
directed graph of signals has one or more signal feedback loops without any memory operator (integrator,
delay, etc). Again, in evaluating the problem of sorting
occurs, and the model translator cannot build up the
sequence for calculating the derivative vector. Some
simulators, e.g. SIMULINK, recognise algebraic loops
and treat them as implicit models. When a graphical
model contains an algebraic loop, SIMULINK calls a
loop solving routine at each time step - SIMULINK
makes use of the Nested Approach described before.
This procedure works well in case of models with DAE
index n = 1, for higher index problems may occur.

State Events in Continuous Models
Much more complicated, but defined in CSSL, are the
so-called state events. Here, a discrete action takes place
at a time instant, which is not known in advance, it is
only known as a function of the states.
As example, we consider the pendulum with constraints
(Constrained Pendulum). If the pendulum is swinging,
it may hit a pin positioned at angle ϕp with distance lp
from the point of suspension. In this case, the pendulum
swings on with the position of the pin as the point of
rotation. The shortened length is ls = l - lp. and the angular velocity ϕ& is changed at position ϕp from ϕ&
to ϕ& l / l s , etc. These discontinuous changes are state

In object-oriented simulation systems, like in Dymola,
physical a-causal modelling plays an important role,
which results in DAEs with sometimes higher index.
These systems put emphasis on index reduction (in the
translator) to DAEs with index n = 1 in order to apply
implicit ODE solvers (Simultaneous Approach

events, not known in advance.

DISCRETE ELEMENTS IN CONTINUOUS
SIMULATION

For such state events, the classical state space description is extended by the so-called state event function
r r
r
h( x (t ), u (t ), p) , the zero of which determines the event:

The CSSL standard also defines segments for discrete
actions, first mainly used for modelling discrete control.
So-called DISCRETE regions or sections manage the communication between discrete and continuous world
and compute the discrete model parts.
In graphical model description, discrete controllers and the time delay
could be modelled by a z-transfer
block. New versions of e.g.
SIMULINK and Scicos offer for more
complex discrete model parts triggered submodels, which can be executed only at one time instant, controlled by a logical trigger signal.
For incorporating discrete actions, the
simulation engine must interrupt the
ODE solver and handle the event. For
generality, efficient implementations
set up and handle event lists, representing the time instants of discrete
actions and the calculations associated
with the action, where in-between
consecutive discrete actions the ODE
solver is to be called.

Figure 3: Extended Structure of a Simulation System due to Extensions of
the CSSL Standard with Discrete Elements and with DAE Models.
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r r
r
r
r
x (t ) = f ( x (t ), u (t ), p, t ),
r
r
r
h( x (t ), u (t ), p, t ) = 0

For finding the root of the state event function h(x), either interpolative algorithms (MATLAB/Simulink) or
iterative algorithms are used (ACSL, Dymola).

In this notation, the model for Constrained Pendulum is
given by
g
d
ϕ&1 = ϕ 2 , ϕ& 2 = − sin ϕ1 − ϕ 2 ,
l
m
h(ϕ1 , ϕ 2 ) = ϕ1 − ϕ p = 0

Figure 3 (extended structure of a simulation language
due to CSSL standard) also shows the necessary extensions for incorporating state events. The simulator’s
translator must extract from the model description additionally the state event functions (state event j) with the
associated event action – only one state event shown in
the figure). In the simulator kernel, the static event management must be made dynamically: state events are
dynamically handled and transformed to time events. In
principle, the kernel of the simulation engine has become an event handler, managing a complex event list
with feedbacks. It is to be noted, that different state
events may influence each other, if they are close in time
– in worst case, the event finders run in a deadlock.
Again, modified implementations are found. It makes
sense to separate the module for state event function
and the module for the associated event – which may be
a single module, or which may be put into a common
time event module.

The example involves two different events: change of
length parameter (SE-P), and change of state (SE-S),
i.e. angle velocity).
Generally, state events (SE) can be classified in four
types:
Type 1 – parameters change discontinuously (SE-P),
Type 2 - inputs change discontinuously (SE-I),
Type 3 - states change discontinuously (SE-S), and
Type 4 - state vector dimension changes (SE-D),
including total change of model equations.
State events type 1 (SE-P) could also be formulated by
means of IF-THEN-ELSE constructs and by switches in
graphical model descriptions, without synchronisation
with the ODE solver. The necessity of a state event formulation depends on the accuracy wanted. Big changes
in parameters may cause problems for ODE solvers
with stepsize control.
State events of type 3 (SE-S) are essential state events.
They must be located, transformed into a time event,
and modelled in discrete model parts.
State events of type 4 (SE-D) are also essential ones. In
principle, they are associated with hybrid modelling:
models following each other in consecutive order build
up a sequence of dynamic processes. And consequently,
the structure of the model itself is dynamic; these socalled structural dynamic systems are at present (2008)
discussion of extensions to Modelica, see next chapters.

In case of a structural change of the system equations
(state event of type 4 – SE-D), simulators usually can
manage only fixed structures of the state space. The
technique used is to ‘freeze’ the states that are bound by
conditions causing the event. In case of a complete
change of equations, both systems are calculated together, freezing one according to the event.
One way around is to make use of the experimental
frame: the simulation engine only detects and localises
the event, and updates the system until the event time.
Then control is given back to the experimental frame.
The state event is now serviced in the experimental
frame, using features of the environment. Then a new
simulation run is restarted (modelling of the structural
changes in the experimental frame).

State Event Handling

Table 2: Constrained Pendulum: Continuous
Model with State Events (ACSL)

The handling of a state event requires four steps:
i.
Detection of the event, usually by checking the
change of the sign of h(x) within the solver
step over [ti, ti+1]
ii.
Localisation of the event by a proper algorithm
determining the time t* when the event occurs
and performing the last solver step over [ti, t*]
iii.
Service of the event: calculating / setting new
parameters, inputs and states; switching to new
equations
iv.
Restart of the ODE solver at time t* with
solver step over [ t*= ti+1, ti+2]

PROGRAM constrained pendulum
CONSTANT m = 1.02, g = 9.81, d =0.2
CONSTANT lf=1, lp=0.7
DERIVATIVE dynamics
ddphi = -g*sin(phi)/l – d*dphi/m
dphi = integ ( ddphi, dphi0)
phi
= integ ( dphi, phi0)
SCHEDULE hit
.XN. (phi-phip)
SCHEDULE leave .XP. (phi-phip)
END ! of dynamics
DISCRETE hit
l = ls; dphi = dphi*lf/ls
END ! of hit

State events are facing simulators with severe problems.
Up to now, the simulation engine had to call independent
algorithms, now a root finder for the state event function
h needs results from the ODE solver, and the ODE solver
calls the root finder by checking the sign of h.

DISCRETE leave
l = lf; dphi = dphi*ls/lf
END ! of leave
END ! of constrained pendulum
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The Constrained Pendulum example involves a state
event of type 1 (SE-P) and type 3 (SE-S). A classical
ACSL model description works with two discrete sections hit and leave, representing the two different
modes, both called from the dynamic equations in the
derivative section (Table 2).

In Table 3, the availability of features is indicated by
‘yes’ and ‘no’; a ‘yes’ in parenthesis ‘(yes)’ means, that
the feature is complex to use. MS - ‘Model Sorting’, is a
standard feature of a simulator – but missing in MATLAB (in principle, MATLAB cannot be called a simulator). On the other hand, MATLAB’s ODE solvers offer
limited features for DAEs (systems with mass matrix)
and an integration stop on event condition, so that SHE
and DAE get a (‘yes’). In Simulink, event descriptions
are possible by means of triggered subsystems, so that
ED gets a ‘(yes)’ because of complexity. A combination
of MATLAB and Simulink suggest putting the event
description and handling at MATLAB level, so that ED
and SHE get both a ‘yes’. DAE solving is based on
modified ODE solvers, using the nested approach (see
before), so DE gets only a ‘(yes)’ for all
MATLAB/Simulink combinations.

Dymola defines events and their scheduling implicitly
by WHEN – or IF - constructs in the dynamic model
description, in case of the discussed example e.g. by
WHEN phi-phip=0 AND phi>phip
THEN l = ls; dphi = dphi*lf/ls

In case of more complex event descriptions, the WHEN
– or IF – clauses are put into an ALGORITHM section
similar to ACSL’s DISCRETE section.

ACSL is a classical simulator with sophisticated state
event handling, and since version 10 (2001) DAEs can
be modelled directly by the residuum construct, and
they are solved by the DASSL algorithm (a well-known
direct DAE solver, based on the simultaneous approach), or by modified ODE solvers (nested approach)
– so ‘yes’ for ED, SHE, and DAE. In case of DAE index n = 1, the DASSL algorithm guarantees convergence, in case of higher index integration may fail.
ACSL does not perform index reduction (IR ‘no’).

In graphical model descriptions, we again are faced
with the problem that calculations at discrete time instants are difficult to formulate. For the detection of the
event, SIMULINK provides the HIT CROSSING
block (in new Simulink version implicitly defined). This
block starts state event detection (interpolation method)
depending on the input, the state event function, and
outputs a trigger signal, which may call a triggered subsystem servicing the event.

Dymola is a modern simulator, implemented in C, and
based on physical modelling. Model description may be
given by implicit laws, symbolic manipulations extract a
proper ODE or DAE state space system, with index reduction for high index DAE systems – all extended features are available. Dymola started a new area in modelling and simulation of continuous and hybrid systems.

Extended Features of Simulators
Discrete elements with time events and state events and
DAEs may change the structure of the model. Explicit
type-4 state events (SE-D) and implicit algebraic conditions in DAEs may change the model essentially or may
make a need for a different model. In mechanical systems, these changes are equivalent to a change in the
degree of mechanical or physical freedom.
Event description (ED), state event handling (SEH) and
DAE support (DAE) with or without index reduction
(IR) became desirable structural features of simulators,
supported directly or indirectly. Table 3 compares the
availability of these features in the MATLAB / Simulink System, in ACSL and in Dymola.

FROM CSSL TO MODELICA AND VHDL-AMS
In the 1990s, many attempts have been made to improve
and to extend the CSSL structure, especially for the task
of mathematical modelling. The basic problem was the
state space description, which limited the construction
of modular and flexible modelling libraries. Two developments helped to overcome this problem. On modelling level, the idea of physical modelling gave new input, and on implementation level, the object-oriented
view helped to leave the constraints of input/output relations.

IR - Index
Reduction

ED -Event
Description
SHE - State
Event Handling
DAE - DAE
Solver

MS - Model
Sorting

Table 3: Comparison of Simulators’ Extended Features
(Event Handling and DAE Modelling)

MATLAB

no

no

(yes)

(yes)

no

Simulink
MATLAB /
Simulink
ACSL

yes

(yes)

(yes)

(yes)

no

yes

yes

yes

(yes)

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

Dymola

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

In physical modelling, a typical procedure for modelling
is to cut a system into subsystems and to account for the
behaviour at the interfaces. Balances of mass, energy
and momentum and material equations model each subsystem. The complete model is obtained by combining
the descriptions of the subsystems and the interfaces.
This approach requires a modelling paradigm different
to classical input/output modelling. A model is considered as a constraint between system variables, which
leads naturally to DAE descriptions. The approach is very
convenient for building reusable model libraries.
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In 1996, the situation was thus similar to the mid 1960s
when CSSL was defined as a unification of the techniques and ideas of many different simulation programs.
An international effort was initiated in September 1996
for bringing together expertise in object-oriented physical modelling (port based modelling) and defining a
modern uniform modelling language – mainly driven by
the developers of Dymola.

The translator from Modelica into the target simulator
must not only be able to sort equations, it must be able
to process the implicit equations symbolically and to
perform DAE index reduction (or a way around).
Up to now – similar to VHDL-AMS – some simulation
systems understand Modelica (2008; generic – new
simulator with Modelica modelling, extension - Modelica modelling interface for existing simulator):

The new modelling language is called Modelica. Modelica is intended for modelling within many application
domains such as electrical circuits, multibody systems,
drive trains, hydraulics, thermodynamical systems, and
chemical processes etc. It supports several modelling
formalisms: ordinary differential equations, differentialalgebraic equations, bond graphs, finite state automata,
and Petri nets etc. Modelica is intended to serve as a
standard format so that models arising in different domains can be exchanged between tools and users.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Modelica is a not a simulator, Modelica is a modelling
language, supporting and generating mathematical models in physical domains. When the development of
Modelica started, also a competitive development, the
extension of VHDL towards VHDL-AMS was initiated.
Both modelling languages aimed for general-purpose
use, but VHDL-AMS mainly addresses circuit design,
and Modelica covers the broader area of physical modelling; modelling constructs such as Petri nets and finite
automata could broaden the application area, as soon as
suitable simulators can read the model definitions.
Modelica offers a textual and graphical modelling concept, where the connections of physical blocks are bidirectional physical couplings, and not directed flow.
An example demonstrates how drive trains are modelled. The drive train consists of four inertias and three
clutches, where the clutches are controlled by input signals (Figure 4). The graphical model layout corresponds
with a textual model representation, shown in Table 4
(abbreviated, simplified).

•

Dymola from Dynasim (generic),
MathModelica from MathCore
Engineering (generic)
SimulationX from ISI (generic/extension)
Scilab/Scicos (extension)
MapleSim (extension, announced)
Open Modelica - since 2004 the University of
Lyngby develops an provides an open Modelica
simulation environment (generic),
Mosilab - Fraunhofer Gesellschaft develops a
generic Modelica simulator, which supports
dynamic variable structures (generic)
Dymola / Modelica blocks in Simulink

As Modelica also incorporates graphical model elements, the user may choose between textual modelling,
graphical modelling, and modelling using elements
from an application library. Furthermore, graphical and
textual modelling may be mixed in various kinds. The
minimal modelling environment is a text editor; a comfortable modelling environment offers a graphical modelling editor.
The Constrained Pendulum example can be formulated
in Modelica textually as a physical law for angular acceleration. The event with parameter change is put into
an algorithm section, defining and scheduling the
parameter event SE-P (Table 5). As instead of angular
velocity, the tangential velocity is used as state variable,
the second state event SE-S ‘vanishes’.
Table 5: Textual Modelica Model for
Constrained Pendulum
equation /*pendulum*/
v = length*der(phi);
vdot = der(v);
mass*vdot/length + mass*g*sin(phi)
+damping*v = 0;
algorithm
if (phi<=phipin) then length:=ls; end if;
if (phi>phipin) then length:=l1; end if;

Figure 4: Graphical Modelica Model for Coupled Clutches
Table 4: Textual Modelica Model for Coupled Clutches
encapsulated model CoupledClutches; "Drive train"
parameter SI.Frequency freqHz=0.2; ….
Rotational.Inertia J1(J=1,phi(ic=0),w(ic=10));
Rotational.Torque torque;
Rotational.Clutch clutch1(peak=1.1, fn_max=20);
Rotational.Inertia J3(J=1); ……………………………………
equation
connect(sin1.outPort, torque.inPort);
connect(torque.flange_b, J1.flange_a);
connect(J1.flange_b, clutch1.flange_a);
……………………………………..
connect(step2.outPort, clutch3.inPort);
end CoupledClutches;

Modelica allows combining textual and graphical modelling. For the Constrained Pendulum example, the basic physical dynamics could be modelled graphically
with joint and mass elements, and the event of length
change is described in an algorithm section, with
variables interfacing to the predefined variables in the
graphical model part (Figure 5).
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algorithm
if (revolute1.phi
<= phipin then
revolute1.length:=ls;
end if;
if (revolute1.phi
< phipin then
revolute1.length:=ll;
end if;

Figure 5: Mixed Graphical and Textual Dymola
Model for Constrained Pendulum
MODELLING WITH STATE CHARTS
Figure 7: AnyLogic Model for the Bouncing Ball

In the end of the 1990s, computer science initiated a
new development for modelling discontinuous changes.
The Unified Modelling Language (UML) is one of the
most important standards for specification and design of
object oriented systems. This standard was tuned for
real time applications in the form of a new proposal,
UML Real-Time (UML-RT). By means of UML-RT,
objects can hold the dynamic behaviour of an ODE.

AnyLogic influenced further developments for hybrid
and structural dynamic systems, and led to a discussion
in the Modelica community with respect to a proper
implementation of state charts in Modelica. The principle question is, whether state charts are to be seen as
comfortable way to describe complex WHEN – and IF
– constructs, being part of the model, or whether state
charts control different models from a higher level. At
present (2008) a free Modelica state chart library ‘emulates’ state charts by Boolean variables and IF – THEN
– ELSE constructs. A further problem is the fact, that
the state chart notation is not really standardised; AnyLogic makes use of the Harel state chart type.

In 1999, a simulation research group at the Technical
University of St. Petersburg used this approach in combination with a hybrid state machine for the development of a hybrid simulator (MVS), from 2000 on available commercially as simulator AnyLogic. The modelling language of AnyLogic is an extension of UML-RT;
the main building block is the Active Object. Active
objects have internal structure and behaviour, and allow
encapsulating of other objects to any desired depth. Relationships between active objects set up the hybrid model.

An AnyLogic implementation for the Constrained Pendulum may follow the implementation for the bouncing
ball (Figure 8). An primary active object (Constrained
Pendulum)‘holds’ the equations for the pendulum, together with a state chart (main) switching between short
and long pendulum. The state chart nodes are empty;
the arcs define the events (Figure 8). Internally, AnyLogic restarts at each hit the same pendulum model
(trivial hybrid decomposition).

Active objects interact with their surroundings solely
through boundary objects: ports for discrete communication, and variables for continuous communication
(Figure 6). The activities within an object are usually defined by state charts (extended state machine). While discrete model parts are described by means of state charts,
events, timers and messages, the continuous model parts
are described by means of ODEs and DAEs in CSSLtype notation and with state charts within an object.
An AnyLogic implementation of the well-known Bouncing Ball example shows a simple use of state chart modelling (Figure 7). The model equations are defined in the
active object ball, together with the state chart ball.main.
This state chart describes the interruption of the state
flight (without any equations) by the event bounce (SE-P
and SE-S event) defined by condition and action.

Figure 8: AnyLogic model for Constrained
Pendulum, Simple Implementation
HYBRID AND STRUCTURAL-DYNAMIC SYSTEMS
Continuous simulation and discrete simulation have
different roots, but they are using the same method, the
analysis in the time domain. During the last decades a
broad variety of model frames (model descriptions) has
been developed.

Figure 6: Active Objects with Connectors - Discrete
Messages (Rectangles) and Continuous Signals (Triangles
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In continuous and hybrid simulation, the explicit or implicit state space description is used as common denominator. This state space may be described textually,
or by signal-oriented graphic blocks (e.g. SIMULINK),
or by physically based block descriptions (Modelica,
VHDL-AMS).

This approach can be classified with respect to event
implementation. The approach handles all events of any
kind (SE-P, SE-S, and SE-D) within the ODE solver
frame, also events which change the state space dimension (change of degree of freedoms) – consequently
called internal events.

In discrete simulation, we meet very different techniques for the model frame. Application-oriented flow
diagrams, network diagrams, state diagrams, etc. allow
describing complex behaviour of event-driven dynamics. Usually these descriptions are mapped to an eventbased description. On the other side, the simulator kernel is similar for discrete and continuous simulators.
The model description is mapped to an event list with
adequate update functions of the states within state update events. In discrete simulation, the states are usually
the status variables of servers and queues in the model,
and state update is simple increase or decrease by increments; complex logic conditions may accompany the
scheduling of events. In continuous simulation the state
space is based of various laws used in the application
area, and usually defined by differential-algebraic equations. DAE solvers generate a grid for the approximation
of the solutions. This grid drives an event list with state
update events using complex formula depending on the
chosen DAE solver and on the defined DAE. Additional
time events and state events are inserted into the global
event list.

Using the classical state
chart notation, internal
state events I-SE caused by
the model schedule the
model itself, with usually
different re-initialisations
(depending on the event
type I-SE-P, I-SES, I-SED; Figure 9). For instance,
VHDL-AMS and Dymola
Figure 9: State Chart
follow this approach, hanControl for Internal
dling also DAE models
Events of one Model
with index higher than 1;
discrete model parts are only supported at event level.
ACSL and MATLAB / Simulink generate also a maximal state space.
Hybrid Decomposition for Structural-Dynamic
Systems – External Events
The hybrid decomposition approach makes use of external events (E-SE), which control the sequence and
the serial coupling of one model or of more models. A
convenient tool for switching between models is a state
chart, driven by the external events – which itself are
generated by the models. Following e.g. the UML-RT
notation, control for continuous models and for discrete
actions can by modelled by state charts. Figure 10
shows the hybrid coupling of two models, which may
be extended to an arbitrary number of models, with possible events E-SE-P, E-SE-S, and ESE-D. As special
case, this technique may be also used for serial conditional ‘execution’ of one model – Figure 11 (only for
SE-P and SE-S).
This approach additionally allows not only dynamically
changing state spaces, but also different model types,
like ODEs, linear ODEs (to be analysed by linear theory), PDEs, etc. to be processed in serial or also in parallel, so that also co-simulation can be formulated based
on external events.

Hybrid systems often come together with a change of
the dimension of the state space, then called structuraldynamic systems. The dynamic change of the state
space is caused by a state event of type SE-D. In contrary to state events SE-P and SE-S, states and derivatives may change continuously and differentiable in
case of structural change. In principle, structuraldynamic systems can be seen from two extreme viewpoints. The one says, in a maximal state space, state
events switch on and off algebraic conditions, which
freeze certain states for certain periods. The other one
says that a global discrete state space controls local
models with fixed state spaces, whereby the local models may be also discrete or static.
These viewpoints derive two different approaches for
structural dynamic systems modelling, the
• maximal state space, and the
• hybrid decomposition.
Maximal State Space for Structural-Dynamic
Systems – Internal Events
Most implementations of physically based model descriptions support a big monolithic model description,
derived from laws, ODEs, DAEs, state event functions
and internal events. The state space is maximal and
static, index reduction in combination with constraints
keep a consistent state space. For instance, Dymola,
OpenModelica, and VHDL-AMS follow this approach.

Figure 11: State Chart
Control for External
Events for two Models
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Figure 12: State Chart
Control for External
Events for one Model

The approach allows handling all events also outside
the ODE solver frame. After an event, a very new
model can be started. This procedure may make sense
especially in case of events of type SE-D and SE-S. As
consequence, consecutive models of different state
spaces may be used.

There, all (sub)models may be precompiled, or the new
recent state space may be determined and translated to a
DAE system in case of the external event (interpretative
technique).
Clearly, not only ODE solver can make use of the
model descriptions (derivatives), but also eigenvalue
analysis and steady state calculation may be used and
other analysis algorithms. Furthermore, complex experiments can be controlled by external events scheduling the same model in a loop.

Figure 12 shows a structure for a simulator supporting
structural dynamic modelling and simulation. The figure
summarises the outlined ideas by extending the CSSL
structure by control model, external events and multiple
models. The main extension is that the translator generates not only one DAE model; he generates several
DAE models from the (sub)model descriptions, and
external events from the connection model, controlling
the model execution sequence in the highest level of the
dynamic event list.

Mixed Approach with Internal and External Events
A simulator structure as proposed in Figure 12 is a very
general one, because it allows as well external as ell as
internal events, so that hybrid coupling with variable state
models of any kind with internal and external events is
possible (Figure 13).
Both approaches have
advantages and disadvantages. The classical Dymola approach generates
a fast simulation, because
of the monolithic program. However, the state
space is static. Furthermore, Modelica centres
on physical modelling. A
hybrid approach handles
separate model parts and
must control the external
events.
Consequently, two levels
of programs have to be
generated: dynamic models, and a control program
– today’s implementations
are interpretative and not
compiling, so that simulation times increase - but
the overall state space is
indeed dynamic.
A challenge for the future
lies in the combination of
both approaches. The
main ideas are:
•
•
•

Figure 12: Structure for a Simulation System with External State Events E-SE and
Classical Internal State Events I-SE for Controlling Different Models
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Moderate hybrid
decomposition
External and internal events
Efficient implementation of
models and control

support hybrid decomposition or not, and state chart
modelling may be available or not. Simulators with features for state chart modelling may support hybrid decomposition or not, and a-causal modelling may be offered or not. In general, interpreter-oriented simulators
offer more structural flexibility, but modern software
structures would allow also flexibility with precompiled
models or with models compiled ‘on the fly’.
In addition, of interest are also structural features as
• simulation-driven visualisation (with visualisation
objects defined with the model objects; VIS),
• frequency domain analysis and linearization for
steady state analysis (FA), and
• extended environment for complex experiments
and data pre- and postprocessing (ENV).

Figure13: State Chart Control for Different Models
with Internal and External Events
For instance, for parameter state events (SE-P) an implementation with an internal event may be sufficient (ISE-P), for an event of SE-S type implementation with
an external event may be advantageous because of easier state re-initialisation (E-SE-S), and for a structural
model change (SE-D) an implementation with an external event may be preferred (E-SE-D), because of much
easier handling of the dynamic state change – and less
necessity for index reduction.

In the following sections, simulators and simulation
systems are investigated in order to check the availability of these structural features. For some of the simulators, implementation templates with the Constrained
Pendulum are discussed.
MATLAB / Simulink / Stateflow

An efficient control of the sequence of models can be
made by state charts, but also by a well-defined definitions and distinction of IF - and WHEN - constructs,
like discussed in extensions of Scilab/Scicos for Modelica models.

The mainly interpretative systems MATLAB / Simulink
offer different approaches. First, MATLAB itself allows
any kind of static and dynamic decomposition (SD
‘yes’), but MATLAB is not a simulator, because the
model equations have to be provided in a sorted manner, to be called from an ODE solver (MS ‘no’).
Second, MATLAB allows hybrid decomposition at
MATLAB level with Simulink models. There, from
MATLAB different Simulink models are called conditionally, and in Simulink, a state event is determined by
the hit-crossing block (terminating the simulation). For
control, in MATLAB only IF – THEN constructs are
available. Table 6 – MATLAB control model, and Figure 15– graphical Simulink model, show a hybrid decomposition of this type for the Constrained Pendulum.
MATLAB is a very powerful environment with various
modules. Simulink is MATLAB’s simulation module
for block-oriented dynamic models (directed signal
graphs), which can be combined with Stateflow,
MATLAB’s module for event-driven state changes described by state charts (SC-T and SC-G ‘yes’).

STRUCTURAL FEATURES OF SIMULATORS
While the extended features discussed before address
the CSSL-standard, structural features characterise features for physical modelling and for structural dynamic
systems. This section investigates the availability or of
structural features in some simulators, and summarises
the results in table xx. Furthermore, is should be discussed, which software structure these simulators use
(compared to Figure 3 and Figure 12). The extended
features may be classified as follows:
•
•
•
•

Support of a-causal physical modelling
(sometimes called port-based modelling) at
textual (PM-T) or graphical level (PM-G),
Modelica standard (MOD) for a-causal physical
modelling ,
Decomposition of structural dynamic systems
with dynamic features (SD) – features for
external events, and
Support of state chart modelling or a of a similar
construct, by means of textual (SC-T) or
graphical (SC-G) constructs.

Table 6: MATLAB Control Model for Constrained
Pendulum with External Events
Switching between Long and Short Pendulum
if ((phi_p-phi0)*phi_p<0 |
(phi0==phi_p & phi_p*v>0))
dphi0=v/ls;
sim('pendulum_short',[t(length(t)),10]);
v=dphi(length(dphi))*ls;
else
dphi0=v/l;
sim('pendulum_long',[t(length(t)),10]);
v=dphi(length(dphi))*l;
end

In principle, each combination of the above features is
possible. By means of the maximal state space approach, each classic simulator can handle structural dynamic systems, but a-causal modelling may be supported or not, and state chart modelling may be available or not. Simulators with a-causal modelling may
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Neither MATLAB nor Simulink support a-causal modelling. New MATLAB modules for physical modelling
(e.g. Hydraulic Blockset) are precompiled to a classical
state space (PM-T and PM-G ‘no’), and furthermore
Modelica modelling is not supported (MOD ‘no’) –
Mathworks developers are working hard on some kind
of real physical modelling and on Modelica modelling.
For DAEs, MATLAB and Simulink offer modified
LSODE solvers (implicit solvers) for the nested DAE
solving approach. In MATLAB any kind of simulation
– driven visualisation can be programmed and used in
MATLAB or Simulink or in both, but not based on the
model definition blocks (VIS ‘(yes)’). From the beginning on, MATLAB and Simulink offered frequency
analysis (FA ‘yes’), and clearly, MATLAB is a very
powerful environment for Simulink, Stateflow, for all
other Toolboxes, and for MATLAB itself (ENV ‘yes’).

Figure 14: Simulink Model for Constrained Pendulum
with External Event detected by Hit-Crossing Block
At Simulink level, Stateflow, Simulink’s state chart
modelling tool, may control different submodels. These
submodels may be dynamic models based on ODEs
(DAEs), or static models describing discrete actions
(events). Consequently, Stateflow can be used for implementation of the Constrained Pendulum, where the
state charts control length and change of velocities in
case of hit by triggering the static changes (Figure 15).
This implementation makes use of notations from analog circuits: the integrator, the 1/s – block, has not only
continuous signal inputs, but also an reset control input
and a static IC input, which toggle the velocity at hit. A
solely Simulink implementation would make use of a
triggered submodels describing the events by AND –
and OR – blocks, or by a MATLAB function.
Alternatively, for Constrained Pendulum Stateflow could
control two different submodels representing long and
short pendulum enabled and disabled by the state chart
control. Internally Simulink generates a state space with
‘double’ dimension, because Simulink can only work
with a maximal state space and does not allow hybrid
decomposition (SD ‘no). As advantage, this implementation would not need the old-fashioned integrator control.

ACSL
ACSL – Advanced Continuous Simulation Language –
has been developed since more than 25 years. ACSL
was strongly influenced by the CSSL standard. ACSL’
software structure is a direct mapping of the structure in
Figure 3. Implementations of the Constrained Pendulum have been shown in the previous sections, as example for modelling due to CSSL standard.
ACSL’ development as simulator seems to have ended,
as the new developers (Aegis Technologies) concentrate
on application-oriented simulation solutions, with models are tailor-made for the specific application. Last extensions were a change to C as basic language (instead
of FORTRAN), and DAE features using the nested approach with classical solvers, or direct implicit DAE
solving with DASSL Code (DAE ‘yes’, IR ‘no’). From
the beginning on, steady state calculation, linearization
and frequency analysis was a standard feature of
ACSL’s simulator kernel (FA ‘yes’).
Since 2000, the environment has been enriched by modules for modelling and environment modules. The first
module was a graphical modeller. Figure 16 shows a
graphical friction model (‘block on a rough surface’) in
ACSL’s graphic modeller, which seems to make use of
physical modelling, but in behind classical state spaces
as with Simulink’s blocksets for physical modelling is
used – PM-T and PM-G ‘no’). Furthermore, a simulation-driven visualisation system (third party) is offered
(but hard to use) – VIS ‘(yes)’.

Figure15: Simulink Model for Constrained Pendulum
with External Event detected by Hit-Crossing
Block and controlled by Stateflow
Figure 16: ACSL Graphic Model for Friction System
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A very interesting module is an extended environment
called ACSLMath. ACSLMath was intended to have
same features as MATLAB; available is only a subset,
but powerful enough for an extended environment
(ENV ‘yes’), which can be used for hybrid decomposition of a structural dynamic model in almost the same
way than MATLAB does (SD ‘yes’). Unfortunately the
development of ACSLMath has been stopped. In general, there is no intention to make a-causal physical
modelling available, also Modelica is not found in the
developers’ plans (PM-T, PM-G, and MOD ‘no’).
Dymola
Dymola has partly been discussed in a section before,
together with an implementation for the Constrained Pendulum example (Dymola standard implementation, Figure 5, Table 5). Dymola, introduced by F. E. Cellier as acausal modelling language, and developed to a simulator
by H. Elmquist, can be called the mother of Modelica.

Figure17: Graphical Dymola Model for Constrained
Pendulum with Internal Events Managed by
Elements of Dymola’s State Chart Library
For Modelica extension, a working group on hybrid
systems has been implemented, in order to discuss and
standardise hybrid constructs like state charts, and hybrid decompositions (independent submodels).

Dymola is based on a-causal physical modelling and initiated Modelica; consequently, it fully supports Modelica
these structural features (PM-T, PM-G, and MOD ‘yes’).
Together with the model objects, also graphical objects
may be defined, so that simulation based pseudo-3D visualisation is available (VIS ‘yes’). A key feature of Dymola is the very sophisticated index reduction by the
modified Pantelides algorithm, so Dymola handles any
DAE system, also with higher index, with bravura (DAE
and IR ‘yes’). For DAE solving, modified DASSL algorithms are used. In software structure, Dymola is similar
to ACSL, using an extended CSSL structure as given in
Figure 3 – with the modification that all discrete actions
are put into one event module, where CASE - constructs
distinguish between the different events (this structure is
based on the first simulator engine Dymola used, the DSBlock System of DLR Oberpfaffenhofen).

Another interesting and remarkable development started
in 2006 – Modelica’s basic static calculation features become notable. These basic features include any kind of
vector and matrix operations, and they can be extended
by Modelica’s generic extension mechanism. In principle,
‘static’ Modelica defines a MATLAB-like language.
Simulators being capable of understanding Modelica,
must consequently also support these static calculations
(without any DAE around) – so that each Modelica simulator becomes a ‘Mini-MATLAB’. In Dymola, such calculations may be performed in a textual Dymola consisting only of an algorithmic section, without any time advance from the simulator kernel.
MathModelica
MathModelica, developed by MathCoreAB, was the
second simulation system, which understood Modelica
modelling. MathModelica is an integrated interactive
development, from modelling via simulation to analysis
and code integration. As furthermore the MathModelica
translator is very similar to Dymola’s model translator,
clearly all related features are available, including index
reduction and use of implicit solvers like DASSL (all
DAE, IR, PM-T, PM-G and MOD ‘yes’).

Dymola comes with a graphical modelling and basic
simulation environment, and provides a simple script
language as extended environment; new releases offer
also optimisation, as built-in function of the simulator.
Furthermore, based on Modelica’s matrix functions
some task of an environment can be performed – so
ENV (‘yes’) – available, but complex/uncomfortable.
Dymola offers also a Modelica – compatible state chart
library, which allows to model complex conditions (internally translated into IF – THEN – ELSE or WHEN
constructs - SC-T and SC-G ‘(yes)’). Figure 17 shows
an implementation of the Constrained Pendulum using
this library.
Up to now (2008) the Modelica definition says nothing
about structural dynamic systems, and Dymola builds
up a maximal state space. And up to now, Modelica
does not directly define state charts, and in Dymola a
state chart library in basic Modelica notation is available, but working only with internal events within the
maximal state space (SD ‘no’).

Figure 18 shows a drive train model set up with MathModelica’s Mechanics Package (Modelica modelling) –
due to the Modelica standard this model looks almost
exactly like the model in Dymola, SimulationX, etc.

Figure 18: MathModelica Model for a Drive Train
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MathModelica follows a software model different to
CSSL standard. The user interface consists of a graphical
model editor and notebooks. There, a simulation center
controls and documents experiments in the time domain.
Documentation, mathematical type setting, and symbolic
formula manipulation are provided via Mathematica, as
well as Mathematica acts as extended environment for
MathModelica (ENV ‘yes’) – performing any kind of
analysis and visualisation (FA and VIS ‘yes’). By means
of the Mathematica environment, also a hybrid decomposition of structural dynamic systems is possible, with the
same technique like in MATLAB (SD – ‘yes’).

Mosilab Standard Modelica Model. In a standard Modelica approach, the Constrained Pendulum is defined in the
MOSILAB equation layer as implicit law; the state event,
which appears every time when the rope of the pendulum
hits or ‘leaves’ the pin, is modelled in an algorithm
section with if (or when) – conditions (Table 7).
Table 7: Mosilab Model for Constrained
Pendulum – Standard Modelica Approach
with Internal Events (I-SE-P)
equation /*pendulum*/
v = l1*der(phi); vdot = der(v);
mass*vdot/l1 + mass*g*sin(phi)+damping*v = 0;
algorithm
if (phi<=phipin) then length:=ls; end if;
if (phi>phipin) then length:=l1; end if;
end

Mosilab
Since 2004, Fraunhofer Gesellschaft Dresden develops a
generic simulator Mosilab, which also initiates an extension to Modelica: multiple models controlled by state
automata, coupled in serial and in parallel. Furthermore,
Mosilab puts emphasis on co-simulation and simulator
coupling, whereby for interfacing the same constructs are
used than for hybrid decomposition. Mosilab is a generic
Modelica simulator, so all basic features are met (ED,
SEH, DAE, PM-T, and PM-G ‘yes’, and MOD ‘(yes)’ –
because of subset implementation at present, 2008). For
DAE solving, variants of IDA-DASSL solver are used.

Mosilab I-SE-P Model with State Charts. MOSILAB’s
state chart approach models discrete elements by state
charts, which may be used instead of IF - or WHEN clauses, with much higher flexibility and readability in
case of complex conditions. There, Boolean variables
define the status of the system and are managed by the
state chart. Table 8 shows a Mosilab implementation of
the Constrained Pendulum: the state charts initialise the
system (initial state) and manage switching between
long and short pendulum, by changing the length appropriately.

Mosilab implements extended state chart modelling,
which may be translated directly due to Modelica standard into equivalent IF – THEN constructs, or which can
control different models and model executions (SC-T,
SC-G, and SD ‘yes’). At state chart level, state events of
type SE-D control the switching between different models and service the events (E-SE-D). State events affecting a state variable (SE-S type) can be modelled at this
external level (E-SE-S type), or also as classic internal
event (I-SE-S). Mosilab translates each model separately,
and generates a main simulation program out of state
charts, controlling the call of the precompiled models and
passing data between the models, so that the software
model of Mosilab follows the structure in Figure 12. The
textual and graphical constructs for the state charts are
modifications of state chart modelling in AnyLogic.
Mosilab is in developing, so it supports only a subset of
Modelica, and index reduction has not been implemented
yet, so that MOD gets a ‘(yes)’ in parenthesis, and IR gets
a ‘(no)’ – indicating that the feature is not available at
present (2008), but is scheduled for the future. Index reduction at present not available in Mosilab, but planned
(IR ‘(no)’) - has become topic of discussion: case studies
show, that hybrid decomposition of structural dynamic
systems results mainly in DAE systems of index n = 1, so
that index reduction may be bypassed (except models
with contact problems).

Table 8: Mosilab Model for Constrained Pendulum –
State Chart Model with Internal Events (I-SE-P)
event Boolean lengthen(start=false),
shorten(start = false);
equation
lengthen=(phi>phipin); shorten=(phi<=phipin);
equation /*pendulum*/
v = l1*der(phi); vdot = der(v);
mass*vdot/l1 + mass*g*sin(phi)+damping*v= 0;
statechart
state LengthSwitch extends State;
State Short,Long,Initial(isInitial=true);
transition Initial -> Long end transition;
transition Long -> Short event shorten action
length := ls;
end transition;
transition Short -> Long event lengthen action
length := l1;
end transition; end LengthSwitch;

From the modelling point of view, this description is
equivalent to the aforementioned description with IF clauses. The Mosilab translator clearly generates there
an implementation with different internal equations.
Mosilab E-SE-P Model. Mosilab’s state chart construct
is not only a good alternative to IF - or WHEN - clauses
within one model, it offers also the possibility to switch
between structural different models. This very powerful
feature allows any kind of hybrid composition of models with different state spaces and of different type
(from ODEs to PDEs, etc.). Table 9 shows a Mosilab
implementation of the Constrained Pendulum making
use of two different pendulum models, controlled externally by a state chart. Clearly, in case of this simple
model, different models would not be necessary.

Mosilab allows very different approaches for modelling
and simulation tasks, to be discussed with the Constrained Pendulum example. Three different modelling
approaches reflect the distinction between internal and
external events as discussed before.
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Here, the system is decomposed into two different models, Short pendulum model, and Long pendulum
model, controlled by a state chart. The model description (Table 9) defines now first the two pendulum models, and then the event as before. The state chart creates
first instances of both pendulum models during the initial state (new). The transitions organise the switching
between the pendulums (remove, add). The connect
statements are used for mapping local to global state.
Figure 19: Software Modules of Open Modelica.

Table 9: Mosilab Model for Constrained Pendulum –
State Chart Switching between Different Pendulums
Models by External Events (E-SE-P)

The whole OpenModelica environment consists of open
software (Figure 19): OMC – the Open Modelica Compiler translates Modelica models (with index reduction);
OMShell as interactive session handler is a minimal experiment frame; Modelica models may be set up by a
simple text editor or by a graphical model editor (here,
for teaching purposes the model editor of MathModelica is allowed to be used!); the purpose of OMNotebook is to provide an advanced Modelica environment
and teaching tool; the DrModelica notebook provides
all the examples from P. Fritzson's book on Modelica;
the other modules support environment interfacing and
Open Modelica development.

model Long
equation
mass*vdot/l1 + mass*g*sin(phi)+damping*v = 0;
end Long;
model Short
equation
mass*vdot/ls + mass*g*sin(phi)+damping*v = 0;
end Short;
event discrete Boolean lengthen(start=true),
shorten(start = false);
equation
lengthen =
(phi>phipin);shorten=(phi<=phipin);
statechart
state ChangePendulum extends State;
State Short,Long,startState(isInitial=true);
transition startState -> Long action
L:=new Long(); K:=new Short(); add(L);
end transition;
transition Long->Short event shorten action
disconnect ….; remove(L); add(K); connect …
end transition;
transition Short -> Long event lengthen
action
disconnect …;
remove(K); add(L);
connect ……
end transition; end ChangePendulum;

Open Modelica is a generic Modelica simulator, so all
basic features are met (ED, SEH, DAE, PM-T, PM-G, IR
and MOD ‘yes’; for DAE solving, variants of DASSL
solver are used). P. Fritzson, the initiator of Open Modelica puts emphasis on discrete events and hybrid modelling, so documentation comes with clear advice for use of
IF – and WHEN – clauses in Modelica, and with state
chart modules in DrModelica – so SC-T gets ‘yes’. Figure 20 shows the equivalence of a state chart and the correct definition as Modelica submodel. For graphical state
chart modelling the experimental Modelica state chart
library can be used – so SC-G ‘(yes)’.
The notebook features allow interfaces and extensions of
any kind, e.g. for data visualisation and frequency analysis
– FA and VIS ‘(yes)’; they allow also for controlled executive of different models, so that hybrid decomposition
of structural dynamic systems is possible – SD ‘(yes)’.

Mosilab offers also strong support for simulator coupling (e.g. MATLAB) and time-synchronised coupling
of external programs. This feature may be used for any
kind of visualisation not based the model definition
(VIS ‘(yes)’).
External events driven by external states charts open possibilities, which were not planned at begin of Mosilab
development, but which became obvious during development. It turned out, that complex experiments can be
defined and performed by means of external state charts as well as a simple parameter loop, which makes use of
the same model in each state change (change of parameter
value). Furthermore, at level of the ‘main’ model, any
kind of static calculations due to Modelica standard
should be possible. There, Mosilab mixes model frame
and experimental frame and sets up a common extended
environment (ENV ‘yes’), where also frequency analysis
can be implemented (FA ‘(no)’).

partial model SimpleBacklash
Boolean backward, slack, forward;
parameter ……
equation
phi_dev = phi_rel - phi_rel0;
backward = phi_rel < -b/2;
forward = phi_rel > b/2;
slack = not (backward or forward);
tau = if forward then
c*(phi_dev – b/2)
else (if backward then
c*(phi_dev + b/2)
else 0);
end SimpleBacklash

Open Modelica
The goal of the Open Modelica project is to create a
complete Modelica modelling, compilation and simulation environment based on free software distributed in
binary and source code form.

Figure 20: OpenModelica State Chart Modelling
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SimulationX
SimulationX is a new Modelica simulator developed by
ITI simulation, Dresden. This almost generic Modelica
simulator is based on ITI’s simulation system ITI-SIM,
where the generic IT-SIM modelling frame has been replaced by Modelica modelling. From the very beginning
on, ITI-SIM concentrated on physical modelling, with a
theoretical background from power graphs and bond
graphs. Figure 21 shows graphical physical modelling in
ITI-SIM – very similar to Modelica graphical modelling.
The simulation engine from ITI-SIM drives also SimulationX, using a sophisticated implicit integration scheme,
with state event handling. Consequently, all features f
related to physical modelling are available: (ED, SEH,
DAE, PM-T, PM-G, and MOD ‘yes’; index reduction is
not really implemented – IR ‘(no)’.
State chart constructs are not directly supported (SC-T
‘no’), but due to Modelica compatibility the Modelica
state chart library can be used (SC-G – ‘(yes)’. SimulationX (and ITI-SIM) put emphasis on physical application – oriented modelling and simulation, so frequency
analysis is directly supported in the simulation environment (FA – ‘yes’), which offers via additional modules
(e.g. interfaces to multibody systems) connectivity to external systems (ENV – ‘(yes)’). The simulation engine
drives also pseudo-3D visualisation (VIS – ‘yes’).

Equations Constrained Pendulum
parameter …
end Constrained pendulum
Equations Short
d(alpha)/dt = omega
d(omega)/dt =(-g*sin(alpha)-mu*omega)/ls
Change eventLong;
(alpha>=alphaN)||(alpha<=alphaN)
Action; omega=omega*ls/ll; stop
end Short
Equations Long
d(alpha)/dt = omega
d(omega)/dt =(-g*sin(alpha)-mu*omega)/ll
Change eventShort
(alpha>=alphaN)||(alpha<=alphaN)
Action; omega=omega*ll/ls; stop
end Long

Figure 21: AnyLogic Model for Constrained
Pendulum, Hybrid Model Decomposition with
two Pendulum Models and External Events
AnyLogic E-SE-P Model with State Charts. A hybrid decomposed model may make use of two different models,
each defined in substate / submodel Short and Long. –
both part of a state chart switching between these submodels. The events defined at the arcs stop the actual
model, set new initial conditions and start the alternative
model (Figure 21).
AnyLogic E-SE-P Model with Parallel Models. AnyLogic works interpretatively, after each external event
state equations are tracked and sorted anew for the new
state space. This makes it possible, to decompose model
not only in serial, but also in parallel. In Constrained
Pendulum example, the ODE for the angle, which is not
effected by the events, may be put in the main model,
together with transformation to Cartesian coordinates
(Figure 22), which seems to run in parallel with different velocity equations.

Figure 21: Physical Modelling in ITI-SIM / SimulationX
AnyLogic
AnyLogic – already discussed in a previous section) is
based on hybrid automata (SC-T and SC-G - ‘yes’).
Consequently, hybrid decomposition and control by
external events is possible (ED, SD ‘yes’). AnyLogic
can deal partly with implicit systems (only nested approach, DAE ‘(yes)’), but does not support a-causal
modelling (PM-T, PM-G - ‘no’) and does not support
Modelica (MOD - ‘no’). Furthermore, new versions of
AnyLogic concentrate more on discrete modelling and
modelling with System Dynamics, whereby state event
detection has been sorted out (SEH ‘(no)’. On the other
hand, AnyLogic offers many other modelling paradigms, as System Dynamics, Agent-based Simulation,
DEVS modelling and simulation. AnyLogic is Javabased and provides simulation-driven visualisation and
animation of model objects (VIS ‘yes’) and can also
generate Java web applets.

Equations Constrained Pendulum
d(alpha)/dt = omega
x = l*sin(alpha); y = l*cos(alpha)
end Constrained pendulum
Equations Short
d(omega)/dt =(-g*sin(alpha)-mu*omega)/ls
Change eventLong
(alpha>=alphaN)||(alpha<=alphaN)
Action; omega=omega*ls/ll; stop
end Short
Equations Long
d(omega)/dt =(-g*sin(alpha)-mu*omega)/ll
Change eventShort
(alpha>=alphaN)||(alpha<=alphaN)
Action; omega=omega*ll/ls; stop
end Long

In AnyLogic, various implementations for the Constrained Pendulum are possible. A classical implementation is given in Figure 8, following classical textual ODE
modelling, whereby instead of IF – THEN clauses a state
chart is used for switching (I-SE-P, I-SE-S).

Figure 22 AnyLogic Model for Constrained Pendulum,
Hybrid Model Decomposition with Two Models for
Angular Velocity and Overall Model for Angle
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From software engineering view, AnyLogic is a programming environment for Java, with special features
for ODE simulation. At each level Java code can be
entered, and Java modules linked and called. The main
module may be arbitrarily extended by Java code, stating not only the (predefined) simulation engine, but also
frequency analysis packages, etc., with programming
effort – so ENV ‘(yes)’

SCILAB / SCICOS
Scilab is a scientific software package for numerical
computations with a powerful open computing environment for engineering and scientific applications.
Scilab is open source software. Scilab is now the responsibility of the Scilab Consortium, launched in May
2003. Scicos is a graphical dynamical system modeller
and simulator toolbox included in Scilab.
Scilab / Scicos is an open source alternative to MATLAB / Simulink, developed in France. Consequently,
Scilab as MATLAB – like tool has nearly the same features than MATLAB: no equation sorting– MS – ‘no’!;
DE, IR, PM-T, PM-G, MOD, SC-T, and SC-G – ‘no’;
SEH, DAE, and VIS – ‘(yes)’, remarkably – SD, FA
and ENV – ‘yes’. Similarly, Scicos has extended features ED, SEH, and DAE – ‘yes’.

Model Vision Studium MVS
Model Vision Studium (MVS) – is an integrated graphical
environment for modelling and simulation of complex
dynamical systems. Development of MVS started in the
1990ies at Technical University of St. Petersburg; for end
of 2008, an English version is announced.
Basis of MVS are hybrid state charts (SC-T, SC-G ‘yes’), allowing any parallel, serial, and conditional combination of continuous models, described by DAEs, and
controlled and interrupted by state events (ED, SHE ‘yes’). State models itself are objects to be instantiated in
various kinds, so that structural dynamic systems of any
kind can be modelled (SD - ‘yes’). Textual physical and
DAE modelling is supported by an editor capable of editing mathematical formula (DAE and PM-T ‘yes’, PM-G
no), but no Modelica compatibility (MOD – ‘no’).
For MVS, a subset of UML Real Time was chosen and
extended to state chart activities (Java – based). Other
modules (simulation kernel, environment) are linked
modules (e.g. C-modules), e.g. Java-base simulation
driven visualisation (VIS - ‘yes’). In principle, MVS and
AnyLogic have been developed in parallel. The continuous elements in AnyLogic have been taken from MVS,
because AnyLogic started as pure discrete simulator.

The developers of Scicos started early with a kind of
physical modelling – Figure 24 shows an electrical
modelling palette of Scicos (PM-T, PM-G – yes). They
are working on extensions in two directions:
• extending the model description by full Modelica
models (textually and graphically) –
- so MOD and IR ‘(yes)’ (subset)
• refining the IF-THEN-ELSE – and WHEN – clause
introducing different classes of associated events,
resulting ‘state chart clauses’ - so SC-T – ‘yes’
In Scicos, the Modelica state chart library allows graphical
state chart modelling. Standalone Scicos has no features
for frequency analysis, structural decomposition and extended environment (FA, SD, ENV – ‘no’), but limited
visualisatisation (VIS – ‘(yes)’); Scicos controlled by
Scilab has all these features (VIS, FA, SD, ENV – ‘yes’).

State charts are similar to AnyLogic, consisting of different implicit state space descriptions – and also defining
complex experiments (calling different models; ENV –
‘yes), but without frequency analysis (FA – ‘no’).
As example, two states pendulum and flight, and a state
chart handling the external event of type E-SE-D (Figure 23) describe a breaking pendulum.
Figure 24: Scicos Physical Modelling Palette for
Electrical Applications
Maple
Maple – developed by Maplesoft, Canada, is working
on a toolbox MapleSim, which will understand Modelica models (PM-T, PM-G, and MOD – ‘yes’). Maple
acts as environment and provides sophisticated DAE
solvers, as well as symbolic algorithms for index reduction (DAE, IR, ENV, VIS, FA – ‘yes’).
In development are constructs for events and event handling (ED – ‘yes)’, SEH – ‘(no)’); textual state chart
modelling has not been discussed yet, graphical state
chat notation may com from the experimental Modelica
state chart library (SC-T – ‘no’, SC-G – ‘(yes)’).

Figure 23: MVS Model for Breaking Pendulum
- Hybrid Model Decomposition into Pendulum
and Flight Model
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Availability of Structural Features
Table 10 provides an availability comparison of the discussed features within the presented simulators. Clearly
such comparison must be incomplete, and using simple
‘yes’ and ‘no’ might be too simple. Consequently, it
should be a hint for further detailed feature comparison.
REFERENCES
As a really adequate reference list, with details on structures,
features, and detailed developments and background would
cover again 10 pages, alternatively the list is restricted to only
few main sources. For information modelling approaches, it is
referred to the journal SNE – Simulation News, where regularly
benchmarks, also for Modelica modelling, are published (http:
sne.argesim.org, ww.argesim.org). For simulator information,
see webpages of distributors / developers.
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Table 10: Availability of Structural Features in Simulators - DAEs, State Events, Modelica Notation,
Structural Decomposition, and Related Features
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Telecommunications plc (BT) to drive efficiencies
within business processes and also showcase some of
the tools that are being developed to aid process
designers in designing and re-engineering efficient
business processes.
Our existing work on Real-Time Business
Intelligence (RTBI) (Azvine et al. 2006) has emphasised
the need for businesses to develop and use efficient
business processes that are able to respond appropriately
to internal and external factors that can affect the
outcome or execution of the process.
To this end we have developed an extensible process
simulation tool that allows Process Designers to
simulate the execution of their business processes and
gain insights into the outcome of those process in terms
of the estimated value of specified Key Performance
Indicators (KPI) and in terms of the throughput of the
process through the estimation and visualisation of the
queues for each activity.
As is discussed in the literature (Lambert 2006;
Neiger 2006) good business processes should take into
account the risks involved in carrying out the process
and choices at design time should take into account the
level of risk for each activity so the overall level of risk
for the holistic process is minimised.
Our simulation tool builds upon plain discrete event
simulation of business processes and includes facilities
to utilise uncertainty and risk within the analysis that is
performed including the ability to use of fuzzy logic to
model risk.
The tool is targeted at process designers and process
managers in order to provide some predictive analytic
capability. This would allow stakeholders to recalculate
Key Risk Indicators (KRI) quickly when considering
adjustments to the process and additionally gain insights
into the performance of the process both with and
without the possibility of risk occurring during the
process execution.
In this paper we next introduce some information
about business process management (BPM) as a
discipline and its links with risk analysis. The third
section introduces the different features of the simulator.
The fourth section provides a concrete example of how
the tool is used giving examples of the insights that can
be gained. The final section concludes the paper.

KEYWORDS
Simulation, Risk, Business Process, Fuzzy Logic,
KPI, KRI.
ABSTRACT
The current drive towards Service Oriented
Architecture (SOA) and Business Process Execution
Language (BPEL) in enterprises will increase
dependency on efficient businesses processes. In the
current competitive environment, process efficiency
gains are seen as a crucial factor for business success.
However it is not sufficient to design a process that
works well under normal conditions. Risk analysis and
mitigation is an important activity that should be tackled
systematically during process design and improvement.
The process designer’s job has thus become particularly
complex, requiring tools that combine traditional
business process management with operational risk
analysis.
In this paper we introduce a simulation environment
that
has
been
developed
within
British
Telecommunications plc to simulate business process
performance. The simulator incorporates a facility to
simulate arbitrary risk effects on the performance of the
process. Since risk analysis typically deals with
qualitative values such as “high probability risk” or
“low impact risk”, measuring key risk indicators (KRIs)
can be difficult. The simulator allows the process
designer to formulate a fuzzy system of rules to define
how risk is measured; these allow the user to produce
KRIs that utilise the qualitative risk knowledge in
addition to the ability to derive quantitative risk
measures should they be needed.
INTRODUCTION
The increasingly process driven nature of businesses
and the increasing interest in Service Oriented
Architecture (SOA) and Business Process Orchestration
technologies such as Business Process Execution
Language (BPEL) in IT Departments in many
companies mean it is imperative that each business
process be as efficient as possible, both in terms of the
systems that are invoked in the course of process
execution and in terms of the human tasks that are
required to ensure a favourable result.
In this paper we showcase some of the innovations
that are currently being developed within British
Proceedings 22nd European Conference on Modelling and
Simulation ©ECMS Loucas S. Louca, Yiorgos Chrysanthou,
Zuzana Oplatková, Khalid Al-Begain (Editors)
ISBN: 978-0-9553018-5-8 / ISBN: 978-0-9553018-6-5 (CD)
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quantitative answer that illustrates business performance
is usually desirable.
Fuzzy logic allows for reasoning about quantitative
measures in a qualitative way, and as such seems to be
an ideal solution to the issues that we have described.
As such, we have implemented a simulation
environment that allows the users of the system to
define fuzzy logic rules to express the qualitative nature
of risks to the process under test, and have the simulator
return the performance of the business process in terms
of KPIs that allow for easy comparison across
simulation executions.
In addition to the advantages of fuzzy logic for
reasoning about systems, it also allows the system to
suppress small changes in those input values and
therefore provide a more holistic view of the process
and its simulation.

BUSINESS PROCESS MANAGEMENT & RISK
Business processes are defined by Davenport (1993)
as a set of structured, measured activities across time
and place, with a beginning, an end, and clearly
identified inputs and outputs which are designed to
produce a specified output for a particular customer or
market. It is easy to see from this definition that most
businesses can be seen as a collection of business
processes. An efficient set of business processes is
therefore essential to the efficient running of such a
‘process driven’ business.
Producing efficient business processes is not an easy
task. One of the most important tools in process design
and improvement is a simulation environment that can
provide insight into the bottlenecks that could be
encountered in the process, and also will allow the
designer to see the effect of differing resource levels
upon the defined process.
A number of articles in the literature mention the link
between business processes and risk analysis (Lambert
et al. 2006; Neiger et al. 2006; Jallow et al. 2007). The
importance of analysing process risk led to this work
which extends a basic process simulator with the ability
to simulate the effect of risk events upon the process
execution.
According to Frost et al. (2001) a risk is an uncertain
future event which may have an effect upon the ability
of an organisation to reach its objectives. Furthermore a
risk consists of two attributes: first, a probability of
occurrence and second, an effect.
Before the simulation approach discussed in this
paper can begin it would be necessary for the risks
involved in the process to be defined. The best
approach would be to leverage a standard risk analysis
process such as COSO (2004), for more information see
Jallow et al. (2007).
Once risks to a process have been identified and
assigned a probability and an effect, a corresponding
risk can be defined within the simulator and will be used
in the simulation of the process model when executed.
These risk probabilities and risk effects are typically of
a qualitative nature. This presents a challenge for the
simulation of business processes and because risk
analysis of a process is of limited value without
knowledge of the business performance under the
specified risk, it is important for the simulator to be able
to express the performance of the process in values
which can be easily understood by business users, that is
to say quantitative values.
In the paper by Intaver (2005) a strong case is made
for a combined quantitative and qualitative approach to
risk management to aid project managers in accurate
estimation of risks and effects. Zadeh (1994) argues
that humans will typically prefer to reason about risks in
a qualitative way. However since this reasoning is
typically subjective it can be compromised by a number
of other factors that may effect the quality of the results
that are obtained. In addition the performance of
business processes is typically measured in a
quantitative rather than qualitative way and a

PROCESS SIMULATOR
The process simulator forms only one part of the
RTBI framework that is being developed within BT
Research & Venturing. Specifically the simulator is
built on top of the open-source JBPM stack and uses
their JPDL workflow language to define processes.
Both of these components are produced by JBoss, which
is a division of Red Hat Middleware, LLC.
(http://www.jboss.com).
The defined process is described to the system using
the JBPM process designer, itself an extension to the
Eclipse Framework (http://www.eclipse.org). Processes
are represented as a series of opaque boxes (one per
task) each with associated input and output attributes
which can be defined by the user. In addition to allow
the monitoring of task level attributes in the results of
the simulation these output attributes can be mapped
onto process output attributes.
Simulation Approach
The simulator is constructed of a number of highlevel components (Azvine et al. 2007):
• Event-Scheduler – This is used to fire events at the
appropriate time within the simulators abstract time
scale.
• Workflow System – This is used to ensure the
execution of the process follows the process model
• Process Sources – These are used to generate new
process instances which are then used as start points
for new simulated processes.
• Task Execution Estimators – These estimate the
outputs for each task.
• Resource Management System – This controls the
assignment of actors to tasks.
Monitoring of a simulated process can be performed
in a number of complementing ways within the
simulator.
First, a KPI can be defined. These are most useful for
monitoring the estimated performance of the process
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task instance and then factor in the consequences
accordingly.
By varying the consequences and
probability the simulator can estimate how this business
process will react to risk, and evaluate the KRIs and
KPIs under these conditions.
In order to provide maximum flexibility, the
simulator allows for the risks to be enabled and disabled
for each simulation execution.
This will allow
additional analysis to discover the most debilitating risk
in terms of effect on business performance which may
be important for risk analysis. This sensitivity analysis
is particularly important to identify areas that would
benefit from process improvement. According to
Papamichail & Robertson (2004) an additional benefit,
of sensitivity analysis can be to increase confidence in
the results of risk analysis, and aid the identification of
the best way to proceed when presented with a variety
of options.

during the simulation itself. An example would be, the
time taken between the placing of an order and the
associated installation task being completed.
Second, a rule could be defined. Rules are used to
trigger an action, or consequent, when a condition is
met either at the end of a process execution or at
specific time intervals (for globally applicable rules).
For example, a process level rule could be triggered
when an installation task passes the target date set by
the Service Level Agreement covering that task.
Alternatively a global rule could be triggered when the
time spent waiting for an installation to occur exceeds
the current average wait time. Another usage for rules
would be to monitor regulatory compliance.
Third, a KRI could be defined. These are similar to
KPIs in many ways however their purpose is different.
Intuitively a KPI is intended to measure business
performance however a KRI is intended to measure risk
factors. The simulator allows KPIs and KRIs to be
defined separately for simplicity.
The simulator uses a custom syntax to define KPIs,
KRIs, rules, and risks. The syntax itself is reasonably
intuitive and those extracts embedded in the text will be
accompanied by a plain language explanation.
In a departure from traditional business intelligence
products these monitoring criteria can be defined
dynamically by business users without knowledge of the
underlying semantics. This removes the time-lag that
could occur if a new KPI, rule, or KRI is required.
Once these monitoring criteria are defined and the
simulator initialised then the simulation can be
executed. The simulation results are then stored in a
database to allow analysis to be performed at any time
between the end of the simulation and the time the
simulator is reset.
The simulator also allows for dynamic adjustment of
resource levels to allow the user to easily check the
performance of the process with differing resource
scenarios.

Fuzzy Logic
Fuzzy logic can be used in the definition of KPIs and
KRIs. It allows us to reason with continuous criteria
(e.g. temperature) in an intuitive way. This document
cannot include a detailed introduction to fuzzy logic
however interested readers are directed to the wide
variety of literature on that topic for further information.
One key use of fuzzy logic, inside the simulator is
through the keyword is in a statement like
“@temperature is hot” this will obtain the value of
temperature from the process outputs and consult the
associated fuzzy class for the term hot. It will then
compare these and return a truth value for temperature
belonging to the class ‘hot’ between 0 and 1 with 0
being not contained at all and 1 being completely
contained in the class ‘hot’.
Inside the simulator fuzzy classes are created using a
graphical editor in which the user is asked for the name
of the set, the number of classes to be defined, the upper
and lower bounds of values for this class, and the type
(triangular, trapezoidal, bell-shaped, list) of function
that models the transition between classes. The function
can be adjusted by dragging the function curve into the
desired position.
As well as testing membership with fuzzy logic, we
can also use the simulator to derive values for KPI and
KRIs using fuzzy systems.
For example a KRI could be defined with rules
similar to those in Figure 1 to derive a result that
represents a risk value based on the cost and duration of
the job. Within the current implementation of the
simulation environment a fuzzy system can contain as
many or as few rules as are required to express the
property. It is worth noting at this point that fuzzy
systems can also be used to define KPIs in a similar
way.
In addition to using fuzzy logic to derive compound
values as above, the simulator can also derive and
display the fuzzy distribution that results from the
application of a fuzzy set. This can help to identify the

Simulation of Risk
The previous section describes the basic functionality
of the simulator. If run as above, the simulator will not
consider the effect that appropriate risks may have on
the execution or outcome of a process or task. However
it will have triggered the appropriate rules, and have
available results for each of the KPI and KRIs that have
been defined.
In order to consider risks within the analysis, each
risk that is to be tested needs to be defined in a form the
simulator can understand. This is accomplished using a
graphical editor similar to that provided for KPI
definition and rule definition. The user will need to
provide the two components of a risk – the probability
of occurrence, and the consequence of the risk
occurring.
When the simulation is then executed, it will proceed
as before until a task with an associated risk is to be
executed,
the
simulation
engine
will
then
probabilistically decide if the risk would occur in that
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the initialisation by setting a task assignment policy and
process source. We assume from this point on that the
source is configured to generate new processes at the
rate to be tested, and an appropriate assignment strategy
has been selected.
Once this is done we are free to define the KPIs,
rules, KRIs, and risks that we would like to be
simulated.

risk profile of the process instances and could be an aid
in identifying trends.
fs (
case ( @cost is HighCost &
@EstimatedDuration is LongJob )
HighRisk,
case (...)
...
);

Key Performance Indicators
Consider that the business contains two types of
employee who will take part in the process,
OrderHandlers (initially 3) and Engineers (initially 3),
and the company is interested in the overall end to end
duration of the process which is typically called
CycleTime. The definition of CycleTime in the monitor
is very simple; we add a new KPI defined as:
@duration; (which is the duration of the process)
and after the simulation is run we can request a report of
expected performance on this measure. We also select
to monitor the length of the queue for each activity
during the simulation and after the simulation is
complete.
Suppose we then simulate the process under these
assumptions and find the CycleTime is growing as the
simulation continues (as in Figure 3). This is clearly a
cause for concern to the business. We can now check
the queues to try and find an indication of which
activity(s) are causing the issue.

Figure 1: An example fuzzy definition
EXAMPLE – CLIENT-ORDER PROCESS
Now that the basics of the simulator have been
presented this section will introduce an example of the
simulator operation and of the results that can be
expected.
The process that will be used is the following simple
ordering process for computing services. When a client
of the company places an order it is received by a
member of the company’s contact centre. The order is
then classified to determine which type of work is
required. One of the company’s engineers then takes
the job and completes it appropriately at the customer’s
premises.
A graphical depiction of the process is shown in
Figure 2.

Figure 3: The CycleTime with 3 OrderHandlers
When checking the queues we find that both the
ReceiveOrder and ClassifyOrder task queues grow in a
similar way, but the queues for the engineer tasks are
empty. From this we can conclude that changes need to
be made to the order handling tasks to reduce the
CycleTime. The process owner sees this data and
would like to see how many additional staff in the
OrderHandler role would be required to keep the
CycleTime within target. Using the facilities in the
simulator he or she can add additional resource and
repeat the simulation and immediately see the effect of
that change.

Figure 2: A Screenshot Showing the Process to Import

Initialising the Simulator
In order to simulate the process we first need to create
the process with the editor. The process will need a
single start node (which would be added ahead of
ClassifyOrder) and a single end node (which is
connected to all of the last 3 steps). Additionally an
explicit decision node will need to be added between
Classify Order and the lower activities to make the
choice explicit. The process as it appears in the process
designer is shown in Figure 2.
Once the simulator is loaded we can then import the
process, set up the time parameters, and then complete

Rules
Rules are defined in a similar way to KPIs but are
more suited to warning conditions or the monitoring of
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current risk level and simulate the effect of changes in
the execution of the process, and changes in the
execution environment on the processes risk level.

regulatory compliance. For example, if the board of this
business decide that any jobs with a CycleTime above
500 units should cause an alert condition. A rule can be
defined as @duration > 500; and a consequent
chosen to perform the desired alert. In this example
case on screen alerts were used to present the
information required for a process manager to drilldown into the processes and discover the reason for the
excessively high CycleTime
Consequents in this scope are actions that the
simulator can take when it detects a simulated process
breeching the condition.
A number of pre-built
consequents are available within the simulator however
a Java interface is available should a new consequent be
required by the user.

CycleTime
Short
Medium
High
Short
Medium
High

Table 1: Risk Criteria
Cost
Low
Low
Low
High
High
High

Risk Level
Low
Low
Medium
Medium
High
High

Given the guidelines and rules used to define what is
considered to be Low/Medium/High in each case we
can use fuzzy logic in our analysis.
The first step is to use the graphical editor in the
simulator to define the fuzzy sets for each of the 3
values (CycleTime, Cost, and Risk Level) using the
appropriate functions and values.
Once this is
completed we assign the fuzzy sets to the attributes they
represent (this could be either a task attribute or a
process attribute – or both). We then define a fuzzy rule
similar to that in Figure 1 as a KRI. The simulator will
then use the fuzzy rules that are defined to generate a
risk value for each process instance. A graph of these
risk values can be seen in Figure 5. For the purposes of
this example we have defined the Risk Value to sit
within the range 0-100.

Risks
Risks to a process can be as diverse as the processes
themselves and accordingly we have defined a suitably
fine-grained approach to the definition of risk within the
simulation environment.
Each risk is given a name as an identifier and the
probability of occurrence (expressed as a decimal).
Each effect of the risk occurring can then be entered
using the graphical editor and then saved. The editor
itself can be seen in Figure 4.

Figure 5: A Graph Showing the Application of the
Fuzzy Rule Set,

Figure 4: The Risk Editor for the Simulator
Once each risk to the process that needs to be
simulated is defined, those to be considered in the
current simulation execution can be activated. When
activated the simulator will take into account the risk
and apply to appropriate processes, allowing the
business metrics to be calculated accordingly.

Additionally the resulting fuzzy set for Risk Value
can be displayed with its Centre of Gravity (Figure 6).

Key Risk Indicators
As discussed previously KRIs have many
resemblances to KPIs but have very different purposes.
Consider that this company has performed some risk
identification and as a result has defined criteria to
judge the risk level of each of the instances of this
process (the criteria are given in Table 1). They wish to
simulate this risk indicator to gain insight into the

Figure 6: Fuzzy Set for Risk Value
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This shows for each risk value, what membership
value that risk would receive. Also the transition points
between Low, Medium, and High can be deduced from
the shape of the graph. The centre of gravity shows the
mean risk.
CONCLUSIONS
The COSO framework defines Enterprise Risk
Management as “… a process […], applied in strategy
setting and across the enterprise, designed to identify
potential events that may affect the entity, and manage
risk to be within its risk appetite, to provide reasonable
assurance regarding the achievement of entity
objectives” (COSO, 2004).
This expounds the link between risk analysis and
process performance. Therefore it seems clear that to
maximize the business value of a process simulation
environment, it should be possible (as shown in this
paper) to integrate facilities for the performance
analysis and monitoring of the process under test into
the simulation environment.
Many experts are of the opinion that, for large
businesses, qualitative analysis provides the most
meaningful risk analysis, however we believe that
quantitative risk analysis can provide clear business
benefits when used in conjunction with a holistic
performance framework such as our RTBI system (see
Azvine et al. (2006) for more information).
In this paper we have shown how the business process
simulator could be used in the simulation of business
processes. We have also shown how risk events, and
additionally how fuzzy logic can be utilised in this
simulation framework to increase the business utility of
the tool.
Furthermore, we have demonstrated how the use of
fuzzy logic can help business users express qualitative
measures that may change the outcome of the process
and gain a quantitative insight into the estimated
performance of the process, simplifying the sensitivity
analysis of risks.
Since fuzzy logic provides a close analogue for
human reasoning (Zadeh 1994) it allows natural
expression of sometimes complex business conditions in
an intuitive way, whilst preserving the ability to provide
quantitative results thus lowering one of the boundaries
of adoption for this tool in business.
In summary, it is important for the simulation of risk
events in business processes to take place in an
integrated framework that will allow performance
analysis and risk analysis to be carried out side by side.
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As discussed in the next section, existing studies on
workflow simulation are mainly focusing on simulating a
PDM at its build time. Recently, the authors’ group
proposed a novel simulation method where the future
(i.e., enabled and inactive activities) of process instances
is simulated at run-time, which we call run-time
workflow simulation. This paper represents a formal
description of a run-time workflow simulation system
(Hwang 2006) using the well-known DEVS model
primitives (Hong 1997, Zeigler et al. 2000).

ABSTRACT
Existing studies on workflow simulation focused mainly
on simulating process definition models at build time.
Recently, a novel workflow simulation method called
run-time workflow simulation (RTWS) was proposed
with which process instances at run-time can be
simulated. This paper presents a formal DEVS model of
the run-time workflow simulation module that can be
embedded in an existing business process management
system (BPMS). The presented DEVS model has been
implemented and a test-bed BPMS for RTWS experiment
was developed.

In the proposed run-time workflow simulation system, a
local simulator is constructed for each participant and a
separate enactment server is employed for the workflow
simulation. As it is a parallel simulation, the time
synchronization issues (Fujimoto 2000) have to be
resolved.

INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND & RELATED WORKS

Workflow management system (WfMS) is a software
system that completely defines and automatically
executes workflows in order to manage the actual flow of
work in an organization (WfMC 1995). The software
module in charge of managing the actual flow of work is
called workflow engine, and the services it provides to
execute the predefined workflows are referred to as
enactment service. A portion of workflow engine
responsible for enactment service is called enactment
server. A predefined workflow model is called process
definition model (PDM), while the one that is being
executed is called a process instance. In recent years, a
WfMS is often called a business process management
system (BPMS) with an emphasis on orchestrating
operational business processes (Delphi 2005, Smith and
Fingar 2003). Along with this development comes an
increased awareness of need for workflow simulation in
evaluating and improving business processes (Smith and

In order to make the paper self-contained, basics of
enactment service mechanism are briefly described using
Figure 1. For a given PDM, process instances (PI) are
created. Shown in the figure is a PI having seven
activities (including Start and End). Right after the
completion of activity W1, the two activities W2 and W3
are enabled, and then the enactment server provides the
following sequence of enactment services:
(1) Creates instances of the newly enabled activities
W2 and W3
(2) Sends out W2 and W3 to respective work-list
handlers (activity becomes a new workitem to be
processed by the human participant).
(3) Receives the completed workitem W2 (In this
scenario, W2 is completed first)
(4) Updates the state of the PI such that W2 becomes a
completed activity.
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used as a simulation-based job shop scheduling system
(Hwang and Choi 2007). The RTWS module consists of
an enactment server, a synchronization manager, and a
number of participant simulators as depicted in Figure
2. In order to perform a run-time workflow simulation, a
copy of each process instance (PI) being executed is
obtained and the work-list handler ID of each activity in
the PI is changed to the corresponding participant
simulator ID. Now, the enactment server of the RTWS
module has a set of modified process instances (PI*).

Figure 1: Enactment Service Mechanism
Upon receiving the new workitem W2, the work-list
handler notifies its participant, and the participant works
on W2 for a time period of T2 and reflects the results at
the work-list handler so that the completed workitem is
returned back to the enactment server.
The communications between the enactment server
(workflow engine) and the work-list handlers are made
based on the interface standards provided by Workflow
Management Coalition (WfMC 1995). For this purpose,
the workflow engine has a type of internal data called
workflow relevant data that can be manipulated by
work-list handlers as well as by the workflow engine.

Figure 2: Run-time Workflow Simulation Module
The participant simulators in the RTWS module are
logical processors in a parallel simulation system in
which centralized barriers are often used for time
synchronization (Fujimoto 2000). Starting from the point
when an Enactment Server receives a completed
workitem WC from a Participant Simulator, the RTWS
module of Figure 2 performs the following operations: a)
Server waits until OK signal comes from
Synchronization Manager and then updates PI* and
generates new workitems, b) Server sends µ (number of
new workitems) to Manager and then sends newly
generated workitems WN to Simulator, c) Simulator
acknowledges the receipt of workitem to Manager, d)
Manager waits until the receipt count equals to µ and
then requests Simulators to send their next-event time τ,
e) each Simulator j sends its τ to Manager, f) Manager
waits until it receives τ from all Simulators and then
grants the Simulator that has minimum τ value to
complete its workitem, g) the granted Simulator
acknowledges its workitem completion to Manager and
sends the completed workitem WC to Server. The waituntil points in Steps a, d, and f are centralized barriers.

Most of workflow simulation studies focused on
validating and/or optimizing a given PDM via simulation.
The basic approach here is that the PDM is converted
into a formal model, such as Petri-net (Peterson 1981) or
DEVS (Zeigler et al. 2000), and then simulation is
performed using this converted model. In some
commercial BPMS (Bizflow 2008, FileNet 2003), PDM
is converted into a proprietary simulation language.
There are quite a few studies reported in the literature
(Aalst and Hofstede 2000, Bae et al. 1999, Chan 2004,
Greasley 2003, Hong et al. 2003, Li et al. 2002, Li at el.
2005).

RUN-TIME WORKFLOW SIMULATION
Recently, a run-time workflow simulation (RTWS)
method was proposed in which the future of the
enactment service process of a BPMS is simulated at any
point in time by a RTWS module embedded in the
workflow engine (Hwang 2006). It was demonstrated
that a BPMS equipped with a RTWS module could be
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completed workitem WC and ‘OK signal’, it 1) updates
the process instances PI*, 2) generates new workitems
{WN}, 3) sends out µ (number of newly generated
workitems) to the synchronization manager, and 4) sends
out new workitems {WN} to participant simulators.

The internal structure of a parallel system is not easy to
describe as a sequential algorithm. In this section, we
describe the RTWS module (Figure 2) as DEVS coupled
model (Ziegler et al. 2000) using the well known DEVS
model primitives (Hong 1997) as shown in Table 1. For
example, ‘?’ symbol is used for external input, ‘!’
symbol for message output, ‘∼’ symbol for condition,
etc.

Table 1: DEVS Model Primitives

Shown in Figure 3 is our RTWS module with the
synchronization manager and enactment server
represented as DEVS atomic models. The structure of the
Enactment Server is quite simple: Normally, it stays in
the initial state ‘Ready’. When it receives both a

Figure 3: DEVS Model of Synchronization Manager
becomes µ and then moves to the ‘Wait for τ’ state while
sending out ‘Request τ’ message to all participant
simulators (if µ≡0, it directly moves to the ‘Wait for τ’
state). And SM waits there while storing the next-event
time (NET) τ of simulator j in NET-List[j]. If it receives
{τ, j} from all simulators, 1) the simulator j* that has the

The DEVS model of Synchronized Manager (SM) has
four ‘Wait for’ states: 1) Wait for µ, 2) Wait for
acknowledge receipt, 3) Wait for τ and 4) Wait for
acknowledge completion. Once initialized, SM stays in
the ‘Wait for µ’ state. Upon receiving µ, SM sits in the
‘Wait for Ack. receipt’ state until the ‘receipt’ count
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single machine system model.

smallest τ is selected (i.e., j*=Min NET-List[j]), 2)
‘Grant comp.’ message is sent to the selected simulator,
and 3) its state is changed to ‘Wait for Ack. comp.’
Finally, when SM receives the ‘Ack. comp.’ message
from the selected simulator, it sends out ‘OK signal’ to
the enactment server and moves to the initial state ‘Wait
for µ’ to initiate the next cycle.

The Coordinator model has four ‘Wait for’ states: 1)
Wait for new workitems WN, 2) Wait for τ 3) Wait for
Grant completion and 4) Wait for completed workitem
WC. Normally, it stays in ‘Wait for WN’ while passing
received WN to Queue and sending ‘Ack. receipt’
message back to Enactment Server. If ‘Req. τ’ message is
received, it moves to ‘Wait for τ’ after sending out ‘ask τ’
message to Processor. Then upon receiving return τ, it
moves to ‘Wait for Grant comp.’ after passing received τ
to Synchronization Manager. At this point, its state may
be changed back to ‘Wait for τ’ (if ‘Req. τ’ is received)
or to the next state ‘Wait for WC’ (if ‘Grant comp.’
message is received). Finally, it moves to the initial state
if it receives WC from Processor.

Shown in Figure 4 is a coupled DEVS model of a ‘single
machine’ participant simulator. A typical human
participant of a BPMS may be regarded as a single
machine system in which arriving jobs (i.e., new
workitems) are put into a queue and a job is selected for
processing based on a dispatching rule. The coupled
model consists of Coordinator, Queue and Processor
each of which is an atomic DEVS model. It is a typical

Figure 4: DEVS Model of a Participant Simulator
shown in Figure 4 which should be self-explanatory
(Note: c = completion time-stamp).

The Queue model receives a new workitem WN (with
arrival time-stamp ‘a’ and processing time ‘π’) from the
Coordinator. The received WN is either sent to idle
Processor or stored in a queue (i.e., Enqueue) when
Processor is busy. Upon receiving a ‘done’ signal, it
retrieves a job (WN) from the queue (Dequeue) and sends
the job (together with the job-start time ‘clock’) to the
Processor.

IMPLEMENTATION AND APPLICATION
The DEVS model of a run-time workflow simulation
(RTWS) module has been implemented and embedded in
a test-bed BPMS named Harmony® (Choi and Hwang
2005). As it is not convenient to perform RTWS

The reader is advised to examine the Processor model
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for the progress monitor (C = completed activity, A =
active activity, I = inactive activity, X = excluded
activity).

experiments under a real life environment, we have
developed a test-bed BPMS for run-time workflow
simulation as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: A Test-bed BPMS for RTWS Experiments
The test-bed BPMS for the RTWS experiment consists of
the original enactment server, the RTWS module, an
instance generator, a number of participant emulators,
and a progress monitor. Each of the work-list handler is
replaced by a participant emulator which is a scaled
real-time simulator representing a human participant.
The instance generator creates a sequence of process
instances {PI} in scaled real time according to a
predefined schedule. With the two components added to
the original enactment server, we can create a virtual
enactment service scenario. Figure 6 shows a GUI for
process instance generation (left-middle) and participant
emulation (right).

Figure 7: Progress Monitor’s GUI
At any point in time, the user may trigger the RTWS
module to start a workflow simulation. As discussed
earlier, the RTWS module (See Figure 2) gets a copy
(PI*) of each process instance PI that is stored in a DB
and performs simulation in an as-fast-as-possible manner.
In the current implementation, every participant is
modeled as a ‘single machine system’ consisting of a
queue and a processor (See Figure 4).

CONCLUSION
Presented in this paper is a formal DEVS model of a runtime workflow simulation (RTWS) module that can be
embedded in an existing BPMS (business process
management system). The proposed RTWS module is a
parallel simulation system having a number of logical
processors (participant simulators and enactment server)
and a synchronization manager, and centralized barriers
are used for time synchronization. Also presented is a
test-bed BPMS for RTWS experiment consisting of the
original enactment server, a RTWS module, a process
instance generator, the participant emulators, and a
progress monitor. The main purpose of the research is to
demonstrate the validity of the presented DEVS model
using a test-bed BPMS. Further research efforts might be
need in order to apply it to commercial BPMSs.

Figure 6: GUI for Process Instance Generation and
Participant Emulation
The progress monitor component displays the state
changes of the selected process instances (i.e., it animates
the progresses of process instances). Also, it is
responsible for visualizing the overall progress of the
business process. Shown in Figure 7 is a display screen
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or the totality of the time horizon reflected in the Gantt
chart.

KEYWORDS
Optimization, Scheduling, Simulation.
ABSTRACT
An application of a combination of scheduling theory,
simulation modelling, visualization and control is
presented. The system under study deals with human
resources and assets management to perform the daily
operations at an international airport. The paper
describes the simulation-based tool that is being
developed and pinpoints the cost analysis that is being
performed to decide on the assignment and the level of
the resources. Following the modelling approach, a
fully detailed explanation of the data requirements, the
decision variables and the output variables is given,
highlighting the structure of the cost objective
function.

Fig. 1: Description of the Decision Making System

INTRODUCTION

The tool interacts both with MsExcel spreadsheets and
with the actual resources via RFID, so data is
automatically and constantly being updated. Therefore,
all the resources are continuosly located and a forward
simulation and visualization of the near future
activities might be performed and scheduling decisions
might accordingly be taken.

Spain is suffering important changes in the air service
industries. Several new private airports are being built
all over the country to attract low cost companies.
Ciudad Real is a city located 200 kilometres south of
Madrid and its airport is to start operations in July of
2008. For that reason, the company is starting to
develop tools that will help in the management
operations with the aim of optimally allocating
resources.

The management of the facilities is feeling more
confortable with the tool as days go by so to ask for
minor refinements of the tool for easier use and
decision making.

The first objective of the research was the graphical
definition and representation of the operations that are
going to be carried at the parking positions: embarking
and disembarking of the passengers and the crew and
all of the associated activities. The tool has been
developed in JAVA to favour visualization and on-line
control (Pastor et al 2007).

The addressing of the second objective immediately
followed: the staffing and the scheduling of the
resources. As of today, the management is still not
engaged in the development and implementation of an
automatic decision system for staffing and scheduling
the resources since the airport is still young and too
small as to perform the scheduling directly from the
visualization information included in the interface.
Therefore, the focus right now is to correctly define the
information to include in the platform and properly
show it on the screen, although the software should be
ready for including a more sophisticated search engine
to perform the optimization.

The interface (Figure 1) shows on the right panel four
parking positions with their corresponding assigned
resources and on the left panel the pool of idle
resources.
The JAVA application that has been developed is
executed after the spreadsheet simulation, which, using
the VisualBasic routines, generates a JAVA-based
Gantt chart with the operations to be performed per
resource. It gives the user several visualization
possibilities that range from the static representation at
a particular time to the dynamic representation of part

The structure of the optimization problem to be solved
is the focus of this article. The stress is on the
calculation of the cost objective function, that includes
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not only direct costs but also a penalty term for not
fulfilling timeliness requirements is also included.

It seems essential that the problem be delimited, clearly
specifying not only the variables and the data but also
their interdependencies within the system. In very
complex situations, it is also necessary to define the
limits of the system and the appropriate level of detail
according to the objectives of the study.

THE MODELLING APPROACH
Lawrence Boland proposes in his book "The
Foundations of Economic Method" (Boland 1982) the
utilization of a methodology dependent on the problem
in hand (Problem-Dependent Methodology). In fact, he
proposes modelling as a means to represent reality,
each model representing a different problem. This
methodology, or method of analysis, might be renamed
as the modelling approach.

System Modelling
The study of a system is rarely performed directly on
it. Either it is not possible to alter normal operations or
it is not feasible to repetitively experiment with it so it
is necessary to develop a model which acts as an
abstraction of the real system and that is liable and
ready for experimentation. The success of the analysis
process, and consequently, of the implementation of
the decision, clearly depends on this abstraction.

Three stages might be distinguished when following
this approach (Figure 2):
1.

Definition of the problem

2.

Modelling of the system

3.

Experimenting with the model and decision
making

The model will be characterized by a set of input
variables x’ and input data z’, which are a
representation of the corresponding x and y of the real
system, and another set of output variables y’ that are a
function of the input variables and the existing
relationships between them.

Problem Definition

Computer simulation has received a lot of attention in
the last decades to abstract and model complex systems
under uncertainty, in many areas but specifically in
scheduling and sequencing (Fisher and Ittner 1999,
Hershauer and Ebert 1975, Hollier 1968, Macaskill
1973, Moccellin and Nagano 1998, Wein and
Chevalier 1992). The simulation models jointly
consider efficacy, or degree of attainment of the
optimal solution, and efficiency, or time to achieve it.

The first stage consists of the conceptualization of the
real system under study. A system might be defined as
“process … or any combination of machines, methods,
personnel or other resources which transform a given
input in an output that present one or more observable
responses” (Montgomery 1991). It is clear that the
decision variables x, the data z, or phenomena that
interrelate within the system, and the output criteria y
that want to be quantified as a result of the interactions
within the system must be specified.

x

REAL

Experimentation With The Model And Decision
Making
If the model is valid and credible, it is ready for
experimentation and for decision making, that is, ready
to search for the adequate values of the input variables.

y

SYSTEM

z

x'

MODEL

The first stage of this third phase is the characterization
of the criteria that allow for the evaluation of each
alternative. The different criteria are computed out of
one or several of the output variables y’ of the model
and out of the subjective information introduced by the
decision maker. If there exist several criteria
simultaneously, they should be aggregated so that the
alternatives might be compared against each other.

DESCRIPTION

y'

}

Criteria

In the second stage, the aim is to obtain information on
the values of the input variables that improve the
values of the output criteria. Any method of analysis
must generate, first, different alternatives or
combinations of values for the parameters x’; then, it
must evaluate the alternatives individually with respect
to each of the criteria that characterize the system, and,
finally, the algorithm must select the alternative that
seems superior to the rest of alternatives.

z'
GENERATION of
new alternatives

Figure 2: Description of the Real System into a Model
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THE SYSTEM

2.

PERCENT SATISFACTION or SERVICE
LEVEL, which is to be maximized. Out of the
total tasks, the percentage of tasks that are
completed within the allotted time is calculated.

3.

OCCUPATION LEVEL, which might be close to
a given target, usually around 70-80%.

Operations
The system under study includes all the operations that
will be carried at the airplane parking positions at the
airport. The loading of passengers includes the
escorting of the passengers from the gate to the stairs
of the airplane, while the unloading includes the walk
from the airplane to the arriving lounge. The resources
that are available are operators that escort either
passengers or crew and the stairs to enter or exit the
aircraft.

Additionally, it is necessary to aggregate the two first
competing criteria in a single measure, which is liable
to be optimized. The decision is for the conversion of
SERVICE LEVEL into a PENALTY cost, which
accounts for the lateness in completing the task. This
PENALTY might then be easily included into the
TOTAL COSTS as an additional cost.

Decision variables
The human decision maker might have an influence in
the result of the assignment process of tasks to
resources. The decision implies that the resources just
assigned are freezed and cannot be assigned to any
other task. So, the first decision variable is the actual
ASSIGNMENT, or ORDER, in which the tasks are
performed. This is a tactical decision.

Data
First, the input data related to the flights is to be
included: company, flight number, arrival time/date,
departure time/date and passengers.
Then, the data of the human resources is to be
specified: code, name, number of available resources,
cost for renting a resource and type.

The rest of the variables are mainly strategic. The first,
medium-range, set of variables in this group is the
QUANTITY OF RESOURCES of each type:
1.

Human Resources

2.

Motorized and Unmotorized Equipment

Finally, the data for the equipment should also be
incorporated.
THE INTERFACE FOR CALCULATING THE
COST FUNCTION
Interface

The QUANTITY of resources is to be parameterized
so that the user might alter the configuration according
to the real value before the execution of the
application.

Figure 3 shows the main screen of the application. In
the “Archivo” menu, there exists the possibility of
accessing to the Excel files and update the input values
that might be manually changed to go with the data that
is automatically updated.

The values for the variable ASSIGNMENT are not
specified before the execution but are obtained as a
result of the execution of the decision making routine.
Output variables
With regard to the output variables, results or criteria,
two types might be mentioned. The first type relates to
the input- output variable duality. The assigned value
to the input variable ASSIGNMENT is an output value
of the optimization process, and the decision maker
treats it as such, since it is an outcome of the
application.
The second type, on the other hand, has to do with the
search of the proper value of ASSIGNMENT. For each
one of the possible ASSIGNMENT values, a value
must be calculated for the measurable criteria, three in
this case:
1.

Figure 3. Main Interface
The cost calculations are accessible by pressing the
“Calculo de costes” button. The Gantt chart is
automatically generated and shown on an emerging
window.

TOTAL COST of the ASSIGNMENT, which is
to be minimized. The cost is composed of direct
labour costs and direct equipment cost
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Input data: flights

Motorised Equipment

Figure 4 shows the scheduled flights, with times and
passengers.
Airlines Name

Flight Number

Arrival Date_Time

60,026

Departure Date_Time Passengers

AIR NOSTRUM
YW 100
YW 101

20080201 17:30
20080201 17:30

20080201 18:30
20080201 17:30

100
120

UX 100
UX 101

20080201 18:30
20080201 18:45

20080201 20:30
20080201 19:45

40
80

IB 100
IB 101

20080201 19:10
20080201 19:30

20080201 20:30
20080201 20:30

76
49

AIR EUROPA

IBERIA

Fig. 4: Data for Flights

Input data: Human Resources
Figure 5 includes the information about labor:

GSE Family

Brand

Type

Qty

Unit Cost

Total Cost

Tractor

TemG

TG-5000

3

1,389

4,167

Passenger stairs mot

TemG

TG-2244

1

1,420

1,420

Passenger stairs mot

TemG

TG-2258

1

1,863

1,863

Conveyorbelt

TemG

TG-6000

3

1,360

4,080

Electrical Passenger
stair
Electrical tractor

Universal
(~TG2258)
T135

1

1,958

1,958

Charlatte

4

798

2,394

Electrical beltloaders

TLD

NBL E

3

1,125

3,375

Pusback small

TemG

TG-5016

2

3,039

6,078

Toilet truck

TemG

TG-0217

1

1,828

1,828

Water truck

TemG

TG-0218

1

1,762

1,762

FMC

Ambulift

TemG

TG-0601

1

5,454

5,454

GPU

Houchin

C690 100
+ 28vdc

1

1,464

1,464

ASU (Air start unit)

TLD

1

3,517

3,517

Pushback Large (40T)

Schopf

1

5,881

5,881

Loader 7T

Trepel

2

4,769

9,539

Passenger bus

Noge

1

5,246

5,246

F300
CHAMP70
W
Aertour

•

Code

•

Resource Name

•

Quantity available

•

Cost per hour per unit

GSE Family

Brand

Type

Qty

Unit Cost

Total Cost

•

Group code

Baggage cart

TemG

TG-0104

10

81

808

Resource

Passenger stairs
towable
Passenger stairs
towable
Passenger stairs
towable

Unmotorised Equipment
3,169

Pallet dollies

Code
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Quantity Cost/hr

Auxiliar Guía
Desembarque
Auxiliar Guía de
Embarque
Escalera
Embarque
Escalera
Desembarque
Auxiliar
Escalera
Auxiliar
Escalera
Atención
Lost&Found
Auxiliar Guía
Desembarque
Auxiliar Guía
Embarque
Carritos
Portaequipajes
Capataz
Clasificacion

Group

TemG

TG-0018

10

199

1,986

TemG

TG-0022

1

359

359

TemG

TG-0023

1

388

388

TemG

TG-0025

1

435

435

2

7.39

Auxiliar

2

7.39

Auxiliar

2

40.58

Escalera

Output data: Staffing Requirements

2

40.58

Escalera

2

7.39

Auxiliar

2

7.39

Auxiliar

The first output screen is shown in Figure 7. It shows
the number of calls that have simultaneously been
placed for each of the resource time, if unlimited
resources were available. It also shows the peak
interval for that maximum level of resources.

2

9.51

Atención

2

7.39

Auxiliar

2

7.39

Auxiliar

2

9.51

Carritos

2

11.93

Capataz

Fig. 6: Data for Equipment

Fig. 5: Data for Human Resources

Input data: Equipment
Figure 6 depicts the screen that is used to input the
necessary data for the equipment. For scheduling
purposes, the quantity of the resources and the unit cost
are the critical information.

Fig. 7: Gross Requirements

For the resources, a Gantt chart (Figure 8) is also
displayed with the color coding indicating type of
operation: preparation, operation and post-operation.
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Resource
Code

Name

Use
(min.)

Direct
%
Cost (€) usage

1

Auxiliar Guía
Desembarque

247

30.41

74.62

35

Auxiliar Guía
Desembarque

248

30.53

74.92

37

Auxiliar Guía
de Embarque

244

30.04

73.72

15

Auxiliar Guía
de Embarque

224

27.58

67.67

2

Escalera
Embarque

64

43.28

19.34

2

Escalera
Embarque

20

13.53

6.04

Fig. 10: Costs per Resource
Fig. 8: Gantt Chart

Output data: Timeliness (Delays)

By moving the mouse over any bar, information is
shown regarding the type of resource and the current
time.

Figure 11 shows the output screen that summarizes the
calculation of the delays per resource, including the
flight number and also the time at which the delay
happened.

Output data: Costs per passenger
The first cost screen (Figure 9) includes the
information about the cost per flight and per individual
passenger.
Flight

Total Cost

Pax

Cost/Pax

YW 100

440.6429

100.0

4.41

YW 101

440.6429

120.0

3.67

UX 100

440.9259

40.0

11.02

UX 101

440.3284

80.0

5.50

IB 100

440.9259

76.0

5.80

IB 101

440.3284

49.0

8.99

Fig. 11: Delays

Output data: Total Costs
Finally, the total costs are calculated by adding the
penalty costs (50 euros/min) associated with delays to
the traditional direct costs (Figure 12).

Fig. 9: Cost per passenger

TOTAL COSTS

Output data: Direct labour

DIRECT COSTS

Figure 10 depicts the costs per resource and also their
utilization ratio.

DIRECT LABOUR
MOTORISED EQUIPMENT
UNMOTORISED EQUIPMENT

PENALTY DELAYS

110,238.10
65,838.10
2,643.79
60,025.80
3,168.50

44,400.00

DELAYS
PENALTY FACTOR

Fig. 12: Summary of Costs
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888.00
50.00
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CONCLUSION
A platform to manage the resources at a young
international airport is being developed with care.
State-of-the-art tools and techniques are being
incorporated as the management of the facilities start to
demand their use.
To the visualization capabilities, a complete cost
structure has been incorporated so that, given a set
level of resources and a plan, the cost of operations is
calculated.
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The future calls for incorporating a search or
optimization engine to optimize the assignment
decisions. With the engine already implemented, it will
be easier to start incorporating other online or
automatic decision support tool, like RFID.
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ABSTRACT
Some progress has recently been made on migrating an
existing distributed parallel discrete time simulator to a
quantised discrete event architecture. The migration is
done to increase the scale of the real-time simulations
supported by the simulator. This however requires that
the existing discrete time models be modified to work
within the quantised discrete event environment. To this
end the use of model state quantiser and quantised integrator pairs are required. An alternative to dead reckoning is suggested for the quantized integrator algorithm:
a state estimation algorithm that has successfully been
used to inject live aircraft into a discrete time simulator.

Figure 1: The System Life Cycle(Naidoo and Nel, 2006)

been made on the migration of the discrete time simulator to a quantised discrete event architecture as discussed
by Duvenhage(Duvenhage, 2008). It is well known from
the literature, (Zeigler et al., 2000) among others, that a
discrete event approach to modelling a dynamical system is more efficient than a discrete time approach, both
in terms of the communication bandwidth and the model
execution time. According to Duvenhage(Duvenhage,
2008), selective application of quantiser and quantised
integrator pairs (QQIPs) have shown promise in creating
quantised DEVS envelopes around the existing discrete
time models that significantly improve upon the simulator scalability.
Live aircraft injection refers to modelling an aircraft
through state estimation in real-time when only plot and
track data from sensors are available through the relevant command and control (C2) links. This has successfully been used to engage live aircraft with simulated air
defence batteries as detailed by Duvenhage (Duvenhage,
2007) within the SANDF GBADS environment. Aircraft
injection can also be used to facilitate interoperability or
collaboration between different C2 systems and simulators.
This article will briefly discuss the proposed quantised
discrete event approach. The focus of the article is however the use of the model state estimator, as described in

INTRODUCTION
The South African National Defence Force (SANDF)
currently requires a system of systems simulation capability for supporting the different phases of a Ground
Based Air Defence System (GBADS) acquisition program as discussed by Baird and Nel(Baird and Nel, 2005)
and others(Oosthuizen, 2005)(Naidoo and Nel, 2006). A
non-distributed, fast-as-possible discrete time synthetic
environment simulator was developed by the Council for
Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR) in support of
the simulation capability during the concept and definition phases of the acquisition life cycle as detailed by le
Roux(le Roux, 2006). The acquisition life cycle is part of
the system life cycle shown in Figure 1. Real-time simulation execution has, however, now become a prioritised
requirement to support the development phase of the acquisition life cycle.
In support of the real-time requirement a distributed
parallel simulator was implemented. The logical discrete time management and modelling approach was kept
without modification to economically reuse the existing
models. Duvenhage and Kourie (Duvenhage and Kourie,
2007) have since shown that the distributed discrete time
architecture adequately supports the currently required
parallelisation speed-up, but that a parallelisation speedup ceiling exists just beyond the current use. Progress has
Proceedings 22nd European Conference on Modelling and
Simulation ©ECMS Loucas S. Louca, Yiorgos Chrysanthou,
Zuzana Oplatková, Khalid Al-Begain (Editors)
ISBN: 978-0-9553018-5-8 / ISBN: 978-0-9553018-6-5 (CD)
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Figure 3: The Discrete Time Architecture’s Parallelisation Speed-Up Against Number of Processing
Nodes.(Duvenhage, 2008)

Figure 2: The Layered Discrete Time Architecture.(Duvenhage, 2008)
(Duvenhage, 2007), as a quantised integrator of a QQIP.
MIGRATING TO A QUANTISED DISCRETE
EVENT SIMULATOR ARCHITECTURE
The distributed parallel discrete time architecture is a
peer-to-peer message passing architecture discussed by
Duvenhage and le Roux(Duvenhage and le Roux, 2007)
with a publish-subscribe simulation model layered on top
of it as shown in Figure 2. Many of the existing models
have evolved from high fidelity engineering models often based on numerical method solutions. This resulted
in a modelling dependence on a high 100Hz discrete time
simulation frame rate and logical time management. In
case of real-time execution the simulation execution is
throttled to not exceed the wall clock time, but nothing
can be done if the simulation consistently runs slower
than real-time.
Duvenhage and Kourie (Duvenhage and Kourie, 2007)
have analysed the performance of the discrete time architecture. It was found that the architecture has a real-time
parallelisation speed-up ceiling of around 4 while its current use often requires a parallelisation speed-up of 3.4.
The parallelisation speed-up (also referred to as computational load) performance of the discrete time architecture is shown in Figure 3. The performance of an ideal
distributed simulator is also shown. An ideal distributed
simulator’s distribution overhead has no impact on the
performance.
Notice that in the case of the discrete time simulator, its maximum parallelisation speed-up is reached on
8 processing nodes. Adding more processing nodes to
the simulator would not increase the overall performance,
but actually decrease it due to the added distribution
overhead. The authors feel that the architecture’s current usage is too close to the speed-up ceiling and a
quantised discrete event simulator is proposed by Duvenhage(Duvenhage, 2008) as a future simulator migration
step.
The proposed discrete event architecture aggregates
the existing discrete time models into groups and then
wraps the groups within quantised discrete event envelopes. This concept as applied within the GBAD sys-

Figure 4: DEVS Envelopes are Wrapped Around Groups
of Discrete Time Models.(Duvenhage, 2008)
tem of systems model is shown in Figure 4.
The parallelisation speed-up behaviour, shown in Figure 5, of an experimental implementation of the proposed
architecture resembles that of an ideal distributed simulator. This is due to the fact that the architecture is now
processor limited and not communication bandwidth limited as was the case in the discrete time simulator. It
should be noted that the experimental implementation enveloped the existing discrete time models and the same
bench mark scenarios were used for both simulator architectures.
Being bandwidth limited, as in the case of the discrete
time simulator, implies that the simulator’s performance
may be improved by upgrading the communication infrastructure. This is unfortunately not always feasible.
On the other hand, being processor limited, implies that
the available distributed processing power of the architecture is well utilised. It also has the additional advantage that the simulator’s scalability may continually be
improved by adding processing nodes or upgrading the
existing processing nodes.
MODEL STATE QUANTISATION
State quantization can be divided into two parts as shown
in Figure 6. The dead reckoning (DR) algorithm can be
used to do model state quantization. This section will
however discuss the use of the state estimation algorithm
described in (Duvenhage, 2007) as an alternative to dead
reckoning for quantized state integration. An alternative
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Figure 7: The Tracking and Guidance Algorithm (Duvenhage, 2007)
jimoto, 2000).

Figure 5: The Discrete Event Architecture’s Parallelisation Speed-Up Against Number of Processing
Nodes.(Duvenhage, 2008)

The Aircraft Injection Algorithm
The aircraft injection (state estimation) algorithm shown
in Figure 7 includes both state estimation (tracking) and
guidance.
The basic principle is that the guidance component
guides the simulated aircraft from its current position on
an ad hoc basis (in real-time) to position predictions calculated by the tracking component. The position predictions are made for the next expected update time each
time a new state update is received.
The tracking component is responsible for:
• Estimating the position of the aircraft from the state
updates,
• estimating the time of the next state update,

Figure 6: State quantiser and quantised integrator deployment

• compensating for temporal variance and lag in state
updates, and

state quantiser is used in this case.

• mitigating possible lag caused by the guidance algorithm by being able to predict guidance input into
the future.

Dead Reckoning
Dead reckoning is a technique used by simulation technologies like the Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS)
and High Level Architecture (HLA) to reduce the frequency and consequently the bandwidth requirements of
distributing state updates and deals with network issues.
This is done by predicting a model’s state on all hosts until the model’s controlling host deems a state update necessary. The model’s controlling host will send out a state
update if the prediction error becomes too large. These
error correcting updates will correct the model state and
cause a state update jump on all hosts viewing the model.
Larger errors are tolerated if bandwidth requirements are
more strict. DR can be setup with several prediction algorithms depending on the model’s expected behaviour
(Duvenhage, 2007).
The dead reckoning algorithm can be used to do both
the quantization and integration of the model state. The
dead reckoning state update jump in the reconstructed or
integrated model state can also be smoothed by using
time stamped updates and phasing in position updates.
It is important to note that the quantiser and integrator
should be setup with the same prediction algorithm (Fu-

The tracking component can be a kinematic tracking
filter like an α−β or α−β −γ type tracking filter: These
are 2nd and 3rd order kinematic filters that are easy to implement compared to the more complex Kalman, particle
and Interacting Multiple Model (IMM) type tracking filters that may also be used (Blackman, 1986).
The guidance component is responsible for:
• Guiding the aircraft to the predicted aircraft positions on an ad hoc basis (in real-time as new predictions are made),
• calculating the aircraft orientation if required, and
• limiting aircraft movement to stay within the dynamics of the relevant aircraft type.
Guidance laws that can be used for the guidance component are pure pursuit and proportional navigation. Pure
pursuit guidance can also be called a tail chase algorithm
since the pursuer always tries for a trajectory directly
toward the target. Proportional navigation on the other
hand over steers in an attempt to keep the line of sight
angle between the pursuer and target constant. The line
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CONCLUSION
Progress has recently been made, as mentioned, on migrating an existing distributed parallel discrete time simulator to a quantised discrete event architecture. The migration is investigated to increase the scale of the realtime simulations supported by the simulator. Such a migration is however economically possible only if the existing discrete time models are reused. This implies that
the discrete time models be enveloped in quantised discrete event wrappers.
From the discussion it is clear that the aircraft injection
algorithm could be used as a quantised integrator algorithm. This offers a good alternative to dead-reckoning
with the major advantages being that there already exists a proven implementation of the aircraft injection algorithm within the SANDF GBADS environment. The
algorithm also doesn’t require matching of prediction algorithms between the different simulation hosts since the
tracking algorithm can estimate the model state based
on arbitrary updates. One drawback however is that the
quantiser will have to send more updates, compared to
the active quantization done by DR, for the integrator to
stabilise fast enough.

Figure 8: Target (dotted line) and output of alpha-betapure-pursuit algorithm (solid line) (Duvenhage, 2007)

of sight angle can be defined as the angle between the
line of sight from the pursuer to the target and the pursuer trajectory (Duvenhage, 2007).

Alpha-beta-pure-pursuit Quantized Integrator

FUTURE WORK

The aircraft injection algorithm can be called an alphabeta-pure-pursuit algorithm since it uses an α − β
tracker and a pure pursuit guidance algorithm (Duvenhage, 2007). Figure 8 shows the output of this algorithm
for a specific set of state updates. The algorithm accepts
the state updates in real-time and always outputs an up to
date estimation of the model state.
The α − β filter is a 2nd order kinematic filter that assumes the model moves at a constant velocity between
measurement updates. This is not the case for maneuvering or accelerating models, although the assumption may
hold for sections of the model’s path. This specific implementation allows for variable update rates and delayed
observations (also using time stamped updates) (Duvenhage, 2007).
The pure pursuit guidance moves the pursuer (or
model in this case) directly toward its target. Pure pursuit guidance will cause the pursuer to trail the target and
intercept it from behind. The model’s orientation can be
calculated based on the model’s acceleration and velocity
(Duvenhage, 2007).

Future work on using more advanced tracking and guidance algorithms will contribute to the success of the proposed simulator migration step towards a quantised discrete event architecture. Included in such a study would
be the comparative analysis of the performance and error
behaviour of all of these algorithms.
The error behaviour is of particular importance due to
the fact that the GBAD System of systems model has become reliant on the 100Hz logical and discrete time management. Future effort is also required in re-validating,
firstly, the individual enveloped models (models updated
with QQIPs) and, secondly, the composed GBAD system
of systems model.
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retailers, etc); end products configuring; placement of
orders; configuring transport network and information
resources (Camarihna-Matos et al. 2004, Wang and
Norrie 2001).
An integrated information system is one of the main
subsystems of VE. It should be constructed through a
real-time configuring (structure-functional synthesis)
and interconnection of individual information systems
belonging to participants (real enterprises).
It is obvious that IIS run under conditions of structure
dynamics same as VE does (Okhtilev et al 2006).
Possible variants of structure dynamics involving
modern information systems are illustrated in fig. 1. Our
previous investigations confirmed that incrementation
(stabilization) of IIS potentialities and capacity for work
necessitates structures control (including the control of
IIS structures reconfiguration). There are many possible
variants of structure-dynamics control suitable for IIS.
The following variants are the most typical: alteration of
IIS functioning means and objectives; controlled motion
of CTS elements and subsystems; alteration of the order
of IIS tasks; redistribution of functions, tasks, control
algorithms and information flows among IIS levels;
reconfiguring of degraded structures; flexible use of
reduced technologies of IIS control.
As applied to IIS, the structure-dynamics control
belongs to the general discipline of structure-functional
synthesis and program construction, provided for IIS
development (Okhtilev et al 2006, Kalinin and Sokolov
1995, Zvirkun and Akinfiev 1993, Zvirkun et al. 1985,
Zimin and Ivanilov 1971).
Here we consider an important problem of structuredynamics control including interrelated business
processes (BP) planning and planning of IIS operations
aimed at BP improvements.

KEYWORDS
Optimization, Planning, Dynamic Models, Simulation,
Information Systems, Virtual Enterprises.
ABSTRACT
Integrated information systems (IIS) of virtual
enterprises (VE) were considered as objects of control.
Two interrelated problems were jointly stated. The first
problem lied in program management of IIS and ranking
its structural states. The second one implied that control
functions regulating business processes should be
reallocated among elements and subsystems of IIS in a
real time mode. A formal multi-criteria description of
these problems was made and a combined (simulationbased) algorithm of a solution was worked out.
INTRODUCTION
Virtual enterprises unite independent multi-business
partners (real enterprises) within a temporal taskoriented technical-organizational structure through
information technologies and telecommunications
(Camarihna-Matos et al. 2004, Wang and Norrie 2001,
Ivanov 2003). Virtual enterprises are highly adaptive to
consumer needs and benefit juridical and physical
persons providing them with dynamic use of common
resources during remote collaboration within a business
project.
A virtual enterprise is a typical example of a modern
integrated transport, production and trading network
performing intensive structural dynamics. This issue
makes the structural synthesis of a VE more
complicated. In particular, the structure dynamics have a
complicative influence upon the following tasks: partner
selection (producers and suppliers of components,
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Figures 1: Variants of structure dynamics

operation planning with simultaneous preliminary
distribution of control functions among main elements
of IIS and with construction of control programs for
these elements. The control programs can be corrected
at the stage of real-time control (implementation of the
plan). Program corrections can be accompanied by
reallocation of resources and by reconfiguration of IIS
structures.
Let us introduce some notation for problem definition.
Let A = {Ai, i ∈ N={1,...,n}} be a set of business
processes (and corresponding control functions) to be
implemented at some node of IIS at a given time interval
T = [t0, tf]. To achieve the VE goals during the interval
T, the BPs have to be fulfilled. We distinguish between
the functions of goal definition, planning (long term and
operational planning), real-time control, VE states
analysis, external situation analysis and coordination.
The set A={Ai, i∈N} is related to sets of informationaltechnological
operations

PROBLEM STATEMENT
Modern IIS ought to reconfigure and adjust information
processes in order to agree with changeable business
projects and conditions of their execution.
Efficient functioning of IIS necessitates flexible
redistribution of tasks, functions and algorithms among
elements, subsystems and levels of the system.
Therefore following main tasks have to be redistributed:
receiving, transmission and processing of information,
planning and control of IIS and VE operation.
Moreover, different control technologies involve
different variants of IIS structures and different
information flows in control loops of IIS.
From a formal point of view a selection (synthesis) of
BP structure as well as a real-time structure-functional
synthesis of IIS implies joint multi-criteria optimization
of VE and IIS operation, selection of control functions
for business processes and redistribution of control
functions among nodes of IIS. Due to the real-time
mode of the IIS, the problem to be solved is more
complicated than the ones described in the works of
(Zvirkun and Akinfiev 1993, Zvirkun et al. 1985).
The problem of real-time distribution of control
functions can be solved at different stages of BP life
cycle. In our approach we consider the period of IIS

D (i ) = {Dæ(i ) , æ ∈ K = {1,..., s i }} ,

that

are

necessary for implementation of BP Ai, i =1,...,n. Let
В={Bj,j∈ M={1,...,m}} be a set VE main elements and
subsystems. Each element Bj can include technical
facilities
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C ( j ) = {Cλ( j ) , λ ∈ L = {1,..., l}}

with

appropriate computer equipment and software.
Technical facilities are used for implementation of
control functions.
Let E(t) = ||ei j(t)|| be a known matrix function, with
eij(t)=1 in case of the subsystem Bj is carrying out the
function Ai at time t in accordance with time-spatial,
technical and technological constraints, eij(t)=0
otherwise.
Fig.1 presents an example of seven possible structural
states of IIS. The arrows show variants of
communication within the system. These variants
correspond to different control technologies (methods of
IIS application) and different spatial structures of VE.
Now the verbal description of a functions-distribution
problem can be presented as follows. It is necessary to
select the best variants of functions distribution among
the nodes of IIS for each structural state R1,R2,...,Rk of
IIS (under known time spatial, technical and
technological constraints) and to find the best variants of
functions implementation. The structural states of IIS
should be sorted according to their preference. The
preference relation can be expressed through quality
functions characterizing efficiency of IIS and its
structural and technologic characteristics.
The described problem belongs to the class of multicriteria choice problems with finite sets of alternatives
(structural states of IIS).
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process Ai fulfillment in subsystem Bj as
the variable
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technological operation
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if BP Ai is being executed in the subsystem Bj at time t,

ui(φj ) (t)=0 otherwise; ui( 0æ) j λ (t)=1 if the technological
operation

Dæ( i ) is executed in the technical facility

Cλ( j ) , ui( 0æ) j λ (t)=0 otherwise; ν i(φj ) =1 if BP Ai was
implemented in the subsystem Bj,
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otherwise.

Γi 1 , Γi 2 include the numbers of

functions that are direct predecessors of the control
function Ai. The set Γi 1 indicates predecessors
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The general algorithm for the problem includes the
following steps.
Step 1. Models (analytical, simulation and combined
models) describing structural states R1,R2,...,Rk are used
for optimal distribution of BP and control functions
among subsystems of IIS, for technological operations
planning and for evaluation of IIS efficiency. The
following characteristics of IIS efficiency can be used:
the total number of functions implemented in
subsystems during the interval Т, the total number of BP
in given macro-states, the total number of technological
operations executed over the time interval Т, the total
time of operations over the time period Т. The abovementioned characteristics can have stochastic or fuzzy
interpretation if uncertainty factors are present (Okhtilev
et al 2006, Orlovski. 1981).
The following dynamic model of functions distribution
can be used for evaluation of IIS efficiency (Okhtilev et
al 2006, Kalinin and Sokolov 1995, Zimin and Ivanilov
1971).
m

(

(0)
i æ jλ

=1

ALGORITHM OF MULTI-CRITERIA PLANNING
OPERATIONS IN IIS
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i
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connected by logical “and”, the set
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Γi 2 indicates

predecessors connected by logical “or”. The sets

r

(Кc –Lmax*I ) ωc = 0,

Γi æ 1 ,

Γi æ 2 include the numbers of technological operations

where I is a unitary matrix.
Then a weight of each structural state (R1, R2,..., Rk) of
IIS for each measure taken separately is evaluated.
These weights complete the matrix Кr. Each column of
the matrix Кr includes relative weights of the states in
respect of some measure. A weighted sum of measures
is received for each alternative R1, R2,..., Rk. In other
words, total sets of weights are determined for each
structural state via the formula:

Dν(i ) and Dµ(i ) that are direct predecessors of the
operation

Dæ( i ) . The subscripts 1 and 2 express the type

of logical connection as stated above.
Therefore, constraints (2) and (3) define allowable
sequences of control functions and technological
operations. Constraints (4) and (5) specify that each BP
at each time can be carried out only in one subsystem Bj
(i=1,...,n; j=1,...,m) and conversely, each subsystem Bj
can carry out only one BP Ai at the same time. Similar
constraints are used for technological operations
that are executed at the technical facility

r

Кr

r

ωc = ω * .

(11)

Step 5. The structural states are sorted according to their
preference. The best one is characterized with the

Dæ( i )

r

maximal element of the vector

r*

Cλ( j ) .

ω * . Each element of the

vector ω can be interpreted as a total weight of some
structural state.

Expression (6) states switching-on conditions for the
auxiliary control input

(10)

ν i(φj ) (t). Expressions (7) and (8)

CONCLUSIONS

specify end conditions for the state variables at the time
t = t0, t = tf, R1 is a set of positive real numbers. The
functionals J0, J1, J2 are quality measures for distribution
of BP in IIS. Here J0 is equal to total number of
functions by the time t = tf, J1 is equal to the number of
subsystems the function Аi is implemented in, J2
expresses the elapsed time for implementation of all
necessary functions.
A simulation model of real-time control can be used
together with expressions (1)-(9) for taking into account
uncertainty factors. In this case special procedures of
inter-model coordination can be used (Okhtilev et al
2006, Kalinin and Sokolov 1995).
Extreme values of functionals characterizing IIS
efficiency can be determined via solution of optimal
control problem for finite-dimensional differential
system with mixed conditions. The solution algorithms
and different aspects of their programming are
considered in (Okhtilev et al 2006, Kalinin and Sokolov
1995).
Step 2. Structure-topological characteristics of IIS are
being evaluated (Zimin and Ivanilov 1971) including:
the coefficient of attainability J4, different measures of
structure compactness (radius J5 of the structure,
diameter J6 of the structure, integral measure J7 of
structural compactness), measures J8 of structure
centralization (decentralization).
The formulas for computation of measures are proposed
in (Zimin and Ivanilov 1971).
Step 3. The pairwise-comparison matrix Кc is
completed for measuring the IIS efficiency. Expert
appraisal is used for completion of the matrix.
Step 4. The weights of measures (significance
coefficients) are evaluated according to the matrix Кc.
The algorithm proposed in (Orlovski 1981) is used here.
The vector of coefficients is equal to the normalized
r
eigenvector ωc corresponding to the maximal

Dynamic interpretation of operation planning in IIS let
thoroughly describe and investigate interrelation and
interaction of business processes and the processes of
information processing, storing and interchange.
The framework of integrated multi-criteria operations
planning in the context of IIS structure-dynamics control
results in the following advantages. The goals of IIS
planning can be directly interrelated with the goals of
business processes. Structure-dynamics operations (IIS
control technology) can be reasonably selected and
substantiated. Efficient compromise solutions can be
found for allocation of control functions among the
elements of IIS and for general programs (plans) of IIS
operation. The preliminary ordering of IIS structural
states let rapidly reconfigure it in case of failures
(Okhtilev et al 2006).
Several prototype versions of software were produced
for structure-dynamics control of IIS in different
application domains (cosmonautics, power industry,
management, etc, see http://www.spiiras-grom.ru). The
experiments with software confirmed efficiency of
models applied.
This work was supported by Russian Foundation for
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logistic processes involved in transportation. An
efficient and effective management of logistic activities
in a container terminal can decrease the operating costs
and service times and increase the quality of services.
A maritime container terminal is a complex facility
organised around a set of logistic processes. The
logistic activities at a container terminal often belong
to more complex logistic processes. This fact is critical
for a good management of the system and the choice of
the system modelling approach. A firm classification of
the decision problems in a maritime container terminal
concerns to the following logistic processes (Vis and
De Koster 2003; Steenken et al. 2004): i) arrival of the
ship, ii) unloading and loading of the ship, iii)
transport of containers from ship to stack and vice
versa, iv) stacking of containers, and v) inter-terminal
transport and other modes of transportation.
Several interesting papers focusing on the previous
logistic processes have been proposed (Legato and
Mazza 2001; Park and Kim 2003; Legato and Monaco
2004; Cordeau et al. 2005; Cordeau et al. 2007;
Canonaco et al. 2008). Among these works, only the
ones that are based on a simulation modelling
approach, to capture the dynamic and non deterministic
framework, are able to evaluate large instances in a
reasonable time, to conduct scenario analysis and
overall performance evaluation. Besides, simulation
offers the opportunity of highlighting congestion
phenomena occurring at those (shared) resources
resulting as bottleneck within a logistic process (e.g.
the quay cranes).
In this paper we propose a two-phase approach to the
quay crane deployment problem (QCDP). The QCDP
is a complex scheduling problem that arises when
multiple vessels berths to a quay and a limited set of
quay cranes must be assigned to the berthed vessels in
order to respect vessels committed due-time of
departure. The first phase consists of an integer
programming model that produces the optimal number
of cranes that must be assigned to each berthed vessels
on the basis of a one-hour time-slot. In the second
phase, this output data are used to assign the cranes to
the vessels according to an ad hoc heuristics.
We are currently integrating the proposed approach
in a discrete-event simulator to support runtime crane
assignment using a deterministic berth schedule. The
approach has been validated using the Park and Kim

KEYWORDS
Quay crane deployment problem, scheduling problem,
maritime
container
terminals,
discrete-event
simulation, optimization.
ABSTRACT
Container unloading/loading at marine container
terminals (MCTs) is a key logistic process, to which
some research efforts have been addressed by using
mathematical programming models formulated in a
deterministic-static environment. Vice versa, DES
models in a stochastic-dynamic environment are well
capable of representing the entire process. Hence,
simulation results to be an effective planning and
control tool for decision making at all decisional levels.
Here we remark that optimal decisions in MCTs may
be practically pursued by modelling the whole MCT
and focusing attention on the core logistic processes,
while representing in a simplified manner the
remainder. We focus on the operational management
of the cranes deployed along the quay, during the
container unloading/loading process at a given number
of vessels according to a previously planned berthschedule. We suggest a two-phase approach to the
quay crane deployment problem: in the first phase an
IP model is used to decide when and how many cranes
must be assigned to each vessel; afterwards, we
propose a heuristics to determine which specific crane
should be assigned to a vessel. We indicate how this
approach can be successfully integrated in a DES
model, already available, to support dynamic
assignment of cranes to berthed vessels.
INTRODUCTION
Freight transportation plays a key role in modern
economies as it allows goods exchange between far-off
countries. The most notable and steady technology for
transporting freight, especially on long maritime
routes, is containerization. A considerable growth in
worldwide containerised freight transportation has
been registered in recent years – approximately 90
percent of the world's cargo traffic moves by container
(UNCTAD 2007).
Competitiveness within the growth can be achieved
by enforcing the introduction of decision support
systems in the organization and management of core
Proceedings 22nd European Conference on Modelling and
Simulation ©ECMS Loucas S. Louca, Yiorgos Chrysanthou,
Zuzana Oplatková, Khalid Al-Begain (Editors)
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(op cit) schema. The comparison study showed that our
approach minimizes the number of utilized cranes and
maximizes the cranes utilization. It also guarantees the
vessel overall completion time and the respect of noncrossing constraints for rail-mounted quay cranes.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
For sake of completeness, in the next section we
briefly describe the logistic processes in which our
approach is arranged in. Afterwards we focus our
attention to the QCDP and then we define the
mathematical model and the heuristics applied within
the two-phase approach. At last, we show some
computational results to illustrate the potentiality of
our approach.

roadstead. This is the so called arrival of the ship
process. Vessels are of two types: mother vessels and
feeders. The first one is a large container ship (up to
3,000 TEUs and no more than 14,000 TEUs) that
covers transoceanic lines (hub-to-hub connections).
Feeders are smaller ships that cover short and middle
routes. They are widely used to connect the spokes to
the transshipment hub (and vice versa).
Once a vessel is berthed, container discharge/loading
can be initiated only if mechanical (and human)
resources are allocated; if not, the ship waits in its
berth
position
until
resource
assignment.
Discharge/loading operations are performed by RMGs
placed along the berth: one or multiple cranes move
containers between the ship and the quay area. The
maximum number of quay cranes that may be assigned
to each vessel is restricted by i) the total number of
cranes in the quay and ii) the maximum number of
allowed cranes for each vessel, due to physical (i.e. the
length of the vessel) and logical constraints (i.e.
interference between cranes operations). Considering
the span of the cranes (approximately 30 m) and the
horizontal space necessary to stack and to transfer
away the incoming/outgoing containers of a vessel, the
maximum number of cranes allowed for the longest
vessel is usually 5 (this number is proportionally
decreased for shortest vessel). When multiple cranes
are assigned to the same ship, crane interference has to
be avoided and a complex scheduling problem arises to
manage the relationships (precedence and mutual
exclusion) existing among the holds of the same ship.
Considering that the service rate of the RMGs is 30
TEUs/hour, the performance of the discharge/loading
process highly depends on the availability of this type
of cranes and their turnover speed. Therefore, the best
deployment of these resources affects the overall
completion time of each vessel. Finally, a fleet of
vehicles, SCs (or AGVs), take in charge containers and
move forth and back between the berth area and the
yard area.

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION: LOGISTIC
PROCESSES AND MODEL OBJECTS IN A
MARINE CONTAINER TERMINAL
Modelling maritime container terminal is a complex
activity. Simulation is the most powerful tool for the
study of this complex and large system, but specific
algorithm must be used to model complex processes
and to solve assignment and scheduling problems: on
that way, mathematical models and heuristics helps in
the best modelling of the system. In the following, we
first identify the set of model objects involved into a
container terminal and then we briefly describe the
logistic processes that are involved into the QCDP.
A marine container terminal is a large facility
composed by: an harbor entrance wide and water-depth
enough followed by an adequate roadstead where
incoming vessels may stop and wait; a small number of
pilot boats; one or more quay of an adequate length
(generally more than 1,000 m) with along a channel of
multiple water depth ranging; for each quay, a limited
set of rail-mounted gantry cranes (RMGs) and rarely
less rubber-tyre gantry cranes; a fleet of straddle
carriers (SCs) or AGV shuttle vehicles (AGVs) used to
transfer containers between the quay cranes and the
yard (SVs are able to handle containers if there are no
yard cranes); a set of RMGs for the yard operations;
and a large yard surface suitably organized in sectors
by a regular layout (yard from large container terminals
are able to store nearly thousands twenty equivalent
units – better known as TEUs, an ISO standardized
containers unit measure).
The logistic processes at a container terminal are
described in the following.
When calling at the port, a vessel makes a sort of
“advanced reservation” based on its ETA - Expected
Time of Arrival. Ship entrance into the port depends on
the following requirements: i) formal conditions (e.g.
contractual agreements between the ship’s shipping
line and the port of call for the use of port facilities),
that means a priority policy for the port entrance
queue; ii) operational settings (i.e. pilot boat
availability, berth spaces assignment). If requirements
are met, the ship is maneuvered into its berth slot by
one or two pilot boats; otherwise it must wait in the

The Quay Crane Deployment Problem
In the unloading and loading of the ship process, a
key decisional problem is the Quay Crane Deployment
Problem (QCDP). This problem has been successfully
discussed by Park and Kim (2003) together the berth
scheduling problem. The QCDP is described in the
following.
Planners of the terminal operating company weekly
construct a “berth schedule”, which shows the berthing
position and time windows for the incoming vessels
(solution to the so called berth scheduling problem). A
time window shows the expected time of berthing and
un-berthing for each vessel; time windows are
constructed using the ETA (Expected Time of Arrival)
and PTD (Promised Time of Departure) of each vessel
(a penalty cost is incurred if the departure of a vessel is
later than the previously committed PTD). In Figure 1
is shown an example of berth schedule, where the
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berth-time and space have been partitioned into 22 x 24
grid squares (24 time-slots of one hour).

4.

Quay cranes are of the RMG type, so there are nocrossing constraints that must be guaranteed.
Furthermore, cranes are never un-available.

time-slot

The solution approach we propose here to the QCDP
is decomposed in two phases, as shown in Figure 2.
Berth schedule

Vessel F

Vessel E

PHASE I: Crane Assignment
Vessel D

The number of assigned cranes for each
vessel at each time-slot
Vessel C

PHASE II: Crane Deployment
4
3
2
1

Vessel A

1 2 3 4

Vessel B

The deployment of the RMGs

berth-slot

Figure 1: An Example of Berth Schedule Presented by
Park and Kim

Figure 2: The Schema of the Two-Phase Approach to
the QCDP

In the QCDP, the berth schedule is used to assign the
RMG cranes to the incoming vessels on a weekly
basis. The double goal is i) minimize the number of
used quay cranes and to ii) maximize their utilization,
under
the
constraint
of
completing
the
loading/unloading operations, for each vessel, within
their expected time of un-berthing,
The QCDP is solved under the following
assumptions:

In the first phase, we solve a mathematical model
using CPLEX solver (ILOG 1999) to identify the
optimal number of cranes that must be assigned to each
vessel for each time-slot. Thus, the model is able to
identify exactly when the discharging/loading
operations starts and ends within the vessel timewindow.
In the second phase, an ad hoc built heuristics is used
to assign the cranes to the vessels in order to respect
non-crossing constraints and to minimize the number
of crane shifts from a vessel to another.

1.

2.

3.

Each vessel has a time window; the start time of
the time window is the expected time of berthing
of the vessel, while its end is the vessel expected
time of un-berthing.

An IP Model for The Crane Assignment Phase
The following notations will be used for the
formulation of the IP model used in the crane
assignment phase (i.e, the Quay Crane Assignment
Problem – QCAP):

Each vessel has a total number of TEUs to be
handled in its time window: this number is put in
correspondence with the moves required by the
vessel
Each vessel has a maximum and a minimum
number of cranes that can and must be assigned
when the operations starts. The maximum number
of cranes that can be simultaneously assigned to a
vessel is limited by vessel length. Vice versa, the
minimum number of cranes to be assigned is due
(usually for mother vessels) to contract terms
between terminal operating company and the
vessel shipping company. By default, when the
operations start on a vessel, until the operations are
completed all the time-slots related to the vessel
have almost one assigned crane.

T
Ω
C
sc

:
:
:
:

mi

:

etbi

:

The set of time-slots, with |T| = N
The set of vessels
The set of quay cranes, with |C| = M
The service rate for the c-th crane,
expressed in TEUs per time-slot
The number of moves for the i-th
vessel
The berthing time for the i-th vessel,
i.e. the time-slot starting from which
the vessel i-th is ready, at the berth, for
the first lift, where:

1 ≤ etbi ≤ N − etui + 1
etui
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:

The un-berthing time of the i-th vessel;
thus it is the latest time-slot until

which the vessel i-th is available for
the operations, where:

A Heuristic Approach for the Crane Deployment
Phase

etbi ≤ etui ≤ N
mini

:

max

:

As stated before, the solution of the mathematical
model provides the number of cranes that must be
assigned in order to complete the operations in time.
This data are used in the following to assign, for each
time-slot, the RMGs.
The step-by-step description of our heuristics is
given in the following.

The minimum number of cranes that
must be assigned to the i-th vessel,
when the operation starts.
The maximum number of cranes that
can be assigned to the i-th. vessel

i

We introduce the following decisional variables:
V

:

θ itc

:

φit

:

γ it

:

η it

:

Step 0. Initialization phase
Select V contiguous quay cranes from the set
C, thus let Q be the set of selected quay
cranes ordered by non decreasing position
along the quay. Let S be the number of berthslots and M be the number of the first half of
berth-slots (M = ⎡L / 2⎤) ; besides, let fromi
the berth-slot starting from which the vessel i
is berthed and cit be the number of quay

The maximum number of cranes used
to performs vessels operations.
1, if crane c works on the vessel i at
the time-slot t, 0 otherwise.
1, if vessel i is processed at time-slot t,
0 otherwise.
1, if operations for the vessel i were
started at time-slot t, 0 otherwise.
1, if operations for vessel i have not
been completed at time-slot t, 0
otherwise.

cranes assigned to the vessel i at the time-slot
t.

The QCAP can be formulated as follows:
etui

min N ⋅ V + ∑ ∑ γ it + ∑ ∑η it
i∈Ω t =etbi

Step 1. Crane assignment phase
FOR EACH t ∈ T
Let B be the set of the berthed vessels;
Compute ct as the sum of all the cit ;

etui

(1)

i∈Ω t =etbi

s.to

Let k = Q − ct be the number of cranes

γ it ≤ γ i (t +1)

∀i ∈ Ω, t = etbi ,K, etui

(2)

ηit ≥ ηi (t +1)

∀i ∈ Ω, t = etbi ,K, etui

(3)

γ it + ηit = φit + 1

∀i ∈ Ω, t = etbi ,K, etui

(4)

∀i ∈ Ω

(5)

∀i ∈ Ω

(6)

∀i ∈ Ω

(7)

etu i −1

∑ ∑s θ

c∈C t = etbi

c
c it

etbi −1

∑∑θ
c∈C t =1

c
it

n

∑ ∑θ

c∈C t = etu i +1

= mi

=0

c
it

=0

∑θ

c
it

≤1

∀c ∈ C , t ∈ T

(8)

∑θ

c
it

≤ maxi φit

∀i ∈ Ω, t = etbi ,..., etui

(9)

∑θ

c
it

≥ mini φit

∀i ∈ Ω, t = etbi ,..., etui

(10)

∀t ∈ T

(11)

i∈Ω

c∈C

c∈C

∑∑ θ
c∈C i∈Ω

c
it

≤V

V ≥ 0, int

that will be idle during the time-slot t ;
IF " B ≠ ø" THEN
Order B by non-decreasing order of
berth position;
Extract the vessel j from the top of

B;
IF " from i < M " THEN
WHILE " B ≠ ø" DO

i. Extract the vessel i from the
top of B ;
ii. IF operations for the vessel i
were started at time-slot t − 1
φi (t −1) = 1 THEN

(

IF k > 0 THEN
Extract no more than
k cranes from the
top of Q if none of
this
crane
was
already assigned to
the vessel i ;
Update k;
END IF
END IF
.
iii. Extract cit cranes from the top

(12)

θitc ∈ {0,1}

∀i ∈ Ω, t ∈ T , c ∈ C

(13)

φit , γ it ,ηit ∈ {0,1}

∀i ∈ Ω , t ∈ T

(14)

)

of Q and assign them to the
vessel i;
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END WHILE
ELSE
WHILE " B ≠ ø" DO
i. Extract the vessel i from the
bottom of B ;
ii. IF operations for the vessel i
were started at time-slot t − 1
φi (t −1) = 1 THEN

)

time-slot

(

discontinuity for each vessel: this is a primary
contractual agreement requested to the terminal
operating company by shipping companies as well as
the minimum number of assigned cranes and the
respect of the committed operations completion time.

IF k > 0 THEN
Extract no more than
k cranes from the
bottom of Q if none
of this crane was
already assigned to
the vessel I
Update k;
END IF
END IF
.
iii. Extract cit cranes from the
bottom of Q and assign them
to the vessel i;
END WHILE
END IF
END IF
END FOR
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1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
Vessel F
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3

1
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4 5 6
4 5 6
4
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2
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7 8 9
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7
Vessel
8 9D
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7 8 9
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7 8 9
6 7 8 9
6 7 8 9
6 7 8 9
Vessel B
6 7 8 9
6 7 8 9
6 7 8 9

1 2 3 4

berth-slot

Figure 3: The Optimal Deployment Found by the Park
and Kim Methodology

A Numerical Experiment
time-slot

At this point, we compare the results obtained using
our approach against the results showed by Park and
Kim (2003). In their work, a method for constructing a
berth schedule and then to deploy cranes was also
developed. Therefore, we compare their results with
ours to demonstrate the validity of our method.
In Figure 3 we repeat the optimal assignment
reported into the paper by Park and Kim based on the
berth schedule previously shown in Figure 1. For each
vessel, ringed numbers depict the quay cranes assigned
to each vessel. As it is possible to see, the QCDP
solved by Park and Kim use 9 cranes to complete all
the operations in time.
In this case study, the minimum number of cranes
that must be assigned to the vessels during the
operations is one, while the maximum number of
cranes that is possible to assign to a specific vessel is
equal to the number of occupied berth-slots.
The first step of our approach produces the
assignment depicted in Figure 4. In this berth schedule,
for the i-th vessel and the t-th time-slot the optimal cit
is shown.
As it is easy to recognise, our mathematical model
fills a berth schedule minimizing the overall number of
cranes that must be used to process all the vessels. In
fact, the first phase of our approach produced an
assignment of 7 quay cranes against the 9 quay cranes
found by Park and Kim. Moreover, in our solution,
when the operations start there is no operations

4
4
4
4
4
Vessel F
4
3
3

3
3
4
4
3
Vessel E
3
3
3
4
3
3
4 Vessel C
5
3
3

4
3
2
1

2
Vessel A
3
3
1 2 3 4

4
4
4
Vessel D
4
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
berth-slot

Figure 4: The First Phase Output of our Methodology
As results of the second phase of our algorithm, we
propose the quay cranes deployment shown in figure 5.
The improvement obtained with the approach
proposed in this paper is not only due to the
minimization of the activated cranes. In fact, i) in two
cases we obtained a reduction of the vessel overall
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time-slot

completion time and ii) we improved the average crane
utilization (0.69 vs. 0.87).
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
Vessel F
1 2 3 4
1 2 3
1 2 3

5 6 7
5 6 7
4 5 6 7
4 5 6 7
1
Vessel
2 3 E
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3 4
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 Vessel
2 3 4C
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3
1 2 3

4
3
2
1

1
1
1

2
Vessel A
2 3
2 3

1 2 3 4

possible delays upon the programmed time instants of
unberthing. Whenever crane shift operations should
reveal to be cumbersome and/or time consuming, the
terminal manager is asked to evaluate the possibility of
increasing the number of available cranes suggested by
our two step methodology.
Finally, we are also addressing the problem of
integrating a second integer programming model aimed
to schedule the work of those cranes assigned to a
specific vessel with respect to the stows to be handled.
Stow processing requires some precedence constraints
and non simultaneous processing of adjacent stows by
two different cranes. Thus an adequate crane
scheduling policy should be embedded into the
simulator, besides the crane deployment one.

4 5 6 7
4 5 6 7
4
Vessel
5 6 D7
4 5 6 7
5 6 7
4 5 6 7
4 5 6 7

CONCLUSION
4 5 6 7
4 5 6 7
4 5 6 7
Vessel B
4 5 6 7
4 5 6 7
4 5 6 7

We have proposed a methodology for the Quay
Crane Deployment Problem. The methodology consists
of a mathematical programming model and a
heuristics. The mathematical model is used to identify
the optimal number of quay cranes that must be
assigned to the vessel time by time. The heuristics is
used to identify which cranes must be assigned to the
vessel time by time. We have compared our method
with the optimal results obtained by another promising
work. The comparison proved that our approach is able
to outperform the previous near-optimal solution.
Thus, we propose to embed our method into a
simulation model to perform scenario analysis at the
operational level in order to verify whether or not the
time requirements of each vessel can be guaranteed by
a suitably fixed number of quay cranes. Finally, we are
developing alternative simulation based approaches to
supply at the restriction implied by integer
programming. Simulation-based Optimization looks as
the most promising practical technique to support
decisions for the Quay Crane Deployment Problem.

berth-slot

Figure 5: The Final Output by our Methodology
THE NEED FOR SIMULATION INTEGRATION
As stated in the introduction, our belief is that
deterministic approaches must be integrated into
simulation platforms to conduct scenario analysis
through statistical estimates of some system
performance measures (Nakayama 2002).
Currently, we are integrating this methodology into a
discrete-event simulator for the berth planning and
discharge/loading processes at a real maritime
container terminal. As a matter of fact, the starting
point is the simulator validated and tuned for one of the
operating company of the Gioia Tauro terminal,
located in the southern Italy (Canonaco et al. 2008).
The terminal is the most important transhipment
terminal in the Mediterranean Sea and our integrated
model will allow the planners of the terminal to
identify the best cranes deployment day-per-day. The
role of the simulator is central due its capability of
verifying the practical possibility of guaranteeing the
respect of the planned time windows (berthing–
unberting), in a more realistic modelling environment
where operation delays and unpredictable events may
occur,
As guideline for the integrated simulator, observe
that the programmed time-instants of berthing and
unberthing, for each vessel, are considered as fixed
events within the events list of the simulator. Vice
versa, all the operations involved in the dischargingcharging process of whatever vessel will be
represented with their natural randomness. Particular
attention will be devoted to capture the effect of the
time required by the process of shifting cranes from
one berth slot to another. This time is at the basis of
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Firstly, there are presented new possibilities of the
Maple computer environment for mathematics,
mathematical modelling and simulation in scientific
computing. Users can access the power of the Maple
computation engine through a variety of user interfaces:
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document, Maple document mode, financial modelling,
calibration.
ABSTRACT

o

The paper deals with the system Maple in mathematical
modelling and computer simulation of technical or
financial problems. It presents also possibilities of
Maple for students in learning of mathematical
modelling. There are presented some solved problems
using Maple and introduced shortly developed
modelling and simulation tool - MapleSim.

o

o

INTRODUCTION
o

Mathematical models used in scientific computing [1]
are becoming large and the number of computations
needed for simulation is increasing. Simultaneously
there are growing requirements on model performance
and accuracy. When simulation models are designed we
encounter several problems that must be solved in order
to achieve these goals. The system Maple is appropriate
computer environment which enable to solve these
goals. The main domains, where is possible to use
Maple, are (see Fig. 1):
o Monte Carlo simulations
o Data regressions
o Probabilistic modelling and analysis
o Economic research and modelling
o Quantitative pricing and hedging models
o Calibration
o Stochastic modelling
o Optimizations

o

the Standard Worksheet (contains the fullfeatured interface),
the Command-Line version (it does not include
graphical user interfaces features, but this
method is recommended when solving very
large complex problems or using scripts for
batch processing),
the Classic Worksheet (on Windows and UNIX
platforms provides a basic worksheet
environment for older computers with limited
memory),
custom-built Maplet applications (it allows to
create windows, dialogs, and other visual
interfaces that interact with a user to provide
the power of Maple. Users can perform
calculations or plot functions without using the
Standard Worksheet interface. A Maplet
application is a collection of elements
including, but not limited to, windows and
their associated layouts, dialogs, and actions,
and
the Maplesoft(TM) Graphing Calculator (is a
convenient calculator using Maple technology.
It is available as part of Maple installation
(Windows(R) only).

Maple provides users with two worksheet interfaces.
Both have access to the full mathematical engine of
Maple and take advantage of the new functionality in
Maple. By default, worksheets open in the enhanced and
more modern Standard Worksheet. The Classic
Worksheet, available on Windows and UNIX platforms,
has the traditional Maple worksheet look and uses less
memory. In Windows, user can change the Maple
worksheet file association using the Worksheet File
Association Selector application from the Tools folder
of the Maple Start menu. If computer system has less
than the recommended amount of physical memory, it is
suggested that users use the Classic Worksheet version
of Maple. For system requirements, refer to the Maple
Web site http://www.maplesoft.com and search on
current version of Maple (now Maple 11) and System
Requirements.

Figure 1: Modelling in system Maple
Proceedings 22nd European Conference on Modelling and
Simulation ©ECMS Loucas S. Louca, Yiorgos Chrysanthou,
Zuzana Oplatková, Khalid Al-Begain (Editors)
ISBN: 978-0-9553018-5-8 / ISBN: 978-0-9553018-6-5 (CD)
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Every user can create powerful interactive documents
with Maple. The Maple environment allows a user to
start solving problems right away by entering
expressions in 2-D math and using simple point-andclick interfaces to solve these expressions without
having to know any commands. The users can combine
text and mathematical expression in the same line, add
tables to organize the content of their work, or insert
images, sketch regions, and spreadsheets. They can
visualize and animate problems in two and three
dimensions, format text for academic papers, or books,
and insert hyperlinks to other Maple files, Web sites, or
email addresses. They can embed and program
graphical user interface (GUI) components, as well as
devise custom solutions using the Maple programming
language.

Figure 2: Blank document in Maple Document Mode
In subsequent sessions, is described how to us Maple
Document Mode. Maple starts in Document mode.
Every time you open a document, Maple displays a
Quick Help pop-up list of important shortcut keys. To
invoke Quick Help at any time, press the F1 key.
In order to see a Document Block region, you need to
display the Markers bar. The Markers bar is a vertical
bar along the left pane, see Fig. 1. To display Markers,
select View→ Markers.
Maple users can even insert a document block in
Document Mode, toggling between Text and Math
modes switches between entering text and entering 2-D
mathematical expressions. It is used the F5 key to
switch between Math and Text modes. Math mode is
characterized by a slanted, italic prompt (/) whereas the
Text mode is characterized by a regular prompt (|).
In Document mode, any Maple statement to evaluate
must be entered in Math mode. In Document mode is
used keys Ctrl+= to evaluate given mathematical
expression or Maple command.
In subsequent sessions, are described menu of
Assistants, Tutors, Tasks and Pallets, which improve
efficiency using Maple environment and simplify user
work with using Maple.

WORKING WITH MAPLE DOCUMENT MODE
The first Maple session opens with the Startup dialog
explaining the difference between Document mode and
Worksheet mode. Using either mode, users can create
high quality interactive mathematical documents. Each
mode offers the same features and functionality, the
only difference is the input region of each mode.
o Document Mode - The default input region is a
Document Block. Document Blocks hide
Maple syntax allowing you to focus on the
problem instead of the commands used to solve
the problem. When using context menus in
Document Mode, input and output are
connected using an arrow or equal sign with
self-documenting
text
indicating
the
calculation that had taken place.
o Worksheet Mode - The default input region is a
Maple input prompt >. Using the Maple
prompt, all commands are displayed.

Assistants

Regardless of which mode users are working in, they
have the opportunity to show or hide their calculations.
Worksheet Mode and Document Mode are identical in
the functionality that they both offer; therefore in each
mode context menus and palettes are available when
entering expressions; tables, spreadsheets, and images
can be inserted; and access to the complete Maple
library is available. Users can even insert a document
block while in Worksheet mode or insert a Maple
prompt while in Document Mode. The only difference
between the two modes is the default input format.

Maple offers a set of Assistants in the form of graphical
user interfaces for easily interacting with Maple without
the need of syntax of Maple. Using the menu, user can
access by selecting Tools→Assistants to help you
accomplish these various tasks, see Fig. 3. In some
cases, users can launch the assistants by entering an
expression and selecting the assistants from the context
menu that displays.

Table 1. Default input region in worksheet and
document mode

To start a Maple session in Document Mode, it is
necessary to select from the File menu → New
(showing Worksheet mode, document Mode,
Templates…) → Document Mode. A blank document
is displayed, see Fig. 2.

Figure 3: Assistants selection
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Tutors
Over 40 interactive tutors that help beginner users gain
insight and understanding of topics in precalculus,
calculus, multivariate calculus, vector calculus, and
linear algebra courses. Some tutors help users to work
through a problem step-by-step. These tutors are easily
accessible by selecting Tools → Tutors→ a subject of
your choice → any tutor of your choice, see Fig. 4.

Figure 7: Tutor for Approximate Integration
Context menus
A context-sensitive menu is a dynamically generated
Maple menu of actions that are applicable for the region
upon which it is invoked. Context menus allow users to
perform calculations and manipulations on expressions
without using Maple syntax. To display a context menu,
users right-click (Control-click for) an object,
expression, or region, see Fig. 8.
Context menus are available for many input regions of
document including:
o expressions, to perform calculations,
manipulations, or plotting,
o plot regions, to apply plot options and
manipulate the plot,
o tables, to modify the table properties,
o palette regions, to add or remove palettes and
palette regions ,
o text regions, to add annotations and format
text,
o spreadsheets, to manipulate the spreadsheet.

Figure 4: Tutors selection
Figures 5-7 show some examples of these tutors,
concretely for Cross Sections, Curve Analysis and
Approximate Integration.

Figure 5: Tutor for Cross Sections

Figure 8: Context menu in Maple 12 Document Mode

Figure 6: Tutor for Curve Analysis
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When performing calculations or manipulations on an
expression, an arrow or equal sign connects the input
and output, with text above the arrow or equal sign,
indicating the action took place.
New feature in Maple 12 in context menu is shown in
Fig. 9 and 10. It is called Explore and allows to users to
explore any Maple expression – here is explored 3Dn

content, such as 2-D mathematics, commands,
embedded components (for example, buttons) and plots
that users can directly insert into their document. They
specify the parameters of their problem, and then run
the document.

m

plot of function sin( x + y ) , where n,m are
parameters which could be set up by build-in sliders.

Figure 11: Task “Solve inequality” selection
The Maple document environment provides access to
over 20 palettes. Palettes are collections of related items
that users can insert by clicking or drag-and-dropping
into a document.
Commands of Maple

Figure 9: Explore - context menu in Maple 12

n

Maple is powerful, flexible, and customizable. In
addition to the point-and-click features, Maple contains
a set of commands and a programming language.
Commands are contained in the Maple library, which is
divided into two groups: the main library and packages.
o The main library contains the most frequently
used Maple commands.
o Packages contain related commands for
performing tasks from disciplines such as
Student Calculus, Statistics, or General
Relativity Theory. For example, the
Optimization Package
(Fig. 12) contains commands for numerically solving
optimization problems.

m

Figure 10: Exploring 3D-plot of sin( x + y )
Tasks
Maple help users to perform specific tasks in Maple,
such as:
o Performing a mathematical computation; for
example, solving an equation symbolically or
numerically, or determining the Taylor
approximation of a function of one variable,
o Constructing a Maple object; for example, a
function,
o Creating a document; for example, an
application.
The tasks in Maple environment are organized in the
Maple help system by subject, to help users find the
appropriate task quickly. Each task is a collection of

Figure 12: Help page of Optimization Package
If users are familiar with Maple commands or they want
to interact with Maple using commands, simply enter
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the command using 2-D math at an input prompt. The
command names must display in italics. Maple
commands are constructed in a format similar to
command (arguments) based on the command they are
using, see Fig. 13.

Figure 14: Example of financial model (Black-Scholes)
Second figure (Fig 15) shows a model of stock prices
with estimation of their distribution in fixed time point.

Figure 13: Entering commands
MAPLE TOOLBOXES
Maple Professional Toolboxes greatly extend the scope
and functionality of Maple for specialized application
areas. Designed to work seamlessly with the core Maple
product suite, these high-performance products deploy
best of breed technology to deliver maximum benefit
from the world's most powerful technical software
platform. Toolboxes target key application areas in
engineering and science, and technical application
development. The list of toolboxes is following:
o Maple Financial Modelling Toolbox
o Global Optimization Toolbox for Maple
o Maple NAG Connector
o Database Integration Toolbox for Maple
o Maple Toolbox for Matlab
o Grid Computing Toolbox for Maple
o Maple Professional Math Toolbox for
LabVIEW

Figure 15: Example of financial model of stock prices

Financial modelling

THE FUTURE OF MAPLE MODELLING
ENVIRONMENT - MAPLESIM

The Maple Financial Modelling Toolbox complements
Maple’s multi-disciplinary environment with over 100
new commands, designed specifically for quantitative
financial modelling and analysis. These can be
combined with the existing Maple tools - including
ODE and PDE solvers, statistical data analysis and
optimization, to produce analytical applications and
product prototypes in the Maple interactive document
interface. Common application fields for financial
modelling are:
o Risk analysis
o Portfolio management
o Quantitative analysis
o Model validation/vetting
Two examples are presented on next figures. First
figure, it is part of Black-Scholes model (with local
volatility) for some market data, see Fig. 14.

There is introducing a new product that Maplesoft is
working on called MapleSim, This product will address
many problems that engineers are struggling with when
using traditional mathematical modelling and simulation
tools. By using extensive math solvers and
simplification technologies, MapleSim will be able to
produce highly concise models for efficient numeric
computation. This will deliver much faster simulations
than can be produced with traditional simulation
software that needs to run a numeric iteration at each
time step. MapleSim simulations will run faster because
the equations for the overall model are generated once
and then solved using a very efficient numeric DAE
solver.
MapleSim is fully integrated with Maple so users can
switch between the two environments, depending on the
task they need to perform. Users can use MapleSim to
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define and simulate the model, and then use Maple to
visualize and validate the mathematical representation.
Since the model in this form is fully parameterized, you
can use it to perform detailed analysis of the system
such as optimization, sensitivity analysis, validation,
linearization and simplification, and approximations.
MapleSim key features will be, see Fig. 16:
o Click, drag, collapse, expand and connect
operations that support hierarchical top-down
and bottom-up development to maximize
productivity.
o Seamlessly mix mechanical with, for example,
electrical, thermal, hydraulic and chemical
components in one environment.
o Provides both causal and acausal modelling as
well as math and code entry in a combined
single environment to reduce your software
costs.
o Unique symbolic technology delivers system
equations for efficient numeric computation
and advanced analysis.
o “As-fast-as-possible” one-shot execution and
real-time simulation for interactive use.
o Support for Modelica libraries, and includes
tools for creating your own component blocks.
o Remove conversion errors.
o Export to real-time platforms for HIL testing
applications.
o Attach live design documents to your system
models to minimize rework.

Free calibration
We do not assume any further constraint. The only
assumption for the calibration model is linearity of
calibration function. The model is given by

The estimations of parameters of the model are given by
(1)

where P is operator of projection.
Calibration of identical non-specified objects
A natural request on calibration function is to retain the
shape of objects. This leads to request on matrix B to be
orthonormal. It is used Gauss-Markov model:

(2)

where

,

Figure 16: MapleSim GUI environment
and matrix B (α ) is an orthonormal matrix written in
some special form. Explicit expressions, for estimation
of parameters of the model, similar to (1), can be found.

CALIBRATION MODELS
Whenever a need to work with inexact measurements of
graphical objects occurs, the calibration can be used. It
is applicable for example in medicine (for location of
cancer genes), in fotogrammetry (measurements of
object from airplanes) and in many other fields.
Let us assume two random measurement X,Y of one
object. Then calibration problem is aiming to find a
function f so, that Y=f(X). The function f is called
calibration function. We assume a linear form of
function f, i.e. Y=a+BX. Matrices a and B are called
parameters of calibration problem. For more details see
(Moll and Myšková 2007).

Calibration of identical specified objects - circles
In this case, in addition, we assume that measured
points lie on circles. Using Gauss-Markov model again,
very similar to the model (2), it is possible to find
explicit expressions for estimation of parameters of the
model. They are similar to (1), but more complex.
Further details can be found in (Moll and Myšková
2007).
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APPLICATION
Let us consider following two measurements of 2-D
objects:

Appropriate Maple file (in document mode) for the free
calibration is shown on Fig. 17.
Figure 19: Calibration of identical non-specified objects

Figure 17: Maple document with free calibration
The whole procedure from setting of inputs to
visualization of results is evidently very simple. Similar
procedure for the other two types of described
calibration models can be done.
Calibration function for free calibration for presented
data is given by following matrices.

Figure 20: Calibration of identical objects - circles
CONCLUSION
http://www.maplesoft.com/applications/app_center_bro
wse.aspx?CID=4&SCID=55 is Maple Web site resource
for free applications related to mathematical modelling
and simulations, which obtains 46 applications. There
are many interested applications and some of them are
available in translation (French, Spanish, and German).
The new possibilities offering by the integrated systems
Maple and MapleSim in modelling and simulation
technical and scientific problems will enlarge the power
of Maple technology. A further benefit offers Maple
toolboxes, which was presented in case of financial
modelling with two short examples. Three calibration
models were introduced, including their application
using the Maple.
Both Maple and MapleSim will be very useful also for
students in learning of mathematical modelling. The
MapleSim technology represents the next generation in
the modelling and simulations.

Visualization of measurements X and Y and appropriate
calibrated values are shown on Fig. 18.
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Figure 18: Free calibration
Visualizations of data and appropriate results for
calibration of identical objects (non-specified and
circles) are shown on Fig. 19 and Fig. 20.
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Agency that will partially access its database
elaborating data about beneficiaries (anonymously) in
order to be able to suggest the best possible training and
job offers. The web service will map its matching
metadata scheme to each Agency’s database fields.
Several other Grid/Web services will offer information
on jobs and training programs directly from the
organizations which offer these programs. In this way,
the civil servants will only be concerned with their
consulting services while information on vocational
training and job offers will come directly from the
system.
The Grid can be defined as a layer of secure networked
services that allow users single sign-on access to a
distributed collection of data resources. Each user
interested in connecting to a Grid/web service must
have an issued certificate and all data transferred
through the Grid can be encrypted. This architecture, as
it will deal with personal data that must be secured from
unauthorized access will be based on the Open Grid
Services Architecture (OGSA) that defines standard
mechanisms for creating, naming, and discovering
transient Grid service instances.
The paper is structured in the following sections:
Section 2 presents a theoretical overview of the related
literature. Section 3 describes the technology of the
proposed service and the proposed solution. Section 4
presents the results while Section 5 is devoted to
discussion and future works.

KEYWORDS
Collaboration Platforms, Web Services, Social Services,
Grid Architecture.
ABSTRACT
Civil servants, and especially those engaged in social
services, have similar needs all over Europe to access
and elaborate information on training and employment
offers in order to deliver the best possible service to
those who have the right. This work extends the Web
Services that collect and offer up-to-date information on
training and job offers from different web sources
matched to the needs of each case (Karadimas and
Papastamatiou 2008) to address the Grid architecture.
Grid architecture can be defined as a layer of secure
networked services that allow users single sign-on
access to a distributed collection of data resources,
offering up-to-date information on training and job
offers from different web resources. The proposed
architecture, as it will include personal data that must be
secured from unauthorized access, will be based on the
Open Grid Services Architecture (OGSA) that defines
standard mechanisms for creating, naming, and
discovering transient Grid service instances.
INTRODUCTION
The current work proposes the development of an
integrated platform based on the Grid/Web Services
architecture that will collect and offer up-to-date
information on training and job offers from different
web sources matched to the needs of beneficiaries
(people of disandantaged citizens’ groups searching for
work and reinforcement). The system will help civil
servants to connect the needs of those who have the
right.to employment requests and training opportunities
combining different web resources on an individual
basis, minimizing at the same time communication
expenses, data replication and expiration.
This communication will take place through a
Grid/Web service installed in each Social Service

RELATED WORK
Several applications exist that have being developed in
the framework of EU funded programs (EQUAL 1 & 2,
eTen, etc) or by private initiatives, to support civil
servants in their work. The limitation in all these
applications is that they are tailor-build to the needs of
each agency and the civil servants have to insert in these
applications all the information about the programs of
training institutions and job offers that they find, in
order to match it with their beneficiaries’ needs. The
proposed solution is not aiming to replace these
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applications but to interconnect them in a wider secure
knowledge grid offering added value services to all
involved.
The innovation of the proposed system is its distributed
nature based on the GRID/Web services technology that
offers a fast, reliable and effective communication
between involved parties, providing at the same time
up-to-date information customized each time to the
needs of the beneficiaries and vise versa, minimizing at
the same time communication expenses, data replication
and expiration.

Toolkit is a fundamental enabling technology for the
"Grid," letting people share computing power,
databases, and other tools securely online across
corporate, institutional, and geographic boundaries
without sacrificing local autonomy. The toolkit includes
software for security, information infrastructure,
resource
management,
data
management,
communication, fault detection, and portability. It is
packaged as a set of components that will be used for
the development of the proposed Grid/web services.
The proposed system is a great opportunity to upgrade
the role and efficiency of civil services. It is a cost
effective and reliable way to offer accurate and up-todate information on vocational training courses and job
vacancies in the market. It is also a great opportunity for
the training organizations to promote their courses and
provide training relevant to the real needs of the jobmarket.
Civil servants have to deal with unemployed people
from underprivileged citizen groups who face several
problems (lack of skills, disabilities, language problems,
family problems,etc). Their efforts focus on, first of all,
identifying their problems and then helping them to
overcome them. Apart from empowering and
supporting individuals to overcome their personal
problems, they also try to find for them suitable training
programs and jobs.
To be effective, they have to make frequent contacts
with training institutions and employment agencies, or
directly with employers in order to locate job vacancies
and training programs. The problem they face is that
they have access to a limited number of resources as
many as they can afford to contact or find. This is the
reason why their work is focussed more on the
empowering part and less in the actually finding of a
job for these individuals. It is easier for them to
recommend training in one of the training organizations
that cooperate with their agencies, and to prepare them
for a potential job interview, helping them at the same
time to identify what is the appropriate line of work for
each individual. Training, however is not directly
connected to employment, and most of the courses
offered are on basic skills, like communication skills,
business English, Information Technology, marketing,
etc.
The proposed architecture can solve all those problems
that civil servants are facing today by identifing the
most reliable and up-to-date sources of information
through searching several different on line databases.
The integration of the web services offering access to
vocational training courses and job offers is
accomplished through the described Grid/Web services
architecture. The web services, constituting the GRID,
will be custom-made for civil servants needs, performing
a specific set of operations that will offer up-to-date
information on available Vocational training courses and
job offers from different organizations upon request
from the civil servants and customized to the
beneficiaries’ needs.

METHODOLOGY
Grid technologies support the sharing and coordinated
use of diverse resources in dynamic “virtual
organizations” (VOs)—that is, the creation, from
geographically and organizationally distributed
components, of virtual computing systems that are
sufficiently integrated to deliver desired Quality of
Service (QoS). The Grid idea emerged initially as a
model that combines the resources of many separate
computers connected by a network (usually the internet)
to solve large-scale computation problems. Web
services, as a new, interoperable and effective way to
provide functionality over the internet, drew attention to
the Grid technology, and especially to Grids build on
web services (GRID\WEB services). Following this
approach a Grid can be defined as a layer of networked
services that allow users single sign-on access to a
distributed collection of compute, data and application
resources. The above lead to the development of the
Open Grid Service Architecture that defines standard
mechanisms for creating, naming, and discovering
transient Grid service instances, provides location
transparency and multiple protocol bindings for service
instances and supports integration with underlying
native platform facilities. The Open Grid Services
Architecture also defines, in terms of Web Services
Description Language (WSDL) interfaces and
associated conventions, mechanisms required for
creating and composing sophisticated distributed
systems, including lifetime management, change
management, and notification.
This work presents the effort to exploit this innovative
architecture so that added value services are offered to
the area of civil services. Tools for civil servants
(Karadimas and Papastamatiou 2008) are to be
developed in a distributed, interoperable and secure
infrastructure, namely the Grid infrastructure. Thus the
integration of remotely located, disjoint and diverse
processing and data storage facilities under a common
software architecture will be ensured, and moreover,
due to the advanced security mechanism provided by
the infrastructure, authentication, authorization and
policy management will be facilitated, providing users
with the possibility to form Virtual Organizations and
share data between them.
The platform on which the Grid/Web services will be
built is the open source Globus® Toolkit. Globus®
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A Broker (machine that will host the Universal
Description, Discovery and Integration (UDDI)
directory) is required in order to setup this architecture
where all these web services under the GRID will be
registered setting up a private UDDI registry.
A web service (W3C Working Group Note 2004) must
be register to a UDDI directory in order to be published
and reveal its functionality to the world. UDDI is an
XML-based (World Wide Web Consortium 2006) standard
for describing, publishing, and finding Web services.
Service consumers can then require from the broker to
locate a required web service and use it to implement a
business solution. Each web service, located at the web
server of a social agency, will act as one of those service
consumers and will use all the web services register to
the UDDI registry.
Setting up the “social Grid”, specific WSDL (GRIDWSDL) should be developed for each web service to
comply to. When each web service is discovered, the
GRID-WSDL XML-format protocol will help other
systems that need its functionality to understand the way
that they can interface it. WSDL describes how to access
a web service and not the business logic of this web
service.
To utilize the web services functionality a common
language between these web services should be defined.
XML/SOAP messages will be used for exchanging
information. SOAP is a lightweight protocol intended
for exchanging structured information in a
decentralized, distributed environment (Gudgin et al.
2003).
XML is the technology used with SOAP messages that
form the requests and responses from a web service. A
client invokes a web service by sending an XML/SOAP
message, and then waits for a corresponding
XML/SOAP response. Because all communication is in
XML, web services are not tied to any one operating
system or programming language. The content of these
messages will comply with the structure presented in
(Karadimas and Papastamatiou 2008) addressing a
common approach compliant with the EURES system
(The European Job Mobility Portal).
Finally, an application that from a single point will give
access to all this information from the registered web
services will be developed. The application will enclose
a smart search engine that will communicate with the
web services subscribed to the UDDI registry and
request information according to the beneficiaries needs.
The results will be presented to the civil servant along
with more information of the organization offering them.
All the nodes described on the next diagram
communicate with each other through a Transmission
Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP).
The advantage of the described architecture is that the
pool of available vocational training courses and job
offers will grow rapidly as each new organization that
desires to join the “social Grid” needs to follow some
simple steps in order to develop and register its own web
service to the GRID’s UDDI. Then the web service will

offer suggestions upon requested information for the
organization’s courses or job offers.

Figure 1: Description of the proposed architecture
Administration costs for the “social Grid” are minimized
since the administrator’s tasks are limited to observing
the successful integration of the new web services to the
Grid.
RESULTS
The proposed solution provides civil servants with a
decision support tool with access to a tank of educational
programs and job offers otherwise difficult to find and
filter.
The Grid/Web services solution for social services is a
great opportunity to upgrade the role and efficiency of
civil servants. It is a cost effective and reliable way to
offer accurate and up-to-date information on vocational
training courses and job offers. It is also a great chance
for the training organizations to promote their courses
and provide training relevant to the real needs of the jobmarket. The proposed architecture is easy to implement,
open to the integration of further web services of
organizations offering vocational training and job offers,
and easy to maintain and extend.
DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
The proposed solution and especially its GRID/Web
services architecture, under a common metadata scheme
can find implementation in many other sectors, like ehealth, e-commerce, the tourism sector, etc. Generally,
there is a great need for secure networks for the
exchange of data stored in heterogeneous sources.
Above such platforms, several other applications can be
developed that will make use of the data exchanged
through these grid/web services. Other fields of
application are the inter-exchange of information
between large companies with many branches, public
authorities, schools, universities, the military, etc.
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provided electronically to the citizens. Nevertheless, the
last years a widespread use of mobile telephony is
observed (with over 3 billion mobile users worldwide
and over 70% of world’s population covered by mobile
networks). This fact has contributed to the development
of mobile government. The emerging trend in
government service delivery through the use of wireless
technologies is called mobile government or mgovernment. Government services are expected to
become more accessible to citizens thanks to the
wireless technology. Mobiles can reach areas where
there are infrastructure constraints for internet service or
where wired phone service is not a feasible option.
Moreover, the lower cost of mobile telephony enables
the expansion of mobile government services to the
poorer parts of population in developing countries.
In general, it is argued that m-government’s main goals
are the resolution of real problems and the improvement
of the way that people live. M-government has a
positive effect on the economy through infrastructure
development,
better
business
practices
and
enhancements in public sector.
Mobile government strategy seems to be the inevitable
path that should be followed by the governments in all
countries. Currently, many countries from all over the
world have already adopted m-government strategies by
implementing various m-government services. Such
paradigms are indicatively mentioned in the next
paragraph.
Estonia is in the forefront of the world with its egovernment and m-government initiatives. This
achievement of Estonia is attributed to the willingness
of the Estonian government to quickly adopt new
technologies (Rannu 2003). Regarding other remarkable
m-government initiatives and projects, interesting
developments have taken place in various countries
such as Germany, Austria, the UK, Ireland, Italy, Malta,
Estonia, Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Finland, Korea,
Japan, New Zealand Dubai, South Africa and some of
the US states such as Idaho and California to name just
a few examples.
The major key success factors of the aforementioned
initiatives have been political will, cooperation between
mobile operators, government, regulators and business
entities and dynamic planning.

KEYWORDS
m-Government, e-Government, m-Government Services
ABSTRACT
With the advances in Information Communication
Technology (ICT) and the demand for more efficient
and effective government, governments in various
countries have implemented e-government strategies to
offer more information and online services to citizens,
government agencies, businesses, and others. Egovernment initiatives aim to benefit from the use of
most innovative forms of information technologies,
mainly web-based Internet applications, in improving
governments' fundamental functions. It is considered
the preferred tool to enhance government services
among its customers and government agencies.
However, an explosion in the use of wireless internet
devices, including internet-ready mobile phones and
Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs) in combination with
the increasing mobility of people in industrial
economies is forcing governments to prepare
themselves to transition from e-government to mgovernment. This paper examines the development of
m-government in Greece, which is in an early stage in
comparison with other countries all over the world.
More specifically, m-government services that are
currently used are mentioned. In addition,
recommendations are given for the further development
of m-government in Greece as well as the benefits to
citizens from using various m-government services are
elaborated taking into account the initiatives of other
countries on the application of m-government.
INTRODUCTION
Technology has created unprecedented changes in the
delivery of government services. Along with these
changes arise opportunities for improving government
services. Improvements in communications and
technology give citizens the ability to access
government services easily, rapidly and engages people
in ways that bolster democracy and citizen involvement.
E-government refers to the use of ICTs to transform
government operations so that government services are
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The present paper is structured in the following
sections: Section 2 presents a theoretical overview of
the related literature regarding electronic and mobile
government deployment in Greece. Section 3 mentions
the transition of e-government to m-government
services in Greece while in Section 4 m-government
services that are expected to contribute to the welfare of
the citizens are suggested for the future. Section 5 is
devoted to future works.

Looking more specifically at local government, the
Ministry of the Interior, Public Administration and
Decentralisation implemented an Operational Program
(OP) called Politeia which “is the main element of a coordinated effort to promote reform of the structure and
activity of public administration, with the primary aim
to improve services offered to the public” (OECD,
2004).
As far as m-government is concerned, the deployment
of m-government services is in an early stage as already
mentioned in previous sections. Nevertheless, a
beginning has been made. For example - the MobileTaxis service, which informs ratepayers regarding the
settlement of their tax declaration of income. The
development of this service was triggerred by the fact
that there is a huge response from citizens on the
telephone line that deals with tax matters, and on the
corresponding e-government services. Those who are
interested in filling their tax declaration by using the
mobile service can send an SMS in the M-taxis service,
including the number of their tax record, and sending it
to 2252. The cost is 0.5 euro. This cost includes all the
costs of the SMS. From this registration the citizen
ensures that he will be informed regarding tax
obligations, and this will happen in real time and in a
very easy way - by receiving SMS messages from the
M-taxis service. The service is supported by all the
mobile carriers operating in Greece. This service is a
new attempt by the Ministry of Economy and Public
Management to improve its communication with Greek
citizens.
Another service that is offered in all European Union
countries is a Location Based Service (LBS) which is
called 112 emergency call positioning. This service
shows on emergency call center worker’s computer a
map with the location of the person who is making an
emergency call to the number 112, which is common to
all EU countries. The main benefit of the system is an
ability of the emergency service to react quicker in case
of emergencies. EU had made compulsory for all
operators to be able to offer location-detection of
emergency calls by July 2003. It is worth highlighting
that the majority of Greek citizens are not aware of this
service.

RELATED WORK
By studying the existing literature, we concluded that
research for the field of mobile government
development in Greece is in its infancy. Research for
the Greek case study is mainly focused on egovernment. Hahamis et al. (2005) examined the
development and implementation of e-government in
Greece both at national and local level. More
specifically, the authors concluded that while the
progress in the development of e-governement at
national level is significant, the results are not so
encouraging at local level. Recommendations are made
for the improvement of e-government applications at
local level. Markellos et al. (2007) emphasized the
necessity of efficient e-government applications for the
improvement of the public sector quality. They report
the best Greek e-government practices and they
compare the progress of Greece with other countries of
European Union (EU).
Kapogiannis et al. (2006) highlighted the cooperation
between e-business and m-business as a crucial factor
for the development of m-government applications in
Greece. In addition, the paper presents an interesting
research on the current needs of the Greek companies to
invest in m-business.
CURRENT E-GOVERNMENT AND MGOVERNMENT SERVICES IN GREECE
In this section, a brief summary of the basic egovernment and m-government services that are
currently provided by the Greek public sector is
presented.
There has been a degree of success in the development
of e-Government at a national level. TAXISnet
(electronic tax services); the National Printing House;
IKAnet (provision of information and transaction
services by the Greek Social Insurance Institution); and
Syzefxis (the national public administration network)
are some of the examples of progress so far (Greek
Government, 2002). The Syzefxis programme is a
project of the Greek Ministry of the Interior, Public
Administration and Decentralization that aims to
develop “an effective public administration with a
modern
information
and
telecommunications
infrastructure and the easier coordination of state
processes through Information Technology (IT) and
Tele networking” (Informatics Development Agency,
2004).

SUGGESTIONS FOR M-GOVERNMENT
SERVICES IN GREECE
In this section, various m-government services which
could be implemented in Greece as well as their benefits
to the welfare of the citizens are discussed. The services
that are presented in this paper are selected according to
the needs of Greek citizens taking into consideration the
social, economic and cultural conditions of the country.
In addition, the m-government services that are
mentioned in this section were successfully
implemented in various countries all over the world.
Therefore, the proposed m-government services are
expected to be used by the vast majority of the Greek
citizens.
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Two possible m-government services whose acceptance
was satisfactory in other countries include mobile
parking and mobile transport ticketing. Mobile parking
comprises an alternative, more convenient payment
method for parking in big cities. The main benefits of
mobile parking to the citizens are convenience since
getting out of the car is not necessary anymore and
accuracy of payments. The conventional parking ticket
systems ask from the customer to determine the parking
time in advance, and as a result the amount of time a
person pays for parking is usually either bigger or
smaller than the amount of time he actually parks. On
the other hand, with mobile parking, the time parked
and the time paid for is exactly the same. Regarding
mobile transport ticketing, commuters will have an
alternative option to buy bus, tram, metro and trolleybus tickets through their mobile phone, offering more
convenience and reducing the amount of paper-based
tickets in circulation. SMS tickets for public means of
transportation can be ordered by sending a text message
and users can be charged through their regular mobile
phone bills (Rannu 2003).
Another category of m-government services is the
provision of time critical public information to citizens
via mobile phones, more specifically via SMS;
possibility to request information via mobile from
government information databases; traffic information
(bus, train delays for example), police information
about runaway criminals and stolen cars. In addition,
during natural disaster such as earthquakes and floods
and in general in case of an emergency, mobile
technology can be utilized to send alerts to citizens.
Reminders also can be sent to the citizens according to
their needs and preferences (for example doctor
appointment reminders). The use of text-messaging
reminders is expected to reduce the number of missed
hospital appointments.
It is worthy of note that there are interesting mgovernment services in the field of education. One
application could be sending notifications about child’s
absence from school notifications to parents’ mobiles.
Another suggestion is that the delivery of exam results,
cancellation of lectures etc. can be performed through
SMS-notifications. In this way, students will not have to
go to their schools in order to see their results especially
in summer-time and the calls to school secretaries are
expected to be reduced. This can also be applied to the
universities.
One very useful service for our country would be a
channel to which everyone can send complaints and
suggestions about the poor condition of roads, the
possible disorders of public transport system and other
issues. The feedback of the citizens about the above
issues will be received by the competent authorities who
will then take the appropriate measures to maintain and
improve the situation. This application will contribute to
the participation of citizens to policymaking in a
convenient way and to the early detection of problems
mentioned by citizens.

Last but not least, mobile voting in local and national
elections would enable each citizen to participate in the
elections, whatever his or her location is on polling day.
This way, the democracy will be enhanced since the
participation of the citizens will increase.
From the above descriptions of m-government services,
we can derive that there are two kind of services: those
which are called “push” type content services in which
citizens receive info and “interactive” ones in which
there is a “dialogue” between the citizen and the
government. Regarding “push” services, the citizens are
subscribed to the services of their specific preferences.
The “push” services include reminders, alerts in case of
an emergency, status info (the status of an application,
exam results). Examples of interactive m-government
services encompass m-parking, m-ticketing, m-voting.
Table 1: The two types of m-government services
Push services

Interactive services

- Reminders
- Alerts (in case of an
emergency)
- Time critical
information
- Various notifications

- Mobile parking
- Mobile Transport
ticketing
- Mobile voting
- Provision of suggestions complaints to the
authority

FUTURE WORK
Success of m-government requires active engagement
by both government and its citizens and so providing
services is only one aspect of the m-government
equation. Another, and more challenging aspect, is
achieving acceptance and widespread persistent use of
m-government by citizens. The acceptance of mgovernment services can be achieved with their proper
design and implementation. Services should be
delivered in ways already familiar and actively adopted
by users. In addition, the mobile phone is perfect device
for rapid and brief interaction. Hence, content should be
short, targeted and relevant. Another significant
parameter that should be taken into account while
designing m-government services is the security. The
applications that require security must make minimal
demands on the user.
Challenges to m-government are considered those
related to interoperability (roaming, variety of
platforms, etc); usability (mobile devices limitations);
privacy protection, etc. To sum up, m-government is
inevitable and growing fast. Therefore, the parties
involved must adapt to the new reality in order to have
responsive public organizations and an “able society”
that can benefit.
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particularly concerned with the deliberation about which
states of affairs the agent will intend. The focus of this
paper is on how to build a real application by using the
deliberation process developed in (Fagundes et al.,
2007).
The importance of social interactions in the learning
process is already known by educational theoreticians,
as in the socio-cultural approach of Vygostky
(Vygotsky, 1999), some works of Piaget (1995),
theories of collaborative learning (Dillenbourg, 1995),
and others. The advances in Intelligent Tutoring
Systems (ITS) propose the use of architectures based on
agent societies (Giraffa, 1998; Mathoff, 1994; Norman,
2000). The principles of multi-agent systems have
shown a very good potential in the development of
teaching systems, due to the fact that the nature of
teaching-learning problems is easily solved using a
multi-agent system.
The design of Collaborative Learning Environments
(CLE) may take into account social factors, such as the
work presented in Cao et al. (2003). They conclude that
it is important to consider sociological aspects of
collaboration in order to discover and describe existing
relationships among people, existing organizational
structures, and incentives for collaborative action.
Hence, a learning environment may detect and solve
conflicts. In a CLE learners have to be active in order to
manipulate objects, to integrate new concepts, to build
models and to collaborate with each other. They also
have to be reflective and critical.
In this context, our learning environment is composed of
two different systems: the AMPLIA system (Vicari et
al., 2003), an ITS probabilistic multi-agent environment
to support diagnostic reasoning and the modelling of
diagnostic hypotheses in domains with complex and
uncertain knowledge, such as the medical domain; and
the PortEdu system, an educational portal that provides
facilities in order to make possible those legacy systems,
such as AMPLIA, to work in the WEB.
The main difference between AMPLIA and the related
environments is the fact that AMPLIA considers
cognitive, social, and affective states in the student

KEYWORDS
Deliberation, Probabilistic Systems, BDI and Social
Interaction.
ABSTRACT
Social relationships are highly complex activities that
are very difficult to model computationally. In order to
represent these relationships, we may consider various
aspects of the individual, such as affective state,
psychological issues, and cognition. We may also
consider social aspects, as how people relate to each
other, and to what group they belong. Intelligent
Tutoring Systems, Multi-agent Systems and Affective
Computing are research areas which our research group
have been investigating, in order to improve individual
and collaborative learning. This paper focuses on a
Social Agent which has been modelled using
probabilistic networks and acts in an educational
application. Using the Social Agent as a testbed, we
present a way to perform the deliberation process in BDI
and Bayesian Networks (BN). The assemblage of mental
states and Bayesian Networks is done by viewing beliefs
as networks, and desires and intentions as particular
chance variable states that agents pursue. In this work,
we are particularly concerned with the deliberation
about which states of affairs the agent will intend. The
focus of this paper is on how to build a real application
by using the deliberation process developed in one of
our previous work.
INTRODUCTION
The research work presented in this paper is the result of
the integration of two systems previously developed by
our group (AMPLIA and PortEdu). This integration was
necessary in order to make AMPLIA, an Intelligent
Tutoring System, available on the Web. This new reality
brings new challenges, like the need to improve our
systems with social facilities to help students that are
studying by distance learning.
This paper focuses on the Social Agent’s deliberation
process in BDI and Bayesian Networks (BN). We are
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In order to detail the Social Agent’s deliberation
process, this paper is organized as follows. The next
section presents AMPLIA’s Collaborative Editor, which
has been developed to support collaboration among
students during learning activities. The Social Agent
monitors the Collaborative Graphic Editor in order to
obtain information about the students when they are
working in a collaborative way. Section “The Social
Agent” focuses on the Social Agent’s reasoning. Section
“Experiments and Results” shows the preliminary results
of our experiments. Finally, the “Conclusion” section of
the paper presents conclusions and directions for future
work.

model (Boff et al., 2007). Moreover, the strategies
adopted in those systems consider user/system
interaction, and not group interaction.
AMPLIA is composed by 4 different agents. The
Domain Agent and the Learner Agent are modelled
using Bayesian Networks (Jensen, 2001) as internal
knowledge representation (beliefs), which have been
widely employed to model uncertain domains, as in
medicine. The Mediator Agent is modelled using
Influence Diagrams (IDs), and the ComServer Agent
coordinates the communication activities among other
AMPLIA agents (see Figure 1).

AMPLIA’S COLLABORATIVE EDITOR
According to learning theories in medicine based on
problem-based learning (Peterson, 1997), we decided to
extend the AMPLIA editor, that is part of the AMPLIA
Learner Agent, to allow several students to operate it
simultaneously in a collaborative fashion. Thus, besides
the online editing support (see Figure 2), we designed
the Social Agent whose main goal was to motivate
collaboration and improve group activity.
As depicted in Figure 2, Bayesian networks editing is
possible in the system through buttons available in the
toolbars. There are menu options to insert nodes, arcs
and probabilities.

Figure 1. Integration between AMPLIA and PortEdu.
The Learner, the Mediator, and the Domain Agents are
cognitive agents, i.e. they have knowledge about how to
solve certain problems and they have the ability to
reason, making decisions about actions involved in
teaching and learning activities. The main idea that
guides AMPLIA’s design has been the need to offer an
open environment in which a student can build a
graphical model to represent his/her diagnostic
hypothesis for a clinical case using Bayesian Networks.
Students can build their diagnostic hypotheses for a
specific pathology by themselves or collaborating in a
group of students. This construction is supported by the
AMPLIA collaborative graphic editor. The student’s or
the group’s network is then compared to that of an
expert in the area, and the differences among the
networks are monitored by the Mediator Agent, which
uses pedagogic strategies based on the constructivist
model in order to evaluate the BNs with a satisfactory
solution.
As depicted in Figure 1, AMPLIA’s ITS is connected to
PortEdu. The services provided by the PortEdu agents
can be used by any agent-based educational application.
In this paper we focus on the Social Agent, which is
integrated to the PortEdu architecture to stimulate the
interaction among students, tutors and professors. For
more information about PortEdu system, see Nakayama
(2005).
The main goal of this paper is to present the Social
Agent deliberation process, which is a BDI (Bratman,
1988) goal-oriented reasoning that takes into account the
probabilistic information through the usage of Bayesian
Networks to abstract the mental states. Inside the
deliberation process, uncertainty is dealt with in order to
decide if an agent believes that a state can be achieved
and if desires and intentions are compatible.

Figure 2. Collaborative Bayesian Net Editor.
In Figure 2 we can see part of the BN that is under
development by a group of students. In the second
window, on the right, we can see the Node’s Properties
Editor, where the CPT (Conditional Probability Table)
associated with variables (nodes) can be updated. In the
bottom of the screen we can find collaborative editing
options, including online users’ listing and a chat tool.
The Social Agent uses different strategies to suggest a
particular student to a workgroup. The interaction
between the Social Agent and students occurs through
chat tool. The Social Agent acts proactively using the
chat tool to send messages to students, such as “you can
interact with student x”, “you could join to group x”.
Students can accept or not the agent’s suggestions.
Students can also be invited by collegues to join in their
group. Students can join different groups whereas each
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whom the student interacts regularly, and the total
number of interactions.
Based on Maturana´s ideas (Maturana and Varela, 1998)
we defined the Acceptance Degree (AD), which
measures the acceptance between students. Such data is
collected through a graphical interface that enables each
student to indicate his/her acceptance degree for other
students. This value may also be considered from a
viewpoint of Social Networks. As the Acceptance
Degree is informed by the students themselves based on
their affective structures, the value can indicate different
emotions, such as love, envy, hatred, etc.
Tutors are suggested by the Social Agent and the
students can choose (or not) interacts with the tutor
suggested. After the student/tutor interaction, a small
questionnaire is submitted to the student who got
assistance, with the purpose of collecting information
about the performance of the tutor. The questions
presented are based on concepts from Social Networks
and Sociometry, and may be answered by four
qualitative values: "excellent", "good", "regular", and
"bad". The questions are presented below:
 How do you classify the sociability of your class
fellow?
 How do you classify the help given by your class
fellow?
This grade indicates how other individuals see the social
capability of this student.
In order to infer the students’ personality traits we use
the model proposed in Zhou and Conati (2003), based
on the OCC model (Ortony, Clore and Collins, 1988).
The affective states can be considered as emotion
manifestations in a specific time. The research presented
in this paper uses the BN to infer emotions proposed in
Conati et al. (1997) and Zhou and Conati (2003) to give
us states values to Personality Traits and Affective State.
The Net Credit (NC) represents a possible classification
for the student’s Bayesian Network model (created
through the AMPLIA’s Collaborative Editor), according
to major problems. This student action outcome is
received from AMPLIA’s Mediator Agent, and it can
have the following values: Unfeasible (network that
does not satisfy the definition of a Bayesian Network, as
an oriented acyclic graph and/or a disconnected
network), Incorrect (network whose model is
conceptually incorrect, with presence of an excluder
node), Incomplete (network that lacks some nodes or
relationships considered important), Feasible (it is a
network different from the built-in model but it satisfies
the case study proposed to the learner) or Complete (it is
identical to the model built by the expert).
Finally, the Leadership represents evidence indicating
the students’ capacity to lead. For instance, a student
that helps other fellow students frequently, or a student
that gives his/her opinion during the execution of a task,
or a student that makes several changes in the Bayesian
Network model built by his/her group.
Next section presents how the Social Agent performs the
deliberation process through a Bayesian BDI approach.

group can work with different study cases, knowing that
within medicine the teaching approach relies mostly on
problem-based leaning.
Participation in a group depends on the approval of the
student by the members of the group. When the student
is invited to join the group, he/she may also
accept/decline the offer. When the student refuses to
participate in a workgroup, the system may inquire
him/her about the reason of the declination by
presenting him with the following alternatives: (i.) I do
not have interest in this subject; (ii.) I am temporarily
unavailable; and, (iii.) I do not have interest in
interacting with this group. The actions of the users are
stored in the student model (AMPLIA Learner agent).
This model is employed when the Social Agent looks for
students to join a workgroup. The groups are
dynamically formed, based on the task being carried out.
The students can participate in several groups
simultaneously, according to their interest. Each group
must contain at least one student with the leadership
role.
The Social Agent also tries to create groups with
democratic profiles or with sharing roles, where all team
members are able to lead the team. This can occur when
the responsibility for the operation of the team is shared.
This technique is called role-sharing (Peterson, 1997).
Such an approach leads to shared accountability and
competencies.
The groups must also be formed by students with
different levels of performance. Considering we have six
people, for example, including students with
performance categorized as excellent, average and
regular, it is better to join two classmates of each level.
Since this paper’s focus is on the Social Agent, the next
section brings detailed information about its reasoning
process.
THE SOCIAL AGENT
The Social Agent aims to stimulate student interaction.
In order to achieve such goal, the agent keeps a student
model that gathers a feature set based on the social and
collaborative theories detailed in the “Introduction”
section. Based on the student model, the Social Agent
can suggest workgroups. Workgroups are composed
through recommendation of students by Social Agent.
The information collected to define a suitable student
for recommendation are: Personality Traits, Affective
State, Acceptance Degree, Sociability Degree, Net
Credit and Leadership.
The Sociability Degree (SD) or Social Profile is built
during the students’ interaction through a synchronous
mechanism (e.g. the chat tool and the collaborative
editor). The following information is collected during
the students’ interaction: number of times that a student
had the initiative to talk with another; number of times
that a student answered a communication request;
individuals with whom the student interacts or has
interacted, number of interactions and individuals with
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Credit) use to perform better outcomes (high
performance).
The Social Agent represents the Intentional content of
the desires through particular states of variables.
Consequently, desires are a subset of beliefs. It makes
possible to check when a state of affairs is achieved. The
nodes Group 1, Group 2 and Group 3, illustrated in
Figure 4, represent the beliefs (and desires in this case)
of the Social Agent regarding the suggestion of those
three different workgroups to the student. Therefore, the
network represents how much the student fits on each
group, and consequently, how much the agent desires to
suggest each group to the student.

Deliberation Process
While Bayesian Networks are a formalized model for
representing knowledge, there is not a unique BDI
model for agency. The probabilistic BDI model
(Fagundes et al., 2007) used to develop the Social Agent
employs Bayesian Networks to represent the agent’s
beliefs. These networks are graphical models that
represent causality between variables, allowing the
performance of reasoning under uncertainty in a
consistent, efficient, and mathematically sound way.
To keep beliefs up to date is a crucial task to agents,
since in a dynamic world it is necessary to make
decisions and execute actions taking into account the
current state of the world. The belief updating
corresponds to probabilistic inferences. It is triggered
when an agent believes in new evidence.
In Figure 3, we illustrate the Social Agent beliefs. The
network was built according to the collected
information, including Personality Traits, Affective
State, Acceptance Degree, Sociability Degree, Net
Credit and Leadership. The Social Agent have such a
network for each of the student. The network depicted in
Figure 3 relies on a Bayesian Network to assess the
suitable group for a student and it includes only a subset
of nodes that are necessary to completely specify the
BN.

Figure 4. The desires of the Social Agent.
In Figure 4, Group 1 represents the group with high
sociability profile. Group 2 is the one in which the
dominant feature is positive affective state. Finally,
Group 3 has dominant feature high performance.
The first requirement for a desire to become an intention
is the belief support. In other words, the agent will not
intend a state unless it believes it is possible to achieve
that state. This is done by checking the computed
marginal probability of the desired state. In Figure 4 the
agent will desire the state True of the Group 1 when it
believes the current conditions (given by Net Credit,
Acceptance and Leadership) support this desire.
A proactive behaviour is exhibited by the agent when it
pursues states of the world where desires become
feasible. More specifically, this behaviour consists of
achieving particular states of parent variables
(conditions) based on the values of the conditional
probability table of the desired state. They can be
viewed as desires connected to a desire through
causality.
Intentions correspond to states of affairs that BDI agents
have committed to bring about. This commitment makes
the agents to check intentions for incompatibility
(mutually exclusive states of the world). In our
approach, incompatibility between mental states is
detected when some evidence indicating the
achievement of an intention affects negatively other
intention by decreasing its chances of success. This is
explained by the fact that desires may share mutually
exclusive conditions. For instance, consider the desire to
suggest Group 1, whose profile is defined by students
with high sociability. As the Social Agent aims to
compose heterogeneous groups, it will desire to find

Figure 3. The Social Agent belief network.
The figure’s details show the nodes that are assessed by
other networks. The node Personality Traits is also a BN
that shows the dependence between dominant
personality traits, such as Neuroticism, Agreeableness,
Conscientiousness and Extraversion (Costa and McCrae,
1992), and students’ goals (Exploration, Avoid
Mistakes, Prove Hypothesis, Succeed by myself). The
BN that assesses the students’ affective state (node
Affective State) is composed by nodes such as
Personality Traits, Goals, Learning Style, Interaction
Patterns and Satisfied Goals. This network is based on
Conati’s model (Zhou and Conati, 2003). Finally, the
node Net Credit includes the network where the
students’ network credibility (node Net Credit) has an
influence on the student outcome (students’
performance), node Student Action Outcome. Students
that believe in the correction of their networks (high Net
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The second experiment had as a main goal to employ the
Social Agent to form workgroups based on the features
of twelve students and on the strategies detailed in
section “The Social Agent”. According to these
strategies, two scenarios had to be considered, as
described in Tables 1 and 2.
Table 1 and 2 present the following headers: ST
(Student), DPT (Dominant Personality Trait), S
(Sociability), A (Acceptance), NC (Net Credit), L
(Leadership), AS (Affective State), DH (Diagnostic
Hypotheses) and GS (Group Suggestion).
The AS (Affective State) column can assumes values
such as: P (Pride), J (Joy) and D (Distress). In both
tables the Dominant Personality Trait can be E
(Extrovert), I (Introvert) and A (Agreeableness). The
columns related to Sociability, Acceptance, Net Credit
and Leadership can assume H (High), M (Medium) or L
(Low) values. The Diagnostic Hypotheses in the first
scenario 1 correspond to Cardiac Evaluation (CE),
whereas in the scenario 2 correspond to Diabetic
Neuropathy (DN).
Scenario 1 presents three groups proposed by the Social
Agent. The first group shows a balanced profile
distribution. The second group put together four
students with different profiles. The strategy used has
been to compose heterogeneous groups, i.e. to mix
students with different personality traits and social roles
(leadership). The third group assembled three extrovert
students with only one introverted student. But, in this
particular case, the likelihood that the introverted
student feels intimidated is very small, as he/she has a
high value on the Net Credit and his/her Affective State
has the value “Joy”, which is a positive social feature. In
this scenario, all students were working in the same
diagnostic hypothesis, which was “Cardiac Evaluation”.
The Social Agent suggested heterogeneous groups, but
with small differences among members. For example: an
introverted and distressed student should work better
with an agreeable or extroverted student that is happy. It
is possible that proud students, in this case, could
intimidate the participation of an extremely introverted
student.

students with negative affective state or students with
low or medium performance.
In the deliberation process the BDI agents examine
which desires are possible, they choose between
competing desires, and commit to achieving them. The
process is divided in two stages: the first verifies which
desires are possible to be achieved, and the second
checks the compatibility among possible desires and
intentions. We adopt the terms cautious and bold to
describe the agents’ behaviour in the following three
situations inside of the deliberation process: to decide if
the agent believes in particular states, to decide if
desires are incompatible with intentions and to decide if
desires are incompatible among themselves. By
adjusting a threshold value the Social Agent will exhibit
a different degree of cautiousness or boldness in those
decisions.
For more details about the Bayesian BDI architecture,
including the deliberation algorithms and the different
agent behaviours, see Fagundes et al. (2007).
Once an agent has committed with some states of affairs,
it has to perform actions in order to achieve those
intentions. In our testbed, the Social Agent has to
interact with the students to suggest workgroups to
them.
The three group nodes defined in the belief network do
not represent group instances, but three different group
profiles. The Social Agent will find a group instance that
matches the intended group profile, and then it will
suggest that group to the student. If at least one group is
found, the intention is successful, otherwise it fails.
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
AMPLIA environment has been tested in seminars
involving medical professors and students at Porto
Alegre’s Clinic Hospital (Hospital de Clínicas de Porto
Alegre, Brazil). Each seminar was divided in two
phases: (1) discussion of pedagogic resources and of
theoretical concepts about uncertain domains,
probabilistic networks, and knowledge representation;
(2) the medical specialists had to build expert’s BN
models on their domain areas, which were used by the
AMPLIA Domain Agent. We could observe in these
seminars that AMPLIA is an efficient resource to
improve medical learning. More information about these
tests may be found in Flores et al. (2005).
Regarding the Social Agent, we have developed two
experiments until this moment.
The first of them was a case study to demonstrate the
possibility to exchange Bayesian knowledge between the
Social Agent and AMPLIA’s Learner Agent. Both are
Bayesian agents, belonging to PortEdu and AMPLIA
respectively. The idea has been to enable the Learner
Agent to send Bayesian information to the Social Agent
by employing Semantic Web technologies, namely
OWL, Bayesian Networks and Agent Communication
Languages. This experiment was described in (Boff et
al. 2006).

Table 1. Scenario 1.
ST
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

DPT
E
E
I
A
E
I
I
I
E
E
E
E

S
H
M
L
M
M
M
L
L
H
H
M
M

A
H
H
L
L
L
M
L
L
M
H
M
M

NC
M
M
L
M
H
H
M
L
M
H
H
M

L
H
H
L
L
M
L
L
L
M
H
H
M

AS
P
J
D
J
J
J
D
D
J
J
P
J

DH
CE
CE
CE
CE
CE
CE
CE
CE
CE
CE
CE
CE

GS
1
3
2
2
1
3
1
1
3
2
3
2

Scenario 2 shows three balanced groups proposed by the
Social Agent. Table 2 presents the organization of these
groups.
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Table 2. Scenario 2.
ST
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

DPT
E
E
I
A
A
I
E
I
I
I
I
I

S
H
H
L
M
H
L
H
L
L
L
M
M

A
M
H
H
L
M
L
H
L
L
L
M
M

NC
H
L
H
M
H
L
M
L
L
L
M
H

L
H
M
M
L
M
L
H
L
L
L
L
L

AS
P
J
J
J
P
D
J
D
D
D
J
J

DH
DN
DN
DN
DN
DN
DN
DN
DN
DN
DN
DN
DN

When students are involved in the same task and with
the same goal, they are compromised to each other.
Suggesting students to help others we can motivate
collaboration and initiate students’ interaction in the
AMPLIA environment. We aim to reduce the
professors’ involvement and give more autonomy to
students.
The strategies adopted by the Social Agent are based on
established theories presented in section “The Social
Agent”. All knowledge has been used to infer the
student’s social skills, and then place them in groups in
order to obtain the best individual and collaborative
performance. In the future, we can adopt some strategies
proposed by Bowen and Jackson (1985-6) in order to
improve learning groups. Such as: work at giving good
feedback, get silent members involved, confront
problems, vary the leadership style as needed, work at
increasing self-disclosure, summarize and review your
learning from group experiences (analyze the data to
discover why the group was more effective or less so,
and provide final feedback to members on their
contribution)
and
celebrate
the
group's
accomplishments.
We focused on the Social Agent’s deliberation
(selection of intentions), leaving outside the paper scope
issues such as performance measurements of the agent’s
architecture, methodology of development, uncertainty
on perceptions, and advanced planning techniques. The
adopted model has an implicit representation of
incompatibility among mental states through causal
relations and conditional probabilities. By this we mean
that the Social Agent infers incompatible desires by
checking mutually exclusive conditions.
The results presented in section “Experiments and
Results” are based on a method which aims at more
effective group composition. An effective group is a
group with cohesion, good performance in learning
activities and minimum conflicts. That experiment is a
starting point to indicate that Social Agent reasoning can
be used to make up groups according to group dynamics
literature.
Future work is twofold. The first research direction is
concerned with the improvement of the approach here
presented to cover the reconsideration of intentions and
commitment strategies. Still on the deliberation process,
we intend to experiment AI techniques to develop a
dynamic threshold function that adjusts its value
according to the circumstance. The second research
direction, concerning the Social Agent design, consists
of exploring other intentions in order to improve the
workgroup formation.

GS
1
2
1
1
2
2
3
1
2
3
3
3

In this scenario, all students were working in the same
diagnostic
hypothesis,
which
was
“Diabetic
Neuropathy”. The groups created by the Social Agent
were composed by three students with different profiles.
Each group had as a member a student with a different
personality trait and a balanced (but diverse) degree of
Sociability, Social Acceptance, Net Credit (or level of
performance in the learning subject), Leadership and
Affective State. In this example, we had some students
with exactly the same profile (students 8, 9 and 10). In
order to keep the group balanced, these students have
been distributed in different groups by the Social Agent.
The ideas described in this paper show our perspective
on how to analyse, interpret and model the complex
phenomena that occurs in the teaching-learning process,
through the modelling of the student. The validation of
these ideas and their generalization can only happen
over time and within real world application and testing.
In the future, we can also validate a group formation
with a declined invitation and replan its repartition when
some student refuse to join the proposed group.
CONCLUSION
We have built a Social Agent which interacts with the
users in order to motivate group formation among
students and to promote collaborative learning. The
Social Agent identifies suitable students that can play
the role of a tutor, and to recommend them to other
students needing assistance. The tutor recommendation
mechanism explores the social dimension through the
analysis of emotional states and social behaviour of the
users. In this direction, we aim to contribute to the
design of learning environments centered in students’
features and collaborative learning.
In a real classroom, students form workgroups
considering mainly the affinity between them.
Sometimes, workgroups are composed taking into
account geographic proximity (especially for Distance
Learning), but not always these groups present a good
performance in learning activities.
The AMPLIA editor can be considered a collaborative
tool which allows the creation of virtual workgroups to
solve tasks in a collaborative way. In addition, the
AMPLIA environment contributes to CLEs research as
it considers in the students’ models, some cognitive,
affective and social states.
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computerized knowledge-based model of action and
interaction in social dilemmas by constructing a model
from their own dilemma game data. Jager (2000)
simulates consumers using a multi-theoretical
framework that integrates various theories that appear
to be relevant in understanding consumer behavior.
Their simulations investigate the long-term dynamics
of resource dilemmas (Jager, Janssen & Vlek, 2002).
For our purpose an agent-based computer simulation
was designed based on social science literature. A
basic model of an agent was constructed, which serves
as the basis for the simulated influencing and resourceuse processes. The population has 10,000 identically
structured copies of this agent, equipped however, with
different individual characteristics. The agent model
yields information about the internal psychological
processes that occur when people use environmental
resources.
The agent-based model is founded on the SocialEcological Relevance model (the SER model) of
Mosler & Brucks (2003). This model assumes that
certain individuals set greater store by ecological
information, while others attach more importance to
social information. This weighting naturally influences
their resource use behavior, since there may be
considerable disparity between ecological and social
information concerning the resource. Aided by this
core concept, various findings of social dilemma
research were integrated in the model. In the
simulation, single agent’s behavior corresponds with
research findings concerning the variables resource use
of others, social values, resource size, resource
uncertainty, perceived cause of resource abundance or
scarcity (attributions).
The agents in the populations have at their disposal
differently structured social contact nets (number of
friends, acquaintances, neighbors, and strangers they
observe). These personal contacts both influence the
individual, and are influenced by him or her.
Experiments can be conducted with populations whose
initial parameters lead to resource depletion over the
long or short term, e.g. a population containing a high
proportion of uncooperative individuals, a population
with a higher average resource uncertainty, or
populations with unfavorable combinations of
parameter values. The measures investigated were
advertising campaigns and the employment of

KEYWORDS
Agent-based simulation, natural resources, population
model, social simulation, psychology.
ABSTRACT
A computer simulation will be presented, which allows
studying populations of 10,000 resource-using people.
Simulation experiments can be conducted with
populations whose initial parameters lead to resource
depletion over the long or short term. Systematic
experiments using this approach make it possible to
determine which measures may lead to sustainable
resource use.
INTRODUCTION
Today the sustainable collective use of natural
resources is a greater challenge than ever before. Since
the seminal contribution of Garrett Hardin on “the
tragedy of the commons” (1968) social scientists have
investigated
the
determinants
of
individual
consumption behavior and developed models to
explain individual behavior in collective resource
management (e.g., Kopelman, Weber, & Messick,
2002). Despite intensive scientific efforts, the problem
of sustainable collective consumption of natural
resources has become even bigger today, and it is
expected to grow in importance in the future, with
further depletion of the world’s resources and
simultaneous increasing demand due to widespread
modernization and over-population.
To study sustainable collective consumption,
experiments with different populations under different
conditions would be needed, which is nearly
impossible to realize within real human populations. A
computer simulation, on the other hand, requires only
effort to test many different measures designed to
encourage sustainable resource use by a population.
There are a lot of studies utilizing the method of
computer simulation to study resource dilemmas (e.g.
Nowak & Sigmund, 1992; Liebrand & Messick, 1996;
Macy, 1996; Grant & Thopson, 1997; Deadman, 199;
Castillo & Saysel, 2005; for an overview see Jager,
2000). Ernst & Spada (1993), for example, designed a
Proceedings 22nd European Conference on Modelling and
Simulation ©ECMS Loucas S. Louca, Yiorgos Chrysanthou,
Zuzana Oplatková, Khalid Al-Begain (Editors)
ISBN: 978-0-9553018-5-8 / ISBN: 978-0-9553018-6-5 (CD)
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Block 1
use_change = social_weight * social_impact +
ecological_weight * ecological_impact.
social_weight = social_ecological_relevance / 100
ecological_weight = 1 - social_ecological_relevance /
100

promoters. It is assumed that an advertising campaign
affects certain variables across a sector of the
population. In the case of promoters, selected and
specially trained individuals exert pressure on their
social surroundings. Systematic experimentation using
the simulation approach makes it possible to determine
which measures applied to which populations could
lead to sustainable resource use.

The output of the model is use change, which
represents the individual’s change in resource use.
Negative values of use change indicate a decrease in
use; positive values show an increase. Zero indicates
unchanged use. Use change is dependent on ecological
impact and social impact. First, both of these impacts
are weighted by an ecological and a social weighting
factor, respectively. These weighting factors are
computed from social-ecological relevance. Due to the
one-dimensionality of social-ecological relevance, the
sum of these complementary weighting factors always
equals one. The social and ecological impacts,
modified by the respective social and ecological
weights, determine use change.

AN AGENT-BASED MODEL OF RESOURCE
USE
The structure of the model is displayed in Figure 1.
Arrows show the variables with their names. The
variables are calculated in the numbered blocks.
resource
size

perceived
resource

6

resource
uncertainty

attributions

social
values

Agent

3

5

ecological
relevance

ecological
impact

2

social-ecological
relevance

1

social
relevance

social
impact

4

7

Block 2
social_ecological_relevance = (social_relevance –
ecological_relevance + 100) / 2 +
influence_of_attributions
influence_of_attributions = (50 – attributions) / A.

use
change

Parameter A determines the strength of the influence of
attributions. Social-ecological relevance is calculated
as the average of social relevance and ecological
relevance plus the influence of causal attributions
(which belongs neither to the ecological nor to the
social factors but stands in between them). We assume
that the impact of attributions on use change is not
direct, but indirect, via social-ecological relevance.
People who attribute blame for the state of the resource
to others place more weight on social factors, while
persons who see the cause for the state of the resource
in the resource itself (such as a natural shortage) weigh
ecological factors more heavily. It has been shown that
when people see the group as the cause of the state of
the resource (operationalized by Messick at al., 1983),
their use behavior is different than when they hold the
resource itself responsible (operationalized by
Samuelson et al., 1984). This was demonstrated clearly
in an experiment by Rutte, Wilke, & Messick (1987),
who found that subjects harvested more from the
resource in abundance condition than in the scarcity
condition. Furthermore, the difference in harvest size
between scarcity and abundance conditions was greater
in the resource-caused condition than in the groupcaused condition. In accordance with these
considerations, social-ecological relevance can be
modified by attributions, up or down to a given degree.

use of
others

Figure 1: Block diagram of the social-ecological
relevance model.
The agent gets as input the size of the resource from
the state of the resource and the resource use of others
from the contact with other agents in his network. As
internal input variables the agent has his estimation of
resource uncertainty his attributions and social values.
Attribution means that the agent sees the reason of the
state of the resource either in the behavior of the
population or in the resource itself (e.g. self
deterioration). Social values mean that the agent is
either cooperative or non-cooperative. The perceived
resource defines the ecological relevance which means
the importance the agent poses to resource issues.
Social values determine the social relevance indicating
the importance the agent gives to social issues. The
social impact results from social values and use of
others and together with the ecological impact it is
weighted according to the social-ecological relevance
and the change in use is calculated.
The values of all variables range on a scale from 0 to
100. Besides the two end points of 0 and 100, the value
of 50 is very important for the bipolar variables (social
values, attributions, social-ecological relevance), for it
represents the point of neutrality. In the following, the
transition functions in the blocks of figure 1 are
explained according to Mosler & Brucks (2003).

Block 3
ecological_relevance = 100 – perceived_resource
Ecological relevance is calculated from perceived
resource (the individual's perception of the state of the
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Block 6
perceived_resource = resource_uncertainty * resource
size
(uncertainty is calculated through a tabular function)

resource) on the theoretical assumption that ecological
relevance increases with a decreasing perceived
resource. This assumption means that the worse the
state of the resource, the more relevant people find
ecological information. This implies, due to the onedimensionality of social ecological relevance, that with
ecological uncertainty and a higher value of the
variable perceived resource, social information will be
used more. This agrees with empirical findings by van
Dijk, Wilke, Wilke, & Metman (1999), where group
members avoided basing their use decisions on
environmental information that they were not sure
about.

Resource size is a dynamic variable that is calculated
in the simulation model at every point in time. It is
modified to become perceived resource through
multiplying it by the uncertainty factor resource
uncertainty, which is calculated interpolatively using
experimental values from Rapoport et al. (1992) with
the aid of a tabular function. The uncertainty factor can
range from 1 to 1.5. This means that with maximum
uncertainty, the resource will by overestimated by 1.5
times.

Block 4
social_relevance = social_values

Block 7
IF social_values > 50 AND use_of_others > 50
DO social_impact = 50 – (100 – use_of_others)
ELSE social_impact = 50 – use_of_others

The influence of social values (cooperative vs. noncooperative) on social-ecological relevance bases on
the assumption that non-cooperators disregard
ecological factors in a resource crisis. Cooperators, in
contrast, are much more likely to adapt their use to
ecological factors; they reduce use when resource size
decreases in order to prevent depletion of the resource.
By postulating for non-cooperators that ecological
factors are less important, our model at the same time
(due to the one-dimensionality of social-ecological
relevance) postulates that they find social factors more
relevant. As non-cooperators always place less
significance on the meaning of ecological factors, they
care less about the resource size as well. Thus they
decrease their use less than cooperators when the
resource is in a poor state and also increase it less when
the state of the resource is good. Overall, noncooperators harvest more than cooperators do. This
corresponds quite well with experimental findings
reported by Parks (1994). In the model, therefore,
social relevance increases (or ecological relevance
decreases) the more cooperative the individual is.

In addition to temporal dynamics, social dynamics
have to be modeled too. To this purpose, we allow any
number of individuals in the model to interact with
each other in an agent-based simulation (compare
Gilbert & Troitzsch, 1999). As a logical consequence
of allowing for social dynamics, the use of others
(feedback to the individual on how much the others are
using) is included in the model. Experimental
investigations have demonstrated that knowledge of the
resource use of others in a resource crisis has a strong
influence upon a person’s own behavior. If others show
either under-use or optimal use (sustained use), the
findings are quite clear, because harvest behavior in
both the under-use and optimal-use conditions tends to
increase over time (Messick et al., 1983). An
experiment by Kramer et al. (1986) also revealed a
clear tendency for personal use to increase under
sustained use conditions. In the model, therefore, an
agent reduces use when others overuse, but increases
use when others use less than the optimum. The
situation changes if the resource is overused by the
group and is in danger of being depleted in the future.
It seems that in this case, the individual characteristics
of the user play a greater role in influencing use than
under
sustained
use
conditions.
Individual
characteristics include social values, as was established
by Kramer et al. (1986) as follows: When the future of
the common resource was threatened by collective
overuse, non-cooperators’ behavior showed virtually
no adjustment to decline of the resource level across
trials. Cooperators, on the other hand, demonstrated
personal restraint, and the magnitude of this restraint
increased until the final trial block. Our model accords
with these experimental findings by assuming for noncooperators that instead of reducing their use, they
increase use when they note that others are overusing.
The model was implemented in THINK PASCAL on a
Macintosh computer.

Block 5
ecological_impact = perceived_resource – 50
A number of experiments have demonstrated that use
decreases with decreasing values for perceived
resource. While this can be explained in terms of
people’s motivation to preserve a resource (see
Messick et al., 1983), supporting empirical evidence is
also available. In an international comparison,
Samuelson et al. (1984) were able to demonstrate that
subjects harvested less in the overuse condition than in
the optimal-use or under-use conditions and that
harvest sizes tended to increase through time in the
latter two conditions but little or not at all in the
overuse condition. The agents in the model therefore
use the resource in relation to perceived resource.
They reduce their use when perceived resource is
below the optimum and increase it when perceived
resource is above that optimum.
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indicate that the agent perceives the use of other agents
in his network (use of others).

VALIDATION OF THE MODEL
The complete model was validated by analyzing
whether or not it is possible to replicate the findings of
real experiments in the literature. Tests to date have
shown that the model replicates the following
experimental findings successfully (see Mosler &
Brucks, 2003): for resource size, the findings of
Samuelson et al. (1984); for resource uncertainty, the
findings of Budescu et al. (1990) and Rapoport et al.
(1992); for social values, the findings of Kramer et al.
(1986); for use of others the findings of Messick et al.
(1983); and for attributions, the findings of Rutte et al.
(1987). Because the model appears to implement the
effects of the variables adequately, it follows that the
model is a valid representation of the findings on these
variables.

INTERVENTIONS IN POPULATIONS
For the experiments presented here those cases were
chosen which are likely to be found in reality and in
which the behavior of the population is detrimental to
the resource. The baseline experiment (see figure 3) is
conducted with a population which is on average noncooperative (value 60) this leads to a constant depletion
of the resource until its value drops down below 10,
which means that the resource is destroyed (as for
example fish stocks which under a certain population
number cannot reproduce).

THE POPULATION MODEL
A population with 10,000 agents is simulated (see
figure 2). The parameters of the agent variables are
assigned at random according to a normal distribution
around a predefined mean and standard deviation. Each
agent makes a decision and uses the resource. Resource
use problems within this population are caused by the
behavior of these many agents. The using behavior of
each agent is perceived by the other agents and
influences their decisions. The range and number of the
agent’s network can be defined differentially; this
means that each agent can have 1 - 50 contacts.
Each agent uses a certain rate of the resource; all the
rates are summed up and give the total use of the
population of the resource. In each run after the total
use is subtracted from the resource it regenerates with a
certain factor (in the presented examples the
regeneration factor is 1.2). As the resource is used by
the whole population its size changes and this is also
noticed by the agents. In dependency of the changed
resource size and the use of the other agents the agent
decides on how to change his use of the resource for
the next run.

Figure 3: A population of 10'000 that is noncooperative (social values=60) and with attribution
'group' (20); the resource size starts with 60 (solid
line), the average use with 50 (dashed line), and the
relevance with 80 (dotted line)
In the following experiment (see figure 4) the same
population is used with the same starting values but
now we have 20% of the agents which attribute the
decline of the resource to the resource
(attributions=90).

Agent1
use1
Agent2
use2
Agent10000

resource

use10000

resource size

Figure 2: A population of 10’000 agents uses a
resource. The solid arrows indicate the use of the
agents of the resource; the dotted arrows indicate the
perceived remaining resource size after the use of the
population and the regeneration; the dashed arrows

Figure 4: Same population as in figure 3 but 20% of
the agents acquire an attribution 'resource' (90); the
resource size starts with 60 (solid line), the average use
with 50 (dashed line), and the relevance with 80
(dotted line)
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line-4); the resource size starts with 50 (dotted line-3),
the average use with 50 (dashed line-2), and the
relevance with 20 (solid line-1)

This could be the case when parts of the population
come to the conclusion that the decline of the resource
happened rather due to causes in the ecological system
than to social reasons. With this measure it is possible
to stop the detrimental development and to improve the
size of the resource in a sustainable way.
To demonstrate the importance of the social network
another experiment was carried out where the network
of the agents was reduced from 5 to only 1 contact
agent (see figure 5).

By reducing the uncertainty of the population about the
size of the resource (see figure 7) the resource can be
used more adequately and it is transferred continuously
into a higher size which is beneficial for the entire
population. The decisive effects of uncertainty can thus
be demonstrated.

Figure 7: Same population as in figure 6 but resource
uncertainty (dashed line-4) is reduced markedly; the
resource size starts with 50 (dotted line-3), the average
use with 50 (dashed line-2), and the relevance with 20
(solid line-1).

Figure 5: Same population as in figures 3 and 4 and
20% of the agents acquire an attribution 'resource' (90),
the agents have only one contact; the resource size
starts with 60 (solid line), the average use with 50
(dashed line), and the relevance with 80 (dotted line)

DISCUSSION

Here it is not possible to stop the detrimental process
because the 20% of agents with a changed attribution
have no far-ranging effect on their social surrounding.
With another series of experiments the effect of
uncertainty is demonstrated. The population is also
mainly non-cooperative (social value=60), with
attribution ‘group’ (20), and with high resource
uncertainty (85); the resource size starts with 50, the
average use with 50, and the relevance with 20 which
means that the state of the resource is more important
for the decision to use the resource than the social
variables. As a result, the size of the resource is kept at
a constant but low level (see figure 6).

An agent-based model of human resource use was built
on the basis of theories found in the relevant scientific
literature. This has the advantage that the model is not
biased through the modeler’s preferences and moreover
it can be validated by comparing the simulation results
with published findings. From the successful validation
it can be concluded that the agents in the simulation
behave like real individuals in the experiments.
Based on this valid agent model, simulations with
populations of 10’000 agents were conducted. The
population simulations revealed measures with which
it could be possible to bolster the detrimental effects of
a mainly uncooperative population upon a resource by
changing the perceptions of a certain percentage of the
population. Also the essential effects of the visibility of
the changed behavior in the social network could be
confirmed. It could be demonstrated that the
uncertainty about the resource size could play an
important role for the sustainable conservation of an
environmental resource.
These population simulations show the usefulness of a
validated agent-based simulation. Insights could be
gained into the possibly detrimental interplay between
an overusing population and an environmental
resource. Measures were tested which could lead
human populations to a sustainable use of resources.

Figure 6: Population of 10,000 which is noncooperative (social value=60), with attribution ‘group’
(20), and with high resource uncertainty 85 (dashed
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ation of very large systems, the next popular existence
of the object-oriented programming (in C++ and Smalltalk) refused the life rules. Long time after, the agent
orientation slowly returned, but under other titles and
other metaphors taken from the world around us.

KEYWORDS
Agents, Local Agents, Nested Agents, Simulation,
Object-oriented programming, SIMULA
ABSTRACT
In this paper essential aspects of block-oriented world
viewing are emphasized and presented in a relation to
simulation models of systems managed by complex and
sophisticated decision rules. The construction of such
models can be essentially simplified when one
combines the agent-oriented, object-oriented and blockoriented paradigms of programming. The use of the
described way leads to certain paradoxical relations
among computing agents. Some applications are added.

Principles of Block Orientation
True block orientation was introduced in ALGOL 60
(Backus et al. 1960), considering blocks as parts of
algorithms with own entities (namely “local” variables,
procedures and – for some good authors also destinations of transfers in algorithm run). In fact, such parts of
algorithms, called “textual blocks”, are only abstract
patterns of “block instances”, i.e. components of the
relating computing process. The block instances are in a
certain case “copies” of the textual blocks, which are
able to influence the computing according to the
statements occurring in the related textual blocks. In
some cases (e.g. recursive calls of procedures) more
instances of the same textual block exist in the same
time and influence the computing process.

BASIC SUPPOSITIONS
Main Technique of Constructing Simulation Models
The technique of computer simulation is commonly
applied in case the studied system is complex. The
consequence is that the simulation models are complex,
too, and there are difficulties with their programming
and debugging. Since the early sixties, the simulation
programming languages have enabled evading such
difficulties. Instead of algorithmizing the run of the
simulation models, the users of these languages had
only to describe the simulated system and the language
processor automatically translated such descriptions
into corresponding algorithms (computer programs).

An essential aspect of the block orientation is block nesting: Textual block b is considered as a certain sort of
statement and occurs among the other statements forming another textual block B (and so on recursively, as B
can be also among the statements of another block). In
such a case, b is called nested in B. The consequence of
this nesting is that the statements (operations) of the
nested block b can manipulate not only the entities local
in it but also in the block B in that it is nested (and so on
recursively).

Already one of the first simulation languages, GPSS,
offered their users to declare certain sets of elements
equipped by similar configurations of their private
entities (called “parameters”) and influencing the computer run by commonly formulated “life rules”, i.e.
algorithms switched according to a common
“scheduling system” related to common modeled
Newtonian time flow (Gordon 1961, Florea and Kalisz
2000).

Block nesting carries a problem of “name conflict”. If
an entity accessible under name e.g. N, is local in a
block b nested in block B, and if an entity accessible
under the same name N exists also in block B, then a
question arises how to interpret name N incident in the
statements of block b. The common rule, respected both
in ALGOL 60 and in SIMULA 67 tells that in such a
case the name N is interpreted as that of the entity
introduced in the “nearest” block in the hierarchy of
nesting, i.e. as that of the entity local to b. In such a
case, the entity introduced under name N for block B is
not accessible by the statements occurring in block b.

The first object-oriented language SIMULA 67 (Dahl
and Nygaard 1968) introduced also the life rules, generalized them to “co-routines” and led to the agents. In
spite of they essential help it to be successful in simulProceedings 22nd European Conference on Modelling and
Simulation ©ECMS Loucas S. Louca, Yiorgos Chrysanthou,
Zuzana Oplatková, Khalid Al-Begain (Editors)
ISBN: 978-0-9553018-5-8 / ISBN: 978-0-9553018-6-5 (CD)
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enables the computer to analyze the instantaneous state
of the given system and to optimize the system’s reaction to it much better than a human being could do that.
This situation leads to the task of constructing computer
models of the human decisions. In principle, the models
do not need to be simulation ones. Nevertheless, human
often makes a decision oriented to a certain profit in
future. In other words, a system with such a human
“factor” is an anticipatory system according to a
definition formulated by (Rosen 1985) or anticipatory
system in a week sense according to a later definition by
(Dubois 2000). Humans often use imagining what could
happen as a sequence (or tree) of consequences of such
a decision. According to the imagined events, the
concerned human evaluates his/her possible decisions
and chooses the optimum one.

Algol 60 and SIMULA 67 do not allow to give names
to instances of blocks. Nevertheless, according to the
definition of SIMULA 67 the class declarations are
viewed as analogies to blocks or – more exactly – as
procedures and the instances of classes are interpreted
as block instances, differing from the other block
instances so that they can get names during the computing run.
Synthesis of Block Orientation with Object
Orientation
The declaration of a class has many similar aspects as
the declaration of a variable or a procedure and thus
SIMULA 67 introduced the rule that a class can be
declared as a component of another class or as a local
entity of a block. The first variant can be considered as
“direct” nesting of a class in another class. Let class c
be local in a block that occurs among the statements
forming life rules of another class C. That is an example
of another class nesting, which we could call “indirect”
one.

The computer analogy of such an imagining process is a
true simulation model. Therefore, if we simulate a system S, the dynamics of which is influenced by decisions
made by element C that uses a model m, then m should
be an instance of a class s nested in an instance E of
class c reflecting the element C; and c should be nested
in an instance M of a class Σ of the models of S. Using
diagrams designed e.g. in (Mejtsky and Kindler 1980,
1981), this network of nesting relations is illustrated in
Fig. 1, so that the relation “x is nested in y” is
represented by the relation “circle-image of x is inside
the circle-image of y”. Note that the described nesting
fully represents the access relations existing in system S,
where m has access to the contents of the element C
inside that it exists, and – having use of C – m has
access to every element of system S. (The names of the
circles that represent the instances are not in brackets,
the corresponding classes are in the square brackets and
the names of the corresponding modeled “things” are in
the round brackets.) The circles in the dashed lines, i.e.
H1, …H7, represent other elements of the model M, i.e.

The consequence of the fact that class instances can get
names is, that an instance b of the mentioned class c can
get a name e.g. R1, and an instance B of class C can get
a name e.g. R2 different from R1. If a local entity in C is
introduced under name N, and another local entity in c
is introduced under the same name N, both the entities
can be distinguished by using expressions telling “N of
b” and ”N of B”.
Note that the concept of block is related to that of
statement. In other words, a synthesis of block orientation and object orientation is fully meaningful, only
when also agent orientation enters the same synthesis.
Nowadays, one could mention BETA (Madsen et al.
1993) and – with a certain shutting eyes – JAVA, as
certain examples of programming languages based at
the synthesis of both three mentioned orientation.

[Σ]M(S)

SYSTEMS WITH COMPLEX AND
SOPHISTICATED DECISION RULES

[c]E(C)
H7

Internal Models
Many systems are viewed as complex not only for they
are composed of many elements of many sorts differing
by the rules of their mutual interactions, but also that
the interactions are themselves complex even in case
such an interaction may exist among few elements.
Examples are systems in that one or more humans
operate and make decisions that influence not only them
but also their environment, which can cover the whole
system.

e1
e4

H6

[s]m
e3
e6

H5
H4

At the present time, the human decisions are replaced
(and/or modeled) by computer activities. In such a case,
the capacity of computation and storing information

H1

e2
e5

H2
H3

Figure 1: Mejtsky’s diagram of the described case
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models of components that exist in S currently with C;
the small circles in dotted lines, i.e. e1,…, e6, represent
the elements of model m, i.e. no “hard physical components” of S.

envisioning and/or using simulation models installed in
consulting rooms.
In cooperation with French specialists in designing configurations of industrial conveyors, tailored according to
the particular user demands, the simulation of
“intelligent” cyclic-form conveyors was started (Kindler
et al. 2004). Several simulation models were nested into
the whole model of the conveyor; they served as
follows:

Examples
Not later than in 1990 (Kindler and Brejcha 1990), a
production system containing automatically guided
vehicles was simulated as follows: when a vehicle asked
for its trace, it computed the shortest way by simulating
a fictitious system of propagated pulse, according to an
idea developed by Lee and by Dijkstra (see Dahl 1966).
A similar technique was applied later, namely in simulating container yards with internal operation transport
performed by ground moving vehicles (Kindler 1997).
In the first case, the vehicles were viewed as really
automated, while the second case started with a
conception to model the intelligent decisions of human
drivers, but the task of the studies was to transform
human thinking to computer automating with a
prospectus to have use of the computer that would
control the whole system of the yard – the capacity of
its memory would enable considering also the
information hidden for the drivers’ sights and minds. In
both the cases, the simulation models reflected systems
containing elements that embody a certain intelligent
behaving in a labyrinth of possible paths. The intelligent
decisions of the elements was based on models
“privately used by the elements” and more or less
reflecting the instantaneous state of their environment
and the demands for future.

(a) when a new parcel P comes to be served by the
conveyor: to anticipate the dynamics of the parcels
present at the conveyor and accordingly to decide
whether P should be placed onto the conveyor
immediately or later;
(b) when a parcel P was just processed at a certain
working area and a choice among several working
areas for the future processing of P exists: to
anticipate the state of each of the plausible working
areas at time when it would be accessed by P and
accordingly to decide on the best target for it;
(c) in case a fault comes so that a certain working area
is not accessible by the conveyor: to anticipate
whether the current orders (sets of parcels) can be
processed by the remaining working areas and
accordingly to decide whether to continue or to
stop immediately the conveyor and repair it;
(d) when the decision in case (c) is to stop
immediately the conveyor: to try continuing so that
the technological programs for various orders are
modified, i.e. to anticipate what could happen
when each of them were applied, and possibly to
determine the optimum choice of new programs.

The last case was later completed by including
anticipation of possible conflicts with other elements.
The vehicles had other “privately used” models that
simulated the following use of computed paths and so
discovered the possible barriers that a vehicle could
prepare to another one (Kindler, 2000). (Novak 2000)
performed a further step in the development by
synthesizing both the models in order to introduce more
complex movements of the vehicles (with returns and
mutual keeping away, in order to allow more complex
computing shorter paths). In that way, a model of a
vehicle obtained an ability to view, anticipate and
improve the future not only of itself but of other
vehicles as well.

A bed ward in a hospital is a dynamic system influenced
in certain states by some employees who could decide
e.g. on putting together patients placed in several rooms
or on the room to place a patient there (in case there are
more rooms where the patient could be placed). The
intelligence of such decisions could concern
anticipating their possible consequences. That was
included into simulation models of bed wards (Krivy
and Kindler 2006) but until nowadays without particular
applications.
In the last months, one makes the first steps in simulation models of reconfigurable computing networks that
contain one or more computers, the function of which is
to modify the links among the other computers with due
regard partly for the instantaneous state of the network
and partly for its possible future development (Kindler
et al. 2007).

The same technique was used by (Bulava 2002) for the
simulation of public transport by busses in a certain
North-Moravian region. The model reflected the intelligent behavior of the passengers; in general, each of
them envisions several possible combinations of the
buss lines to access his target, and accordingly chooses
the best one. In (Bulava 2007), the same author applied
a similar way for simulation of demographic
development of a region. His model contains analogies
of the processes of the decisions of the humans about
changing their states (like residences, marital states,
children, schools, employers), based on their

DEPENDING AND SIMULATING AGENTS AND
AGENTS-MODELS
At conference Agent-Based Simulation (Urban 2000),
an interesting discussion took place whether the conference title means simulation with use of agents or
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simulation of agents. Since that time, the further
development has shown the “agent-basing” being more
complex.

is depicted there as being just simulating agent and
handling model m composed of its own depending
agents e1, …, e6.

Already GPSS, which represented the first paradigm of
“embryonal stage” agents shown the possibility of
simulation by means of agents. The computing agents
were not too autonomous but they were almost
“isomorphic images” of the “material agents” existing
in the simulated system and in that manner they could
be formalized by the GPSS users. The lack of
autonomy of the agents served to support their social
behaving, namely in a similar way as that of their
material origins.

The described structure can be generalized so that in the
dynamics of D the mentioned block need not be equipped by simulated time flow and the classes local in the
block need not be related to such a time flow. Then the
block represents a model that is not simulation one and
D could be called modeling agent.
The standard tool for simulation offered by (the objectoriented) SIMULA as its standard class called SIMULATION does not allow to identify simulation model. The
reason is to provide the program product against illogical mixing of models; it is difficult to locate such a programming error when it occurs. The consequence of the
restriction is that no simulation model can be named and
thus handled as an object and assigned from one depending agent to another one. We discovered and implemented a class called SIMULAT that is not restricted in
the mentioned manner (Krivy and Kindler 2007). Using
this class, the model itself becomes an agent, which one
can call agent-model. In the real world, a simple interpretation of the changing of assignments of an agentmodel is changing models among different computers.
In Fig. 1, the agent-model m is depicted as assigned to
depending agent E. Note that a depending agent that is
just simulating is behaving similarly as if an agent
model would be linked to it.

Let such agents be called depending ones. While in
GPSS their social behaving was focused around
common system time flow and queue discipline, the
further development lead to offer the user tools for
expressing other aspects and events in social behaving,
like mutual exchange of data (including the case that an
agent’s behavior could be switched in the dependence
on any component of the instantaneous states of other
agents). It was developed into the most perfect way in
the inspection constructs (connection statements) of the
“old SIMULA” (SIMULA I), i.e. in the discrete event
simulation language implemented in 1964, to that time
still without object-orientation (Dahl and Nygaard
1966). The further language SIMULA (formerly called
SIMULA 67) introduced – beside the object orientation
– also “dot notation” (remote identifying) that allowed
complete freedom in expressing interactions among the
depending agents (Dahl and Nygaard, 1968).

CONCLUDING REMARKS

As it was mentioned above, the block structure of the
object-oriented SIMULA (i.e. SIMULA 67) allowed to
formulate another type of agents, which could be called
simulating ones. When the dynamics of a depending
agent D enters a block with local simulated time and
local class of depending agents, the block represents a
simulation experiment that is to be performed while D
operates inside the block. Thus a depending agent (to a
certain model M) can become a simulating one,
applying a model m that differs from M and exists only
as some “information process” linked to D. When the
dynamics of D entered the mentioned block and D
became simulating agent, it does not cease being
depending one, and when its dynamics leaves the
block, D ceases being the simulating agent and further
exists only as depending one. Naturally, the dynamics
of D can perform e.g. a cycle and return to the block
and so D could repeat being simulating agent.
Moreover, the dynamics of D can contain more than one
block of the given properties, and so D could be
considered to handle different simulation models. An
example is offered in the simulation of container yard
presented above, where any vehicle is represented by a
depending agent, which handles one model when
computing the shortest path, and another model when
testing it against barriers. In Fig. 1, H1, …, H7 and E
can be viewed as depending agents forming M, while E

Application Inducement
As it was mentioned in section Basic Suppositions, the
most suitable situation to construct a simulation model
of a complex system consists in describing the
simulated system and having an occasion of automatic
conversion of the description into the program the run
of that would realize the computer simulation
experiment and – possibly – a simulation study in case
the program is e.g. repeated as a subprogram in a cycle.
Let us return to that idea and analyze it in details. As
illustration of the analyzis let us use examples oriented
to transport.
The usual process of abstraction from reality to systems
about that one decides to simulate them concerns interactions of their elements, which do not directly depend
of their possible individual abilities to process information in complex manner; such interactions can be viewed
as “material” or “physical”. In case of transport
systems, their examples are moves (changing position,
carrying, loading, unloading, manipulating other
elements), duration of such interactions, impenetrability
of mass objects, local destination, etc. They can be
simply built into the life rules of transport tools and
sometimes such life rules are not much more than a
formalization of such interactions (namely when they
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operate by use of some data sets that complete them –
like the paths and the destinations). Such systems reflect
parts of the reality that react to the given data and to the
instantaneous environment rather bluntly, but they are
often in focus of simulation, as a large system of such
bluntly interacting elements (irrelevantly whether
transport tools, customers in a department store, pests or
molecules) may offer hard difficulties to techniques
different from simulation.

corresponding task of C can be so interepreted), which
enables to understand the metaphor that two instances
of B exist inside the minds of two different drivers.
The thinking of a driver can continue by a criticism
whether the computed path is suitable. This represents a
new phase of the driver’s thinking and, therefore, it can
be naturally represented as another block B* nested in
the same life rules at a place following B. Other
concepts figure in that phase of the driver’s thinking
and. therefore, other classes may occur in B*. If a
computer C is used to make the criticism in a better way
than the human mind, i.e. if is used to simulate the just
computed path in order to test whether it will not lead to
a conflict (see section Examples), the whole simulation
model used for that purpose can be described in B*
together with the used classes. The classes and other
entities introduced in B* can be named in the same
manner like those used for the description of the whole
model; the reason consists in the rule for solving the
name conficts (see section Principles of Block
Orientation). Namely, when a name N is introduced for
the whole model and in B*, too, then N occurring inside
B* is interpreted as a name of an entity local to B*,
while N occurring outside B* is interpreted as a name of
an entity that coud occur in the whole model. Note that
“dot notation” of SIMULA offers access to such an
entity also from inside of B* and, therefore, one can
simply describe what makes a driver (possibly
“amplified” by C), when he is constructing a copy of
entity N of his environment so that the copy exists in his
own mind and is also called N.

To express such life rules is a natural reflection of what
we view at the dynamics of the elements and what we
classify according to the sort of them. Thus it is rather
simple to express the life rules for different classes as
algorithms composed of cycles, assignments,
branchings and sending messages to other elements, and
sometimes interleaved with scheduling statements. The
life rules make the instances depending agents; the
classes themselves are to occur out of them and may be
considered as figuring at the level of the block
containing the description of the whole system (i.e.
representing the whole simulation system).
Now let us assume the task is to model a certain class H
as a class of “intelligent” elements, e.g. that we have to
reflect the fact that the driver of any transport tools is
able to determine its path and to perform a bit a
criticism of what he determined. Determining the path,
he thinks and uses some concepts that do not need to
reflect something of his environment but that are
partially related to this environment. In system
abstraction, every driver can be unified with the
transport tool he drives and the rules for the life of the
transport tool can be understood as those for the driver.
A natural way to model the driver’s thinking is to insert
a block B at the given place of the mentioned life rules,
so that the private concepts used by the driver are set as
local in this block. B can be viewed as a good image of
the driver’s “state of mind”, in which some concepts
occur. Note that if the life rules of two drivers are in B
simultaneously, each “life” generates its own instance
of B, which is a good image of the fact that if two
persons think in a similar way they use their own means
with their “privat” interpretations of the concerned
concepts. As B is nested in the life rules of a driver, all
entities introduced for the driver’s life rules are accessible in B and, therefore, the description of the
computing inside B can be described also in natural way
– the driver perceived his environment, determines the
path and interprets it as data assigned for something that
is not limited to B.

PROSPECTUS
The authors’ further plans concern preparing SIMULA
classes that would enable programming depending
agents as completely autonomous program modules so
that their environment and social behavior would be
defined by means of a single pointer to “world”. The
tools for module compilation, for virtuality (not only of
the methods but also of the targets of transfers in the
dynamics) and for the branching in the inspections
(Simula Standard 1989) make that idea real.
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Let us abandon the driver’s psychology and assume a
computer C replaces it – irrelevantly whether it is in the
transport tool or in some remote but accessible place.
Then block B can represent the corresponding process
of C (e.g. applying Lee/Dijkstra method, as mentioned
above in section Examples). The technical aspects of
links between the transport tool and C may be simply
mapped by using a metaphor as if C was a part of the
driver’s mind (in system abstraction, only the
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by Railsback et al. (2006) and Tobias & Hofmann
(2004). In Oliveira & Bazzan (2006) a project that
deals with the coordination of traffic light using the
Swarm platform is presented.
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ABSTRACT

•

This paper focuses on traffic simulation generated by the
multi-agent simulation framework TRASS (Traffic
Simulation
System).
TRASS-based
simulations
conceive agents as individual traffic participants moving
in an artificial environment and which can be described
in a three-layer agent model. There is no restriction on
any particular kind of road users such as cars or
pedestrians, but a concept is presented which is
appropriate to model different kinds of traffic
participants and have them interact with each other in
one single scenario which may not only include roads,
but also stadiums, shopping malls and other situations
where pedestrians or vehicles of any kind move around.
Simulation results will be presented by using TRASS as
a testbed for analyzing norm emerging processes, ported
in the context of a simple traffic scenario (i.e. learn
traffic rules by observation and experience).

In this paper we present the multi-agent simulation
framework TRASS (Traffic Simulation System).
Although the name suggests a domain specific concept,
the underlying design makes it applicable for universal
agent-based simulation scenarios, where the term
“agent” refers to the definition given in Gilbert &
Troitzsch (2005). The associated software system was
implemented using JAVA with the aim to introduce
novel properties like parallel execution incorporating
multi-threading techniques and a continuous space.
Thus, the approach relies on the third item in the list
above.
Furthermore, this paper shows an approach for a broad
range of traffic simulation applications. It aims at
discussing a concept where agents represent human
actors, “playing” different roles of traffic participants in
an artificial spatial environment.
The underlying agent model defines a set of different
layers for the representation of physical, technical and
mental aspects. The physical layer characterizes the
appearance of an agent within the environment – defined
by a topography model – and comprises properties like
shape, facilities for perception and attributes of motion.
The technical layer determines the actions an agent is
able to perform on the environment by modifying the
physical properties. How to use these technical actions
strategically in order to achieve a desired behaviour or a
predefined goal is the concern for the mental layer.
While the TRASS framework specifies the topography
model and the characteristics of the agent physics,
appropriate methods have to be employed for the
technical and the mental layer. In our implementation,
the former is called “robotic layer” as it uses the
technique of the finite state machine that is utilised
frequently in association with autonomous robots. The
latter is called “AI layer” and incorporates methods
originating from artificial intelligence research.

INTRODUCTION
The design of a simulation model particularly in terms
of agent design is affected by multiple factors. An
important one is, without doubt, the selection of the
simulation software to be used. For almost every serious
simulation project, a ready-made, perfect fitting and
mature software is not available. In fact a modeller has
to search for the most satisfying compromise and will be
likely to face three alternatives to choose among:
•

The usage of a domain-specific tool. This implies
that the simulation model can be adapted to the
specifications of the tool. An example from the
traffic simulation domain is SUMO, a software
system for the microscopic simulation of road
traffic, applying a microscopic car-following
model (Krajzewicz et al., 2006).

•

The usage of a general-purpose simulation tool. In
this case most likely a lot of (programming) work
has to be done in order to match the tool with the
model’s requirements. Some important agent-based
frameworks are Repast, Mason, Netlogo and
Swarm. Evaluations of these tools were published

The development of the “optimal fitting” software
“from scratch”.
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obvious that the physical layer and the topography
model must be coordinated. For this reason both model
descriptions are part of the TRASS core framework.
The topography model is a two-dimensional continuous
space that can be split into districts and that is structured
by a mesh of polygon-shaped regions. Each region
describes one distinct area of the topography, such as a
lane of a road section, a crossing or building (see Figure
4). The corresponding physical layer of the agent model
is composed of five elements, which are in detail:

To demonstrate how this approach can be applied, an
example on simulating the emergence of norms in a
simple traffic scenario completes the paper.
THE TRASS AGENT MODEL
The usage of agent-based simulation in the social
sciences as a method for description, understanding or
prediction of social phenomena has become more and
more important over the last two decades. The agents
involved in the majority of simulation scenarios
represent restricted (and sometimes simple) models of
human individuals. Although these agent models cover
only a few aspects of humans and are driven by minimal
sets of explicit goals, the simulation outcomes in terms
of emergent structures reproducing complex coherences
of real societies seem very impressing and promising.
While the typical domains of social simulation generally
refer to market analysis and policy, it seems reasonable
to transfer the concept into other fields, in particular
traffic simulation.

The shape of the agent is constituted by an
arbitrary number of circles (with different radii)
approximating the outline of the entity to be
represented. The usage of circles is due to
performance issues when executing necessary
calculations during simulation runs (e.g. distance
between agents).

•

The sensor unit is constituted by an arbitrary
number of (various) circle sectors, defining the
zones where an agent is able to perceive the
environment.

•

The communication area is similar to the sensor
unit in terms of the geometrical shape involved. It
is used to define zones in which an agent can
appear for other (observing) agents in different
manners. For example, a traffic light agent sends
its information (red, yellow or green light) in one
distinct direction, affecting only car agents arriving
from one distinct way. For any other agent the
traffic light is just an obstacle.

•

The reference point defines the current position in
the two-dimensional world.

•

Attributes of motion are velocity and direction of
motion.

Robotic Layer

PERCEPTION

AI-Layer

ACTION

Behaviour
Physics

Agent

An agent model describing a traffic participant has to
consider further aspects besides the deliberation
capabilities. Especially the complex interaction between
a traffic participant and the environment is of
importance. In other words, the AI potential needs a
fundament of physical and technical capabilities.
We structure the different aspects of our agent model for
traffic participants in three distinct layers: the physical
layer, the robotic layer and the AI layer (Figure 1).

•

Level 3
Level 2

Robotic Layer

Level 1

The robotic layer fills the gap between the “low-level”
attributes of the physical layer and the abstract strategic
decisions treated by the AI layer. Thus, the design of the
robotic layer is of utmost importance for the entire
system.
The name “robotic layer” is referring to the methods that
are used here to implement the transformation process:
As in many autonomous robot systems, a form of
enhanced finite state machine (Hopcroft & Ullman,
1979) controls the parameter changes depending on the
active state and triggered by incidents perceived in the
environment (resulting in reactive behaviour) or
generated by the AI layer (resulting in proactive
behaviour).

Physical Layer

Topography
Figure 1: Layers of the TRASS agent model

Physical Layer
The physical layer describes the abstraction of the static
properties and the parameters of motion. Thus it defines
the physical appearance of the agent within the artificial
environment.

The design of the finite state machine concept used in
the robotic layer is inspired by an evolutionary
classification model of human needs, originated by
Max-Neef (1992) and translated into an agent model for

This layer constitutes the interface to the spatial
environment defined by the topography model. It is
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market simulation by Norris & Jager (2004). In this
model, a distinction is made between
•

•
•

AI-Layer
Robotics Layer
Level 3
State 3.1 .
{T}
.

survival needs, controlled by the brain stem and
cerebellum and resulting in automated decisions
(reptile mode);
social needs, controlled by the limbic system based
on social heuristics (mammal mode);

Robotics Layer
Level 2
State 2.1 .
{T}
.

identity needs, controlled by the neo cortex via
individual heuristics (primate mode).

Robotics Layer
Level 1
State 1.1 .
{A}
.

In the robotic layer a related concept of different “levels
of mind” is used where each level corresponds with a
stage in a nested hierarchy of automata. The following
levels are considered here:

Physical Layer

•

basic actions which humans execute
“automatically” without thinking (e.g. turning
the steering wheel);

•

elementary activities (composed of basic
actions) which are conducted intuitively by
humans (e.g. hold the centre of a lane);

•

complex activities as sequences of elementary
activities where a
human’s attention is
required (e.g. lane change operation).

•

State 3.2 .
{T}
.

TØ

TØ

State 2.2 .
{T}
.

TØ

TØ

State 1.2 .
{A}
.

TØ

{next round}

Figure 2: Levels of the robotic layer. TØ is the
abbreviation for “transition template”, {T} and {A}
indicate sets of transitions and actions, respectively.

AI Layer
In order to show “intelligent” – and thus realistic –
behaviour, the AI part of an agent model for traffic
participants requires a control process that is comprised
of the following activities:

Each level is represented by a self-contained automaton
that operates on the instance below and is controlled by
the instance above. These instances can be other
automata within the hierarchy, except the bottom-level
and the top-level automata. While the former executes
parameter changes on the agents’ physical layer, the
administration of the latter is done by the AI layer.
The administration of an automaton is done by the
substitution of state transitions. A state transition is a
function that receives the active automata state and the
current perception of the environment as input and
calculates the successive state (including parameters for
configuration of state activities) as output.
The perceptive input of the transition function is
generated by the agent sensor. At each automata level
perception filter units are attached for categorizing and
condensing the perceived objects.
The execution of a state transition is triggered by
events:
•

TØ

every time-step event for the bottom-level
automaton (since we use a time discrete simulation
concept);

•

Perceive the environment containing geographical
elements and neighbouring agents.

•

Compose and memorize an agent-individual view
of the simulation world based on the perceived
environment.

•

Communicate
population.

•

Reason about different alternatives to act in order
to achieve predetermined goals, considering the
current environmental state and the agent memory.

•

Execute “physical” action based on the capabilities
offered by the robotic layer (e.g. driving a curve or
changing a lane).

•

Estimate the success of action, leading to
revaluation of agent memory.

with

a

subset

of

the

agent

While most of the issues mentioned in the list above are
of a more or less technical nature in terms of processing
and memorizing perception data and adjusting of
parameters, the subject of “reasoning about alternatives”
constitutes the actual AI capabilities.

otherwise, the trigger event for a transition on level
n is generated within the transition function on
level n-1.

Figure 2 gives an overview on the entire concept for
the robotic layer.

Such a reasoning process can be expressed in a function
where the input parameters contain quantified
information about the present state of the perceived
environment and the agent-internal memory, and the
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framework. While the robotic and AI layers of the agent
model are built upon the TRASS software in terms of
extensions, the topography model and the physical layer
are determined by the software design of the TRASS
core. The following list gives an overview on the key
properties of the TRASS core:

output is a set of probabilities for the alternatives to
choose.
Since in most cases it seems possible to split a set of
three or more options to choose between into the nested
execution of different functions, each designed for two
concurring alternatives, an approach originated in the
social sciences is applicable, namely the Weidlich-Haag
opinion forming model (Weidlich & Haag, 1983).
The original version of this simple model includes two
levels. At the macro level the current ratio of (the subset
of) agents which have chosen alternative a in the past
(Pa), to agents relying on alternative b (Pb) is calculated
embracing the entire population of agents P, and stored
within the real-valued variable x:

x=

Pa − Pb
Pa + Pb

The range of x is within [-1, 1], where the minimum
stands for “all agents rely on alternative a”, the
maximum for “all agents rely on alternative b”,
respectively.
At the micro level each agent “decides” (based on the
macro variable x) in every time step whether to change
or keep its actual attitude. This is done by calculating
the probability for an opinion change. The probability
function depends on the present attitude and reads for
alternative b as

•

continuous space (with a full set of geometric
algorithms and tools to handle corresponding
topographies);

•

discrete time (controlled by a timer component);

•

multi-threaded architecture resulting in parallel
simulation execution on multi-processor machines;

•

message-based inter-agent communication with
single and group recipients, enabling the agents to
exchange symbolic messages;

•

mediator-based communication
fosters distributed execution.

The TRASS core does not bring any visualization
capabilities or graphical user interface. It defines an
programming interface that allows for the integration of
external components. The interface consists of sections
for:

µ = ν exp(π + κx)
and analogously for alternative a:

•

definition of agent types with specific behaviour by
writing Java code;

•

XML based configuration of simulations;

•

access to the internal data structure of the
simulation kernel for collecting attribute values
while executing a simulation;

•

administration of simulation runs.

µ = ν exp(−(π + κx ))
The meaning of the parameters involved is as follows:
•

ν – flexibility (higher values increase the
probability for attitude changes);

•

π – preference (for alternative a when > 0, for
alternative b when < 0);

•

κ – coupling (higher values increase the influence
of variable x).

infrastructure

In order to offer a complete and concerted interface for
user
interaction,
an
Integrated
Development
Environment has been developed. This software
incorporates functionality like topography designer,
agent modeller as well as a runtime environment for
simulation execution and visualization. Figure 3 shows
the component structure of the TRASS system.

Basis for the attitude change decision is the comparison
of the calculated probability µ with a uniform random
number m (in the range [0; 1]).
We use this model in a couple of traffic oriented
simulation scenarios one of which is presented in this
paper later on.
Besides the Weidlich-Haag model exemplarily
described above, the adoption of various other
approaches from artificial intelligence research is
imaginable as basis for the AI layer.
THE TRASS SOFTWARE
Figure 3: Component diagram of TRASS

The agent model presented in the previous section was
developed with and on the basis of the TRASS
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“point of attraction”). They
and (if desired) to avoid
pedestrians and cars, and
pedestrian zone to another
(using a crosswalk or not).

EMERGENCE OF NORMS IN A TRAFFIC
SCENARIO
The development of concrete model examples plays an
important part in the validation process of the TRASS
concept and the embedded three-layer agent architecture
described in the preceding chapters. This includes
typical simulation models of traffic flows in a real
topography based on empirical data as well as using
TRASS as a testbed for the analysis of (more general)
dynamic processes between interacting agents, ported in
the context of a traffic scenario. The model example
presented here follows the latter by introducing simple
normative agents, who are able to learn traffic rules by
observation and experience in a simple traffic scenario
provided by TRASS and save them as explicitly
internalized norms.

•

Cars are container agents which define the
physical properties of (real) cars and are controlled
by driver agents (one per car). Drivers represent
humans in the role of car drivers. They are
(technically) capable at least to drive on a road
with variable velocity, to keep a safety distance to
a car driving ahead, to stop in front of or to run
over pedestrians, respectively, to recognise
collisions, to observe agents (pedestrians) walking
close to the road and to distinguish between
“normal” road sections and crosswalks
(Figure 4 shows the described traffic scenario
including pedestrians and car/drivers with their
defined perception area).

•

One supervisor observes the complete scenario,
keeps track of the (normative) behaviour of
pedestrians and reacts to it (e.g. hands out
sanctions)

The EMIL Project
The development of this simulation model is part of the
EMIL (EMergence In the Loop: Simulating the two-way
dynamics of norm innovation) project funded by the EU
(FP6) in the framework of the initiative “Simulating
Emergent properties in Complex Systems”. This project
is especially focussed on modelling norm innovation
processes in societies by introducing intelligent agents
on different levels, which allows both modelling and
observing the emergence of properties at a macro-level
and their immergence into the micro-level
(Castelfranchi, 1998). Furthermore, the development of
a simulator for exploring and experimenting norminnovation is part of the EMIL project (Andrighetto et
al., 2007).

are able to recognize
collisions with other
to change from one
by crossing the road

Future versions might involve further types of agents:
•

Sign posts to communicate deontics
permissions, obligations, forbearances)
“crosswalk ahead” for example.

(e.g.
like

•

Observers (“cops”) to replace part of
the
supervisor agent’s job by an internal model agent

Model Framework
Following the described modelling concept of TRASS,
the static structure of a TRASS model requires a
topography and the description of model agents.
Topography
The topography consists of a single one-way road
heading from “north” to “south”, possibly embedded in
a simple road network.
On both sides of the lane rectangular areas exclusively
allowed for pedestrians are joined, which may represent
playgrounds as well as shopping zones. The three edges
of each pedestrian zone that are not aligned to the road
are bordered by regions marked as “wall”.
The road features one to three (configurable) sections
marked as crosswalks.
Figure 4: Screenshot of a running simulation. A car is
waiting at a crosswalk while a pedestrian is crossing the
road and three other pedestrians are approaching at the
crosswalk. The circular sectors in front of the agents are
visualizations of the perception sensors.

Agents
In a first version, the scenario includes the following
types of agents:
•

Pedestrians represent humans with the capability
to walk with random direction and velocity, but are
also able to head for a distinct position (some
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Therefore, a supervisor acts as an (normative) authority
with the ability to sanction defective behaviour
(according to predefined or emerged norms) of
pedestrians and car drivers. This includes also the
conversion from a widely accepted behaviour (prenorm), emerged from the interactions between
pedestrians and car drivers, into an official prescribed
behaviour standard (norm):
When the supervisor agent notices that a number of
agents beyond a threshold comply with a pre-norm, the
pre-norm is converted into a norm by the supervisor.
This results in harder sanctions against norm-violating
behaviour of pedestrian and driver agents.

Model Dynamics
The dynamics of the simulation is constituted by the
pedestrian agents, car driver agents and the supervisor.
Agents
•

•

Pedestrian: Initially the pedestrians walk within
the pedestrian zones randomly. From time to time a
desire to reach some target within the opposite
pedestrian zone arises within a pedestrian. This
results in goal-oriented movement towards this
target, either on the shortest path or including a
detour to one of the crosswalks. In any case the
road traffic is ignored. This leads to incidental
collisions with cars (with the effect of sanctions for
both the pedestrian and the car driver involved,
depending on using a crosswalk or not).

Preliminary Findings
As a result of the interactions between pedestrians and
car drivers some stable behaviour of agents, which
represent (emerged) pre-norms/norms, is observable
(e.g.):

Car Driver: Initially the car drivers steer their cars
on the road trying to avoid crashes with other cars,
but ignore pedestrians. This leads to incidental
collisions with pedestrians (with the effect of
sanctions for both the pedestrian and the car driver
involved, depending on using a crosswalk or not).

•

“Use crosswalks to cross the road instead of
walking the shortest/direct path!”
•

During simulation the decisions of both pedestrians and
car drivers are influenced by sanctions they got and by
observing the behaviour of other traffic participants (via
supervisor). Basically, the dynamics between the micro
level (individual agents) and the macro level (agent
populations) follow the Weidlich/Haag approach,
described in section “AI Layer”.
Speaking in EMIL terms, each agent includes an ability
called norm recognizer (CNR-ISTC, 2007), in which
each agent checks whether the individual decision would
comply or violate a decision, more or less accepted by
the whole agent community.

“Slow down and stop before crosswalks when
pedestrians are waiting!”
Although, the development of this simple traffic
scenario is in a very early state and more work on this
model is necessary, experience with the modelling
process and also first simulation experiments show that
the universal multi-agent framework TRASS combined
with the described layer-based agent modelling concept,
supports a fast and structured development of simulation
models in the context of a traffic scenario (e.g.
description of modeller-defined robotics and AI
capabilities built upon already provided agent capability
on the physical layer).
Additionally, this layer-based agent modelling concept
explicitly supports a step-by-step modelling strategy
starting with very simple agent architectures and
interactions. With reference to the introduced model
example, the developed prototype and first simulation
experiments support a reliable (and promising)
estimation how much work to invest in modelling more
complex norm emergence/immergence processes (e.g.
agent architecture with /norm recognition, norm
adoption, decision making/ modules) described in the
EMIL proposal.

The supervisor keeps track of the (normative) behaviour
of pedestrians and reacts on the following incidents:
Collision between pedestrian and car within a
crosswalk region leads to a hard sanction
(sanctions are scaled between 0 and 1) against the
car driver. In more advanced model versions a
sanction against the pedestrian regarding additional
parameters (e.g.
car velocity, velocity of
pedestrian as gauge for attention) might be
reasonable as well.

•

Collision between pedestrian and car outside
crosswalk regions leads to an average sanction
against the car driver and the pedestrian as well
with a grade depending on the agents velocity.

•

Driving with undamped velocity within a
crosswalk region and pedestrians waiting for
crossing the road at the same time leads to a mild
sanction against the car driver.

Car Drivers:
“Do not run over pedestrians even when they do
not use a crosswalk!”

Supervisor

•

Pedestrians:

CONCLUSION
In this chapter, an approach to traffic simulation is
presented that incorporates an agent model built upon
mental and cognitive processes of humans. These
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properties in combination with the overall agent
autonomy allow for interaction between agents
representing human traffic participants in multiple roles
within an artificial environment.
The distinct aspects of the agent model are represented
by different layers:
•

Physical layer for agent appearance within the
topography model,

•

Robotic layer covering technical aspects of agent
behaviour and

•

Norris, Gregory A., & Jager, Wander. 2004 (October).
Household-Level Modeling for Sustainable
Consumption. In: Third International Workshop on
Sustainable Consumption, Tokyo.
Oliveira, D., & Bazzan, A. L. C. 2006. Traffic Lights
Control with Adaptive Group Formation Based on
Swarm Intelligence. In: 5th International Workshop
on Ant Colony Optimization and Swarm
Intelligence, ANTS, Brussels.

AI layer for representing mental properties of
human traffic participants.

This agent model allows for the usage within a wide
range of different application fields. Besides the pure
research-oriented scenario presented in this paper,
several ongoing projects related to practice make use of
the TRASS concept. Subject of one important project is
the simulation of traffic flows within an urban area in
maximum load situations, where different types of
traffic participants have to be considered. This
simulation – developed in cooperation with the local city
administration – is set up in the context of traffic
planning activities within a major reconstruction project
in the city centre of Koblenz, Germany.
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Agent-based Simulation Platforms: Review and
Development Recommendations. SIMULATION,
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Tobias, R., & Hofmann, C. 2004. Evaluation of free
Java-libraries for social-scientific agent based
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Simulation, 7(1).
Weidlich, W., & Haag, G. 1983. Concepts and Models
of a Quantitative Sociology. The Dynamics of
Interacting Populations. Springer Series in
Synergetics, 14.
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Beck and Fernandez describe, based on 50 studies, that
people who were treated with a cognitive behavioural
therapy as an approach for anger management were
better off than 76% of untreated subjects, in terms of
anger reduction (Beck and Fernandez 1998). In
addition, an article by Burns et al. suggests that a
structured anger management training programme is
useful for forensic inpatients with learning disability
(Burns et al. 2003). Finally, Deschner and McNeil
describe an experiment, in which families that
experienced violence, followed anger control training.
After the training, 85% of the families were free of
further violence and remained so, according to an
independent survey completed 6-8 months later
(Deschner and McNeal 1986). On the other hand, an
event like a trauma could decrease the tendency to
change one’s behaviour in order to regulate his
emotions significantly. Schore describes that an early
trauma can cause impaired affect regulation (Schore
2001).
This article presents an extension of the emotion
regulation model by Bosse et al. (2007c) that makes it
able to simulate events that influence the emotion
regulation process, like traumas or therapies. Simulation
experiments have been performed to test whether events
with a positive effect on the personal tendency to
change behaviour in favour of emotion regulation, like
therapies, facilitate emotion regulation, and events with
a negative effect on the tendency to change behaviour,
like traumas, impair emotion regulation.
This model could be used for several purposes. For
example, from a Cognitive Science perspective, a model
that simulates emotion regulation could give insight in
the process of emotion regulation. An advanced model
could also be helpful to make predictions about
emotions, about behaviour that is a consequence of
emotions, and about how to influence certain behaviours
with, e.g., an anger management therapy. This could be
useful in for instance work with forensic inpatients. In
addition, a model for emotion regulation can be used in
the field of Artificial Intelligence, see e.g. (Bates 1994).
For example, in the virtual reality domain it can be used
to let virtual agents show human-like emotion
regulation behaviour. Similarly, in the gaming industry,
there is much interest in manners to let game characters
emotionally behave like humans.

KEYWORD
Agent-Based Modelling, Emotion Regulation
ABSTRACT
Previous research suggests that therapies can help
people to regulate their emotions, and on the other hand,
traumas can cause impaired emotion regulation. This
paper introduces a computational model for simulating
the effects of events like traumas or therapies on
emotion regulation. This model is an extension of an
existing computational model of emotion regulation
(Bosse et al. 2007c). A number of simulation
experiments has been performed and evaluated.
INTRODUCTION
In science, emotions were historically seen as neural
activation states without a function (Hebb 1949).
However, recent research indicates that emotions are
functional. Emotions have a facilitating function in
decision making (Oatley and Johnson-Laird 1987),
prepare a person for rapid motor responses (Frijda
1986), and provide information regarding the ongoing
match between organism and environment (Schwarz
and Clore 1983). Emotions also have a social function.
They provide us information about others’ behavioural
intentions, and script our social behaviour (Gross 1998).
In the past two decades, psychological research has
started to focus more on emotion regulation (e.g., Gross,
1998; 1999; 2001; 2002; Thompson 1994), i.e., the
process humans undertake to increase, maintain or
decrease their emotional response.
Gross has described an informal process model for
emotion regulation (Gross 2001). Based on this model,
Bosse et al. (2007b; 2007c) have introduced a
computational model of emotion regulation. In this
model, the personal flexibility in changing emotion
regulation behaviour, based on meta-cognition about the
emotion regulation process, is fixed. In real life,
however, this personal tendency to adjust behaviour can
be changed by certain events. For instance, if someone
has a very low tendency to change his behaviour in
order to regulate his emotions, a therapy could help that
person to change this tendency, and help him learn to
adapt this regulation of emotions in a more flexible
manner. Previous research suggests that therapies can
help people to regulate their emotions. For instance,
Proceedings 22nd European Conference on Modelling and
Simulation ©ECMS Loucas S. Louca, Yiorgos Chrysanthou,
Zuzana Oplatková, Khalid Al-Begain (Editors)
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soccer game that ends in a penalty shoot-out, and he
chooses to put his hands before his eyes, instead of
watching the final penalty, because it is too exciting.
The fourth emotion regulation strategy is cognitive
change. This is a strategy in which one selects a
cognitive meaning to attach to an event. An example of
cognitive change is when a team loses a soccer match,
and a player blames this on his teammates, instead of on
his own play.
The fifth emotion regulation strategy, response
modulation, is a response-focused strategy, and is
applied after the emotion response tendencies have been
generated. When a person applies response modulation,
it tries to influence the process of response tendencies
becoming a wanted behavioural response. An example
of response modulation is hiding that you are nervous
when giving a presentation.
Cognitive-Behavioral Therapies have the purpose to
facilitate beneficial use of emotion regulation strategies.
They focus on cognitive aspects, as well as behavioural
aspects. The behavioural part focuses on replacing
counterproductive emotional driven behaviours with
alternatives. This has a facilitating effect on beneficial
use of situation selection, situation modification, and
attentional deployment. The cognitive part focuses on
substituting irrational negative appraisals for evidencebased appraisals. This has a facilitating effect on
beneficial use of cognitive change (Campbell-Sills &
Barlow 2006).

EMOTION REGULATION
Gross has informally described a process model of
emotion regulation (Gross 2001). According to this
model, people can use strategies to influence their level
of emotion at different time points. Gross mainly
differentiates between antecedent-focused strategies and
response-focused
strategies.
Antecedent-focused
strategies are applied before response tendencies have
become fully activated. These are strategies to prevent a
person from becoming too emotional, or too little
emotional. Response-focused strategies are applied
when an emotion is already under way, and response
tendencies have been generated. These strategies focus
on the way emotions are expressed, and are mainly
driven by social factors.
In his model, Gross distinguishes five different emotion
regulation strategies, which can be applied at five
different time points. Four of them are antecedentfocused strategies: situation selection, situation
modification, attentional deployment and cognitive
change. The fifth one, response modulation, is a
response-focused strategy. All strategies are shown in
Figure 1.

MODELLING APPROACH
Modelling the various aspects involved in emotion
regulation in an integrated manner poses some
challenges. On the one hand, qualitative aspects have to
be addressed, such as decisions to regulate one’s
emotion (e.g., by selecting a different situation). On the
other hand, quantitative aspects have to be addressed,
such as levels of emotional response. The modelling
approach based on the modelling language LEADSTO
(Bosse et al. 2007a) fulfils these needs. It integrates
qualitative, logical aspects such as used in approaches
based on temporal logic (e.g., Barringer et al. 1996)
with quantitative, numerical aspects such as used in
Dynamical Systems Theory (e.g., Ashby 1960; Port and
Gelder 1995).
In LEADSTO, direct temporal dependencies between
state properties in two successive states are modelled by
executable dynamic properties defined as follows. Let a
and b be state properties of the form “conjunction of
literals” (where a literal is an atom or the negation of an
atom), and e, f, g, h non-negative real numbers. Then in
the leads to language a →
→e, f, g, h b, means:

Figure 1: Process Model of Emotion Regulation by
Gross (2001)
The first emotion regulation strategy in the model is
situation selection. When this strategy is applied, a
person chooses to be in a situation that matches the
emotional level he wants to experience for a certain
emotion. For example, a person could refuse an
invitation to a party, because he is in a conflict with
someone who is going to that party, and he would feel
angry when seeing him. This is an example of downregulating one’s emotion. Deciding to make a bungee
jump is an example in which the level of emotion is
raised.
The second emotion regulation strategy in the model is
situation modification. When this strategy is applied, a
person modifies a situation so that it better fits to a
person’s optimal level of emotion. For instance, when a
person is watching a television interview with a very
annoying political leader, he might zap to another
channel.
The third emotion regulation strategy is attentional
deployment. This strategy refers to shifting your
attention to a certain aspect. An example of attentional
deployment is when a person is watching an important

If state property a holds for a certain time interval
with duration g, then after some delay (between e
and f) state property b will hold for a certain time
interval of length h.
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Here, atomic state properties can have a qualitative,
logical format, such as an expression desire(d),
expressing that desire d occurs, or a quantitative,
numerical format such as has_value(x, v) expressing
that variable x has value v.

persistency factor β, indicating the degree of persistence
or slowness of adjusting the emotion response level
when new emotional values are obtained. Someone
whose emotions can change very rapidly (e.g., who
stops being angry in a few seconds) will have a very
low β.
The regulation process compares the actual emotion
response level ERL to the emotion response level aimed
at ERLnorm. The difference d between the two is the
basis for adjustment of the choices made for each of the
elements n; based on these adjusted choices, each
element n will have an adjusted emotional value vn. The
strength of such an adjustment is expressed by a
modification factor αn, which represents the flexibility
to change one’s emotional value for a certain element.
In order to obtain a model that can adapt itself to
various circumstances, the modification factors αn have
been made adaptable. The flexibility to choose different
emotional values vn can be adapted to an assessment of
the emotion regulation process: a sort of reflection or
meta-cognition about the emotion regulation process
based on the history of differences d. The adaptation
factor γn mediating in this adaptation process represents
the personal flexibility to adjust the emotion regulation
behaviour based on such an assessment. It takes some
effort to change behaviour in favour of emotion
regulation. This effort, or the costs of adjusting the
modification factor for element n, is represented by cn.
The model is shown in a qualitative manner in the graph
depicted in Figure 2. The variables above the dashed
line are added in this paper, and will be explained in the
next section. Note that the model contains two cycles.
One is the basic emotion regulation cycle from the vn to
ERL via d back to the vn. The other one is the adaptation
cycle from the αn to the basic regulation cycle and back
(via vn , ERL and d back to αn).

OVERVIEW OF THE SIMULATION MODEL
This model is an extension of a previous model (Bosse
et al. 2007c). This section gives an overview of this
model. For convenience, the model concentrates on one
specific type of emotion. In principle, this can be any
emotion that is considered to be a basic human emotion,
e.g., sadness, happiness, or anger (Ekman et al. 1972).
In order to be able to formalise Gross’ model, for any
given type of emotion a number of variables have been
introduced. We have chosen to express the emotion
response level ERL in a real number, in the domain [0,
2]. A higher emotion response level means a person
feels more emotion. Humans are always aiming for an
optimal level of emotion. The location of this optimum
depends interpersonally. For instance, there are people
who enjoy extreme sports, or roller coasters, while
others prefer a more quiet kind of recreation. The
optimal level of emotion also depends on the type of
emotion. Most people have a relatively high optimal
level of emotion for happiness, while they have a lower
optimal level of emotion for fear. In the model, there is
a fixed optimal level of emotion ERLnorm, also expressed
in a real number in the domain [0, 2].
In the model of Gross, five different strategies for five
different elements can influence the emotion response
level. Because in the experiments of Gross (Gross 2001)
the strategy response modulation had no effect on the
emotion experience, it is not considered in this paper.
However, the model is constructed in such a way that
the set of strategies can easily be adapted. The four
remaining strategies that are considered and their
corresponding elements are shown in Table 1.

Event

Table 1: The Four Considered Emotion Regulation
Strategies and their Corresponding Elements
Strategy

Element

Situation selection

situation

Situation modification

subsituation

Attentional deployment

aspect

Cognitive change

meaning

In the real world, a person can always choose between a
limited number of options for each strategy. Due to
simplification, this model assumes that at every time
point, for each element, a person makes a certain choice,
which has a certain emotional value vn attached. In the
computational model, we also express the emotional
values of the four different elements in real numbers in
the domain [0, 2]. This emotional value contributes to
the emotion response level via an element-specific
weight factor wn, thereby taking into account a

γbasic n

γn

cn

αn

d

vn

wn

ζn

ERLnorm

β

ERL

Figure 2: Dependencies between the Variables.
The processes modelled here are in real life continuous.
Since simulation needs some form of discretisation, this
model works with a fixed step size s that can be taken
any size as desired.
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Table 2: Summary of All Variables

ADDING THE POSSIBILITY TO SIMULATE
EVENTS LIKE TRAUMA’S AND THERAPIES

Variable Meaning

In order to simulate events that can change the personal
tendency to adjust behaviour in favour of emotion
regulation γ, we have chosen to express these events in
real numbers in the domain [-1, 1]. If an event has a
high value, for instance a successful therapy, it will lead
to a higher tendency to adjust behaviour in favour of
emotion regulation. If the value gets closer to 0, it will
have a smaller effect, and when it reaches 0 it will have
no effect at all. An event with a negative value, for
instance a trauma, will result in a lower tendency to
adjust emotion regulation behaviour. The following
formula is used to let events influence the tendency to
adjust behaviour in favour of emotion regulation:
Δγn = ζn * Event / (1 + (γn - γbasic n) * Event) * Δt
new_γn = old_γn + Δγn

These formulas are represented by the following
LEADSTO properties:
LP7 (Keep old gamma)
gamma(gamma)
and not change_gamma
→
→0, 0, s, s gamma(gamma)

ERL

Level of emotion

ERLnorm

Optimal level of emotion

d

Difference between ERL and ERLnorm

β

Slowness of adjustment ERL

wn

Weight of element n in adjusting the ERL

vn

Chosen emotional value for element n

αn

Modification factor that represents the 'willingness' to
change the emotional value of element n

γn

Personal tendency to adjust the emotional value of
element n much or little

γbasic n

Basic personal tendency to adjust the emotional value of
element n much or little

cn

Costs of adjusting emotional value vn

Event

Value of an event that reflects the impact it has on
personal tendency γ

ζn

Variable that determines the speed with which events
influence personal tendencies

Δt

Time step

SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS

LP8 (Change gamma)
experience(exp)
and gamma(gamma)
→
→0, 0, s, s gamma(gamma + zeta * exp / (1 + (gammagamma_basic) * exp) )

A number of experiments have been performed on an
agent, to test whether the model can simulate the effects
of events like traumas or therapies on emotion
regulation. The variables that were used in the
experiments are summarized in Table 3. The values of
the fixed variables and the initial values of the
remaining variables are shown.

In these formulas, new_γn is the new personal tendency
γn, and old_γn is the old personal tendency γn. Δγn is the
change of γn. The new γn is derived by adding Δγn to the
old γn. The variable ‘Δt’ is the time step, which is taken
1 in this paper. ζn is a variable that determines the speed
with which the personal tendencies are adjusted by
events. In simulation experiments, a ζn in the range
0.10 – 0.20 seemed to be most realistic. Event is the
value that is attributed to a particular event that is
simulated in the model. γbasic n is a person’s basic
personal tendency to change its behaviour in favour of
emotion regulation. Assumed is that a person is born
with a basic personal tendency to change behaviour in
favour of emotion regulation, and this personal tendency
can be changed by events. However, when the γn
deviates more from γbasic n, and an event influences γn to
deviate even more from γbasic n, γn will be changed less
than when it is influenced by an event with the same
strength in the different direction. So for instance, when
a person has a very low γbasic n, but a series of events
made the γn rise to a much higher level, an Event with
the value 0.5 will make the γn raise only a little bit more,
while an Event with the value -0.5 will make the γn
decrease significantly. In other words, events can
change a person’s personal tendency, but it gets harder
when the personal tendency has already changed much.
Table 2 shows a summary of all the treated variables.
The variables depend on each other as shown in a
qualitative manner in the graph depicted in Figure 2.

Table 3: A Summary of the Variables that Have the
Same Value for All Experiments
Variable

Value

Fixed / Initial

ERLnorm

0.5
0.7
1.8
1.8
0.35
0.30
0.20
0.01
0.7
0.4
0.4
0.6
0.01
0.05
0.15

Fixed
Fixed
Initial
Initial
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed
Initial
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed
Initial
Fixed
Fixed

β

ERL
v1-v4
w1
w2
w3

α1 - α4
c1
c2
c3
c4

γ1 - γ4
γbasic 1 - γbasic 4
ζ1 - ζ 4

The experiments in this paper simulate the behaviour of
an individual. The simulated emotion is anger, and the
agent's optimal level of anger is 0.5. The agent starts
with a very high emotion response level of 1.8, and very
high emotional values, all set to the same level of 1.8.
So at the start of the simulation, our agent is very angry,
and is in a situation that keeps him angry. The weights,
and the costs attached to the various elements are set to
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As can be seen in Figure 3, the emotion response level
first decreases very slowly. Later in the simulation, after
the therapy has taken place, the emotion response level
starts to descend more quickly, and at the end of the
simulation the optimal level of emotion is reached. So at
the beginning of the simulation, the agent is not able to
let its level of anger decrease to its optimal level, but at
the end of the simulation it is. This can also be seen in
the simulations of the emotional values. First these
values decrease very slowly, and later in the simulation
they decrease much quicker. This is the clearest in the
emotional values of elements with lower costs, such as
subsituation. These emotional values decrease much
more than the emotional values of elements with higher
costs. At the end of the simulation, the emotional values
of elements with lower costs have almost reached 0,
while the emotional value of situation selection, with
higher costs, has decreased only until 1.1.
The modification factors αn increase very slowly at the
beginning of the simulation, and start to increase more
quickly after the therapy has taken place. The
modification factors of elements with lower costs
increase much quicker than the elements with higher
costs. At the end of the simulation, the modification
factors of elements with lower costs have increased until
0.37, while the modification factor of situation
selection, with higher costs, has increased only until
0.042, and has started to decrease again.
It makes sense that the modification factors increase
very slowly at first, and start to increase quicker at a
later time point in the simulation. At time point 40, an
event takes place, which makes the personal tendency to
change behaviour in favour of emotion regulation,
represented by the γn, rise from 0.01 to 0.15. These γn
have a direct effect on the modification factors, as can
be seen in Figure 2. Especially in the simulation of the
modification factor of situation selection, the impact this
has on the modification factors can be seen. A few steps
after time point 40, the modification factor starts to
increase much quicker. So after the anger management
therapy, it immediately starts to increase its willingness
to change its behaviour in favour of emotion regulation.
The impact this has on the emotional values can be seen
very clearly. After time point 40, the emotional values
start to decrease much quicker. After a while, the
emotion response value has decreased enough to make
the emotional value for situation selection decrease
more slowly again. So our agent is not able to reach its
optimal level of emotion by choosing different
situations, cognitive meanings, etc. in the first part of
the simulation, but after the anger management therapy
at time point 40, it starts to change its behaviour, and at
the end of the simulation it has reached its optimal level
of emotion, and is able to keep it stable.

the same values as in the previous model (Bosse et al.
2007c). The γn’s, which represent the personal tendency
to change behaviour in favour of emotion regulation, are
initially set to 0.01, which is a very low value. The
value for all γbasic n’s is set to 0.05. This is somewhat
lower than average, which means that by nature the
agent has a relatively low personal tendency to change
behaviour in favour of emotion regulation. The initial γn
is even lower, which means that before the start of the
simulation, the agent has had some experiences, for
example a trauma, which decreased its personal
tendency to change behaviour in favour of emotion
regulation. The ζn are all set to 0.15. Experiments
showed that this is a normal value. In the experiments in
this chapter, the manipulated variables are the events
that influence the personal tendency to change
behaviour in favour of emotion regulation.
Experiment 1: The effect of a successful anger
management therapy
In this simulation, we let our agent experience an event
that will increase its personal tendency to change
behaviour in favour of emotion regulation very much: a
successful cognitive-behavioural anger management
therapy. This event takes place at time point 40, and has
the value of 0.9 in the domain [-1, 1]. The results of this
simulation can be seen in Figure 3. Because all
emotional values and modification factors show similar
behaviour, and the only difference is made by the costs,
only the graphs of the element with the highest costs,
situation, and of one of the elements with the lowest
costs, subsituation, are shown.

Experiment 2: The effect of a series of events
In this simulation, we let our agent experience various
events that change its personal tendency to change
behaviour in favour of emotion regulation. First, at time
point 20, the agent experiences an event that is just as

Figure 3: Simulation of the Emotion Response Level,
the Emotional Values and the Modification Factors in
Experiment 1
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As can be seen in Figure 4, the emotion response level
decreases very slowly at the start of the simulation.
After the anger management at time point 20, which
makes the γn rise to 0.15, the emotion response level
starts to decrease somewhat quicker. Because the
traumatic event at time point 40 makes the γn decrease
to an even lower level than it was at the beginning of the
simulation, this decreasing trend does not proceed the
way it did in experiment 1. The effects of the less
powerful events at time point 60 and 80 can clearly be
seen by the kinks in the graphs of the modification
factors, but the effects on the emotional values and the
emotion response level are less clear. It can clearly be
seen that the less powerful events have a smaller impact
on the γn.

‘strong’ as the event at time point 40 in experiment 1.
So the same agent follows the same cognitivebehavioural anger management therapy with the same
amount of success as in experiment 1, only now it
already takes place at time point 20. At time point 40,
the agent experiences an event that is just as strong as
the event at time point 20, but now in the opposite
direction, so that it will decrease its personal tendency
to change behaviour in favour of emotion regulation. In
real life, this event could be for instance a severe
traumatic experience. At time point 60, the agent
experiences a positive event with the strength 0.4, for
instance a therapy that helps it deal with the traumatic
event he experienced at time point 40. Finally, at time
point 80, the agent experiences a negative event with the
strength of 0.3.

DISCUSSION

Table 4: A Summary of the Events in Experiment 2
Event at time point 20
Event at time point 40
Event at time point 60
Event at time point 80

In this paper, a computational model for simulating the
effects of events like traumas or therapies on emotion
regulation has been described. This model is an
extension of the model by Bosse et al. (2007b; 2007c),
and was inspired by the process model of emotion
regulation as informally described by Gross (Gross
2001).
The simulation experiments have demonstrated that the
model can simulate the effects of events that influence
the personal tendency to change behaviour in favour of
emotion regulation, like trauma's, or therapies. In
experiment 1, the agent has at first a low tendency to
change its behaviour, and is because of this low
tendency not able to reach its optimal level of emotion.
After an anger management therapy, its personal
tendency to change behaviour in favour of emotionregulation has increased, and the agent is able to
regulate its emotions, and reach its optimal level of
emotion. In experiment 2, a series of events influence
the agent’s emotion regulation. In this experiment, the
relatively ‘stronger’ events have a bigger impact on the
emotion regulation process. These results are consistent
with the literature (e.g., Beck and Fernandez 1998;
Deschner and McNeal 1986). Validation involving
extensive comparison with detailed empirical data is left
for future work.
Possible improvements to this model could be
introducing decay for the γn, which represent the
personal tendency to change behaviour in favour of
emotion regulation. This way, the γn would slowly
return to the value of γbasic n if no events occur that
influence the γn. Also, in the formulas that are used to
calculate the new emotional values, the emotion
response level could be modified by a random factor.
The size of this random factor could be changed in order
to simulate emotion regulation in people that are not
able to recognize their level of emotion very well.
Furthermore, in this model, Gross' notion of response
modulation is not considered, and thus has no effect on
the emotion regulation at all. It could be the case that
response modulation at the long term, for instance the
suppression of a traumatic experience, could have an

0.9
-0.9
0.4
-0.3

The results of this simulation can be seen in Figure 4.
Again, because all emotional values and modification
factors show similar behaviour, and the only difference
is made by the costs, only the graphs of the element
with the highest costs, situation, and of one of the
elements with the lowest costs, subsituation, are shown.

Figure 4: Simulation of the Emotion Response Level,
the Emotional Values, the Modification Factors, and the
γn in Experiment 2
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effect on emotion regulation. The model could be
changed in order to make it able to simulate this.
Finally, in the current model, a trauma cannot cause a
relapse in the emotion regulation process. It can only
slow down the process. The model could be changed so
that a trauma would not only influence the personal
tendency to change behaviour in favour of emotion
regulation, but also the willingness to change behaviour
in favour of emotion regulation, and the chosen
emotional values.
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practices in building and developing simplified replicas
of the real world has been appreciated by many
researchers. As the main objective of the most health
care processes is serving customers, there are lots of
benefits for the use of simulation in this context.
(Standbridge, 1999 ). Most problems in this area are
related to the human behavior ( Brailsford, 2003 ). As
an example, in most epidemic models, not only
biologic and physiologic factors are important, but also
behavioral elements (such as tendency to do risk) are
really dominants. Prevention and dermatological
models in most disease contain the factors that affect
the decision makings about using drugs and doing the
prescribed treatments. In screening programs, the
factors affecting the patient’s acceptance are really
critical.

KEY WORDS
Simulating human behavior, Human-Based Agents,
Reference Model, Health Belief Model (HBM)

ABSTRACT
By knowing more about the special characteristics of
human behavior in complex environment, especially
understanding the communication processes, social
interactions and their role in forming human behaviors,
the need for capturing these attributes in problem
solving techniques will be increased. The ability of
implementing complex computational models, calls for
a trade-off between the complexity of representing
personal attributes from one side, and the complexity
of model structure from the other side. One of the main
ideas for solving this problem is using object-oriented
techniques in order to create Human-Based Agents,
and substitute these agents as the human
representatives in the simulation.

In the most simulation models, human behaviors
encountered by the model are limited to the statistical
data gathered from the real world experiments.
Obviously, this could not be done in every case. In the
proposed framework, human behavior is produced by
the human-based agents; due to the external factors
affect their behavior. A simple schema of these
approaches is shown in figure 1.

In this article, some of the main theories that describe
the human behavior – especially decision making in the
health–care context, are explained and a simulation
model of the implementation of the screening process
is structured.
The case refers to a real situation of blood–pressure
screening in Iranian villages. For this purpose, a
reference framework and the related mathematical
equation are developed in two categories: internal
structure of the agents and the external structure, that is
the environment that agents live and behave in. Finally,
the model is simulated by using a Delphi-based
computer program.

1-INTRODUCTION
Simulation is a suitable tool for problem solving in
the different contexts, researches and evaluation of new
theories and also training. The ability of simulation

Figure 1: Comparing Simulation Models, with and
without Human-Based Agents
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The disease patterns are usually different with what
observed in the society means the major part of the
iceberg is hidden and just special cases (in terms of the
patient’s accessibility, the severity of disease and etc.)
are recorded. Screening programs are proposed to
estimate the real situation of infection. As the costs of
implementing these overall programs are really high,
there should be a great focus on planning and designing
phases of these programs in order to gain more
acceptance, as the result of the program is dictated by
the human behaviors. In this research, a screening
program is selected as a basis for developing the
context of simulation. A descriptive scheme of
screening program is shown in figure 2.

and robbing the supermarkets. (Klugl, 98 ).Urban uses
this method for simulating group learning (Urban,
2000), forming supportive networks, Prad and Predator
model (Urban, 2001 )
Sibbel implies a model for Hospital management
(Sibbel,2001). Schmidt uses an agent named Adam for
investigating the instinctive behaviors (Schmidt, 2000),
and screening program. (Ohler & Roger )
Some mathematical structures are designed for
simulating
human
behaviors,
such
as
PECS(Schmidth,2000), and BDI (Pokahr et al, 2003)

Figure 2: Screening Process

Human beings commonly are a part of complex
systems. For describing these systems in details, they
should be modeled by the same details as non-human
parts.

Many Human behavior models have been developed in
different disciplines. Some researchers use simulation
models in conjunction with these descriptive models
for examining new theories and understanding the
existing ones.

A human has the ability to behave diversely in a social
context. As different Physical, cognitive, sensitive,
psychological, cultural, historical and social factors
affect it; the description of human behavior is really
complicated. When considering the complexity of the
environment together with the complexity of the
behavior of people with interaction together, the
modeling seems to be impossible.

The applicability of simulation in analyzing Health
care systems has been experimented many times. The
simulation models have been used for patient
scheduling and other problems in operations
management in hospitals. (Fether & Thompson, 98)
(Robinson, 95) (Wing & David, 98)
Simulation systems used in Health care, are very
similar to the Manufacturing simulation models.

In the most problem–solving models, human and
human characteristics are modeled by adding some
extra variables, constraints, figures or simple entities.
(Klugl, 98 ). Searching the literature revealed that the
more detailed organizational structures, results in the
more simple modeled humans. ( Moss,nd )

The main problem in these systems is the ignorance of
the human behavior – which has a great effect on the
system performance. Physicians, nurses and other
personnel decide upon their experiences and
personalities and change the process by their decisions.
The personal attributes of patients affects their caring
and working Processes. ( Sibbel and Urban, 2001 )

The Human Agents Applications in simulation are
extending their context (Urban, 2000 ). In recent years,
agents have been had a critical role in modeling and
simulation. (Schmidt, 2000). Agents have been used
for modeling social structures in organization by Moss
(Moss, nd ). Klugl uses SeSAm software for simulating
social behavior of Ants and bees, and also for
simulating some human behaviors such as fire fighting

2-DESCRIPTIVE HUMAN BEHAVIOR MODELS
IN HEALTH CARE-Literature Review
Human behavior models are generally derived from
the behavioral science and Psychology. They provide a
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framework for prediction, policy evaluation and help
decision makers to describe the reason of human
behavior. Based on the literature review performed by
authors, the most used models in the health care are
Ajzen’s planned behavior theory, HBM models and
HLC model.

This model is really simple and reasonable, and the
main concepts could be understood by non-expert
users. This model has been used widely, and has high
validity.

2-2-Stages of Change Transtheorical Model

Although these models have been developed widely,
they have limited ability to understand, predict and
control human behavior. The purpose of these
behavioral models is to describe why people do/ don’t
do health-related behaviors (such as using drugs, doing
the prescribed behavior, stop smoking and etc.). They
also explain the relationship between the encountered
variables. These relations could be evaluated by
various tests and the new variables and relationships
could be added respectively.

This theory has been developed by Caro Diclemente
and James O. Prochaska in 1979. They proposed the
change of human behavior (changing undesired to
desired behavior) has general stages that could be
formulated in a model. In this theory, people are
modeled by their decision making process. This theory
claims that the change is a process consisting of many
general stages. Change, means doing the right thing at
the same time. These stages of change have been
conceptualized for a variety of problem behaviors:

2-1-HBM Model
HBM (Health Belief Model) is one of the most
applicable conceptual frameworks in health-related
behaviors. Proposed in 1950s, HBM has a successful
career in promoting health care behaviors (like using
seat belt, medical acceptance, participation in the
screening programs, and etc.). A schematic view of this
model is described in figure 3.

Figure 3: HBM Model

-

Pre-contemplation ; is the stage at which there is
no intention to change behavior in the foreseeable
future ( about 6 months )

-

Contemplation is the stage in which people are
aware that a problem exists and seriously think
about overcoming it but have not yet made a
commitment to take action.

-

Preparation is the stage that combines intention
and behavioral criteria. Individuals in this stage
are intending to take action in the next month and
have unsuccessfully take action in the past year.

-

Action is the stage in which individuals modify
their behavior, experiences or environment in
order to overcome their problem.

-

Maintenance is the stage in which people work
to prevent relapse and consolidate the gains
attained during action.

-

Termination: change has been occurred and the
new behavior is now one of the ordinary
procedures of the person.

A brief definition of main concepts is given in table 1.
2-3-Social Learning Theory (SLT) & Health Locus
of Control ( HLC )

Table 1: Main concepts of HBM

Concept
Perceived
susceptibility
Perceived
severity
Perceived
Benefits
Perceived
Barriers
Cues to Action
Self - Efficacy

Social learning theory focuses on the learning that
occurs within a social context. It considers that people
learn behaviors from each other. They observe other’s
behavior and the outcomes of these behaviors, and
could learn to accept or reject these behaviors.
Learning may occur, but the behavior could be fixed.
Although Behaviorist imply that learning means
changing the behavior, SLT theorists insist on learning
may not necessarily be shown in the behavior. They
also focus on "cognition" as a key issue in learning.
Awareness
and
expectations
of
future
reinforcements/punishments may have a major effect
on this concept.

Definition
One’s belief of the changes of getting a
condition
One’s belief of how serious a condition
and its consequences are
One’s belief in the efficacy of the
advised action to reduce risk or
seriousness of impact
One’s belief in the tangible and
psychological costs of the advised
behavior
Strategies to activate readiness
Confidence in one’s ability to take
action

Health locus control (HLC) has been developed on
SLT concept. HLC has a set of statements that could
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measure the belief of Individuals to control their
behaviors internally and externally; these statements
are evaluated by scores and the sum of these scores
determines the level of person’s health belief. Due to
many problems in prediction, this theory has been
developed, and multi–dimensional HLC introduced by
Wallston and Kaplan. In this model, by standardizing
measures, researches could repeat their survey, and
compare the results.

modeling and skills training in many interventions, but
complexity of this model makes it unsuitable in various
contexts.

3-HUMAN – BASED AGENTS IN SIMULATION
Simulation is a suitable tool to solve most problems
and has been used in various contexts of application,
research and also to assess and train new theories. The
ability to build and run a simplified replica of real
world situations and evaluate the methods and
solutions without implementation is the main source of
interests to this technique.

2-4-Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) / Theory of
Planned Behavior (TPB)
TRA developed in 1967 by Martin Fishbein and Icek
Ajzen. It has been revised in 1970s, and has been used
for studying human behavior and design of
experiments since 1980s. In 1988, the concept of TPB
has been added to TRA to overcome its inefficiencies.

Human beings, are the most important part of most
systems for describing these systems, these element
should be modeled at least as the other elements. A
human lives in a social context and does the various
behaviors. The human behavior is a complex system,
influenced by several physical, cognitive, sensual,
cultural, and social factors. This complexity is more
evident when studying the behavior in a complex
context, considering human interactions. In most
problem solving methods, such as OR modeling, or
discrete event Simulation, usually the characteristics of
human behavior are ignored, or simply modeled by a
few parameters, variables, or some constraints. There
should be a trade–off between the complexity of
modeled human, and the complexity of modeled
environment (Klugl, 98). In the literature, the more
detailed organizational structure has been resulted in
the more simplified persons. (Moss,nd). One of the
most popular techniques to resolve this paradox is
using object oriented programming to create humanbased agents and to put them in the Simulated
environment, as representatives of human beings.
(Sibbel, 2001).Using human based Agents is spreading
in Simulation experiments (Urban, 2000a). In the
recent years, agents have been had a critical role in
Simulation models ( Schmidt, 2000 ).

This theory is developed to predict and understand the
effect of motivations on behaviors, analyzing the
strategies for changing behavior and embedding human
behavior in virtual environments. A schematic view of
this model is shown in figure 4. In this theory, the main
determinant of human behavior is behavior intention.
Intention is a combination of Individual’s attitude to
implementation of behavior and mental norms.

The first matter in Agent–Based Simulation is the
internal structure of agents. This structure, named
"Reference Model", (Schmidt, 2001) is built upon the
theory describing human behavior, describing the
behavior in the specified context.

Figure 4 : Theory of Planned Behavior

2-5-Social Cognition Theory (SCT)
Behaviorists insist that a specific boundary exist
between stimuli and response and believe that human
behavior is just a response to the external stimulus.
SCT implies cognition as a medium between stimuli
and response, which adjusts control on the Individual
behavior.

In health care, the theories explained in the second
part of this article could be used for designing the
reference model. By examining more, the HBM model
has been selected, because of its many applications in
the literature, and also having the capability to be
represented by the mathematical equations.

SCT considers human behavior as the result of
dynamic interaction between personal, behavioral and
contextual factors. It also implies that people could
learn most behaviors and reality means interaction of
environment and Individual cognition. SCT has been
used to investigate a wide range of health–related
issues such as medical acceptance, alcohol abuse,
vaccination, and etc. Most STC techniques are used in

In the next section, the proposed structure of agent
used in the Simulation of screening process is
proposed. In this model, the human behavior is
modeled by different decision points in the screening
process, including the decision to reject or continue the
process. Despite the PECS model ( described by Urban
(Urban, 2000) ) in these agents
the internal
psychological mechanism for making behavior is not
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modeled, but like the BDI agents (Pokahr et al, 2003),
the decision making process, and the different effecting
factors have been modeled. As a result, the
psychological details are less included, but the decision
making process in the complex context is mentioned.

resulted from the HBM model, including self–
efficacy, perception about infection, the ability to
perform, awareness about the blood–pressure,
perception of Benefits and Barriers and perception
about severity.
• Decision variables: these variables indicate the
decisions model by the agent, and directly
influence the progress of screening. These
variables include having appointment with. Nurse
or doctor, performing care and drug–
consumption.

3-1-THE INTERNAL STRUCTURE
The internal structure of agents is consisted of some
types of variables, as described below:
• Personal variables: Indicates the variables that are
not related to the other variables which are
quantified by a random distribution. These
variables are of different types:

• External variables: The external variables, which
refer to the health care system, affect the internal
and social variable.

- Constants; which does not change in a Simulation
run. (12 steps, each one is a month) These include age,
sex, marital status, number of children, job and
income.

• Program Progress variables, which will be explained
in 3-3.

- The next variables are behavioral variables,
indicating some behavior like smoking, doing exercise,
diets and drug use. These are aggregated in a single
variable indicating the overall status of a person.

3-2-The causal effects
The casual relationships between the variables have
been shown in the diagrams by some lines (such as
figure number 5). 3 key decisions have been entered in
the model:

- The third type of personal variables includes the
effects of disease aggregated in a single variable
showing the heart stroke, headaches, visual
inefficiencies and other results of blood– pressure.

- Decision for drug–consumption, which is influenced
by drug accessibility to construct drug–
consumption by the person.

- The fourth type indicates the blood–pressure and
results from the distribution of blood–pressure in the
selected community.

- Decision to perform prescribed care by the doctor or
nurse (such as not smoking, having diet and etc…)
that cause the gradual (not radical) change of
behavior.

• Social variables: Indicating the characteristics of the
specified society (mainly concerning the attitudes)
and also the health care system. These variables
include social attitude to disease, (fear of others to
know about the disease), time schedule (the ability
of being present and having appointment), and
drug accessibility.

- Decision for having appointment with doctor or
nurse, by considering the ability to go (presence of
Doctor in conjunction with the presence of
patient), shows the incidence of appointment.
One of these decisions (having appointment with
doctor) is shown in figure 5 as an example. As shown,
the personal variables lead the social variable, which in
turn shape the internal variables and by interacting

• Internal variables: these variables, indicate the result
on the decision variables. These are mainly

Figure 5- decision tree related to make decisions about having appointment with doctor
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these variable, the decision variables are formed, which
influence the health–status of the agent.

4-Model execution and results
A Delphi Program has been used to simulate the
designed structure described in the previous session.
By executing this Program, user could assign the initial
value of variables and could see the characteristics of
agents in the right-side box. Then simulation runs and
the results are available via an excel file. So, the
information could be drilled down to diagnosis the
causes of observed behavior.

3-3-Program process
The screening Program consists of four stages which
are indicated by Program process variable. These
variables are defined as the program process (also
presented in figure 2) as follows:

The main screen of the software program, as shown in
figure 6, consists of some places for entering value of
parameters and also buttons for run the model. The
right-hand side refers to the main variables that should
be fed to the program by user. Executing the simulation
program using the right button in the bottom of page
would show the agents in the text box. By accepting
the agents and running the program, results would be
shown in an excel file.

- Program Announcement
- Appointment with nurse: in this stage, persons who
decide to have an appointment with nurse could be
examined by nurse. If the nurse diagnoses the
blood-pressure is more than normal, the person
goes to the next stage.
- Appointment with doctor: in this stage, some of
agents that have high blood-pressure, decide to go
to the doctor, and the ones who could be examined
by the doctor (if both are present at the time), are
examined. If doctor diagnoses the high bloodpressure, the agent goes to the periodic care cycle.
In this stage, doctor prescribes some drugs, as well
as physical exercises and diet.

The program has been used as a pre-test for bloodpressure screening program which performed in Iranian
villages in winter 2004. This program gave decision
makers and managers of health-care divisions in the
related areas some insights about the program
inefficiencies prior to the real execution. As the result,
some refinements especially about the announcement
and also about the time-frame of the related health-care
personnel were performed.

The agents that pass this stage go to the care cycle.
There are two stages in this cycle:
- Appointment with nurse (monthly) that includes
decision- making about having appointment again.

5-CONCLUSION

- Appointment with doctor (once in 3 months): in this
stage: patient could decide again about having
appointment.
Doctor
could
change
his
prescription, and also could refer him to the
hospital, if necessary.

As this method focuses on the Program progress (not
the illness progress), could be used as a suitable tool
for professional managers to conduct more suitable
decisions.

After each appointment, agent could decide again about
drug-consumption and performing the medical care.

This view to simulate as a decision-aiding tool is a new
approach. Most simulation models concerning analysis

Figure 6- screen shot of the program
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Robinson G.H, P. Wing, L. E. Davis. 1965. Computer
simulation of hospital patient scheduling systems. Health
Services Research 3:130-141.

of organizational problems, just consider balancing and
time-delays in resource (man, material and machine)
utilization. In this research, behavioral characteristics
interactions are considered. Using simulation for
assessing health-care policies is a new idea that has
been used in few models for the cancer screening
assessment focusing on the physiologic aspects related
to the illness progress. But this model is focused on
health-care service, in order to design more effective
programs.

Schmidt, B.,(2000) Modeling of Human Behavior [online],
available from web site of Passau University , URL:
www.or.uni-passau.de/5/Publik/Scmidt [ Last Accessed
1th May 2003]
Schmidt, B.,(2001) Human Factors in Simulation Models
,available
from
www.or.unipassau.de/2/Human_Factors.pdf
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This model, by ignoring waiting time and available
resources, simulates the target group behavior, without
system service consideration. So, this agent-based
simulation could be used to design a policy for
improving the quality of problem solving and decision
making in health-care. In human-based agents, by
limiting the complexity of human behavior to the
internal structure of agents, modeler could use the
simulation to anticipate the success and main
bottlenecks in the implementation of any program for
increasing the efficiency and effectiveness.
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In the application of human based agents, the irrelevant
research ( such as examining the relationship between
self–efficacy and the personal characteristics – such as
age, sex, marital status and the number of children)
could help in building and validating the reference
model that could be used for Simulating complex
situations. As this method is focused on the progress of
program (not on the progress of disease); it could be
used as a tool in decision–making for Generalist
Managers in the health care. As this model lacks these
experiments, it limits the utility of this model, which
could be considered in the next studies.
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• heuristic models − provide general guidelines to
assist negotiators and beneficial strategies for
moving toward agreement, i.e., strategies that
lead to good (rather than optimal) outcomes
of negotiation (see, e.g., Lopes et al. 04,
Li et al. 06);
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ABSTRACT

• argumentation-based models − allow negotiators
to argue about their mental attitudes during
the negotiation process. Thus, in addition to
submitting proposals, negotiators can provide
arguments either to justify their negotiation
stance or to persuade other negotiators to
change their negotiation stance (see, e.g.,
Rahwan et al. 04).

Autonomous agents with negotiation competence
are becoming increasingly important and pervasive.
This paper follows an interdisciplinary approach to
build autonomous negotiating agents by considering
both game-theoretic techniques and bargaining
procedures from the social sciences. The paper
presents a generic model that handles bilateral
multi-issue negotiation, describes equilibrium
strategies for the bargaining game of alternating
offers, and formalizes important strategies used by
human negotiators. Autonomous agents equipped
with the model are able to negotiate under both
complete and incomplete information, thereby
making them very compelling for automated
negotiation.

Game-theoretic models have some highly desirable
properties, such as Pareto efficiency and the ability
to guarantee convergence. However, most models
make the following restrictive assumptions: (i) the
agents are rational, (ii) the set of candidate solutions
is fixed and known by all the agents, and (iii) each
agent knows either the other agents’ payoffs
for all candidate solutions or the other agents’
potential attitudes toward risk and expected-utility
calculations.
Heuristic models are typically based on informal
models of interaction and negotiation from the
social sciences. They exhibit the following desirable
features: (i) are based on realistic assumptions, and
(ii) make use of moderate computational resources
to find acceptable solutions. However, most models
have a number of limitations. Firstly, they lack
a rigorous theoretical underpinning − they are
essentially ad hoc in nature. Secondly, they often
lead to outcomes that are sub-optimal. Finally, they
need extensive evaluation.
Argumentation-based models attempt mainly
to marry the exchange of offers with the
exchange of arguments.
This permits great
flexibility since, for instance, it makes possible
to persuade agents to change their view of an
offer during the course of negotiation. However,
most models make considerable demands on any
implementation, mainly because they appeal to
very rich representations of the agents and their
environments.

INTRODUCTION
Automated negotiation systems with computational
agents representing individuals or organizations and
capable of reaching mutually beneficial agreements
are becoming increasingly important and pervasive.
Examples, to mention a few, include the business
trend toward agent-based supply chain management,
the pivotal role that electronic commerce is
increasingly assuming in many organizations, and
the industrial trend toward virtual enterprises.
Artificial intelligence (AI) researchers have
paid some attention to automated negotiation
over the last years and a number of models
have been proposed in the literature.
These
models can be classified into three main
classes (Jennings et al. 01):
• game-theoretic models − provide clear analysis
of specific negotiation situations and precise
results concerning the optimal strategies
negotiators should choose, i.e., the strategies
that maximize the negotiation outcome (see,
e.g., Kraus 01, Fatima et al. 06);
Proceedings 22nd European Conference on Modelling and
Simulation ©ECMS Loucas S. Louca, Yiorgos Chrysanthou,
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Let Ag = {ag1 , ag2 } be the set of autonomous
negotiating agents. Let Agenda = {is1 , . . . , isn } be
the negotiating agenda − the final set of issues
to be deliberated. Effective planning requires that
negotiators prioritize the issues. In this work,
priorities are set by ranking-order the issues, i.e.,
by defining the most important, the second most
important, and so on. The priority pril of an agent
agi ∈ Ag for each issue isl ∈ Agenda is a number
that represents its order of preference. The weight
wil of isl is a number that represents its relative
importance.
Effective planning also requires that negotiators
define two key points for each issue at stake: the
limit or reservation price and the target point or
level of aspiration. The limit is the point where a
negotiator decides that it should stop to negotiate,
because any settlement beyond this point is not
minimally acceptable. It is set by determining
realistic alternatives to a negotiated agreement and
selecting the best alternative. The target point is
the point where a negotiator realistically expects
to achieve a settlement. It is set by first defining
the limit and then brainstorming about what can
be realistically possible. The limit of agi for isl is
denoted by limil and the target point by trgil .
Additionally, effective planning requires that
negotiators agree on an appropriate protocol that
defines the rules governing the interaction. The
protocol can be simple, allowing agents to exchange
only proposals. Alternatively, the protocol can be
sophisticated, allowing agents to provide arguments
to support their negotiation stance. As noted, most
sophisticated protocols make considerable demands
on any implementation. Thus, in this work we
consider a simple protocol (see subsection “The
Negotiation Protocol”).
Finally,
effective planning requires that
negotiators be able to select appropriate
strategies that account for their individual
actions.
Negotiation strategies can reflect a
variety of behaviours and lead to strikingly different
outcomes.
Some strategies are in equilibrium,
meaning that no designer will benefit by building
agents that use any other strategies when it is known
that some agents are using equilibrium strategies.
Thus, for some situations of complete information,
the agents can be designed to adopt equilibrium
strategies (see subsection “Equilibrium Strategies”).
However, for situations of incomplete information,
the problem of strategic choice is rather complex.
In these situations, many bargaining models
have different equilibria sustained by different
assumptions on what an individual in the game
would believe if its opponent took an action
that it was not supposed to take in equilibrium.
Hence, our study differs from this line of work.
As stated, we address the challenge of building

Against this background, this paper follows
an interdisciplinary approach to build agents
with negotiation competence. Its main purpose
is to present a generic model of negotiation for
autonomous agents. The model handles bilateral
multi-issue negotiation, describes equilibrium
strategies for the bargaining game of alternating
offers, and formalizes a set of negotiation strategies
frequently used by human negotiators.
Thus, this paper uses both game-theoretic
techniques and negotiation procedures from the
social sciences as a basis to develop autonomous
negotiating agents. On the one hand, it considers
two fully informed agents about the various
aspects of the bargaining game of alternating offers
and employs game-theoretic techniques to define
equilibrium strategies.
On the other hand, it
considers two incompletely informed agents and
formalizes important strategies studied in the social
sciences (a fruitful area for future work will be to
evaluate the effectiveness of these strategies in a
number of different situations).
The remainder of the paper is structured as
follows. The next section presents the key features
of a generic model of negotiation for autonomous
agents. In particular, we describe the negotiation
protocol and the preferences of the negotiators,
present equilibrium strategies for the bilateral
multi-issue bargaining game of alternating offers,
and introduce a number of concession strategies
and their associated tactics. Following this, we
discuss related work, present concluding remarks,
and outline a number of issues which require further
investigation.
THE NEGOTIATION MODEL
Negotiation is usually understood as proceeding
through three distinct phases (Lewicki et al. 03): a
beginning or initiation phase, a middle or problemsolving phase, and an ending or resolution phase.
The initiation phase focuses on preparation and
planning for negotiation and is marked by each
party’s efforts to posture for positions.
The
problem-solving phase seeks a solution for the
dispute and is characterized by movement toward
a final agreement. The resolution phase focuses on
implementing the final agreement.
Effective preparation and planning involves the
creation of a well-laid plan specifying the activities
that negotiators should attend to before starting to
negotiate. That plan, and the confidence derived
from it, is often a critical factor for achieving
negotiation objectives. Accordingly, we describe
below various activities that negotiators make efforts
to perform in order to carefully prepare and plan
for negotiation (see Lopes et al. 02, for an in-depth
discussion).
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agents that are able to negotiate under incomplete
information by formalizing relevant strategies used
by human negotiators and empirically evaluating
the effectiveness of these strategies in different
situations (see subsection “Concession Strategies
and Tactics”).
At this stage, we hasten to add an explanatory
and cautionary note. This paper primarily focuses
on the problem-solving phase of negotiation. Most
AI researchers have also focused on this phase
of negotiation and have addressed various issues
associated with the design of negotiation protocols
and strategies. Their work has resulted in some
advances in automated negotiation, but it is clear
that much more research still needs to be performed.
At present, the deployment of agents that are able
to negotiate under both complete and incomplete
information is still in its infancy.

where wil is the weight of an issue isil and uil is the
component payoff function for isil , i.e., the function
that gives the payoff that agi assigns to a value
of isil . The function uil is a continuous, strictly
monotonic, and linear function. The distinguish
feature of time preferences with a constant discount
rate is the linearity of the function uil . The payoff
of disagreement is normalized at 0 for both players.
Equilibrium Strategies
Game theory can provide sound design principles
for computer scientists.
Consider two fully
informed players bargaining over four distinct goods
{X1 , . . . , X4 }. Each good is modelled as an interval
[0, 1] (or as a divisible pie of size 1). The players’
preferences are as follows:
(t−1)

(a x1 + b x2 + x3 + x4 )

(t−1)

[(1−x1 ) + (1−x2 ) + c(1−x3 ) + d (1−x4 )]

Ui = δi

Uj = δj

The Negotiation Protocol

where xl , l = 1, . . . , 4, denotes the share of agi for
each pie. The parameters a, b, c, and d allow the
marginal utilities of the players to differ across issues
and players. We consider a > b > 1 and d > c > 1,
i.e., agi places greater emphasis on goods X1 and
X2 while agj values goods X3 and X4 more. Also,
we consider that δi and δj are close to 1 and
the parameters a, b, c, and d are close to one
t
another. Let pt−1
j→i and pi→j denote the offers that
agj proposes to agi in period t−1 and agi proposes to
agj in period t, respectively. Consider the following
strategies for agi and agj :

The protocol is an alternating offers protocol
(Osborne and Rubinstein 90).
Two agents or
players, ag1 and ag2 , bargain over the division of
the surplus of n ≥ 2 issues (or goods). The players
determine an allocation of the issues by alternately
proposing offers at times in T = {1, 2, . . .}. This
means that one offer is made per time period t ∈ T ,
with an agent, say agi , offering in odd periods
{1, 3, . . .}, and the other agent agj offering in even
periods {2, 4, . . .}.
The negotiation procedure, labelled the “jointoffer procedure”, involves bargaining over the
allocation of the entire endowment stream at once.
An offer is a vector (x1 , . . . , xn ) specifying a
division of the n goods. Once an agreement is
reached, the agreed-upon allocations of the goods
are implemented. This procedure permits agents
to exploit the benefits of trading-off concessions on
their less preferred goods for concessions by their
opponent on the more preferred goods.
The players’ preferences are modelled by assuming
that each player agi discounts future payoffs at
some given rate δit , 0 < δit < 1, (δit is referred to
as the discount factor and the preferences as time
preferences with a constant discount rate). The cost
of bargaining derives from the delay in consumption
implied by a rejection of an offer. Practically
speaking, the justification for this form of preferences
takes into account the fact that money today can be
used to make money tomorrow.
Let Ui be the payoff function of agi . For simplicity
and tractability, we assume that Ui is separable in all
their arguments and that the per-period delay costs
are the same for all issues:
Ui (isi1 , . . . , isin , t) =

(t−1)
δi

n
X

(
stri∗ =

offer (1, 1, x∗i3 , 0)
if

∗
Ui (pt−1
j→i ) ≥ Ui

accept else reject if agj ’s turn

(
strj∗ =

offer (1, x∗j2 , 0, 0)
if

if agi ’s turn

Uj (pti→j ) ≥ Uj∗

if agj ’s turn

accept else reject if agi ’s turn

where Ui∗ = Ui (1, x∗j2 , 0, 0),
Uj∗ = Uj (1, 1, x∗i3 , 0),
and
the
shares
are
the
following:
δ δ (a+b)−δj (a+b+bc+bd)+bc+bd
and
x∗j2 =
x∗i3 = i j
bc−δi δj
δi (δi δj (a+b)−δj (a+b+bc+bd)+bc+bd)+(bc−δi δj )(aδi +bδi −a)
.
b(bc−δi δj )

Remark 1. For the two-sided four-issue bargaining
game of alternating offers with an infinite horizon,
in which the players’ preferences are as described
above, the pair of strategies (stri∗ , strj∗ ) form an
equilibrium. The outcome is the following:
x∗1 = 1,
x∗3 =

x∗2 = 1,

x∗4 = 0,

δi δj (a + b) − δj (a + b + bc + bd) + bc + bd
bc − δi δj

Agreement is immediately reached with no delay.
The outcome is Pareto optimal. Letting δi → 1 and
δj → 1, the equilibrium division is (1, 1, 0, 0).

wil uil (isil )

l=1
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The formal proof is based on the familiar necessary
conditions for equilibrium: agi is indifferent between
waiting one period to have its offer accepted
and accepting agj ’s offer immediately, and agj is
indifferent between waiting one period to have its
offer accepted and accepting agi ’s offer immediately.
Let x∗i = (x∗i1 , . . . , x∗i4 ) and x∗j = (x∗j1 , . . . , x∗j4 ) be the
equilibrium proposals of agi and agj , respectively.
The problem for agi is to find an offer that maximizes
its payoff (because it is a payoff maximizer) subject
to being acceptable to its opponent, i.e.,

This maximization problem is similar to the
continuous knapsack problem and solvable by a
greedy approach (see, e.g., Martello and Toth 90).
First, agi gives away the maximum possible share
of the issue with the lowest ratio of weights. If the
supply of that issue is exhausted, it gives away the
maximum possible share of the issue with the next
lowest ratio of weights, and so forth until agj gets
the utility of Uj (x∗j1 , . . . , x∗jn , t+1). The problem
for agj is also analogous to the continuous knapsack
problem and solvable by a greedy approach.

maximize:
(t−1)

Ui (x1 , . . . , x4 , t) = δi

Concession Strategies and Tactics

(ax1 + bx2 + x3 + x4 )

Human negotiation practice can provide rulesof-thumb to agent designers.
Consider two
incompletely informed agents bargaining over n
distinct issues {is1 , . . . , isn }. For convenience, each
issue isl is modelled as an interval [minl , maxl ]. The
agents’ preferences are as defined in the subsection
“The Negotiation Protocol”.
The opening stance (or position) and the pattern
of concessions are two central elements of realworld negotiation. Three different opening positions
(extreme, reasonable and modest) and three levels
of concession magnitude (large, moderate and
small) are commonly discussed in the literature
(Lewicki et al. 03, Pruitt and Kim 04). They can
lead to a number of concession strategies, notably:

subject to:
(1−x∗i1 )+(1−x∗i2 )+c(1−x∗i3 )+d(1−x∗i4 ) =
δj [(1−x∗j1 )+(1−x∗j2 )+c(1−x∗j3 )+d(1−x∗j4 )]
0 ≤ x∗il ≤ 1,

0 ≤ x∗jl ≤ 1,

for l = 1, . . . , 4

The problem for agj is stated in a similar way and
is omitted. Solving both maximization problems
yields the outcome specified in the statement of the
Remark. In the limit, letting δi → 1 and δj → 1,
the outcome of the equilibrium is (1, 1, 0, 0). This
outcome is on the Pareto frontier and corresponds
to the utility pair (a+b, c+d).
Now, consider two fully informed players
bargaining over n distinct goods {X1 , . . . , Xn }.
Again, each good is modelled as a divisible
pie of size 1.
We consider that the players
set different weights for the goods such that:
wi1 /wj1 > wi2 /wj2 > . . . > win /wjn .

• starting high and conceding slowly − negotiators
adopt an optimistic opening attitude and make
successive small concessions;
• starting reasonable and conceding moderately −
negotiators adopt a realistic opening attitude
and make successive moderate concessions.

Remark 2. The bilateral multi-issue bargaining
game of alternating offers with an infinite horizon,
in which the players’ preferences are as described
above, has an equilibrium. The outcome is Pareto
optimal:

These strategies are implemented through a variety
of tactics. The terms “strategy” and “tactic” differ
in scope − a tactic is a short-term move designed to
enact a high-level strategy.

(x∗1 , . . . , x∗k−1 , x∗k , x∗k+1 , . . . , x∗n ) = (1, . . . , 1, s, 0, . . . , 0)

t

n−1
Let pj→i
be the offer that agj has proposed to agi
n
in period tn−1 . Likewise, let pti→j
be the offer that
agi is ready to propose in the next time period tn .
The formal definition of a generic concession strategy
follows.

where x∗l , l = 1, . . . , n, denotes the share of agi for
each divisible pie. The constant s represents the
share of agi for the Xk pie.
The formal proof is also based on the
familiar necessary conditions for equilibrium.
In short, consider that x∗i = (x∗i1 , . . . , x∗in ) and
x∗j = (x∗j1 , . . . , x∗jn ) represent the equilibrium
proposals of players agi and agj , respectively. The
problem for agi is stated as follows:
maximize:
(t−1)

Ui (x1 , . . . , xn , t) = δi

subject to:

n
X

Definition 1. Let agi ∈ Ag be a negotiating agent.
A concession strategy for agi is a function that
specifies either the tactic to apply at the beginning of
negotiation or the tactic that defines the concessions
to be made during the course of negotiation:

if agi ’s turn and t = 1
apply tactti1


t
s = apply tacti

wil xl




if

l=1

Uj (x∗i1 , . . . , x∗in , t) = Uj (x∗j1 , . . . , x∗jn , t+1)

tn−1
n
Ui (pj→i
)≥Ui (pti→j
)

if agi ’s turn and t > 1

accept else reject if agj ’s turn

where tactti1 is an opening negotiation tactic and
tactti is a concession tactic.
”

0 ≤ x∗il ≤ 1, 0 ≤ x∗jl ≤ 1, for l = 1, . . . , n
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The two concession strategies are defined by
considering different tactics.
For instance, the
“starting reasonable and conceding moderately”
strategy is defined by: “tactti1 = starting realistic”
and “tactti = moderate”.
Opening negotiation tactics are functions that
specify the initial values for each issue isl at stake.
The following three tactics are commonly used in
real-life negotiations (Lewicki et al. 03):

RELATED WORK
AI researchers have developed a number of
negotiation models incorporating specific protocols
and libraries of negotiation strategies (see, e.g.,
Kraus 01,
Lopes et al. 04,
Fatima et al. 06,
Li et al. 06). However, despite these and other
relevant pieces of work, we are aware of no similar
efforts to define strategies as functions that specify
the tactics to be used at every period of negotiation.
Tactics, in turn, are defined as functions that
specify the short-term moves to be made throughout
negotiation. Also, we are particularly interested
in both equilibrium strategies that lead to Pareto
optimal outcomes and important strategies studied
in the social sciences and frequently used by human
negotiators.

• starting optimistic − specifies a value far from
the target point;
• starting realistic − specifies a value close to the
target point;
• starting pessimistic − specifies a value close to
the limit.
The definition of the tactic “starting realistic”
follows (the definition of the other two tactics is
essentially identical, and is omitted).

CONCLUSION
This article has followed an interdisciplinary
approach and has used both game-theoretic
techniques and negotiation procedures from the
social sciences as a basis to develop autonomous
negotiating agents. It has presented a model that
handles bilateral multi-issue negotiation, describes
equilibrium strategies for the bargaining game of
alternating offers, and formalizes a set of human
negotiation strategies. Our aim for the future is:
(i) to extend the model, (ii) to empirically evaluate
the model, and (iii) to use game-theoretic techniques
as a basis to develop autonomous agents that are
able to negotiate under incomplete information.

Definition 2. Let agi ∈ Ag be a negotiating agent
and isl ∈ Agenda a negotiation issue. Let trgil be
the target point of agi for isl . The tactic starting
realistic for agi is a function that takes isl and trgil
as input and returns the initial value v[isl ]ti1 of isl :
starting realistic(isl , trgil ) = v[isl ]ti1
where v[isl ]ti1 ∈[ trgil−, trgil +] and  > 0 is small.

”

Concession tactics are functions that compute new
values for each issue isl . The following five tactics
are commonly used (Lewicki et al. 03):
•
•
•
•
•
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where v[isl ]t+2
= v[isl ]ti −Cf (v[isl ]ti −limil ).
i

”

The five tactics are defined by considering different
values for Cf . In particular, the stalemate tactic
by Cf = 0, the accommodate tactic by Cf = 1, and
the other three tactics by different ranges of values
for Cf (e.g., the tough tactic by Cf ∈ ]0.00, 0.05],
the moderate tactic by Cf ∈ ]0.05, 0.10], and the soft
tactic by Cf ∈ ]0.10, 0.15]).
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2007). Although for larger numbers of agents such
agent-based modelling approaches are more expensive
computationally than population-based modelling
approaches, such a presupposition may provide a
justification of preferring their use over populationbased modelling approaches, in spite of the
computational disadvantages. In other words agentbased approaches with larger numbers of agents are
justified because the results are expected to deviate from
the results of population-based simulation, and are
considered more realistic.
However, in contrast there is another silent
assumption sometimes made, namely that for larger
numbers of agents (in the limit), agent-based
simulations approximate population-based simulations.
This would indicate that agent-based simulation just can
be replaced by population-based simulation, which
would weaken the justification for agent-based
simulation discussed above. In this paper, by a case
study in epidemics, these considerations are explored in
more detail. Comparative simulation experiments have
been conducted based on different simulation models,
both agent-based (for different numbers of agents), and
population-based. The results are analysed and related
to the presupposition and assumption discussed above.

KEYWORDS
Simmulation, agent-based, population-based, epidemics.
ABSTRACT
This paper reports a comparative evaluation of
population-based simulation in comparison to agentbased simulation for different numbers of agents.
Population-based simulation, such as for example in the
classical approaches to predator-prey modelling and
modelling of epidemics, has computational advantages
over agent-based modelling with large numbers of
agents. Therefore the latter approaches can be
considered useful only when the results are expected to
deviate from the results of population-based simulation,
and are considered more realistic. However, there is
sometimes also a silent assumption that for larger
numbers
of
agents,
agent-based
simulations
approximate population-based simulations, which
would indicate that agent-based simulation just can be
replaced by population-based simulation. The paper
evaluates this assumption by a detailed comparative
case study in epidemics.
INTRODUCTION
The classical approaches to simulation of processes in
which groups of larger numbers of agents are involved
are population-based: a number of groups are
distinguished (populations) and each of these
populations is represented by a numerical variable
indicating their number or density (within a given area)
at a certain time point. The simulation model takes the
form of a system of difference or differential equations
expressing temporal relationships for the dynamics of
these variables. Well known classical examples of such
population-based models are systems of difference or
differential equations for predator-prey dynamics (e.g.,
Lotka, 1924; Volterra, 1926, 1931; Maynard Smith,
1974; Burghes and Borrie, 1981) and the dynamics of
epidemics (e.g., Ross, 1916; Kermack and McKendrick,
1927; Burghes and Borrie, 1981; Anderson and May,
1992; Ellner and Guckenheimer, 2006). Such models
can be studied by simulation and by using analysis
techniques from mathematics and dynamical systems
theory.
From the more recently developed agent system area
it is often taken as a presupposition that simulations
based on individual agents are a more natural or faithful
way of modelling, and thus will provide better results
(e.g., Davidsson, Gasser, Logan, and Takadama, 2005;
Sichman and Antunes, 2006; Antunes and Takadama,

THE DOMAIN OF EPIDEMICS
Microbes such as viruses, bacteria, fungi and parasites,
may have disturbing effects when they enter the human
body. Not seldom humans suffer from such infections
and in the mean time propagate them to each other.
Examples of types of infectious diseases are influenza,
chlamydia, HIV, hepatitis, tuberculosis, and many
others. The battle against such infections takes place
both at the biological level in the body, and at the
behavioural and social level. At the behavioural and
social level, humans sometimes try to adapt their
interaction behaviour to prevent propagation of
infections from one human to another one. This paper
focuses on the propagation of infections in populations,
in relation to the interaction behaviour, in particular the
frequency and intensity of contacts that individuals have
in the population.
Agents within a population can be in different states:
susceptible (not infected yet), infective, or recovered
(immune and not infectious). When an agent who is
infective, has contact with another, susceptible agent
then there is a chance that the other agent will also be
infected due to this contact. This chance depends on the
intensity of the contact. The overall chance that a
susceptible agent is infected, also depends on the
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number of contacts with infective agents. A possible
pattern, for example, for an easy transmittable infection
such as influenza, is that the propagation goes so fast
that only in a few weeks time almost the whole
population is infected. In such a case the term epidemic
is used to indicate the spreading of the infection over the
population. For other types of infections, for example
HIV or chlamydia, more intensive contacts (which
usually occur less frequently) are needed for
transmission, and therefore propagation may proceed
slower.
An important question, especially for the more
harmful infections, in a society is whether by measures
at the behavioural and social level, it is possible to keep
the number of infected persons in a population limited.
And if so, how far should such measures go? It is clear
that by avoiding any contact between agents,
propagation can be stopped, but that is often not a
realistic option. On the other hand, if there are still some
contacts between agents, will at the end the infection not
be spread (perhaps by very slow propagation) over the
whole population? Such questions are addressed in this
paper by two types of models: population-based models
(with populations of susceptible, infectives and
recovered agents, respectively) and agent-based models.

The populations can be described by their sizes, but
often they are characterised by their densities: size
divided by area. As the area is considered fixed, the
sizes (numbers) will be used to characterize the
populations. The dynamic relationships between these
concepts are depicted in Figure 1. For a mathematical
formalisation usually the contact frequency times the
contact intensity divided by the overall size of the
populations together is combined in one parameter,
called the contact rate. Thus the following variables and
parameters are used.
size of the population of susceptible individuals
size of the population of infective individuals
size of the population of recovered individuals
size of all populations together
contact rate
recovery rate
threshold

This section describes the population-based model. The
analysis of epidemics has a long history, going back, for
example, to (Ross, 1916; Kermack and McKendrick,
1927). More recent presentations can be found in
(Anderson and May, 1992) and (Ellner and
Guckenheimer, 2006, Ch. 6, pp. 183-215). First of all, a
distinction is made between the population of
susceptibles vs. the population of infectives, the latter of
which are infectious for the former. A third population
consists of those that already were infected, but have
recovered and therefore are immune and not infectious
anymore, based on a recovery rate indicating the
fraction of infectives that recovers per day. Furthermore
the frequency of contacts (per day, the time unit chosen)
plays a main role; the chance that in a contact infection
transmission occurs depends on the contact intensity.
relevant
contacts

susceptibles

infections

contact
intensity

infectives

β
γ
ρ

Here β = ContactFrequency*ContactIntensity/N.
Note that for given values of contact frequency and
contact intensity, this parameter β depends on the
overall population size. The dynamics of these concepts
involve temporal relationships, which are analysed in
more detail below. Each susceptible person has (per
day) a number of contacts indicated by
ContactFrequency. From these contacts a fraction
I(t)/N is with infective individuals, where N is the size
of the three populations together (assumed fixed).
Therefore the number of relevant contacts per day is:
RelevantContacts(t)=
ContactFrequency*S(t)*I(t)/N.
Moreover, in a fraction of the contacts the infection is
transmitted.
This
fraction
is
indicated
by
ContactIntensity; therefore the number of new
infections per day is:
Infections(t)
= ContactIntensity*RelevantContacts(t)
= ContactIntensity* ContactFrequency*S(t)*I(t)/N
= β*S(t)*I(t).
Given the number of infections Infections(t) per time
unit, in a time interval between t and t+∆t the number
of (new) infections is Infections(t)*∆t. This is subtracted
from the susceptible population, and added to the
infective population. Furthermore, γ indicates the
fraction of the infective population per day that becomes
recovered (and not infective anymore): over the interval
between t and t+∆t a number of γ*I(t)*∆t is taken from
the infective population and added to the recovered
population. Therefore the following temporal
relationships are used.
S(t+∆t = S(t) - Infections(t)*∆t
I(t+∆t) = I(t) + (Infections(t) - γ* I(t)) *∆t
R(t+∆t) = R(t) + γ* I(t) *∆t
Note that by these relationships the sum of the three
populations always remains the same: what adds to the
recovered population subtracts from the infective
population, and what subtracts from the susceptible
population adds to the infective population. In the more
usual notation, by replacing Infections(t) the equations
can be written as:

A POPULATION-BASED MODEL

contact
frequency

S
I
R
N

recovered

recovery rate

Figure 1: Dynamic Relationships in the Model
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ௗௌ(௧)

S(t+∆t) = S(t) - β*S(t)*I(t)*∆t
I(t+∆t) = I(t) + (β*S(t)*I(t) - γ* I(t)) *∆t
R(t+∆t) = R(t) + γ* I(t) *∆t
In differential equation form they are represented in the
following manner; for example, see also in (Kermack
and McKendrick, 1927; Burghes and Borrie, 1981;
Anderson and May, 1992; Ellner and Guckenheimer,
2006):
ௗௌ(௧)
ௗ௧
ௗூ(௧)
ௗ௧
ௗோ(௧)
ௗ௧

ௗ௧
ௗோ(௧)
ௗ௧

= - β*S(t)*I(t)
= β*S(t)*I(t) - γ* I(t)
= γ* I(t)

(a) Threshold for increase/decrease of infective
population
Increase and decrease of the size of the population of
infectives are characterised by
ௗ௧
ௗூ(௧)
ௗ௧

≥0

⇔ β*S(t)*I(t) - γ* I(t) ≥ 0

≤0

⇔ β*S(t)*I(t) - γ* I(t) ≤ 0

This can be characterised by the size of the population
of susceptibles as follows with ρ = γ /β:
I(t) increasing
⇔ S(t) ≥ ρ
I(t) decreasing
⇔ S(t) ≤ ρ
This shows that the usual pattern is that the size of the
population of infectives will increase until the size of
the population of susceptibles has become lower than
the threshold ρ, after which it will decrease. In
particular, when the initial size S(0) is already less than
this threshold ρ, then the number of infectives will
decrease right from the start. This is called the epidemic
threshold law with threshold ρ.

ௗ௧

=

ௗூ(௧)
ௗ௧

=

ௗோ(௧)
ௗ௧

ρ

ௗௌ(௧)

ௌ(௧)

ௗ௧

ρ

S(t)

ௗோ(௧)
ௗ௧

or

POPULATION-BASED SIMULATIONS
A number of population-based simulation experiments
have been performed using a Spread Sheet (Microsoft®
Office Excel® 2007). In Figures 2 and 3 results are
shown of one of them, with time scale in days. In the
first simulation shown in Figure 2 the whole population
gets infected; it used the following parameter settings:
N
ContactFrequency
ContactIntensity
β = 0.004, γ = 0.05,

100
0.8
0.5
ρ = 12.5

Initially the size of the infective population is 1. Given
the analysis above, in this case it may be expected that
the size of the population of susceptibl-es will become
below 12.5. Note that in this and next figures the scales
on the vertical axis differ.

(b) Equilibria
An equilibrium occurs if and only if
ௗௌ(௧)

= -

ଵ

By integration, using the natural logarithm, it follows
for all t it holds
R(t) = C - ρ log(S(t))
with C a constant. Assuming R(0) = 0, it holds C = ρ
log(S(0)). Therefore
R(t) = ρ log(S(0)) - ρ log(S(t)) = ρ log(S(0)/S(t)).
Equivalent forms are:
݁ ோ(௧)/ρ = S(0)/S(t)
S(t) = S(0) ݁ ିோ(௧)/ρ
S(0) = S(t) ݁ ோ(௧)/ρ
Now, according to (a) for an equilibrium occurs if and
only if I(t) = 0, which is equivalent to S(t) + R(t) = N.
Filled in the above formula this obtains:
S(0) = (N - R(t)) ݁ ோ(௧)/ρ or
S(0) = S(t) ݁ (ேିௌ(௧))/ρ
This shows a relation between the population sizes in an
equilibrium state and the initial values; note that S(0) =
N – I(0). Note that conversely, each of these relations
also implies that S(t) + R(t) = N, hence I(0) = 0 and an
equilibrium state occurs. So, these relations provide if
and only if criteria for an equilibrium to occur.

Note again, that the parameter β in principle depends on
the overall population size. This means that to do
experiments with different overall population sizes,
different values for β may have to be used. Based on
these equations the following analysis has been made:

ௗூ(௧)

= - β*S(t)*I(t) = -

= 0

which is characterised by
β*S(t)*I(t) = β*S(t)*I(t) - γ* I(t) = γ* I(t) = 0
This is equivalent to I(t) = 0. Notice that by itself this
does not put any constraint on S(t) or R(t). Equilibria
may depend on initial values as well. However, taken
together with a) in the usual pattern in an equilibrium
state S(t) will have become below ρ. So, when ρ is
rather small (e.g., individuals remain infective for a long
time, or contact intensity is high), the number of
individuals that never become infected will also be
small, or even zero. These observations are illustrated
by simulations in the next section.

recovered

susceptible

(c) Relation between equilibria and initial values
From the set of differential equations, in particular the
first and third one, it can be derived that

infective

Figure 2: Pattern in which the Whole Population gets Infected
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number of locations, and N the number of agents, then
the average number of agents at one location is N/L, so
the average number of contacts of one agent at such a
location is N/L – 1. This is equal to the contact
frequency. Therefore ContactFrequency = N/L - 1
gives the relation between number of locations and
contact frequency. To be able to compare this model at
the agent level to the model at the population level, it is
convenient to have contact frequency as a basic
parameter. To this end, the relation between the number
of locations and contact frequency shown above is used
in an inverse manner to determine the number of
locations for a given value of the contact frequency: L
= N/(ContactFrequency + 1). For a given contact
frequency, this L is taken as a bound for the number of
locations: they are indexed by the natural numbers k
with 1≤ k≤ L. At each time point locations of the agents
are determined at random, using this bound L by taking
at random one of the natural numbers between 1 and L.
When a suceptible agent A is at a certain location,
the probability that infection takes place depends on the
contact intensity, but also on the number k of infective
agents present at that location. Although in an agentbased model, contact intensity may be taken as
depending on the agent or even on the pair of agents
involved in a contact, for reasons of comparability with
the population-based model the contact intensities are
taken uniform: in any contact between any susceptible
agent A and any infective agent B, the probability that A
will be infected is ContactIntensity. Given this
assumption, the probability that agent A will not be
infected by a specific infective agent at the same
location is 1 – ContactIntensity. Assuming
independence of these probabilities, the probability that
A will not be infected by any of the infective agents
k
present at that location is (1 – ContactIntensity) .
Therefore the probability that A will be infected at that
k
location (at that time point) is 1– (1– ContactIntensity) .
The following relationships describe the changes of the
infection state of an agent A. Here r1 and r2 are two
independent random numbers between 0 and 1: fixed
per time point but refreshed at new time points where
∆t=1. When a susceptible agent is at a location where
one or more infective agents are present, the
transmission of the infection at that time point has a
probability given by the contact intensity. Moreover, for
someone who is infective there is a probability of
recovery given by the recovery rate. This is modelled by
the following relationships:

The size of the susceptibles decreases to zero, while
the size of the infective population increases until day
20 and decreases after this day. The size of the
recovered population shows a logistic growth pattern
with the whole population of 100 as limit. Notice that
the maximal size of the population of infectives is taken
at the time point that the size of the susceptibles
population is around 12.5, which is the value of the
threshold ρ. In the second simulation, (see Figure 4),
only a part gets infected; parameter settings were:
N
ContactFrequency
ContactIntensity
β = 0.0012, γ = 0.1,

100
0.6
0.2
ρ = 83.3

Here initially the size of the infective population is 10.
Apparently here the contact frequency and intensity
were low enough to let the infection die out: around
50% of the population is never infected. The logistic
growth pattern of the (infected and) recovered
population has its limit around 50. Nevertheless, the
individuals still did not bring their contacts down to
zero, or even close to zero.

recovered
susceptible

infective

Figure 3: Only Part gets Infected, Starting with 10

This shows that by relatively small differences in
behaviour at the individual level, relatively big
differences at the collective level can be realised. Notice
that for this case the maximal size of the population of
infectives is at the time point that the size of the
susceptibles population is around 83, which is the value
of the thershold ρ.
AN AGENT-BASED MODEL

if

To obtain a model at the level of individual agents, N
distinct agents and L distinct locations are introduced.
At every time point each agent is at some location, at
random. Contacts between agents are modelled as being
at the same location. By taking the number L of
locations (numbered by 1, 2, …, L) lower or higher, a
specific contact frequency is modelled. Each agent is in
precisely one of three infection states (susceptible,
infective, recovered).
The number of locations has a relationship with the
contact frequency in the following manner. If L is the

or
then
else
or
then
else
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InfectionState(A, t) = susceptible and
there are k infective agents at the same location as A
and r1 < 1 – (1 – ContactIntensity)k
InfectionState(A, t) = infective and
r2 ≥ RecoveryRate
InfectionState(A, t+1) = infective
if InfectionState(A, t) = infective and
r2 < RecoveryRate
InfectionState(A, t) = recovered
InfectionState(A, t+1) = recovered
InfectionState(A, t+1) = susceptible

These settings correspond to the ones for the trace
shown in Figure 2. Initially one agent is infective. In the
upper graph it is shown how individuals get infected
one after the other. At the start A2 is infective. Already
from the second day on, A4, A7 and A10 get infected.
After that A8, A5 and A6 follow, and finally A1, A9
and A3 get infected. In the second graph in Figure 4 the
aggregated number of susceptibles is shown, in the third
graph the number of infectives, and in the lower graph
the number of recovered individuals.
The pattern is similar to the pattern shown in Figure
2. Note that also here the maximal number of infectives
is reached at the time point that the number of
susceptibles drops under ρ. Initially 1 agent is infective.
In the upper graph it is shown how three individuals get
infected. At the start A2 is infective. Soon A6 gets
infected but recovers already in two days. Since A2
takes longer to recover, A8 is infected on day 5. After 6
days A8 recovers, and in the meantime also A2
recovered. No further infections took place.

AGENT-BASED SIMULATIONS
Similar simulation experiments as the ones described
above have been performed using the model at the level
of the individuals.
N
10
ContactFrequency
0.8
ContactIntensity
0.5
β = 0.04, γ = 0.05, ρ = 1.25
As this model is based on random choices, the patterns
can vary. In Figure 4 two example traces based on the
following parameter settings are shown
N
10
ContactFrequency
0.6
ContactIntensity
0.2
β = 0.012, γ = 0.1, ρ = 8.3
The infection states are indicated by numbers 0
(susceptible), 1 (infective) and 2 (recovered).

agent infection states

agent infection states

susceptibles
susceptibles

infectives
infectives

recovered
recovered

Figure 4: Pattern in which the Whole Population gets
Infected

Figure 5: Pattern in which Part of the Population gets
Infected
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from both the outcome of agent based model at low
population as 10 agents; See Table 1, and the
population-based model.

The pattern is similar to the pattern shown in Figure 4.
Note that also here the maximal number of infectives
coincides with the number of susceptibles dropping
below the threshold ρ.
From other simulations it was found out that this
example trace is a bit exceptional for this setting. Most
traces of the individual model show either only one or
two infectives, after which the epidemic dies out, or
(almost) all individuals become infected. See Figure 6
for an overview of 100, resp. 1000 experiments with the
model for 10 agents. The average number of recovered
agents for this sample is 5.71. Note that this means that
the model at the collective level shows a kind of average
pattern that for the model at the individual level for 10
agents almost never occurs.
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Figure 7: Average Numbers Recovered for 1000 runs
for 100, and 1000 agents with 10% initially infected
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Table 1: Percentage of Min, Max and Average
Recovered in the Sample of 1000 Simulations for 10,
100 and 1000 Agents resp. with 10% Initially Infected
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Figure 6: Average Numbers Recovered for 100 and
1000 runs for 10 agents with 10% initially infected resp.

10
9
1
61.62
10.00
100.00
90.00

100
90
10
93.50
69.00
100.00
31.00

1000
900
100
93.83
88.20
97.30
9.10

300

Under
similar
experimental
configurations
simulations for larger population has been conducted
through simulation software developed in the language
C++. Considering the simplicity of the model, a
procedural approach without multithreading was used in
the software design. Figure 7 shows the results of 1000
simulations conducted for both populations of 100 and
1000 agents carrying 10 percent initially infected. These
simulations have taken 0.02105 and 0.90953 seconds
per simulation for 100 and 1000 agents respectively on
a standard desktop computer. In these simulations the
agent-based model shows a different pattern. Rather
than an average pattern as for the case of 10 agents; see
Figure 6, it shows single peak towards the higher
number of recovered agents with an average of
(approximately) 93 percent recovered agents in both
cases. Variation in number of recovered agents for 1000
samples in case of population count 100 and 1000 was
31 and 9 percent respectively, which is much lower then
90 percent variation in all samples observed in
population count 10. Moreover, the average on all
simulations were also close to the peak that differs a lot
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Figure 8: Average Numbers of Recovered Agents for a
Sample of 1000 Simulations for 100 and 1000 Agents
resp. with 1% Initially Infected
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yields a similar percentage of recovered population for
all total population sizes; see Table 4.

In Fig. 8 the results for similar populations have
been shown with 1% initially infected. In these
simulations for a population of overall size 100 an
average of 60.5% recovered and 99% variation in all
samples was observed which is somewhat similar in
behaviour as of population count 10; see Fig. 6 that also
shows two peaks with nearly average pattern. But the
population of overall size 1000 has shown a graph
almost similar to an average of 92.98% and 8.40%
variation in all samples as that has been seen for 10%
initially infected for the same population count; see Fig.
7. To further investigate this behaviour change as seen
in a population of overall size 100 with a change of
percentage of initially infected, simulations were
performed for 0.1% initially infected for a population
count of 1000. These simulations have confirmed the
graph change pattern observed in case of population
count 100; see Fig. 9.

Table 3: Percentage of Recovered Population in Total
Population Count [N] 10, 100 and 1000 Agents resp.
with 10, 1 and 0.1 Percent Initially Infected [I(0)]
in Population Based Simulation.
N/I(0)
10%
1%
0.10%

10
55.620
34.910
27.070

100
55.620
34.910
27.070

1000
55.620
34.910
27.070

Table 4: Average Percentage of Recovered in the
Sample of 1000 Simulations for Total Population
Count [N] 10, 100 and 1000 Agents resp. with 1, 10
and 100 Initially Infected Agents [I(0)]
in Agent Based Simulation.
N/I(0)
1
10
100

300

10
61.620
100.00
-----

100
60.485
93.506
100.00

1000
58.502
92.982
93.830

250

Taking this number of initially infected agents rather
then percentage of initially infected population as a
parameter for similar experimental configuration is yet
another subtle difference between population-based and
agent-based simulation results of epidemics; see Table 3
and Table 4.
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DISCUSSION
Papers addressing agent-based simulation of epidemics
usually do not make a comparison between populationbased models and agent-based models; see for example
(Emrich, Suslov, Judex, 2007). Although in (Bagni,
Berchi, and Cariello, 2002), a number of different types
of models are briefly discussed, these models have not
been compared by applying them to certain scenarios.
The comparative exploration of population-based
simulation and agent-based simulation reported in this
paper shows different phenomena that were not directly
easy to predict. For the settings that were used, a large
number of agent-based simulations based on only 10
agents provided an average of infected and recovered
persons around 5 that is not far from the results of the
population-based model with the same settings.
However, the variation was very wide. It was very rare
that the simulation came up with a result that is close to
the average. On the contrary, almost half of them ended
up in 1, and almost the other half in the maximal
number of 10 recovered persons. For higher numbers of
agents (100 and 1000) the outcome is completely
different. For these cases the outcomes concentrate on
the maximal number of infected and recovered persons;
the variation is very low for these cases. Furthermore,
the averages are also close to the maximal number of
persons and therefore deviate a lot (around 100%) from
the outcome of the population-based model with the
same settings with average around 5. Based on the
results the following can be noted:

Figure 9: Numbers of Recovered Agents for a Sample
of 1000 Simulations for 1000 Agents resp. with 0.1
Percent [1 Agent] Initially Infected
From the above simulations it is evident that in
agent-based simulations for epidemics the percentage of
the initially infected population is not the factor to be
taken same for similar experimental configuration for
different population sizes but it is the number of initially
infected agents that should be taken same; see also
Table 2.
Table 2: Average Percentage of Min, Max and Average
Recovered in the Sample of 1000 Simulations for 10,
100 and 1000 Agents with 1 Agent Initially Infected
Total Population
Initial Susceptible

10
9

100
99

1000
999

Initial Infected

1

1

1

Average Recovered

61.62

60.4

58.5

Min Recovered
Max Recovered
Variation in Samples

10.00
100.00
90.00

1.00
100.00
99.00

0.10
96.40
96.30

From above it is found that in population-based
modelling of epidemics a similar percentage of initially
infected population yields in a similar percentage of
recovered population for all total population sizes; see
Table 3. But in case of agent-based modelling the initial
count of the infected population the (approximately)
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Kermack, W.O., and McKendrick, W.G. (1927). A
contribution to the mathematical theory of epidemics.
Proceedings of the Royal Society of London, Series A 115,
pp. 700-721.
Lotka A.J. (1924) Elements of Physical Biology. Reprinted by
Dover in 1956 as Elements of Mathematical Biology.
Maynard Smith, J. (1974). Models in Ecology. Cambridge
University Press, Cambridge.
Ross, R. (1916). An application of the theory of probabilities
to the study of pathometry. Part I. Proceedings of the
Royal Society of London, Series A 92, pp. 204-230.
Sichman, J.S., and Antunes, L. (eds.) (2006). Multi-AgentBased Simulation VI, Proceedings of the Sixth
International Workshop on Multi-Agent-Based Simulation,
MABS'05. Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelligence, vol.
3891, Springer Verlag, 2006
Volterra, V. (1926). Fluctuations in the abundance of a species
considered mathematically. Nature 118, 558-560.
Volterra, V. (1931). Variations and fluctuations of the number
of individuals in animal species living together. In Animal
Ecology. McGraw-Hill, 1931. Translated from 1928
edition by R. N. Chapman
Widmaier, E.P., Raff, H., and Strang, K.T. (2006). Vander’s
Human Physiology: the Mechanisms of Body Functioning,
MacGraw Hill, 10th edition.
Xiao, D., and Ruan, S. (2007). Global analysis of an epidemic
model with nonmonotonic incidence rate. Journal of
Mathematical Biosciences, vol. 208 (2007), pp. 419-429.

• Average outcomes do not match well
The assumption that a population-based model shows
the same results as the average of agent-based models
only holds for the smaller number of agents, not for the
larger numbers; this is the opposite as is sometimes
assumed: that for larger numbers of agents the averages
will approximate the outcome of a population-based
simulation. This assumption is refuted by the simulation
experiments.
• Variation low for large numbers of agents
However, for small numbers of agents the variation is so
high that the average number gets less meaning.
• Agent-based simulations more faithful?
The answer on this question can be yes or don’t know.
Yes because a real difference is shown, so probably the
agent-based model will be closer to reality. The answer
can also be ‘don’t know’ because it is not clear at
forehand which of the two different outcomes is closer
to reality. Possibly reality is even in between the two
outcomes. To verify this, detailed empirical data have to
be analysed, specific plans for this have not been made
(yet) for this first explorative study.
• The threshold law
The threshold law shows in both the agent-based and
population-based simulations.
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Further work would be to take empirical data and
compare the two types of models with these data.
Moreover, the relationship between equilibria and the
initial values for susceptibles and infectives can be
explored further in the context of empirical data.
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behavior is inspired mostly by nature phenomena,
instead of classical artificial intelligence (rational
approach) which is more concerned about logic,
rationality and just partially on algorithms inspired by
nature. Another significant difference between AI and
ALife approach is in the object of interest. Artificial
intelligence is focused on complex thinking for example
chess playing, text understanding, disease diagnostic etc.
ALife if on the other hand focused on basic elements of
natural behavior with strong stress on survival in
environment. The most of existing ALife approaches are
based on algorithms, which enables robots as artificially
created creatures, to evolve and adapt [Kadlecek, 2001].
Biological systems have inspired the development of a
large number of artificial intelligence techniques such as
neural network architectures, genetic and evolutionary
programming, robotic and multi-agent systems. Each
biological system brings a large amount of evolutionary
baggage unnecessary to support intelligent behavior, but
focusing not on content but on principles, the study of
animal behavior can provide a lot of models that can be
successfully implemented within a robotic or agent
system. Due to the inherent complexity of these systems,
a multi-level analysis approach supported with a lot of
experiments and simulations is required. Animals, in
contrast to the majority of agent applications, in which
agents are highly specialized in terms of behavior,
deployment environment, learning capabilities etc.,
incorporate broad set of behaviors and high level of
adaptability, mobility, social capabilities, proactivity,
reactivity, and are employing various learning methods
in one system [Wooldridge and Jennings, 1995]. They
have to provide wide set of behaviors such as predator
avoidance, nesting, fighting, eating, exploring, sleeping,
reproduction and others. With computational power of
computers we have reached the point when we can
imitate Mother Nature. ALife tries to model “the world
as it is” or “the world as it could be”. ALife gives us
chance to test our comprehension of intelligence,
adaptation for living conditions and evolution [Kadlecek
and Nahodil, 2001].
The philosophy of classical MAS has been reversed in
Artificial Life. ALife draws inspiration from many
science disciplines such as biology, ethology, sociology,
psychology, mathematics (grammars) and physics.
ALife is often being connected with emergence. By
mutual local cooperation of primitives a new
phenomenon on global level arises. This is called

KEYWORDS
Anticipation, Simulation, Hybrid Architecture, Animate,
Behavior, Artificial Life, Artificial Creatures.
ABSTRACT
Our research is focused on simulation of agents animates. The architecture of these agents is mainly
inspired by nature; therefore they are sometimes called
artificial creatures. The main contribution of this paper
is the description of designed simulation environment
architecture for the Artificial Life (ALife) domain. It
was named the World of Artificial Life (WAL). Our
platform incorporates also results of research in domain
of hybrid agent architectures. Based on these results it
focuses to the proposal and implementation of the
simulation environment for them. First, we present the
alternatives for our simulation environment which we
evaluated and considered to use. Since we did not
selected any of them further in the text we will formulate
the problem we were solving and its important goals,
followed by presentation of our proposal for such
simulator and overview of achieved results.
STATE OF THE ART
This chapter is separated into two parts. First part
describes the Artificial Life (ALife) field in general and
discusses the current trends and streams. The second
part is focused on the simulation environments for
Artificial Life simulation.
Artificial Life
The trend in artificial intelligence leans towards
communities of robots-agents. These structures appears
in nature in all types of complexity starting from genes,
cells, multi-cell structures, through plants, animals,
groups of animals up to their societies. Similarly to the
Nature also in robotics it is obvious that one superintelligent robot (and therefore expensive) is with its
abilities far behind a swarm of small, simple and less
intelligent but also the less expensive robots. It is
believed, that the power lies in quantity and simplicity.
Also the range of possible types of tasks implemented
on community of mutual cooperative robots is much
wider than in case of one super-robot. Therefore
approaches from Artificial Life are more often applied
for control of community of robots. ALife approach
(biological model) of implementation of intelligent
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created. That layer creates screen displays and it also
creates the level below it, which is called the "model
swarm". The model swarm in turn creates the individual
agents, schedules their activities, collects information
about them and relays that information when the
observer swarm needs it. This terminology is not
required by Swarm, but its use does facilitate it. Swarm
libraries provide a number of convenient pieces of code
that will facilitate the design of an agent-based model.
These tools facilitate the management of memory, the
maintenance of lists, scheduling of actions, and many
other chores.

emergence and is achieved without any central control.
The principle of superposition of primitives is not valid
– nonlinear behavior of elemental primitives. Tools for
evolution towards more complex and more perfect
structures are self-reproduction, mutation and selection.
Simulation Environments
There is a lot of a freely available application or
simulators for ALife domain available on the Internet.
The issue with these is that almost all of them are
focused on one phenomenon or one particular problem.
There are not much general frameworks that would give
wide range of possibilities. We are searching for a
simulation environment that would give us enough
freedom to program mind of the agent while the virtual
world (including not only the graphical representation
but also the functionality in terms of provision of
sensoric input) are provided by the application. There
are just few such applications available. We will
mention here two of them that in our opinion were close
enough to be used. First of them is StarLogoTNG which
is being developed at Media Laboratory, MIT,
Cambridge, Massachusetts [StarLogoTNG, 2008].
Creators describe this project as programmable
modeling environment for exploring the workings of
decentralized systems. With StarLogoTNG, you can
model many real-life phenomena, such as bird flocks,
traffic jams, ant colonies, and market economies. This
application is the closest one for our requirements hence
we will go in the detail of description. It is fairly new it
was published only last year. The main goal of this
application is to lower the barrier to entry for
programming by making programming easier. This
means that it provides graphical programming language
(block building) and also powerful and editable 3D
environment. This gives wide area of possibilities but
for our purposes it was not wide enough. We would
need to use some programming constructions that are
not part of the provided set.
Another simulation environment widely recognized is
Swarm [Swarm, 2008]. It is a software package for
multi-agent simulation of complex systems, originally
developed at the Santa Fe Institute. The basic
architecture is the simulation of collection of
concurrently interacting agents. It allows the researcher
to describe agent behaviors one by one, agent by agent,
context by context, all while keeping an exact notion of
time and concurrency in the world. Swarm also makes it
possible to compose or decompose hierarchies of agents.
Swarm Code is Object-Oriented. The swarm libraries
are written in a computer language called "Objective-C",
a superset of the C language. Objective-C adds the
ability to create software "classes" from which
individual instances can be created. These instances are
self-contained entities, and the terminology of objectoriented programming turns out to be very well suited to
discussions of agent-based models. Most swarm
applications have a structure that roughly goes like this.
First, a top level often called the "observer swarm" is

REQUIREMENTS AND GOALS
The main goal of our effort was to develop a simulator
on a high modularity level and simple enough to be
usable by anyone interested in the ALife research. Our
simulator helped us to focus on the studied topic while
abstracting from implementation details of the
environment itself. Special care has been applied to
possibilities of analysis, either during the simulation or
after the simulation from saved data. Visualization
modules are covering not only displaying the simulated
agent world in 3D, but are targeted on efficient analysis
of agents' behavior. Visualization can provide both
simplified and attractive view in order to present the
simulation either to broader or non-technical audience.
Together with scientific views with various statistics and
value details of the agent world, in or to satisfy needs of
scientists for detailed analysis of behavior of the
simulated system.
DESIGNED ABSTRACT ARCHITECTURE
+P QTFGT VQ KORNGOGPV VJG UGV VCUM C IGPGTCN CDUVTCEV
CTEJKVGEVWTG YCU RTQRQUGF CPF PCOGF 9#. #DUVTCEV
#TEJKVGEVWTG 9#.# KP UJQTV 6JKU UJQWNF RTQXKFG
IGPGTCN IWKFG QT KPUVTWEVKQPU JQY CP CRRNKECVKQP HQT
UKOWNCVKQP QH #TVKHKEKCN .KHG UJQWNF DG FGHKPGF CPF
KORNGOGPVGF YKVJ ECTG HQT JKIJ KPVGTQRGTCDKNKV[ CPF
OQFWNCTKV[ DGVYGGP XCTKQWU KORNGOGPVCVKQPU 6JKU
FGUKIPYCUPQVYQTMQHQPGRGTUQPDWVTGUWNVQHVKIJV
EQQRGTCVKQPCPFOCP[FKUEWUUKQPU9JKNGFGUKIPKPIVJKU
CDUVTCEV CTEJKVGEVWTG YG MGRV KP OKPF VJCV QWT
KORNGOGPVCVKQP ECP DG UWRGTUGFGF KP HWVWTG D[ DGVVGT
QPGU DWV KH KV YKNN UVKEM YKVJ VJG RJKNQUQRJ[ CPF
TGEQOOGPFCVKQPU QH VJG CDUVTCEV CTEJKVGEVWTG CIGPVU
YKNNDGVTCPUHGTCDNGYKVJPQPGQTOKPQTTGRTQITCOOKPI
CPFTGFGUKIP#PQVJGTIQCNQH9#.#KUVQCUUWTGVJCV
CIGPVU ECP CNUQ TWP CPF EQORGVG QP QVJGT
KORNGOGPVCVKQPU QH UCOG CTEJKVGEVWTG 6JG TGCUQP HQT
VJKU KU GXCNWCVKQP QH TGUWNVU YJGP FKHHGTGPV CIGPVŏU
CTEJKVGEVWTGU CPF CRRTQCEJGU ECP DG GXCNWCVGF KP DCUG
GPXKTQPOGPV QT VQ UKORN[ VGUV CIGPVUŏ DGJCXKQT KP
FKHHGTGPV GPXKTQPOGPV VJCP JG YCU FGUKIPGF HQT 9G
ECP QDUGTXG KH JG ECP CFCRV CPF VQ PGY EKTEWOUVCPEGU
CPF UWTXKXG 9#.# KVUGNH FGHKPGU OQFWNCT DNQEM
CTEJKVGEVWTGQHRNCVHQTOCUKVKUUJQYPQP(KIWTG
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VJGUG FCVC QT LWUV RCTV QH KV VQ GZVGTPCN OQFWNGU 'CEJ
EQPPGEVGF GZVGTPCN OQFWNG ECP CUM HQT FCVC CPF WUG
VJGOHQTKVURWTRQUGU6JGKPPGTFCVCTGRTGUGPVCVKQPKU
PQV FGHKPGF KP CDUVTCEV CTEJKVGEVWTG +V ECP DG
KORNGOGPVGFKPXCTKQWUYC[UCPFKVFQGUPQVOCVVGTCU
NQPI CU VJG KPVGTHCEG HQT GZEJCPIKPI QH VJKU FCVC
TGOCKPU VJG UCOG 6JKU KPVGTHCEG UJQWNF YQTM KP DQVJ
FKTGEVKQPUHQTGZRQTVKPIVJGFCVCVQDGTGCFD[GZVGTPCN
OQFWNGU CU YGNN CU HQT TGEGKXKPI WRFCVGU QH VJG FCVC
UVTWEVWTG HTQO OQFWNGU 6JG TWPPKPI UKOWNCVKQP ECP
CNUQDGUVQRRGFCVCP[OQOGPVCPFGXGPVTCEGFDCEMVQ
EGTVCKPRQKPVCPFTWPCICKPVQQDUGTXGKHCP[EJCPIGQH
DGJCXKQT YKNN QEEWT KP GZCEVN[ VJG UCOG UKVWCVKQP
%JCPIG QH UKOWNCVKQP RCTCOGVGTU UJQWNF DG CXCKNCDNG
YJKNG VJG UKOWNCVKQP KU TWPPKPI #U CP CIGPV YG
WPFGTUVCPF CP[ QDLGEV KP UKOWNCVKQP GKVJGT XKTVWCNN[
CNKXG ETGCVWTGRTGFCVQT QTXKTVWCNN[PQPNKXKPI VTGGU
HQQFYCVGTTQEMU 5GPUQTUCPFGHHGEVQTUQHVJGCIGPV
CTGVJGKTKPVGTHCEGYKVJXKTVWCNYQTNFCPFVJGTGHQTGVJG[
CTG RCTV QH GPXKTQPOGPVCPFNC[GTU$GUKFGUVJCVCIGPV
OKPF CPF EQPVTQN CTG PQV RCTV QH VJG GPXKTQPOGPV CPF
ECPDGCNUQTGOQVG6JGDKPCT[HQTOCVKUIQQFHQTDQVJ
CUKVECPDGRCTUGFXGT[SWKEMN[

Simulated World in Layers

Simulation Environment - Engine
Visualization

Layer 1
Layer 2
Layer n

Analysis

Parameterization

Other

Agent 1

Agent 2

Agent n

Figure 1: $NQEM5EJGOGQH9#.#DUVTCEV#TEJKVGEVWTG
Platform - Engine
The core part of the simulation environment will be
referred to as the engine or platform. It is the base unit
and it controls run of the simulation on a program level.
This means it synchronizes the whole application –
gives impulses on start and end of each step. It contains
an interface for modules and it contains and maintains
its parts. There are two components of the environment
the layers and agents. In one simulation step engine asks
all layers to evaluate actions of all agents and
environmental changes according to these actions. The
distribution of evaluation to layers means distribution of
simulation control so that each layer can run in different
computation thread (on multiprocessor unit they also
might run on different processors). The main data
structure where parameters of all layers and agents are
stored is maintained by engine. This data can be view or
modified by agent actions or even by external modules.
It is important to distinguish between the control part of
the engine, which interacts mostly with the operating
system (graphical interface, loading and saving
configuration, user interaction etc.) and the part
providing and simulating the virtual world for agents.
The first is done by above described engine. The second
function is described further in the text and is handled
by layers.

Engine Interfaces

6JKU KU VJG RCTV QH VJG CRRNKECVKQP FKTGEVN[ KPVGTCEVKPI
YKVJ VJG CIGPV XKC JKU UGPUQTU CPF GHHGEVQTU .C[GTU
FGHKPG VJG XKTVWCN QT UKOWNCVGF YQTNF KP YJKEJ CIGPVU
NKXG+VUGTXGUHQTNQIKECNCPFEQORWVCVKQPCNUGRCTCVKQP
QHQRGTCVKQPUYJKEJJCUVQDGEQPVTQNNGFD[GPIKPG6JG
NC[GT KU C NQIKECNN[ UGRCTCDNG RCTV QH VJG GPXKTQPOGPV
YJKEJ ECP DG WUGF UVCPFCNQPG CPF YJKEJ YJGP
EQODKPGF YKVJ QVJGTU FGHKPGU VJG GPXKTQPOGPV CU
YJQNG#NNCIGPVUJCXKPIKPHNWGPEGKPCRCTVKEWNCTNC[GT
QTDGKPIKPHNWGPEGFD[VJKUNC[GTOWUVDGTGIKUVGTGFKP
KV6JKUOGCPUVJCVVJGNC[GTJCUVJGHWNNKPHQTOCVKQPHQT
EQORWVKPI VJG PGZV UVGR 6JG NC[GT YKNN GXCNWCVG CPF
GZGEWVG CIGPVUŏ CEVKQPU KP GCEJ UVGR #EEQTFKPI VQ VJG
GZGEWVGFCEVKQPUQHVJGCIGPVUVJGNC[GTYKNNOQFKH[KVU
QYPXCNWGUCPFVJGPYKNNRTQXKFGCPGYUGPUQT[FCVCVQ
CIGPVU6JGNC[GTOWUV JCXGVJGCDKNKV[VQTGIKUVGTCPF
FGTGIKUVGT VJG CIGPV CPF CNUQ HKNN VJG UGPUQTU QH VJQUG
TGIKUVGTGF CIGPVU 6JKU OGCPU VJCV KV OWUV JCXG
KPVGTHCEGHQTEQOOWPKECVKPIYKVJUGPUQTU(QTGZCORNG
VJG VJGTOCN NC[GT UJQWNF JCXG VJG CDKNKV[ VQ RTQXKFG
KPHQTOCVKQPHQTUGPUQTUQHVGORGTCVWTG+PGCEJUVGRVJG
NC[GTOWUVTGCFCIGPVUGZGEWVGFCEVKQPUGXCNWCVGVJGO
YJGVJGT VJG[ CTG RQUUKDNG QT GZGEWVCDNG  OQFKH[ VJG
GPXKTQPOGPV CPF RTQXKFG PGY UGPUQT[ FCVC $CUKECNN[
VJGTGYGTGVYQV[RGUQHNC[GTUFGHKPGF6JGRQKPVNC[GT
KPYJKEJECPVJGXCNWGDGGXCNWCVGFFKTGEVN[QTECPDG
QDVCKPGF KOOGFKCVGN[ HTQO NC[GTU FCVC 6JG ITCFKGPV
NC[GTYJGTGVJGXCNWGKPVJGRQKPVQHKPVGTGUVECPPQVDG
GXCNWCVGF LWUV HTQO VJGCEVWCNKPHQTOCVKQPDWVCNUQVJG
JKUVQT[ QH VJG XCNWG OWUV DG VCMGP KP CEEQWPV 6JG
RJ[UKECNDQF[QHVJGCIGPVCPFJKUUGPUQTUCPFGHHGEVQTU
CTG CNUQ RCTV QH VJG GPXKTQPOGPV UQ KV KU PGEGUUCT[ VQ
KPVGTRTGV VJGO KP KV 6JG NC[GT OWUV JCXG VJG

+PVGTHCEG DGVYGGP UKOWNCVKQP GPXKTQPOGPV CPF KVU
RTQITCO UWTTQWPFKPI CU HQT GZCORNG XKUWCNK\CVKQP
CPCN[UKU VQQN QT RCTCOGVGTK\CVKQP  KU KORQTVCPV RCTV QH
CRRNKECVKQP 6JKU KU YJCV OCMGU 9#. OQFWNCT CPF
FKUVTKDWVCDNG (TQO URGGF QH FCVC RTQEGUUKPI RQKPV QH
XKGY KV KU UWKVCDNG VQ GZEJCPIG KPHQTOCVKQP KP DKPCT[
HQTOCV +V KU CNUQ RQUUKDNG VQ WUG VGZV DCUGF HQTOCVU
UWEJCU:/.6JGVGZVWCNHQTOCVKUKPRTKPEKRNGJKIJN[
TGFWPFCPV DWVFGUETKRVKXG CPFKVURTQEGUUKPIEQWNFDG
UNQY 5VKNN KV ECP DG WUGF HQT QHHNKPG CPCN[UKU 'PIKPG
EQPVCKPU CNN KVU FCVC VJG FCVC QH NC[GTU CPF CIGPVU KP
KPPGT VTGGDCUGF FCVC UVTWEVWTG +V ECP RTQXKFG CNN QH
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KPHQTOCVKQP JQY OWEJ URCEG VJG DQF[ UGPUQTU CPF
GHHGEVQTU VCMGU 6JKU EQWNF GPCDNG DWKNFKPI QH OQTG
EQORNGZ CIGPV HTQO DCUKE DNQEMU 6JGRQVGPVKCNQHVJG
NC[GTU YCU VJGP WUGF KP UGXGTCN YQTMU YJGP VJG
KORNGOGPVCVKQPU JCF WR VQ UGXGP FKHHGTGPV NC[GTU
=(QNV[P?6JGCFXCPVCIGQHNC[GTUKUVJCVVJG[ECP
UQNXG EQOOWPKECVKQP DGVYGGP CIGPVU KP UGPUG QH
őRJ[UKECNŒFKUVTKDWVKQPQHVJGUKIPCN9GECPKORNGOGPV
VJG CEQWUVKE NC[GT CPF RTQRCICVG VJG UQWPF DCUGF QP
VJG RJ[UKECN NCYU 6JKU UQNXGU VJG RTQDNGO QH
VTCPURQTVKPI VJG OGUUCIG PQV VJG WPFGTUVCPFKPI CPF
EQPVGZV QH VJG OGUUCIG 6Q UWO WR NC[GTU KP QPG
UKORNGUGPVGPEGVJG[KORNGOGPVXCTKQWURJ[UKECNNCYU
%QORNGVG RJ[UKECN FGUETKRVKQP KU CNOQUV WPCEJKGXCDNG
.C[GTUECPDTKPIWUENQUGTVQKV

UWRRQTVGF6JKUNGCFUVQOCP[CFXCPVCIGUDGECWUGVJG
XCNWG QH VJG RCTCOGVGT ECP DG CNUQ OCRRGF VQ UJCRG
JGKIJV YKFVJ QT NGPIVJ QT OCP[ QVJGTU #PQVJGT
CFXCPVCIG KU RQUUKDKNKV[ VQ WUG UGPUKVKXKV[ CPCN[UKU
#PCN[VKECNVQQNURTQXKFGQHHNKPGQTQPNKPGGXCNWCVKQPQH
UKOWNCVKQP VQIGVJGT YKVJ HCUV QTKGPVCVKQP KP EQORNGZ
UKVWCVKQPU +V CNUQ GPCDNGU VJG RQUUKDKNKV[ QH DCEMYCTF
CPCN[UKUQHKPVGTGUVKPIUKOWNCVKQP+VECPDGCNUQWUGFVQ
QDUGTXG TGNCVKQPU DGVYGGP UGPUQT[ KPRWVU CPFGZGEWVGF
CEVKQPU KG YJCV CEVKQP YCU VTKIIGTGF WPFGT YJGP
VJGTGYCUCURGEKHKEUGPUQT[KPRWVCPFXKEGXGTUC 
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Figure 3: Example of External Visualization

Agent of WAL
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OGUUCIG őUC[ UQOGVJKPIŒ  VQ CPQVJGT KV YKNN WUG KVU
GHHGEVQTU CPF EGTVCKP OGFKC CEQWUVKE YCXG  6JG
KPHQTOCVKQP ECP DG VJGP TGEGKXGF PQV QPN[ D[ VJG
CFFTGUUGGDWVCNUQD[CPQVJGTCIGPVYJQKUKPVJGTCPIG
QH VJG UKIPCN GXGP KH KV FKF PQV TGSWGUV VJKU
KPHQTOCVKQP +VECPFKUTGICTFKVQTCDWUGKVHQTKVUQYP
RWTRQUGU
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Client (external module) 

Figure 5: Block Scheme of External Communication

Figure 4: WAL Agent Decomposition
VISUALIZATION CASE STUDY
We would like to proof usefulness of external modules
for simulation analysis on a case study performed while
redesigning the agent to WAL environment. The
simulation scenario concludes a single agent which was
intended to move an object between two places. The
agent had enough food and water to satisfy its needs.
Figure 6 shows the visualized data from this simulation.
On the left there is a 3D mesh; on the right is a detail of
values in the 60th step. Even a very first look at the 3D
mesh could advise that there is something wrong with
the simulation. Almost all of parameters are zero (the
mesh is flat) [Řehor, 2003].

Agent’s Sensors and Effectors
5GPUQTU CTG VJG CIGPVŏU UGPUGU YJKEJ VJG[ WUG VQ
RGTEGKXG VJG UWTTQWPFKPIU CPF CNUQ KVU UVCVG 6JG
TKEJPGUUQHKPHQTOCVKQPCDQWVVJGUWTTQWPFKPIYQTNFVJG
CIGPV ECP QDVCKP FGRGPFU LWUV QP VJG V[RG CPF PWODGT
QHVJGUGPUQTU.C[GTUUJQWNFMPQYCNNV[RGUQHRQUUKDNG
UGPUQTU VQ DG CDNG VQ HKNN VJGO YKVJ FCVC 6JKU OGCPU
VJCV ETGCVKPI C PGY NC[GT PGEGUUCTKN[ TGSWKTGU CNUQ VJG
ETGCVKQP QH CFGSWCVG UGPUQTU QT CNVGTKPI VJGNC[GTUQKV
ECP YQTM YKVJ EWTTGPV UGPUQTU CPF XKEG XGTUC 9JGP
CFFKPI C PGY UGPUQT KV KU CNUQ PGEGUUCT[ VQ CNVGT VJG
NC[GTU UQ VJG[ MPQY VJKU UGPUQT CPF CTG CDNG VQHKNNKV
'HHGEVQTU UGTXGU CIGPV HQT KPVGTCEVKQP YKVJ KVU
UWTTQWPFKPIU  9G WUG UKORNKHKGF GHHGEVQTU (QT
GZCORNG YG WUG GHHGEVQTU QH OQVKQP YJKEJ ECP OQXG
CIGPVUKPEGTVCKPFKTGEVKQPYKVJEGTVCKPURGGF1HECWUG
YG EQWNF IQ FGGRGT KP FGVCKN CPF KORNGOGPV GHHGEVQTU
UWEJ CU NGI QT YJGGN DWV VJKU YQWNF FKUVTCEV WU D[
UQNXKPI KPXGTUG CPF HQTYCTF MKPGOCVKEU VCUMU GVEŗ 
HTQO QDUGTXKPI VJG DGJCXKQT 9G FQ PQV TGSWKTG VJKU
NGXGN QH FGVCKN DWV YG CTG PQV TWPPKPI CYC[ HTQO KV
CPFVJGRQUUKDKNKV[VQKORNGOGPVKVKUUVKNNQRGP
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GZRNKEKVFCVCUGPFKPI6JKUEQOOWPKECVKQPECPDGFQPG
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UJCTGFOGFKWO6JGEQOOWPKECVKQPDGVYGGPDQF[CPF
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GXGP TGOQVGN[ XKC XCTKQWU OGFKC HQT GZCORNG QXGT
6%2+2 UGG (KIWTG   %QOOWPKECVKQP QP VJG CIGPV
NGXGN OGCPU UGPFKPI C OGUUCIG HTQO QPG CIGPV VQ
CPQVJGT QT ITQWR QH CIGPVU*GTGYGYQWNFNKMGVQNGV
NC[GTU FGEKFG YJQ TGEGKXGU VJG KPHQTOCVKQP CPF YJQ
PQV 9G CTG VT[KPI VQ TGHNGEV VJG TGCN YQTNF DGJCXKQT
YJGTG KPHQTOCVKQP KU ECTTKGF XKC FKHHGTGPV OGFKC CPF
ECP DG TGEGKXGF D[ XCTKQWU GPVKVKGU DCUGF QP VJGKT
UGPUQT ECRCDKNKVKGU 9JGP QPG CIGPV YCPVU VQ UGPF C

Tiredness

0

Figure 6: Visualized Data of Simulation -Using VAT
This means that the agent is neither hungry nor thirsty; it
is neither tired nor sleepy. The reason for this could be a
data export failure, a mistake in implementation of the
inner agent vegetative block or a bad initial
configuration of an agent. Because we run the
simulation previously and export of data and the
vegetative block were working properly, there is no
problem with implementation itself. Brief check of the
configuration showed that - there was to high value set
to
the
time
function
for
the
chemical
increasing/decreasing. Figure 7 shows the mesh after the
configuration mistake correction.
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Architectures Using WAL
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Figure 7: Use Case: Correct Setup – Using VAT

One of the first architectures using the WAL
environment was anticipatory agent architecture named
Lemming [Foltyn, 2005]. It uses the algorithms known
from Artificial Intelligence for agent's learning and
offers an alternative to genetic programming and the
artificial neural networks commonly used in ALife
domain. This model ensures agent's survival in unknown
dynamically changing environment. As you can se on
the Figure 8 the visualization of the world changed but
the engine is powered by the WAL architecture.



RESULTS DISCUSSION
It is very difficult to provide comparison of simulation
environments. However the usefulness and applicability
of the platform needs to be measured somehow in order
to evaluate which parameters are better in our
proposition from other works. The main difficulty is that
there are two components to run the simulation. First of
them is the hereby described environment, second is the
control of the agent itself (agent mind). Comparing just
the environments without agents would limit us just to
naming the programming tools, used 3D engines and
maybe reaction time of the application itself. This would
not be enough to compare from the ALife simulation
point of view. If we place an agent into such
environment that it is again hard to distinguish between
the qualities of an agent and qualities of the
environment. The scientific way to solve this situation
would be to create a reference agent and place it into
multiple environments and then compare. This approach
unfortunately faces technical difficulties in terms of
modularity of compared applications, different
implementation languages etc. This would lead to the
abstracted comparison where we would need to define
just qualities of the agent and implement these agents
separately. Another objection might be raised here for
objectivity of such approach. Different implementations
would skew or results. Each programming language
used for that has its strengths and weaknesses. To avoid
these we would really need a very simple abstract agent.
Would this agent test the qualities of the simulation
environment? We believe not. This whole discussion
leads us to conclusion that on the field of simulators
especially from the Artificial life point of view we still
do not have a comparison method. Also this topic will
be in the scope of our further research. We would like
to briefly introduce two architectures which are powered
by WAL simulation environment and has been
published lately.

Figure 8: Architecture Lemming



Architecture is ACS proposed by M. Mach [Mach,
2005]. It uses successfully the Hidden Markov models
combined by a reinforcement learning method.
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synthesis. The signed graph model extension to the
directed operator graph model allows one to formally
develop synergetic and attractive scenarios. They are
hypothetic discrete movement trajectories of the
modeled system in a phase space of variables (factors),
based on the information about system structure and
control actions performed (Kononov et al. 2001). The
proposed method consists of an approximation of SES
development trends by trajectory fragments, defined by
impulse processes on the directed graph. Here the basic
tendencies of the system development are defined
without external influences (synergetic scenarios) or
with predetermined control influences (attractive
scenarios - direct control task).

KEYWORDS
Scenario, control, sustainable development.
ABSTRACT
This paper presents basic principles of a scenario
approach application to the problem of optimal
development of social economic systems. The
formalized description of scenario of system sustainable
development is introduced and synergetic and attractive
scenarios are examined. The modes providing stable and
safe development of social economic system are
investigated for synergistic scenarios, however for
attractive scenarios it is the control purpose. Scenario
design example based on the use of the social economic
system development model represented by signed the
graph language are given. Formal methods of such
scenarios development, the "Object-subject" method
and the method of base scenarios, are proposed.

If the observed parameter characteristics are negative, it
is possible to solve a reverse task – to find effective
control decisions and their application to the model
(generation of attractive scenarios). As a possible
option, static or dynamic control approaches could be
applied. The static control approach does not change
relations between structural elements; however, the
dynamic control approach changes the model structure
of SES development.

INTRODUCTION
The analysis of the behavior of dynamic processes,
appearing in socioeconomic systems under the influence
of disturbances of different nature, is an important step
of formal decision-making procedures for a wide range
of control problems in the systems for providing
predetermined security level. Typical tasks of this kind
are tasks that appear under investigation of not quite
well-structured and non-structured problems with low
quality of the initial data and with qualitative
description of dependences. Getting a numerical
solution with the precise normative models in this case
is unreasonable. It is applied in full to the problem of
working out of a strategy of regional, national and
international crisis-free development. Under such
conditions the role of the analysis methods that allow by
information available about structural features of an
investigated system to judge about appropriate
development directions of a dynamic processes, their
sustainability and other features, becomes very
important. Such a task can be solved by synthesis of
scenario of a social economic system (SES)
development (Kononov et al. 1999).

THE
CONCEPT
OF
A
DEVELOPMENT SCENARIO

SUSTAINABLE

The problem of complex systems safety control appears
in different fields and it relates to the development of
system object of different levels. There are many
different kinds of complex systems that could be
classified by fields of activity, applied research
methods, possibility of application and consequences of
one or another control influence, ranging from a
particular individual to the objects of global scale. A
major feature of SES is absence of an emergency
situation during its functioning and development
process.
Safety as an aggregation of system functioning
properties, including stability, adaptability, vitality, etc.,
can be formally described by the presence of the
following conditions:
• possibility of determination and retention of some
system parameters in the defined area of space, i.e.
observability and controllability;

Recently, the signed graphs have become a popular tool
for analyzing SES functioning and control. They allow
working with quantitative and qualitative data and can
be effectively applied for a system behavior scenario
Proceedings 22nd European Conference on Modelling and
Simulation ©ECMS Loucas S. Louca, Yiorgos Chrysanthou,
Zuzana Oplatková, Khalid Al-Begain (Editors)
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• exclusion of crisis situation appearance in SES that
could destroy its elements and/or relations between
them;
• possibility of guaranteeing the movement of an
object within the phase space in the set direction, for
example, in the direction of the strong and balanced
growth, i.e. the problem statement and its effective
solution about termination, sequencing or
continuation of a system behavior scenario along the
defined trend.

The definition of a crisis-free situation dependent on the

From the scenario-based research point of view, the
safety can be formalized in terms of events and
situation.

The scenarios of sustainable development are
characterized by the most desirable methods of SES
development, saving its homeostasis.

Expected event of a system behavior is defined as

SCENARIO-BASED
RESEARCH
OF
SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT
IN
THE
MODELS OF SES BEHAVIOR WITH SIGNED
DIGRAPH

ℑ = (x(t ), y (t ), t ) , where

way of determining
Let a scenario

ℜ is called the scenario of
sustainable development, if for any τ = 0, T situation
S (τ ) is crisis-free.

t - a time instant,

Let us consider a scenario research of SES when its
behavior model is introduced as an operator graph. A
dynamic of the system behavior is set on the graph

Situation S (t ) at the time instant t is defined as a set of

G (X , E ) where in each node

events which occurred before the moment t :

( ( ) ( ) )

S (t ) = {ℑ(i ) x (i ) ti , y ( i ) ti , ti

parameters’

at

as (S (t ), Θ(t )) , where

time

instant

At time instant t = 0 parameters have initial value
Graph
and
a
set
G (X , E )
v ( i ) (0) .

t is defined

S (t ) - situation at time

)
F = { F ( p ) 1 ≤ p ≤ P } of adjacency matrix F ( p )

instant t , Θ(t ) - quasi-informational hypothesis of a

define structure of the transient, which can be observed
as a sequence of transformations of a condition of
system parameters by the rule:

decision-making person.
Scenario ℜ of system behavior is defined as a

(( ) )

pair I t i , t i , composed according to A
law:

(t)

(

)

)
v p (t ) = ζ ( p) F ,ϑ, v p (t − 1) where 1 ≤ p ≤ P , (2)

choice

()

v (p2 ) (t ) ,…, v (pn ) (t ) } is a
vector - line of values of the parameter p , observed in
nodes of the directed graph at time instant t ; ϑ -

where v p t

(( ) )

ℜ = ℜ{ I t i , t i } i = 0, 1,..., N ; t 0 = 0 .
The value N is called scenario depth, and

column

)

xi ∈ X ( i ∈ N = 1, n ) the
)
P
( i ∈ N ), which
v (i ) ∈ E

determines a current state of the system, is defined.

0 ≤ ti ≤ t , i = 0, 1,..., s; t0 = 0}
I (t )

ℜ with horizon T be defined.

Definition 2. Scenario

z (t ) =( x(t ) , y (t ) ) – expected realization of the
environmental parameters and the phase trajectory.

Condition

)
Q could be different.

T = tN -

= {v

(1)
p

(t ) ,

detected or applied control influence on SES elements.

scenario horizon.

An operator digraph, in which intermatrix relations

F ( p ) in the operator ζ ( p ) are missing, is called

To apply the scenario-based research SES it is important
to select the events significant to an expert which
determine the features of a model of fixing of events in
the set subject domain on the base of the special
knowledge of the experts (Kononov and Kul’ba 1996).

operator digraph with independent components (ICoperational graph). IC-operator graph describes
structure and interaction of base elements of SES, as a
rule, over the range of one stratum fields of the
description and control.

S (t ) is called crisis-free, if
)
z (t ) ∈ int Q
(1)
for all events from S (t ) significant to expert, i.e. the
)
generated sequence of the states is within the set of Q
Definition 1. Situation

The sequence of change of parameter ϑ over time leads
to a sequence of changes of a condition of the system
parameters v
scenario ℜ .

possible states.
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(i )

that form the determined step-to-step

Definition 5. Condition v (0 ) is called T - critical if it
contains T -step threat at realization of any admissible
impulse process

The multitude of scenarios of SES behavior on operator
graph is determined by the strategy of its formation.
Two types of such strategy are considered:
operationally-tactical - k -step sequence of impulses

Im(t , k ) = {OI

(i )
0

(τ )i∈Nˆ }(τ =t ,t + k )

)
v(T + 1) ∉ int Q(τ + 1) .

and strategic - k -

A 1-critical conditions is called emergency.

step sequence of SES structural transformations

Φ (t , k ) = { A(τ )}(τ =t ,t + k ) , that starts at time instant t .

The scenario-based research of safe development of a
system (3)-(6) can be carried out on the base of various
models depending on the sets of allowable conditions

To each of the chosen sequences there corresponds the
linear time step-to-step scenario as a time sequence of
step-to-step events significant to expert.

)
Q(τ ) and strategy of behavior, which are permissible

For the IC-digraph G ( X , A, ζ ) on the horizon T the

impulse processes.

sequence Φ (0, T ) is constant, i.e. A(τ ) = A for all

THE MODEL OF KYOTO PROTOCOL

)
τ = 0, T = T , and T-step impulse process is defined as

As an example of the signed digraph methodology
application, the mechanism of ecological risk
management based on the market distribution of quotas
of environment pollution among countries-pollutants is
considered.

follows:

Im(0, T ) = {OI 0 (τ ) = (OI 0(i ) (τ ))i∈Nˆ }(τ ∈Tˆ ) .

(3)

It is by virtue of a dynamic model

OI (τ ) = OI (τ − 1) A + OI 0 (τ ) ( τ = 0,1,... ),

(4)

According to the international contract, there is a
mechanism of strict regulations of cumulative emission
of harmful substances in an environment from the side
of all industrial enterprises of the countries-participants
of the contract (the Kyoto Protocol). It means that each
participant can get in the world market a quota on a
manufacturing pollution in a certain amount. In abstract
case of the model, it is considered that if the participant
for some reasons exceeds the quota limits provided his
work is stopped. As the quotas distribution is a market
mechanism, quotas can also be objects of sale and
purchase. A competitive struggle can be developed
around quotas. It is essential that the level that limits
cumulative pollution issue is not defined by a demand
for quotas in the market - international agreements
determine them.

Δ v (τ ) = v (τ ) - v(τ − 1) = OI(τ −1) A + OI 0 (τ ) , (5)

where OI (τ ) is the impulse, which has been cumulated
up to the time instant τ , corresponds to the determined
time step-to-step scenario with the beginning in the
expert significant event v(0):

()

(

)

ℜ(0, T , v (0 )) = V Tˆ = {v(τ ) = v (i ) (τ ) i∈Nˆ }(τ ∈Tˆ ) (6)
By a threat the presence of a hypothetical opportunity of
realization of the undesirable phenomena could be
called. Describing SES as a formal system object we
will define a threat as a set of system and environment
factors that could lead to deterioration of a condition of
its system parameters from the decision-maker point of
view. There are internal and external threats. For
impulse processes on operator graph the following
definitions are given:

As the base processes that describe the considered
mechanism, two subsystems are considered for their
qualitative analysis:
1) subsystem "Socium":
- change of an environment quality;
- change of a life quality;
- change of risk of an occurrence of an extreme
ecological situation.
2) subsystem "Industry":
- industry growth;
- change of the level of competitive struggle for
pollution quotas.

The set of available impulses is given ΩIm ∈ E .
n

Definition 3. T -step impulse process Im (0, T ) is
called admissible, if

OI 0 (τ ) ∈ ΩIm for all τ ∈ T̂ .

(7)

Definition 4. At realization of admissible impulse
process Im (0, T ) conditions v (0 ) contain T -step
threat, if

)
v(T + 1) ∉ int Q(τ + 1) .

(9)

The following parameters describing phase states of
base processes are considered:
Q - population life quality;
PO - number of inhabitants;
W - number of workplaces;

(8)
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I – pollution level;
H - risk of occurrence of an extreme ecological
situation;
N – enterprise number;
C - level of competitive struggle;
P - the price on generalized resources - quotas;
E - efficiency of use of the generalized resource;
M - allowed marginal level of issue of harmful
substances.

In this case it also does not solve the problem: a
resonance takes place again. Practically it means that in
any possible way it is reasonable to complicate
influence of rival elements on market mechanisms of
ecological risk management.
Investigation of direct impulse and structural control
approaches enables one to get typical modes of system
behavior with simulation model.
CONSTRUCTION OF THE SCENARIOS
OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
WITH THE "OBJECT-SUBJECT" METHOD
This section discusses the method of optimal control of
the distribution process of indignations by allocation of
nodes-objects and nodes-subjects. The node-object
corresponds to a parameter, whose value has to be
controlled. The node-subject corresponds to a
parameter, by influencing which this controlled change
outstripping in time is carried out. Control is
accomplished by means of preventive inclusion into
nodes-subjects a sequence of external impulses that
form the attractive adaptive scenario of safe

Figure 1: Graph of “Kyoto” Model
The system model is constructed as a signed digraph
(see Figure 1), where nodes are the base processes and
parameters that characterize them. The interference of
processes determined by the socioeconomic and natural
laws is represented by realization of edges with the
appropriate signs. At construction of the model it is
necessary to take into account time parities (ratio)
between the basic and caused impulse processes. In the
model, under consideration an influence transfer time
between base processes is accepted to be equal to the
length of the appropriate way between them in the
signed digraph.
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specify:
• adaptive strategy construction factors:
- a set

)
g ={ g j ∈ N , j = 1, g } of nodes-objects,

so Vob ={ v

(l )

l ∈ g }∈ R g - set of values of their

parameters;

( ) ( l ∈ g ) of values of the
given characteristic h(V , t ) ∈ Q (t ) nodes-

For the constructed model, sufficient conditions of
impulse stability are unsatisfied. It means that at
occurrence of an impulse in any node of (N, C, P) cycle
there is a linear increase in the module of an impulse in
nodes of a cycle (Q, PO, I), i.e. a linear resonance. This
phenomenon can have the following interpretation:
fluctuations in amount of the enterprises conduct the
fluctuations in an occupation level of the population that
"shakes" processes of migration. Increasing fluctuations
on amplitude in a population attract growth of
environmental contamination due to household
pollution. Computing experiment shows the increase in
fluctuations amplitude.

- allowable areas Qob t

(l )

(l )

ob

ob

objects Vob at time instant t ;
- a set of time moments T

(l )

⊆T

(sec)

( l ∈ g ) in

which restrictions for values of parameters in tops
- objects are entered;
• control subjects:

)

- set q ={ q j ∈ N , j = 1, q } of nodes-subjects, so

Vu ={ v ( u ) u ∈ q }∈ R q - set of values of their
parameters;

Assume that socium cannot remain indifferent to
changes of risk of extreme ecological situation. Within
the framework of the offered formalized model it is
possible to use various alternatives of operationallytactical and strategic management. As strategic
management it could mean drawing an edge or further
edges from the node H. The solution when the negative
edge (H, M) is added to the model could be considered
as reasonable in case of risk increase of emergency
solution.

- set of time moments T

(u )

⊆T

(sec)

(u ∈q)

influences on nodes-subjects;
- sequence of operational and tactical impulses in
node u ∈ q

( )

( ( ))

(u,0)
(u)
(u)
Im ( u ) T ( u ) = {OI (τ )}(τ∈T (u) ) ∈ Q ImT , (10)

concentrated in the set of allowable impulses
Q (u ) Im T (u ) ;

( ( ))
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• control purpose:
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Let's consider solving the task under the following
conditions:
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that describes preservation (not increase) of the
parameter values in the given area for nodes-objects at
certain time moments T
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The initial expert significant event
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v0 (t ) is set. To

construct an attractive scenario of δ-sustainable T-safe

))

development
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(

)
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synthesis of the optimum scenario in the form of
sequence step-to-step events significant to experts

u ∈ q , t (u ) ∈ T (u ) ,
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q on the interval T
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ℜ (sec) T (sec) , δ = ℜ(sec) { I (sec)(t ), t } t ∈ T(sec), (19)

i.e. control tools are any impulse processes begun in
nodes-subjects

l ∈g

The method of optimum control of indignation
distribution process by distinguishing nodes-objects and
nodes-subjects assumes that the area of operating
influences is a linear space, i.e. is calculated on use of
infinite admissible pulse processes, which in real life is
hardly possible. Besides, the method of its decision has
an essential shortcoming: the received SES sequence,
though the scenario of T-safe development, but for any
δ>0 contains δ-step threat. At the same time on the
base of the results described in (Kononov et al. 2007)
the following problem can be solved.

satisfying conditions (11). This task is a reverse control
task.

h Vob , t = v (t ) — v (t − 1) t ∈ T (sec) ,

(l )

SYNTHESIS
OF
SCENARIOS
OF
SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT
BY THE METOD OF BASE SCENARIOS

carry out synthesis of optimum control (10) as a
sequence of T -step-by-step expert significant events

ℜ (sec) T (sec) = ℜ(sec) { I (sec) (t ), t } t ∈ T (sec) ,

)= b

τ ∈T ( u )

necessary to construct the attractive T -step-to-step

(

=0

variables OI 0

Thus, the control task is formulated as follows: the

(sec)

t ( l ) −τ

Thus, the solving of the stated reverse task is reduced to
solving of system of linear inequalities with regard to

(11)

for all l ∈ g .

scenario ℜ

OI 0( u ) (τ ) aul

∑ ∑
τ

deduction of values of the parameters Vob appropriate

.

satisfying condition (9).
The mathematical reason to use the method consists in
the following theorems.

It is possible to show that for processes (3)-(6) the
following holds:
t

v (t ) — v (t − 1) = ∑ OI 0 (τ ) At −τ for

(16)

Theorem 1 (on the splitting of the expanded phase
space). On directed graph of the dimension n for each
matrix A there exists a finite canonical structure
Ξ ( A ), representing expert-significant partition of the
expanded phase space Z

τ =0

t = 1,2... , or
v
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(t )— v (t
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,
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.
with k ≠ l ,

Hence, conditions (13)-(14) will be transformed to
t(l )
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∑
∑
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0
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ul
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s

Z = ∑ Z (k ) .
k =1

≤0 for all l ∈ g (17)

Each of these elementary partitions Z

(k )

is absorbent

for any independent pulse process that was started in it
(Kul’ba et al. 2004).

or
-(

(20)

OI 0( u ) (τ ) aul

t ( l ) −τ

+

Thus, for each matrix A it is possible to specify in
advance the modes of the SES concentration generated
by the pulse processes, i.e. to compute (rather than to

τ ∉T ( u )
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(k )

of the Kyoto Protocol is developed with signed directed
graph and possible control actions and their
consequences are discovered.

The parameters grouping k -root subspace, are
connected. The specified groups set SES stratification.

Contribution of co-author J.Bikovska is supported by
the European Social Fund within the National
Programme “Support for carrying out doctoral study
programs and post-doctoral research” project “Support
for the development of doctoral studies at Riga
Technical University”.

indicate by expert) expert- significant partition Z
( k = 1, s ) the expanded phase space

Z.

Theorem 2 (About basic modes of pulse scenarios of
SES development). There are the following types of
basic scenarios: resonant development scenario (RDscenario), compressive development scenario (CDscenario), fluctuation development scenario (FDscenario), resonance-fluctuation development scenario
(PFD-scenario of type “a untwisted spiral”),
compressing-fluctuation development (CFD-scenario of
type “a twisted spiral”). It is possible to extract also
their extreme cases: the stationary scenario and the
reflection scenario.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

KEYWORDS
Plough body’s draft resistance, friction resistance,
analytic correlations, optimisation of parameters.

The objects of the research are the forces acting on the
plough body and its draft resistance depending on the
body design parameters, as well as the physical and
mechanical properties of soil and the working modes.
On the basis of previous investigations, a computer
algorithm has been worked out for the simulation of the
forces exerted by soil upon the operating (lifting and
supporting) surfaces of the plough body, and the draft
resistance caused by these forces (Fig. 1).

ABSTRACT
By using analytical correlations derived as a result of
theoretical research, a computer algorithm has been
worked out for simulating the functions of the plough
body and the forces exerted by soil upon the operating
parts, as well as its draft resistance. These correlations
allow to determine the draft resistance of the plough
depending on the parameters of its body, as well as to
evaluate the impact of the physical and mechanical
properties of soil, such as friction upon it. The greatest
influence upon the draft resistance is exerted by soil
hardness, density and slip resistance along the surfaces
of the operating parts. The latter is also affected by soil
adhesion, which particularly manifests itself in wet clay
soils at lower temperatures. It has been clarified that the
friction resistance constitutes 46 – 62 % of the total
draft resistance of the plough body. The main ways of
lowering the friction resistance and the total draft
resistance of the plough are the introduction of a more
rational design of its body having optimum parameters,
decreasing the resistance of the share-mouldboard
surface and the values of reactions of the supporting
surfaces, as well as the application of antifriction
materials and better modes of joining with tractors.

Figure 1. Scheme of the plough body, its parameters
and acting forces.
According to our previous investigations (Vilde 1999)
the draft resistance Rx of the plough body is determined
by the share of the cutting resistance RPx, the resistance
caused by the gravity (weight) RGx of the soil slice lifted,
by the inertia forces RJx, by soil adhesion RAx and by
weight RQx of the plough body itself (including a part of
the weight of the plough).
(1)

INTRODUCTION

Rx = ∑ R = RPx + RGx + RJx + R Ax + RQx

It follows from our previous investigations (Vilde 1999,
2003, 2004; Rucins and Vilde 2003, 2004, 2006) that
the draft resistance of ploughs depends on the body
parameters, the physical and mechanical properties of
soil and the working modes. However, there were not
enough investigations for analytic assessment of the
impact of the body parameters and the variability of soil
properties, such as friction, on the variations in the
ploughing resistance. This encumbers the calculation of
the proper solution of the plough body design and
raising the ploughing efficiency.
The purpose of these investigations was analytical
assessment of the impact of the variability of the plough
body parameters and the soil friction properties on the
variations in the ploughing resistance in order to
determine the optimal body design under particular soil
conditions to improve the ploughing efficiency.

The vertical reaction Rz and the lateral reaction Ry of the
operating part are defined by corresponding partial
reactions:

ix

Rz = Σ Riz;

Ry = Σ Riy

(2; 3)

The total draft resistance Rx of the operating part is
/
composed of the resistance of the working surface R x
and the resistance of the supporting (lower and lateral)
//
surfaces R x:
Rx = R′x + Rx′ ==∑Rix′ + f0 (∑Riz +∑Riy + pAxySxy + pAxz Sxz)

(4)

where: f0 is the coefficient of the soil friction along the
working and supporting surfaces of the plough body;
pAxy and pAxz – the specific adhesion force applied,
respectively, to the lower and the lateral supporting
surfaces of the body;

Proceedings 22nd European Conference on Modelling and
Simulation ©ECMS Loucas S. Louca, Yiorgos Chrysanthou,
Zuzana Oplatková, Khalid Al-Begain (Editors)
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The resistance of the supporting surface

Sxy and Sxz – the surface area, respectively, of the lower
and the lateral supporting surfaces of the body.
The friction resistance Fx is a constituent part of these
reactions and their components (Rucins et al. 2003),
and, by analogy, we can write that
′ + FGx
′ + FJx′ +FAx
′ + FQx
′ = R′x − R′xo
Fx′ = ∑ Fix′ = FPx

(5)

Fx′′ = f 0 ( R z + R y + p Axy S xy + p Axz S xz ) = R x′′

(6)

Fx = Fx′ + Fx′′

(7)

//
Px

R

RPx = kp ρ0 ib [1+ f0 ctg (γ0 + φ0)]

Forces caused by the gravity of the lifting soil slice:
R Gx' ≈ q δ gk y r sin

− f 0 sin ε 1 sin γ ) −1 sin ε 1 *

[

* sin ε 1 sin γ + f 0 ( sin 2 γ cos ε 1 + cos 2 γ )

(10; 11)

(12)

RGy ≈ qδ g r sin−1 γ (ε2 −ε1) (ε1 + 0.52) ctg γ

(20)

R G z ≈ q δ g r sin − 1 γ (ε 2 − ε 1 )

(21)

R′′Gx = f0 ( RGz + RGy) = FGx′′

(22)

RJx' = q δ v 2k y−1 sin γ { (sin γ cosε1 + cos2 γ sin −1 γ ) *

(13)

(23)

* e f 0 sinγ (ε1 −ε 2 ) − (sin γ cosε 2 + cos2 γ sin −1 γ ) +
+ (cosε1 − f 0 sin ε1 sin γ ) −1 e f 0 sinγ (ε 2 −ε1 ) *

[

* sin ε1 sin ε1 sin γ + f 0 (sin2 γ cosε1 + cos2 γ )

]}

RJz = q δ v 2 k y−1 sin γ sin ε 2 e f0 sinγ (ε 2 −ε1 )

(24)

RJy ≈ q δ v 2 k y−1 sin γ cos γ (1 − cos ε 2 )

(25)

′′ = f 0 ( RJz + RJy ) = FJx′′
RJx

(26)

Forces caused by soil adhesion:
'
RAx
= pA b r sin−1 γ (e f sin γ (ε −ε ) −1) *

(14)

0

At a blunt (threadbare) ploughshare having a rear bevel
the vertical reaction RPz on the hard soils can reach a
summary value of vertical reactions, that arise from
other forces acting on the share-mouldboard surface
(soil gravity and inertia) and the weight Q of the body.
At an inclined ploughshare a lateral reaction RPy arises,
its value being affected by the friction reaction.

2

1

*{ sinγ cosε1 + cos 2γ sin−1 γ + (cosε1 − f0 sinε1 sinγ )−1 *

[

(27)

]}

*sinε1 sinε1 sinγ + f0 (sin2 γ cosε1 + cos 2γ )

RAz = 0;

RAy ≈ 0;

R//Ax = f0 (pAxy Sxy + pAxz Sxz) = F //Ax.

(28), (29)
(30)

where: q – the cross section area of the soil slice;
δ – the density of soil;
kу – the soil compaction coefficient in front of the
operating part;
ƒ0 – the soil friction coefficient against the surface of the
operating element;
v – the speed of the movement of the plough body;
pА – the specific force of soil adhesion;
b – the surface width of the soil slice;
ε1 and ε2 are correspondingly the initial and the final
angles of the lifting (share- mouldboard) surface;
g – acceleration caused by gravity (g = 9.81).

(15)

where: γ0 is the inclination angle of the edge towards the
direction of the movement (the wall of the furrow);
φ0 – the angle of friction.
When friction is absent, f0 = 0, φ0 = 0 and
RPyo = kp ρ0 ib ctg γ0

]}

Forces caused by the soil inertia:

It is evident from formula (13) that friction of soil along
the edge does not influence the cutting resistance of the
edge.
At a sharp ploughshare (the rear bevel is absent)

RPy = kp ρ0 ib ctg (γ0 + φ0)

(19)

+ ( cos ε 1 e f 0 sin γ ( ε 2 − ε1 ) − cos ε 2 )( cos ε 1 −

where: kp is the coefficient involving the impact of the
shape of the frontal surface of the ploughshare edge;
i and b – the thickness and width of the edge.

RPz = 0

γ*

- ( sin γ cos ε 2 + cos 2 γ sin -1 γ )] cos ε 1 +

The cutting resistance R/Px is proportional to soil
hardness ρ0 and the share edge surface area ω:
= kp ρ0 ω = kp ρ0 ib,

−1

* { [( sin γ cos ε 1 + cos 2 γ sin -1 γ ) e f 0 sin γ ( ε 2 −ε1 ) -

Ratio λR of the supporting reactions in the partial and
total draft resistance is determined from correlation:

/
R Px

(18)

The lateral cutting resistance of the knife is determined
by formulae, similar to those for the cutting resistance of
the share. Consequently, similar to the above formulae
will also be the formulae defining the impact of friction
on the total resistance of the knife.

Ratio λF of the friction resistance in the partial and total
resistance (reaction) is determined from their
correlations:

λRi = Ri Rix-1

(17)

The total cutting resistance is:

The friction resistance of the share-mouldboard surface
is defined as the difference between the total resistance
(general value of the partial resistance) and resistance
Rxo in operation without friction (f0= 0).
(8; 9)
Fix = Rix − Rixo ; Fx = R x − R xo

λFix = Fix Rix-1, λFx=FxRx-1

//
Px

= kp ρ0 ib f0 ctg (γ0 + φ0) = F

(16)

The friction of soil along the ploughshare edge reduces
the lateral pressure of the ploughshare (the pressure of
the plough body against the wall of the furrow).
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The mode and status of work:
The ploughing depth
The working width of the body
The cross section area of the soil slice
The soil compaction coefficient in front
of the share-mouldboard surface
The working speed

The draft resistance caused by the body’s weight:

R//Qx

= Q f0

(31)

where: Q – the weight of the plough body (including a
part of the weight of the plough).
The soil friction coefficient and the specific force of soil
adhesion are not constant values. Their values decrease
with the increase in speed (Rucins at al., 2003). This is
considered in calculations.
The resistance of the supporting surfaces of the plough
body depends on the values of the reacting forces. Yet
their value is dependent, in many respects, on the
manner of unification and perfection of the hydraulically
mounted implements of the tractor. The vertical reaction
of the plough with modern tractors having power
regulation is transferred to the body of the tractor, and it
affects the plough resistance to a considerably lesser
degree. There are also solutions for the reduction of the
lateral reaction. In such a way, the dominating
component of the draft resistance of the plough body is
the resistance of its share-mouldboard surface, to the
research of which the present work is mainly devoted.

a = 0.20 m
b = 0.35 m
q = 0.07 m2
ky = 1.1
ν = 1…5m s-1

The inclination angle γ of the horizontal generatrix of
the real share-mouldboard surfaces of the plough bodies
lies between 260…500. Steeper surfaces (γ > 500) refer
to the slanting blades of bulldozers.
As an example, the calculation results of the impact of
the soil friction coefficient f0 upon the draft resistance of
the plough body share-mouldboard (lifting) surface, as
well as reacting forces on the supporting surfaces, the
draft resistance and the total draft resistance of the entire
plough body at the inclination angle ε1 = 30° of the
share (initial soil slice lifting angle), at the inclination
angle γ = 35°…45° of the horizontal generatrix and at
various speeds v are presented in the following graphs.
The draft resistance of the lifting (share-mouldboard)
surface and its components are presented in Figs. 2 – 5,
the reacting forces on the supporting surfaces – in Figs.
6 – 10, the draft resistances of the supporting surfaces –
in Fig. 11, and the total draft resistance of the plough
body – in Fig. 12.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The presented work discusses, as an example, the
simulation results of the impact of the body parameters,
the physical and mechanical properties of soil, such as
the soil friction and the working modes on the draft
resistance of the plough body at various initial lifting
angles ε1, and at various angles γ of the horizontal
generatrices, and at various working widths depending
on the speed of operation when ploughing, for example,
loamy soils, which predominate in Latvia.
Calculations were carried out with a computer according
to the foregoing formulae.
The following values of the basic factors were taken into
consideration affecting the resistance of the share–
mouldboard surface and the plough body.
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Fig.2. Impact of the soil friction coefficient f0 upon the
draft resistance of the plough body share–mouldboard
surface caused by the gravity of the soil slice.

The parameters of the plough body:
The thickness of the share blade and knife i = 0.004 m
The initial angle of the lifted strip of soil
ε1 = 300
The final angle of the lifted strip of soil
ε2 = 1000
The inclination angle of the horizontal
generatrix
γ = 350…450
The radius of the curvature
of the lifting surface
r = 0.5 m
The area of the lower supporting surface Sxy=0.0157m2
The area of the lateral supporting surface Sxz=0.068 m2
The weight of the plough body
Q = 200 kg
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Fig.3. Impact of the soil friction coefficient f0 upon the
draft resistance of the plough body share–mouldboard
surface caused by the soil inertia forces.

The physical and mechanical properties of soil:
The hardness of soil
ρ = 4.1 mPa
The density of soil
δ = 1600 kg m-3
The coefficient of soil friction
f0 = 0...0.6
The adhesion force
pA0 = 2.5 kPa
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Fig.6. Impact of the soil friction coefficient f0 upon the
vertical reaction of the plough body caused
by the gravity of the soil slice.

Fig.4. Impact of the soil friction coefficient f0 upon the
draft resistance of the plough body share–mouldboard
surface caused by adhesion.
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Fig.7. Impact of the soil friction coefficient f0 upon the
vertical reaction of the plough body caused
by the inertia forces of the soil slice.
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Fig.8. Impact of the soil friction coefficient f0 upon the
lateral reaction of the plough body caused
by the gravity of the soil slice.
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Fig.5. Impact of the soil friction coefficient f0 upon the
total draft resistance of the plough body share–
mouldboard surface caused by the soil gravity, the
inertia forces, adhesion and soil cutting resistance at
the inclination angle γ of the horizontal generatrix:
a – γ =35°; b – γ = 40°; c – γ = 45°
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Fig.9. Impact of the soil friction coefficient f0 upon the
lateral reaction of the plough body caused
by the inertia forces of the soil slice.
The calculations and graphs above (Figs. 6–9) show that
the value of the soil friction caused at the soil slice
gravity, inertia forces and adhesion has only a little
influence on the reactions of the supporting surfaces.

From the graphs above (Figs, 2–5) it follows that at the
soil friction coefficient f0 = 0.3...0.4 and at the speed
ν=2…3 m s-1, presently predominating in ploughing, the
draft resistance caused by the soil friction takes
36…42% of the total draft resistance of the share–
mouldboard surface.
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It follows from the graphs above (Fig. 12) that at the
values of the friction coefficient f0 = 0.3...0.4 the draft
resistance caused by the soil friction takes 46…62% of
the total draft resistance of the plough body. It follows
that the total draft resistance is approximately
proportional to the friction coefficient. Increasing the
speed decreases the share (ratio λF) of the friction
resistance in the total draft resistance of the plough
body. This phenomenon can be explained by the
decreasing value of the friction coefficient when the
speed is increasing (Vilde et al. 2007).
From the graphs (Fig. 12) it is evident too that at the
values of the friction coefficient f0 = 0.3...0.4 increasing
the inclination angle of the horizontal genetratrix γ in
the interval γ = 35°…45° increases the draft resistance
of the plough body to 6…10 %. This phenomenon is in
agreement with the previous conclusions that the
optimal values for the inclination angle of the horizontal
genetratrix γ on the initial part of the share–mouldboard
surface are 34…380 (Rucins and Vilde 2007).
It follows from formulas (17) – (30), too, that increasing
the initial lifting angle ε1 increases the draft resistance of
the share-mouldboard surface, including the resistance of
the soil friction (Rucins at al. 2007), but increasing the
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Fig.12. Impact of the soil friction coefficient f0 upon the
total draft resistance of the plough body:
a – γ =35°; b – γ = 40°; c – γ = 45°
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The graph above (Fig. 10) shows that at the values of
the friction coefficient f0 = 0.3...0.4 the lateral reaction
caused by the soil cutting decreases on 36…55%.
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Fig.10. Impact of the soil friction coefficient f0 upon the
lateral reaction caused by the soil cutting with
the plough share at the inclination angle
of the cutting edge γ0 = 40°.
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Fig.11. Impact of the soil friction coefficient f0 upon the
draft resistance of the supporting surfaces of the plough
body: a – γ =35°; b – γ = 40°; c – γ = 45°.
It follows from the graphs above (Fig. 11) that the
increase in speed increases the draft resistance of the
supporting surfaces caused by soil friction. The value of
the inclination angle of the horizontal genetratrix γ at the
interval γ = 35°…45° has only a little influence on the
draft resistance of the supporting surfaces.
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working width of the body decreases the specific draft
resistance of ploughing (Rucins and Vilde 2005). It was
established from them that the optimal values of the
initial lifting angle are ε1 = 28...32° and the optimal
working width of the plough body – b = 45...50 cm.
From the presented example it is evident that the draft
resistance of the supporting surfaces is considerable. It
can reach 25…30% of the total plough body draft
resistance, or 36…44% of its share–mouldboard draft
resistance (Figs. 5, 11, 12).
Therefore it is very important for the reduction of the
energy consumption of ploughing to reduce the draft
resistance of the supporting surfaces. It may be obtained
by using a contemporary hang–up device with the
tractors, for example, power regulation allowing the
transfer of the vertical reactions of the plough to the
body of the tractor (Vilde et al. 2004). It may decrease
the draft resistance of the ploughs to 6…10 %.
In the sources provided by other authors there are no
materials about the application of the simulation
methods in order to study the impact of the plough body
parameters, as well as the soil friction properties on the
draft resistance of the plough bodies. In order to obtain a
better design of the plough body, a series of different
bodies were built and tested (Larsen 1968, Burchenko et
al. 1976, Burchenko 2001, Nikiforov and Ivanov 1973).
Yet it is bound with a great loss of resources, labour and
time, so the best solution of the compared variants may
not always be the optimum ones.
The materials of our investigations carried out by using
the correlations indicated above present the values and
regularity of the changes in the forces, the soil friction,
acting on the share-mouldboard and the supporting
surfaces, the draft resistance of the share–mouldboard
and the supporting surfaces, as well as the total
resistance of the plough body and its components under
the working conditions depending on the body
parameters, the soil friction coefficient and the working
speed. In such a way it is possible to discover the draft
resistance structure of the body, to assess the ratio of
each element in the total resistance, to search and find
possibilities how to reduce the tillage energy
requirement.

properties, parameters of the surfaces, of working speed,
assessment of their ratio in the total resistance and
determination of the optimal parameters of the body.
3. Increase in the inclination of the horizontal generatrix
leads to a decrease in the draft resistance caused by the
weight, adhesion and friction of the soil but it increases
the resistance caused by the inertia forces, particularly,
when the speed increases. The inclination of the
generatrix (the edge of the share) does not affect the
cutting resistance of the soil slice.
4. The impact of the soil–metal friction upon the draft
resistance of the plough body is significant. It may reach
46…62 % of the total draft resistance including the
resistances of the supporting surfaces (25…30%).
Therefore measures will be taken to diminish it, for
example, by improving the body design, improving the
mode of aggregation (joining) with tractors, using
antifriction materials. The relief of the lower supporting
surface may diminish the draft resistance of the body
caused from the soil friction to 6…10 %.
5. The optimal values of the main parameters of the
body for contemporary ploughs, working at the speeds
of 2…2.5 m s-1 are: the inclination angle of the share
towards the furrow bottom – 28…320; the inclination
angle of the horizontal generatrix towards the furrow
wall on the initial part of the share-mouldboard surface
– 34…380, on the top – not less than 480; the working
width of the bottom – 45…50 cm.
6. The use of bodies having optimal parameters allows
obtaining a good ploughing quality, reduction of the
draft resistance by 12…20% and a corresponding rise in
the efficiency, saving fuel and financial means.
7. Further, in such a way it is possible to carry out the
simulation of the impact of the soil moisture, as well as
of the other soil properties, on the work and the draft
resistance of the ploughs with aim to find out the
favourable soil conditions for efficient ploughing.
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k

1
E + H2 O2 −→
I + H2 O,

k2

I + S −→ E + P,

(1)
(2)

ABSTRACT
where I and H2 O are the compound and water, respectively, k1 and k2 are the reaction rates.
The product (P) emits light and therefore the response
of the biosensor increases during the reaction as the
product forms. The fluorescence of the product (P) is
proportional to the concentration of the analyte (S) being
measured. (Vo-Dinh, 2003).
Assuming the symmetrical geometry of the biosensor
and homogeneous distribution of immobilized enzyme in
the membrane, the mass transport and the reaction kinetics in the enzyme layer for the reaction scheme (1), (2)
can be described by the following system of the reactiondiffusion equations (0 < x < d, t > 0):

The paper presents a one-dimensional-in-space mathematical model of a peroxidase-based fluorescent biosensor.
The mathematical model is based on a system of nonlinear reaction diffusion equations. The problem was
solved numerically using finite difference technique. The
model was used to study the effect of biosensor parameters, namely the thickness of the enzyme layer and the
outer substrate concentration, on the response of the biosensor and it’s sensitivity. The performed calculations
showed a complex influence of the substrate and hydrogen peroxide concentrations.
INTRODUCTION
Biosensors are analytical devices converting a biochemical recognition reaction into a measurable effect
(Scheller and Schubert, 1992; Turner et al., 1987). They
are applied widely to monitor chemical substances in
the medicine, food technology and the environmental industry (Wollenberger et al., 1997). Optical biosensors
based on the fluorescence detection generate a photoluminescent signal indicative of target analyte binding (Ligler and Taitt, 2002). Fluorescence emission is then detected and converted into an analytical signal (Knopf and
Bassi, 2007). They have been used for the analysis of
many chemical and biological substances, especially in
cases limited by low analyte concentrations (Atwood and
Steed, 2004).
The mathematical model of optical biosensors has
been very recently developed (Baronas et al., 2007a).
However, the model was based upon absorbance measurements. In this report, a mathematical model for fluorescent biosensors is described. The model is used to predict the response of biosensor with varying physical and
chemical characteristics.

∂2S
∂S
= DS 2 − k2 CS,
∂t
∂x
∂P
∂2P
= DP
+ k2 CS,
∂t
∂x2
∂H
∂2H
= DH
− k1 EH,
∂t
∂x2
∂E
= −k1 EH + k2 CS,
∂t
∂C
= k1 EH − k2 CS,
∂t

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

where x and t stand for space and time, S(x, t), P (x, t),
H(x, t), E(x, t), C(x, t) are the substrate, product, hydrogen peroxide, enzyme and compound concentrations
in the enzyme layer, d is the thickness of the enzyme
layer, DS , DP , DH are the diffusion coefficients. The
enzyme and the formed compound are immobilized in
the membrane and therefore there are no diffusion terms
in the equations for the enzyme and compound.
Let x = 0 represents the plate surface, while x = d
the boundary between the enzyme membrane and the
bulk solution. The biosensor is initially immersed in a
hydrogen peroxide solution. The operation of the biosensor starts when some substrate appears on the outer
surface of the enzyme layer. This is used in the initial

MATHEMATICAL MODEL
The biochemical reaction of substrate (S) with enzyme
peroxidase (E) in the presence of hydrogen peroxide
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conditions (t = 0),
P (x, 0) = C(x, 0) = 0,

where F∞ is the steady state fluorescence.
The high sensitivity of the biosensor is especially important for the rapid detection of the analyte (Scheller
and Schubert, 1992; Turner et al., 1987). The sensitivity is defined as a gradient of the steady state fluorescence with respect to the substrate concentration. The
fluorescence varies in orders of magnitude with the concentration of the substrate to be analyzed. Therefore we
consider dimensionless expression of the sensitivity,

0 ≤ x ≤ d,

H(x, 0) = H0 , 0 ≤ x ≤ d,
E(x, 0) = E0 , 0 ≤ x ≤ d,

(8)

S(x, 0) = 0, 0 ≤ x < d,
S(d, 0) = S0 ,
where E0 stands for the initial concentration of the enzyme in the enzyme membrane, H0 is the hydrogen peroxide concentration in the bulk solution as well as the
initial concentration in the enzyme membrane and S0 is
the substrate concentration in the bulk solution.
If the bulk solution is well-stirred and in powerful motion, then the diffusion layer (0 < x < d) remains at a
constant thickness. In the bulk solution the concentration
of the substrate, product and hydrogen peroxide remains
constant (t > 0),
S(d, t) = S0 , P (d, t) = 0, H(d, t) = H0 .

BS (S0 ) =

x=0

=

∂P
∂x

x=0

=

∂H
∂x

x=0

= 0.

(9)

DIGITAL SIMULATION
No analytical solution for the problem is known, therefore a numerical approximation method must be used.
We applied the implicit finite difference technique to
solve the boundary value problem (3)-(10) (Britz, 2005;
Samarskii, 2001). A uniform discrete grid was constructed in both directions x and t. The resulting systems
of linear algebraic equations were solved efficiently because of the tridiagonality of their matrices. The computational model was implemented in Java programming
language (Moreira et al., 2000).
We define the steady state fluorescence FR of the biosensor as the fluorescence intensity calculated at the response time TR ,

(10)

By an extension of the Beer-Lambert law, the response
of a fluorescent biosensor describing the intensity of
fluorescence FI (t) at time t may be obtained as follows
(Baldini et al., 2006; Knopf and Bassi, 2007):


FI (t) = I0 ϕ 1 − 10−εP lef P̄ , lef = d,
(11)
where I0 stands for the intensity of excitation light, ϕ is
a quantum yield of fluorophore, εP is the molar extinction coefficient of the product, lef - effective thickness of
the diffusion layer, P̄ - the concentration of the product
averaged through the entire diffusion layer. The quantum
yield of the product fluorescence ϕ, defined as the ratio of the number of photons emitted to the number of
photons absorbed, practically varies between 0.001 and
1. For organic compounds εP varies between 104 and
102 m2 mol−1 .
The fluorescence FI (t) is almost linearly proportional
to the averaged concentration of the product P̄ ,
FI (t) ≈ 2.303I0 ϕεP lef P̄ ,

FR = F (TR ) ≈ F∞ ,


Fj − Fj−1
TR = min
τj :
<ε ,
j>0, Fj >0
Fj τ

DS = DP = DH = 300 µm2 s−1 ,
k1 = 7.1 × 106 s−1 M−1 ,

(12)

k2 = 2 × 107 s−1 M−1 ,
ϕ = 0.01,
3

t→∞

(17)

d = 1 µm,
2

εP = 10 m mol−1 .
The dynamics of the biosensor response having four
different membrane thicknesses d is presented in Fig. 1.
The steady state fluorescence appears with some delay
corresponding to different thicknesses of the enzyme layers. The influence of the enzyme membrane thickness
on the biosensor response was explored in greater detail
(Baronas et al., 2003).

(13)

We assume that the system (3)-(10) approaches a
steady state as t → ∞,
F∞ = lim F (t),

(16)

where τ is the size of time step. We used ε = 10−5 for
the calculations.
Unless otherwise stated, we used the following values
of the parameters:

when the absorbance expressed as εP lef P̄ is less than 0.1
(Vo-Dinh, 2003). Since the fluorescence intensity FI (t)
is directly proportional to the intensity I0 of the excitation light, the measured fluorescence F (t) is usually reported in relative fluorescent units (RFU),
F (t) = FI (t)/I0 .

(15)

where BS stands for the dimensionless sensitivity of the
biosensor, F∞ (S0 ) is the steady state fluorescence calculated at the substrate concentration S0 in the bulk solution.

Assuming the impenetrable and unreactive plate surface, the mass flux of the species must vanish at this
boundary,
∂S
∂x

S0
dF∞ (S0 )
×
,
F∞ (S0 )
dS0

(14)
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Figure 1: The dynamics of the fluorescence F at four
enzyme layer thicknesses d: 1 (1), 2 (2), 3 (3), 4 (4) µm,
S0 = 100 µM, E0 = 1 nM, H0 = 1 mM

Figure 2: Dependence of the dimensionless steady state
fluorescence FR on the thickness d of the enzyme membrane at three substrate concentrations S0 : 10 (3), 100
(1, 4, 5, 6, 7), 1000 (2) µM, three enzyme concentrations
E0 : 0.1 (5), 1 (1, 2, 3, 6, 7), 10 (4) nM and three hydrogen peroxide concentrations H0 : 0.1 (7), 1 (1, 2, 3, 4, 5),
10 (6) mM

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Distributions of the concentrations of the substrate,
product, hydrogen peroxide, complex and enzyme peroxidase in the enzyme membrane for an optical biosensor
were given in a previous paper (Baronas et al., 2007a).
By changing the input parameters we analyze the behavior of the response and sensitivity of the fluorescent biosensor.

concentration of hydrogen peroxide H0 (curve 7). The
sensitivity is significantly reduced because of the lower
concentration of the formed compound I in comparison
with the concentration of the substrate. In both cases, the
sensitivity BS of the biosensor can be greatly enhanced
by increasing the thickness of the enzyme layer.

The Effect of the Thickness of the Enzyme Layer
The effect of the thickness of the enzyme layer on the
response of amperometric as well as potentiometric biosensors has been studied recently (Baronas et al., 2003,
2007b; Scheller and Schubert, 1992; Turner et al., 1987).
Fig. 2 shows the dependence of the dimensionless steady
state fluorescence FR on the thickness of enzyme membrane.
In the case of fluorescent biosensors, thickening the
enzyme membrane causes the increase of the product
concentration and therefore light is emitted to a greater
extent. The response of the biosensor mostly depends on
the outer concentration S0 of the substrate (see curves 2
and 3 in Fig. 2). When the enzyme layer is relatively
thick (d > 1µm), the used variations of enzyme and hydrogen peroxide have similar effect on the fluorescence
(see curves 1, 4, 5, 6 and 7). This can be explained by
production of the same amount of the compound I, limited by the equation (1).
The effect of the enzyme layer thickness on the biosensor dimensionless sensitivity BS is shown in Fig. 3.
The sensitivity of the biosensor increases extending the
enzyme layer. With exception of curves 2 and 7, the high
values of sensitivity (BS > 0.8) are observed within specified interval. At higher outer substrate concentration S0
the enzyme becomes saturated and cannot respond effectively to the change of the substrate concentration (curve
2). The almost similar results were obtained at lower

1.0
0.8

BS

0.6

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

0.4
0.2
0.0 -1
10

0

10

1

10

d, µm

Figure 3: Dependence of the dimensionless sensitivity
BS on the thickness d of the enzyme membrane. The
parameters and notation are the same as in Fig. 2
The Effect of the Outer Substrate Concentration
The effect of outer substrate concentration S0 on the dimensionless steady state fluorescence FR is depicted in
Fig. 4. The approximately linear curves of the fluorescence FR increase asymptotically approaching the steady
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states. A variation in the initial concentration E0 of the
enzyme affects the fluorescence, but has no effect on the
limit of linearity of the calibration curve (see curves 2
and 3). However, the initial concentration H0 of hydrogen peroxide have an effect upon the dynamic range of
the calibration curves (curves 4 and 5). An increase of
the concentration H0 expands the limit of linearity and
wise versa.
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Figure 5: Dependence of the dimensionless sensitivity
BS on the substrate concentration S0 in the bulk solution.
The parameters and notation are the same as in Fig. 4
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Figure 4: Dependence of the dimensionless steady state
fluorescence FR on the substrate concentration in the
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10 (4) mM
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KEYWORDS

posers and detritus. As a result, these networks do not
typically contain cycling. The second group, based on
ecosystem ecology focuses on energy flowing the system and includes all functional groups including detritus (dead organic material) and decomposers (Fath at al.,
2007). The interactions along the detritus feedback cycle
are likely to occur at a different time scale than the conventional predation. This problem could be addressed
by describing interactions with time-delayed differential
equations (Halnes at al., 2007). The focus in most food
web analyses has been on how they are arranged, affects different statistical and stability properties of model
food webs. The dynamical theory of food webs has been
based typically on local and global stability analysis, i.e.
an existence and stability of equilibrum.

Simple food web, partial functional differential equations, spatially constant equilibrium, stability analysis
ABSTRACT
The analysis of networks of ecological throphic transfers is a useful complement to simulation modelling in
the quest for understanding whole-ecosystem dynamics.
Throphic networks can be studied in quantitive and systematic fashion at several levels. The purpose of this paper is to investigate a system of parabolic equations with
discrete time delays describing a simple throphic food
network which consists of the n + 1 type living organisms zooplankton, phytoplankton and microorganisms),
the n type dissolved organic and inorganic nutrients and
detritus. When the delays are relatively small, our predictions are also identical to the predictions given by the
corresponding PDE. The system of parabolic equations is
discretized by the finite difference method which yields a
coupled system of nonlinear algebraic equations. Stability analysis of equilibria and some numerical examples
are given.

z

xn
yn
...

INTRODUCTION
In ecosystem modelling, food network design is a central
task. Ecological networks are quantitative, graph-based
descriptions of ecosystems, consisting of compartments
(trophospecies and nutrient pools) that exchange fluxes
of nutrient or energy. One approach that has been used
to account for the lack of empirically derived data is the
development of simple algorithms to construct hypothetical, but ecologically realistic networks. However, there
have been two distinct approaches marked by the initial
assumptions one makes. The first group, based on population/community ecology, focuses strictly on who eats
whom, producing structures involving primary producers, grazers, and predators, but explicitly lacks decom-

y2

x1

y1

d

Figure 1. Diagram of the compartmental system
modelled by (1): xi , microorganisms; xn ,
phytoplankton; yi , nutrients; d, detritus; z, zooplankton.
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∂yi
∂yi
(t, 0) =
(t, 1) = 0
∂p
∂p
∂d
∂d
(t, 0) =
(t, 1) = 0
∂p
∂p
∂z
∂z
(t, 0) =
(t, 1) = 0
∂p
∂p

The model that we treat has 2n + 2 components consisting of the n + 1 type living organisms (zooplankton, phytoplankton and microorganisms), the n type
dissolved organic and inorganic nutrients and detritus as
shown in Figure 1. The nutrient yi , which is a metabolic
product of the microorganisms xi−1 , is assumed to be
the one primarily responsible for limiting the xi production for i = 2, ..., n − 1. The dissolved organic nutrient concentration y1 is a result of the partial decomposition of the dead organisms. The phytoplankton xn ,
which assimilates the metabolic product yn , excretes the
dissolved organic nutrient and limits zooplankton growth
(z). Zooplankton excretes dissolved organic matter, too.
The n + 1 living organisms levels, detritus and the n
nutrients are modelled in terms of their nitrogen content,
N . We may assume that the material stream from the
component i to j by the Lotka-Volterra hypothesis
varies as the product of the interacting components. This
quadratic assumption will cause the resulting differential equations to be nonlinear. The dynamics of a simple food network is described by the following functional
reaction-diffusion equations:
∂2d X
+
xi Mi (yi ) +
∂p2

and initial conditions

xi (t, p)
yi (t, p)
d (t, p)
z (t, p)

n

∂d
∂t

=

dd

(1)

i=1

zMz (xn ) − K1 d(t − rk1 , p)
2

∂xi
∂t

= dxi ∂∂px2i +

∂xn
∂t

= dxn ∂∂px2n +

∂z
∂t

∂y1
∂t

∂yi
∂t

2

2

= dz ∂∂pz2 +

2

= dy1 ∂∂py21 +

2

= dyi ∂∂py2i +

(2)

xi (t − rui , p)Ui (yi (t − rui , p))−
xi (t − rei , p)Ei (yi (t − rei , p))−
xi (t, p)Mi (yi (t, p))
xn (t − run , p)Un (yn (t − run , p)−
xn (t − ren , p)En (yn (t − ren , p))−
xn (t, p)Mn (yn (t, p))−
z(t − ruz , p)Uz (xn (t − ruz , p))
z(t − ruz , p)Uz (xn (t − ruz , p))−
z(t − rez , p)Ez (xn (t − rez , p))−
z(t, p)Mz (xn (t, p))
z(t − rez , p)Ez (xn (t − rez , p))+
xn (t − ren , p) En (yn (t − ren , p))+
K1 d(t − rk1 , p)−
x1 (t − ru1 , p)U1 (y1 (t − ru1 , p))
xi−1 (t − rei−1 , p)∗
Ei−1 (yi−1 (t − rei−1 , p))
−xi (t − rui , p)Ui (yi (t − rui , p))

=
=
=
=

φi (p) ≥ 0
φn+i (p) ≥ 0
(3)
φ2n+1 (p) ≥ 0
φ2n+2 (p) ≥ 0, 0 ≤ p ≤ 1, t ∈ h−r, 0i ,

where xi (t, p), yi (t, p), i = 1, ..., n, d(t, p) and z(t, p)
are the concentration of the recycling matter in microorganisms, the available nutrients, detritus and zooplankton, respectively. The constants r∗∗ stand for the discrete
time delays in uptake and excretion of nutrient and decomposition of detritus, r = max {r∗∗ } and 0 < p < 1.
From the biological viewpoint the functions Fi , Ui ,
Ei and Mi describe the growth, uptake, excretion
and mortality rate of the living organisms, respectively
and there exists ȳi > 0 such that Fi (ȳi ) = 0 and
Fi (yi )(yi − ȳi ) > 0 for i = 1, ..., n and similarly
there exists x̄n > 0 such that Fz (x̄n ) = 0 and
Fz (xn )(xn − x̄n ) > 0.
For detail explanation of function see (Kmet, 1996)
and (Kmet, 2003).
In the previous work (Kmet, 1996) and (Kmet, 2003)
we give a mathematical analysis of simple food web describing by ordinary differential equations and partial
differential equations, respectively.
The global and local asymptotic behavior of the similar models of n species of microorganisms competing
exploitatively for a single growth-limiting nutrient was
studied in (Busenberg at al., 1990), (Candaten at al.,
2003), (Ellermeyer, 1994), (Nisbet at al., 1983) and
(Wolkowicz, 1997).
Note 1 By Whu (1996) p. 37 Theorem 1.1 there exists
unique mild solution of (1)-(3). Through the remainder
of this paper, all solutions are mild solutions.
Note 2 Let us denote X = (x1 , . . . , x2n+2 ) =:
(x1 , . . . , xn , y1 , . . . , yn , d, z). For each continuous Φ =
2n+2
(φ1 , . . . , φ2n+2 ) : h−r, 0i X h0, 1i → R+
, there is
a unique function X(Φ, .) = (x1 (φ, .), . . . , x2n+2 (φ, .))
called the solution of (1)-(3) through Φ. The nonnega2n+2
tive cone of C+
defined by

with Neumann boundary condition
∂xi
∂xi
(t, 0) =
(t, 1) = 0
∂p
∂p
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½
2n+2
C+
=

2n+2

Φ∈C
|φi (t, p) ≥ 0, t ∈ h−r, 0i
and p ∈ h0, 1i and i = 1, . . . , 2n + 2

¾
.

PRELIMINARY RESULTS

Let us denote
(

The following basic proposition holds

Sc2n+2

Proposition 1 The solution X(., Φ) = X (t, p) =
(x1 (t, p) , . . . , x2n+2 (t, p)) of (1)-(3) exists for all Φ ∈
2n+2
C+
, remains nonnegative and for all t > 0

Let us denote
= {(x1 , . . . , x2n+2 )|xi ≥ 0 f ori = 1, . . . , 2n + 2}.

ẋi

Z1 2n+2
X
d
xi (t, p))dp) =
( (
dt
i=1

0

P2n+2 R1
i=1

0

dxi ∂

2

i=1

d
xi (t, p))dp =
( dt

xi (t,p)
dp
∂z 2

=

0
P2n+2
∂xi
∂xi
i=1 dxi ( ∂z (t, 1) − ∂z (t, 0))
R1 P2n+2
It follows easily that ( i=1 xi (t, p))dp
0
R1 P2n+2
and c = ( i=1 φi (0, p))dp.
0

= dxi

where Ki > 0, Fi = Ui − Ei − Mi , Fi (0) < 0,
0
Fi (yi ) > 0, Ei ≥ ²i Ui , Ui ≥ Ei and there exists ȳi
such that

0

R1 P2n+2

In the case of z = 0 and r∗∗ = 0 the system (1) has
the form :
∂ 2 xi
+ xi Fi (yi )
∂p2
∂ 2 y1
ẏ1 = dy1 2 + xn En (yn ) +
(4)
∂p
K1 d − x1 U1 (y1 )
∂ 2 yi
ẏi = dyi 2 + xi−1 Ei−1 (yi−1 ) − xi Ui (yi )
∂p
n
X
∂2d
d˙ = dd 2 − K1 d +
xi Mi (yi )
∂p
i=1

By straightforward calculation we get that
Gi (x1 , . . . , xi−1 , 0, xi+1 , . . . , x2n+2 )
≥
0
for
i = 1, . . . , 2n + 2 and xj ≥ 0 f or j =
1, . . . , i − 1, i + 1, . . . , 2n + 2. We obtain that the
2n+2
region R+
is positively invariant for our system. By adding up of right-hand side of (1) we get
P2n+2
i=1 Gi (x) = 0. Integrate over the interval [0, 1] to
obtain an equation for the derivative of total mass of
recycling matter

xi (t, p))dp =

dp = c

i=1

In this section we study the system (1 − 3) . We show
that for z = 0 there exists a strictly positive equilibrium
point lying on Sc2n+1 .

∂ xi
d
xi = dxi 2 + Gi (x) f or i = 1, . . . , 2n + 2.
dt
∂p

i=1

xi

)

Proof 2 It follows from Proposition 1.

2

P2n+2

0

!

Proposition 2 Sc2n+2 is a positively invariant set of system (1).

Proof 1 Local existence is standard (Wu, 1996). System
of equations (1) describing the dynamic of recycling matter can be written in the form:

d
dt (

+ /xi ≥ 0,

Ã2n+2
X

Note that Sc is a trivial spatially constant equilibrium
set.

i=1

0

R1

X∈

1

©
ª
Sc = (0, y, 0, 0) ∈ Sc2n+2 /yi are spatially constant .

R1 P2n+2
where c = ( i=1 φi (p, 0))dp.

2n+2
R+

=

Z
2n+2
C+

and

Z1 2n+2
X
(
xi (t, p))dp = c,
0

Note 3 The nonnegative orthant is positively invariant
for the model presented, and the initial value problem is
well-posed in the sense that unique solutions exist for all
t > −r where r = max {r∗∗ } and depend continuously
on the initial data and parameters.

Fi (ȳi ) = 0 and Fi (yi )(yi − ȳi ) > 0.
= 0.

Let us denote c1 =

=c

Pn
i=1

(5)

ȳi .

Proposition 3 For z = 0 and c > c1 there exists a
strictly positive spatially constant fixed point of (1) α∗ =
(x∗ , y ∗ , d∗ ) in Sc2n+1 .
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Proof 3 As follows from (5) y ∗ must satisfy yi∗ = y i
for i = 1, ..., n. The other components of the fixed point
α∗ in the interior of Sc2n+1 are the strictly positive
solutions of the following n + 1 linear equations.

H(λ) ≡ λI − k 2 D − J(x̄) = 0.
where D is a diagonal matrix with diffusion coefficients
and J(x̄) is described in APPENDIX I.
Let us denote
½
¾
(0, y, 0, 0) ∈ Sc2n+2 /yi are spatially constant
S0 =
.
and yi < ȳi f or i = 1, . . . , n − 1

−U1 (y1∗ )x1 + En (yn∗ )xn + K1 d = 0
E1 (y1∗ )x1 − U2 (y2∗ )x2 = 0
∗
Ei−1 (yi−1
)xi−1 − Ui (yi∗ )xi
∗
En−1 (yn−1
)xn−1 − Un (yn∗ )xn

= 0
= 0

(6)

and suppose that rui = rei =: ri f or i = 1, . . . , n, 2n +
2. Let us suppose that Fn (yn ) < 0 for all yn ≥ 0. Applying T heorem 1 to the eigenvalue problem we obtain
o
n
Proposition 4 If K1 < min k 2 π 2 dx2n+1 , 2rπk1 then

M1 (y1∗ )x1 + ... + Mn (yn∗ )xn − K1 d = 0.
Let us consider the matrix P = J + ρ I, where
ρ > −max Jii and J is a matrix of linear equations (6). P is an irreducibile nonnegative matrix and
so the machinery of the Frobenius theory of nonnegative
matrix applies. Since l J = 0, also

0 is characteristic value of the linearization of (1) at x̄ ∈
S0 with multiplicity n and all other characteristic values
have negative real parts.

l P = ρl,

Proof 4 Let x̄ ∈ S0 . With the translation y = x − x̄
we can write the system (1) as

where l denotes the vector all of whose entries are 1. By
the Perron-Frobenius theory (Gantmacher, 1959) there
is a unique positive right eigenvector s associated with
the eigenvalue ρ, i.e. P s = ρ s.
We can normalize to get
x∗i

= (c − c1 )si /

n+1
X

si

ẏ = D

= (c − c1 )sn+1 /

n+1
X

(7)
si .

(8)

ẏ = D

i=1

There holds (J + ρI)(x∗ , d∗ ) = ρ(x∗ , d∗ ), so
J(x, d) = 0 and x∗i > 0, d∗ > 0 for c > c1 and
i = 1, ..., n. It is evident that
x∗1

+ ... +

x∗n

(9)

N (y) involves only the higher terms in y1 , . . . y2n+2 .
The perturbation system of (1) and its associated eigenvalue problem are, respectively, written as follows:

i=1

d∗

∂2y
+ DG(x̄)y + N (y),
∂p2

∂2y
+ DG(x̄)y
∂p2

(10)

λv = (−k 2 π 2 D + J)v, k = 0, 1, . . .

(11)

The eigenvalues of −k 2 π 2 D + J(x̄) at x̄ ∈ S0 are as
follows

∗

+ d = c − c1 .

This proves the result.

STABILITY ANALYSIS
In this section we investigate the of spatially constant
equilibria for (1). The system (1) always has a trivial
equilibrium set Sc . If c > c1 there exists a unique equilibrium α∗ . The stability of x̄ ∈ Sc and α∗ is determined
by the following eigenvalue problem.
As the Laplace operator has eigenvalues −k 2 , (k =
0, 1, . . .) with corresponding eigenfunction cos(kπx), λ
is a characteristic value of (1) if and only if for some
k = 0, 1, . . . satisfies the characteristic equation

λ2n+2,k

lλi,k = e−λi,k ri (ui − ei ) − mi − dxi k 2 π 2
f or i = 1, . . . , n
2 2
λi,k = −dxi k π
f or i = n + 1, . . . , 2n.
−λ2n+1,k rk1
− dx2n+1 k 2 π 2
λ2n+1,k = −K1 e
−λ2n+2,k r2n+2
=e
(u2n+2 − e2n+2 ) − m2n+2 −
−dx2n+2 k 2 π 2

Upon simplification, the characteristic equation becomes
H(λ) = H1 (λ)H2 (λ)H3 (λ),
Qn,2n+2
where H1 (λ) = i=1 (λi,k −e−λi,k ri (ui −ei )+mi +
dxi k 2 π 2 ) ,
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¡

Q2n
H2 (λ) = i=n+1 (λi,k + dxi k 2 π 2 ) ,
H3 (λ) = (λ2n+1,k + K1 e−λ2n+1,k rk1 + dx2n+1 k 2 π 2 ).
Denoted the three factor of H(λ) by H1 (λ), H2 (λ)
and H3 (λ), respectively. The location of the roots of the
quasi-polynomials H1 (λ) and H3 (λ) is accomplished by
using the Pontryagins theorem. (Hale at al., 1993) contains a brief introduction of the Pontryagin’s results, together with a proof of T heorem 1, (see APPENDIX II
T heorem 1).
To apply the T heorem 1 to the quasi-polynomial
H3 (λ), we first let ω = rk1 λ so that ω and λ have real
parts of the same sign. Multiplying both side of H3 (λ)
by rk1 eλ2n+1,k rk1 yields
¡
¢
ω + dx2n+1 k 2 π 2 rk1 eω + rk1 K1 = 0

¢
dxi k 2 π 2 + mi ri − ri (ui − ei ) > 0

and
¡
¢
−ri (ui − ei ) < ζ sin(ζ) − dxi k 2 π 2 + mi ri cos(ζ)
¡
¢
2 2
where ζ is the ¡root of ζ = − d
k
π
+
m
ri tan ζ,
xi
i
¢
2 2
0¡ < ζ < π, if¢ dxi k π + mi ri 6= 0 and ζ = π2 if
dxi k 2 π 2 + mi ri = 0. The condition of T heorem 1
are satisfied that means all roots of H1 (λ) = 0 have
negative real parts. This prove the result.
NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
If k = 0 then ζ =

π
2

and
rk1 K1 <

All roots of the equation
¡
¢
ω + dx2n+1 k 2 π 2 rk1 eω + rk1 K1 = 0

i.e. for
K1 >

have negative real parts if and only if

π
.
2

π
2 rk1

all spatially constant x̄ ∈ S0 are unstable.
Let us consider H3 (λ) as a complex function of two
complex variables

2 2

dx2n+1 k π rk1 > −1,
dx2n+1 k 2 π 2 rk1 + r5 K1 > 0

¡
¢
F(ω, K1 ) = ω + dx2n+1 k 2 π 2 rk1 eω + rk1 K1

and
rk1 K1 < ζ sin(ζ) − dx2n+1 k 2 π 2 rk1 cos(ζ)

If we let ω = α + iβ and setting α = 0. By T heorem 1
we get that there exists

where ζ is the root of ζ = −dx2n+1 k 2 π 2 rk1 tan ζ,
0 < ζ < π, if dx2n+1 k 2 π 2 r 6= 0 and ζ = π2 if
dx2n+1 k 2 π 2 rk1 =n0.
o
If K1 < min k 2 π 2 dx2n+1 , 2rπk1 inequalities are

K1∗ =

for which H3 (λ) has root with zero real part. ω0 (K1∗ ) is
∂F (ω0 ,K1∗ )
a simple eigenvalue, therefore
6= 0, by the
∂ω
implicit function theorem we get that

satisfied and H3 (λ) has roots with negative real parts.
If x̄ ∈ S0 then ui − ei − mi < 0 and by the similar
way it can be shown, that all the roots of the following
transcendental equations given by H1 (λ) have negative
real parts for all i = 1, . . . , n, 2n + 2.
The equation H1 (λ) = 0 is treated similarly by multiplying both side by ri eλi,k ri to obtain

µ
Re

λi,k − e−λi,k ri (ui − ei ) + mi + dxi k 2 π 2 = 0,

∂ω(K1∗ )
∂K1

Ã

¶
= Re

−

∂F(ω0 ,K1∗ )
∂K1
∂F(ω0 ,K1∗ )
∂ω

rk1 ∗ (π/2 − cos (ω0 ))
2

keiβ + iβeiβ k

for i = 1, . . . , n, 2n + 2
¡
¡
¢ ¢
ω + dxi k 2 π 2 + mi ri eω − ri (ui − ei ) = 0.

!
=

> 0.

Real part of eigenvalue ω = α + iβ crosses the imaginary axis transversely at K1∗ . For k = 0 0 is the eigenvalue with multiplicity n which is a dimension of the
family of equilibria set S0 . According to P roposition 4
the rest eigenvalues have been found to have real parts
negative.
Our numerical calculations are based on
P roposition 4 and iterative schemes for numerical
solution of system of nonlinear parabolic equations with
discrete time delays presented by (Pao, 1996), (Pao,

We can apply T heorem 1.All roots of the equation
¡
¡
¢ ¢
ω + dxi k 2 π 2 + mi ri eω − ri (ui − ei ) = 0.
have negative real parts if and only if
¡

π
2 rk1

¢
dxi k 2 π 2 + mi ri > −1,
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1999). Finite difference solution was constructed. To
simulate iterative scheme of finite difference solution a
routine using software Matlab was created.
The vector function F = (F1 , . . . , F2n+2 ) given by
right-hand side of (1) is mixed quasimonotone and the
Jacobi iterative scheme, which is unconditionally stable
with respect to the mesh sizes can be applied for numerical solution of (1).
Mathematical model of nitrogen transformation cycle, which consists of nine partial functional differential equations with discrete time delays was used, (Kmet,
2002) to numerical calculation.
Decomposition rate of detritus K1 and discrete time
delay rate rk1 play a role of bifurcating parameters.
For
π
K1 >
2 rk1
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Figure 3. Numerical solution of (1) for K1 = 0.02 and
rk1 = 0.8 (x1 (t, p)).

all spatially constant x̄ ∈ S0 are unstable. Numerical calculations show that for K1 near to K1∗ periodic solution
occurs (Figure 2).

CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have first contructed a simple food network described by the time-delayed partial differential
equations. Then we have verified the existence and stability of equilibria of food network. Finite difference solution was constructed. To simulate iterative scheme of
finite difference solution a routine using software Matlab was created. Our simulation results demonstrate that
periodic solution occurs.
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APPENDIX I
For x̄ ∈ Sc the matrix J(x̄) has the form:

If
K1 rk1 <



π
2




J(x̄) = 




all solutions converge to the set S0 (Figure 3). If the
time delay rk1 or the decomposition rate k1 are relatively
small (K1 rk1 < π2 ), our predictions are identical to
the predictions given by the corresponding PDE (Kmet,
2002).

j1

0
.

0
−u1
e1
.

.

.

0
0

.
.
0

.
.
.
en−1

m1
0

...
0

0

.

0

0

jn
e−λrn en
0

.

0
K1 e−λrk1
0

0
−λr2n+2
e
e2n+2
0

.
.
.
−un
mn
0

.
.

.

.
.
.
.

.
.
0
−λr
k1
−K1 e
0

.

.
.
0

0
j2n+2

and ei = Ei (x̄), mi = Mi (x̄), ui = Ui (x̄), ji =
e−λri (ui − ei ) − mi i = 1, . . . , n and 2n + 2.
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APPENDIX II

Kmet, T. (2003) Parabolic System Modelling a Simple Food
Web in a Closed Aquatic Ecosystem. Proceeding 2nd International Conference APLIMAT 149–158.

z

Theorem 1 All roots of the equation (z + a)e + b = 0,
where a and b are real, have negative real parts if and
only if
a > −1
a+b > 0
b < ζ sin ζ − a cos ζ

Nisbet, R. M., McKinstry, J., and Gurney, W. S. (1983) A
”Strategic” Model of Material Cycling in a Closed Ecosystem. Mathematical Biosciences, 64:99 – 113.
Pao, C. V. (1996) Dynamic of Nonlinear Parabolic Systems
with Time Delays. J. Math. Anal. Applic. , 198:751–779.

(12)

Pao, C. V. (1999) Numerical Methods for System of Nonlinear Parabolic Equations with Time Delays. J. Math. Anal.
Applic. , 240:249–279.

where ζ is the root of ζ = −a tan ζ, 0 < ζ < π, if
a 6= 0 and ζ = π2 if a = 0.

Ulanowicz, R. E. (1972) Mass and Energy Flow in Closed
Ecosystems. J. Theor. Biol., 34:239 – 253.
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Abstract—In this paper a new rule in cellular automata is
introduced. Through phenomenological studies and basic numerical explorations, its generic dynamical behavior is outlined.
Properties such as periodic and complex behavior are reported
and studied at an elementary level. Further research on the rule
is recommended since under certain variations (many of which
are reported) this rule can be a reliable model for simulating
procedures among various ﬁelds of study.
Index Terms—Cellular Automata, Phase Transition, Complex
Dynamics

I. I NTRODUCTION AND H ISTORICAL N OTES
Cellular automata are among the simplest mathematical representations of complex dynamical systems. They are a class
of spatially and temporally discrete, deterministic systems
characterized by local interaction and an inherently parallel
form of evolution. The history of cellular automata can be
traced back to 1948, when J. L. von Neumann introduced them
to study simple biological systems [Neumann(1948)]. As his
work progressed, Neumann started to cooperate with S. M.
Ulam, who introduced him to the concept of cellular spaces
[Wolfram(2000)]. These described the physical structure of a
cellular automaton, i.e., a grid of cells which can be either
“on” or “off”. Shortly after, A. M. Turing proposed, in 1952,
a model that illustrated reaction-diffusion in the context of
morphogenesis [Turing(1952)]. In the 1970s, cellular automata
found their way to one of the most popular applications
called simulation games, of which J. H. Conway’s, Game of
Life is probably the most famous [Gardner(1970)]. However,
the widespread popularisation of these systems was achieved
in the 1980s through the work of S. Wolfram. Based on
empirical experiments using computers, he gave an extensive
classiﬁcation of cellular automata as mathematical models
for self-organising statistical systems [Wolfram(2000)]. Wolfram’s systematic research is to relate cellular automata to
all disciplines of science (e.g., sociology, biology, physics,
mathematics, economy, etc).
In this paper, we will introduce a new dynamical rule (we shall
call it F-rule). This model came as a result of comprehensive
research in dynamical structures of networks as these were
constructed out of game theory and statistical physics. The
F-rule is an outgrowth of the Prisoner’s Dilemma game as
it is stated by Nowak et al [Nowak and May(1992)]. In fact,
the very ﬁrst introduction of the F-rule was in [Wiederien
and Udwadia(2004)]. The present paper can be considered as

a continuation of [Wiederien and Udwadia(2004)] where we
consider more general games played among the neighbors. We
consider the model as a discrete dynamical system evolving in
a discrete state space. Our aim is to explore its properties and
outline the emerging dynamics and the degree of complexity.
For some values of the parameters of the local interaction
drastically different behaviors are observed. Our aim is to
characterise the long-term behavior in terms of average values
as well as the identiﬁcation of critical values of the parameters
where various patterns (behavior or phase transitions) occur.
A. Notations and Deﬁnitions
Before introducing our model, it is necessary to present four
generic characteristics of cellular automata. These primary
concepts will assist in getting a picture of the rule’s behavior
both locally and globally.
1) The State Space: We deﬁne an space L : Nd , where N
is the set of natural numbers, as the discrete state space. This
is the lattice of d-dimensional sites upon which our automata
live, and their dynamics unfold. Every individual site can be
→
deﬁned by a (1 × d) vector −
x . In this paper, we mainly
consider two-dimensional spaces (see Fig. 1(a)).

Fig. 1. (a)The plane lattice is the state space of our system. Every cell can
be deﬁned as site of a regular 2D matrix. (b)The periodic conditions imply
that the opposite edges of the lattice get glued to form a torus.

−
2) Local Value Space: Each cell →
x  L can assume only
a ﬁnite number of different values:
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→
σ(−
x ; t)  Σ = {0, 1, 2, ..., k − 1} × N

(1)

→
→
where σ(−
x ; t) is the value of −
x at time t  N. In our paper,
we set k = 2. The set of possible states at time t can be either
σ = 0 or σ = 1. In the presented simulations below, a blackcoloured site means a site in 0 state, whereas a white-coloured
site is in state 1.
3) Neighbourhood of a cell: Every cell changes it’s state
after communicating with it’s neighboring cells. We note by
→
→
→
N (−
x , r) the range-r neighbourhood of −
x ,without −
x itself,
→
−
→
x , i.e.
and by N ( x , r) the range-r neighborhood, including −
→
−
→
−
→
−
→
−
N ( x , r) = { y L : 0 < || x − y || < r}
(2)
∞

−
→
→
→
N (→
x , r) = {−
y L : 0 ≤ ||−
x −−
y ||∞ < r}

(3)

where || ∗ ||∞ : N → N is the inﬁnity norm. In our work
we ﬁx r = 1 which means that for the neighbourhood of a
→
given center site −
x is the set of sites which are immediately
→
−
adjacent to x . This scheme is generally known as Moore
scheme [Wolfram(2000)], [Ilachinski(2002)]. Having deﬁned
the basic topology of our lattice, we denote by P(N 2 )
the power set of L. This is the set of all possible global
→
→
states G(t) = {σ(−
x ; t)} ∀ −
x  L at time t. For k = 2,
2
N2
cardP(N )=2 .
4) Boundary Conditions: Although cellular automata are
assumed to live on inﬁnitely large lattices, computer simulations necessarily run on ﬁnite sets. Thus, it is also essential to
deﬁne conditions on the boundaries of the lattices. Among
various types of boundary conditions that have been proposed [Wolfram(2000)], [Ilachinski(2002)], in this paper, ﬁnite
lattices are exclusively considered with periodic boundary
conditions as depicted in Fig. 1(b).
d

B. The F-Rule
We now move on to deﬁne the transition rule under which
→
the states of sites in L are updated. To every −
x  L, we assign
→
−
→
−
2
a cost function V ( x , N ( x )) : Σ → W = {a, b, c, d} ⊂ R
such that:
⎧
→
→
a if σ(−
x ; t) = σ(−
y ; t) = 0
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨b if σ(−
→
→
−
x
;
t)
=
0,
σ(
y ; t) = 1
→
→
V (−
x,−
y)=
(4)
→
−
→
−
⎪c if σ( x ; t) = 1, σ( y ; t) = 0
⎪
⎪
⎩
→
→
d if σ(−
x ; t) = σ(−
y ; t) = 1

The payoff matrix of (4) is as in Fig. 2(a). By this ﬁgure,
one can perceive a primary physical hypothesis of these cost
values. They, in fact, reﬂect the tension of local interactions
between individual cells. So, the initial step of our rule is that
→
→
→
→
for a ﬁxed value σ(−
x ; t) and for every σ(−
y ; t) of −
y  N (−
x)
→
−
we adjust a number wW to x . For a ﬁxed arrangement of
→
→
states in N (−
x ), site −
x receives an overall cost

→
→
V (−
x,−
y)
(5)
V=
→
−
−
y N (→
x)

→
→
→
x ) the update rule is deﬁned to be:
Finally, ∀ −
x  L, −
z  N (−
→
−
→
→
σ( x ; t + 1) = F(σ(−
z ; t)) = σ(−
z ; t)
−
where →
z is such that
→
→
V(−
z)=→
max→
V(−
z)
−
−
z N ( x )

(6)

In the following, we will symbolize by F(a,b,c,d) a sufﬁciently
deﬁned model.
1) Properties and Remarks: It can be easily shown that:
1. F(a,b,c,d)

≡ F(a+q,b+q,c+q,d+q)

∀qR

2. F(a,b,c,d)

≡ F(aq,bq,cq,dq)

∀ q  R+ (7b)

(7a)

These two properties declare the model’s invariance under
additivity and multiplication, which imply that the dynamics
occuring from some range of parameters image a more generic
parameter subspace.
At this point, we should make two remarks concerning the
nature of this rule. First, this model is a purely deterministic
dynamic procedure. Neither stochastic ﬂuctuations, nor any
sort of noise, affect the evolution of the cells. Secondly, a
carefull insight into the rule’s local behavior reveals that the
interactions are in fact within a range r = 2 rather than
r = 1. In the previous paragragh we noted that the decision of
→
→
→
x )) at time
σ(−
x ; t + 1) depends on the values of V(−
z  N (−
t. However, every cost V is, subsequently, a result of local
interaction between the neighbours of the center site and their
own neighbors. What, actually, happens is the local alternation
of two, interconnected, procedures. If G(t), J(t) are the instant
global state and cost values of L respectively, then F-rule can
be separated into alternating between sub-rules:

f1 : G(t) → J(t)
F=
(8)
f2 : J(t) → G(t + 1)
where f1 is the function that sets the costs out of the states
and f2 is the function that updates the (new) states out of the
costs. Next questions arise intuitively. “What is so interesting
about this rule?”, “What kind of behavior is this rule capable
of exhibiting?”. In the following, we will attempt to provide,
hopefully intriguing, answers.
II. E VOLUTION FROM S IMPLE S EEDS
To this extent, we shall furtherly simplify the rule by ﬁxing
the cost values a = 0, d = 1 and b, c > 0 that are free to
vary. We will provide sufﬁcient evidence that the variation
of these two parameters causes intricate phenomena. In this
section, we will discuss the spatial evolution of the rule,
starting from a speciﬁc initial conﬁguration known as simple
seeds. Here, the lattice consists of a zero-valued (black) site, in
a background of non zero-valued (white) sites (see Fig. 2(b1)).
The growth of cellular automata from such setup provides
models for a variety of physical and other phenomena such as
crystal growth [Packard(1985)]. In general, this type of initial
conditions will help us to understand the complexity of the
rule’s dynamics in both space and time.
A. An analytical approach
Like the vast majority of cellular automata, F-rule generates
a -simple to understand, difﬁcult to solve- evolution. One
will realise this, by simply speculating the rule’s formalistic
deﬁnition (eq. (4)-(6)): three equations for the update of a
single cell (!). By the last simpliﬁcation of the F-Rule we have
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cut it’s control parameters down to two (b and c). Nevertheless,
it is may be unwise to begin setting arbitrary values for the b
and c costs. It is highly possible either to keep selecting values
that are “not-interesting” or, at least, exhaustingly difﬁcult to
organize the potential “interesting” behaviors. The simple seed
setup is a, convenient enough, pattern as to run the ﬁrst steps
of the rule “by hand”. In Fig 2(b1) a window of our initial
→
lattice is presented, where every value is at σ(−
y ; 0) = 1, apart
→
−
→
−
from the central site x where σ( x ; 0) = 0. By f1 , the next
step is to assign each site a cost value. In Fig. 2(b1) we present
the results for our neighborhood of cells: It is easy to see that
due to the symmetry of the pattern the arising costs are:

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. (a)The F payoff table. It is derived from (4) and speciﬁes the
effect between contigious cells. Namely it deﬁnes the local interaction of sites
at every time step. (b)The simple seed conﬁguration. (c) For (b, c) values:
7 + c < 8b and b > 1,zero state expands to its neighboors. Because of the
special initial conditions, symmetry is, throughout the evolution, preserved.



V1 = 8b

V2 = 7 + c

V3 = 8

For the remaining cells of the lattice the cost values are,
obviously, V = V3 = 8. Hence, at t = 0 the turn-up costs
are 8b, 7 + c, 8. Now, if 7 + c ≥ 8b we should expect that
our sole site will step to white and stay unchanged for the
rest of the time. Else, if 7 + c < 8b ≤ 8 there should be no
→
change in the states of the cells: −
x has the largest cost among
→
−
its neighbors N ( x ), while the latter cells adjoin to cells with
larger than V(x) = V1 costs. Therefore, our pattern remains
static forever. The last case is when 7 + c < 8b and b > 1
where we expect that the neighborhood will turn to the one in
Fig 2(b2). The costs at t = 1 are:

V1 = 0
V2 = 5b
V3 = 3b
V4 = 7 + c V5 = 6 + 2c V6 = 5 + 3c
The future evolution of our automaton depends on the relative
values of the b and c parameters as they were set by the
V-costs. The equalities deﬁne the (b, c) phase transition diagram of the model’s dynamic behavior. In Fig 3(a), we have
sketched a raw phase transition pattern on the (b, c) plane.
For the simple-seed setup, seven different schemes have been
identiﬁed (see Figs. 4 and 5):
• P1: The system directly (i.e. without transient states)
evolves to homogeneous state where all cells attain the
same value (i.e. σ = 1).
• P2: The system directly evolves to periodic behavior of
period 2.

Fig. 3. (a) A characteristic window of the (b, c)-plane, where we have
sketched a generic phase transition diagram. While regions P1,P2,P3,P4,P5
and P7 appear regular dynamics, P6 is rich in irregular behavior (see
Fig(1a)).(b) The phase transition diagram of a part of P6 region (1.6 < b <
2.85). See text for details. The linear boundaries were numerically estimated.
The calculation’s precision is 10−3 . The bounded rectangular area shown at
the lower left corner of the diagram is thoroughly explored (see §IIB1).

•
•
•
•
•

P3: The system directly evolves to periodic behavior of
period 3.
P4: The system directly evolves to periodic behavior of
period 1.
P5: The system expands in the ﬁrst iteration and remains
static ever after.
P6: The system expands to an irregular complex behavior.
P7: The system expands uniformly. At each time step,
a regular pattern with a ﬁxed density of zero sites is
produced.

The boundaries of the diagram are, obviously, the set of critical
(bifurcation) values. For instance, at the P5, P6 boundary we
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∃ ttrans  N : σ(G; t) = σ(G; t + T ) ∀ t < ttrans
where G  P(N 2 ).
C
The dynamic evolution does not converge to any of
the previous two classes. A typical C-class behavior
is the one that after a sufﬁciently large number
of iterations (20, 000) the pattern neither, strictly,
repeats itself, nor turns out to a homogeneous state.
In Table I, we present the numerical results in details.
Fig. 4.
Dynamic evolution of the regular regions of (b, c)-plane
P1,P2,P3,P4,P5,P7. Plain periodic patterns with uniform structure may only
appear.

Class
A
A
A
C
C
B
B
C
C
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

step on the critical vertical line of b = 8/5. Similarly, the
P6 to P7 boundary consists of the connected lines b = 8/3
and c = b − 5/3. These values together with the rest of the
limit lines have been, analytically, derived from the above
procedure. We directly realize, though, that it only takes
few steps for the system to become forbiddingly complicated
towards any analytic approach. So we have no choice but
running computer simulations for any further analysis. For
the moment we are, primarily, interested in investigating this
“irregular” P6 region.
B. The P6 region
Contrary to the other sections, P6 is a parameter subspace, where the automaton appears to exhibit extraordinary
dynamics. Characteristic images of this region are presented
in Fig. 5. Unlike the other six regions, patterns have no
simple faceted form and in most cases non-uniform interior.
Additionally, due to symmetric initial states, these patterns
are completely invariant under all the rotation and reﬂection
symmetry transformations. In order to identify part of the
P6 dynamics, we implemented various techniques presented
below. Our ﬁrst step was to numerically estimate the P6
transition phase space, a part of which is presented in Fig.
3(b). At ﬁrst sight, one may observe that P6 is a collection of
mutually disjoint subsets of (b, c)-plane. These subsets have
occurred out of subsequent straight line intersections. This is
an expected outcome, if one intuitively expands those ﬁrst
steps of the algorithm back in §IA. In each of these subsets,
our system generates the same pattern and, of course, exhibits
the same dynamic behavior. So the following question would
be “What is this dynamic behavior?”.
1) Global dynamics on a ﬁnite, ﬁxed L: Our ﬁrst approach
was to keep the lattice size constant at N=50. On this 50 × 50
space L with periodic boundaries, we explored the system’s
long term behavior selecting cost values from the rectangular
sketched in Fig. 3(b). Each simulation test was run for at most
20, 000 iterations. The observed results are classiﬁed in three
qualitative classes:
A
B

After a transient behavior, all sites of L, eventually,
attain the same value.
After a transient behavior, all sites of L,
converge to periodic (period-T) motion. There

Parameter c
range
(0.0000, 0.0059)
(0.0600, 0.2062)
(0.2063, 0.2166)
(0.2167, 0.2374)
(0.2375, 0.2999)
(0.3000, 0.3285)
(0.3286, 0.3899)
(0.3900, 0.4124)
(0.4125, 0.4916)
(0.4917, 0.5333)
(0.5334, 0.5642)
(0.5643, 0.6187)
(0.6188, 0.6499)
(0.6500, 0.7199)
(0.7200, 0.7666)
(0.7667, 0.7999)
(0.8000, 0.8249)
(0.8250, 1.0357)
(1.0358, 1.0416)
(1.0417, 1.0490)
(1.0500, 1.0624)
(1.0625, 1.0833)
(1.0834, 1.1249)

Transient
time (ttrans )
100
643
1388
872
118
2569
802
1111
2935
914
515
299
199
494
40
77
33
22
29

Steady state
(t > ttrans )
σ(G; t) = 0
σ(G; t) = 0
σ(G; t) = 0
no convergence
no convergence
σ(G; t) = σ(G; t + 2)
σ(G; t) = σ(G; t + 2)
no convergence
no convergence
σ(G; t) = σ(G; t + 4)
σ(G; t) = σ(G; t + 4)
σ(G; t) = σ(G; t + 12)
σ(G; t) = σ(G; t + 4)
σ(G; t) = σ(G; t + 6)
σ(G; t) = σ(G; t + 6)
σ(G; t) = σ(G; t + 6)
σ(G; t) = σ(G; t + 4)
σ(G; t) = σ(G; t + 4)
σ(G; t) = σ(G; t + 2)
σ(G; t) = σ(G; t + 2)
σ(G; t) = σ(G; t + 2)
σ(G; t) = σ(G; t + 2)
σ(G; t) = σ(G; t + 2)

TABLE I
*
Results from numerical exploration of the bounded phase transition area in
Fig. 3(b). For each subset of the diagram we generated simple seed pattern and
let the simulation run for approx. 20, 000 iterations. The results are presented
above. In most cases our system falls in periodic states after some transition
time, while other control values of (b, c) generate patterns that seem not to
converge. Note that the maximum number of iterations is much greater than
the maximum transient time reported. This secures somehow the reliability
of our analysis. One should not expect an everlasting aperiodic evolution on
a ﬁnite space L, anyway.

C. Complex Behavior
In this section, we will provide sufﬁcient evidence to argue
that our automaton is rightfully characterized as complex. The
cost parameters come mainly from the P6 region, although
another cost setup is also presented. The system initiates
from a simple-seed conﬁguration and evolves on a large size
(practically inﬁnite) matrix L.
1) Stability: An important qualitative characterization of
complex behavior in deterministic dynamical systems is their
sensitivity to small changes made to the initial states. A
convenient measure for quantifying the divergence between
evolutions starting from two similar binary valued global
states, σ(G1 ) and σ(G2 ) is the Hamming distance,
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Hσ(G1 ),σ(G2 ) (t) =

N


i,j=1

σ((i, j)1 ; t) ⊕2 σ((i, j)2 ; t)

(9)

Fig. 5. Examples of classes of patterns generated by evolution of F -rule. For each of these automata, a sequence of frames shows the two-dimensional
conﬁguration and evolution.(a) F(0,1.65,1.0834,1) ,(b) F(0,1.65,0.4125,1) ,(c) F(0,2.6,0.2252,1) ,(d) F(0,1.7,0.4,1)

where ⊕2 is the modulo-2 sum operator.
Hamming distance is a fundamendal measure in Coding Theory and has already been used in 1-D cellular automata to primarily characterise the emerging difference from two nearby
initial conﬁgurations [Wolfram(2000)]. These conﬁgurations
are patterns that differ at only one site value (i.e. H(0) = 1).
Suppose that G1 and G2 are global conﬁgurations which differ
at one site. For simple update rules, the difference remains
localized to a few sites, and the total Hamming distance tends
rapidly to a small constant value or remains bounded. On the
other hand, complex rules generate a growing with time H(t)
curve. This implies their instability to small perturbations. This
is the case presented in Fig. 6. There, F(0,1.65,1.0834,1) unfolds
on a 560 × 560 square space. The 6(b) plot depicts this rapid
divergence of nearby initial setups. The average Hamming
distance, smoothed over many time steps, behaves as H(t) ∝
t1.95 . As it is stated in [Wolfram(2000)], [Ilachinski(2002)], in
case of one-dimensional cellular automata, unbounded H(t)
characterizes rules that generate chaotic patterns.

2) Growth Dimensions: The limiting structure of patterns
generated by the growth of cellular automata from simple seeds can be characterized by various growth dimensions. Growth dimensions, in general, describe the logarithmic
asymptotic scaling of the total sizes of patterns with their
linear dimensions. The type of dimension we will make use of
depends on the boundary of the pattern. The boundary may be
deﬁned as the set of black sites that can be reached by some
path on the lattice that begins at “inﬁnity” and does not cross
any zero (black) sites. This set of limiting cells can thus be

found by a simple recursive procedure:
Dg = lim

t→∞

logN (t)
log t

(10)

Where N (t) is the number of boundary (black) cells of
our system at time t. In Fig. 6a we see the evolution of
F(0,1.65,1.0834,1) and the dendritic geometry of it’s boundaries. In Fig. 6c we present this logarithmic plot in which
Dg = 1.8 ± 0.1.
3) Space-Time Patterns: A direct and most applicable technique of examining an asymptotical behavior is through a state
subspace analysis. One may choose to deﬁne P oincaré-like
sections and study the dynamic evolution of this subspace.
Speciﬁcally, we consider the center horizontal or the diagonal
line of the two-dimensional lattice with time (see Fig. 9(a)).
The reason we choose these speciﬁc sections is rather intuitive.
They are the two axes of symmetry and a view of their
evolution in time would be most enlightening. In Figs. 7(b)
and 7(c) we present examples of space-time patterns from
the center-horizontal and diagonal lines, respectively. Fig. 7(b)
presents the dynamics of rule F(0,1.61,0,1) after 250 iterations.
The evolution converges to this scale invariant, image. Its
fractal dimension is estimated at DF = 1.882 ± 0.002. In
Fig. 7(c) we present the pattern generated by F(0.5,0.4,1,0.22) .
This rule produces the well-known Sierpiński gasket, the
dimension of which is analytically calculated at DF =
ln(3)/ ln(2) ≈ 1.585. It is worth mentioning that the diagonal
space-time pattern of that rule is identical to the elementary
(1D) cellular automata (R154), considering Wolfram’s notation [Wolfram(2000)].
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Fig. 6.
Rule F(0,1.65,1.0834,1) . (a) Evolution on a 560 × 560 lattice.
Although the interior appears uniform structure, it’s boundary shapes dendritic
curve.(b) The Hamming distance of the rule as it results from two, almost
similar, initial conﬁgurations. Here H(t) ∝ t1.95 which indicates high
sensitivity to initial conditions.(c) The logarithmic plot of eq. (10) reveals
the model’s scaling law between boundary cells and time. The slope gives an
estimation of the growth dimension Dg ≈ 1.8.

Fig. 7. (See text for details.) (a) The space time pattern method to identify
complexity in 2D cellular automata. As the system process its dynamics on
the lattice a usefull technique is to isolate a line of cells and watch their
progress separately [Wolfram(2000)]. A reasonable choice is this of the center
horizontal or the diagonal line.(b) A space-time section of F(0,1.61,0,1)
shows the evolution of the center horizontal line of sites. The generated
pattern asymptotically converges to a self-similar object.(c) Diagonal spacetime pattern of F(0.5,0.4,1,0.22) . The system results in a familiar fractal.

III. E VOLUTION FROM R ANDOM S EEDS
→
A random seed conﬁguration results when each site −
x L
chooses to be black or white with probability p = 1/2. This
is what is refered as completely disordered global state. Such
disordered conﬁgurations are typical members of the set of all
possible conﬁgurations. Patterns generated from them are thus
typical of those obtained with any initial state. The presence of
structure in these patterns is an indication of self-organization
on the lattice [Wolfram(2000)]. This type of evolution, though
very important, is beyond the scopes of this work. However,

for consistency reasons, we will report a few preliminary
results coming out of some superﬁcial explorations. Qualitatively speaking, three types of collective behaviors have
been identiﬁed. The ﬁrst one is this when the system sharply
converges to a static equilibrium (Fig. (8a)). The second is
when, after a transient state, the system converges to a periodic
attractor, where the period appears to (perhaps sensitively)
depend on the initial conditions (Fig. (8b)). The third is when
the system, after thousands of iterations, still exhibits aperiodic
behavior (Fig. (8c)). This classiﬁcation is pretty resemblant to
that in §IIB1. A visual inspection of Figs. 8a-c is enough for
someone to observe the striking similarities of these patterns
to those generated from the probabilistic Ising spin model
[Ising(1925)], [Kindermann and Snell(1980)]. In any case,
further research is, required, especially from a global point
of view.

Fig. 8. Patterns generated from random initial conditions. (a)F(1,0,0,1) : The
system rapidly reaches an equilibrium state of black and white neighborhoods
(see subﬁg. (d) index ρ(t) curve (a)). (b)F(0,1,1,0) : The system generates
large amplitude oscillatory behaviors. After a transient mode the system
converges to periodic attractors (here period-4, see black dots in subﬁg.(d)).
(c)F(0.5,0.4,1,0.22) : The system behaves aperiodically. Weak oscillatiory
behavior leads to aperiodic evolution.(d) Index ρ(t). It is deﬁned as the instant
ratio of white cells to the total number of sites.

IV. D ISCUSSION AND C ONCLUDING R EMARKS
Up to this point, an extensive effort to explore a proposed
mathematical model is made. In this section, we will make
suggestions for further research on this model. Furtheremore,
we shall propose types of variations which we believe are of
special interest. In the end, we will outline ﬁelds on which
such model may be applicable.
A. Where do we go from here?
In this preliminary paper, our purpose was to study a new
update rule in cellular automata and to shed light upon its
perspectives. However, many more things are left to do. One
line of research could be on the direction of phase transition
diagrams which we outlined above. Another issue is this
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of dynamic complexity. The Hamming measure used in this
paper provides a necessary but not sufﬁcient condition of
chaos. Nearby trajectories may diverge in time but this does
not mean that either this divergence in exponential, or that
it is independent of initial conﬁgurations. A more elaborate
mathematical tool would be the discrete Green function. In
cellular automata theory, this function is applied to difference
plots, out of which quantities analogous to Lyapunov exponents
are, at least heuristically, derived [Wolfram(2000)], [Ilachinski(2002)]. A different perspective that was, brieﬂy, presented
above, is the evolution from a random setup. This point of view
requires, in principle, an analysis on the base of global state
transitions. We must enhance our armory with mathematical
equipment from Statistical Physics and Markov Random Fields
[Wolfram(2000)], [Kindermann and Snell(1980)].
B. Variations of the F-rule
Perhaps, the most signiﬁcant advantage of this model, is
its structural ﬂexibility. Conventional variations of cellular
automata are the various deﬁnitions of neighborhoods
→
N (−
x , r) (Moore or Von Neumann scheme, among others
[Ilachinski(2002)]) or the state space topology (e.g. boundary
conditions), the dimensionality of the rule (Ld ) or perhaps
the number of elements in Σ. Apart from typical changes we
can also vary our rule in terms of:
Cost function f1 . In this paper we assumed that at the
end of every iteration, costs are reset to zero. Namely,
we made use of instant costs upon the update decision of
cells. A variation with physical meaning would be this of
accumulative or discount costs per iteration. Each cell saves
its cost values from previous states adding it on the future
payoffs. For every iteration, a constant discount factor is
multiplied with all past costs before the new cost is added.
Preliminary simulations have revealed that the collective
behavior of such automata is totally different.
Decision function f2 . We have assumed that the update rule
→
→
deﬁnes the new state of site −
x : σ(−
x ; t + 1) to equal to the
state of its neighbor with the maximum cost. An important
→
variation of f2 would be this in which every −
x  L to do
the following: It calculates the average cost among it’s bad
neigbors and the average cost among it’s good neighbors.
→
Then −
x decides to step to the state with the highest average
cost. Of course, function f2 could be conﬁgured to decide
according to the minimum of costs. Such behaviors may also
be observed in practice.
C. Applications
This automaton could reliably simulate procedures in many
ﬁelds of life, some of which are reported below:
Social networks
If we consider L to be a compact society of people (cells),
then white, σ = 1, state would adjust to a good man while
the black, σ = 0, would adjust to the bad man. Our lattice is,
thus, a collection of concrete neighborhoods which interact,
according to a cost function (eq. (4) or Fig. 2(a)), locally and

→
x)
eventually globally. So let’s consider the neighborhood N (−
→
−
of cells. Suppose that x is a good man with s also good
neighbors and (8 − s) bad neighbors. Then, for every good
→
−
→
→
y  N (−
x ), −
x gains a reward of d units while for every bad,
our hero may get a penalty of c units. From this point of view,
table cost is a locomotive regulator of interactions of “good”
over “bad” and vice versa. Together with this regulator one
can deﬁne static controllers as ﬁxed regions of sites (perhaps
on the boundary) whose value remain unchanged throughout
simulation. Such areas would imitate the role of a church or
a police station around a neighborhood.
Economic Networks
Modelling market interaction. Economics is a subject of social
networks, in which the procedure of learning or imitation and
then reply among interacting individuals is fundamendal (a
game theory approach can be found here [Cartwright(2007)]).
In F-realm, sites would be sellers and buyers. To make this
more intriguing one could raise the number of possible states
and then separates them in two categories: people who sell
certain goods, and of people who buy them. Cost values would
form the relative value between goods.
Other applications
We shall brieﬂy report potential applications in physical
(statistical mechanics - lattice gas theory) [Kindermann and
Snell(1980)], [U. Dieckmann and Metz(2000)] or biological
(interaction between malignant and non-malignant cells) networks as well as in computer networks. However in each ﬁeld
further research on this model is required.
D. Conclusions
In this paper, we studied a model in cellular automata
and presented our results. We attempted to shed light upon
its dynamics by presenting some of it’s basic characteristics.
Despite the fact that our research focused on a simpliﬁed
version initiating from a speciﬁc type of initial conﬁguration,
our model revealed a great degree of spatial and time complex
behavior. Finally, we proposed nontrivial variations of the
rule that could have signiﬁcant impact on the evolutionary
dynamics and discussed possible applications.
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intellectual capabilities such as “consciousness” and
“understanding” used for control the consciousness
processes.
When we choose or build the relevant AI means we
need to remember that the base form of consciousness
work revealing is a reasoning and the dialogue
(question-answer process in the brain structure) is a
nature of reasoning.
One way for modeling collective (collaborative)
“consciousness” is to create the question-answer model
(QA-model) of collaborative reasoning which is
reflecting consciousness process. But for feedback the
joint QA-model in any its current state must be open for
the interactive “pressure” on the brain of any member of
collective “consciousness” if it is useful for solving
tasks. In this case individual consciousness will be
combined with the interactive “pressure” of the QAmodel of collaborative reasoning (collaborative
consciousness).
The QA-model of collective consciousness can be used
for creating the model of collective understanding
which must be useful for checking intellectual activity
applied to solving tasks.
This paper presents the QA-model of the DM tasks in
automated designing the SIS in the corporate network.
Developed question-answer means are included to the
technology of designing. They allow the real time
integrating of intellectual activities, which can increase
the degree of success in the DM and not only in
developing the SIS.

KEYWORDS
Automated designing, Collaborative work, Decisionmaking, Modeling, Software engineering.
ABSTRACT
The key problem of the successful development of
a software intensive system (SIS) is adequate
conceptual interactions of stakeholders at the early
stages of designing. Success of development can be
increased with using of Artificial Intelligence means
including models of reasoning. In this paper a number
of question-answer means (QA-means) for decisionmaking (DM) is suggested. The base of such means is a
set of the DM tasks for each of which the QA-model
with the typical architecture structure is being built and
used. Suggested and implemented means are embedded
to the QA-processor adjusted for automated designing
the SIS.
INRODUCTION
Designing of the Software Intensive Systems too often
gives the results which are not corresponding to the
planned expectations. The significant number of the SIS
developments either are being stopped, or are being
exceeded planned time and/or finance, or reach the end
in the poorer version (Charette 2005). The degree of
success (expressed in percentages of the number of
projects, coming to the end according to the initial
plans) is extremely low (about 35 %)
The named kind of works is impossible without using
the strict technological discipline in the DM acts which
are being usually fulfilled collaboratively in the
corporate network. It is important to notice that the
collaborative decision-making process is a danger
source of mistakes caused by misunderstanding and
other problems of using the joint intellectual activities.
All of these problems decrease the degree of the
successfulness of designing the SIS.
Therefore special means are needed to use for rational
integrating the intellectual activities of designers in the
corporate net during solving the project task including
the DM tasks.
It is reasonable to choose useful means for integration
from a set of relevant AI means and includes them to
the instrument of designing the SIS. First of all the
relevance must be estimated in the context of

RELATIVE WORKS
The problem of rational reasoning into the development
process of the SIS is well known. More then 10 years
this problem is investigated in the Software Engineering
Institute (SEI) of Carnegie Mellon University (Bass
and Merson 2005). But the question-answer approach
is not used and the problem of “a real time integration
of intellectual efforts” is not indicated in interests of the
SEI to the schemes of reasoning and their formalizing.
Artificial intelligence means don’t use for supporting
reasoning of developers in such well-known technology
as Rational Unified Process (Kroll and Kruchten 2003)
and in other similar technologies, for example, in
Microsoft Solution Framework and Eclipse.
It is very interesting because there are many types of
reasoning which are investigated and modeled in AI.
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For example, the Programs of the European
Conferences on AI (ECAI) include about 20 topics
connected with modeling reasoning (analogical
reasoning, case-based reasoning, common-sense
reasoning, reasoning about actions and others).
We have answer to the question “Why AI means don’t
use in technologies for developing the SIS?”
Adequate AI means which can increase the
successfulness of designing the SIS are absent till now
because problem-solving and decision-making based on
the real time integration of intellectual resources are
investigated in AI only partially (different kinds of
models for reasoning which are useful in definite
classes of design situations, first of all case-based
reasoning models).
We are convinced, that investigation of question-answer
reasoning is a perspective way for finding the AI means
which can give the positive results helping to solve the
successfulness problem of designing the SIS.
In the number of relative works using “questions and
answers” (or QA), for example, we can mention
reasoning in the “inquiry cycle” (Potts et al. 1994) for
working with requirements, “inquiry wheel” (Reiff et
al. 2002) for scientific decisions and “inquiry map”
(Rosen 2008) for education. Similar ideas are used in
the special question-answer system which supports
development of the SIS (Henninger 2003). The typical
schemes of reasoning for the SIS development are
presented in (Yang et al. 2003), in paper (Rich and
Feldman 1992) reasoning is presented on seven levels
of its application together with used knowledge and in
(Lee 2000) model-based reasoning is presented as
useful means for software engineering.
But in all publications referenced above, issue (Burger
et al. 2001) and special report (Hirschman and
Gaizauskas 2001) the task of real time integration of the
intellectual resources in processes of problem-solving
and decision-making is not mentioned.

The QA-model is a systematized representation of
reasoning used during the decision of the task Z(t) and
kept in the special QA-database. Any QA-model is a set
of interactive objects such as “question”, “answer” and
“task” with the certain attributes and operations.
Therefore specifications of the QA-models will be
presented from the interactive system viewpoint or
another words as specification of a specialized software
intensive system SISQA. Such position gives the
possibility to use the experience of the SIS to the SISQA
first of all the experience of the architecture description.
We defined and investigated the QA-model of the task
which is architecturally presented on the Figure 1.
Intellectual-organizing
Experience

Communicativ
Event

Motive-object
Theoretical

Task view
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Training
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Documenting
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Figutre 1. Architectural Description of QA-Model
The structure and content of the QA-model are being
described as a system of architectural views which
includes following main views:
1. Logical-linguistic view presents QA(Z(t)) within the
frames of logic and linguistics of questions and
answers. The visual representation of the view
(Figure 2) includes a system of QA-protocols
corresponding to the task tree of Z(t). In general case
any task Z can include subordinate tasks.

QUESTION-ANSWER MODEL OF THE TASK
In developing the SIS for each problem of any degree of
complexity the concrete developer is appointed for its
decision. His colleagues are entered to the solving
process in that case when the intellectual help is
required for the developer. Externally the general
intellectual activity of the developer and its colleagues
is observed in the form of their reasoning which can be
registered by the useful way.
We suggest use the QA-model (named above) for
simulating collaborative reasoning in any state of the
decision process for operative including the such kind
of models into the intellectual activity of the developer
appointed to the task. The QA-model which reflects
collaborative reasoning in the frame of the definite task
Z(t) we shall name as the QA-model of this task. The
QA-model of the task is a model of collaborative
reasoning (and integrated consciousness) in the real
time process of solving the task.

Main QA-Protocol
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Figure 2. System of QA-Protocols
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Declarative-visual integration is responsible for coding,
structuring, ordering, storage and delivery by inquiries
of those artifacts which are parts of the QA-model. The
function of integration of such type we shall assign to
the question-answer database of the SIS project. Such
solution allows save all QA-models at the file-server
accessible for any workplace of the corporate network.
It opens the possibility to include in the architecture of
the SISQA two styles – repository and client-server
styles.
Visualization of artifacts is another problem for
decision of which it is rational to use architectural style
MVC (Model-View-Controller) widespread in practice
of development the SIS. Architectural style MVC is the
style oriented specially on the human-computer
interaction.

The logical part of the view describes the hierarchical
tree of “questions” and “answers”. Each “question” or
“answer” is an interactive object with the unique name
and rich visual presentation. The QA-tree as a whole
consists of the main QA-tree (corresponding to task
Z(t)) and a set of subordinated QA-trees for
subordinated tasks.
The linguistic part of the view includes a system of texts
presented the information content of questions and
answers. The text of each unit of the view is a result of
QA-formalization which is applied to the definite
volume of reasoning at the natural language. Such result
can be interpreted as a translation of reasoning from the
natural language to the QA-language.
Dynamics of the view reflects the history of reasoning
registered step-by-step as the history of each unit of the
view. Therefore the logical-linguistic view was named
as the QA-protocol.
2. Task view opens QA(Z(t)) as an interactive task tree
(Figure 3) including the interactive model of Z(t) with
models of all subordinated tasks.
Z.К.

Z.К.0.

The QA-model of the task Z(t) and its system of views
are defined as the problem-oriented base of the software
intensive system SISQA designated for supporting the
design of the SIS. In general case the task Z(t) is a task
Z*(t) solving of which is conceptual designing the SIS.
Therefore the SISQA must be built as a complex of QAmeans designated for conceptual designing any SIS
with the help of real time creating and using the QAmodels of the task Z*(t) and all its subordinated tasks.
The system of QA-means named as QA-processor
WIQA (Working In Question-Answers) has been
implemented in several versions. Developments of the
two last versions were based on architectural views of
the QA-model and usage of repository, MVC, clientserver and interpreter architectural styles. Moreover in
developing the versions have been used object-oriented,
component-oriented and service-oriented architectural
paradigms. One of the last versions named as NetWIQA
has been programmed on Delphi 6.0 and the second
version (named as WIQA.Net) has been created on C#
at the platform of Microsoft.NET 2.0.
The system WIQA.Net was developed for its usage as a
kernel of the product line each unit of which is an
application based on this kernel. Product line includes
applications “Conceptual design”, “System of
documenting”,
“Decision-making
system”
and
“Training system” adjusted for their usage in the
corporate network. The NetWIQA was used as a reach
source of assets (Sosnin 2004) for developing the
kernel.
Server possibilities of the WIQA.Net are opened for
thin clients in the corporate network and for Webclients via the Web-shell programmed with using means
of ASP.NET. The component structure of the
WIQA.Net is implemented as the open sytem of plugins supported the implementation of all architectural
views of the QA-model. It is generally (without means
reflected and supported Web-access to the QA-means)
presented in the Figure 4.

Group of the service tasks
ZК.0.i

Z.К.
1

QUESTION-ANSWER MEANS

Z.К.1.

Group of the service
tasks

Group of the service
k
Z.К.1.1
ZК.1.1.j
Z.K.1.2

Figure 3. Fragment of the Task Tree for Z=Z.K: Kindex name, symbol “0” indicates service tasks, other
names indicate the project tasks
Other views are based on the logic-linguistic and task
views describing them with different and important
point of views. Some of these views will be opened
below.
In a basis of integration of views presented above, we
shall put the usage of means for modeling of QAreasoning which reflects the processes of integrated
consciousness and integrated understanding at the
solution of any tasks.
In integration of views we shall distinguish two
interconnected components:
• declarative-visual integration, within the frame of
which all artifacts of the QA-model are presented
and interactively visualized ;
• procedural integration as the techniques system for
QA-modeling.
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QA-database

5. Client tier is an application with which begins the
work a user on the client workplace. This tier is
responsible for the program encapsulation of the work
with the client plug-ins tier and also for encapsulation
of the removed interaction with the server. In case of an
allocation of the server and the client on one computer,
through a configuration file it is possible to disconnect
the usage of the technology .NET Remouting. It will
raise the speed of work of the program. The client is
also responsible for the reception of the name and the
password of the user.
6. Client plug-ins tier consists of two parts. One part
supports the active interaction with the user and other
part is adjusted on the processing of the certain events
in the system.
The first part gives the access for the user to the
functionalities of the implemented architectural views.
Each plug-in of this tier contains a unique key which
gives the possibility to distinguish plug-ins of the tier
for controlling the access of the user to the appointed
plug-ins only. The QA-plug-in of this tier provides the
access to commands for the work with the logiclinguistic view (with QA-protocols). Each plug-in of
this part of the tier supports the interaction with objects
of the corresponding architectural view. The second
part of the tier supports the automatic work with a
definite set of events during QA-modeling. It provides
by the units programmed as agents.
7. The tier of continuous developing is activated as a
real time access for the developer of additional plug-in
(or agent) from the client workplace to the .Net 2.0
means in the context of the current state of the QAprocessor. Such additional units are shown in Figure 4
by chain lines.
The Web-access in WIQA.Net is arranged as the onepage site (asp.net) with dynamic additional loading the
data, executed on the technology AJAX. At initial
loading the user registers the URL address of a resource
on which site is placed.

ADO.NET

Server plug-ins:
QA-plug-in
..-plug-ins

Client plug-ins:
Server
QA-plug-in
.NetRemouting

..-plug-ins

..-plug-in

Connnector
..-agents

..-agent

Client

Figure 4. Component Structure of the WIQA.Net
All components are allocated on following tiers:
1. Database tier is implemented with using the
technology ADO.NET. It is used as a repository of all
data.
2. Server plug-ins tier encapsulates all function for
interaction with the database. The tier is formed
dynamically during starting the server with using the
technology of a dynamic reflection of types which is
supported by a platform .NET. Interfaces of the tier
(server plug-ins) contain the functions intended for
direct adding, updating and removing of data. These
functions are called only by a client tier (client plugins).
3. Server tier is implemented with using the technology
.NET Remouting, that allows address to server from the
remote client workplace. When any client workplace is
starting the server carries out registration of the client,
giving out to it a unique key which is used for checking
the access rights to various functions of the system. The
server registers also starting of any component of a
client plug-ins tier. The server is conducting also
logging the most important events of the system (i.e.
formation of magazine of events).
4. Connector tier (an intermediate tier). Usage of the
technology .NET Remouting demands the certainty for
all functions of the removed object for access to it. The
connector hides the implementation of the server from
the client. Therefore the interface of the server is being
stored in the connector.

QUESTION-ANSWER MODELING
Question-answer models, as well as any other models,
are created “for extraction of answers to the questions
enclosed in model”. Moreover, the model is a very
important form of representation of questions, answers
on which are generated during interaction with the
model. Questions are fixed in QA-models in the form of
“objects-questions” obviously and implicitly in the
forms of ambiguities used in textual QA-units.
The essence of QA-modeling is an interaction of
stakeholders with artifacts included to the QA-model in
their current states. For such interaction the developer
can use the special set of commands (QA-commands),
their sequences and a set of plug-ins combining with
QA-commands. Such work is similar to programming
(QA-programming) on the base of means of the special
processor (QA-processor) the role of which fulfils the
SISQA.
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tasks are defined and implemented for creating
documents and visual diagrams, for supporting the
typical schemes of communicating and training.
The work with questions, answers and other conceptual
artifacts are executed with the help of technological
tasks ZT= {ZTn} solving of each of which uses a
scenario form. The solving of the definite technological
task is an executing of the corresponding technique
programmed for the QA-processor.
The main application of the QA-processor is a
“Conceptual design” the process of which is based on
workflows “Interactions with Experience”. Each
workflow is implemented on the base of the
corresponding technological tasks.
To demonstrate the functions of technological tasks let
us name a few of them, e.g. “To solve a task”, “To
answer a question”, “To construct the answer”, “To
prove the answer”, “To discuss the answer”, “To fill-in
the pattern”, “To set the requirement”, “To determine
the front of work”, “To plan”, “To generate the
educational unit”, “To control knowledge”. The given
utilities show that some applications of the QAprocessor support also the operative training for the
members of a design team.

In order to get the definite positive effect from the
concrete QA-model of the definite task the developer
will need to program the definite volume of his
interaction with this model and executes the created
QA-program.
There are a number of expected positive effects for each
of which the needed QA-program (or a set of alternative
QA-programs) is rationally built. It has given the
possibility to create a library of typical QA-programs
accessible to the developer in the real time.
The main subset of positive effects of QA-modeling is
connected with the real time integrating of intellectual
resources and this subset includes:
• controlling and testing current reasoning of the
developer with the help of “integrated reasoning”
and “integrated understanding“ included to QAmodels;
• correcting individual understanding with the help
of comparing it with “integrated understanding”;
• combining models of collective experience with
individual experience for increasing the
intellectual potential of the designer on the
definite working place;
• including individual experience of the developer in
accordance with request and through evolving of
QA-models in the designing on the other working
places in the corporate network..
Any developer can get any programmed positive effect
with the help of QA-modeling as “answer” on question
actually or potentially included in the QA-model
(figuratively shown on Figure 5).
?…

?…

QUESTION-ANSWER PROGRAMMING
As told above means of the QA-processor gives the
possibilities for special kinds of QA-programming and
executing the QA-programs.
The first kind is similar to event-driven programming
when the state of the QA-model is interpreted as the
description of situation used for the next steps of
designing. If any question or answer of the QA-model is
under constructing then such unit is the object of the
potential work. Analyzing the state of the QA-model
(more truly “event view” of the model) we can choose
its more priority question or answer for continuing or
finishing the work with such interactive object
(“activity view” of the QA-model).
In any state of any question or answer the developer can
activate useful interaction with the chosen object using
accessible QA-commands, plug-ins or techniques. Such
actions are similar to the work of the QA-processor as
“an interpreter”.
The second kind is used for simulating the technique
steps in the QA-form where “questions” are used for
coding steps of the technique and “answers” are used
for registering facts of executing steps of the technique.
Any step of the technique as a definite volume of the
work is being presented as “question” for which is
needed to build “the answer”.
There are many different types of the QA-commands,
plug-ins and techniques used in designing with the help
of QA-modeling. Any designer has the possibility for
using a set of base techniques for designing, decisionmaking, communicating, documenting and training.
A set of especially important actions (operations,
commands, plug-ins mechanisms, techniques) of the
QA processor includes:

?…

?…

?…
?…

?…

?…

?…

S({Ai})

?…

?…
?…

?…

?…

?…

Design process

Figure 5. QA-Model as a Source of Answers
As it shown in this scheme any view is a source of
answers accessible for the developer as results of his
interactions with the QA-model. There are different
forms for building answers with the help of QAmodeling, not only linguistic forms.
The developer fulfils the positive interaction in the
frames of project, service and technological tasks of the
designing process.
All project tasks ZP={ZPr} are derived from the process
described above. Any task ZPr is a question qualified by
stakeholders as a task-question answer of which can be
found only through the decision process.
Any service task ZCm has its QA-pattern kept in the
special library. Such pattern helps to build the model
QA(ZCs) for the definite conceptual artifact. Service
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1.

For questions: detection of obvious questions (on
their indicators), predication (through translation
on Prolog-like language), identification (on
patterns), concrete definition (for types),
assignment of meanings to attributes (as to the
phenomenon of event type), argumentation of
question.

decision-making by the technique of the expert system
has specicfity in implementing and executing.
At first we present the general version of QAprogramming and then QA-programming for the expert
DM task. For example, the QA-code of the technique
for the Plus-Minus-Interesting analysis or PMI-analysis
(Harris 1998) is presented on the block (Figure 6):

2.

For answers: creation, assignment of a type, change
of a type, registration of a condition, editing of the
contents, assignment of meanings to attributes (as
to the phenomenon of event type), argumentation.

3.

For QA groups: transformation to the node,
expansion into the QA-structure, transformation to
the event net, visualization of a network, analysis
of a condition, choice of a direction of
development, scrolling of dynamics (on inquiries).

4.

For text: creation, transformation, grammar
analysis, semantic analysis, transformation to the
semantic graph, visual analysis, supporting of a
phenomenon of attention.

Question-Answer Template File
“The scheme of PMI management“
Q1. Specifying a problem of decision-making?
Q2. Creating a subtask of decision-making (PMI)?
Q3. Creating a subtask of documenting of decisionmaking?
Q4. Loading a pattern of the PMI method?
Q5. Identifying of problems and the purposes in a
pattern?
Q6. Forming the list and an estimation of pluses?
Q7. Forming the list and an estimation of minuses?
Q8. Forming the list and an estimation of interests?
Q9. Loading of the module of gathering and
calculation of estimations?
Q10. Calculation of the general estimation?
Q11. Analysing result and decision-making?
Q12. Creating documents

Programs are created for their executing. For QAprograms three version of executing are used. The first
version is happen during creation of any part of any
QA-program. The first executing of each part of the
QA-program is combined with the creating of this part.
The second version is using the “line” of the QAprogram for controlling the design process by the
declarative or procedural way.
The third version is the visual “pressure” chosen parts
of QA-programs on the intellectual activity of the
designer. The developer can include several parts from
the different QA-program into the request for
visualizing. There is a special subsystem in the QAprocessor which supports the preliminary preparation of
the visualizing information from the QA-database. Any
prepared block of questions and answers can be
visualized in the suitable temp by switching special
windows on the screen or using effects of the 25-th
card.

Figure 6. QA-Model of the Technique
The answers in the template are absent till its using.
After loading this template in the task tree it will receive
the status of “the QA-model” for the new subordinated
PMI task and for each question of this model the answer
will be opened. When the technique of the PMI task is
executed the symbol “*” is added to the answers for
questions which have been fulfilled as points of
technique.
Usage of value “*” in answers gives the possibility for
breaking the technique in any position and returning to
the next point of the technique in suitable time.
Moreover it gives the possibility for tracing the way of
executing the technique with any executable structure.
Definite documents are used in the DM tasks and in
presented PMI task also. For working with documents
the QA-processor allows to use the special class of
service tasks. Each task of such class also uses the QAtemplate and the corresponding QA-model. Such
possibility is reflected in Figure 1 as “Documenting
view”.
For the PMI task its base document has the following
table structure:
Table 1: Table Structure

QA-PROGRAMMING IN DECISION-MAKING
There are many different types of DM methods.
Choosing methods suitable for designing the SIS we
need to take into account the specifiсity of such kind of
activity. Therefore for certainty in QA-programing we
are being limited the interactive decision-making,
decision-making in group, decision-making by experts
and also analysis models of situation and alternatives.
In order to use the possibilities of the QA-processor the
typical task is defined for each DM method suitable for
designing the SIS. Moreover each typical task is
presented as the corresponding technique of the DM
coded in the form of the QA-program. The QAprogramming of the chosen DM tasks showed that

Positive

Plus

Value

Negative

Minus

Value

Interesting

Interest

Value

The document table structure is being transformed to
the corresponding QA-protocol the potential fragment
of which is presented on Figure 7.
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time of designing the SIS. If such event the appropriate
method of decision-making as a special task will be
loaded in the task tree of designing the SIS.
If it will be useful for the developer he can include to
the needed point of the task tree the suitable
communication task supported by the QA-processor
(special e-mail, the task of collective estimating, the
task of argumentation or the brainstorming task).
Estimations into the DM tasks are being fulfilled with
the help of the communication tasks. For all tasks of
communication the QA-templates are created and
loaded in the common library of QA-templates. A set of
communication tasks supports “the communicative
view” of the QA-model.

……………………………………………
QJ.1. What is the first plus from the decision?
AJ.1.Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.
QJ.1.1. What importance of the first plus (+1 till +10)?
AJ.1.1.
+6.
QJ.2. What is the second plus from the decision?
AJ.2.Yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy.
QJ.2.1. What importance of the second plus ?
AJ.2.1.
+8.
………………………………………………
QK.1. What is the first minus of decision (-1 till -10)?
AK.1.
-5.
………………………………………………..

Figure 7. Fragment of the Estimation Results
EXPERT SUBSYSTEM FOR DECISION-MAKING
Externally simple structure of the both QA-models
hides the rich possibilities of their transforming,
processing, and visualizing which are caused by the
system of their architectural views.
Moreover the PMI task and the corresponding task of its
documenting are included to the task tree of designing
the SIS and all tasks of this tree have similar QAmodels and are being controlled by unified rules.
Different kinds of relations between tasks are used in
the task tree of designing the SIS. Relations been
possible for the DM tasks are presented on the Figure 8
where tasks of the definite type are marked by labels.
ZP − project task
ZDMi − the DM task

Into the complex of QA-means for decision-making the
expert subsystem is included. Such subsystem is
implemented as plug-ins of the QA-processor for
supporting “the experience view” of any QA-model.
“The knowledge base” of the expert subsystem gives
the possibility to keep precedents of two types −
declarative and procedural precedents each of which
includes the production rule combined with the QAmodel of this rule. The fact of storage together with
precedent of its QA-model opens additional (to known)
means for checking adequacy of precedent and
specification of its version for using the precedent in a
situation of a choice. Such QA-model can be interpreted
as a DM task positive solution of which confirms the
relevance of the corresponding precedent. Moreover a
set of keys can be appointed to the result of solving the
DM task for potential working with precedents
composing other precedents.
The relations between the expert DM task ZEj and
subordinated expert DM tasks { ZEjk }in the task tree of
designing the SIS are demonstrated on the Figure 9.

ZDj − task of
ducumenting

DM

Z

k

ZKm − communication task
ZDn
ZDp
ZDq
Z

ZP − project task

ZKr

D

ZDMi

s

QA-model

ZEj

Figure 8. Examples of Relations between Tasks

ZEj1

In accordance with circumstances the developer can
open for solving:
• the DM task ZDMi subordinated to the project task
ZP;
• the task of documenting ZDj subordinated to the
DM task ZDMi;
• the communication task ZKm subordinated to the
DM task ZDMk;
• the task of documenting ZDq subordinated other
task of documenting ZDp;
• the communication task ZKr subordinated to the task
of documenting ZDMp.
The developer can include to the any point of the task
tree any task of any type if it is needed for him. The
necessity of decision-making can be requested in any

E

Z

j2

E

Z
ZEp

jk

Q1.Adeqacy?
A1.Keys.
Q1.1.Sp1?
A1.1.Yes.
Q1.2.Sp2?
A1.2 No.
………..

Figure 9. Examples of Relations between Expert Tasks
For working with the expert DM tasks in the WIQA.net
following sequence of action can be used:
1.
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The statement of the project task (for example task
ZP on Figure 9) is transformed to the list of keys
for accessing to the knowledge base.

2.

The list of keys is used for interacting with the
expert subsystem and forming the list of
potentially relevant precedents.

3.

The expert DM task (for example task ZEj) is being
created for each potentially relevant precedent and
this task is being loaded in the task tree.

system for the sea ship” (the expert DM-task on the
base of the collision avoided rules).
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4. If the task ZEj has a compound type its subordinated
task are being loaded in the task tree also.
5.

Decision-making the loaded task is being started
with subordinated task if they are.

6. If the solution of the subordinated task (for example
task ZEj1) confirms relevancy then keys of this task
(answer A1) are being included to the common list
of keys.
7. Changing the list of keys is a cause for the next
access to the knowledge base.
8. The process of the expert decision-making is being
finished when all loaded DM tasks are solved.
The general rules of working with the expert DM task
after its loading to the task tree of designing the SIS are
fulfilled as working with the others tasks in this tree.
The expert DM task can be interrupted in any time with
returning to the solution process in the suitable time.
The useful service or technjlogical task (any the DM
task even) can be subordinated to the expert DM task.
CONCLUSION
This paper presents system of QA-means for decisionmaking in designing the SIS with the help of QAmodeling. The base unit for QA-modeling is a task of
any type which is solving during designing. Each type
of the tasks has a specifity which is need to take into
account in QA-modeling. For any DM task its technique
is known usually. Such specifity gives the possibility to
create a set of the QA-programms for the typical DM
tasks and loads it to the special library of QA-templates.
The designer can use the needed DM-template in any
time when it will be useful for designing.
QA-modeling of the DM tasks opens a numer of
positive effects such as: real time integrating the
intellectual activities of the DM task solvers; effective
monitoring of a DM-process; analysis of opportunities
of parallel coordination of work in a design team;
demonstration (at a suitable speed) of the former steps
of the DM; personification of events for subsequent
definition of authorship and contribution of the
members of a design team.
When the QA-processor is used the DM tasks are
included to the task tree of designing the SIS in
accordancwe with general rules. Proposed means have
confirmed the practical usefulness in development of a
number of the SIS, including “The automated control
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mobile inverted pendulum model to various problems,
such as designing walking gaits for humanoid robots,
robotic wheelchairs and personal transport systems
(Kim, et al. 2005). The type of intelligent robot
proposed here is a mobile robot with a two wheeled
inverted pendulum. This design was chosen because its
mechanism has an inherently clumsy motion for
stabilizing the robot’s body posture. The robot has a
body with two wheels for moving in a plane and a head
similar to a human head for controlling the motion. Two
independent driving wheels are used for position control
and for fast motion in a plane without casters.

KEYWORDS
Wheeled robot, inverted pendulum, balance mode, PD
control. Mathematical Modelling, Simulation.
ABSTRACT
This paper focuses on the design and implementation of
a control algorithm for balancing of a two-wheeled
robotic machine (TWRM). The machine comprises a
rod on an axle incorporating two wheels. The balancing
of the rod in the upright position is achieved using a
proportional-derivative (PD) controller. The NewtonEuler dynamic formulation is used to develop a
mathematical model of the system. Matlab Simulink is
used as a simulation environment. The intermediate
body (IB) is considered to be in the upright position. An
external disturbance force is applied at different
locations of the IB in order to test the robustness of the
developed controller. A payload is considered, and this
is attached at different locations along the rod.
Investigations are carried out on the effect of changing
the duration and location of disturbance force, and
changing the location of the payload on the system in
the balancing mode. Two PD controllers are developed,
one for the angular position of the rod and one for the
cart linear displacement. Simulation results are
presented assessing the performances of the controllers.

TWO-WHEELED INVERTED PENDULUM ROBOT

Several kinds of wheels can be attached to the wheeled
mobile robot, but they fall into one of two categories:
driving wheels and auxiliary wheels. The driving wheels
are rotated to permit the robot to move when torque is
applied to the axles. The auxiliary wheels merely ease
the movement of the robot and enable its body to be
suspended when no torque is applied to the axles. In
most wheeled mobile robots at least one wheel is an
auxiliary wheel. For a two-wheeled mobile robot, one
can ask what would happen if the auxiliary wheels were
removed altogether instead of being replaced with
something different or instead of improving the
performance of the wheels. By removing the auxiliary
wheels, the number of wheels attached on the robot
would be reduced. Moreover, the mechanical
characteristics of the robot would be completely altered
because no elements could suspend and balance the
robot’s body except for the driving wheels. That is, the
robot would have to move and balance its body with
only two driving wheels (Kim, et al. 2005). The
mechanical structure of a robot with only two driving
wheels is similar to an inverted pendulum (D’Andrea
and Earl 2005).

INTRODUCTION
An inverted pendulum system is an under-actuated
mechanical system and inherently open loop unstable
with highly non-linear dynamics. It is thus a perfect testbed for the design of a wide range of classical and
contemporary control techniques. It has wide ranging
applications from robotics to space rocket guidance
systems. The concept of balancing a robot is based on
the inverted pendulum model. This model has been
widely used by researches worldwide in the design and
control of wheeled legged robots, etc. (Formal and
Martynenko 2005). The inverted pendulum problem is
common in the field of control engineering. The
uniqueness and wide application of technology derived
from this unstable system has drawn interest of many
researches and robotics enthusiasts around the world. In
recent years, researchers have applied the idea of a

MATHEMATICAL MODELLING
The dynamic characterisation of the robot is described
in this section by introducing the governing main
equations describing the mathematical model of the
two-wheeled robotic machine (TWRM). The model is
derived based on the Newton-Euler equations of motion.
The dynamic model of the whole system consists of two
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separate sub-models, namely: the non-linear model of
the inverted pendulum, and a linear model of the
permanent magnet (PM) direct current (DC) motor
activating the cart.

H fr and H r are the friction force between the wheel
and the ground and the interaction force at the rod and
axle interface respectively for the right wheel.

Linear model of the DC motor
The robot is powered by two DC motors, Figure 1,
where Va represents the applied voltage, i the armature
current. The mathematical model of the DC motor is
derived and then used in the dynamic model of the robot
to provide a relationship between the input voltage to
the DC motors and the control signal needed to stabilise
the robot.

Figure 2 Free body diagrams of robot wheels
The dynamic equation of motion of the wheels can be
described as:
⎛
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Figure 1 Schematic diagram of a DC motor
Consider Figure 3 which represents the free body
diagram of the IB with the external applied disturbance
force, F . Applying the Newton’s second law of motion
in the horizontal direction yields

Using Figure 1, the following two fundamental
equations of motion of the DC motor can be written as:

di R
k
V
= i+ eω+ a
L
L
dt L

(1)

τ
k
dω k m
=
i− e ω− a
IR
IR
dt
IR

(2)

and

where R and L are the armature resistance and
inductance, Ve represents the winding emf, I R the rotor
inertia and K f the friction constant, ω is the angular
velocity of the motor shaft, k e and k m represent the
back emf Constant and proportionality constant and τ a
is the motor shaft torque. Equations (1) and (2) are used
to build the motor model in the Matlab environment.
The inputs to the model are the applied voltage Va and

Figure 3 Free body diagrams of the IB

the applied torque τ a . The model outputs are the angular

∑ F = (M + M ) a
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x

displacement θ and angular velocity ω of the motor
shaft. Both equations are first order and linear functions
of the armature current and velocity of the motor shaft.
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Non linear model of the two-wheeled inverted
pendulum
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Considering the sum of the applied forces in a direction
perpendicular to the rod gives

The pendulum and wheel dynamics are analysed
separately at the beginning, but this will eventually lead
to two equations of motion which completely describe
the behaviour of the TWRM.
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Consider Figure 2 which represents the free body
diagram of the right and left wheels of the robot, Where

= (M + M
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Equating the sum of the applied moments around the
global centre of mass yields
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The location of the global centre of mass of the IB will
be affected as:
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p

p

Manipulating the above equations yields the following
two first order non-linear differential equations
describing the motion of the system under the effect of
an applied payload and impact disturbance force on the
rod:
θ&&p =

1
I g + (M + M p ) L2g

(

)

⎛ 2kmke
2k
⎜⎜
x& − m Va
R
⎝ RRw

(M + M )gL sinθ − (M + M )L &x&cosθ
p

g

p

p

g

BALANCE CONTROL USING PD CONTROLLER
At this stage the inverted pendulum rod is considered
initially in the upright position. With a disturbance force
applied to the rod, it will move from that upright
position with an angle (measured from that position)
proportional to the magnitude and direction of the
disturbance force. In order to keep the whole system
controlled, two PD controllers are developed; one for
controlling the angular position of the rod for returning
the rod back to the upright position after a change
caused by the disturbance force, and one for keeping the
cart wheels within a specified linear position from a
specific reference position. The parameters of the two
PD controllers are tuned manually to achieve the desired
target at the balancing mode.
PD control parameters for the linear position of the
wheels were tuned as K p1 = 6.3 , K D1 = 150

(7)

p

⎞
− FZ cosθ p ⎟⎟
⎠

and
&x& =
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k
1
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2
RR w
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⎞ ⎜⎝ RR w
Iw
⎜ 2 M w + 2 2 + (M + M p )⎟
⎜
⎟
Rw
⎝
⎠

(M
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⎞
+ M P )L g θ&&p cos θ p + (M + M P )L g θ& p2 sin θ p − F ⎟⎟
⎠

PD control parameters for the angular position of the
rod were tuned as K p 2 = 5 , K D 2 = 30

Effect of Changing the Payload Location

SIMULATION RESULTS

Let the payload, M be located at a variable distance
Q from the IB origin O , as shown in Figure 3, where

Simulations were carried out on the system using the
numerical parameters describing the system features,
listed in Tables 1 and 2. The simulations presented to
highlight the way the vehicle will behave with the effect
of changing the values of three different variables and
the control effort required to accomplish the required
task. Those variables are the level of the applied
disturbance force, the duration of the disturbance force
and the position of the payload attached to the vehicle
rod. The target was to estimate the limits of those
variables beyond which the control algorithm will not
be able to balance the system around the upright
position. The disturbance force was applied after 10
seconds at the start of the simulation and then after each
90 second interval. This interview was determined as
the safe limit for repeating such impact forces to the
rod. Below such limit, it was found that the developed
controller would not completely keep the IB at a stable
position.
Table 1: DC Motor technical properties

Q can be expressed as a factor y multiplied by the rod
half length l as follows:
Q = yl

(9)

where y can take a value from 0 to 2 according to the
position of the payload M from the origin O as
follows:
For M to be concentrated at the upper end of the
rod y = 2 ,
For M to be concentrated at the mid-span of the
rod y = 1 , and
For M to be concentrated at the lower end of the
rod y = 0
Changing the payload position will affect both the
overall moment of inertia, I g and the location of the

Parameter

Description

Units

R = 3

Nominal terminal Resistance

Ohms

global centre of mass of the IB, Lg . The overall

L = 0

Rotor Inductance

moment of inertia of the IB is affected and modified as:

Ke = 0.006078 Back EMF Constant
V

e

= 0

Ir = 0
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H
Vs / rad

Back EMF Voltage

Vlots

Rotor Inertia

kgm 2

Table 2: Two-wheeled inverted pendulum properties

Disturbance applying at the pendulum mid-span
1.5
Disturbance amplitude = 0 N
Disturbance amplitude = 30 N
Disturbance amplitude = 60 N

Description

Units

Wheel Radius

m

= 2

Wheel Mass

kg

= 2

Pendulum Mass

kg

Payload

kg

R w = 0 . 051

M

w

M

p

M

= 50

I w = 0.000039

I

p

= 0 . 0041

l = 0 . 07

Disturbance amplitude = 100 N

0.5
pendulumangle, deg

Parameter

1

0
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Pendulum inertia

kgm 2
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m
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(a) Intermediate body tilt angle
Disturbance applying at the pendulum mid-span
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Disturbance amplitude = 0 N
Disturbance amplitude = 30 N
Disturbance amplitude = 60 N
Disturbance amplitude = 100 N

0.6

Effect of Different Disturbance Levels
0.5
cart displacement, m

The effect of changing the level of the applied
disturbance force is considered in this section. Four
levels of disturbance amplitudes including zero to test
the validity of the developed controller in coping with
external disturbances. The simulations are carried out by
considering the disturbance force applied at different
positions on the IB of the vehicle. Such assumptions
may be useful in applications such as extended height of
crane arms if subjected to sudden external forces
through their stems especially during motion.
Figures 4, 5 and 6 show the system performance with
the disturbance force applied at the upper end, mid-span
and lower end of the IB respectively.
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(b) Linear displacement of the vehicle wheels
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(c) Controller output signal to the system
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Figure 5: System performance with disturbance
applied at the IB mid-span
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(a) Intermediate body tilt angle
It can be noted from Figures 4(a), 5(a) and 6(a) that the
higher the level of the disturbance force the longer the
fluctuation of the rod angle from the upright position. It
can also be noted that the closer the location of the
applied disturbance force to the IB origin the harder it is
to balance the system as it takes the control system a
long time to bring the rod to the target position.
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The cart linear displacement is presented in Figures
4(b), 5(b) and 6(b). Increasing the level of the applied
disturbance tends to decease the cart overshoot beyond
the specified limit. That is because the amount of the
applied force acts as a drag force for the cart and slows
the cart which in turn increases the rise time of the
system response. This phenomenon is clearly repeated
when the force is reapplied to the system. The lower the
level of the disturbance force the faster the cart in
achieving the desired position.
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(b) Linear displacement of the vehicle wheels
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Changing the level of the disturbance force also affected
the control effort, as clearly presented through Figures
4(c), 5(c) and 6(c). Higher levels of the applied force
tended to increase the time the control signal takes to

(c) Controller output signal to the system
Figure 4: System performance with disturbance applied
at the IB upper end
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settle down. The location of applying the disturbance
force also greatly affected the control behaviour. The
closer the position of the force to the rod origin the
more the control effort fluctuation and the higher the
control effort at the time of applying the force.

For the cart linear displacement, as described in Figure
8, the situation not as good as for the tilt angle;
increasing the force duty cycle made the system slower
in achieving the target and increased the rise time and
decreased the cart overshoot. But for shorter duty
cycles, the overshoot tended to be higher which is a
characteristic of such impulse disturbance force but
accelerated the system behaviour to reach the desired
position.
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Figure 7 Intermediate body tilt angle
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Figure 8 Linear displacement of the vehicle wheels
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The control effort is presented in Figure 9. It is noted
that the longer the disturbance duty cycle the higher the
control effort required and the longer the time for the
control signal to settle down.
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Figure 6: System performance with disturbance
applied at the IB lower end
Effect of Disturbance Duration
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The duration of applying such disturbances is another
variable of interest. Four different durations of applying
the disturbance force are used to estimate the safe limits
beyond which the developed controller will not be able
to cope.
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Figure 9 Controller output signal to the system
Effect of Payload Position

Figures 7 and 8 show the IB tilt angle the vehicle
displacement, with different duty cycles of a disturbance
force of 100 N and 30 N respectively. It is noted in
Figure 7 that the amount of overshoot in the IB tilt angle
increases as the period of the force is increased, and the
controller still copes well with such higher periods of
time especially for the pendulum tilt angle. The system
can recover faster to the desired position with shorter
force duty cycles

The third variable of interest is the location of the
payload attached to the IB. The system behaviour
including the IB tilt angle and the cart linear
displacement are presented and the control effort
required for three different locations of the payload. The
load is positioned at upper, mid-span and the lower end
of the IB. Changing the location of the load mainly
affects the location of the global centre of mass and the
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whole moment of inertia of the pendulum as presented
before.

Changing the payload position in the previous manner
did not affect the cart linear displacement much as noted
in Figures 10(b) and 11(b). This is not expected to still
happen for longer pendulum rod. However, the effect
was more due to the value of the disturbance force
applied on the rod.

Two different levels of the disturbance force are
implemented here with the assumption of the force at
the upper end of the rod. Figures 10 and 11 show the
system performance with different load positions and
disturbance forces of 100 N and 30 N respectively.

The control effort seems to have more fluctuations when
the payload is closer to the origin as noted in Figures
10(c) and 11(c).
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Figure 10: System performance with load positions
and 100 N disturbance force

Figure 11: System performance with load positions
and 30 N disturbance force

It is noted from Figures 10(a) and 11(a) that the closer
the payload to the IB origin the harder the balancing in
the upright position. More fluctuations of the rod occur
as the load is closer to the origin. This phenomenon is
similar to the system behaviour for the case of applying
the disturbance force at the lower end of the rod as
previously described in Figures 6. Therefore, this means
that the harder it is to balance the IB when either the
force is applied at lower positions of the rod or the
payload is closer to the origin. Hence, the worst and
most hard case of balancing is more likely to happen
when the payload and disturbance force are both close
to the IB origin.

CONCLUSIONS
The mathematical model of a robotic machine system
with two wheels has been developed. An external
disturbance force has been considered for application to
the IB at different locations, and a payload has been
attached to the rod. PD controller has been used to
achieve the system performance target. The PD
controller has been implemented on the developed
model of the two-wheeled robotic machine in the
balancing mode. Simulations have been carried out for
different cases of changing three variables namely; the
disturbance force level, the time duration of the
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disturbance force and the position of the payload. The
system dynamic behaviour has been presented with
control effort for achieving the system performance
target in those different cases. It has been noted that the
developed control algorithm can cope well in stabilising
and balancing the system under different scenarios
involving variations in the disturbance force value and
duty cycle, and load position.
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powerful vision systems, this creates a realistic scene
for maritime operations. Also a bridge of a high speed
craft vessel with a motion system for realistic ship
movements is realized inside the laboratories. The
backbone of this simulator system consists of a special
network and communication framework called the
Common Simulation Interface (CSI). By use of this
framework a flexible and expandable distributed
simulation system can be built. The present work is a
small part within the much bigger project of building a
complete distributed simulation environment for naval
operations. It attempts to illustrate a practical and useful
utilization of the simulation environment in the testing
of ship autopilots. This is a research field of its own and
the simulator environment offers a unique possibility to
test all kinds of autopilots against realistic situations in
real time. In the field of nonlinear control of marine
crafts, including autopilots, dynamic positioning
systems, waypoint tracking etc, the research group
around Professor Thor I. Fossen at the Norwegian
University of Science and Technology, is internationally
known and in many ways a reference for much of the
maritime simulation activities at AUC (Fossen 2002).

ABSTRACT
Due to global conditions there is a demand for more
economically and ecologically driven ships. The
development of autopilots with optimization criterions
on essential parameters will therefore be an important
research field in the future. In this effort the use of
artificial intelligence (AI) methods will have a central
position. Aalesund University College (AUC) has taken
the consequence of this need and has in cooperation
with relevant industry partners established a research
activity on the simulation of intelligent ship autopilots.
With the use of adequate and powerful simulation tools
this gives the opportunity of real-time testing of
adaptive methods for optimization of autopilots based
on relevant criterions, such as fuel consumption, amount
of waste, and distance covered during a given time span.
INTRODUCTION
Autopilots for ships are growing more and more
versatile and complex. Aalesund University College
(AUC) lies in the centre of a very vital ship building
region, surrounded by companies that are involved in
the challenges of safe and economic ship construction
and operation. AUC has in cooperation with several of
these companies been doing research on modern
automation systems on ships, of which autopilots
constitute a central field. In addition to traditional
autopilots following the course between two points,
there are several other needs and challenges, among
which economically and ecologically optimal
management of ships is a key concept. In the solution of
such problems adaptive control systems and artificial
intelligence (AI) methods will be vital ingredients of the
total control system. To promote R&D activities in the
maritime field the enterprise Offshore Simulation
Centre (OSC) was established. This firm, which is
owned by Rolls Royce Marine Dept., Farstad Shipping,
the Norwegian Marine Technology Research Institute
(Marintek) and AUC, has a close cooperation with the
scientific staff at AUC. The aim of OSC is to develop
and operate a complete simulator environment for
maritime operations. This is done by building true-scale
indoor ship bridges with authentic equipment, and other
relevant hardware installations. In combination with
mathematical ship and environmental models and

SHIP AUTOPILOTS
The history of ship autopilots has its origin with the
development of the gyro compass. The first man to use
the gyro compass in automatic steering of a ship was
Elmer Sperry in 1911. This autopilot known as “Metal
Mike” tried to imitate the naval officer by use of
feedback control and automatic rudder adjustments. In
1922 the PID controller was introduced by Nicholas
Minorsky. This regulator was developed by observing
the officers manoeuvring of the ship and was much used
in ship autopilots (Fossen 2002). The main function of
the ship autopilot is to control the heading of the ship so
that it follows a given direction. The direction can be
given as a course in degrees, as a reference point on the
map or as a series of reference points constituting a
track to follow. To correct the course the autopilot needs
to know the instant heading of the ship. Today this can
be achieved in a number of ways, with a gyro compass,
a Motion Reference Unit (MRU) or a GPS. When
following a track of given waypoints it is necessary to
continuously measure the distance and direction
between the ship and the next reference point. This is
done by use of common known formulas (Fossen 1994;
Williams 2006; Weisstein 2007).
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(Industrial Control Design 2006a). This integrated
development environment introduces the researcher to
the simulator environment by a much lower threshold
than traditional programming systems, and considerably
cuts the time to prepare and run the models.

THE SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT
The Common Simulation Interface (CSI)
The CSI framework is based on the High Level
Architecture (HLA) standard and is designed for
distributed simulation of complex systems (Husteli
2005). This communication framework is developed by
the Norwegian Marine Technology Research Institute
(Marintek) in cooperation with Rolls Royce Marine
Dept. and is written in Java.1 Communication on he CSI
bus is performed by XML streams over a TCP socket
connection, and the framework consists of one server
and one or more clients. The server is a multithreaded
Java application with one thread serving each client.
Each client consists of an application called a federate.
The federate can be written in any language supporting
socket connections. In addition to Java, implementations
have been done using C++, C#, as well as Matlab. Each
federate exists as an independent process in interaction
with all other federates on the CSI bus. A federate
contains one or more objects, which publish their states
as attributes. The system can be modified or extended
with new federates as required. For the system to
operate in real time compared to an actual process, one
federate must have access to a hardware clock to set an
absolute pace of the execution. It is also possible to let a
federate execute asynchronously of the other federates
(Rekdalsbakken and Styve 2007).

System Integration
The communication medium is Ethernet, and the CSI
framework allows all kinds of simulation models to be
integrated in the simulation environment. The CDP
platform is integrated in the CSI system through a CDP
component called a CSI client for CDP (Industrial
Control Design 2006b). This CSI client is able to create
CSI objects and also to support the transfer of messages
from the CDP system to federates (and objects) over the
CSI bus. Also an UDPASCII server is included in the
CDP system to communicate between the CDP system
and an external user interface. Several ship- and
propulsion models, which are developed by either
Marintek or OSC, are available for testing, and new
models are easily included. The map system MaxSea is
available on an NMEA protocol over TCP interface for
plotting of the ship position on basis of information
available from the ship simulator. The principle of the
simulation environment is shown in Figure 1.
TRADITIONAL CONTROL
With access to the described integrated simulation
environment a context exists for the possible simulation
of all relevant ship operations. With regard to autopilots
both traditional regulators and all kinds of modern
control methods may be tested under realistic
conditions. The simulator runs in real time compared to
the ship operations. This is achieved by including a
federate with access to a hardware clock and letting this
federate control the update frequency of the system. The
time interval ∆ T is chosen in accordance with the
time constants of the simulated process, so as to keep
track with the fastest responses. The drawback of this
regime is that simulations take a lot of time. It takes
time to move a ship and as long as real ship models are
used, there is no possibility to speed up the process. In
the following some examples of the use of traditional
control systems are presented. These simulations are in
many cases performed as student projects at AUC. The
Figures and examples are taken from such projects,
especially from one B.Sc. thesis (Haugen et. al. 2007).

The Control Development Platform
The Control Development Platform (CDP)2 is a
hardware
independent
software
development
environment for distributed real-time applications. The
functionality of the modules constituting a CDP
application is defined by CDP Component Models. A
CDP Component Model is defined by the tool CDP
Developer and consists of a state machine and all the
data included in the module. All the information
constituting the properties of the model is saved on
XML format in the file model.xml. The CDP
Component Models are compiled into C++ classes. The
models of an application are connected through CDP
Connectors, which constitute a framework for message
exchange. To run an application the models have to be
instantiated. This is done by creating a CDP Component
on basis of the definitions in the model.xml file. The
model configuration is given in a file called
component.xml, which specifies the communication
with other components. The file application.xml defines
which CDP components the application contains and the
chosen hardware platform. On basis of this framework
CDP will automatically generate all project files, C++
and XML files for the application. The developer just
has to include his specific code, e. g. an autopilot
controller. There also exist a number of additional CDP
tools to build GUIs, simulate the system behaviour,
monitor and acquire process variables, and so on
1
2

Heading Control
Traditional heading control is usually realized by a
cascaded control system with an internal feedback loop
from the ship rotational speed. The internal loop will
keep the ship rotational speed within limits, and a big
overshoot from the reference heading direction will be
avoided by a more moderate and contiguously change in
the rudder angle. In this way better course following is
obtained and the ship motion will be smoother. The
principle is shown in Figure 2.

The CSI bus is a proprietary product of Marintek
The CDP system is a proprietary product of ICD AS.
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Figure 1: A Sketch of the Simulation Environment

Figure 4: Result of Waypoint Control
Economic Speed Control
A speed control loop for the ship may be useful both as
a part of the course control, but also for reasons of
economy and comfortable ship movements. Traditional
speed control uses all the available power of the ship
engine to obtain the correct speed. This is of course not
very economical regarding fuel consumption, wear and
pollution. It may therefore be beneficial to use an
internal loop from the ship angular velocity for the
control of the engine power. In addition a feed forward
loop from the speed reference is used as a reference for
the internal loop. The principle is shown in Figure 5. By
limiting the engine rotational speed the power
consumption will be reduced, and also the ship
movements will be smoother. Figure 6 shows a
comparison in power consumption when raising the
ship’s speed from 7 to 11 knots for traditional and
economic speed control.

Figure 2: Principle of Heading Control
Waypoint Control
In many situations the ship is controlled to follow a
track between given points on the map (waypoints). In
this case the ship position must be known at each instant
to obtain the distance and direction to the next waypoint
(Williams 2006). By use of this information the
reference heading is obtained, and traditional heading
control can be performed as described above. The
principle of waypoint control is shown in Figure 3, and
an example of the ship route is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 5: Principle of Economical Speed Control

Figure 3: Principle of Waypoint Control
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development. The benefits of using a neural network
(NN) controller were considered. The NN controller
may cope with nonlinearities inherently in the system
model, and it is possible to design a single combined
control network incorporating all inputs to the system
and providing all necessary control outputs. For the use
of NN see (Negnevitsky 2002). The NN takes as inputs
the relevant system variables; heading, position, and
speed of the ship. A network was designed with two
intermediate layers to be capable of dealing with both
nonlinear and discontinuous characteristics of the
process. The outputs of the network are the
manipulating signals to the propulsion power and the
rudder angle. It was tried to train the network with the
back-propagation algorithm against a route of given
waypoints, but the training of the NN showed to be
more time-consuming than expected. The NN was
abandoned and it was decided to explore the use of a
GA algorithm for the optimization of the PID
parameters (Rekdalsbakken 2007a).
Using a Genetic Algorithm
To obtain the best adaptation of the PID parameters to a
real situation it was decided to use a GA, see
(Negnevitsky 2002). A very simple chromosome was
chosen, consisting only of three genes, representing the
PID parameters. A population of 40 chromosomes was
created. The initial values of the genes of each
chromosome were randomly selected real numbers in
the interval 0.0 to 1.0. To be sure that the population
included at least one functioning regulator, one of the
chromosomes was chosen as the standard PID
parameter set from the previous tests. Each chromosome
of the population was trained on-line in the simulator
against a given regime. First the chromosome was
trained to respond to a step in the ship heading of 25º
for a time interval of 120 seconds, and then to respond
to a step in the heading of 90º for an equivalent time
interval. The chromosome fitness value was defined by
the following optimization criterion:

Figure 6: Comparison of Power Consumption with
Traditional (top) and Economic (bottom) Speed Control
OPTIMUM CONTROL
The Control Problem
The future control focus will be on the total economy of
the operation of the ship, e.g. fuel consumption, waste
and pollution, time-limits on delivery, passenger
comfort, etc. These problems invite for the use of
optimization methods. Relevant solutions will seek the
best compromises between several conflicting
requirements. In such cases the choice of practical
optimization criterions will be very important and have
fundamental influence of the control decisions. In this
context AI control methods will have a challenging
arena, and may offer the best results.

N

T

∆T

fitness value = ∑ e2 = ∑ e 2
i =1

i =1

where e is the deviation from the reference course and
N = T ∆T is the number of cycles in one training epoch.
T is the duration of the training epoch, and ∆ T is
the simulator sampling interval. The training process
was run in the simulator for 30 generations which
amounted to a total time of 80 hours. The relative
fitness for each of the chromosomes of a generation is
calculated, and these values are used to select the
chromosomes of the next generation (Rekdalsbakken
2007b). Elitism is used in the way that the two best
fitted chromosomes of the current generation are always
transferred unchanged to the next generation. Among
the remaining chromosomes in the population there is a
selection according to the tournament method, i.e. a

PID versus AI Methods
In the initial simulations traditional PID regulators have
been used in cascaded feedback loops from
measurements of the relevant system state variables.
Tuning of the PID parameters has been accomplished
through extended testing of the heading control of the
ship under different conditions. The Ziegler-Nichols
closed loop method was also employed. Two sets of
PID parameters representing the best results from this
testing were chosen in the further simulations. On basis
of this control situation with multiple cascaded feedback
loops the use of AI methods was considered for further
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given number of chromosomes are randomly drawn, and
among these the chromosome with the highest fitness
value is chosen (Miller and Goldberg 1995). This
procedure is repeated until a new chromosome
population is formed. This population will now be
exposed to a selection for crossover and mutation. The
probability of crossover for a randomly selected pair of
chromosomes was set to 70%. The probability for a
gene of a chromosome to be exposed to a mutation was
initially set to 1%. The mutation results in a new
random value between 0.0 and 1.0 for the selected gene.
The chromosome and the parameters used in the GA are
shown in Table 1.

Figure 7: The Development of Best Fitness Value over
the first 10 Generations

Table 1: Parameters used in the Genetic Algorithm
NAME
No. of chrom. in population
No. of genes in chromosome
No. of variables in each gene
Initial value of the genes
Epoch time
Probability for crossover
Probability for mutations
Change in mutation

VALUE
40
3
1
random in [0.0,1.0]
240 seconds
70 %
1%
random in [0.0,1.0]

Figure 8: The Development of Mean Fitness Value over
the first 10 Generations

RESULTS
The simulation environment has shown the ability to run
tests on all kinds of traditional control loops, and also to
offer the possibility to test modern adaptive control
strategies. The GA functioned very well in the
adaptation of the PID parameters. The GA adapted the
parameters of the PID controller very fast to a new
reference path. The development of the best fitness
value and the mean fitness value over the first 10
generations is shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8. These
figures show that the fitness function of the training
process settles quite fast to a new and better value.
Table 2 shows a comparison between three different
PID controllers. The first controller is obtained
traditionally by systematic testing of the system, and the
second is obtained with Ziegler-Nichols closed loop
method. The third controller is the result of the GA
optimization of the system. The fitness values for these
three controllers were calculated using the procedure
described above. Table 2 shows that compared to the
standard PID controller the Ziegler-Nichols controller
has got an improvement in fitness value of 12%, and the
GA obtained controller has got an improvement of 42%.
Figures 9 and 10 respectively show the responses for the
standard controller and the GA controller to a step in the
reference course of the ship of 80 degrees. One can see
that the GA controller has a faster response than the
traditional controller. However, it also has slightly less
damping, which gives more oscillations about the
reference track. In Figures 11 and 12 the two controllers
are tested against a waypoint path. By inspection one
can see that the GA controller follows the reference path
(dashed line) much better than the standard controller.

Figure 9: Step Response to a Change in Course for the
Standard Controller. Unit on Time Axis is 3 Sec

Figure 10: Step Response to a Change in Course for the
GA Controller. Unit on Time Axis is 3 Sec
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Table 2: Comparison of three different PID Controllers

CONCLUSION
The presented work is a small example of the utilization
of a comprehensive integrated simulation environment.
The superior goal is to develop an overall simulation
environment capable of realistic simulation all kinds of
ship operations. In this context an important aspect is to
offer real-time autopilot simulations for all kinds of
ships and propulsion systems, so that experiments can
be performed to explore the use of adaptive control
methods and optimum control strategies. In the
development of new control strategies the dominant
perspective goes in the direction of optimum utilization
of a system of many resources within a frame of
restrictions. This is a field very well suited for adaptive
control techniques and especially AI methods. This
article shows a simple example of such an optimization
technique. Based on a traditional PID controller the ship
ability to follow a given route is optimized by a GA.
The optimization criterion is quite simple, to minimize
the deviation from the direct route between points. The
GA works very fast; after 6 generations of chromosome
selection the GA controller has past the best of the
traditional PID regulators. The resulting GA controller
proved to be superior compared to traditional PID
controllers when tested against a step change in the
reference course of the ship, and also in the following of
a given waypoint path.
DISCUSSION
The development of the integrated simulation
environment is the work of the private company
Offshore Simulation Centre (OSC) in cooperation with
AUC. This environment gives access to true-scale
simulators, using a combination of authentic equipment,
mathematical models and vision and motion systems.
This is a very extensive activity, and the simulator
research program includes many different fields, with
maritime operations as the main focus. The program is a
long-term enterprise in collaboration between AUC and
local industry partners including Rolls Royce Marine
Dept. Through these activities AUC can perform
realistic simulations of the behaviour of ship operations,
including testing of modern control strategies, e. g.
advanced AI techniques. This environment offers a
unique possibility for building insight into ship
behaviour and confidence in ship operations. Also, the
understanding of control systems in general will
improve. Through this program the scientific staff at
AUC has already gained much valuable experience, and
hopefully more will come in the near future.

Figure 11: Waypoint Tracking with the Standard
Controller
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However, a separate branch of optimization problem
exits; namely NP hard problems, of which flow shop is
an example, which still presents considerable challenge.

ABSTRACT

The aim of this paper is to introduce the first
permuatative SOMA heuristic which is then applied to
the flow shop scheduling problem.

This paper presents the application of self organinsing
migration algorithm (SOMA) to the scheduling problem
of flow shop. Flow shop is regarded as the most widely
utilized shop management system. Two different
benchmark problems are attempted with good results
obatined both in comparison with the optimal and other
published heuristics.

The paper is divided in the following sections: the next
section introduces flow shop scheduling, the following
section to that presents SOMA and its permutative
refinements. This is followed by the results and analysis
part and finally the work is concluded.

INTRODUCTION

FLOW SHOP SCHEDULING

Advanced manufacturing systems often rely on
metaheuristics to solve time constrained scheduling
problems. This is largly due to the intractable problems
commonly presented in such systems. Flow shop
scheduling (FSS) can be considered as one of the
common manufacturing problems that is regularly
realized using optimization techniques (Onwubolu,
2002).

In many manufacturing and assembly facilities a
number of operations have to be done on every job.
Often, these operations have to be done on all jobs in
the same order, which implies that the jobs have to
follow the same route. The machines are assumed to be
set up and the environment is referred to as flow shop
(Pinedo 1995). The flow shop can be formatted
generally by the sequencing on n jobs on m machines
under the precedence condition. The general constraints
that are assessed for a flow shop system is the time
required to finish all jobs or makespan, minimizing of
average flow time, and the maximizing the number of
tardy jobs.

The evolution of optimization techniques has been
mainly attributed to the increase in complexity of
problems encountered. Two branches of heuristics exist:
constructive and improvement (Onwubolu and Mutingi
1999). Constructive methods are usually problem
dependent (Cambell et al. 1970, Nawaz et al. 1983).
Improvement methods are those involving populationbased heuristics, which usually follow a naturally
occurring paradigm. Some of these are genetic
algorithms (GA), tabu search (TS), neural networks
(NN), simulated annealing (SA) and particle swamp
optimization (PSO) among others.

The minimization of completion time for a flow shop
schedule is equivalent to minimizing the objective
function
n

(1)

" = # Cm, j
j=1

where
Cm, j is the completion time of job j. To calculate Cm, j

Self organinsing migration algorithm (SOMA), was
presented in Zelinka (2002, 2006), as a novel tool for
real optimization problem. This basically implies that
!
SOMA can effectively solve real domain problems
involving continuous values.

the recursive
! procedure is followed for any
th
j job as follows:

Cm, j = max(Ci"1, j ,Ci, j"1 ) + P
!i, j
(any
given
value)
Ci, j = k
!

where
j

!

i th machine
(2)
and

i

Ci, j = " C1,k ;Ci, j = " Ck,1 which represents i as the
! k=1
k=1
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machine number, j as the job in the sequence and

before running SOMA. The first group is used to stop
the search process when one of two criterions is
fulfilled, whereas the second group of parameters is
responsible for the quality of optimization process
results. They are presented in Table 1.

pi, j

as the processing time of job j on machine i.
SELF ORGANISING MIGRATING ALGORITHM

!
SOMA is based on the competitive-cooperative
behaviour of intelligent creatures solving a common
problem.

Table 1: SOMA Parameters

In SOMA, individual solutions reside in the optimized
model’s hyperspace, looking for the best solution. It can
be said, that this kind of behaviour of intelligent
individuals allows SOMA to realize very successful
searches.

Name
PopSize
Dim
PathLength
StepSize
PRT
Migration
MinDiv

Because SOMA uses the philosophy of competition and
cooperation, the variants of SOMA are called strategies.
They differ in the way how the individuals affect all
others. The basic strategy is called 'AllToOne' and
consists of the following steps:

SOMA Parameter
Range
10+
Problem Specific
(1.1 – 3)
(0.11 – PathLength)
(0 – 1)
10+
User specified

Type
Control
Control
Control
Control
Control
Termination
Termination

Discrete Population
The canonical SOMA creates a random population with
implied MinDiv. This is not possible for the permutative
population. In the permutative population, discrete
solutions are created of size Dim to fill the population of
size PopSize.

1. Definition of parameters. Before starting the
algorithm, the SOMA parameters (popSize,
Dim, PathLength, Step, PRT, Migrations,
MinDiv, see Table 1) has to be defined. The
user must also create the specimen and the cost
function that will be optimized. Cost function
is a wrapper for the real model and must return
a scalar value, which is used as gauge of the
position fitness.
2. Creating of population. New population with
PopSize individuals is randomly generated.
3. Migration loop.
3.1.Each individual is evaluated by cost function
and the leader (individual with best fitness) is
chosen for the current migration loop.
3.2. For each individual the PRT Vector is created.
3.3. All individuals except the leader perform their
run towards the leader according to equation
(3). The movement consists of jumps
determined by the Step parameter until the
individual reaches the final position given by
the PathLength parameter. For each step, the
cost function for the actual position is
evaluated and the best value is saved. Then, the
individual returns to the position, where it
found the best cost value on its trajectory.
3.4. The new leader is chosen.

Mutation
Mutation, the random perturbation of individuals, is an
important operation for evolutionary strategies (ES). It
ensures the diversity amongst the individuals and it also
provides the means to restore lost information in a
population. Mutation however is applied differently in
SOMA compared with other ES strategies. SOMA uses
a parameter called PRT to achieve perturbation. This
parameter has the same effect for SOMA as mutation
has for GA. It is defined in the range [0, 1] and is used
to create a perturbation vector (PRT Vector) as follows:

if rnd j < PRT then PRT Vectorj = 1
else 0 ,

j = 1,K,n param

(3)

The novelty of this approach is that the PRT Vector is
created before an individual starts its journey over the
!
search space. The PRT Vector defines the final
movement of an active individual in search space.
The randomly generated binary perturbation vector
controls the allowed dimensions for an individual. If an
element of the perturbation vector is set to zero, then the
individual is not allowed to change its position in the
corresponding dimension.

If the difference in cost values between leader and the
worst individual is lower than value of the MinDiv
parameter or the maximum of migration loops has been
reached, the run of SOMA is terminated and the best
position (the best set of parameters) is returned. In other
case the algorithm continues in step 3.

Generating New Candidate Solutions

SOMA Parameters

In standard ES, the Crossover operator usually creates
new individuals based on information from the previous
generation. Geometrically speaking, new positions are
selected from an N dimensional hyper-plane. In SOMA,

SOMA, like other evolutionary algorithms, is controlled
by two groups of parameters, which have to be defined
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which is based on the simulation of cooperative
behaviour of intelligent beings, sequences of new
positions in the N-dimensional hyperplane are
generated. They can be thought of as a series of new
individuals obtained by the special crossover operation.
This crossover operation determines the behaviour of
SOMA. The movement of an individual is thus given as
follows:
"

"

"

"

!
!

t:
PRTVector:

3.

4.
5.

(4)

r = r0 + m tPRT Vector

where:
r
rr :
r!
0:
m:

2.

Once the solution is repaired, it is evaluated for the
objective function.

new candidate solution
original individual
difference between leader and start
position of individual
! [0 , Path length]
control vector for perturbation

EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS
Validification of SOMA was done on the benchmark
problem sets of FSS. Two different sets were selected
from literature and available on the OR Library (2006).

It can be observed from Equation (4) that the PRT
vector causes an individual to move toward the leading
individual (the one with the best fitness) in N–k
dimensional space. If all N elements of the PRT vector
are set to 1, then the search process is carried out in an
N dimensional hyperplane (i.e. on a N+1 fitness
landscape). If some elements of the PRT vector are set
to 0 then the second terms on the right-hand side of
Equation (4) equal 0. This means those parameters of an
individual that are related to 0 in the PRT vector are not
changed during the search. The number of frozen
parameters, k, is simply the number of dimensions that
are not taking part in the actual search process.
Therefore, the search process takes place in an N–k
dimensional subspace.

The experimental phase was divided into two parts. The
first section delas with the parameter setting for SOMA,
and the second section outlines the experimentational
results.
Parameter Settings
SOMA utilises a number of parameter setting for
operation, alongside its four separate strategies. The
strategy All-To-One was primarily selected because of
its lower operational time.
The other values obtained through parameter testing is
given in Table 2.
Table 2: SOMA Operational Values

Solution Conversion

Parameters
Migrations
Path Length
Step Size
PopSize

During SOMA mutation and crossover, the discrete
values are changed into real values. This is an
approximation of the direction of the search space. The
solution obtained is simply rounded to the nearest
integer using the Discrete SetrHandling (DSH) routine.
(4)
ri = int[ri ]
All bound offending values are dragged to the offending
boundary.

!

" Dim if r > Dim
$
r = #1 if r < 1
$ r otherwise
%

the values and its index in an array.
Check the solution for missing values, and store
these values in another array.
Randomly select a value from the missing value
array and then insert it in the position randomly
indexed from the repeated solution array.
Delete the value from the missing value array and
delete the index from the repeated solution array.
Iterate until no values remain in the missing value
array.

Values
300
3.0
0.23
200

Benchmark problems of Car, Rec and Hel
The first set of benchmark problems to be evaluated
were the Car (Carlier 1978), Rec (Reeves 1995) and Hel
(Heller 1960) benchmark sets. A total of 31 instances
were evaluated. The results are presented in Table 3.

(5)

Comparison of SOMA was done with the Improved
Genetic Algorithm (IGA) and Multiagent Evolutionary
Algorithm (MAEA) of Hu et. Al. (2006) and the Hybrid
Genetic Algorithm (H-GA) and Othogonal Genetic
Algorithm (OGA) of Tseng and Lin (2006).

Repairment
On !
occassions, there may evolve solutions which are
non-viable, implying that multiple singular values are
present in the solution. In order to repair the solution, a
random repairment procedure is applied.

As shown in Table 3, SOMA was highly competitive
with the other heuritics for the defined problems. In
summation, SOMA was able to find the optimal
solution for all the Car problems, as well as seven

This procedure is given as:
1. Check the solution for repeated values, and store
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optimal solutions for the Rec problem. In addition, it
also obtained the optimal solution for the Hel02
instance. Overall, SOMA was able to get the best
solution in 27 instances out of the 31 total instances. It

was the most successful heuristic in the Rec instance
class, outperforming the other heuritics in problem
instances where the optimal soltuion was not obtained
by any heuristic (Rec 19-41).

Table 3: SOMA comparison with Car, Rec and Hel Problems.
Name
Car1
Car2
Car3
Car4
Car5
Car6
Car7
Car8
Rec01
Rec03
Rec05
Rec07
Rec09
Rec11
Rec13
Rec15
Rec17
Rec19
Rec21
Rec23
Rec25
Rec27
Rec29
Rec31
Rec33
Rec35
Rec37
Rec39
Rec41
Hel01
Hel02

nxm
11x5
13x4
12x5
14x4
10x6
8x9
7x7
8x8
20x5
20x5
20x5
20x10
20x10
20x10
20x15
20x15
20x15
30x10
30x10
30x10
30x15
30x15
30x15
50x10
50x10
50x10
75x20
75x20
75x20
100x10
20x10

Cost
7038
7166
7312
8003
7720
8505
6590
8366
1247
1109
1242
1566
1537
1431
1930
1950
1902
2093
2017
2011
2513
2373
2287
3045
3114
3277
4951
5087
4960
513
135

H-GA
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.08
0
0
0
0.52
0.92
1.26
0.38
0.89
0.45
1.03
1.18
1.05
0.56
0
0
2.54
1.79
2.82
-

OGA
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.04
0
0.21
0.79
0.35
0.91
1.08
1.23
2.08
1.76
1.64
1.90
2.67
2.09
3.28
1.49
1.87
0
3.41
2.28
3.43
-

Comparison with Taillard Benchmark Problem Sets

IGA
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.62
0.46
1.73
1.09
1.44
0.45
1.63
0.80
1.53
0.49
0.13
0
2.26
1.14
3.27
-

MAEA
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.28
0.44
0.44
0.43
0.56
0.78
0.10
0
0
2.72
1.61
2.70
0.38
0

SOMA
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.002
0.01
0
0
0
0.01
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.03
0.03
0.01
0.0
0.04
0
0
0.09
0.06
0.09
0.02
0

The results obtained are compared with those produced
by GA, Particle Swarm Optimization (PSOspv) DE
(DEspv) and DE with local search (DEspv+exchange) as in
Tasgetiren et al. (2004).

The second set of experimentation module is referenced
from Thaillard (1993). These sets of problems have
been extensively evaluated (see Nowicki et al. 1996 and
Reeves et al. 1998). This benchmark set contains 100
particularly hard instances of 10 different sizes, selected
from a large number of randomly generated problems.

Upon analysis of the results, it can be seen that SOMA
performs competitvely with the other heuristics. On four
instance classes of 20xXX and 50x5, it is the best
performing heuristic. On three other instances of 50x20,
100x5 and 100x20 it is the second best performing
heuritic behind DEspv+exchange.

The results are tablulated in Table 4 as quality solutions
with the percentage relative increase in makespan with
respect to the upper bound provided by Thaillard
(1993). To be specific the formulation is given as:
( H # U ) $100
(8)
" avg =
U
where H denotes the value of the makespan that is
produced by the SOMA algorithm and U is the upper
bound or the lower bound as computed.
!

Additionally, on five classes of problems, SOMA
obtaines the best average standard deviation. This
displays the ability of SOMA to find good solution
consistantly.
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Table 4: SOMA comparison with Taillard benchmark problem sets.
GA

PSOspv

DEspv

DEspv+exchange

SOMA

!avg

!std

!avg

!std

!avg

!std

!avg

!std

!avg

!std

20x5

3.13

1.86

1.71

1.25

2.25

1.37

0.69

0.64

0.42

0.48

20x10

5.42

1.72

3.28

1.19

3.71

1.24

2.01

0.93

1.29

0.45

20x20

4.22

1.31

2.84

1.15

3.03

0.98

1.85

0.87

1.09

0.34

50x5

1.69

0.79

1.15

0.70

0.88

0.52

0.41

0.37

0.41

0.34

50x10

5.61

1.41

4.83

1.16

4.12

1.10

2.41

0.90

4.8

1.0

50x20

6.95

1.09

6.68

1.35

5.56

1.22

3.59

0.78

3.9

0.69

100x5

0.81

0.39

0.59

0.34

0.44

0.29

0.21

0.21

0.4

0.24

100x10

3.12

0.95

3.26

1.04

2.28

0.75

1.41

0.57

3.14

1.4

100x20

6.32

0.89

7.19

0.99

6.78

1.12

3.11

0.55

4.96

0.65

200x10

2.08

0.45

2.47

0.71

1.88

0.69

1.06

0.35

2.4

1.1

CONCLUSION

Intelligence, A. Sattar and B.H. Kang (Eds.):, SpringerVerlag ,Berlin, 917-921.

SOMA has proven to be highly successful in solving the
flow shop problem. Two classes of problems were
attempted and both the results validated the permutative
approach of SOMA. SOMA was the best performing
heuritsic in comparison with the other heuristics in the
Car, Rec and Hel problems and the overall the second
most effective heuristic for the Taillard problem set.

Nawaz, M., Enscore, E. E. Jr, and Ham, I., 1983. “A heuristic
algorithm for the m-machine, n-job flow-shop sequencing
problem”, OMEGA International Journal of Management
Science 11, 91-95.
Nowicki, E., Smutnicki, C. 1996. “A fast tabu search
algorithm for the permutative flow shop problem”.
European Journal of Operations Research, 91, 160-175

As far as it can be acertained by the authors, this is the
first attempted research of applying SOMA to
permutative or NP problems.

Onwubolu, G. C. and Mutingi, M. 1999. “Genetic algorithm
for minimizing tardiness in flow-shop scheduling”,
Production Planning and Control 10 (5) 462-471.

Further reseach will entail the application SOMA to
other NP problems like Traveling Salesman etc.

Onwubolu G. C. 2002. Emerging Optimization Techniques in
Production Planning and Control. Imperial Collage Press,
London.
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always available. DISOMA reduces such demand by
distributing separate SOMA executes to bigger group of
independent computers. The Internet connection and
.NET Framework presence are the only conditions
required and that each computer is to be part of the
process. This paper introduces DISOMA as a new
method of functional optimization, bringing a utile tool
for the users who can not get access to expensive
mainframes but have at their disposal large group of
personal computers, for example lab computers.
Various DISOMA aspects are discussed including
installation, structure, methods of remote control and
communication, operation system requirements and
examples of use. The paper concludes by explaining the
importance of DISOMA for connected research of
Analytic Programming (Zelinka, Oplatkova 2003) and
also for research connected with SOMA itself.

KEYWORDS
neural network, symbolic regression, analytic
programming, evolutionary searching, evolutionary
scanning,
evolutionary
algorithms,
distributed
computing
ABSTRACT
This paper presents an idea of new algorithm combining
advantages of evolutionary algorithm and simple
distributed computing to perform tasks which required
many re-runs of the same program. Computing time is
shorted due to elementary distribution within a number
of common computers via the Internet. Progressive
.NET Framework technology allowing this algorithm to
run effectively and examples of possible usage are also
described.

METHODS

The algorithm deals with a problem of synthesis of the
artificial neural networks using the evolutional scanning
method. The basic task to be solved is to create a
symbolic regression algorithm on principles of analytic
programming, which will be capable of performing a
convenient neural network synthesis. The main
motivation here is the computerization of such synthesis
and discovering so far unknown solutions.

Combination of many times proved SOMA and modern
.NET Framework architecture is what makes DISOMA
such powerful. Main techniques used to construct
DISOMA are described in this chapter.
SOMA
SOMA is an effectual artificial intelligence method of
functional optimization. Together with Genetic
Algorithms, Simulated Annealing and Differential
Evolution, SOMA can be treated as an evolutionary
algorithm. Set of hypothetic solutions is as a group of
individuals moving towards Leader through their
environment (N dimensional hyper-plane) to reach the
best living condition (functional minimum). Owing to
this quality SOMA is able to work out the best (or very
good) solution for many problems which are unsolvable
by rigorous mathematical techniques. Following table
of parameters has to be set SOMA can be run.

INTRODUCTION
Distributed Self-Organizing Migrating Algorithm
(DISOMA) is a highly effective evolutionary
optimization
heuristic
combining
eminent
computational performance with attainable technical
requirements. DISOMA is derived from the SelfOrganizing Migrating Algorithm (SOMA) (Zelinka
2002,2004) which has proven to be very useful for
optimization of many hard-solvable problems. However
there exist some tasks that cannot be solved by a small
band of SOMA executes, for example, a task that is
deduced from the model containing a number of
stochastic based variables. In such cases huge set of
SOMA cycles has to be run and final solution is
interpolated through all obtained possibilities via
statistic procedures. This technique can be extremely
demanding in terms of computing time. The mainframes
capable of computing such exacting assignments are not
Proceedings 22nd European Conference on Modelling and
Simulation ©ECMS Loucas S. Louca, Yiorgos Chrysanthou,
Zuzana Oplatková, Khalid Al-Begain (Editors)
ISBN: 978-0-9553018-5-8 / ISBN: 978-0-9553018-6-5 (CD)
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Parametr
name:
CostFunctio
n
PathLength

Table 1. SOMA parameter
Description:

Step
PRT
PopSize
Migrations
MinDiv

can be easily equipped by one instance of Solver. After
installation Solver is running together with Windows no
matter if any user is logged in or not. Every solver
communicates with Scheduler only and knows nothing
about possible existence of other Solvers. Computer
with Solver instance has to be connected with Internet
to allowed Solver participating on DISOMA.

function defining the problem it the
way of founding minimal value
how far an individual goes on its way
toward Leader
how many times individual stops
during its path
degree of randomness during
individual moves
number of individuals within the
population
how many times population will be
migrating toward the Leader
terminal vertical distance between
the best and the worst individual

Solver contains two main parts, communication routines
and SOMA. After Windows is switched on Solver
sends message to Scheduler that it is ready to participate
on calculations and what is its IP address. Than this
message is sent periodically till Windows are not
switched off. If an order comes from Scheduler, Solver
starts computing one instance of SOMA. After an
adequate solution is found its coordinate are send back
to Scheduler and Solver is ready for another task. If the
solution was not found within specified time an error
warning is sent to Scheduler and calculation is stopped.

Windows Services

Scheduler

Windows Services are applications that can be
automatically started when the operating system boots.
They can run without having an interactive user logged
on the system. Any Functionality can be built in the
service such as scanning for files to do backup or a
virus check, or starting a .NET Remoting server, for
example. (Robinson 2004)

Scheduler is a simple WinForm application connected
to SQL database via ADO .NET technology. Scheduler
itself can be run without installation on computer
equipped by .NET Framework however Microsoft SQL
Server has to be present in order to help Scheduler
administrating SQL database. Also Scheduler position
within the Internet is limited due to its exact IP address
with has been specified firmly within Solvers code.

.NET Remoting
Many applications are not standalone applications that
are running on a single system, but they use some
network communication technologies to invoke
methods on a remote server. This is what .NET
Remoting is good for. .NET Remoting can be used for
accessing objects in another application domain. Instead
of sending data, it can invoke methods across the
network across the network. (Robinson 2004)

Scheduler has to handle thee main databases - defined
tasks, found solutions and connected Solvers. The user
creates “Defined tasks database“ manually. This
definition can be originated directly via SQL server or
by the help of Scheduler window. Every defined task
has to contain vector of SOMA parameters and Cost
Function (see Table 1) also number of repetition can be
included. “Connected Solvers database” contains all
Solvers connected to Scheduler and has to be
periodically updated in order to remain relevant. Every
included Solver assumes ready, calculating or error
state. Scheduler sends tasks to Solvers which are ready always one task (the oldest item from Defined task
database) to one Solver. When Scheduler receives
coordinates of successfully found solution form Solver
the solution is stored into “Found solutions database”
together with task parameters and solved task is deleted
from Defined task database. If any Solver does not
return awaited solution within specified time or stops
responding its status is changed to error and its task is
redirected to another ready Solver.

DISOMA
DISOMA works on ordinary client - server architecture
however unconventionally there are many servers and
only one client. Within DISOMA structure every server
is called “Solver” and the client is called “Scheduler”.
DISOMA itself can be defined as a set of one Scheduler
and altering figure of Solvers. Large number of Solvers
communicating with Scheduler (more than 10
recommended) is crucial for DISOMA capability to
solve more extensive tasks. Main attributes of Solver
and Scheduler are described further.
Solver

APLICATION

Solver is designed as Windows Service. This
conception brings basically automated method how to
install Solver via Windows Service Installer. Every
computer running on Windows XP or Windows 2000

Class of problems which can be effectively solved by
DISOMA includes problems which require solving
large number of single SOMA tasks during evaluation
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Figure1: DISOMA diagram
which make it ideal tool for Evolutionary Scanning. For
more details see (Varacha, Zelinka 2007a).

SOMA have to be examines on large representative set
of functions. (Zelinka 2004)

Successfulness of SOMA sensitively depends on
parameters setting (see Table 1). For statistic
determination of ideal SOMA parameters many runs of

EVOLUTIONARY SCANNING
Clause: Let there be a set of all neural networks with
forward running propagation ANNall = {ANN1, ANN2,
..., ANNi, ...} and a set of all functions Fall = {f1, f2, ...,
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fk, ...}. Then for each ANNi ∈ ANNall exists a function fk
∈ Fall, alternatively a set of functions Fk ⊂ Fall such,
that holds ANNi ⇔ fk, alternatively ANNi ⇔ Fk.

operators and terminals as functions.) GFS = {gf1, ...
gfi, ... gfn}.
The basic principle of AP is based on the handling with
Discrete Sets (Discrete Set Handling, DSH). DSH
forms the interface between the Evolutionary Algorithm
(Evolutionary Algorithm, EA) (Zelinka, 2004), a
problem, which should be solved symbolically.

Kolmonogorov theorem (Bose and Liang 1996)
further shows also validity of the inverse clause: For
every continuous function fk ∈ Fall exists ANNi ∈
ANNall such, that holds fk ⇔ ANNi.

Thanks to that, almost any EA can be applied in the AP.
In such a way the EA in effect works as an engine
actuating the AP. From the EA nature further results to
be rational to define the Cost Function (CF), whose
value is necessary to be minimized.

Task: Design an algorithm, which will by the means of
the symbolic regression methods, evolutionary scan a
set Fall in order to find:
a) fk ⇔ ANNi

Note: AP does not use as terminals particular, however,
general constants K1 to Kn, whose particular value is
determined by means of nonlinear interlacing as closely
as possible near the assessment of the relevant CF.

b) fk, whose at least some subfunctions {f1, f2, ...}
⇔ {ANNn, ANNm, ...}
which solve the particular problem P with global error
ET < ξ, where ξ is the user defined biased tolerance
threshold.

SYNTHESIS OF NEURAL NETWORKS
To accomplish by the means of an AP the successfully
synthesize of the ANN, it is necessary at first to
appropriately choose the elements of GFS and correctly
define the CF, applicable for the problem being solved.
To fulfill both those steps is, however, necessary to
comprehend the relationship of equivalence between the
ANN and functions – namely an AP itself does not
understand the ANN conception, it is capable to
synthesise only functions, eventually algorithms.
The relation between an ANN and mathematical
functions
The connection between an ANN and mathematical
functions is often neglected in the professional
literature, at the same time each ANN can be expressed
as to its equivalent class of functions f*. The ANN
synthesis process is thus a process of searching of a
suitable f* in the set of class of functions F, which
contains the classes accrued by combinations of (basic)
base functions b of a set B. The constitution of elements
of B then differs according to individual types of ANN.
The process of ANN education can then be expressed as
searching for convenient values of invariables, which
differentiate particular functions f in f* from each other.
The resulting function f is then equivalent to the
searched for ANN.

Figures 2: Principle of the Evolutionary scanning
ANALYTIC PROGRAMMING
Algorithm referred to as analytic programming (AP)
proved itself by providing the solution to a variety of
problems of the symbolic regression as: synthesis of
trigonometric functions (Zelinka 2005a), polynomial
functions (Zelinka and Oplatkova 2003), functions of
boolean parity (Zelinka and Oplatkova 2004), functions
of boolean symmetry (Zelinka at al. 2004), solution of
differential equations (Zelinka 2002b) and optimization
of the artificial ant tour (Zelinka and Oplatkova 2006).
Those accomplishments have led to the motivation to
utilise an AP also in the ANN synthesis.
AP has been built-up on the sets of functions, operators
and so called terminals, which are mostly invariables or
independent variables. These mathematical objects form
a set, out of which the AP strives to synthesize a
suitable solution – so called General Function Set
(GFS). Members of GFS are then the principal
functions gf. (That is, we can easily understand the
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able to tie up properly the weights and thresholds to the
network, it is necessary to add into GFS next two gf, +
(plus) and × (times).
By that one finally arrives at GFS1 = {gf1, +, ×, x1, x2,
K}. From the point of view of the problem it handles
about so-called complete GFS, consequently GFS1 has
by the means of AP guaranteed the potential of solving
the ANN syntheses – for the set B, through combination
of which rises already known solution ANN of the
particular problem, is valid B ⊆ GFS1 - so it comprises
all elements, which build and compose the relevant f.

⇔
fi* =

Figures 3: Equivalence between ANNi* and fi*
That previous described feature of ANN together with
aforementioned stated characteristics of an AP, makes
from the AP an ideal algorithm for the ANN synthesis.
The most important task to solve, is to select a suitable
B, which will be used as a GFS.

Figures 4: Principle of ANN synthesis from GFS1
Such definition of GFS1 is an attractive one because an
AP can, thanks to it synthesize not only classical neural
structures, known from the rigorous theory of ANN,
however, also the networks of pseudo-neural character,
eventually quite non-neural functions. These properties
from the world of neural functions shall, thanks to AP
involuntarily combine with further mathematical
transformations.

Conception of used GFS
From the preceding text it is clear, that suitable
selection of individual gf by using GFS, is an
absolutely crucial question. As a fundamental base
stone - function gf1 – is synthesised ANN, and the
choice then becomes sigmoid – the transfer function of
two input arguments arg1, arg2:

Effect of GFS1 on the synthesized ANN topology
The sub-functions can arise from the set GFS1 under
favorable conditions during cultivation of an individual
in AP, which will compose the winner individual, and
on which can be looked on as neurons in ANN.
Examples of such arrangement of individual gf ∈
GFS1 into convenient subfunctions will be introduced
in future studies.

Sigmoid function is in the world of ANN the often used
transfer function (Master 1993), which is derived from
behavior of real neurons in human brain. For a
parameter λ the invariable value 10 was selected, so that
the sigmoid nears rather to the unipolar binary function,
which is suitable for solutions of classification
problems. Against the binary function it , however, has
the advantage, that there exists a derivation of it in its
whole interval and that it is possible to apply the
algorithm dependent on such derivation of function, as
it is , for example, just the nonlinear interlacing used in
the AP, on the structures, which are thus being created.

Definition of CF
The correct definition of CF is unique for every
problem to be solved. CF should in itself namely
include the whole testing set of the synthesized ANN.
CF works in such cases on the basis of testing the ANN
responses on particular elements of the testing set.
What, however, remains always same is the chosen
philosophy, under which the relevant CF is created.

Beyond gf1 there must be an integral part of, as
constituted by this research, GFS also input
independent variables x1 and x2, which represent
coordinates of individual points on the classified plane,
and then invariables K (K1 to Kn), which shall figure
the thresholds φ and weights w of the network. To be

As a fundamental model of CF1, the staircase
conception CF was selected for the synthesis. Its
operation is, that at the beginning of scoring the CF of
particular individual (ANN) is valid CF = 0. Step by
step all elements of the tested set are passed through. If
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there shows at any tested element, that the response of
ANN is divergent to the requirements of the testing set
an increment of CF = CF + 1 is performed. By that way
the CF1 can gather the discrete values {1,2, ..., n},
where n is number of elements in the testing set. CF1
thus calculates on how many elements of testing set
replied ANN with the inadmissible reply.

International Conference on Soft Computing
Mendel’02, Brno, Czech Republic, 93-101., ISBN
80-214-2135-5.
ZELINKA I. 2002b. Analytic programming by Means
of Soma Algorithm. ICICIS’02, First International
Conference on Intelligent Computing and
Information Systems, Egypt, Cairo, ISBN 977-237172-3
ZELINKA I., OPLATKOVA Z. 2003. Analytic
programming – Comparative Study. CIRAS’03, The
second International Conference on Computational
Intelligence, Robotics, and Autonomous Systems,
Singapore, ISSN 0219-6131.
ZELINKA I., OPLATKOVA Z. 2004. Boolean Parity
Function Synthesis by Means of Arbitrarry
Evolutionary Algorithms - Comparative Study, In:
8th World Multicon-ference on Systemics,
Cybernetics and Informatics (SCI 2004), Orlando,
USA, in July 18-21.
ZELINKA I., OPLATKOVA Z., NOLLE L. 2004.
Boolean Symmetry Function Synthesis by Means of
Arbitrarry Evolutionary Algorithms - Comparative
Study,
In:
18th
European
Simulation
Multiconference
(ESM
2004),
Magdeburg,
Germany,
June 13-16, 2004, ISBN 3-93615035-4.
ZELINKA I. 2004. SOMA - Self Organizing Migrating
Algoritm, kap. 7, str. 33, in B.V. Batu, G. Onwubolu
(eds), New Optimization Techniques in Engineering,
Springer-Verlag.
ZELINKA I, OPLATKOVA 2006. Z. Investigation on
Artificial Ant using Analytic Programming, GECCO
2006, Seatle, WA, USA
VARACHA P., ZELINKA I. 2007a. Distributed SelfOrganizing Migrating Algorithm (DISOMA). ICCC
2007, 8th International Carpathian Control
Conference, Štrbkké Pleso, Slovak Republic, ISBN
978-80-8073-805-1
VARACHA P., ZELINKA I. 2007b. Synthesis of
artificial neural networks by the means of
evolutionary scanning - preliminary study. ECMS
2007, 21st European Conference on Modelling and
Simulation, Praha, Czech Republic, ISBN 978-09553018-2-7

By all of that it is assumed, that at the output of ANN
there is inserted one more neuron, which standardizes
the replies greater than 0.8 to 1 and replies less than 0.2
damps to 0.
CONCLUSION
Applied on described class of problems DISOMA can
compensate expensive mainframes inside organizations
which cannot afford such advanced accessories but
manages number of standard computer. This appears to
be reasonable way how to save unnecessary
investments. Presently DISOMA goes trough the
stadium of debugging however this algorithm is going
to be expose on the Internet for a public use. During the
progress many completive ideas, such as creating
remote control of Scheduler via ASP .NET services, are
proposing and waiting for integration into DISOMA.
For more information see (Varacha, Zelinka 2007b).
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Public electric transport should have higher priority
than private cars, by criterion of transported passenger
number, electric energy consumption and service level
evaluated by schedule fulfillment. Public electric
transport, such as trams and especially trolleybuses,
which are more sensible to traffic jams, uses more
electric energy during frequent acceleration and braking
in traffic jam and infringe scheduled time. Also traffic
lights are not synchronized and working independently
from transport flow.
Public electric transport, such as trams and especially
trolleybuses, uses more electric energy during frequent
acceleration and braking in traffic jam. That is why,
traffic light’s green light should be synchronized with
the schedule of public electric transport. For all other
participants of the transport flow the minimization of
idle time in traffic jam is needed.
It is multi-criteria optimization task with following
criterions: minimization of electric energy and idle time
and maximization of average flow speed.
The purpose of this paper is to define fitness function
for evolutionary algorithm. Evolutionary algorithm is
realized for intelligent superagent to optimize green and
red light time. Fitness function should include
normalized value of idle time and average speed for all
transport participants in traffic jam and electric energy
consumption.

KEYWORDS
Modelling, evolutionary algorithm, electric transport
ABSTRACT
This work is based on research in a field of intelligent
agent systems, negotiation algorithm solving tasks of
energy saving, optimal electric vehicle control and
transport flow control in traffic jam.
Main goal of research is energy saving for public
electric transport. Mathematical model and evolutionary
algorithm is proposed in the paper to solve multi-criteria
optimization task minimizing idle time and electric
energy used by public electric transport and maximize
average speed of the flow in traffic jam.
Paper presents a computer experiment to test proposed
mathematical model and workability of evolutionary
algorithm. The specific dynamic model with stochastic
parameters of city transport system is created and
results of evolutionary optimization are simulated.
INTRODUCTION
Authors propose to use electronic intelligent agent
system to control traffic lights corresponding to the
transport flow. The target is to minimize of total electric
energy usage by electric transport and total idle time for
all transport flow participants using evolutionary
algorithm for intelligent agents of traffic lights [1].
Paper describes the problem of decision-making for city
transport control. The decision making modeling for
transport problems is described, using methods of
decision making theory [2] and process optimization in
intelligent transport systems.
As the transport system is a cooperative system, where
behavior of one participant depends on other. That is
why the negotiation process for intelligent agent is
necessary. Each agent controls his own object sending
data to the superagent, which is responsible for
optimization and coordination of negotiation process.

METHOD OF SOLUTION
Authors propose to use intelligent agent system 3 for
task solution.
Each intelligent agent is responsible only for his own
object. The intelligent agent has all necessary
information about the object and has possibility to make
decisions for the object.
Intelligent agents – the elements of artificial
intelligence 4 - are incorporated in the electric transport
control system. This system is managed and controlled
by the superagent. The superagent is responsible for
intelligent agent negotiation and to cooperate the work
of autonomous agents to achieve common goals of the
system. A superagent is an intelligent agent, which is
not responsible for any object, but for processes where
more then one object's intelligent agent participate.

PROBLEM FORMULATION
Transport flow in the city is growing and traffic jams
become the common problem for most of big cities.
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Intelligent agents input and process of the information
on the physical transport unit as well as send it to
intelligent superagent for the analysis of the situation of
the transport system in general to realize the decisionmaking procedure. Alias the superagent realizes
negotiation of the intelligent agents, defining a
negotiation set. It plays a role of the arbitration judge,
which nominates what players have to do proceeding
from results of negotiation.

telemetric system (sensors) that collects data for agents
database 5.
MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR INTELLIGENT
AGENT

SUPERAGENT

Vehicle agents

Vehicle1
agent

Crossroad agents

…

Vehicle1
engine

Vehicle M
agent

Crossroad1
agent

Vehicle M
engine

Crossroad1
traffic lights

Crossroad N
agent

…

Crossroad N
traffic lights

Static Input Data

Figure 1: Intelligent agent system

x
x

Each electrical transport unit has own intelligent agent.
An intelligent agent is a software package that is
responsible for an object (fig. 1.) or a process.
Controllers

e2
f2

Software

e1
f1

Database

Intelligent agent

Microcomputer

number of transport units – njk, where j –
direction, k - crossroad;
x average speed of moving car (without stop)
– v;
x flow rate of crossroad (number of lanes) – l;
Parameters for ith transport unit
x driver’s average reaction time – ri;
x acceleration time for one transport unit – ai;
x distance between cars in traffic jam - di;
x position in traffic jam - pi.
x

I

e
f4

Actuator
e3

Um
Ie

Engine

T
Z

set of crossroads – K
length of a car - ci;

Stochastic Dynamic Input Data

Electrical
contact
network

U

e0 f0

This part presents mathematical model for task solution.
Mathematical model of public electric transport system
has a set of dynamic parameters. Such parameters can
be number of cars waiting on the crossroads, number of
passengers waiting on passenger stops. Also number of
lanes, which is very significant parameter for traffic jam
problem solution, may be changed in case of
breakdowns and crash of cars. All these variables are
changing continuously.
That is why evolutionary algorithm is necessary to
adopt optimal solution to current input dynamic
parameters.
Dynamic parameters has stochastic behaviour. For
instance, driver’s reaction time, distance between cars,
acceleration time and moving speed dpends on human
factors, that’s why it should be modeled as stochastic
parameter.

\
Sensors

f3
Mechatronics system

Variables
x green light time – xk;
x red light time – yk;
where k – crossroad.

Figure 2: Intelligent agent for mechantronics system
control
A intelligent agent consists of three necessary
components: database, software, which based on
artificial intelligence structures and algorithms, and
electronic devices-controllers.
All information about an object such as technical
characteristics and parameters, strategies, schedules,
calculated data and so on is incorporated in intelligent
agent's database.
The software is used to process this data with
evolutionary algorithms.
Electronic devices are used to realize intelligent control
on machine level.
Each public electric transport unit has own intelligent
agent, which is responsible only for the current unit.
Physically each transport unit is equipped with the

Target functions
x
x
x

Average waiting time – T = Ȉti / Ȉn ĺ min
Average flow speed - V = vi ĺ max
Electric energy - E = Ȉei ĺ min

Auxiliary functions
x

time of moving from position to the
crossroad
-

ti
x
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( pi  1)  (ci  d i )
 (ri  ai )  pi
v

flow rate of traffic light:
v  x  ci  d i
f
 l;
ci  d i  (ri  ai )  v

f 

red light times (green light missing):

x

rt

pi / f ;

red light waiting time: t ir

x

position before passing crossroad:

pi  t ir  (ri  ai );

VS

rt  y;

{F ( s1 ), F ( s2 ),..., F ( s p )} ;

Step 3: Arrange population by evaluation:

f 

S

{s1 , s2 ,..., s p },

¦ t ( x, y )

(1)

i

i 1

Step 5: Select other parents for crossover

§ n ( pi'  1)  (ci  d i )
·
¨¨ ¦
 ( ri  ai )  pi'  tir  rt  x ¸¸ o min
v
©i 0
¹

SC

E max  E
E max

Step 7: Apply mutation, where

x sj 'i
j
V S'

rand (1, k ), i

rand (1, p)

;

{F ( s '1 ), F ( s '2 ),..., F ( s ' p )} ;

Step 9: Arrange new population by evaluation:

S ' {s '1 , s '2 ,..., s ' p },

max(V S ' ) ;

F ( s '1 )

Step 10: Combining with elite:

S

1000  E .
1000

( S E  S ' );

Step 11: Delete last:

S

S /{s p 1 , s p 2| ,...} ;

Step 12: IF F ( s1 ) ! F ( s p )
THEN Goto Step 2
ELSE End of Evolutionary
Algorithm with solution s1.

Fitness function for optimization:
F = ĮT T’ + ĮV V’ + ĮE E’ ĺ max (2)

PRACTICAL EXAMPLE
An abstract crossroad is selected for a computer
experiment (Fig.3). Function (1) is optimized in this
experiments with following parameters:

FOR

From evolutionary point of view the parameters of the
problem are presented as genes of chromosome. Each
chromosome presents problem solution. Each solution
should be evaluated by fitness function. The goal of
genetic algorithm is to find the chromosome with
optimal value of fitness function.
In our case the chromosome contains green light time
and red light time of each traffic light:
s = (x1, y1, x2, y2, …, xk, yk)
Population in the task is presented as a set of traffic
light working modes for all analyzed crossroads:

n3
n2
n1
n4

{s1 , s 2 ,..., s p }

Figure 3: Schema of crossroad for computer
experiment.

Each state s is evaluated by fitness function (2):

Vi

x sj 'i  1, s 'i  S ' ,

Step 8: Evaluate population:

Let us assume the priorities for optimization
parameters are
x ĮT = 0.3;
x ĮV = 0.3;
x ĮE = 0.4.

S

sij ; s ' j s ji , i, j 1, p ;

si 3s j o s 'i

V ;
50

EVOLUTIONARY
ALGORITHM
INTELLIGENT AGENT

S;

Step 6: Apply crossover, where

Normalization functions
Let us assume, that maximal values of target
functions are:
x Tmax = 3600 s;
x Vmax = 50 kmh;
x Emax = 1000 kWh.
According to this values normalization is:
T  T 3600  T ;
T ' max
Tmax
3600

E'

max(V S ) ;

SE  S ;

n

V
V'
Vmax

F ( s1 )

Step 4: Select best parents to elite

Fitness function for optimization
T

{s1 , s2 ,..., s p } ;

Step 2: Evaluate population:

x

p'i

S

f 

F (si )

Let us assume,
x number of vehicles on the first street:
n1 + n2 = 100

General evolutionary algorithm for task solution is
following:
Step 1: Initialize population:
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number of vehicles on the second street:
n3 + n4 = 200
x number of lanes: l = 2
x average speed of moving vehicle: v = 25;
x driver’s average reaction time: ri = 1;
x acceleration time – ai = 3;
x length of a car: ci = 4;
x distance between cars in traffic jam: di = 0,5;
Target is to minimize average waiting time for all
vehicles by optimal traffic light regulation (1).
x

T ( x, y ) o min
Input data for evolutionary algorithm are presented on
Figures 4-6.

Figure 6: Input parameters for evolutionary algorithm
Results of evolutionary algorithm are presented on
figure 7.

Figure 4: Setting limits for traffic light optimization
algorithm

Figure 7: Results of evolutionary algorithm
SIMULATION OF CITY TRANSPORTATION
SYSTEM
Figure 5: Input parameters for crossroad
The specific modelling environment is developed by
authors for computer experiment 6.
For the practical example object the tram system in Riga
centre is taken shown on the figure 8.
The part of the route selected for test is the way from
the passenger stop "Centraltirgus" to the stop
"Grecinieku iela" for one tram.
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All simulation dynamics parameters of a tram are taken
from the real tram T3-A.
Authors results prove, that the application of proposed
algorithm for green wave organization can be very
useful for solving energetics and electrotechnology
problems in public electric transport systems.
Figure 10: Results of simulation without optimization
Figure 11 provides total waiting time with evolutionary
algorithm results.

Figure 11: Results of simulation using evolutionary
algorithm
On current stage of research 8% of time is saved by
using of evolutionary algorithm results.
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The main advantage of proposed algorithm is energy
saving by more than 20% at least and time saving by
more than 40%. That means, the results of using
intelligent agents in public electric transport motion
control allow to reduce running costs and to cut down
load on traffic network by decreasing time spent in the
city centre as well as offer of much faster service.
This research presents results of traffic control using
evolutionary optimization of traffic light working time.

CONCLUSION
Results of practical examples on this stage of research
prove that evolutionary algorithm is useful for traffic
control task solution.
Advantage of using evolutionary algorithm is the
possibility of continuous optimization of traffic control.
Evolutionary algorithm is very sensitive to its
parameters. That is why is necessary to find out the
most suitable algorithm of selection, crossover as well
as number of bits, population size, number of loops and
mutation.
Also minimal and maximal limits of variables x and y is
very important. Experiment shows that in case of high
maximal limit of green light, algorithm tries to switch
on green light as long as possible to allow all vehicles to
pass the crossroad. Otherwise, the minimal limit of
green light is optimal.

Figure 9: Computer model for traffic control
Figure 9 presents the model of traffic jam without
evolutionary algorithm. Model shows current situation
in Riga, where traffic jam is very actual problem.
Results of evolutionary algorithm show the
necessity to set up maximal allowed time for green
light.
Figure 10 show total waiting time for usual traffic light
working mode.
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represents duration of corresponding heat demand.
Daily and yearly duration heat demand diagrams
are currently known.

KEYWORDS
Prediction, District Heating Control, Box-Jenkins,
Control algorithms, Time series analysis.
ABSTRACT
The paper deals with an analysis of time series of heat
demand course. The course of heat demand and heat
consumption can be demonstrated by means of heat
demand diagrams. The most important one is the Daily
Diagram of Heat Supply (DDHS) which demonstrates the
course of requisite heat output during the day. This
analysis is utilized for building up a prediction model of
the DDHS. Forecast of this heat demand course is
significant for short-term and long-term planning of heat
production. This forecast is very important for technical
and economic considerations. The solved prediction is
especially determined for the qualitative-quantitative
method of hot-water piping heat output control, i.e. the
Balátě System which enables to eliminate any transport
delay. Its importance is increased especially for controlled
systems having great time constants and great transport
delay. In this paper we have focused on determination of
difference order, autoregressive process order and moving
average process order.

Figure 1: Time series of DDHS from the concrete
locality
These diagrams are of essential importance for technical
and economic considerations. Therefore forecast of the
diagrams course is significant for short-term and longterm planning of heat production. It is possible to judge
the question of peak sources and particularly the
question of optimal load distribution between the
cooperative production sources and production units
inside these sources according to the time course of heat
demand. The forecast of DDHS is used in this case
(Balátě 1982).

INTRODUCTION
Improvement of technological process control level can be
achieved by the time series analysis in order to predict their
future behaviour. We can find applications of this prediction
also in the control of the Centralized Heat Supply System
(CHSS), especially for the control of hot water piping heat
output. Knowledge of heat demand is the base for input data
for the operation preparation of CHSS. The term “heat
demand” means an instantaneous heat output demanded or
instantaneous heat output consumed by consumers. The
term “heat demand” relates to the term “heat consumption”.
It expresses heat energy which is supplied to the customer in
a specific time interval (generally a day or a year). The
course of heat demand and heat consumption can be
demonstrated by means of heat demand diagrams. The most
important ones are:
•
daily diagram of heat supply which demonstrates
the course of requisite heat output during the day.
(See Figure 1)
•
duration heat demand diagram - Y-coordinates
represent heat demand and distance from zero

FORECAST MODEL FOR CONCRETE TIME
SERIES OF HEAT DEMAND
It is possible to use different solution methods for the
calculation of time series forecast. (For example:
solution by means of linear models, solution by means
of non-linear models, spectral analysis method, neural
networks etc.). In the past, lots of works were created
which solved the prediction of DDHS and its use for
controlling the District Heating System (DHS). Most of
these works are based on mass data processing.
Nevertheless, these methods have a big disadvantage
that may result in out-of-date real data. From this point
of view it is suitable to use the forecast methods
according to the Box –Jenkins methodology (Box and
Jenkins 1976). This method works with a fixed number
of values which are updated for each sampling period.
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This methodology is based on the correlation analysis of
time series and works with stochastic models which
enable to give a true picture of trend components and
also that of periodic components. As this method
achieves very good results in practice, it was chosen for
the calculation of DDHS forecast.
Identification of time series model parameters is the
most important and the most difficult phase in the time
series analysis. This paper is dealing with the
identification of a model of concrete time series of the
DDHS. We have particularly focused on determination
of difference degree as well as on obtaining a suitable
order of autoregressive process and order of moving
average process.

Figure 2: The course of DDHS without values of
Saturday and Sunday

DETERMINATION OF DEGREE OF DIFFERENCING
Many observed non-stationary time series exhibit
certain homogeneity and can be accounted for by a
simple modification of the ARMA model, the
autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA)
model. Determination of a degree of differencing d is
the main problem of ARIMA model building. In
practice, it seldom appears necessary to difference more
than twice. That means that stationary time series are
produced by means of the first or second differencing.
A number of possibilities for determination of
difference degree exists.
1. It is possible to use a plot of the time series, for
visual inspection of its stationarity. In case of
doubts, the plot of the first or second differencing
of time series is drawn. Then we review
stationarity of these series.
2. Investigation of estimated autocorrelation function
(ACF) of time series is a more objective method. If
the values of ACF have a gentle linear decline (not
rapid geometric decline), an autoregressive zero is
approaching 1 and it is necessary to difference.
3. Anderson (Anderson 1976) prefers to use the
behaviour of the variances of successive
differenced series as a criterion for taking a
decision on the difference degree required. The
difference degree d is given in accordance with
the minimum value of variances σ z2 , σ ∇2 z ,σ ∇2 2 z ... .

Figure 3: The course of DDHS after the first differencing

Figure 4: The course of estimated ACF of DDHS

An example of the determination of the difference
degree for our time series of DDHS is shown in this part
of paper. The course of time series of DDHS contains
two periodic components (daily and weekly periods).
The daily period presents increase and decrease in heat
demand during the day. Heat demand drop at the
weekend forms the weekly period of DDHS. The
general model according to Box-Jenkins enables to
describe only one periodic component. From this point
of view we will further consider only time series of the
DDHS without Saturday and Sunday values. This time
series (see Figure 2) exhibits an evident nonstationarity. It is necessary to difference. The course of
time series of the first differencing is shown in Fig. 3.
The differenced series looks stationary now.

Figure 5: The course of estimated ACF of the DDHS
after the first differencing
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This fact is confirmed by the sample ACF (see Figure 4
and Figure 5). It is also possible to use the estimated
variance of non-differenced and differenced series for
making a comparison. In our case we have obtained the
following results (1):

σˆ z2 = 967.7; σˆ ∇2 z = 119.9; σˆ ∇2 2 z = 168.2;
2
σˆ ∇2 24 z = 150.5; σˆ ∇∇
= 72.7
24 z

DETERMINATION
OF
AUTOREGRESSIVE
PROCESS ORDER AND MOVING AVERAGE
PROCESS ORDER

σˆ z2 = 967.7; σˆ ∇2 z = 119.9; σˆ ∇2 2 z = 168.2. (1)

After differencing the time series, we have to identify
the order of autoregressive process AR(p) and order of
moving average process MA(q). The traditional method
consists in comparing the observed patterns of the
sample autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation
functions with the theoretical autocorrelation and partial
autocorrelation function patterns. These theoretical
patterns are shown in Table 1.

From these results and Figures above, it is suitable to
choose the first differencing of the DDHS (d=1).
In practice, many time series have seasonal components.
These series exhibit periodic behaviour with a period s.
Therefore it is necessary to determine a degree of
seasonal differencing - D. The seasonal differencing is
marked by ∇ sD . In seasonal models, necessity of
differencing more than once occurs very seldom. That
means D=0 or D=1. It is possible to decide on the
degree of seasonal differencing on the basis of
investigation of sample ACF. If the values of ACF at
lags k*s achieve the local maximum, it is necessary to
make the first seasonal differencing (D=1) in the
form ∇ s zt .
As our time series of the DDHS exhibits an obvious
seasonal pattern, it is necessary to make an analysis of
the seasonal differencing of our time series, as well. The
course of the ACF sample evidences the seasonal
pattern (see Figure 4 or Figure 5). These functions have
their local maxima at lags 24, 48, …. That represents a
seasonal period of 24 hours by a sampling period of 1
hour. On the basis of the executed analysis, it is
necessary to make the first differencing and also the
first seasonal differencing of the DDHS in the form (2).

∇∇ 24 zt = zt − zt −1 − zt −24 + zt −25

(3)

Table 1: Behaviour of theoretical autocorrelation and
partial autocorrelation function
Model
AR(p)
MA(q)
ARMA(p,q)

ACF
Tails off
Cuts off after q
Tails off

PACF
Cuts off after p
Tails off
Tails off

The expression Tails off in Table 1 means that the function
decreases in an exponential, sinusoidal or geometric fashion,
approximately, with a relatively large number of nonzero
values. Conversely, Cuts off implies that the function
truncates abruptly with only a very few nonzero values. The
standard errors of the ACF and PACF samples are useful in
identifying nonzero values. As a general rule, we would
assume an autocorrelation or partial autocorrelation
coefficient to be zero if the absolute value of its estimate is
less than twice its standard error. Order of autoregressive
operator p and order of moving average operator q are not
usually high; therefore only 20 values of ACF and PACF
will be enough to compute. The ACF and PACF samples for
the time series of the DDHS are shown in Figure 7 and
Figure 8. For assistance in interpreting these functions, twostandard-error limits are plotted in the graphs. We can see
from Figure 7 that the ACF sample cuts off after one lag,
while the PACF sample tails off with a sinusoidal decline.
Thus, we would tentatively identify the underlying model of
our series to be a stationary MA(1) model.

(2)

The course of differenced DDHS in the form (2) is
shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: The course of DDHS after the first
differencing and after the first seasonal differencing
For the comparison, it is possible to calculate the variances
of time series and differenced series according to
(Anderson 1976). The results are shown in the form (3).

Figure 7: The course of ACF of differencing DDHS
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Table 2: Values of Akaike Information Criterion
q
p
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

q
p
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Criteria for model order

A number of procedures and methods exists for testing
the model order (Cromwell 1994). These methods are
based on the comparison of the residuals of various
models by means of special statistics. In this paper, the
Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) in the form (4),
Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) (5) and Schwarz
test in the form (6) are used for testing.

q
p
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

)

⎛ −1 ⎞
⎟
⎜
+ ( p + q ) ln n + ( p + q ) ln ⎜
⎟
p
q
+
⎟
⎜
⎠
⎝

(5)

SC( p , q ) = n ⋅ ln σˆ a2 + ( p + q ) ⋅ ln n

(6)

σˆ z2
σˆ a2

3

4

5

6

7

1688 1647.657 1649.6 1649.2 1652.2 1650.2 1652.2 1654.2
1653.1 1649.6 4357.9 1651.7 2530.5 1652.3 1654.2 4409.1
1651.6 1647.655 1651.1 1792.6 1906.5 1654.2 4389.6 3979.6
1651.4 1652.4 2032.4 1942.2 2222.5 1655.6 1657.3 2262.8
1653.1 2391.6 1704.9 1659.4

1656

1657.3 3175.7 2304.2

1652.6 1654.1 1656.8 1675.3 1656.3 2486.3 1934.2 2043.5
1653.3 1655.9 1926.3
1654.9

1657

1659

1749

2412.5 2049.4 2024.3 2984.5

2469.5 2493.4

2027

3869

N/A

0
N/A

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1654.7 1662.4 1667.2 1675.1 1677.7 1684.1 1690.4

1660.2 1662.4 4369.4 1674.6 2530.9 1684.2 1690.4 4431.7
1664.4 1665.6

1674

1818

1933.7 1690.4 4412.2 4003.9

1669.4 1675.3 2053.8 1968.7 2244.6 1695.9 1701.6
1676
1680.2

2289

2403.4 1735.9 1695.4 1696.3 1701.5 3199.9 2329.6
1686

1692.9 1715.2 1700.6 2490.4 1976.7 2084.3

1685.3 1692.1 1959.9 1790.8 2428.1 2087.4 2065.9 3010.4
1691.1 1697.3 1703.3 2477.3 2495.1 2068.5 3899.2

N/A

Table 4: Values of Schwarz Criterion Test

(4)
p+q
n

2

Table 3: Values of Bayesian Information Criterion

The order of model is usually difficult to determine on
the basis of the ACF and PACF. This method of
identification requires a lot of experience in building up
models. From this point of view it is more suitable to
use the objective methods for the tests of the model
order.

BIC ( p , q ) = n ⋅ ln σˆ a2 − ( n − p − q ) ln( 1 −

1

Note: Value N/A in the tables means that the criterion is not available.

Figure 8: The course of PACF of differencing DDHS

AIC( p , q ) = n ⋅ ln σˆ a2 + 2( p + q )

0

Where n is a number of residuals, σ̂ a2 is an estimate of the
residual variance, σ̂ z2 is the variance associated with zt.

0

1

2

3
1661

4

5

6

7

1688

1651.5 1657.5

1657

1657.5 4369.7 1667.4 2550.2 1675.8 1681.7 4440.5

1667.9 1669.8 1675.8 1681.7

1659.4 1659.3 1666.8 1812.3 1930.1 1681.7
1663.2 1668.1 2052.1 1965.8

2250

1687

1668.9 2411.2 1728.5 1686.9 1687.5 1692.6

4421

4015

1692.7 2302.1
3215

2347.4

1672.3 1677.7 1684.3 1706.8 1691.7 2525.6 1977.4 2090.7
1676.9 1683.4 1957.8 1784.4 2451.8 2092.6 2071.5 3035.6
1682.5 1688.4 1694.4 2508.8 2536.6 2074.2 3920.1

N/A

Diagnostic checking – Portmanteau test

If the fitted model is adequate, it should transform the
observations to a white noise process. Thus, a logical
method of diagnostic checking is to compute the
residuals and then estimate and examine their
autocorrelation function. If the model is appropriate,
then the residual sample autocorrelation function should
not differ significantly from zero for all lags greater
than one. Adequate model can be tested by means of
Portmanteau test. We may obtain an indication of
whether the first K residual autocorrelation considered
together indicate adequacy of the model. This indication
may be obtained through an approximate chi-square test
of model adequacy. We consider the test statistic in the
form (7), which is approximately distributed as chi-

The test results of the model order of the DDHS are
included in the next tables (see Tables 2, 3 and Table 4).
The tables represent the values of the particular criteria
in dependence on model order (p, q).
The minimum value of BIC and SC is for p=0 and q=1,
while the minimum value of AIC is for p=2 and q=1.
AIC for p=0 and q=1 is very close to the minimum
value. According to these results and on the basis of the
general theorem (small values of model order), it is
obvious that we would tentatively identify our time
series as the MA(1) process. This fact is also confirmed
by the analysis of ACF and PACF samples described
above. Adequacy of this tentative model may be
examined by means of Portmanteau test.
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square with K-p-q degrees of freedom if the model is
appropriate.
Q = ( n − d − s )⋅

K

∑ r ( â )
2
k

(7)

k =1

Where n is a number of residuals, d is the difference
degree, s is the season period, rk2 (â ) is value of ACF
sample of residuals.
If the model is inadequate, the calculated value of Q
will be too large. Thus we should reject the hypothesis
of model adequacy if Q exceeds an appropriately small
upper tail point of the chi-square distribution with K-p-q
degrees of freedom. Further details of this test are in
(Box and Pierce, 1970).
The sample autocorrelation function of the residuals for
the model MA(1) for our time series of DDHS is shown
in Figure 9. None of the 20 autocorrelations exceeds
twice their standard errors. Furthermore, the chi-square
statistic applied to the first 20 autocorrelations (K=20)
is Q=20.1995, with 19 degrees of freedom. Comparing
this value with a 5 percent value chi-square variable
with 19 degrees of freedom, we find out that
χ 02.05,19 = 30.14 and so we would conclude that there is
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Figure 9: The ACF sample of residuals of DDHS
CONCLUSION

This paper presents the method for building up the
model of time series of DDHS. The model is used for
prediction of heat demand. This prediction of DDHS is
necessary for the control in the Centralized Heat Supply
System (CHSS), especially for the qualitativequantitative control method of hot-water piping heat
output – the Balátě System (Balátě 1982). The
modelling is based on the Box-Jenkins methodology.
The time series analysis was made for the DDHS from
the concrete locality.
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improvement of system behavior and better and faster
stabilization to the desired periodic orbits. Some
research in this field has been recently done using the
evolutionary algorithms for optimization of local
control of chaos (Richter and Reinschke, 2000).
This research is concerned with the investigation of the
design of the “blackbox mode” cost functions securing
the stabilization to desired UPO (unstable periodic
orbit) without previous mathematic analysis of system,
thus without knowledge of exact UPOs position. The
control law is based on Pyragas method: Extended delay
feedback control – ETDAS (Pyragas 1995). This
research is a continuation of previous experiments with
application of EA to chaos control (Zelinka 2007,
Senkerik 2007, Senkerik 2006).

KEYWORDS
Chaos, control, optimization, evolutionary algorithms,
parameter estimation
ABSTRACT
This research deals with optimization of the control of
chaos by means of evolutionary algorithms. The main
aim of this work is to show that evolutionary algorithms
are capable of the optimization of chaos control and to
show a new approach of solving this problem and
constructing new cost functions operating in “blackbox
mode” without previous exact mathematical analysis of
the system, thus without knowledge of stabilizing target
state. As a model of deterministic chaotic system, the
two dimensional Henon map was used. The
optimizations was realized in several ways, each one for
another desired periodic orbit. The evolutionary
algorithm Self-Organizing Migrating Algorithm
(SOMA) was used in four versions. For each version,
repeated simulations were conducted to outline the
effectiveness and robustness of used method and cost
function.

PROBLEM DESIGN
Problem selection and case studies
The chosen example of a chaotic system was the two
dimensional Henon map in form (1).

x n+1 = a − x n2 + by n
y n+1 = x n

INTRODUCTION
Currently, evolutionary algorithms (EA) are known as
powerful tools for almost any difficult and complex
optimization problem. But the quality of obtained
through the optimizations mostly depends on proper
design of the used cost function, especially when the
EAs are used for optimization of chaos control. It is
well known that deterministic chaos in general and also
any technique to control of chaos are sensitive to
parameter setting, initial conditions and in the case of
optimization they are also extremely sensitive to the
construction of used cost function.
This research utilized the Pyragas’s delayed feedback
control technique (Just 1999, Pyragas 1992). Unlike the
original OGY control method (Ott, et al. 1990) it can be
simply considered as a targeting and stabilizing
algorithm together in one package (Kwon 1999).
Another big advantage of Pyragas method is the amount
of accessible control parameters. This is very
advantageous for successful use of optimization of
parameters setting by means of EA, leading to

(1)

This work primarily consists of three case studies. All
of them are focused on an estimation of three accessible
control parameters for EDTAS control method to
stabilize desired UPO and a comparison of obtained
results for used cost function. Desired UPOs are
following: p-1 (a fixed point) in the first case, p-2 in the
second case and p-4 in the last case. All simulations
were 50 times repeated for each EA version. The
control method – ETDAS in the discrete form suitable
for two dimensional Henon map has the form (2).
x n +1 = a − x n2 + by n + Fn

Fn = K [(1 − R )S n − m − x n ]
S n = x n + RS n − m

(2)

where K and R are adjustable constants, F is the
perturbation, S is given by a delay equation utilizing
previous states of the system and m is the period of mperiodic orbit to be stabilized. The perturbation Fn in
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equations (2) may have an arbitrarily large value, which
can cause diverging of the system outside the interval
{-1.5, 1.5}. Therefore, Fn should have a value
between − Fmax , Fmax and EA should find an appropriate
value of this limitation to avoid the diverging of system.

The next proposal of CF2 used for in the second case
(p-2 orbit) is based on following rule. The iteration y(n)
and y(n+2) must have the same value. But this rule is
also valid for the previous case of – p-1 orbit. Thus
another condition had to be added. It says that in the
case of p-2 orbit there must be some difference
between the n and n+1 output iteration. Considering the
fact of minimizing the CF value this condition had to be
rewritten into this suitable form (5)

The cost function
Several unique designs of cost functions (CF) were
developed and tested for stabilization of p-1 orbit (fixed
point), p-2 orbit and p-4 orbit. In previous research the
CF had been calculated in general from the distance
between desired state (desired UPO) and actual system
output on simulation interval – τ. The minimal value of
this cost function giving the best solution is zero. The
aim of all the simulations was to find the best solution
that returns the cost function value as close as possible
to zero. This CF is given by (3).
CF =

1

where: c – small constant 1.10-16 which was added to
prevent the evolutionary optimization from crashing
because upon finding the suboptimal solution stabilized
at p-1 orbit it returns the division by zero.
The CF2 has form (6).

τ

∑ TS − AS
t

t

(3)

t =0

CF2 = p +

where: TS - target state, AS - actual state

τ

∑ y(n + 2) − y(n) +
t =0

Other cost functions (CF1 CF2 and CF4) had to be used
for stabilizing of the chaotic system in “blackbox mode”
ie. without exact numerical value of target state. In this
case it is not possible to use the simple rule of
minimizing the area created by the difference between
the required and actual state on the whole simulation
interval – τ.
Our noval approach is based on searching for periodic
orbits in chaotic attractor and stabilizing the system on
these periodic orbits by means of applying the optimal
value of controller adjustable constants (K, Fmax , R). It
means that this new CF did not take into consideration
any numerical target state, but the selected target
behavior of system. Therefore the new CFs are based
on searching for optimal values of controller parameters
securing the stabilization on any type of selected UPO
(p-1 orbit – stable state, p-2 orbit – oscillating between
two values etc.). The slight disadvantage of this
approach is that for each UPO (i.e. different behavior) a
different CF is needed.
The proposal of CF1 used for in the first case (p-1 orbit)
is based on the following simple rule. In discrete
systems, the iteration y(n) and y(n+1) of output value
must be the same. The idea was to minimize the area
created by the difference between the n and n+1 output
iteration on the whole simulation interval – τ, thus at the
same time this proposal of CF should secure fast
targeting into the close neighborhood of p-1 orbit and
its stabilization. The CF1 has form (4).
CF1 = p +

1
y (n + 1) − y (n ) + c

(6)

where: p = penalization
The last CF used in the third case (p-4 orbit) is based
on the following design. The iteration y(n) and y(n+4)
must have the same value. But this is also valid for the
two previous cases – p-1 and p-2 orbit.
Also in this case another condition had to be added. It
states that in case of p-4 orbit there must be some
difference between the n+1 and n+3 output iteration.
The CF4 has form (7).
CF4 = p +

τ

∑ y(n + 4) − y(n) +
t =0

1
y (n + 3) − y (n + 2 ) + c

(7)

where: p = penalization
In all proposed CFs there had to be included
penalization, which should avoid finding of solutions,
where the stabilization on saturation boundary values
-1.5, 1.5 or oscillation between them (i.e. artificial p-2
orbit) occurs. This penalization was calculated as the
sum of the number of iterations, where the system
output reaches the saturation boundary value.
These three “blackbox” modes CFs (6), (6) and (7) are
tested in this work. The difference between them can be
clearly seen in Fig. 1 - 3, which shows the dependence
of CF values on the adjustable parameters K and Fmax .

τ

∑ y(n + 1) − y(n)

(5)

y (n +1) − y (n ) + c

(4)

t =0

where: p = penalization
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Optimization algorithms
For the experiments described here, stochastic
optimization algorithm SOMA (Zelinka, 2004), has
been used. It was chosen because it has been proven
that this algorithm has the ability to converge towards
the global optimum.

400
300
CF
200
100
0
-2

0.5

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

0.4
0.3
Fmax
0.2

-1
0
K

Four versions of SOMA were used for all simulations.
See Table 1 for relation between each version and index
corresponding to Tables. Parameters for the optimizing
algorithm were set up in such a way in order to reach
the same value of maximal CF evaluations for all used
versions. Each version of SOMA has been applied 50
times in order to find the actual optimum.
The primary aim here is not to show which version is
better or worse but to show that the EA can in reality be
used for deterministic chaos control when the “blackbox
mode” cost functions are properly defined.
All results are shown only for variable x of two
dimensional Henon map because of its form (1), where
the variable y has the same values as variable x but it is
only phase shifted.

0.1

1
2

Fig. 1. Dependence of CF value on parameters K and
Fmax for p-1 orbit, xinitial = 0.7, CF1, R = 0.4426
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CF
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The ranges of all estimated parameters were these:
-2 ≤ K ≤ 2 , 0 ≤ Fmax ≤ 0.5 and 0 ≤ R ≤ 0.5

0.5
0.4
0.3
Fmax
0.2

-1
0
K

Table 1: Used versions of SOMA
Index
1
2
3
4

0.1

1
2

Fig. 2. Dependence of CF value on parameters K and
Fmax for p-2 orbit, xinitial = 0.7, CF2, R = 0.4387

Algorithm / Version
SOMA AllToOne
SOMA AllToRandom
SOMA AllToAll
SOMA AllToAllAdaptive

The best solution for each version of SOMA are shown
in Tables 2 – 4 together with other optimization results
like Average IStab value for 50 repeated simulations
(Avg. IStab).
Control of chaos, p-1 orbit, CF1
The first case is focused on the stabilization of p-1 orbit.
From previous experiments and numerical analysis of
this system, it follows that unperturbed Henon map has
this p-1 orbit: xF = 0.8
Each SOMA version gave almost identical result of CF
value for the best solution. See Fig. 4 for the best
individual solution with the lowest CF value (SOMA
ATAA) and Fig. 5 for the simulation of this best
solution with initial conditions uniformly distributed in
the region of 0 < xinitial < 1 See also Fig. 6 for the
simulation of all 200 solutions obtained by all versions
of EA. Based on obtained results, it may be stated that
the control parameters estimated in the optimizations
ensured fast reaching of a desired state without any

800
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CF400
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Fig. 3. Dependence of CF value on parameters K and
Fmax for p-4 orbit, xinitial = 0.7, CF4, R = 0.4574
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knowledge about its exact position for all 200
simulations. On average, about 90 iterations are
required.

Control of chaos, p-2 orbit, CF2
This case is focused on the stabilization of 2p-orbit.
Unperturbed Henon map has this p-2 orbit: x1 = -0.56,
x2 = 1.26.
The best results of each SOMA version are given in
Table 3. The simulations of the best solution are
depicted in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. As can be seen from Table
3, three SOMA versions give similar results of the best
solution; SOMA ATR has found the lowest CF value.
From comparison with previous cases and from Figs. 8
and 9 it follows that the EDTAS control method is not
able to reach “exact” stabilization of p-2 orbit. This
design of CF secures very fast reaching of desired state
but with lower quality of stabilization. More about this
problem is written in the special section. For
stabilization, on average, about 130 iterations are
required.

Table 2: Results for p-1 orbit, CF1
EA
K
Fmax
R
CF Val.
Avg.
IStab

1
-0,6691
0,3172
0,4300
0,3459

2
-0,6630
0,3070
0,3961
0,3459

3
-0,7571
0,3471
0,4824
0,3483

4
-0,6603
0,3195
0,4426
0,3459

93

99

94

96

Table 3: Results for p-2 orbit, CF2
EA
K
Fmax
R
CF Val.
Avg.
IStab

Fig. 4. Best ind. solution: p-1 orbit, CF1, SOMA ATAA

1
0,3941
0,1345
0,1406
62,3066

2
-1,4353
0,2209
0,4387
48,4768

3
-1,4917
0,2473
0,4977
49,9408

4
-1,4823
0,2622
0,4932
49,8355

137

134

137

128

Fig. 5. Best solution: p-1 orbit, CF1, SOMA ATAA,
simulation with 0 < xinitial < 1.

Fig. 7. Best ind. solution: p-2 orbit, CF2, SOMA ATR

Fig. 6. Simulation of all 200 solutions, p-1 orbit, CF1

Fig. 8. Best solution: p-2 orbit, CF2, SOMA ATR,
simulation with 0 < xinitial < 1.
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Fig. 9. Simulation of all 200 solutions, p-2 orbit, CF2

Fig. 11. Best solution: p-4 orbit, CF4, SOMA ATAA,
simulation with 0 < xinitial < 1.

Control of chaos, p-4 orbit, CF4
The last case is focused on the stabilization of p-4 orbit.
Unperturbed Henon map has the following p-4 orbit:
x1 = 0.139, x2 = 1.4495, x3 = -0.8595, x4 = 0.8962.
See Table 4 for the results of this optimization. The
simulations of the best individual solution are depicted
in Figs. 10. and 11. As a conclusion of this case study it
is possible to say that all SOMA versions gave almost
the same results of the best solution, SOMA ATAA has
found the slightly lowest value of CF. From Figs. 10
and 12 follows that the stabilization was reached very
quickly and precisely. But this fact is valid only for
limited circle of initial conditions (see Fig. 11). For
successful stabilization of p-4 orbit, on average, about
145 iterations are needed

Fig. 12. Simulation of all 200 solutions, p-4 orbit, CF4
Investigation on results of p-2 orbit stabilization
In the first and last case study, the desired p-orbit was
reached rapidly and precisely, but in the second case the
EA had found solutions which did not secure such
precise stabilization. The answer for this problem can
be clearly seen from Figs 13 – 15. The first one shows
the dependence of CF value on parameter K
( Fmax = 0.2209, R = 0.4387). On the left part of this
picture there is global optimum CF Value = 48.5 (see
Fig, 14) and on the right positive part there are many
local optimums CF value = approx. 62 (see Fig, 15).
The global optimum represents solution with very fast
but not precise stabilization, whereas the solution given
by local optimum secures slow but very precise
stabilization on desired p-2 orbit. This problem is
caused by including of initial chaotic part into CF value
before stabilization. The interesting fact is that version
SOMA ATO did not find global optimum while in one
or two cases from all 50 runs of other versions the
global optimum was found. This can be solved by
change of CF design and implementing the experiences
with complex CF designed for higher periodic orbits
from previous research.

Table 4: Results for p-4 orbit, CF4
EA
K
Fmax
R
CF Val.
Avg.
IStab

1
-0,3757
0,1152
0,4617
19,2853

2
-0,4877
0,1154
0,5074
19,3006

3
-0,3785
0,1145
0,4632
19,2896

4
-0,3692
0,1163
0,4574
19,2836

143

142

143

147

Fig. 10. Best ind. solution: p-4 orbit, CF4, SOMA ATAA
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task of continuous time systems (Lorenz, Rössler),
where the exact mathematical analysis of UPOs position
in the chaotic attractor is very demanding.
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Based on obtained results, it may be claimed that all
simulations gave promising results and thus EAs are
capable of solving this “blackbox mode” problem. In
this research three different CFs were introduced and
tested in the task of fast targeting and stabilization of
desired periodic orbits. As can be seen from the
optimization results presented here, they are extremely
sensitive to the construction of the used CF. Any small
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improvement of system behavior, but on the other hand
can cause worsening of any other observed parameter,
as in the case of CF2 for p-2 orbit.
According to all results shown here it is planned that
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complex cost functions and other criteria for precision
distinguishing of stabilized UPO, together with
searching for better settings of EA. These promising
results gives the possibility for “blackbox mode”
evolutionary searching for controller parameters in the
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n network. Inn this situationn the visualizaation of simu-tion
latiion results byy the time courrses of all statte variables iss
stilll predominatting. Howeveer, this is nott a satisfyingg
sollution becausee the networkk context is lo
ost. Clearly, itt
wo
ould be morre appealing if all dataa is directlyy
rep
presented in association witth the network
k structure. A
parrticular probleem of biochem
mical network
ks here is theirr
sizze, heterogeneity, and compplexity of netw
works.
For this reason, the present ccontribution explores
e
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w methods too visualize ssimulation rellated data onn
new
nettworks. Particcularly, the pootential of 3D
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is explored. Thee examples sttem from the field of bio-cheemical networrk modeling iin Systems Biology. Threee
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i
aand simulation
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g are briefly diiscussed.
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ABSTRACT
Methods for 3D visualizattion are well established inn all
w
simulation preprocesssing data (e.g. FE
disciplines where
meshes) or simulation
s
outtput data is directly coupledd to
the geometryy of the real system. The situation is quuite
different, whhen this connnection is missing because the
system is coonceptually modeled
m
by abbstract structuures.
The complexx interconneccted biochemiical reaction netn
works in liviing cells which are studied in Systems BiolB
ogy are a tyypical examplle. Here, it is a challengee to
design visuall representatioons of these networks
n
show
wing
all wanted structural
s
feattures combineed with quanttitative data froom simulatioon runs or exxperiments. This
T
paper presennts and evaluuates three case
c
studies that
t
illustrate new
w visualizationn approaches in 3D to dispplay
structural annd quantitativve informationn related to biob
chemical nettworks and diiscusses the potential
p
of innteractive 3D neetwork visuallization in conntext of Systeems
Biology.

Bio
ochemical Neetworks
Bio
ochemical nettworks consisst of nodes and
a edges (cf..
Fig
g. 1) wheras the
t nodes reprresent chemiccal substancess
and
d reactions annd edges reprresent interacttions betweenn
theese componennts (Gottschalkk 1986; Michaal 1999).

CTION
INTRODUC
Visualizing Simulation Data
D
Information visualizationn techniques are well esttabD or
lished for systems with a direct spatial relation in 2D
3D space. Thhis does not onnly hold for all kinds of parrtial
differential equation
e
appllications (conntinuum mechhanics, fluid dynnamics, electrro magnetism
m etc.) but alsoo to
discrete sysstems with spatial comppartmentalizattion
(multi body dynamics, maaterial flow, trraffic etc.) (H
Hege
and Polhier 1997). In eacch case powerrful visualizattion
h
been devveloped to preesent the simuulatechniques have
tion results and
a animate tim
me dependentt data. Moreovver,
simulation preprocessing
p
is supported,, for examplee by
visualizing computational
c
l grids or dom
main decompositions. Likew
wise, derived simulation
s
datta like sensitivvity
results or eiggenfunctions can
c be visualizzed.

In contrast to electrical netw
works, where edges alwayss
present a flow
w of electrons, biochemicall networks doo
rep
nott only containn flow edges rrepresenting chemical reac-tion
ns, but also reegulatory edges defining an
n influence off
a chemical
c
subsstance on a cchemical reacction (Fig. 1))
(Noack, Wahl et
e al. 2007). The direction
n of an edgee
her defines thhe sign of a m
material flow or the role off
eith
two
o connected nodes
n
(source-target, effecttor-influencedd
reaaction etc.).

The situationn is quite diifferent whenn models with a
conceptual (ii.e. non spatiaal) compartmeentation are conc
sidered. Thiss holds for exxample for chemical
c
reacttion
networks whhere the chem
mical speciess all occupy the
same space but
b are conceeptually repressented by a reeac-

e
netw
works for whicch planarity iss
Ass opposed to electrical
of great technicaal importance, biochemical networks aree
ually not plannar even for siimple pathway
ys. Moreover,,
usu
beccause biochem
mical networkks are frequen
ntly the resultt
of systems anallysis activitiess identifying the most im--

Fiigure 1: A typpical biochemiical reaction network
n
with
no
odes for metabolites/reactioons and edgess for material
flow/effector
f
r
relationships
((activation or inhibition).
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portant interractions in a real system,, they are offten
enriched by a functional decomposition
d
n of the netw
work
2
This leeads
(Kremling, Jahreis et al. 20000; Palsson 2006).
to the conceepts of metabbolic pathwayys, spatial coompartmentationn, functional units or mootifs, hierarchhical
network decoompositions, genetic operoons and reguloons,
or networks with metabolic/genetic/siggnal transducttion
levels.

A novel develoopment has bbeen presented in (Noack,,
uxes and pooll
Waahl et al. 20007) where nott only the flu
sizzes but also the
t regulatoryy interaction between
b
sub-staance nodes annd reaction noodes has been
n given by a
quaantitative meaasure (Fig. 2).. The 2D visu
ualization tooll
MeetVis (Noack, Wahl et al. 2007) simultan
neously visua-lizees metabolic fluxes,
f
metaboolite pool sizees and regula-torry strength as they
t
change oover time.
3D
D Visualizatioon
Beecause 3D reppresentations oof networks are
a rather sel-dom
m encountereed in the liteerature – partticularly withh
app
plications to biochemical
b
nnetworks – 3D
D visualizationn
meethods are stiill under deveelopment (Su
udermann andd
Haallett 2007).
Sw
witching to a 3D
3 context, qquantitative daata associatedd
witth networks can
c be visuallized in even
n more ways..
Ho
owever, the biig question iss whether thiss can improvee
rap
pid informatioon perceptionn and intuitivee understand-ing
g. 3D networkk visualizatioon, particularlly in the bio-cheemical netwoork context, hhas not been in the mainn
foccus of the grraph visualization commu
unity even inn
reccent years (S
Sudermann annd Hallett 20
007). Severall
waays of 3D neetwork repressentations hav
ve been sug-gessted in the liteerature (Cohenn, Eades et all. 1995; Dick-ersson, Yang et al.
a 2004; Frati and Battista 2007; Ho andd
Ho
ong 2006; Kooike 1993). A
Another way is the 2.5D
D
app
proach (Branddes, Dwyer eet al. 2003; Dwyer,
D
Rollet-sch
hek et al. 20044) that stacks different plan
nar data visua-lizaations in the third dimension in orderr to facilitatee
dirrect comparisoon of time seriies.

D representatioon of fluxes (aarrow), pool siizes
Figure 2: 2D
(partly fillled rectangles)) and regulatoory interactionns
(edges withh circle arrowhhead) used in MetVis
M
(Noacck,
Wahl et al.. 2007). Sequeential or time dependent datta
can be innteractively viisualized by using
u
a slider.
Networks, which
w
are enriched in that way
w by semanntic
structural infformation, dem
mand for a graaphical repressentation reflectting the underllying structuraal systems anaalysis. This resuults in the probblem of desiggning a biocheemical network in such a waay that certainn structural inforv
preseerved in thee layout. Thrreemation is visually
dimensional (3D) networkk visualizationn is one possible
way to reachh this goal.

Briiefly, the general advantagges of a 3D network repre-sen
ntation are
• the represenntation of nonn-planar netw
works withoutt
edge interseections
• the option to
t represent m
modular networks and hie-rarchically organized struuctures in a more
m
intuitivee
b top-down arrangementts of subnet-way (e.g. by
works)
• the exploitaation of humaan 3D perception capabili-ties to enlarrge the amouunt of informaation that cann
be simultaneously transfeerred.

Established Visualization
n Methods
mentioned dessign problem
m becomes even
The aforem
stronger wheen biochemicaal networks are augmentedd by
quantitative data from bioochemical systems simulatiions
w data available from expperiments. Thhese
or network wide
data are assoociated to thee network noddes and edgess. A
rather simplee but frequentlly applied kinnd of representting
quantitative data in netwoorks is to annnotate nodes and
n
bars,, time coursess (Junker, Kluukas
edges with numbers,
et al. 20066; Klamt, J. et al. 20033; Klamt, SaaezRodriguez ett al. 2007). A more directt visualizationn of
data can be obtained by mapping num
merical valuess or
l
states to visuual parameterrs of the grapphical items like
size, color, transparency,
t
orientation, shape,
s
filling etc.
All these methods
m
have been establisshed in 2D. The
T
reader is refferred to (Qeli, Wahl et al.. 2003; Rost and
Kummer 20004; Sudermannn and Hallettt 2007) for more
m
details.
a time depeendent or sequuenTypically, thhese data are also
tial (i.e. takenn from a seriees of experimeents). One wayy to
visualize succh serial data is to producee animations with
w
changing graaphical items over time. Innteractive expploring of singlee time slots caan be offered by using a sliider
as described in (Qeli, Wahhl et al. 2003)..

a
turrn into disadv
vantages from
m
Some of these advantages
wpoint:
a teechnical view
• 3D represenntation requirre a special graphics
g
hard-ware (e.g. shutter glassses, caves, animation)
a
too
make the thhird dimensionn perceptible
• 3D networkks loose all ttheir expressiiveness whenn
printed on a sheet of papeer
• The navigaation within a complex 3D
D network iss
even more difficult
d
than iin 2D network
ks.
Ho
owever, these are technical problems and
d, thus, it is a
chaallenging probblem to invennt new metho
ods and toolss
forr 3D visualizaation and to coompare them with their 2D
D
cou
unterparts. Aiiming at this goal, an ongoing researchh
pro
oject exploress different conncepts for 3D visualizationn
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related to biochemical networks. The following sections
present some first results and discuss central problems.

moVis uses color. Reactions proceeding in the feasible
direction are indicated with green edges whereas reactions proceeding in the non-expected way are indicated
with red edges. Furthermore the tool supports interactive navigation in the network moving, rotating and
zooming in the scene and also by focusing single reaction nodes. Fig. 3 shows a three-dimensional representation of some part of central metabolism with certain
measured substance concentrations.

CASE STUDY 1: NETWORK
THERMODYNAMICS
Foundations
Like any other process in nature biochemical reaction
steps are governed by energetic principles. A reaction
can only proceed in its nominal direction if the sum of
the energetic reaction potentials of the reaction sources
is larger than the sum of these of the reaction products.
Here it should be noticed that thermodynamics does
only make a statement on possible reaction directions
but not on their quantitative magnitude. Even if a reaction step has a large energy gradient there might be
some regulatory interaction controlling the amount of
flux through this reaction step (cf. Fig. 1 and case study
2).
The free Gibbs energy potential of a chemical substance
with concentration (or, more precisely, activity) x is
given by

ΔG = ΔG0 + RT ln(x) .

(1)
Figure 3: Snapshot of a thermodynamic visualization.
Here the citric acid cycle is shown.

Here the term ΔG 0 is free Gibbs energy potential under
standard conditions. R is the Boltzmann constant and T
is temperature (Beard, Babson et al. 2004; Kümmel,
Panke et al. 2006; Maskow and Stockar 2005; Qian and
Beard 2005). If a chemical reaction step has sources A,
B,… and targets U, V,… then it must consequently hold
ΔG A + ΔG B + ... > ΔG U + ΔG V + ...

Many reacting metabolite pools have almost the same
Gibbs energy level and, of course, are not really distinguishable. Because reactions between such pools cannot
be classified in their direction ThermoVis visualizes the
energy gradient of a reaction as sphere whose diameter
indicates the size of this gradient (see Figs. 3 and 4).
Fig. 4a shows two reactions which can be easily directed by the help of reactions energy level.

(2)

for the reaction to proceed in forward direction. The set
of thermodynamic constraints obtained in this way by
collecting the respective inequalities for every reaction
step imposes a multidimensional relation between possible substance concentrations, free Gibbs energies under
standard conditions and flux directions.
Because Eq. (2) holds both for the steady state and for
dynamic transients, the display of thermodynamic potentials is an interesting complement to other simulation
data like concentrations or fluxes.

a)

b)

Figure 4: ThermoVis snapshots of (interesting) single
reactions

3D Visualization

Reaction steps can procees in the direction of an upward
energy step when they are driven by a second downward reaction that supplies the required energy. This
situation is shown in Fig. 4b.

Using the third dimension is an appealing method to
represent energy levels in a metabolic network. Here the
analogy between reaction flow and hydrodynamic flow
helps to understand the thermodynamic concept more
intuitively.

CASE STUDY 2: SENSITIVITY RELATED DATA
Foundations

For this purpose we developed ThermoVis, a three dimensional thermodynamic visualization tool that visualizes the energies of metabolites and reactions on a two
dimensional network using the third dimension. For fast
and intuitive conceiving of the network features Ther-

Generally, thermodynamic driving forces determine the
direction of fluxes but not their magnitude. Typically, in
biological networks those reaction steps with large
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energy gradients are highly regulated on an enzymatic
level. In the hydrodynamic analogon this corresponds to
controlled valves. Several metabolite pools can have a
regulatory influence on one reaction flux (Fig. 1). These
influences are quite similar to sensitivities of reaction
rates w.r.t. several influencing factors. For this reason
regulatory dependencies are a good example for sensitivity visualization in a network context.

used as a complementary part to the 2D view, allowing
the elimination of edge crossings in 2D. To reach this
aim, the inner control points of the Bézier curves are
displaced in different z-planes. Fig. 5 presents a comparison between a 2D network with several edge crossings and its transformation in 3D, where the intersecting
edges are displaced in the z-plane.

2D Visualization
A first approach visualizing the quantities describing the
metabolic data (metabolites and fluxes) inside the metabolic network is published in (Qeli, Wahl et al. 2003),
called MetVis (Metabolic Visualizer). MetVis is able to
animate metabolic networks visualizations based on
data generated by simulation.
To indicate the concentration level of metabolites in the
network, they are drawn as variable filled rectangles
like illustrated in Fig. 2. The size of the filling level is
restricted to a certain range and its minimum and maximum value is understandable in every moment because
they correspond to the size of the rectangle representing
the metabolite. The strength of reaction flows is indicated by the width of the corresponding flux edges.
Inhibition is represented with red edges and activation
with green ones. The influence of an effector to a reaction is indicated by the radius of the circle-arrows (cf.
Fig. 2).

a)

b)

Figure 5: Comparison between 2D and 3D representation of a small metabolic network containing edge intersections.

3D Visualization
2D visualizations are very helpful for analyzing both
topological and other simulation related properties of
metabolic networks. However, 2D views have some
restrictions which could possibly be avoided by using
3D visualizations. Thus, some pathways, as for example
the pentose phosphate pathway, cannot be drawn in 2D
without line intersections. A much more difficult problem occurs when metabolic cofactors like ATP or
NADH are involved. They are coupled to almost all
central metabolic reaction steps and induce a strong
network connection resulting in many line crossings. In
the case of metabolic networks, the crossing problem
increases additionally when activation/inhibition effects
are considered. The crossings issue can be treated by
using 3D visualization techniques to displace edges in
different planes.

To animate the 3D views, the raw data taken from a
simulation is converted into relative percentages of the
respective metabolite or flow. Two types of items are
animated:
• The z-dimension of the cubes representing the metabolites varies according to the scaled concentration of the corresponding metabolite.
• Tubes represent flows for both material flux and
effector influence. They are drawn semitransparent
due to spheres moving within the tubes represent
the material flow for the corresponding reaction.
For the reaction flows, these spheres are colored
with a nuance of blue, for inhibition they are colored in red and for activation they are colored in
green. The speed of flow of these spheres depends
on the scaled rate of the respective reaction.

In (Qeli 2007), a three dimensional approach of visualizing time series of data in metabolic network as a 3D
extension of the two dimensional MetVis tool is presented. Basically, the 3D visualization is a transformation from 2D into the 3D space following certain rules.
Therefore, a generated 3D network is similar to its 2D
counterpart, without creating totally different layouts
which do not conform to biochemical conventions. The
2D rectangle representation of metabolites in MetVis is
mapped to 3D cubes and the two dimensional Bézier
curves representing edges now are mapped to tubes that
have the shape of a three dimensional Bezier curve and
with a certain diameter. The 3D view is intended to be

Depending on the point of time, the height of cubes will
show the measure of metabolite concentrations, and the
velocity of spheres in the tubes indicate the reaction
flow respectively the effector influence. Thus, whereas
in the 2D animation one must be concentrated to view
the changes in different flows, in 3D animation the
speed of the movement of spheres makes it directly
clear which part of the metabolic network is more active.
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CASE STUDY 3: SIMULATION
PREPROCESSING

of each metabolite node. Moreover, CumoVis takes up
the structural analysis results of a graph analysis algorithm (Weitzel, Nöh et al. 2007) that decomposes the
network into the aforementioned weight levels, connected and strongly connected components.

Foundations
Isotope labeling experiments are an important tool to
determine intracellular fluxes in a living organism. In
this context not the metabolite network has to be visualized but a related network that shows the flow of 13C
carbon atoms or groups of such carbon atoms.
Isotope labeling networks associated to metabolic networks have an extremely high dimension. Details on
these networks can be found in (Weitzel, Nöh et al.
2007). Essentially, they describe the fate of isotope
labeled substances metabolized by the cell. To account
for the fate of each differently labeled molecule each
metabolite pool has to be divided into so-called cumomer pools (different labeled/unlabeled states).
If a metabolite has n atoms which are accessible by
isotope labeling then there are 2n different cumomers
associated to this substance. These cumomers are connected by cumomer reactions which are analogous to
the underlying edges in the metabolic network. Interestingly, it could be proven (Weitzel, Nöh et al. 2007) that
cumomer networks can always be decomposed into
smaller subnetworks. The exploitation of this decomposition has a strong impact on the performance of simulation algorithms, measurement evaluation or experimental design (Wiechert 1999).
Consequently, this is a good example for network visualization in the phase of simulation preprocessing analogous to the visualization of finite element nets in other
simulation fields.
3D Visualization
Cumomer networks of even small metabolic networks
can have quite a large number of nodes which makes it
extremely difficult to visually disentangle the complicated structure of the network. However, this structured
knowledge is important for required computing time,
interpretation of simulation results or experimental
design.
This immediately suggests a three dimensional representation of cumomer networks where the metabolic
network is represented in a planar way on the “ground”
level and the cumomers are stacked on top of the metabolite nodes using the third dimension. Fig. 6 shows the
cascaded structure of a cumomer network subdivided in
several levels that contain cumomers of common
weight. The arrangement of nodes and edges in every
level is based on the underlying planar metabolic network layout. Clearly, it is a big challenge to visualize
these 3D networks in such a way that the user can recognize important structural features of the network.

Figure 6: Cumomer visualization of a simple example
network with 7 metabolites and 5 reactions.
The following interaction techniques have been implemented in the cumomers tool:
•
•

•
•

The CumoVis tool has been implemented to visualize
this structural information. Here, the primary challenge
was to facilitate the navigation within the network, the
sequential decomposition of networks and the tracing of
reaction sequences. CumoVis takes a metabolic network
layout and automatically arranges the cumomers on top

•
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A rough understanding of the overall complexity
and structure of isotope labeling networks can be
achieved by visualizing the whole network.
More detailed impressions can be obtained by interactively rotating the network and zooming into
certain parts of it. Here, navigation is made easy by
the stacked network organization.
The user can now hierarchically break up the network into smaller sub networks.
To understand the labeling dynamics in an experiment the search for cyclic paths is very important
because, essentially, these cycles make the quantitative determination of isotope enrichment in a
network a non-trivial task. For this reason, cyclic
structures are automatically detected and displayed
on demand.
The fate of a labeled particle can be studied by path
tracing in forward and backward direction. The respective reaction paths are graphically highlighted.

This is one of the most time consuming operations
that are frequently performed by experimentalists
(but manually).
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DISCUSSION
Experiences
Communication processes between experimentally
working biologists and modelers (frequently with a
mathematics or engineering background) are central
activities in any interdisciplinary research project in
Systems Biology. The transfer of results from systems
analysis and simulation studies can be greatly facilitated
by using visualization techniques. However, the investigated networks are becoming more and more complex
and, consequently, are demanding for more advanced
and sophisticated visualization tools. 3D representations
are an option here, although they are more difficult to
handle than their 2D counterparts.
Several of the tools mentioned before have already been
successfully used in project meetings and teaching.
Here, the built in interaction features turned out to be of
great benefit because specific aspects of the networks
could be explained by pointing, zooming, and highlighting. Generally, 3D network visualization makes little
sense without interactive features, animation or even the
use of 3D graphics facilities.
On the other hand, as also becomes clear from the figures shown above, 3D networks loose much of their
expressiveness when printed on sheet of paper. This
problem can be solved by publishing the visualization
tool together with the paper.
Future Developments
Further work will concentrate on the 3D visualization of
more complex networks involving metabolic and genetic processes. Here, constraint based 3D graph layout
from given network components will also be an issue.
Finally, more advanced graphics hardware (shutter
glasses or a cave) will be used and evaluated.
Clearly, at the present state, the mentioned visualization
tools are rather meant as prototypes to explore the potential of 3D visualization for biochemical network
structure and simulation/measurement data. The greatest
challenge now is to identify some general concepts
which will help to unify the different approaches and
still leave the full flexibility.
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techniques. Here we refer to CytoSpec as an example.
This program is designed specifically for the analysis of
vibrational spectroscopic (IR and Raman) imaging data
sets. The software permits standard spectral
manipulations, such as expansion, smoothing, scaling,
normalisation, etc. Univariate methods of analysis
consist of various mapping displays of hyperspectral
data. The user may select band and integrated
intensities, frequencies, intensity ratios, etc. to construct
false color maps of the spectral data, which can be
considered as slices through the hyperspectral data
cube. The multivariate methods of data analysis
including Principal Component Analysis (PCA), and
unsupervised and supervised methods of Cluster
Analysis (HCA), create spectral correlations and maps
by including not only one intensity or frequency point
of a spectrum, but by utilising the entire spectral
information. 3D-Fourier self deconvolution (FSD) is
included which allows Fourier self-deconvolution both
in two spatial dimensions (x and y) and the
spectral/frequency dimensions (z) to be performed at
the same time. The method, adapted from the 1-D
algorithm described in (Lasch and Naumann 2006), can
be applied to enhance the spectral and/or spatial
resolution and to increase the image contrast. Despite
the numerous advantages, this software package has an
essential restriction: the data series (spectra) to be
evaluated should be measured with the same equipment.
In this paper we describe a sequence of operations,
which could be applied to the evaluation of multitechnique datasets. If this system is built from “black
boxes” and each “box” performs a well-defined,
independent operation, then the only task to do in order
to perform the sequence of operation on the
multitechnique data-set is to “connect” these boxes
correctly.

KEYWORDS
Multi-technique datasets, microprobe techniques,
mathematical model, point spread function, automatic
matching, multispectral image, visualisation.
ABSTRACT
The ‘in situ’ investigation of different biological,
chemical, physical, and environmental processes often
requires the knowledge of these sample characteristics
with high - (sub)micro-meter - resolution as a valuable
complement to the average bulk information. Different
microprobe techniques can meet these requirements and
their possible combinations would offer the opportunity
of thorough study of a given sample or a scientific
problem.
Although some of the existing software packages allow
for multivariate statistical treatment of data-sets
obtained by a given experimental technique, none of
them permits a simultaneous statistical treatment of
datasets obtained by different experimental techniques,
e.g. by simultaneous scanning μ-XRF (X-ray
fluorescence) and μ-XRD (X-ray diffraction), or
measured at several set-ups/beamlines/synchrotrons
/laboratories (e.g. combined μ-IR and μ-XRF
spectroscopy). The goal of this paper is to describe in
detail a sequence of operations which can be applied to
multi-technique datasets for obtaining a complete set of
sample characteristics and to show that at present this
can be realised automatically.
INTRODUCTION
The idea of joint analysis of results of polytypic
experiments can be found in the literature (Ehmann et
al. 1993; Bishop et al. 2004, Denecke et al. 2007). Also,
commercial software products are available, which
support this analysis for certain experimental
Proceedings 22nd European Conference on Modelling and
Simulation ©ECMS Loucas S. Louca, Yiorgos Chrysanthou,
Zuzana Oplatková, Khalid Al-Begain (Editors)
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The following black boxes should be included into this
system: “superhigh resolution”, “inverse problem”,
“image matching”, and “multispectral visualisation”
box. The question of the software interface is omitted
from our consideration as we concentrate on the box
content itself.

In this case, ε is the noise that has entered the recorded
signal. If we assume a noisy signal to be noiseless when
we try to make a statistical estimate of PSF, the estimate
and consequently also the estimate of O will be
incorrect. That is the reason why usual inverse signal
filtering is not a good solution. However, if we have at
least some knowledge of the type of noise in the data
we may be able to improve the estimate of O through
Superhigh Resolution Computer-Aided Measuring
Systems (SHR CAMS) (Pyt'ev and Chulichkov 1998).
The underlying concept of SHR CAMS is a
transformation of recorded data into a form they would
have if the measurement were performed by an ideal
instrument. In order to achieve this, it is necessary to
have a complete mathematical model of the data
formation process. Since the model will contain errors
caused by an approximate description of the real
processes, CAMS concepts should incorporates a
reliability of the model and a reliability of
interpretation. The reliability of the model characterises
the consistency of the model for experimental data. The
reliability of interpretation characterises the possibility
of estimating the object parameters with a guaranteed
precision by using the model. The task “from S to O” is
known as “Inverse problem. Part I”.

MAIN STEPS
Each measurement technique gives unique information
about a sample’s properties. Based on the measured
signal formation, a mathematical expression is sought
that relates a measured value S(x,y) (e.g. a number of
quanta) with the sample characteristics O(x,y) (e.g.
element concentration) for ideal experimental
conditions (fine beam etc.). To solve the direct problem
means to calculate S(x,y), if O(x,y) is known. As a rule,
the set-up used for data collection distorts the image by
smearing the details. Consequently the so called
“apparatus function” or “point spread function” (PSF)
has to be taken into account and the model modified
through convolution with the PSF. To solve the inverse
problem means to reconstruct O(x,y) from a measured
set of data S(x,y) which can be achieved in two steps.
The first is known as the PSF deconvolution problem
and the second is the reconstruction of O(x,y) by
solving the equation (Chukalina and Watjen 2001). This
operation should be done for each set of data. The next
subsequent operation should then be automatic
matching of the noisy images of the same sample in the
same spectral range with different shifts, orientations
and clippings. Finally, the last stage is the calculation of
a final image that presents an overview of the images
obtained.

Inverse problem. Part II
This task is reserved for data interpretation. As an
example, let us consider the interpretation of m-XRF
measurements. A recorded spectrum shows how many
quanta of a given energy E were generated in a
specimen volume illuminated by a microbeam.
Unfortunately, the relation between the number of
quanta and the concentration of a given element having
this specific fluorescence line is not linear. Several
factors should be included into spectrum evaluation and
quantification (He and van Espen 1991). To use the data
of XRF experiments jointly with diffraction data or with
that of some other experimental techniques, it is
necessary to know quantitative physical values such as
concentration, weight fraction etc. Switching from the
data recorded by a receiver to the real physical ones is
known as “Inverse problem. Part II”. There are several
software packages developed for the XRF spectra
interpretation (Espen and He. 1989, Abbott and Adams.
1997, QXAS. 2005). Thus, one image or a set of
recorded images represent the input to the box and the
image or a set of images, where the physical values are
presented, its output.

Superhigh resolution
The point spread function (PSF) describes the response
of an imaging system to a point source or a point object.
The degree of spreading (blurring) of a point object is a
measure indicating the quality of an imaging system.
The point spread function may be independent of the
position in the object plane, in which case it is called
shift invariant. If the image plane coordinates are
linearly related to the object plane coordinates and the
PSF is shift-invariant, then the convolution expression
describes the image formation
S (x 0 , y 0 ) = ∫ O(x, y )PSF (x − x 0 , y − y 0 ) .

(1)

Where S (x 0 , y 0 ) is the recorded signal and O(x, y ) is
the signal that we wish to recover. If we know the PSF,
or at least know the form of PSF, we can perform
deterministic deconvolution. However, if the PSD is not
know in advance, then it has to be estimated. In physical
measurements, the situation is usually closer to

Automatic image matching
Matching is defined as making or finding the equal or
the like of (Heipke 1996). For our task, matching (or
registration) can be defined as establishing a
correspondence between noisy images of the same
sample in the same spectral range with different lateral
resolutions, shifts, orientations and clippings. Each of
the mentioned factors makes the problem more difficult.

S (x 0 , y 0 ) = ∫ O(x, y )PSF (x − x 0 , y − y 0 ) + ε (2)
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Adding to the complexity is the fact that often different
spectral ranges images can have little in common in
which case additional knowledge about the images, e.g.
the comparison of physical models, might have to be
considered.
In general there are two main approaches to image
registration: landmark based and intensity based
techniques (Brown 1992). While landmark based
algorithms rely on the definition of stable corresponding
points across the different modalities, intensity based
registration utilises all available data to find the best
match.
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Visualization of multi-spectral images
The final images, which are to be presented to the user,
have to include the most important features from the
images obtained and processing in previous steps (after
convertation the receiver output maps to deviceindependent data and after matching). An example of a
powerful
visualisation
system
is
MultiSpec
(http://cobweb.ecn.purdue.edu/biehl/MultiSpec) which
is a processing system for interactively analysing Earth
observational multispectral image data such as that
produced by the Landsat series of Earth satellites. New
images may be the result of principal component
analysis or feature extraction transformations of existing
ones, or they may result from the ratio of a linear
combination of existing bands divided by a different
linear combination of bands. In addition. visualisation
algorithms that preserve object boundaries (Nikolaev
and Karpenko 2006) will prove useful in this scenario.
CONCLUSIONS
The possibility of obtaining information about diverse
sample characteristics such as morphology, crystalline
structure, elemental and/or molecular composition and
chemical speciation in a non-destructive manner is a
general requirement of several research fields such as
biology, material science, environmental science,
geology, and archaeology. Different microprobe
techniques can meet these requirements and their
possible combinations would offer the opportunity of a
thorough study of a given sample or a scientific
problem.
Although existing software packages such as Cytospec
(for μ-IR spectroscopy) or AXIL (for X-ray
fluorescence), allow for multivariate statistical treatment
of data-sets obtained by a given experimental technique,
none of them permits a simultaneous statistical
treatment of datasets obtained by different experimental
techniques (e.g. by simultaneous scanning μ-XRF and
μ-X-ray diffraction) or measured at several setups/beamlines/synchrotrons/laboratories (e.g. combined
μ-IR and μ-XRF spectroscopy). In the paper we have
argue the needs for such a system and have highlighted
the problems which can arise during system
development.
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1. WIDESPREAD MYTHS ABOUT THE HOUGH
TRANSFORM
The HT is a well-known transform widely used in
image processing and machine vision (Gonzalez and
Woods 2002; Forsyth and Ponce 2003). Though many
results have been obtained regarding its properties,
these results remain surprisingly unknown to a variety
of researchers. Let us discuss those myths about the HT,
which are most frequently adopted in literature.

ABSTRACT
We discuss Hough Transform, some of its key
properties, a scheme of fast and complete calculation of
the Hough Transform (similar to the Fast Fourier
Transform), and an efficient implementation of this
scheme on SIMD processors. We also demonstrate an
application of the Fast Hough Transform in computer
vision by the example of an automatic page orientation
detection unit incorporated in an intelligent character
recognition system. Both 2D (scanner) and 3D (camera)
cases of page acquisition are considered.

Zone I
Zone II

Zone II

Zone
III

INTRODUCTION
Almost every modern textbook on image processing
and computer vision (Pratt 2001; Gonzalez and Woods
2002; Ballard and Brown 1982; Forsyth and Ponce
2003) pays attention to Hough Transform (HT) (Hough
1959), the transformation of summation along various
lines. In those textbooks containing no “HT” reference
in the index, you will most likely find the description of
Radon Transform, the transformation of integration
along various lines in a continuous space. So, HT is a
discretization of Radon Transform. This transform is
traditionally used to solve the linear regression problem
in the presence of a strong spike noise or the problem of
decomposition of a distribution into linear
submanifolds.

–3σ

Zone
III

–2σ

–σ

0

σ

2σ

3σ

Figure 1: Quadric and Gaussian penalties
1) The HT is unstable against a normally distributed
additive coordinate noise (Kiryati and Bruckstein,
2000).
This is not true. Consider the HT of data array presmoothed with a Gaussian filter. Evidently, the
maximum in the Hough space corresponds to the line
minimizing the Gaussian penalty (see Fig. 1). Such a
penalty function can be conventionally split into three
zones. Within Zone I, the Gaussian curve fits a parabola
with a deviation not exceeding 20%, while within Zone
III it is almost constant. Thus, if all the voting points
belong to Zone I relatively to ideal line, solving the
regression problem with the HT method yields almost
the same results as obtained with the least squares
method (LSM), which is known to be optimal in the

In Section 1, we discuss why HT is often not considered
as an efficient tool to solve computer vision problems.
In Section 2, a method for fast implementation of HT on
modern computer platforms is suggested. In Section 3,
we demonstrate how to use this method in an industrial
ICR system for document page orientation detection. In
Section 4, a more complex problem of vanishing point
detection in perspective text views is considered.
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case of a normal noise. At the same time, the presence
of voting points within Zone III does not affect the
solution until these points form an additional line with
greater effective weight (as opposed to the LSM being
quite sensitive to a non-correlated spike noise – see Fig.
2a). Those nodes belonging to transient Zone II do
affect the solution but weaker than those nodes
belonging to central Zone I. Thus, if the smoothing
parameter sigma is properly chosen, the HT method is
suitable for solving the linear regression problem in the
case of simultaneous presence of a normal additive and
a spike coordinate noise.

This is not true as well. There are FHT calculation
algorithms having the same asymptotic as FFT
( O ( n 2 ⋅ log n ) , where n is the linear size of the array)
but using only integer addition with no complex
arithmetic (Brady 1998; Donoho and Hue 2000;
Karpenko et al. 2004). In the next section, we shall
demonstrate how to improve the complexity multiplier
for one of these methods, using contemporary processor
systems.
Thus, the HT can be calculated with O ( n 2 ⋅ log n )
integer additions. To be precise, full FHT requires
4 ⋅ n 2 ⋅ log n operations comparing to n3 for brute-force
HT. That means more than 25 times speed-up for
1024x1024 images. This allows one, provided that the
smoothing parameter is properly adjusted, to
suboptimally solve the linear regression problem with
simultaneous presence of a normal additive and a spike
coordinate noise. It is notable that the parameter
adjustment iteration is reduced to a 1D Gaussian
convolution of the transformation results.

Figure 2 demonstrates robustness of HT in the presence
of spike noise. Fig 2a shows set of six data points (2-7)
and a noise one (1). Grey line marks LSM solution. Fig
2b shows HT results for this data set, and grey line on
the Fig 2c marks Hough solution.
a

b

c

2. SIMD-OPTIMIZED FHT CALCULATION
ALGORITHM

Figure 2: LSM and Hough Solutions for Linear
Regression Problem

Now consider a method for fast calculation of FHT.
Apparently, it was first suggested by Brady (Brady
1998), and a few years later an in-place (buffer-free)
version of this algorithm was published (Karpenko et al.
2004; Frederick et al. 2005).

2) When applying the HT, it is important to guess the
discretization scale (Forsyth and Ponce 2003).
Though this is not absolutely wrong, the problem is
overstated. As it follows from the considerations of
paragraph 1, the discretization scale can be fixed while
the smoothing parameter is adjusted. Nevertheless, this
does not erase the problem. Note that it is not too
unusual for computer science that an algorithm contains
a freely adjustable parameter. In such a case, it is only
desirable that when there is an a posteriori quality
criterion, the parameter adjustment process can be
implemented fast enough. An iterative variation of the
smoothing parameter followed by recalculation of HT
does not belong to high-speed algorithms. However, it
is known (Gindikin et al. 2003) that the HT is
"permutable" with the Gaussian convolution! This
means that after a single calculation of HT we become
able to adjust the smoothing parameter in the initial
space by smoothing the transformation result along ρ
axis with 1D Gaussian kernel.

To describe the FHT algorithm, let us introduce the
following definitions. Let ϕl be the angle between the
line l and the X-axis. Those lines for which tgϕl ≤ 1
will be called "mostly horizontal". Correspondingly, all
the lines with ctgϕ l ≤ 1 will be called "mostly
vertical". Evidently, those lines parallel to quadrant
diagonals belong to both classes.

3) The HT is slow. Or: the HT can be accelerated only
by approximate methods, including stochastic ones
(Song et al. 2002).
This is not true. For instance, a method for calculating
the fast HT (FHT) using the fast Fourier transform
(FFT) was proposed almost 20 years ago (Lawton
1988).
4) The right way of calculating the FHT implies using
the FFT (Lawton 1988).

Figure 2: FHT Calculation Scheme
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A discrete 8-connected line in a data array will be called
an 8-connected chain of elements of this array, which
approximates this line with a certain accuracy (i.e., the
line passes through each element of the chain, while any
3 successive elements of the chain make an angle of at
least 135˚). Examples of discrete 8-connected lines are
chains built by the algorithm of Bresenham.

in such a case HT rows become "shuffled". To obtain
the index of the shift = s row in a strip of height 2deg ,
it is necessary to write down the deg bits of the number
s from right to left.
The described algorithm allows one to calculate HT for
the chosen "primarily direction" of lines (horizontal or
vertical) and the sign of shift, using n ⋅ log ( n ) row

Consider the HT calculation algorithm for the case of
"mostly vertical" discrete 8-connected lines, the case of
"mostly horizontal" lines being completely analogous.
Consider an input array with linear dimensions
m × n = m × 2 D . A version of the algorithm, dealing with
height different from a power of two, is described in the
next section. Consider a horizontal strip, m × 2deg
( 0 < deg ≤ D ), with a vertical shift, y = k ⋅ 2deg

operations ( 4 ⋅ n ⋅ log ( n ) operations for the complete
HT). Now consider in more detail an elementary row
operation of FHT. Let it process row AU of the upper
sub-strip and row AD of the lower sub-strip. The
simplest implementation of the FHT row operation uses
a buffer array, AT , of length m + 1 . Let us copy row
AD into the buffer array, cyclically left-shifting it by s
elements. This requires two commands of block
copying. The last element of the buffer array is filled in
with the zero element. Then, for each 0 ≤ i < m , we can
calculate
AD [i ] = AU [i ] + AT [i + 1]
and

( 0 ≤ k < 2 D − deg ). Let us introduce the following
recurrent definition of the 8-fold chain connecting the
elements ( x, y ) and ( x + shift , y + 2deg − 1) :
⎡( x, y ) , ( x + shift , y + 2deg − 1) ⎤ =
⎣
⎦
⎡
⎛
⎞⎤
⎢ shift ⎥
deg −1
− 1⎟ ⎥ ∪
. (1)
= ⎢( x, y ) , ⎜ x + ⎢
,y+2
⎥
⎣ 2 ⎦
⎝
⎠⎦
⎣
⎡⎛
⎤
⎞
⎡ shift ⎤
∪ ⎢⎜ x + ⎢
, y + 2deg −1 ⎟ , ( x + shift , y + 2deg − 1) ⎥
⎥
⎢ 2 ⎥
⎠
⎣⎝
⎦
It is quite evident that the 8-connected chain defined by
Eq. (1), is a discrete 8-fold line passing through the
terminal points (Fig. 3), although it is neither
Bresenham chain nor Donoho chain. Indeed, expression
(1) is a method for building a line by dichotomy along
the "mostly longitudinal" axis.

AU [i ] = AU [i ] + AT [i + 1] .

Now discuss a possibility of accelerating the suggested
algorithm with the use of modern processor systems.
Most general-purpose processors presently support the
technology called SIMD (single instruction, multiple
data). For x86-family processors, this is MMX (for
integers), for Power PC – AltiVec (also known as
Velocity Engine or VMX), for Cell/B.E. – SPE. All the
above-mentioned technologies use 128-bit registers,
which allows processing in parallel four 32-bit integers.
(Legacy MMX instructions supports only 64-bit
registers, but SSE2 technology includes MMX128
subset). However, inevitable vectorization overheads
make the overall profit of this approach not very high.
Using 16-bit integers is only possible when processing
images with linear dimensions not exceeding 256 pixels
(with 8-bit brightness). Otherwise, either saturation or
overflow of a register may occur during summation.

Instead of the classical HT parameterization ( ρ , ϕ ) , we
shall use the space

( x0 , shift ) ,

where shift is the

horizontal shift acquired by a "mostly vertical" line all
along the array ( shift = tan (ϕ ) ⋅ n ), and x0 is the
coordinate of the intersection of the parameterized line
and the top row. To calculate HT, let us use Eq. (1) and
fix the sign of shift (not greater or not less than zero). At
the iteration with number deg ( 0 < deg ≤ D ), "mostly

Nevertheless, we have succeeded in increasing the
degree of parallelism up to 16 operations per command
with a minimum loss of accuracy. In the scheme
described above, at each summation the summands are
sub-sums of an equal number of elements. This feature
allows us to replace the summation with averaging. All
the above-mentioned SIMD technologies have
corresponding commands for simultaneously averaging
16 pairs of 8-bit integers (MMX: pagvb, VMX: vavgub,
SPE: avgb). With such a calculation scheme, we obtain,
as a result, an estimate of the 8 higher bits of the exact
HT result. Of course, such accuracy is not always
enough. Nevertheless, this approach is worth paying
careful attention to, because it demonstrates almost 10x
acceleration of the HT calculation and 4x reduction of
the required memory size. All the results mentioned in
the next section are obtained with the use of the 8-bit
calculation scheme.

vertical" HT is calculated for each of 2 D− deg horizontal
strips of height 2deg on the basis of the previous
iteration results. Calculation of a single horizontal strip
of the current iteration will be referred to as a "subiteration". Each sub-iteration involves into calculations
two strips of the previous iteration (let us call these
"sub-strips"). In each sub-strip, HT rows with
0 ≤ shift < 2deg are already calculated. As it follows
from Eq. (1), the shift = 2 ⋅ s and shift = 2 ⋅ s + 1 rows
of the current strip may be calculated on the basis of the
shift = s rows of the sub-strip. Let us call this action a
row operation of FHT. Since the input data of the row
operation are no longer required for further calculations,
the current result can be stored in-place. Unfortunately,
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driving licenses, financial documents, and forms for
surveys and tests.

3. AUTOMATIC ORIENTATION OF SCANNED
DOCUMENT PAGE USING FHT
The classical image preprocessing sequence in OCR
and ICR is the following: binarization, page orientation
and layout analysis. However, for a mixed document
flow it is often impossible to find a universal
binarization algorithm. In such a case, it is desirable to
perform layout analysis first. In turn, the layout analysis
task becomes greatly simplified if you precisely know
the internal coordinate system of the document. This
fact makes it very important to robustly estimate the
angle of page orientation on the basis of the original
image of the page.

a

Consider various 1D projections of the brightness of
text page pixels. It is quite evident that the projection
taken along the text lines contains strongly pronounced
maxima (projections of text gaps) and minima
(projections of text lines). With any deviation from this
particular direction, the extrema get blurred. Thus, a
simple but efficient functional for detecting the
optimum page orientation is the dispersion of brightness
of projection pixels. Taking into account that the sum of
the values contained in each row of HT is the same (and
equals the brightness integrated over the image), let us
reformulate the criterion: the angle of orientation of the
text page is determined by the HT row showing the
maximum sum of squared values.

b

0

Now
consider
some
details
of
algorithm
implementation. Suppose that the maximum page
orientation angle is 30˚ (limited by the scanner used).
Let us now skew the image vertically by 30˚ clockwise.
Correspondingly, the expected range of text orientation
angles is from 0˚ to 45˚ clockwise. For the image
obtained, it is enough to calculate FHT within a single
quadrant only: the direction is "mostly horizontal" and
the shift is positive. To rescale the image width to the
form 2 D , we used bilinear up-scaling of the image to
the nearest power of 2. We should note that up-scaling
and skewing were performed simultaneously.

c

The algorithm performance is illustrated in Fig. 4. Fig
4a shows source image, Fig 2b shows result of applying
FHT to the skewed image and Fig 2c shows corrected
image. White lines on the Fig 2b marks zero angle and
angle of projection with maximal dispersion. The
algorithm execution time is 60 msec for an A4 page
scanned with a resolution of 200 dpi (1660 x 2340
pixels) and Pentium IV 2 GHz processor. For the sake
of backward compatibility, we used FHT
implementation with 8x parallelism (MMX technology,
not MMX128). An additional acceleration might be
obtained by preliminarily downscaling the image, but
this was not supposed worthwhile. In such a form, the
algorithm has been exploited for more than one year in
the industrial document recognition system "Cognitive
Forms", showing robust results for images of passports,

Figure 4: Automatic Page Orientation Using FHT
4. VANISHING POINT DETECTION FOR
CAMERA ACQUIRED DOCUMENTS
Now consider a more complex case when the page to
process is acquired in a perspective view. In this case,
text strings are no longer parallel on the acquired image.
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To normalize their orientation, it is necessary to detect
the so-called "vanishing point". The use of HT for
vanishing point detection is not a novel idea (Cantoni et
al. 2001). A pencil of lines generates in the Hough
space a series of maxima belonging to a 1D twoparametric manifold, such that the manifold parameters
are unambiguously determined by the coordinates of the
pencil center. In the space ( ρ , ϕ ) , the pencil generates a

At the same time, in the space

( x0 , shift )

the maxima

corresponding to the lines forming the pencil lie on the
same line. Using the results of the previous section, we
can formulate the following criterion for searching for
the vanishing point in a text page: the coordinates of the
vanishing point are determined in the Hough space by
the parameters of the line for which the dispersion of
the values lying on it is maximum.

sinusoid, which leads to computational difficulties on
the stage of looking for the manifold that maximizes the
quality functional.

For lines arbitrarily oriented in the Hough space, the
sum of the values is not a constant. However, numerical
simulations show that the differences between such
sums are negligible. We propose the following
algorithm of determining the text orientation, based on
using the SIMD-optimized FHT. First, apply HT to the
original image. Then, calculate the value v averaged
along a HT row. Then, build up a look up table (LUT)
for
the
squared
deviations:
2
⎡
⎤
LUT ( v ) = min 255, α ⋅ ( v − v )
, where α is a
⎣
⎦
scaling factor. Transform the result of the first HT using
the LUT and perform FHT once more. The coordinates
of the maximum in the resultant array unambiguously
determine the coordinates of the vanishing point. The
performance of the proposed algorithm is illustrated in
Fig. 5. Fig 5a shows source image, Fig5b shows results
of first FHT and line of maximal dispersion. Fig 5c
visualizes pencil of lines with center in estimated
vanishing point. As it can be seen from the figure, the
dispersion maximum criterion is still efficient in the
presence of pictures.

a

(

b

)

CONCLUSION
In our opinion, despite a large number of relevant
papers are published, the potential of the Hough
transform is not yet fully adopted in image processing
and computer vision. Probably, this is due to a lack of
efficient program realizations. In future, we are going to
continue our research on using FHT as a tool for
solving some problems of color segmentation (Nikolaev
and Nikolayev, 2004) and color constancy (Finlayson
and Schaefer, 2001; Nikolaev and Nikolayev, 2007).

c
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inventory, increase productivity, and reduce floor space
requirements. The client company was and is a provider
of forged metal components to the automotive light
vehicle, heavy lorry [truck], and industrial marketplace
in North America. The company has six facilities in the
Upper Midwest region of the United States which
collectively employ over 800 workers. Of these six
facilities, the one here studied in detail specializes in
internally splined (having longitudinal gearlike ridges
along their interior or exterior surfaces to transmit
rotational motion along their axes (Parker 1994)) shafts
for industrial markets. The facility also prepares steel
for further processing by the other five facilities.
Components supplied to the external marketplaces are
generally forged metal components; i.e., compressively
shaped by non-steady-state bulk deformation under high
pressure and (sometimes) high temperature (El Wakil
1998). In this context, the components are “coldforged” (forged at room temperature), which limits the
amount of re-forming possible, but as compensation
provides precise dimensional control and a surface
finish of higher quality.

KEYWORDS
Manufacturing
simulation.

simulation,

discrete-event

process

ABSTRACT
As competitive pressures increase within the
manufacturing sectors of economies worldwide, and
especially within the automotive sub-sector, the
importance of achieving operational efficiencies to
reduce costs and thence to increase profits while
keeping and attracting customers steadily increases.
Simulation, time studies, and value stream mapping
have long been key allies of the industrial engineer
assigned to find and progress along the often difficult
and challenging road leading to such efficiencies. The
presentation here, and undertaken collaboratively
between the university and the company involved,
concentrates primarily on the use and achievements of
discrete-event process simulation in improving the
manufacture and material handling of forged metal
components sold in the automotive and industrial
manufacturing marketplace.

OVERVIEW OF PROCEDURES AT THE
FORGING FACILITY

INTRODUCTION
As mentioned, the facility examined in this study
specializes in internally splined shafts for one dedicated
customer in the industrial marketplace, and in steel
preparation processes for two colleague plants within
the same company. Therefore, this particular plant has
exactly three distinct customers. The figure below
shows a typical forging produced here:

Historically, the first major application area of
discrete-event
process
simulation
was
the
manufacturing sector of the economy (Miller and
Pegden 2000). With the passage of time, simulation has
become more closely allied with other industrial
engineering techniques such as time and motion studies,
value stream mapping, ergonomics studies, and “5S”
examinations
used
concurrently
to
improve
manufacturing operations (Groover 2007). Illustrative
examples of simulation applications to manufacturing
and industry appearing in the literature are: analysis of
pig iron allocation to blast furnaces (Díaz et al. 2007),
construction of a decision support system for
shipbuilding (Otamendi 2005), and layout of mixedmodel assembly lines for the production of diesel
engines (Steringer and Prenninger 2003)

Figure 1. Typical Forging
The major production equipment used at this facility
comprises:
1. Eight hydraulic presses (150-750 tons, single
station, manually fed)
2. Eleven tank coating lines with five traveling
tumblers

In the application documented here, simulation was
applied to reduce manufacturing lead times and
Proceedings 22nd European Conference on Modelling and
Simulation ©ECMS Loucas S. Louca, Yiorgos Chrysanthou,
Zuzana Oplatková, Khalid Al-Begain (Editors)
ISBN: 978-0-9553018-5-8 / ISBN: 978-0-9553018-6-5 (CD)
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3.
4.

Two saws
One “wheelabrator™” (trademark name of
equipment used for shot blasting)
5. Eight small and two large heat treatment areas, with
five bell furnaces.
The overall layout of these operations is shown in
the Appendix (Figure 4).

one operator, who is responsible for loading the parts
into “heat treat pots” (Figure 2 below) to be placed in
the furnace and unloading the parts afterwards. Since
the parts expand during heat treat, the unloading times
are 50% longer and also have triple the standard
deviation of the loading times.

Having three dedicated customers, this facility
produces parts in three distinct families, each with its
own process routing. Parts of family #1 go first to shot
blast (a cleaning process to remove surface scale and
dust from the parts or billets) at the “Wheelabrator,” a
manually operated machine; then to lubrication at the
coating line, and then to the outgoing dock for weighing
and shipping.
Families #2 and #3 have longer
itineraries, summarized in the following tables:
Table 1. Process Routing for Production Family #2
Operation
Saw cutting
Shot blasting
Annealing
Lubricating 1
Weighing and shipping

Figure 2. Heat-treat Pot
After final heat treat, the parts are coated in a zincphosphate and soap lubricant; this requires that they be
dumped into tumblers (Figure 3 below) which can be
rotated and submerged in the lubricant, and then lifted
and rotated again to drip excess solution. This work
also requires operator intervention.

Workcenters
Saw 1 and Saw 2
“Wheelabrator”
Heat treat
Coating line
Outgoing dock

Table 2. Process Routing for Production Family #3
Operation
Saw cutting
Shot blast
Annealing
Lubricating 1
Cold Hit 1/Inspect
Stress relief
Lubricating 2
Cold Hit 2/Inspect
Final audit
Weighing and shipping

Workcenters
Saw 1 and Saw 2
“Wheelabrator”
Heat treat
Coating line
390T, 490-2T,
500T
Heat treat
Coating line
150T, 490-1T,
490-2T
Final audit
Outgoing dock

Figure 3. Tumbler
After lubrication, those parts destined for either of
the two corporate downstream plants are ready for final
inspection, weighing, and shipment thereto; the
lubrication prepares them for further cold-forging there.
Parts destined for the external customer are cold-forged
locally subsequent to inspection, weighing, and
shipment to the customer.

At the saw cutting process, bar stock is received in
5-ton bundles 30 feet long. A bundle is loaded onto the
saw using a crane; only then is the bundle broken open
and fed into the saw. Although the saw routinely cuts
every piece to an exact length (vital), it is more difficult,
and equally vital, to control the weight of the billet (bar
after cutting). The two saws share, and are run by, one
operator.
Two varieties of heat treating are used. Spherodize
annealing converts strands of carbon in the steel to
spheroids before forging, rendering the steel more
formable and hence capable of being forged at room
temperature.
Stress relieving, done after forging,
relieves the stresses accumulated in the steel during
forging, thereby permitting distortion-free carburizing
of the internal splines. This carburizing is done at
customers’ sites. These two heat-treat operations share

DATA COLLECTION AND INPUT ANALYSIS
As usual, data collection consumed a significant
percentage (about 35%) of time invested in this process
improvement study (Carson 2004); educators must
gently explain to students that simulation studies are
unlike Exercise 4 in the textbook, with “givens” such as
“the machine cycle time is gamma distributed with
parameters….” Much of the data collection work
simultaneously supported both the value stream
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mapping and the simulation analyses. Historical data on
the arrival times and quantities of raw material, which
occurred approximately daily at 9am by truck, was
readily available. The quantities of raw material
delivered were approximately normally distributed, as
verified by the Anderson-Darling goodness-of-fit test
available in the Minitab® statistical software package
(Ryan, Joiner, and Cryer 2005) and the Input Analyzer
of the Arena® simulation software. Machine cycles,
such as the lubricant immersion time, the shot blast
time, or the required length of heat-treat time, were well
known, but operator intervention times, such as time to
load or unload the heat-treat pots or the tumblers, had to
be collected by traditional time-&-motion study
stopwatch measurements (Mundel and Danner 1994).
The stopwatches made the workers uneasy at first,
raising the specter of the Hawthorne effect; data
collection needed to be as quiet and unobtrusive as
possible (Czech, Witkowski, and Williams 2006). Two
significant aids in this data gathering were: (1) it
occurred across all manually assisted operations – hence
no one operator or group of operators felt threatened by
special vigilance, and (2) labor-management relations at
the company were and are historically favorable.
Downtime frequency of occurrence, downtime duration,
and scrap rate data were conveniently available from
historical records, a commendable situation described
vividly in (Weiss and Piłacińska 2005).

product type for each of the three customers was used in
succession. Since the facility has maintained accurate
and complete inventory data over a lengthy period of
time, the inventory and work-in-process levels predicted
by the model furnished an excellent “test bed” for
validation. Comparison of localized performance data
pertinent to each work center (e.g., machine utilization
and length of queue preceding the machine) with model
results was also helpful to the validation effort.
Validation of the first model built – the “current
operations model” was considered complete by both the
analysts and the client when machine utilizations,
operator utilizations, inventory levels, and throughput
all correctly matched recent historical data to within
6%.
RESULTS AND OPERATIONAL CONCLUSIONS
The simulation model representing current
operations was specified to be terminating, not steadystate, because this manufacturing process, unlike most,
“empties itself” each night (here, at the last of three
shifts) and resumes work the next day with the delivery
of new raw material (Altiok and Melamed 2001).
Therefore, warm-up time was always zero. Results and
comparisons between the current and proposed systems
were based on ten replications of the current-state model
and on thirty replications of the proposed-state model
(described next, and of higher intrinsic variability) each
of length five working days (one typical work week).
The number and duration of replications were chosen
based on the helpful Arena® capability of predicting
confidence interval widths for performance metrics on
their standard deviations among replications run.

CONSTRUCTION, VERIFICATION, AND
VALIDATION OF THE SIMULATION MODEL
Owing to ready availability within both academic
and industrial contexts, and ample software power to
both simulate and animate the production processes in
question, the Arena® simulation modeling software
(Kelton, Sadowski, and Sturrock 2007) was used. The
animation was basic and, given the time limitations of
this study, only two-dimensional, but these limitations
were of little importance to the client management.
Arena® provides direct access to concepts of process
flow logic, queuing disciplines (e.g., FIFO), modeling
of processes which may be automated, manual, or semiautomated, use of Resources (here, the various
machines and their operators), definition of shift
schedules, constant or variable transit times between
various parts of the model, extensibility (in its
Professional Edition) via user-defined modules (Bapat
and Sturrock 2003), and an Input Analyzer (used as
discussed in the previous section to verify distributions).

The initial model vividly exposed the inefficiencies
in material handling already suspected of existing in the
production system. Each time parts are dumped into or
out of any container, they are at risk of dings and dents.
The dumping that occurs in the coating line (into and
out of the tumblers) is necessary – these tumblers are
attached directly to the coating line, are made of
stainless steel to withstand the caustic chemicals used in
this operation, and have mechanisms permitting their
rotation to “spin-dry” the parts as mentioned above.
Therefore, the tumblers, costing about $60,000 each,
represent a significant capital investment. On the other
hand, the dumping into and out of containers – the heattreat pots – seemed wasteful. Certainly the parts must
be stacked in containers to be heat-treated, but the
processes immediately upstream (shot blast and/or
forging) and downstream (coating) from heat-treat
presume the parts to be in some type of container
already. Therefore, a second model was built in which
these material handling operations were revised under
the hypothesis that parts would be put in heat treat pots
instead of other containers for all operations up to (but
not including) the actual coating process. Under this
new scenario, day-to-day operations would certainly
need more heat-treat pots, and this second model was

Verification and validation techniques used included
a variety of methods such as tracking one entity through
the model, initially removing all randomness from the
model
for
easier
desk-checking,
structured
walkthroughs among the team members, step-by-step
examination of the animation, and confirming
reasonableness of the preliminary results of the model
with the client manager by use of Turing tests (Sargent
2004). For the “one-entity” tests, an entity of each
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used primarily to answer the question “How many more
heat-treat pots would be needed to avoid excessive
work-in-process inventory and delays?”

operational alternative suggested by the simulation
study even more attractive.
OVERALL CONCLUSIONS AND
IMPLICATIONS

Point estimates and confidence intervals built at the
95% level, using the Student-t distribution (since
population standard deviation was estimated from
sample standard deviation) for the current system
predicted the following:

Mean number of heat-treat pots in use in
the current system is 93 during any one work week.

Maximum number of heat-treat pots in use
in the current system at any time during any one
work week is 191.

In the proposed system (material-handling
revision) the mean number of heat-treat pots in use
is between 308 and 316 with 95% confidence.

In the proposed system (material-handling
revision) the maximum number of heat-treat pots in
use is between 422 and 435 with 95% confidence.

Taking a longer view, the benefits of this study extend
beyond the improvement of manufacturing and material
handling in one facility of one moderate-sized company
in the automotive sector. Publicity accorded to the
study by the senior professor in charge of the simulation
course (as is routinely done for many “senior projects”
or “capstone projects”) has drawn beneficial local
attention to the ability of simulation (and by
implication, other analytical methods [e.g., the valuestream mapping used here] within the discipline of
industrial engineering) to help local companies increase
their competitiveness.
Such help is particularly
pertinent to the beleaguered automotive and
manufacturing industry, especially in Michigan, which
is currently the 50th of the 50 United States
economically (Morath 2007). Additionally, the success
of this study has increased the willingness of local
business and management leaders to welcome and
provide
project
opportunities
for
advanced
undergraduate students. This willingness stems partly
from the short-term attraction of having useful
industrial-engineering work done, and partly from the
long-term attraction of making an investment in the
experience level of students who will shortly be entering
the labor market as industrial engineers (Black and
Chick 1996). A student who, within the auspices of this
simulation course, understands the “connection between
the physical activities and the consequential financial
flows” (Ståhl 2007) is well prepared to make both
technically sound and financially valuable contributions
at his or her place(s) of career employment.

Hence the simulation results were summarized for
management as a recommendation to buy 225 heat-treat
pots (there being currently 204 heat-treat pots on hand).
The disadvantage: this recommendation entails a
capital expenditure of $225,000 ($1,000 per pot). The
advantages are:
1. One heat-treat dumping operator on each of the
three shifts is no longer needed (annual savings
$132,000).
2. Less material handling (dumping parts into and
out of pots) entails less risk of quality problems
(dings and dents).
3. The work to be eliminated is difficult,
strenuous, and susceptible to significant
ergonomic concerns.
Hence, from a financial viewpoint, the alternative
investigated with this simulation study has a payback
period just under 1¾ years, plus “soft” but significant
benefits.
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INDICATED FURTHER WORK
Further work to be investigated next via simulation
involves balancing the schedule so that parts do not, as
they do now, “flood” into either the heat treatment or
the coating departments. The saw cuts one job at a
time, and the order in which those jobs are run is
discretionary. Saw cycle time is highly variable (from
one to seven hours) based on the number of workpieces
per box fed to a saw. Simulation may be able to prove
that having all short jobs run on one saw and all long
jobs run on the other saw will smooth the flow of parts
downstream.
If so, the gap between mean and
maximum number of heat-treat pots in use can perhaps
be narrowed with detriment to neither work-in-process
inventory nor work-in-process time. Then the number
of pots to be purchased will decrease and the payback
period will likewise decrease, thereby making the
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asynchronous replication will allow for the choice of an
acceptable lag time for replicating and restoring data.
Each replication approach requires careful consideration
of the infrastructure including architecture framework
and intended application software. Some of the factors
include the rate of recovery, recovery point objectives
as well as the impact on performance of the system.
This presents an opportunity for researchers to analyze
efficient replication strategies for optimal system
performance.
In this paper, we describe reactive and proactive
replication strategies in ensuring high availability of
data. The scope is limited to GNLS (Mwansa and
Janecek 2007) in which the architectural framework is
based on Chord DHT system (Stoica et al. 2001),
essentially because of its wide acceptance and
simplicity; other DHT technology might be used as
well.
The contribution of this paper is an attempt to extend
the GNLS system described in (Mwansa and Janecek
2007) by describing reactive replication strategies of
ensuring fault-tolerance of data at various servers.
PlanetSim simulator was used to obtain experimental
data presented.
The following section presents some notes on DHT
systems, specifically Chord followed by related work,
description of the architectural framework and functions
of the General Network Location Service (GNLS).
Thereafter we briefly describe the importance of
replication and mechanisms assuring fault-tolerance to
failures. Lastly conclusion including future research
perspective

KEYWORDS
Network addressing, replication, name service, location
service, DHT.
ABSTRACT
Generic Network Location Service provides a Location
Service system based on DHT technology, which is
storing device location records in nodes within a Chord
DHT. Location records are consisting of network device
identification keys as attributes, which are used to create
replicas of additional location records through
established hashing mechanisms.
Specifically, we first discuss the design of an alternative
approach to address translations based on DHT usage
then report how fault-tolerance can be ensured through
replication strategies namely proactive and reactive. As
a result, we show how the record is stored in more
copies and each copy provides access to others,
allowing us to create efficient update and recovery
mechanisms. Storing collections of network device
identifications has some advantages: straightforward
implementation of all possible translations at the same
time (provides efficient discovery mechanisms for
location services which are unavailable in current
systems), and fault-tolerance to DHT's node and
network failures due to inherent replication of
identification records.
INTRODUCTION
The current miniaturization of computer systems and
recent advents in computer storage and memory
technologies has brought about new dimensions in
research. Notably, the continuing decline in memory
prices means that huge amounts of storage is available
with considerably high speeds of data transfer from
primary to secondary storage. This ensures that data can
be replicated synchronously and asynchronously with
relatively low overheads concerning acceptable lag time
in restoring replicated data. Synchronous replication in
this case means that data is 100% synchronized at both
the primary node and remote node whereas

Distributed Hash Table
DHT (Distributed Hash Table) systems have received
considerable research interest due to their attractive
properties. We can refer to the DHT’s described in
(Stoica et al. 2001) (Ratnasamy et al. 2001)
(Balakrishnan et al. 2003). The hash table interface is an
attractive foundation for a distributed lookup algorithm
because it places few constraints on the structure of
DHT keys and the data they refer.
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DHT implements just one operation: lookup(key) yields
the identity (e.g., IP address) of the node currently
responsible for the given key. A simple distributed
storage application might use this interface as follows:
someone who wants to publish a data / file under a
particular unique name would convert the name to a
numeric key using an ordinary hash function, say SHA1
(Lewin 1998), then call lookup(key). The publisher
would send the data / file to be stored at the resulting
node. Someone wishing to read that file would obtain its
name, convert it to a key, call lookup(key), and ask the
resulting node for a copy of the data / file.
A complete storage system base on DHT would have to
take care of replication, caching, authentication and
other issues; these are outside the immediate scope of
the lookup problem. To implement DHT’s lookup
algorithms, the following issue has to be addressed:
mapping keys to nodes, preferably in a load balanced
way. All DHT systems do this in essentially the same
way.
Both node IDs and keys are represented by numerical
identifications DHT IDs. The key is then assigned to the
node with the closest node ID using a specific metric
(e.g., the one that is the closest numeric successor in
Chord, the one with the longest matching prefix in
Kademlia, the one having the lowest distance in
OpenDHT).

lookups use O(logN) messages. Chord ensures correct
lookups despite of node failures using the successor list:
each node keeps track (of the IP addresses) of the next r
nodes immediately following it in the ID space. This
allows a query to make incremental progress in ID
space even if many finger table entries turn out to point
to crashed nodes. The only situation in which Chord
cannot guarantee to find the current live successor to a
key is if all r of a nodes immediate successors fail
simultaneously, before the node has a chance to correct
its successor list. Since node IDs are assigned randomly,
the nodes in a successor list are likely to be unrelated,
and thus suffer independent failures. In such a case,
relatively small values of r (such as logN) make the
probability of simultaneous failure vanishingly small.
Chord reconfigurations
A new node n finds its place in the Chord ring by asking
any existing node to lookup n’s ID. All that is required
for the new node to participate correctly in lookups is to
update its and its predecessor successor lists. Chord
does this in a way that ensures correctness even if nodes
with similar ID’s join concurrently. The new node and
the existing nodes, have to update their finger tables;
this happens in the background because it is only
required for performance, not correctness. The new
node must also acquire whatever data is associated with
the keys it is responsible for, the successor relationship
ensures that all of these keys may be fetched from the
new node’s successor.

Chord
Chord (Stoica et al. 2001) assigns IDs from the same
one dimensional ID space < 0, N − 1 > to both names
and nodes. The ID space wraps around to form a circle.
Chord performs lookups in O(logN) time, using a finger
tables of logN entries. A node’s finger table contains the
node ID of a node halfway around the ID space from it,
a quarter-of-the-way, and so forth in powers of two
(Figure 1).

RELATED WORK
GNLS was inspired by previous work on location
lookup services and name resolution technologies based
on DHTs.
Applications of DHT technology for Internet name
service support are numerous. As examples, we can
present DDNS (Dynamic DNS) (Cox et al. 2002) based
on Kademlia and Microsoft’s PNRP (Peer Name
Resolution Protocol) (Huitema and Miler 2002) based
on Pastry and supporting IPv6 name service in
Windows XP and Vista.
Another area of DHT applications is device registration
and lookup in SIP (Session Initiation Protocol). Original
SIP has been based on SIP servers, accessible by DNS.
Current development in the frame of IETF is based on
DHTs and it resulted in several propositions, an
example of the SIP implementation based on OpenDHT
was presented in (Singh and Schulzrinne 2006).
In (Bryan et al.2005), the authors describe a DHT
overlay network based on Chord (Stoica et al. 2001)
supporting SIP service. The authors discuss important
issues of security and authentication, as well as
adaptations of conventional P2P routing for the social
networks typical in personal communications.
The authors of (Yusuke 2005) propose a name system
that combines DHT and DNS, and describe how to
eliminate bottleneck between the two name systems.
Using the distributed nature of DHT, cost consuming
processes such as protocol translation are distributed. A
set of gateways that execute DNS name delegation

Figures 1: Chord finger table keys and node successors
(N =26)
A node forwards a query for key k to the node in its finger table with the highest ID less than k. The power-of-two structure of the finger table ensures that the node
can always forward the query at least half of the
remaining ID space distance to k. As a result, Chord
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dynamically is used to bind between a client side DNS
resolver and translators running on DHT nodes. In
contrast, our work does not propose a new name
translation system but seeks to complement the lookup
effort of existing technologies.
(Risson et al. 2006) presents a global location service
based on hierarchical DHTs. Authors propose a
Location Information Plane (LIP) design based on
hierarchical DHT that supports networks based on the
Session Initiation Protocol (SIP).
Web based locations services have also received considerable research attention. (Quanhao et al. 2006)
proposed decentralized web services discovery
mechanism (DWSDM) based on a DHT to solve web
originated location problems.
All these efforts are directed towards achieving efficient
discovery mechanisms. (Fiedler et al. 2006) shows how
peer-to-peer technologies can be integrated in load
balancing and failover requirements with a centralized
VoIP server concept.

corresponding security protocols is not further discussed
in this material).
Suppose we have several disjoin sets S1, S2, ...Sn of
names, identifying network devices in different naming
systems. As location records we will denote records,
consisting of names from different sets Si, e.g. r = {s1r ,
s2r , ..., snr }, where s1r S1, s2r S2, ..., snr Sn, which
are identifying a single network device.
For simplicity (and in our simulation studies), we can
assume that location record identifies the device in all
naming systems involved. However, leaving any of the
names undefined presents no problem, an example of
such a realworld situation could be a personal computer
connected by Ethernet to Internet, its location record
will definitely involve the MAC and IP addressees (and
apparently the DNS name), whereas a SIP name need
not be defined, if the computer does not run SIP VoIP.
Assignment of names to devices is not static: a network
device may get different IP address from DHCP after
disconnection, it will definitely get different IP address
when moved to different IP subnet (problem solved by
Mobile IP), it will get modified GPS coordinates when
moving around, a GSM phone changes its IMSI identity
when we are replacing SIM. Well, there are many other
situations when location information (represented by the
location record) changes, the GNLS approach seems to
be flexible enough to cover them all. Implementation of
the dynamics presents no theoretical problem,
modification of the location record can be implemented
as a removal of the invalidated followed by an insertion
of the modified version. However, the implementation
should be optimized to increase effectiveness. More
copies of the record (one identifiable by each of names
involved) are stored in GNLS nodes, changing one
name only in the record will result in replacement of
one replica at most, others may be modified at their
previous locations.
Devices having more names in any of the sets Si (e.g.
more IPv6 addressees, more DNS names, more SIP
URIs) will be given more location records. Though such
a solution presents no problem in theory, it could result
in the explosion of number of location records in
practice. (Number of location records increases with the
power of numbers of names in different naming systems
involved). To solve this issue we could use more
complex structures, collections, in implementation of
the location system.
Having disjoin sets S1, S2, ...Sn of names, identifying
network devices in different naming systems, we will
denote as collections sets of names identifying
individual network devices, for example c = {s11c, ...,
s1m1 c, s21c, ..., snmn c}, where s1ic S1, s2ic S2, ..., snic
Sn. There is no need to limit number of names in a
specific naming system (e.g. the network device with
more IP addresses may have them included in a single
collection) unless such a situation is, for the specific
naming system, forbidden (for example a GSM phone is
given a single IMEI, any physical network device will
get a single GPS position, and so on). As a result, every
network device can be given a single collection

GENERIC NETWORK LOCATION SERVICE
(GNLS)
In this section we will briefly describe the Generic Network Location Service (GNLS) according to (Mwansa
and Janecek 2007). The GNLS system consists of the
servers, GNLS nodes, which provide a distributed
service that allows network devices, GNLS clients, to
insert, lookup, and remove location records consisting
of several names, using these names as name keys.
Name keys
The GNLS system works with names that are representing network identifications / locations and treats them as
byte sequences. These items are converted to DHT keys
for the lookup, the most frequently used network
identifications /locations are:
- Medium Access Control (MAC) address,
- Internet Protocol (IP) address,
- Domain Name (DNS),
- Electronic Numbering (ENUM),
- GSM IMEI number, and
- GPS position.
The list can be completed by including others, not so
widely identification mechanisms.
Location records and Collections
The basic idea of the generic location system is storing
location records, which are containing different
identifications of the network device instead of purely
unstructured data. The location records contain names
uniquely identifying network devices mentioned: MAC
addresses, IP addresses, GPS waypoint coordinates
DNS names, ENUM numbers, SIP names, GSM IMEI
numbers, etc. Other information can be added to
location records, for example keys for authentication,
which should be a vital component of any practical
implementation of the location service (the issue of
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involving all its names. Such a collection is valid for the
specific device in a specific time instant, changing any
of the names in the collection can be described as
collection invalidation (removal of the collection from
the location system) followed by insertion of the
modified one. Well, since more replicas of the collection
are stored in GNLS nodes, more elaborated set of
functions will increase effectiveness.
As we mentioned in the previous paragraphs, in both approaches, based on location records and collections, we
are storing several copies / replicas in DHT, each of the
copies / replicas identified by the DHT key computed
from one of the names and placed using this DHT key
onto a corresponding DHT node (the successor of the
DHT key in Chord). There is an interesting issue to
estimate how many nodes will be used to store copies /
replicas of the location record (or collection). Although
the probability that location record involving n names
will be placed in m different nodes (m <= n) can be
evaluated analytically, we will present here only the
results we have got from the simulation of the Chord
DHT consisting from 10 to 10000 nodes (Figure 2).
Probability of placement more copies / replicas onto a
single node is acceptable even for tens of GNLS servers.
Making use of this fact in the GNLS server’s implementation provides acceptable fault-tolerance, even
without data replication support at the DHT layer.

effectively, clients are generally connected only for
shorter time and may change their connection to GNLS
servers. Restricting DHT mechanisms to the stable core
of GNLS servers decreases overhead of DHT
stabilization, which has to manage only node failures
and infrequent core reconfigurations.
Though DHT technology promises effective lookup, enabling servers of the infrastructure and clients with
caches would be necessary to get a service quality
comparable to DNS. (Remember that GNLS provides
basis for name translation unavailable in any current
specific translation mechanism). Simple time
constrained caches can be used, but more flexible
distribution of change reports can be implemented as
well at both levels, GNLS servers and clients.
Another technical problem is related to accessibility of
GNLS. The simplest mechanism can be based, similarly
to SIP, on= the standard DNS service, i.e. the client will
need only a single DNS name to get access to one or
more GNLS servers.
Generic Network Location Functions
Though GNLS could provide more complex services,
the basis for them is the interface to location record
storage. Location records are inserted into GNLS
system by the insert method that has a form:
insert (location record) , where location record is a data
structure containing information on types and values of
involved name keys (MAC and IP addresses, DNS
names, ENUM numbers, IMEI identifiers, etc.)(RFC
3761).
The method is invoked by remote GNLS clients. The
GNLS node converts individual name keys of the
location record into DHT keys. Then it stores the copies
of the location record in GNLS nodes designated by the
Chord lookup applied to individual DHT keys.
A counterpart of the insert method is the get method that
has the form location record = get(name) , where name
is a data structure representing type and value of the
selected name key. The method is invoked remotely
from GNLS clients. The GNLS node converts the name
key into the DHT key and finds, using the Chord’s
lookup function, the node, which stores the required
location record. It asks DHT for the record and
receiving it, the GNLS node passes the record to the
GNLS client and stores it into its cache for an eventual
future use.
Finally, location record can be removed by the method
remove(name) , which takes any of the name keys as
the parameter name. The GNLS node, which is
addressed by the remove request gets a corresponding
copy of the location record and uses contained name
keys to locate and remove all location record replicas
from DHT.
The simple interface just described covers functionality
of the GNLS system. However, real world
implementation should include the modify method, for
example in the form modify(location record) , which
will remove, insert and locally modify individual

Figures 2: Probability of redundancy factor
The results indicate that, having sufficient number of
GNLS nodes, the intrinsic redundancy is sufficient and
probability of extreme concentration of replicas on a
one or two nodes (well, excluding binary relations) can
be vanishingly low. However, when required, location
conflicts, defined as two or more replicas identified by
different DHT keys placed at the same DHT node, can
be solved by moving ”overflowing” replica(s) to
subsequent DHT node(s).
GNLS Architecture
The GNLS system consists of the servers, GNLS nodes,
which provide a distributed service that allows network
devices, GNLS clients, to insert, lookup, and remove
location records. Whereas servers are forming relatively
stable infrastructure and can run DHT mechanisms
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replicas of the location record on the basis of the
previously stored record and the modification request.
To illustrate function of the GNLS system we will
present an example describing insertion of location
records for two devices in the Chord DHT which is
using 6bit ID space (the real world Chord uses 160bit
IDs). Location records of the devices includes MAC
address, IP address, fully specified DNS name, phone
number in ENUM format and GSM identification, and
are presented in Figure 3.
Location record 1
Key
Value
MAC
00-D0-8F-59-7C-4B
IP
10.0.4.6
DNS
CS.FELK.CVUT.CZ
ENUM 7.4.1.0.6.4.9.7.0.2.4.4.e164.arpa
GSM
284011234567890
BPS
Location record 2
Key
MAC
IP
DNS
ENUM
GSM
BPS

Value
00-BB-6E-59-7D-4B
128.0.3.5
CS.PUMBA.MSU.ZA
5.3.1.0.6.4.9.7.0.2.4.4.e164.arpa
386711234567890

names stored at GNLS nodes. Results are presented for
sets of 100, 1000 and 10000 randomly distributed
GNLS nodes and one million of stored collections.
Results are normalized with respect to average number
of collections at the nodes.

Hash
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Figures 5 Distribution of collections – density
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Figures 3: Location Records
Distribution of location records replicas onto GNLS
nodes is presented in Figure 4.

Figures 6 Distribution of collections - cumulative
FAULT-TOLERANCE
The GNLS system decreases sensitivity to failures by
replication of individual location records. Every
location record containing n location IDs is stored in n
copies in GNLS.
Although intrinsic replication of location records and
their distribution among more nodes itself decreases
negative effects of concentration in classical systems
(e.g. failure of a DNS server and its secondary replica
can disconnect the service area), we need a mechanism
able to recover from damages resulting from individual
node failures.
Moreover, the DHT systems themselves include mechanisms, which assure correct DHT functioning after a
node failure occurs.
In the following paragraph we propose our solution for
replication maintenance problem in GNLS and
possibilities of data reconstruction after a node failure.
We use an illustrative example in figure 4 using two
location records. The figure below shows the placement
of the replicas as well as the Chord fingers tables.

KEY
Location record device 1.
Location record device 2.
Chord DHT node
Figures 4 Distribution of location records
Nodes in Chord are distributed randomly over the DHT
ID space, the consequences of this fact are uneven
distances between nodes and therefore uneven number
of records they store. The distributions we observed on
the model of GNLS in PlanetSim are presented in the
following graphs. Figure 5 depicts the probability
density function and Figure 6 the cumulative
probability, both for the number of collections of five
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than in proactive methods assuming the number of fields
in location records is greater then number of copies in
proactive methods (including the original).
Replica reconstruction after node failure
Figure 8 illustrates the distribution of location records
in the GNLS after node 1 has been removed. The
removal of the node from the DHT ring network maybe
as a result of a node failure or voluntary withdraws.
Once a node having a replica placement is detected as
having failed, a replica reconstruction mechanism is
triggered. If a node does not respond for sometime, a
time out situation occurs and it would be concluded that
the node is either dead or unavailable.
One technique to solve this problem of replica
reconstruction after node failure, is to reconstruct
additional copies of location records using hashing
mechanism as a replacement copy. Figure 8 shows the
contents of the Chord network after reconstruction. The
location record replicas will be placed on new node id’s
after a network stabilization protocol is run.

KEY
Location record device 1.
Location record device 2.
Chord DHT node
Figures 7: Distribution of location records
We illustrate distribution of location records onto GNLS
nodes together with theirs finger tables (Figure 7).
Replication Strategies
Though DHT systems is equipped by additional mechanisms, which are able to avoid loss of stored data
GNLS system provides additional possibilities to faulttolerance of stored data from node failures. Proactive
strategy entails mechanism able to assure high
availability of location records in GNLS system is to
replicate them at some node, which takes on an original
node’s function after the failure.
A drawback of the proactive strategy is that it almost
doubles (for higher number of nodes) memory requirements. Reactive strategy employs mechanism that
exploits multiplicity of location records in GNLS reacts
to the detected node failure as follows: Together with
starting stabilization mechanism (i.e. an update of node
links and finger tables) lookup request is broadcast
using the finger tables’ tree. For a single node failure,
the worst case analysis shows that in at most O (2.logN)
steps all replicas located out of the failing node will be
found. That means, the lookup request can return the
result, and, since the failing node is identified, lost
replicas can be reproduced at the failing node surrogate.
The advantage of the reactive strategy to replication is
that, it benefits from essence of location records:
multiple copies distributed among more nodes, i.e. the
mechanism needs no extra memory.
The risk of placing all copies to a single failing node is
acceptably low for higher number of DHT nodes. Moreover, such a situation can be simply detected and the
additional copy of the location record can be created
elsewhere, e.g. at the node’s successor. Any node may
be used as a place for such an additional copy, linkage
of this backup copy (found by lookup broadcast in the
case of failure detected during regular lookup) to the
true location record can be maintained without
difficulties. The influence of multiple failures is lower

KEY
Location record device 1.
Location record device 2.
Chord DHT node
Figures 8: Distribution of location records and content
of finger tables after node 1 has been removed
CONCLUSION
The paper presents the idea of storing location records,
defined as collections of different location
identifications (e.g. MAC address, IP address, DNS
name, E.164 number, GSM BTS identification) of a
single device, in a DHT overlay system. Replication
strategies are discussed ensuring the availability of data,
to clients
Storing location records in places ”addressable” (using
the DHT lookup) by individual location record fields
provides a simple way to implementation of translation
functions similar to well-known network services (e.g.
ARP, DNS, ENUM). Storing records consisting of
several location identifications in a DHT space benefits
from a \(O(logN)\) complexity of the lookup.
Fault-tolerance to failures can be based on stored
replication records without creating additional
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secondary copies (up to some very infrequent cases
mentioned). The GNLS proposed in the paper is not
supposed to be a substitution of the existing translation
techniques (e.g. ARP, DNS, ENUM), but it is
considered as an overlay that uses data available in
existing systems and provides some translations
currently unavailable. Future research challenges
include investigating the cost and latencies of messages
exchanges involved in replica reconstruction after node
failure.
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companies may have a crucial role in this business, by
providing sophisticated decision support systems on
powerful, advanced computational resources and
platforms.
The common, basic idea in freight transportation is
that of resorting to the aggregation of multicommodity
flows to be transported, by large carriers, for long
distance routes across a certain number of intermediate
logistic platforms (terminals), where freight
consolidation may occur together with store and
forward logistic functions and other source/sink based
functions. Standardised containerization appears as the
most notable and consolidated practice for freight
transportation, especially through long distance
maritime routes. Containerization is a system of
intermodal freight transport using standardized large
bins known as containers that can be loaded and sealed
intact using multiple modes of transportation: ship, rail,
road and air. Containers are an ISO standardized metal
box of 8-ft wide by 8-ft high; the most common
lengths are 20-ft and 40-ft. The container capacity is
often expressed in twenty-foot equivalent unit (TEU).
Containers are made out of steel and can be stacked on
top of each other.
Nowadays, approximately 90 percent of the non-bulk
cargo worldwide moves by containers stacked on
transport. On ships they are typically stacked up to
seven units high and there are ships that can carry over
9,000 TEUs. The world container fleet amounts to
about 23.2 million TEUs and the container throughput
reached 440 million TEUs in 2006 (UNCTAD 2007).
Maritime container terminals are the most important
crossroads for transshipment and intermodal container
transfers. The maritime container shipment follows the
spokes-hub distribution paradigm: containers are
shipped from a port (spoke) to another one through a
small number of maritime transshipment terminals
(hubs). Both spokes and hubs could be connected with
inland container terminals by road and rail (the so
called intermodal transfer). In opposition with the high
number of container ports in the world, there are a few

KEYWORDS
Maritime container terminals, holistic approach,
discrete-event simulation, parallel computing.
ABSTRACT
NEC-Italy high-performance computing division
recognises that computer simulation aided organisation
and management is the true challenge for a new
generation of advanced decision tools for supporting
operations in modern logistic platforms. Collecting
academic expertises, research skills, computing
machinery and dynamic realities with a significant
growth into the field of container terminal logistics is a
new R&D project at the CESIC-NEC center at the
University of Calabria. The starting idea of this project
is that discrete-event simulation is the best modelling
approach to manage the complexity of logistic
processes at container terminals. For these time-based
systems, operating in a stochastic environment,
becomes crucial to highlight both congestion and
starvation phenomena embedded into logistic
processes, in order to achieve reasonable targets of a
good management of resources and, therefore, stay on
the market. Here we present some queuing network
based representations that are at the basis of an
integrated simulation model under development. Since
large and complex models are affected by a high
burden on execution, we also remark the benefits of
parallel and/or distributed computational frameworks.
Numerical results on parallel analysis of simulation
output data are given.
INTRODUCTION
The increasing international division of labour in the
course of liberalisation, the resulting trade movements
and the consequent need for faster, just in time freight
transportation and cargo handling in real time lead
transportation companies to study and develop more
efficient and effective transport systems able to follow
customers on their demand. Computing system
Proceedings 22nd European Conference on Modelling and
Simulation ©ECMS Loucas S. Louca, Yiorgos Chrysanthou,
Zuzana Oplatková, Khalid Al-Begain (Editors)
ISBN: 978-0-9553018-5-8 / ISBN: 978-0-9553018-6-5 (CD)
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of transshipment terminals (e.g., the Gioia Tauro
terminal). Transshipment container terminals are large
facilities for intermodal transport, able to handle
millions of containers per year and berth large
container vessels. These hubs are linked with spokes
by means of small vessels called feeders, through
minor (or short sea trade) routes. There are a few major
liner trade routes that link the hubs (or deep sea trade
routes). There are also oceanic container vessels,
known as mother vessels, which sail on these
intercontinental routes.
A maritime container terminal is a large and complex
logistic platform organised around a set of logistic
processes. The logistic activities at a container terminal
often belong to more logistic processes, which require
a whole vision of the system to be properly organised.
This fact is critical for a good management of the
system and the choice of the system modelling
approach: an efficient and effective management of
logistic activities in a container terminal can decrease
the operating costs and service times and increase the
quality of services in order to achieve a better market
position. In this paper we report on the development of
a discrete-event simulation platform for the whole
management of a maritime container terminal, as it is
ongoing at the CESIC-NEC research laboratory in
southern Italy. The availability of a simulation
environment where decision models could be
developed and tuned according to a final customisation
phase is considered as a novel, challenging market
option. Simulation modelling and analysis should
become an ordinary planning and control tool, e.g., to
evaluate the performance of the container terminal
when changes occur in the system configuration (whatif analysis) or to use simulation-based optimization
techniques to optimize the whole system (Law and
Kelton 2000).
As matter of fact, the whole model of a large and
complex system, e.g. a container terminal, is affected
by a high burden on execution. This statement is true
especially for the most commercial simulators that are
generally based on the process interaction worldview
(Derrick et al. 1989). As recently suggested (Taylor et
al. 2002), it is preferable to integrate heavy simulation
modelling into a computational framework oriented to
high-performance computing (HPC).
In the following, we classify and describe the logistic
problem at hand. Afterward, we depict the queuing
network model used to represent the core logistic
processes at a container terminal. At the end, we
discuss why HPC computational frameworks are a key
added value into the study of real systems through
discrete-event simulation

discharging and loading of the ship, iii) transport of
containers from ship to stack and vice versa, iv)
stacking of containers, and v) inter-terminal transport
and other modes of transportation. With respect to this
classification, it is possible to identify a set of features
that are common to many maritime terminals. The
main difference between the greater part of container
terminals located in Europe and North America and
those in the Asia-Pacific region regards the logistic
processes iii) and iv). The latter relies on the “Indirect
Transfer System” (ITS), in which process iii) and iv)
are closely connected: a fleet of shuttle vehicles
transports the containers from a vessel to beside the
stack area (and vice versa) while dedicated cranes
stack containers in compact regions. European and
North-American container terminals are based upon
the “Direct Transfer System” (DTS) in which process
iii) and iv) are performed by the same actors: in this
case a fleet of shuttle vehicles (called straddle carriers)
moves the containers from a vessel to the storage area
(and vice versa) for container stacking (retrieval)
operations into (from) the slots assigned in the storage
area (Cordeau et al. 2007). In our study we refer to a
DTS maritime container terminal.
A SIMULATION PLATFORM FOR A MARINE
CONTAINER TERMINAL
To fix ideas, we give a brief description of a real case
that we are familiar with: the Gioia Tauro terminal.
This terminal, located in southern Italy, since it
opened in 1995 has become in just a few years the
largest transhipment port on the Mediterranean Sea. Its
management has been early characterised by
significant efforts towards an increasing computer
aided organisation and control of the various logistic
processes. Recently a manager friendly simulator has
been designed for studying the congestion
phenomenon at the port-input channel, the port
admission policy for the newly arrived vessels in the
roadstead and the allocation policies of berthing slots
(Canonaco et al. 2007). Now, the problem of achieving
an integrated management based on the usage of
simulators and other operations research tools becomes
more and more important.
The terminal is a large facility composed by: a
harbour entrance of 250m wide and 18m water depth
followed by a large roadstead for incoming vessels; 2
pilot boats; a 3,100m quay length with along a channel
of multiple water depth ranging from 13.5 to 15.5 m
(the quay is discontinuous, thus it is usually
decomposed into two sub-quays); 18 quay railmounted gantry cranes (RMGs); a fleet of 75 straddle
carriers (SCs), handling vehicles used to transfer the
containers between the quay cranes and the yard; and a
yard surface of 1.1 million square meters that can store
nearly 59,000 TEUs. The yard has 32 sectors parallel
to the quay and organized in two lines. An average
quay has 32 lines, each containing 16 slots. A slot can
host two one-TEU containers stacked one on top of the

PROBLEM CLASSIFICATION
Vis and De Koster (2003) produced an interesting
overview paper in the area of container logistics that
gives a classification of the logistic processes in
modern container terminals: i) arrival of the ship, ii)
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Figure 1: The Gioa Tauro Maritime Terminal Layout. Special Zoom on a Yard Sector and on the Loading/Unloading
and Containers Transport Processes.
other. The layout of the container terminal is depicted
in Figure 1.

(Park and Kim 2003; Cordeau et al. 2005). The aim is
to find the optimal berth position for each vessel, i.e.,
the berth position that minimizes container handling
cost from the vessel to location in the marshalling yard
where outbound containers for the corresponding
vessel are stacked. In Figure 2 there is an example of a
berth schedule. We assume that the berth schedule is
an exogenous input to the part of the simulation model
discussed here. Actually, vessel entrance at port and
berth schedule may be affected by the specific features
and physical characteristics of the real port of interest,
but, here we focus on common logistics connected with

Description of the Logistic Processes
The logistic processes are described in the following.
Planners of the terminal company construct a “berth
schedule” on a weekly basis, which shows the berthing
time and position for each incoming vessel according
to the ETA (Expected Time of Arrival) and DTD (Due
Time of Departure) of the vessel and the preferred subquay. This is the so called Berth Planning Problem
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other basic operations to be performed on berthed
(standard) vessels by (standard) rail mounted gantry
cranes. These operations are at the kernel of the
simulator platform under development at CESIC-NEC
Italy.
TIME-SLOT

scheduling problem arises to manage the relationships
(precedence and mutual exclusion) existing among the
holds of the same ship. This is the “Quay Crane
Scheduling Problem” (QCSP) (Canonaco et al. 2008).
We manage both problems together in a two-phase
approach: the first phase concerns the QCDP, while the
second one involves the QCSP. Assuming that the
berth schedule is deterministic for the model, in the
first phase we use CPLEX to solve a mathematical
model that is able to assign for every vessel at each
one-hour time-slot a sub-set of RMGs (Legato et al.
2008a). Afterwards, in the second phase we use a
metaheuristics to schedule the ship holds to the
assigned RMGs (Legato et al. 2008b). Thus, the
simulation model initialization is schematized in Figure
3.

Vessel D

Vessel C

Vessel B
Vessel A
BERTH-SLOT

Figure 2: An Example of Berth Schedule
Berth Planning Problem
Building of the “Berth Schedule” using vessels
data (ETA, DTD, length, preferred berth-slot, ...)

The arrival of the ship process proposed in (Legato
and Mazza 2001) is the starting point for a new
generalised model and is described in the following.
Once the vessel has arrived outside the port (the arrival
time is an uncertain time close to the vessel ETA), its
mooring along the assigned berth position depends on
the following requirements: i) formal conditions (e.g.
contractual agreements between the vessel’s shipping
line and the port of call for the use of port facilities),
which means a priority policy for the port entrance
queue; ii) operational settings (i.e. pilot mariner and
pilot boat availability, berth space assignment and the
least number of free quay cranes). If requirements are
met, the ship is manoeuvred down the navigation
channel and into its berth slots by one or two pilot
boats; otherwise it must wait in the roadstead. In our
model we have a finite vessel population of 97 ships of
which 12 are mother vessels.
Once a vessel is at berth, container discharge/loading
can be initiated only if mechanical (and human)
resources are allocated; if not, the ship waits in its
berth
position
until
resource
assignment.
Discharge/loading operations are performed by RMGs
placed along the berth: one or multiple cranes move
containers between the ship and the quay area. The
maximum number of quay cranes that is possible to
assign to each vessel is restricted by i) the total number
of cranes in the quay and ii) the maximum number of
allowable cranes to each vessel due to physical (i.e. the
length of the vessel) and logical constraints (i.e.
interference between crane booms). Considering the
span of the cranes (30 m) and the horizontal space
necessary to stack and transfer away the
incoming/outgoing containers of a vessel, the
maximum number of cranes assignable to the longest
vessel is 5 (this number is proportionally decreased for
shortest vessel). The problem of assigning RMGs to
the vessels for each time-slot is called “Quay Crane
Deployment Problem” (QCDP) (Park and Kim 2003).
When multiple cranes are assigned to the same ship,
crane interference has to be avoided and a complex

Quay Crane Deployment
RMGs assigment using berth schedule and
RMGs precedence constraints

Quay Crane Scheduling
Holds scheduling for each vessel, using assigned
RMGs and holds constraints (precedence and
non-simultaneity)

Figure 3: Simulation Model Initialization Process
The performance of the discharge/loading process
highly depends on the availability of this type of cranes
and their turnover speed. RMG performances are
summarized in Table 1. Again, this problem has been
deeply studied within the real context of Gioia Tauro
Terminal (Canonaco et al. 2008), but without being
integrated with the problem of simulating yard
organisation, SC travel back and forth from the yard
and analysing the effects of crane shifting along the
berth, under the condition that multiple vessels are at
berth.
Table 1: RMG Crane Average Performance
Performance
Container hoisting speed rated with
load/light-load
Trolley travel speed
Gantry travel speed

(m/min)
50/120
210
45

In a DTS container terminal the transport of
containers from ship to yard (and vice versa) and the
container stacking processes are performed by a fleet
of straddle carriers (SCs). SCs take in charge
containers and cycle between the berth area and the
assigned storage positions within the yard. Straddle
carriers are capable with a laden container of relatively
low speeds (up to 20–26 km/h). The yard is a passive
resource: it consists of a matrix of 2 lines and 16
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columns, in which each matrix element is a threedimensional matrix that stands for a yard sector. SCs
are able to select a slot within the yard structure to
load/unload or stack containers. They are also able to
compute the distance from the assigned RMG to the
yard slot and back.
Each RMG has four SCs assigned. We have not
developed any optimization code to dynamically assign
SCs to RMGs (and we only use 72 of the 75 available
SCs).
In the present case, no considerable inter-modal TEU
transportation will be considered.

A vessel entering the rightmost (black) box in the
figure means that it has been berthed and another
queuing network model takes charge of it.
Crane m
discharge/
loading To be loaded
service
TEUs

...
Crane 1
discharge/
loading To be loaded
service
TEUs

Container
loading/stacking service
TEU

SC

SC

TEU
Discharged
TEUs

Container
loading/
unloading
service

From yard-slot to
ship travel time

Figure 5: Discharging/Loading of the Ship Process
Figure 5 shows the queue network model for both the
i) loading/unloading of the ship process and ii)
container transport from the ship to the assigned yardslot (and vice versa) and the consequent storage
process. The simulation model uses a list of berthed
vessels. Each vessel is assigned to a berth slot (a
discrete part of the quay assigned in the berth
schedule). For each vessel in list, a model object called
“Operations Manager” assigns cranes to the vessels
and starts the operations on the vessels. When
discharging and/or loading operations have been
performed, the Operations Manager pushes the served
vessel out of the model and updates the system
performance measures (e.g., overall completion times).
In Figure 5, both the discharging and loading process
of the ship are depicted. The Operations Manager tasks
are: i) for each vessel in the berth, to assign the vessel
holds to be served to each RMG ; and ii) to route SCs
within the network in order to execute the optimal
handling operations.

Outgoing vessels

Outgoing vessels

...
Berth Manager allows
berthing/unberthing
operations and rules the
roadstead and outgoing
vessels priority queues

From yard-slot to
ship travel time

From ship to yardslot travel time

The logistic processes described above have been
depicted using queuing networks. The arrival of the
ship process is described in Figure 4. The model is
based on the hierarchical representation proposed by
Legato and Mazza (2001). Incoming vessels wait in a
priority queue that represents the roadstead; outgoing
vessels wait in another priority queue that stands for
served vessels waiting in the assigned berth slot. A
hidden model object called “Berth Manager” assigns
pilot boats to incoming and outgoing vessels according
to previously defined conditions (i.e., active and
passive resource availability).

Pilot
Boats

SC
Container
loading/
unloading
service

Operations Manager assigns cranes to
berthed vessels, assigns holds to cranes
and routes straddle carriers through the
yard

A Queuing Network Model Description

Waiting in
roadsted

SC

TEU
Discharged
TEUs

The model has been developed by using a discreteevent simulation architecture based on finite state
automata. The approach used to model the whole
container terminal is based on previous promising
works (Pidd and Castro 1998; Legato and Trunfio
2007): it represents the interaction between different
logistic processes through special model objects called
resource managers. Resource managers are gifted of a
high-level view of the whole system and are able to
operate on the system resources. They use exogenous
data (i.e. berth schedule, RMG deployment and
scheduling) to dynamically assign the container
terminal resources to the jobs.

Vessel in
navigation

TEU

From ship to yardslot travel time

Modelling approach

Waiting
into
assigned
berth-slot

Container
loading/stacking service

i) Loading/
unloading
of the ship
and
ii)
containers
handling

COMPUTATIONAL FRAMEWORKS
As part of the industry, our belief is that large and
complex simulation models of logistic systems are not
only an interesting academic research field of interest,
but that they can be applied to real systems to provide
effective scenario analysis and decision support to
operational management in a reasonable time. Here is
the key point: detailed models of large and complex
systems are affected by a high burden on execution,

Figure 4: Arrival of the Ship Process
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but, on the other hand, we do not believe as a good
idea, when modelling logistic systems, that of using
simplified system description and interdependencies
among subsystems to get a lower computational
burden. Modern simulation methods and technologies,
such as simulation-based optimization are applied more
and more in the organisation and management of
logistic systems. Frequently these methods require
evaluating
thousands
of
alternative
system
configurations with the goal of searching for better
system policies and configurations. Hence, only
computational frameworks based on high-performance
computing will be able to be candidate as effective
tools for the tactical and operative managers.

transient and then divided into equal batches. All the
batches registered on the same run are used for
variance estimation purposes. Using a sequential
machine, the BM is better than the IR methodology,
because it allows collecting m independent replications
with the effort of estimating the initial transient only
once. The drawback of this method lies in the
correlation between samples used for variance
estimation, Nevertheless, when simulating complex
systems (e.g., the queuing network that we proposed)
too much computational effort is needed using the BM
method, while the IR methodology with the use of
parallel machine seems to better suit our needs and
overcome the BM.
The
RBM
variance-estimation
methodology
combines good characteristics of IR and BM: as a
matter of fact, the number of initial transients that are
estimated is reduced by simulating a system on m
CPUs using the BM methodology. As for the IR, each
CPU uses a different seed for the pseudo random
number generation and simulates the system from the
same initial state. Recently, it has been empirically
proved that the RBM methodology is better than BM in
terms of overall coverage of confidence intervals
(Andradóttir and Argon 2001; Alexopoulos et al.
2006).
We believe that the RBM is the perfect trade-off
between the IR and BM methodology and that it will
be used as a basis for simulation output analysis in
high-performance computing frameworks.
Here, we test the best methodology for simulation
output analysis that we used for our complex queuingnetwork model, via a basic and repeatable test case
consisting of a single queue model that may be
considered as extracted from one of the queuing
network models presented in the previous section. By
fixing the arrival rate, λ = 9 , from a Poisson
distribution and the service rate, μ = 10 , from an
exponential distribution we may use the well known
analytical (exact) result on the mean waiting time
(1 (μ − λ )) to evaluate the coverage and the quality of
the confidence intervals produced by different
computational choices. In Tables 2, 3 and 4, we present
numerical results on mean, variance and interval
estimate of the waiting time, as obtained after having
deleted 5.000 observations to avoid the bias effect of
the initial transient behaviour. In particular, results in
Table 4 are referred to a shorter batch length – i.e.
1.000 observations instead of 5.000 – because we were
exploiting the effect of a quick stop of the run length
by each processor. As one may see, numerical results
are still quite goods whenever one decides to restrict
the level of parallelism from 30 parallel processors,
each performing 1 batch, to 5 parallel processors, each
performing 6 batches. But we may not recommend a
sort of saving on the computational power of each
processor, by reducing the batch length: related
interval estimates become unsatisfactory.

Integration of Queuing-Network Models in a
Parallel Computational Framework
In this context, we aim to integrate the model
previously described into a HPC computational
framework devoted to the statistical analysis of the
output data from simulation runs.
Actually, we have developed a simple test case based
on a single server, queue-model with the aim of
experimenting some different methods for confidence
interval estimation upon average performance
measures that can be produced from simulation output
data. Using a PC, wall-clock time experienced by us to
get a satisfactory simulation output analysis for a single
configuration of the queuing-network model that we
proposed is of the order of dozens of minutes.
The methods to be compared have been selected
between the following approaches (Katzaros and Lazos
2001): the well known independent replications (IR)
and batch means (BM) and a mixed recent approach
known as replicated batch means (RBM) (Andradóttir
and Argon 2001).
The IR approach is a pure parallel methodology: the
term independent replications refer to simulation runs
of the same fixed length; each run starts from the same
initial state, but uses a different seed in the pseudo
random number generator. Despite the fact that each
run starts from the same system state, there is no
correlation between each replication: in fact,
considering that for each run there is the presence of an
initial transient that must be removed, using different
seeds we guarantee that the remaining part of the run is
really independent. Moreover, samples from the
different replications are identically distributed. This
approach is perfect whenever a parallel machine, with
a set of m CPUs large enough (m=20,…, 30) to submit
one run per CPU, is available. In this case, to obtain m
independent replications, we need the same number of
CPUs and we commit m-times the effort to execute the
initial transient.
The BM approach is a merely sequential method that
cannot be used for variance estimation purposes in
transient simulation. It is a really effective varianceestimation methodology for steady state simulation, in
fact it uses only one long run, purged by the initial
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Table 2: IR with one batch for 30 parallel runs
Test
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Mean / Interval
0.9348
[0.8315, 1.0382]
0.9449
[0.8394, 1.0503]
0.9387
[0.8400, 1.0374]
0.8743
[0.8113, 0.9374]
0.8592
[0.7984, 0.9200]
0.9747
[0.8985, 1.0509]
0.9490
[0.8597, 1.0384]
0.8640
[0.8056, 0.9224]
0.9299
[0.8247, 1.0351]
0.8930
[0.7987, 0.9874]

Variance

2

0.1110

3

0.1155

4

0.1012

5

0.0413

6

0.0384

7

0.0603

8

0.0829

9

0.0355

10

0.1150

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Mean / Interval
0.8488
[0.7864, 0.9112]
0.9624
[0.8792, 1.0457]
0.8503
[0.7891, 0.9114]
1.0339
[0.9189, 1.1490]
0.8556
[0.7772, 0.9339]
0.9160
0.8289, 1.0030]
0.9085
[0.8187, 0.9983]
0.8592
[0.7924 0.9260]
0.8869
[0.8136, 0.9602]
0.9263
[0.8700, 0.9826]

0.0924

Variance
0.0404
0.0720
0.0389
0.1376
0.0638
0.0788
0.0838
0.0463
0.0558
0.0329

Table 4: RBM with 6 Batches for 5 Runs, under
Smaller Batch Length
Test
1

Mean / Interval
0.8965

1.0940
0.2289
0.2160
0.1906
0.0918
0.2508
0.0957
0.2436
0.4239

Another feature of the computational framework we
are using is the master/slave approach proposed in
(Legato et al. 2006). To ensure fault tolerant
computing, we resort to the common practice of
checkpoints, a policy to manage two different types of
crashes: a crash of the master node, and a crash of a
slave node. The idea is described in the following. In
our master/slave approach, the master keeps track of
the pool of independent replications dispatched to the
slaves. Thus, whenever a slave crashes, the master can
reassign the same configuration to another slave. On
the contrary, whenever the master node crashes there is
no way to recover the instantaneous state of the
computational procedure. To react at the occurrence of
a master crash, we have implemented a periodic
checkpoint. In particular, at a sequence of suitable time
points, we take a copy of i) the model object state (e.g.,
resource state, queued jobs), ii) the current seed value
and iii) the list of scheduled events; therefore, the list
of the ‘‘latest’’ parallel replications that have been
dispatched to the slaves is saved in a file system. In
such a way the simulation can be restarted from the
latest point of each replication. This consolidated
technique is based on using the so-called intercommunicators. The framework uses machine built-in
error handlers as well as other ones defined by us: both
allow us to detect a slave failure due to a non-success
return code from a communication operation (i.e. a
send or receiver) on one of the inter-communicators.
The computational framework is based on a NEC TX7 CC-NUMA parallel machine with 32 Intel 64-bit
Itanium-II CPUs with 64Gb of RAM: the machine is
located at the CESIC research centre (CESIC 2006).
To overcome the problem of the pseudo random
number generator to be used, we use the Mersenne
Twister algorithm (Matsumoto and Nishimura 1998) as
suggested by Katzaros and Lazos (op cit).

Table 3: RBM with 6 Batches for 5 parallel Runs
Test

[0.7708, 1.0221]
1.1334
[0.8089, 1.4579]
1.0181
[0.8697, 1.1665]
0.9365
[0.7924, 1.0807]
0.8664
[0.7310, 1.0019]
0.7576
[0.6637, 0.8516]
0.9304
[0.7750, 1.0857]
0.7781
[0.6821, 0.8741]
0.9381
[0.7850, 1.0912]
1.0041
[0.8021, 1.2061]

Variance
0.1641
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Through this framework, we will conduct practical
investigation using “what if” scenario analysis or using
simulation-based optimization to evaluate the impact of
the possibility of purchasing new resources (RMGs
and SCs) in the container terminal. Hence, considering
that in a real organisational framework, this kind of
application is expected to run on PCs, one may
recognize that an HPC-based computational framework
appears to be the unique cost effective tool which can
provide proper solutions to decision problems in a
reasonable amount of time for the terminal manager.
CONCLUSION
Current practice with the usage of simulation for the
optimal management of logistic processes reveals that
decisions are pursued by decomposing and separately
modelling the whole process in a set of sub-process. In
this paper, we report on the CESIC-NEC project for
developing an overall simulation model based on
previous experiences at the largest container terminal
on the Mediterranean Sea. The simulation model has
been depicted using queuing-networks presented here
and model development has been done using finite
state automata. The model uses mathematical models
or heuristics approaches to evaluate such feasible
solution for the berth planning, quay crane deployment
and quay crane scheduling problems. Currently, we are
involved in a simulation-based optimization model to
optimize the core terminal operations. Finally, we are
attempting to address what the implications of highperformance
computing
in
simulation-based
computational frameworks are for this industry. In
particular, we stated that the RBM variance-estimation
methodology for simulation output analysis is the best,
using modern low cost multi-core machines for
simulation output analysis.
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explanations about how optimal solutions are reached.
Over the years, simulation models have proved to be a
useful decision support tool for examining the
performance of different system configurations and/or
alternative operating procedures for complex systems to
improve operational and organizational efficiency. The
model must represent in the most simplified way, the
dynamic interests of the real system which should allow
understanding, describing, modifying and possibly
controlling the behaviour of the system.

KEYWORDS
Derivative Control, Simulation, Coloured Petri Net,
Supply Chain.
ABSTRACT
Organizations increasingly find that they must rely on
effective supply chains to successfully compete in the
global market and networked economy. Over the years,
simulation models have proved to be a useful decision
support tool for examining the performance of different
system configurations and/or alternative operating
procedures for complex systems to improve operational
and organizational efficiency. This paper presents a new
approach that transforms an optimization problem to a
search problem by evaluating the interrelationship of
decision making when either one or more actors in the
supply chain take aggressive or conservative positions.
This is aimed at improving and optimizing performance,
both individually and for the entire chain in order to
reduce costs, lower inventories, and increase
manufacturing throughput.

The model developed in this paper is a classical
supply chain business model based on the beer game
ideology developed at the Sloan School of Management
in early 1960’s [17] where the goal of the participants is
to minimize costs either individually or globally. It is
modelled as a discrete-event system with four stages
having one participant at each stage. Customer
satisfaction through the most efficient use of resources
while minimizing costs serves as the primary objective
of the supply chain. The business model considers order
processing, fulfilment and delivery of orders, decisions
on the quantity to produce or order and the effect of
these decisions on the supply chain in order to
maximize customer service level.

INTRODUCTION
The complexity of supply chain systems requires the
design of new decision support systems (DSS) that can
evaluate and analyze the effects of an action applied to
any of the sub-systems. Such a DSS requires a new
modelling approach with a deeper understanding of the
nature of the complexity itself. The effect of an action is
propagated through the chain in different ways
according to the interrelationship of independent
components. Thus, a DSS must be able to accommodate
perturbations that might occur and propagate at any
point within the system.

Several simulation modelling approaches to tackle
supply chain decision problems, optimizing and
improving the supply chain performance have been
proposed. David Simchi-Levi et al(Beer Game Authors)
developed a Web/Java based model that seek to clarify
the advantages of taking an integrated approach to
managing the supply chain; the value of sharing
information across the supply chain components by
demonstrating the bullwhip effect. [3] developed a
timed-hierarchical Coloured Petri Net for the simulation
and performance of the beer game supply chain model
to study the bullwhip effect. [10] extended the
simulation model developed by [3] using different
ordering policies to demonstrate the bullwhip effect and
analyse the impact of standard demand forecasting
methods on the performance of the system.

Modern-day technology has become a vital tool in
making important business decisions with a growing
number of commercial packages, Advanced Planning
and Scheduling applications and Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) solutions employed to optimize supply
chains. From the research community, some new
developments such as connectionist approaches
developed by the artificial intelligence community have
provided different methodologies for optimizing
practice based knowledge, just by codifying the expert
experience in form of case histories [3]. Nevertheless,
most of these approaches are unable to give

A four parameter discrete model developed by [14]
and the use of genetic algorithm techniques was
proposed in [15] to simulate the effects of two ordering
policies under a particular customer demand to optimize
the performance of the chain. This approach restricts
some parameters that might be of great interest to
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improve the performance of the supply chain. In [1], [6]
and [7], a Just-in-Time Petri Net model, Artificial agent
based model and Arena software based supply chain
model respectively were proposed to complement and
understand the complexity of managing decision
making in the beer distribution supply chain game.

THE BUSINESS (SUPPLY CHAIN) MODEL
It is worth mentioning that there is a clear distinction
between Business models and Production models. A
business model is not a description of a complex social
system itself with all its actors, relations and processes.
Rather, it describes the logic of a ‘business system’ for
creating value that lies behind the actual processes [11].
[9] defines business model as the managerial equivalent
of the scientific method – you start with a hypothesis,
which you then test in action and revise when necessary.
Nevertheless, a business model should not be
misconstrued as a strategy. A strategy is what makes
you unique in the market place. However, performance
of real production systems is very sensitive to various
kinds of factors such as unexpected delays, queuing,
breakdowns, operation time and inadequate labour on a
day to day basis. Thus, a business model should also
incorporate these low abstraction level aspects (i.e.
production model)

In general, the developed models demonstrate and
validate the bullwhip effect observed in supply chains
and they are able to provide good solutions under
standard conditions. However, none of these approaches
can explain or justify why the optimal solution is
obtained which would be very useful to deal with
optimal or quasi-optimal solutions when the system is
operating under different context conditions. When the
dynamics of the problem changes, it is almost
impossible to obtain a near optimal solution since the
agents that drive the solution are unknown. Moreso,
these models are not useful to understand the causeeffect relationship when either one or more of the actors
in the supply chain takes an aggressive or conservative
position. This is critical to the performance of any
supply chain decision support system.

Effective inventory management strategies and their
efficient implementation are recognized as important
elements in a business model. The targets are reduction
of the level and value of inventory maintained, high
speed in transforming them to orders delivered to
customers and flexibility in dealing with changing
customer demand[5]. We consider a decentralized four
stage supply chain consisting of a Manufacturer,
Distributor, Supplier and Retailer based on the Beer
Distribution Game developed to demonstrate a number
of key principles of supply chain management. We
assume that there is a single participant at each stage.
Figure 1 highlights the major activities carried out by
each participant in the supply chain. In the decentralized
supply chain, each participant possesses good local
information (about his inventory, remaining orders,
receiving amounts from his upstream supplier and
amounts delivered to the downstream participant), but
not in possession of global information.

In order to solve this problem, the model should help
to understand the consequences of a decision at a certain
level. To deal with this, the model should give a proper
solution to the following questions:
• Which are the consequences of firing, delaying
or disabling a certain activity? And how are
such actions propagated in the supply chain?
• Does the model support new dynamics
specification?
• Does the model permit automatic evaluation of
different policies using the same model?
• Does the model support the combination of
simulation for global optimization and decision
making in complex operations?
• Does the model provide feasible, quasi-optimal
and optimal solutions in a timely fashion?

A supply chain must be able to handle a significant
amount of events, both expected and unexpected. The
unexpected events, also called exceptions or
perturbations, typically arise because there is usually a
gap between supply chain planning and execution [8].
As described in figure 1, the main events to be
considered are: order filling, fulfilment of orders,
delivery and the decision on the quantity to order or
produce. The decision made on the quantity to order or
produce plays a significant role in evaluating the overall
effective performance of the supply chain. When
decisions on what to order comes to play, there exists
two possibilities; the possibility of having excess stock
with low demand or the possibility of excess demand
with low stock. The presented approach tends to strike a
balance between the two so that the expected demand is
closer to the actual demand in order to avoid out of
stock and unnecessary back orders.

This paper presents a new approach that transforms an
optimization problem to a search problem by evaluating
the interrelationship of decision making when either one
or more actors in the supply chain takes aggressive or
conservative positions and fulfilling the above
mentioned characteristics.
The paper is structured as follows: The next section
describes the supply chain model and the major
activities considered in the model. The third section
discusses modelling formalisms while the fourth section
gives the description of the formalism employed and the
developed model. The fifth section focuses on the
proposed approach and the results obtained are
presented in the sixth section. Finally, the last section
gives a summary of the paper and ideas for future
research.
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Figure 1: The Supply Chain Model
Key: C-Consumer; R-Retailer; W-Wholesaler; D-Distributor; M-Manufacturer
concurrent processes, it does not support information
The model considers a “Derivative” control
flow for decision making which is essential for any
mechanism for managing these events and responding
DSS.
to them dynamically when perturbations occur. These
events can be implemented if the modeller perceives
The evolution of Coloured Petri Nets (CPN) has been
that each action such as placing an order, delivering a
driven by the desire to develop a modelling language –
product, or taking a decision regarding inventory levels
at the same time theoretically well-founded and
is a discrete event with dynamic properties [10]. Since
versatile enough to be used in practice for systems of
the number of reachable states in a supply chain is
the size and complexity that can be found in typical
typically very large it is necessary to describe clearly all
industrial projects [4]. CPN supports specification,
activities associated with events.
information flow and the manipulation of data values
The triggering of an event can give rise to several
through a functional programming language. The main
consequences. For example, if an order is placed on a
advantages of CPN models are given in [4]. The main
participant in a particular period and there is no
CPN components that fulfil the cause-effect event
sufficient inventory to fill the order, this results to a
relationship analysis include: places, transitions, input
back log of order, a possible out of stock in the next
arc expressions, colour sets and state vector. See [12,
period and a possible aggressive order placement on the
15] for the description of these terms and tutorial on
upstream participant. Each time an order is placed on a
CPN.
participant, it is first checked whether the amount of
products in inventory is sufficient to fill it. In case the
THE CPN MODEL
amount is sufficient, the order placed will be delivered
The proposed approach is implemented on CPN Tools
to the downstream component. Otherwise, this generates
software developed and maintained by the CPN Group,
back order that will be fulfilled along with a new order
University of Aarhus, Denmark [16]. CPN allows the
placed in the next period. The supply chain model
representation of a system in a composite structure with
allows the delivery of incomplete orders. When an order
few places and transitions. To analyze and understand
is received, it is checked against the order placed. If an
the cause-effect relationship of the system in an efficient
incomplete order is delivered, this might trigger an
way the model elements have been represented at the
unwanted demand in the next period by the downstream
same level rather than the hierarchical structures
participant depending on the pattern of orders it
developed by other authors to simply serve simulation
receives.
purposes.
MODELLING FORMALISM
The supply chain is modelled as a timed net with the
A great deal of formalisms for modelling discrete
global clock of the CPN tool used as the weekly timer
event systems exists in the literature. Amongst them are:
(time 1 represents week 1, time 2 represents week 2
Flow Charts, Block Diagrams, Automata, Temporal
etc). Each time the global clock increments, this implies
Logic, Calculus of Events, Artificial Intelligence,
that the cycle of events for a particular week has been
Discrete Event System Specification(DEVS) and
completed. Within each week, all the possible events in
Classical Petri Nets(PN). Business models require a
the supply chain must be completed before the clock
formalism that is dynamic, descriptive, depicts
changes. Figure 2 shows the CPN supply chain model
causality, easily accessible interpretation and able to
and tables 1, 2, 3 and 4 summarize the meaning of the
integrate every aspect of the system specification. Most
place nodes, transitions (events), colours and functions.
of these formalisms do not support the specification of
It should be noted that the same model can be used
low level production aspects which are necessary to
when events behave as a random variable.
implement the proposed decision making approach.
The system is described by 9 transitions classified in a
Though, classical PN provides an appealing graphical
group of 4 major activities – order filling (T1, T2),
representation which facilitates easy understanding of
delivery (T5, T6, T7, T8), decision on quantity to order
the system behaviour and the synchronisation of
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Figure 2: The CPN Model of the Supply Chain
Table 1: Event Description
Transition
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5,T6
T7
T8
T9

Description
Filling of customer orders by the retailer and updating P4 for the computation of new orders.
Filling of weekly retailer, wholesaler and distributor orders by the wholesaler, distributor and
manufacturer respectively and updating P4 for the computation of new orders.
Computation of weekly orders by retailer, wholesaler and distributor.
Computation of quantity to produce by manufacturer.
One week delay for quantity produced and filled orders.
Delivery of orders after the two-week delay to be added to inventory.
Delivery of customer orders after the two-week delay.
Computation of weekly global cost and individual component cost.
Table 2: Place Nodes Information

Place
P1

Colour
(d, x)

P2

(s1, s2, v, si, u, l, n)

P3

(k, x)

P4

(q1, q2 ,i1 ,i2 ,x, y)

P5,P8,P9
P6
P7
P10
P11

(k, si, x)
(d, j, x)
m
(gt, c, c1, c2, c3, c4)
(k, x)

Description
Weekly customer orders
Component Information(inventory, back order, control for delivery,
component identifier, order filling control, delivered orders, cost
control)
Quantity to deliver to customer
History of previous and current quantity demanded and inventory
level.
Quantity to deliver
Quantity to order by retailer, wholesaler and distributor.
Multiplier
Cost (global, retailer, wholesaler, distributor, manufacturer)
Customer delivered orders
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Table 3: Function Description
Function/Value
cus_order
comp_order
init_del
mult
init_comp
init_cost
t(s1,b,s2)
b(s1,b,s2)
order(q1,q2,i1,i2,m)
gc(s1,s2,s3,s4,b1,b2,b3,b4)
cost(s1-4,b1-4,w1-w4)
timei()

Description
Weekly customer orders
Initial marking for order computation
1`(4,4,4,4,0,0,1)++1`(4,4,4,4,0,0,2)++1`(4,4,4,4,0,0,3)++1`(4,4,4,4,0,0,4)
Initial marking for delivery in the first three weeks
1`(4,1,(~1))++1`(4,2,(~1))++1`(4,3,(~1))++1`(4,4,(~1))++1`(4,1,0)++1`(4,2,0)++
1`(4,3,0)++1`(4,4,0)++1`(4,1,1)++1`(4,2,1)++1`(4,3,1)++1`(4,4,1)
Marking for multiplier (1`(1)++1`(2)++1`(3)++1`(4))
Initial marking for component information
1`(0,0,0,1,0,0,0)++1`(0,0,0,2,0,0,0)++1`(0,0,0,3,0,0,0)++1`(0,0,0,4,0,0,0)
Initial cost (1`(1,36,0,12,12,12))
Computation of quantity to be delivered
Back order computation
Computation of quantity to order/produce by each component
Global cost computation
Component cost computation
Global clock
model makes the size of the state space grows
exponentially. However, the use of the coverability tree
coupled with heuristics tackles the state space explosion
[13] by running a check on every path of the tree to
identify dead-end nodes, stop the possible expansion of
old nodes (same markings) and the successive
increments of markings on each node for all reachable
states. Table 5 shows the logic table for the derivative
control mechanism (function “order ( )” in the model).

or produce (T3, T4) and cost computation (T9). The
function “order ( )” in the model shows the “derivative”
control mechanism implemented in the supply chain for
decision making. This will be fully discussed in the next
section. An initial steady state is assumed in the supply
chain. During the first three weeks, the customer and
the participants order constant demands per week, the
supply chain members hold the same quantity in
inventory as the customer’s demand in the first week
and the same quantity is delivered to the supply chain
members in the subsequent two weeks. The participants
can order as much as they want in the beginning of the
fourth week. The transition guard expressions in the
model ensure the synchronization, sequence and priority
of events with the use of the colours embedded in each
place. Place P2 represents the participants – retailer,
wholesaler, distributor and manufacturer with each
having an identifier. This can be modelled with more
participants at each stage as CPN allows the inclusion of
more parameters with the use of colours.
PROPOSED
APPROACH
CONTROL MECHANISM

–

The decision mechanism is driven by changes in
demand and inventory levels whose derivative is taken
over two (2) periods (n and n-1). This is weekly
ordering or production decision in an effort to satisfy
downstream demands. A multiplier “m” with values
ranging from 1 to 4 is introduced in order to evaluate
the conservative and aggressive positions of the actors
involved in the chain. Let’s consider decisions 1, 4, and
8 as an example:
Decision 1: Order or produce the current demand when
there is no change in demand and inventory level.
Decision 4: Order or produce the multiplier of the
current demand if there is an increase in changes in
quantity demanded and no inventory level change.
Decision 8: A decision to order or produce the divisor of
the current demand implies a decrease in quantity
demanded and an incremental change in inventory level.

DERIVATIVE

Simulation gives different solutions according to each
scenario. With this, a manager can only understand how
the system works; he has no information on how to
improve the reality. The derivative control mechanism
introduced in the model explores all possible existing
solutions and a decision maker is able to understand the
effect of each decision taken at any point in time on his
own system and the entire chain as a whole. The
approach also incorporates the flexibility in dealing with
changing customer demands.

As a result, it allows checking a variety of state space
solutions, opening the whole tree, understanding the
cause-effect relationship of each action and how the
actions are propagated through upstream and
downstream. Since the model developed is not just for
simulation but a decision support system that would
allow the stakeholder to choose from a variety of
solutions the model presents. In essence, the approach
transforms the optimization problem to a search
problem in which a decision maker can select a near
optimal solution that best fits the current situation in a

To enhance the formal analysis of the model, the
control mechanism is supported with the application of
the coverability tree (CT). It is generally believed that
adding more parameters to the system in one single
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Table 4: Derivative Control Mechanism
Decision
∇Dn
∇ In
1
0
0
Dn
2
0
1
1/m * Dn
3
0
-1
m * Dn
4
1
0
m * Dn-i
5
1
1
Dn-i
6
1
-1
m * Dn
7
-1
0
Dn-i
8
-1
1
1/m * Dn-i
9
-1
-1
Dn
Key:
-1 – Decrease
0 – Constant
1 - Increase
∇Dn = (Dn - Dn-i ) / ∇n
∇In = (In - In-i ) / ∇n
Dn/ In – Demand/Inventory at week n
Dn-i/ In-i – Demand/Inventory at week (n-1)
m – Multiplier (1, 2, 3, 4); i = 1
∀n = 1, 2...N (N is the total number of weeks)
timely fashion. The next section justifies the approach
employed with the results obtained.
RESULTS

9
8

The model was driven by a step change in customer
demand as shown in Figure 3 for a period of 15 weeks.
Given the change in demand, the system can be ruled
according to different costs. Figure 4 shows the global
costs obtained for the entire chain during this period.
The state space generated a good number of solutions at
the end of this period in which 190 were collected for
analysis. The system cost range from $524 to $1052.
The inventory holding cost attracts a charge back of $1
weekly per case while a penalty of $2 for back orders.
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Figure 3: Customer Demand

Most of the policies will lead the system to high
production cost and huge penalties. However, with state
space analysis, it is possible to obtain a policy that
supports customer demand at a very minimal cost ($524
– marked point on the graph). The policy that drives the
system to the optimal cost during the first ten weeks is
shown in Figure 5. The figure gives a clearer view of
how customer demands are propagated from
downstream to upstream. Participants take positions
based on downstream demand and periodical inventory
levels. Also, a steady state was maintained by the
participants during the first six weeks. After the fourth
week, the position of the retailer changed due to upward
change in customer demand in the fourth week. The
retailer’s reaction to this change prompted the
wholesaler to re-adjust his position on the chain. This
affected the next two upstream participants in the
subsequent weeks.
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400

Figure 3: Customer Demand

200

0

Figure 4: Global Cost

CONCLUSION
In order to reduce computational time and the size of the
coverability tree, future research work should focus on
the introduction of heuristics to prune the search space.
Also, the effects of taken the derivative over a longer
period can be considered with respect to product lead
time.

A derivative control mechanism for supply chain
performance optimization has been proposed. The
approach implemented supports the integration of
simulation for global optimization and decision making.
The efficiency of the approach was shown in the results
section.
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through the development of federates characterized by
the capabilitiy to operate stand-alone or to be integrated
in the HLA federation for cooperating. In such way,
different trainees are able to work together in order to
simulate real cases and complete missions. Consider a
crane operator moving a container from a ship on a
truck, driven by another operator, a third one is
expected to move the container on a free area of the
terminal using a reach-stacker simulator. Monitoring
and supervising the results of the mission and operating
both in LAN both in WAN the operators can act as
previously described; in general sense not only driver
simulators have to be integrated, the DIPTEM applied
DIS in their past researches in order to create training
exercise for managers/planners (i.e. dock manager,
yard planner, control room, etc.). In the same way it is
possible to integrate in the Federation also these entities
directing the operators, providing support for testing
policies and procedures.
The interaction among the terminal vehicles as prime
cause of accidents and injuries in port operations has to
be stressed; at the same time the handling policies and
procedures
are the key factors for improving
productivity and safety. Based on such a consideration
it is clear that past experiences in extended application
in military sector combined with new technologies
enabling low cost simulation, allow to export these

ABSTRACT
Among the most advanced techniques, interoperable
simulation is actually emerging in those application
fields where different entities/components dynamically
interacts. Currently such a technology is becoming
more and more effective in new areas, reproducing the
experiences already collected in military sectors. For
instance, logistics infrastructures and ports see many
entities interacting dynamically, their synergy strongly
affects the overall efficiency of the port terminals as
well as the safety of the operators.
DIPTEM is involved in a new research, funded by
COSMOLAB Consortium, for creating a distributed
federation able to reproduce port operations with
special emphasis on the dock cranes; in fact DIPTEM
collected over the last five years multiple experiences
in this sector and in bordering areas: SITRANET and
INNOVARE researchs for Intermodal Terminal,
RESET for River Logistic.

CYBERSAR FEDERATION FOR PORTAINER
SIMULATION
The aim of the research is to simulate the behavior of
intermodal equipment (cranes, stackers, trucks etc.)
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experiences in new areas, such as port training or
industrial facilities.
The proposed case is related to the development of a
federation focusing on the Portainers or dock gantry
cranes: big equipment devoted to load/unload container
ships.
The proposed integration among simulators is based on
HLA (High Level Architecture) while the simulation
engine is developed by the DIPTEM.
The proposed engine guarantees to have simulators
fully scalable combining different federates in order to
distributed/construct complex combinations (i.e.
distributing heavy computational workload among
federates); the most complex cranes are equipped of
static mock-ups (i.e. port truck drivers) and full motion
6Degree of Freedom simulators. The design of the
entire architecture needs special attention, actually the
configuration is based on:
• one full scope simulator
• 6DOF motion platform
• advanced visualization solution integrated with eye
tracking system (crane operator)
• interactive pilot station
• workstation
• large screen (truck drivers)

Figure 1: Mock-up motion platform
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CONT. YARD
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ENVIRONMENT
FEDERATE

HLA RUNTIME COMMUNICATION INFRASTRUCTURE

The system is installed in a shelter for easy mobility
among different sites, this configuration includes:
• full motion station
• 3 basic stations
• instructor station (re-configurable for driving a
vehicle)
• 1 panoramic observer station
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FEDERATE
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FEDERATE
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Therefore the system is designed to be combined with
other shelters and to be reconfigured based on the
necessities.
Another innovative aspect is related to the integration
of ship motions with movement at docks as well as
detailed elastic models of cables; these parts represent
special federates operating on High Performance
Computers remotely (WAN) in case of critical
events/conditions simulation, or to be substitute by
meta-model running on the local workstations (LAN)
for regular training.
Also, DIPTEM is currently experiencing the integration
of traditional training with simulation: based on
blended solutions combining different kind of training
equipment
it
is
possible
to
operate
in
cooperative/competitive mode.

Figure 2: HLA Federation

VIRTUAL WORLD
The researchers have experienced new opportunities for
applying Real Time Distributed Simulation, HLAbased, with special attention to Vehicle Driving and
crane operation, taking into consideration the
development of an ad hoc virtual world reproducing the
entire Cagliari Port; the research obviously take into
account several issues such as operative procedure
definition,
operators
training
&
education,
improvements on handling safety, improvements on
operative efficiency.
Based on these inputs, the researchers developed the
entire world including the surrounding areas, roads,
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container yard, different type yard cranes, ship cranes,
ships etc.
These world is integrated in the new generation of
simulators oriented to the dissemination of simulation
techniques as training tool in the logistics users
community.

Figure 6: Virtual Transtainer operating on the Yard
The researchers guaranteed that the virtual world was
real-time, and emphasized the importance of creating a
hierarchical structure of the objects in order to be
integrated in the simulators; these are integrated over a
LAN/WAN (Local Area Network/Wide Area Network)
by using HLA (IEEE Standard and regulation for US
DoD Simulators), this on the basis of HLA
characteristics which make possible to realize an
interactive real time simulation across a network.

Figure 3: Virtual Yard with Virtual Cranes and Virtual
Trucks

Figure 4: Portainers: Virtual Cranes operating on Ships

Figure 7: The Whole Virtual World with Channels,
Terminal and Roads
Based on such a choice a wide range of configurations
and operative applications is possible, from operating
stand alone on a single PC to creating a federation of
cranes interacting in a networks.
The solution proposed is designed to allow dynamic
reconfiguration of each PC in order to reallocate the
equipment and to create different scenarios; obviously
this is in some way limited by the availability of proper
hardware device on a PC Workstation for
driving/operating a specific vehicle.

Figure 5: Virtual Ships with Four Portainers
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Therefore by using simple game interface it is possible
to configure a large set of position that can quickly
changed from cranes to truck for creating complex
cooperative scenarios; in this case it is also possible to
define competitive operation where different
team/squad are working concurrently in order to get
better production.
The developed HLA configuration was designed in
order to include several federates:
• Portainers federation allows the operator to
practice a portainer in different scenarios. The
operator can virtually load and unload container
from a ship, in a virtual dock where different
portainers work simultaneously. The portainer not
in use by the operator is automatically under
control of the simulator itself
• Control & Debriefing federation : the trainer can
set such a federate every new training session.
Trainer can change environmental conditions
choosing different number of containers, of
operative straddle carriers, number and type of
ships in port and number of trains. This federation
automatically controls all the trucks and carriers
not directly used by operators and provides
automatic traffic on the road around the intermodal
node.
• Debriefing
federate
evaluates
operator
performance.
• High Performance Computer (HPC) Interface
• Yard Traffic Simulation controls traffic in the
intermodal area
• Environmental Simulation: based on such a
federate it is possible setting simulation starting
time, weather condition, wind and sea condition
included
• Truck, reach stacker, straddle carrier, wheel
transtainer, rail transtainer, bridge crane, heavy
crane federations improve the quality of the
training session allowing the operator to drive
different cranes in multipurpose operation.

Figure 8: Run Time Infrastructure

OPERATIONAL MODES
At the beginning of each new training session,
Cybersar simulator automatically generates the
mission: the user can defines for every single operator
which container has to be moved and the new
position/destination to be reached.
The mission can be “multiple destinations”, in other
words the trainee could be asked for moving the
container from a yard allocation or a truck trailer and
back again. Also, different levels of complexity can be
selected, extra-move included, based on the necessities;
to this end the simulator provides the user with
“interference” in term of means and persons.
By using C++ language intelligent algorithms have
been implemented in Cybersar simulator models and
devoted to track other federates during communication
drawback. Due to this fact dynamics of physics are
introduced in each federate model. In fact, containers
and trailers properties are shared among different users,
on the contrary trucks, cranes and people properties are
functions of each platform user.
The high level of complexity of such procedures can be
understood if we consider that during the simulation
several kind of vehicles are involved; due to this the
containers handling must include a continuous
reassignment of the different attributes.
The adopted solution for the federation architecture
will allow that different vehicles will be able to
interact; this approach will support not only training,
but also policy definition, procedure design and
infrastructure reengineering. These operation are very
important in a intermodal systems where the overall
efficiency depend upon synergy and harmony among
equipment, people and planning. The policy redesign
was already experienced by the researchers in port ship
handling by using virtual simulation; in logistics

In this case the users defined as critical the necessity to
integrate also High Performance Computing facilities
in the federation in order to guarantee real-time
simulation of very complex phenomena (i.e. ship
motion at dock and cable stress/strain).
Due to this necessity a specific federate was developed
able to operate through simplified meta-models when
HPC facilities are not available and to interact with the
Supercomputing grid when possible.
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intermodal operation it is also possible to get great
benefits from this analysis; in effect the proposed
synthetic environment allows to proceed in the redesign
of the handling devices themselves; for instance it will
be possible to change the virtual cockpit of a crane and
to identify the benefits in term of overall logistics
performances and safety levels through an experimental
campaign on the simulators. During development phase
it will be critical to complete proper VV&A
(Verification, Validation and Accreditation); in effect it
is necessary to check logical consistency of conceptual
models and proper identification of interoperability
factors among federates as well as detailed validation
of each single federate and overall federation. The
validation of the federation in term of proper
implementation and correct tuning of the factors and
parameters represent another critical step. Considering
these aspects the researchers proceed in this process by
applying standard IEEE 1516.3 High Level
Architecture Federation Development and Execution
Process as well as fundamentals of 5000.61 directive
related to VV&A (Verification, Validation and
Accreditation); obviously it will be necessary to tailor
properly the VV&A on this specific case; this approach
will guarantee to complete effectively the verification
and validation of the overall system; the researchers use
extensively a network of experts in simulation applied
to port logistics and DIPTEM laboratories in order to
guarantee the success of this phase; vice-versa the
availability of real logistics operators will provide full
validation of the redesign capabilities of the system in
relation to virtual function test of scenarios involving
both HIL (Hardware in the Loop, for instance
automation systems and sensors on the crane spreader)
and MIL (Man in the Loop, for instance policies for
exchanging container between different cranes).

CONCLUSIONS
The presented study represents a step forward in the
field of simulation, allowing such a technique to be
promoted in new areas and providing the final users
with a low cost interactive distributed HLA-based
environment.
This makes possible to extend the application of
simulation as training support system in new sectors,
effectively facing interaction, cooperation, competition
in a wide range of scenarios, taking into consideration a
significant cost saving as well.
The testing experience allows to validate the system by
extensive training campaign.
Currently the research is in its preliminary phase,
objective definition and architecture design, however,
thanks to previous experiences (INNOVARE, RESET,
SITRANET) the integration test is expected for next
October.
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space, it allows the fragmentation of the soil into particles of different sizes which can be mobilized, projected
by splash, transported or deposited by runoff, which permits a tracking of the granulometry of sediments. This is
an important issue as it allows to describe a spatial (vertical and horizontal) and temporal evolution in the physical
state of the soil, and interactions between this evolution
and the processes at work. Finally, most processes descriptions have been revisited to include new important
aspects or the most recent knowledge, and the description remains open so that our simulator could be a useful
tool to test hypothesis and new modelling ideas.
A preliminary version of our work was presented in
(Valette et al., 2006b). This model was based on Extended Cellular Automata (Avolio et al., 2003) but we
were confronted with two main difficulties: (i) rainfall is
better represented as a discrete events process than as a
discrete time process; (ii) we needed the possibility of
modelling a process in a global way, in order to keep
the simulator as open as possible to new ideas. Thus,
we changed our modelling approach by using Discrete
EVents system Specification (DEVS), and in particular
the concept of non modular cellular DEVS proposed in
(Shiginah, 2006). The aim of the present paper is to
present in detail this new model of soil degradation by
rainfall.

We aim to model and simulate the evolution of the surface structure of a cultivated soil surface during rainfall.
The surface degradation is mainly the consequence of the
creation and the transport of soil fragments, which are
caused by the circulation of water, rainfall and runoff in
particular. Our first intent was to use Cellular Automata
(CA), but these processes cannot easily be modelled in a
pure CA model because they are both discrete and continuous, local and global. We explain in this paper how non
modular cellular DEVS can efficiently model this natural system and we present in detail the coupled model of
the simulator and the atomic model of the terrain, and
we give a sketch of the way we model the processes involved.
INTRODUCTION
The objective of our project, called SoDA (Soil Degradation Assessment), is to develop and validate a dynamic
simulation of the evolution of the surface structure of a
cultivated soil surface during a rainfall at the meter scale,
keeping in mind a constant care for visualization. Major
aspects of this evolution are the formation of soil crusts
and the development of cracks (Valette et al., 2006a)
which strongly influence water infiltration or seedling
emergence. Therefore, such a model, able to predict soil
structure under different initial soil conditions and climatic scenarios, would be a useful tool to select for example adequate tillage and sowing practices.
In the literature, most models predicting soil erosion
generally do not aim to simulate the evolution of the soil
surface and its structure, but rather only to predict soil
loss, see for example (Lane and Nearing, 1989; Morgan
et al., 1998; Favis-Mortlock et al., 2000). They often operate at rather large scale, and share the same basic principles and range of processes described, as well as the
formalism used to describe these processes. For example, they almost have in common the principle of flow
of water or material according to the greatest gradient,
or the transport capacity concept. Although our simulator does not significantly differ from most models on
that point, it presents several originalities arising mainly
from the (small) scale considered and the fact we focus
on the evolution of soil surface relief and structure rather
than on soil loss. Our model considers explicitly a 3D

BACKGROUND
Informal description
We study the evolution of a portion of land of metric size
which is submitted to a rainfall, real or simulated. This
evolution is governed by the three types of water transfer:
rain, infiltration, runoff. We don’t take into account the
effect of evaporation because it is negligible during rainfall. The three processes transport water but rainfall and
runoff have also an effect on the soil: rainfall can break
the soil into fragments and project them, runoff can mobilize, transport or deposit fragments (Fig. 1).
These three processes are very comparable in their effects on the soil, but they are very different by their nature: when they occur, infiltration and runoff are continuous phenomena, whereas rain is a succession of arrivals
of raindrops, each one being localized precisely in time
and in space. That is why we chose to model the first ones
as discrete time processes, and the third one as a discrete
events process (Fig. 2). Another difference between these
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ences” which cannot be described in terms of local rules.
We used Extended CA to describe a preliminary version of our simulator (Valette et al., 2006b). However
two difficulties raised: (i) Extended CA does not offer a
way to rigorously specify these external influences which
are simply considered as special or additional functions;
(ii) these influences must be treated as discret time processes, thus, they consider the state of the cells at the
end of the previous iteration in order to compute the new
state of the cells. In the case of the rain, it is obvious
that the arrival of a raindrop is better represented as a
discret event: a raindrop modifies the state of some cells,
and this state must be taken into consideration for the
next event. Asynchronous CA (Schönfisch and de Roos,
1999) can model such behaviour, but runoff and infiltration should then be also considered as discrete events, although they are better modeled as discret time (i.e., synchronous) CA.
For these reasons, we chose to use the Discrete EVent
system Specification (DEVS) formalism. This formalism
was introduced by Zeigler (Zeigler, 1976), in order to allow specifying simulation programs independently of a
particular language. In (Zeigler, 1984) it was extended to
enable constructing discrete event simulation models in
a hierarchical and modular manner. At the lowest level,
an “atomic” DEVS describes the autonomous behaviour
of a discrete-event system with three transition functions:
an internal transition function δint which determines the
transitions between sequential states, an external transition function δext which describes how the system reacts
to external input (events), and an output function λ which
is in charge of the generation of output (events). An advantage of DEVS is this separation between internal and
external transition functions, which permits to specify in
an independant way the behaviour of the system in case
of the presence, or absence, of an external influence —
that is exactly what we needed. At the higher level, a
coupled DEVS describes a system as a network of “coupled” components. These components are either atomic
DEVS or, thanks to the property of closure under coupling, coupled DEVS. To reproduce the interactions between components, a component communicates via ports
to send outputs to other components and to receive inputs from components. The parallel version of DEVS,
Parallel DEVS (P-DEVS), was introduced in (Chow and
Zeigler, 1994). This model preserves hierarchical and
modular construction properties of DEVS and permits to
introduce Cellular DEVS (Zeigler et al., 2000) and CellDEVS (Wainer and Giambiasi, 2001b) which integrated
the theories and algorithms of CA in DEVS.
In conventional cellular DEVS approaches, the cell
space is implemented as a coupled DEVS model that
contains a number of cells that are arranged in an array,
each cell being considered as an atomic DEVS model
which communicates with its neighbours through the
system of ports. In case of a great number of cells (e.g., in
our case, a typical cell space contains 200x200x10 cells),
the inter-cell communication generated during simula-

Figure 1: Description of the processes governing the evolution of the soil.

Figure 2: The event scheduling graph of the processes.
processes is their localization: infiltration and runoff can
be modeled by using local information, i.e., the state of
the immediate neighbours of a cell, whereas the transport
of fragments by splash (i.e., the impact of a raindrop)
may concern distant cells. Finally, the time step required
to simulate these different processes may differ by one or
two orders of magnitude.
Cellular Spaces and DEVS
In order to model a system in a spatialized way, cellular
spaces are of great interest. When the behaviour of the
system depends on local interactions, like diffusion, Cellular Automata (CA) can be used, and many examples
can be found in the literature, in various domains. Nevertheless, natural phenomena are often complex behavioral
dynamic systems and cannot easily be modelled with a
standard CA model. For this reason, many works were
dedicated to improve simulation based on CA. In order to
simulate different phenomena like lava and debris flows,
landslides or contaminated soils bioremediation, Di Gregorio et al. (Di Gregorio and Serra, 1999; Di Gregorio
et al., 1999) proposed the principle of Macroscopic CA,
with four main novelties: (i) for each cell, a nearly unlimited number of states is permitted, each state being
composed of substates, with possibly continuous values;
(ii) the transition function is split in several parts, each
one corresponds to an elementary process of the macroscopic phenomenon; (iii) each elementary process may
have its own neighbourhood and internal transformations
are allowed; (iv) substates of type “outflow” are used in
order to account for quantities moving from a cell toward
another one in the neighbouring. This model assumes
that the whole phenomenon can be described by sequentially calculating internal transformations and local interactions. Avolio et al. (Avolio et al., 2003) developed this
empirical approach and used Extended CA in order to
model surface flows, taking into account “external influ-
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tion represents a huge volume of messages and can be
very time consuming. To overcome this drawback, in
(Wainer and Giambiasi, 2001a) the coordinator hierarchy of the simulator is flattened. In (Muzy and Nutaro, 2005) unnecessary coordinator objects are eliminated and scheduling algorithms deal with active cells
only, like in (Hu and Zeigler, 2004). These approaches
consider the implementation level and keep treating each
cell as an atomic model. The work presented in (Shiginah, 2006) takes advantage of these enhancements and
applies similar methods to the model development level,
giving as a result a non-modular cellular space representation, equivalent to a P-DEVS atomic model, which simplifies the modelling process.
Following Shiginah’s approach, we consider our soil
degradation model as a coupled P-DEVS model, in
which the terrain is a cellular space, considered as an
atomic P-DEVS model. This allows simpler specification and faster simulation. Another advantage is that
DEVS naturally permits to consider raindrops as external discrete events, whereas infiltration and runoff can
be yet considered as internal synchronous transitions.
Moreover, the split of the transition function in elementary processes, which is an extension proposed in Macroscopic CA, is explicitely allowed in DEVS by using different phases of the model, each one corresponding to
one process and to one function. Each function may have
its own rules, including the neighbourhood. Finally, as
we consider the cellular space in a non modular way, we
allow a global knowledge of the cell space to compute
the next state of a cell.

Figure 3: The structural model of terrain.
The cellular grid contains 3 types of cells:
• non-fragmented cells are cells which do not contain
any soil fragments; they contain infiltrated water,
matter which constitutes the original soil, considered as continuous, and the cumulated kinetic energy propagated vertically from the surface to the
subsoil by the impact of raindrops;
• fragmented cells are non-fragmented cells which
have been impacted by a raindrop or have received fragments from another cell, by splash or
runoff; they have the same information than the nonfragmented cells, plus the volume of particles corresponding to each of 7 classes of particles, ranging
from 0-20 µm to 1-2 mm;
• surface cells compose the top layer and contain the
same information than the fragmented cells, plus 2D
information: height of the water surface, height of
the terrain at the center of the cell, and the volume of
particles present in the flow above the cell for each
of the size classes.

DETAIL OF OUR MODEL
Before detailing the coupled and the atomic models of
our simulator, we present in the next section the structure
of the terrain.

The coupled P-DEVS model
We use the concept of experimental frame in order to separate the experiments and the model itself. The experimental frame strategy (Zeigler, 2000) treats the model
as a black box that is tested and it reflects the objectives
of the experimenter who performs experiments on a real
system or, through simulation, on a model (Vangheluwe,
2000). The same experimental frame can be used to test
different models, or a model can be tested with different
experimental frames. We use both of these possibilities,
because we want our simulator to be able of producing
realistic results but, in the same time, to be a way of testing new ideas about the processes involved. The experimental frame is decomposed in Acceptor, Transducer and
Generator (Fig. 4).
The Acceptor produces an unique output which indicates if the simulation continues or not. To make its decision, it can compare the outputs generated by the model
with expected values controls, if any.
The Transducer receives as input the state of the model
and applies transformations for meaningful interpretation
by the user or the Acceptor. One of the tasks of the Transducer, in our case, is to produce images or animations
from the state of the cellular space. It is an important

The structural model of terrain
The terrain is discretized into a regular 3D grid. The
user can choose the dimension of the cells, which are
geometrically identical rectangular parallelepipeds. Typically, we use cubic cells of 2 mm side, for two reasons.
First, 2 mm is the resolution of the digital elevation maps
we obtain by laser rugosimetry, and it is natural to keep
this original information unchanged for the width and the
length of the cells. Second, the biggest soil fragments we
consider have a mean diameter comprised between 1 mm
and 2 mm, thus a depth of 2 mm is necessary and sufficient to insure that the cells can contain these fragments.
As shown in Fig. 3, our structural model of terrain
consists of one 3D cellular grid and five outlets. These
outlets are adimensional cells which keep information of
the quantities of water and fragments coming from the
boundary cells of the terrain. There is one outlet for each
cardinal direction and another for the bottom. There is
no need for a top outlet because neither the water nor the
fragments go to the atmosphere.
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degradation by rainfall is defined by the following
structure, illustrated in Fig. 4:
SD = hX,Y, D, {Md }, {Id }, {Zid }i
• X is a set of the input values, which are indications
sent by the external world, e.g., the user interface,
to the Generator.
• Y is a set of the output values, coming from the
Transducer (e.g., images, plots) or the Acceptor
(yes/no).

Figure 4: The coupled P-DEVS model of the soil degradation by rainfall.

• D = {g,t, a, s} is a set of components references.
• for each d in D, Md is a component, i.e., a P-DEVS
model: Mg is the Generator, Mt is the Transducer,
Ma is the Acceptor and Ms is the Soil.

issue because direct visual observation is a method of
validation. We thus want to provide realistic or informative visual representation of the numerical results obtained during a simulation, in order to allow visual comparisons between the model and the real system for example. For that we use mesh rendering and volumic visualization with OpenGL.
The Generator describes the inputs or stimuli applied
to the system or model during an experiment. In our case,
we separate these inputs in 3 categories, which correspond to three ports (Fig. 4): initialization, interaction
and water/rain generation. The initialization permits to
define the conditions of the virtual experiment, including
time step, values of parameters used in the equations of
the transition functions, characteristics of the soil (topography, initial water content, size of the particles,...) It allows the user to change the model itself, by choosing the
behaviour of the transition functions. For example, the
user can inhibit infiltration to get an impermeable soil,
or choose between different formalisms to calculate the
splash distance. The interaction allows the user to send
inputs to the model during the simulation, e.g., adding
fragments on a cell of the terrain, changing the flow of
a water source, which extends the possibilities of the numerical experiments. Finally, water/rain generation is responsible for adding water to the terrain or to let raindrops fall on it. The output is in this case composed by
two indications: the coordinates (x, y) of the cell which
will receive the water, and the quantity of water, i.e., the
diameter d of a spherical raindrop or the height of water
h to add on a cell. The Generator is able to reproduce
a constant flow coming from one boundary, or a single
drop falling in the center of the terrain. Of course, it
can reproduce a simulated rain with respect to a given
raindrop size distribution, limited or not to a portion of
the terrain. Finally, it can simulate a real rain, using a
hyetogram, and assuming a gamma distribution of raindrop sizes, which has been shown to be a good model
of the raindrop arrival process (Uijlenhoet and Stricker,
1999). The main advantage of the discrete representation of raindrops is to permit an explicit discrimination
between the effects of rain intensity and raindrop size.
Thus, the coupled P-DEVS model SD of the soil

• for each d in D ∪ {SD}, Id contains the influencees
of d (d cannot be in Id ): the influences of the model
are represented by the arrows in Fig. 4.
• for each i in Id , Zid is a function, the i-to-d outputto-input translation.
Atomic model of the terrain
In (Shiginah, 2006), there is a proof that a non-modular
cellular space keeps the general P-DEVS structure and
hence equivalency, the former model having more details
and parameters which can be implied in the internal
behavior of any P-DEVS atomic model. Thus, we use
the specification of a P-DEVS model to describe the
atomic non-modular cellular model T of the terrain:
T = hX, S,Y, δint , δext , δcon , λ,tai
• X is the set of the input values coming from the Generator, i.e., for the port “W R” the values h(x, y), d, hi,
determining the location (x, y) on the surface of the
terrain and the diameter d of the impacting raindrop,
or the height h of the incoming water.
• Y is the set of the output values, i.e., the state of the
terrain, transmitted to the Transducer.
• S is the set of general states of the atomic model,
i.e., {{“active”, “passive”} × S∗ }, S∗ being the set
of values s of the variables contained in the cells.
The model is “passive” when it is waiting for external events, and becomes “active” when it has to
manage infiltration and runoff (Fig. 2).
• δint : S → S is the internal transition function, i.e.,
the succession of the infiltration I and the runoff R
functions:
δint (“passive”, s) = (“active”, I(s))
δint (“active”, s) = (“passive”, R(s))
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• δext : Q × X b → S is the external transition function,
where X b is a set of bags over elements in X, i.e.,
incoming water or raindrop and their location, and
Q = {(s, e) | s ∈ S, 0 < e < ta(s)}, e being the
elapsed time since last state transition. This function
is fired in response of the arrival of a raindrop, thus
it is the splash function S p :

δext (“passive”, s, e, xb ) = “passive”, S p (s, xb ) .

a decreasing function of the depth to raindrop radius ratio. The density of each cell then evolves as a function of
both the cumulated kinetic energy and the granulometry.
Infiltration
The infiltration function I removes water from the surface and adds water in the void space of the cells. Three
different models of infiltration were implemented. We
used first a CA-based version of the Richard’s equation (both in full 3D and 1D vertical for each column
of cells) based on a report algorithm between adjacent
cells. The main drawback of this method (in addition to
the fact it is very time consuming) was that it necessitated to extend the cellular domain well deeper than the
wetting front to operate. It was not always easy to determine the correct extension before the simulation, and
simulation time grows rapidly as we multiply the number of cells. We also tested the Green-Ampt approximation (Green and Ampt, 1911), with an “1D vertical for
each column of cells” implementation. The results obtained with both models were compared with success,
in a simple situation, to results from a numerical resolution of the Richards’ equation. However the classical
Green and Ampt model was not adapted to the description of flow through a crust whose properties, in addition, change through time. We thus implemented a third
infiltration model, much more specific to flow through a
crust, which allows a simple, quick and accurate description of infiltration (excepted at the very beginning of the
simulation). In this implementation, we assume a steady
state flux through the crust and the corresponding subsoil during an iteration, which allows to estimate from
the hydrodynamic properties of the subsoil and the thickness and hydraulic conductivity of the crust the pressure
at the soil crust interface, and thus the flux through the
crust. The saturated hydraulic conductivity of the crust
is estimated by the harmonic mean of the saturated hydraulic conductivity of the crusted cells, the conductivity of the cells depending on their density (which evolves
with the granulometry and the cumulated kinetic energy).
This method necessitates a definition of the crusted cells:
we consider a cell as crusted when its saturated hydraulic
conductivity is below a fraction of the saturated hydraulic
conductivity of the initial soil. It is interesting to notice
that this infiltration model is not based on local interaction, thus that it cannot be modeled with CA, which is
not an issue with the current P-DEVS model.

• δcon : S × X b → S is the confluent transition function
and is fired when a raindrop arrives at ∆t (the time
step) and has a standard behaviour:
δcon = δint ◦ δext ,
meaning in our case that we execute the splash function S p before infiltration I:

δcon (“passive”, s, e, xb ) = “active”, I ◦ S p (s, xb ) .
• λ : S → Y b is the output function, called before the
internal transition function, and it simply transmits
the state of the terrain to the Transducer when the
phase is “passive”:
λ(“passive”, s) = s
λ(“active”, s) = ∅
• ta : S → R+ is the time advance function:
ta(“passive”, s) = ∆t
ta(“active”, s) = 0
The next section briefly presents the principles of the
transition functions which reproduce the elementary processes.
PRINCIPLES OF TRANSITION FUNCTIONS
Splash
The splash function S p has five consequences on the terrain: (i) it adds water on some cells; (ii) it possibly detaches fragments from these cells (fragmentation of the
soil); (iii) it mobilizes already present fragments; (iv) it
projects fragments; (v) it transfers raindrop kinetic energy to the impacted surface cells and also to the corresponding subsoil cells. Water is redistributed according to the projected area of the raindrop over the target cells and its neighbours, taking into account the non
spheroidal shape of raindrops for diameters above 2 mm
(Beard and Chuang, 1987). Each drop detaches a quantity of soil which is proportionnal to its kinetic energy
above a threshold (Sharma et al., 1991) and which decreases exponentially with the ratio of flow depth to raindrop size (Kinnell, 2005). We use results from aggregate
stability tests to determine how to distribute the detached
mass amongst the different particle size classes (Legout
et al., 2004). All the newly created fragmented particles
are mobilized and thus projected. The splash distance depends on the size of the fragments (Legout et al., 2005)
and on the local slope (Furbish et al., 2007). The projection direction from the center of impact is randomly chosen from a probability density function which depends
on local slope (Furbish et al., 2007). Finally, the transfer of kinetic energy to the downward cells is based on

Runoff
The runoff function R transports water and soil fragments after their mobilization. The transport of the soil
fragments is determined by the transport of water. Thus,
this function has to determine first how much water is
transferred and where it is transferred, and then decides
from this information how many particles, from which
classes, are transported and where they are transported.
In that purpose, we take into account the flow depth and
the altitude of the soil surface, the sum of these two
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quantities being used to define the total hydraulic head,
neglecting the kinetic component which is always very
small in our study context. We transfer water from one
source cell to a unique target cell only, in the direction
of the highest head gradient. We treat all the cells, from
the lowest head cell to the highest head cell, as potential
receivers of water emitted by their neighbours. When a
cell emits water, it is marked and is no more eligible to
transmit water for this iteration of the process. The flow
from a source cell to a target cell is calculated using the
Darcy-Weisbach equation (Chow et al., 1988). One main
issue in this report algorithm is that the quantity of water transferred to a cell must not be higher than the difference in hydraulic head between the source cells and
the target cell, because the target cell might become a
source cell at the next iteration, and so on, causing instability. For this reason we calculate a maximum quantity
of water that a cell can receive from each neighbour by
means of an equilibrating algorithm which is detailed in
(Valette et al., 2008). In order to validate this model, we
have compared the results of a simulation on a simple
impermeable slope to results obtained using a numerical
solution of the classical Saint Venant’s equations (Zhang
and Cundy, 1989) on the same terrain, and both results
are in close agreement.
Water can transport sediment in several ways. The total sediment load of flowing water can be subdivided into
bedload and suspension load, which is important because
these modes of transport are not equally sensitive to the
local topography. In a cell which emits water, we first
calculate the local shear stress, which depends on hydraulic conditions. Then, to decide how particles from
a class will be transported, we use the Rouse number, defined as the ratio of particle settling velocity to the shear
velocity (i.e., rate of fall versus strength of turbulence
acting to suspend particles). The critical shear stress
(which corresponds to the beginning of the motion of the
particles) of particles from that class is calculated from
the Shields’ curve and adjusted to take into account the
effect of slope (gravity and effect of the particle diameter
to flow depth ratio (Lamb et al., 2007)). Sediment transport is then estimated from the excess shear stress using
an empirical formula (Julien, 1998). It is worth noticing
that we take also into account the effect of lateral erosion
on a dry cell in the neighbouring of a cell emitting water.

volved were validated by comparison with numerical solutions of continuous systems or with results of real experiments available in the literature. We plan to complete
the results with our own experiment of rain simulation on
a portion of soil, in order to calibrate the parameters of
the simulator and to validate its global behaviour. Finally,
we want to develop an algorithm to predict the nature of
the crust close to the visual characterization made by an
observer in a field.

CONCLUSION

Furbish, D. J., Hamner, K. K., Schmeeckle, M., Borosund,
M. N., and Mudd, S. M. (2007). Rain splash of dry sand
revealed by high-speed imaging and sticky paper splash targets. Journal of Geophysical Research-Earth Surface, 112.
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merous approaches for linear model reduction have been
proposed [Antoulas (2003)], there is a dearth of effective nonlinear model reduction techniques. Balanced
truncation, as pioneered by Moore [Moore (1981)], is a
very effective linear model reduction technique and consequently, it has been extended by several authors for
nonlinear systems. For example, Scherpen introduced
the notion of controllability and observability functions
to generalise the controllability and observability gramians which characterise linear systems [Scherpen (1993)].
However, their calculation is computationally expensive
and their use is hence restricted [Scherpen (1993); Gray
et al. (1998)]. To counteract this, empirical gramians have been proposed by several authors [Lall et al.
(2002)], [Hahn et al. (2002a)] and [Condon et al. (2004)].
It is the technique in [Condon et al. (2004)] that is
adopted in this work. In particular, the paper will examine the effect of the application of empirical balanced
truncation on the stability properties of both unperturbed
and perturbed neural networks.
The present paper looks at the robustness of neural networks to perturbations and examines if the related properties are preserved with empirical balanced truncation.
The paper is organized as follows: In section 2, the
Hopfield neural network model is described briefly. In
Section 3, the stability properties of neural networks are
sketched. Then, in Section 4, the robustness properties of
perturbed neural networks are reviewed, while the model
reduction technique is reviewed in Section 5. The preservation of the robustness qualities in a reduced model is
addressed in Section 6. These results are illustrated with
a numerical example in Section 7.

model reduction, balanced truncation, neural networks,
perturbed nonlinear systems
ABSTRACT
In this paper, the qualitative theory of large-scale dynamical systems is surveyed. In particular, the focus is the
Hopfield Neural networks both with and without perturbations. Properties relating to asymptotic and exponential stability and instability are detailed. A model reduction technique based on balanced truncation is applied to
the neural networks. Its effect on the stability properties
of the networks is then examined. A numerical test illustrates some important points.
1. INTRODUCTION
Nonlinear neural networks such as the Hopfield neural network [Hopfield (1982)], [Hopfield et al. (1986)],
[Denker (1986)] are powerful computational systems for
a wide variety of applications [Borisyuk et al. (2005)],
[Edelstein-Keshet (1986)]. This lies in the fact that they
are extremely robust to malfunctions. Their dynamic behaviour exhibits stable states and this is advantageous.
For example, a time evolution of an array of neuron-like
elements towards equilibrium points can be viewed as the
evolution of an imperfect pattern towards a correct stored
pattern. As stated in [Hinton et al. (Eds)], this is similar
to the storage of information in an associative memory
[Kohonen (1984)].
In most of the applications involving neural networks,
the model equations form a large-scale system (see e.g.
([Pomerlau et al. (1988)], [Iwata et al. (1990)], [Griffin
et al. (1991)] and [Wawrzynek et al. (1993)]) and consequently, this leads to costly and inefficient computations.
Therefore, model reduction is of paramount importance.
However, its effect on the stability properties of the system is crucial in determining its usefulness. The reduced
model must mirror the properties of the original system if
it is to be of practical utility. Furthermore, the behaviour
of the reduced system subject to perturbations must also
match that of the original system.
Nonlinear model reduction has increasingly become
a focus of research as in general, linear models are inadequate to describe real-world processes. While nu-

2. NONLINEAR NEURAL NETWORK
Consider the following system of non-linear ODE’s
(known as Hopfield models [Hopfield (1982)], [Hopfield
et al. (1986)) in the form:
u̇i = −bi ui +

n
X

Aij Gj (uj ) + Ui (t),

(1)

j=1

where i = 1, . . . , n, Aij and bi are constants, Ui (t) are
functions of the time variable t. Model order reduction is
applied to the model equations (1), and the paper studies
the qualitative behaviour of the solutions of the reduced
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It is often convenient to view a system in the form of
(1) as an interconnection of N free subsystems (or isolated subsystems) described by equations of the form:
ṗi = −bi pi + Aii Gi (p∗i ) + Ui (t),

(4)

where i = 1, . . . , n. From this viewpoint, the terms
gi (x1 , . . . , xn ) =

n
X

Aij Gj (x∗j ),

(5)

j=1
j6=i

make up the interconnecting structure of the system in
(3).

Figure 1: Hopfield neural network model

3. STABILITY OF NONLINEAR NEURAL NETWORKS

perturbed model (see eqn.(17) below) near equilibrium
points (the positions where u̇i = 0, i = 1, . . . , n). By
setting the external inputs Ui (t), i = 1, . . . , n, equal
to zero, u∗ = [u1 , . . . , un ]T ∈ Rn is defined to be an
equilibrium for eqn. (1). The locations of such equilibria in Rn are determined by the interconnection pattern of the neural network (i.e., by the parameters Aij ;
i, j = 1, . . . , n ) as well as by the parameters bi , and the
nature of the nonlinearities Gi (·), i = 1, . . . , n.
It is frequently assumed also, that
Gi (ui ) = ai arctan (λi ui ),

3.1 Stability of Free Subsystems
Prior to describing the stability properties of the entire
neural network, one will consider a brief sketch of the
stability results concerning the individual free subsystems, described by eqn. (4).
Below, there is a sketch of the basic results on the various stability properties of the equilibrium pi = 0 of the
the model equations (4) for the case of vanishing external
inputs Ui (t) = 0. The precise ǫ − δ definitions of such
concepts can be found, e.g., in [Miller et al. (1982)].
For any pi0 , sufficiently close to pi = 0, if the solutions φi (t, t0 , pi0 ) of (4) with zero external inputs, remain close enough to the equilibrium pi = 0, then the
equilibrium pi = 0 of (4) will be stable for Ui (t) = 0,
i = 1, ..., n.
If pi = 0 is not stable, then it is said to be unstable.
If pi = 0 is stable and if, in addition, |φi (t, t0 , pi0 )|
tends to zero as t → ∞ whenever pi ∈ Di , where Di is
a subset of R containing the origin pi = 0, then pi = 0
is said to be asymptotically stable and Di is called the
domain of attraction for pi = 0. If Di ≡ R, then pi = 0
is said to be globally asymptotically stable.
If pi = 0 is asymptotically stable and if, in addition,
|φi (t, t0 , pi0 )| tends to zero exponentially, then pi = 0 is
said to be exponentially stable.
The direct method of Lyapunov enables the stability properties of the origin pi = 0 for (4) to be determined without the actual determination of the solutions φi (t, t0 , pi0 ). In this method, continuously differentiable scalar-valued functions, vi (pi ), called Lyapunov
functions, are employed. If a positive definite function
vi (pi ) can be found such that the rate of change of vi (pi )
with respect to time along the solutions of (4),denoted
Dvi (pi ), is negative semi-definite, then the equilibrium
pi for (4) will be stable. If a positive definite vi (pi ) can
be found such that Dvi (pi ) is negative definite, then the
equilibrium pi = 0 will be asymptotically stable. If, in
addition, both vi (pi ) and Dvi (pi ) are quadratic forms,
then pi = 0 will be exponentially stable. A more precise
and complete treatment of Lyapunov’s direct method is
given in [Miller et al. (1982)].

(2)

for some ai > 0 and λi > 0.
In neural network applications, usually the input currents Ii (t) are held constant over a time interval of interest, so it is customary to define an equilibrium as a point
u∗ ∈ Rn having the following property:
−bi u∗i +

n
X

Aij Gj (u∗j ) + ci = 0,

(3)

j=1

where ci , i = 1, . . . , n are time-independent constants,
not necessarily equal to zero. Note that in this case, the
locations of such equilibria in Rn are determined by the
interconnection pattern of the neural network (i.e., by the
parameters Aij ; i, j = 1, . . . , N ), by the parameters bi ,
the nature of the nonlinearities Gi (·), and the constant
inputs ci , i = 1, . . . , N .
In this study of the stability properties of such models, it will be assumed also that a given equilibrium
point u∗ is an isolated equilibrium point for eqn. 1, i.e.,
there exists an r > 0 such that in the neighbourhood
B(u∗ , r) = {(u(t) − u∗ ) ∈ Rn : |u(t) − u∗ | < r} no
equilibrium for eqn. 1, other than u = u∗ , exists. It is
shown in [Mitchel et al. (1989)], [Li et al. (1986)] that
this assumption is a reasonable one for the case of the
systems considered herein. When analyzing the stability
properties of a given equilibrium point, it is possible to
assume, without loss of generality, that this equilibrium
is located at the origin of Rn . By appropriate coordinate transformation, one can always map the equilibrium
point u∗ into the origin.
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3.2 Stability of Neural Networks
The equilibrium u = 0 of the neural network (1) is exponentially stable if: 1) for the system (1) all the external
inputs are zero: Ui (t) ≡ 0,
i = 1, . . . , n; 2) the
interconnections satisfy the estimate: ui Aij Gj (uj ) ≤
|ui |aij |uj |, for all |ui | < ri , |uj | < rj and i, j =
1, . . . , n, where aij are real constants;
3) there exists a vector α ∈ RN
αT =
+ (i.e.
(α1 , . . . , αN ) and αi > 0, i = 1, . . . , n) such that the
test matrix S = [sij ]

αi (−bi + aii )
i=j
sij =
(6)
1
(α
a
+
α
a
)
i 6= j
i
ij
j
ji
2

asymptotically stable equilibria, which are used as memories in the neural networks, are not affected adversely
by small perturbations.
The equilibrium ue of the system (7) is exponentially
stable iff [Wang et al. (1994)]: 1) ue is an equilibrium
point of both (7) and (1); 2) the matrix −b + AG′ is
Hurwitz stable; 3)
max {|∆bi |∞ , |∆Aij |∞ , |∆Aij |1 , |∆G′j (ue )|∞ , } < K0 ,
where K10 = 2|P|∞ (1 + |A|∞ + |G′ |∞ ), and P = PT
is a positive definite symmetric matrix, determined by
PA + AT P = −E, where E ∈ Rn×n is the identity matrix, A = [Aij ]ni,j=1 , b = diag (b1 , . . . , bn ), and where

is negative definite.
The Lyapunov
function of the neural network (1)
P
v(u) = 12 ni=1 αi u2i is considered as a weighted sum
of the Lyapunov functions of the free subsystems with
Ui (t) ≡ 0). The weighting factor α > 0 is chosen so as
to emphasize the qualitative properties of the individual
subsystems.
Finally, it should be noted that the parameters Aij need
not form a symmetric matrix for the definitions of stability given previously to hold.
To conclude, the books by [Miller et al. (1982)],
[Mitchel et al. (1977)] give a more detailed survey on
stability analysis.

G (u) =
′

Ãij G̃j (uj ) + Ui (t),

(7)

where b̃i = bi + ∆bi , Ãij = Aij + ∆Ãij (note, that
∆Ãij does not need to be a symmetric) and G̃j (uj ) =
Gj (uj ) + ∆G̃j (uj ) (∆G̃j (uj ) ∈ C 2 [R, (−1, 1)]), 1 ≤
i ≤ n.
The system (1) is said to be robust, if for every asymptotically stable equilibrium ue of (1), and for every ε > 0,
there is a δ > 0, such that for any perturbed system (7),
as long as
max {|∆bi |, |∆Aij |, |∆Gj (ue )|, |∆G′j (ue )|, |Ui |} < δ

∆G′j (uj ) =

.

1
= 4|P|∞ (1 + |G|1 + |A|∞ ), where again
where K
P = PT is a positive definite symmetric matrix, determined by PA + AT P = −E, (E ∈ Rn×n is the identity matrix), |G|1 = sup|x−xe |∞ <ε |G′ |∞ , |ũǫ − uǫ | <
min (ǫ, 1/(4|G|2|A|∞ |P|∞ )), A = [Aij ]ni,j=1 is a n×n
- matrix, and b = diag (b1 , . . . , bn ).
Note that in the definitions given above, it is supposed
that there exists an equilibrium of the perturbed system
(7) that remains close to the corresponding equilibrium
of the unperturbed system (1) for t > 0. For small perturbations, these assumptions hold true [Mitchel et al.
(1989)], [Mitchel et al. (1977)]. [Wang et al. (1994)]
give a detailed study of the stability conditions relating
to perturbed neural networks.
In specific applications involving adaptive schemes for
learning algorithms in neural networks, the interconnection patterns (and external inputs) are changed to yield
an evolution of different sets of desired asymptotically
stable equilibrium points with appropriate domains of attraction. One can derive a series of conditions, that can be
used as constraints to guarantee that the desired equilibria always have the desired stability properties [Mitchel
et all., 1989].

j=1

where

T

max {|∆bi |∞ , |∆Aij |∞ , |∆Aij |1 , |∆G′j (ue )|∞ , } < K,

Consider the perturbed version of the Hopfield model (1)
n
X

dGn (un )
dG1 (u1 )
,...,
du1
dun

Note that K0 is a positive number, that is determined
by system (1) and is independent of the system perturbations. It is an admissible bound for robust stability.
The equilibrium ũe of the system (7) is exponentially
stable iff [Wang et al. (1994)]: 1) the matrix −b + AG′
is Hurwitz stable; 2)

4. NONLINEAR NETWORKS WITH PERTURBATIONS

u̇i = −b̃i ui +



d(∆Gj )(uj )
,
duj

there is an asymptotically stable equilibrium ũe , of system (7), such that |ue − ũe | < ε.
To summarise, robustness means that the system (1)
is not overly sensitive to small perturbations. This is
very important from a practical viewpoint as robustness
ensures that small errors encountered in practical implementations of associative memories will not affect in an
adverse manner the accuracy of the desired stored memories. Robustness ensures that the locations of the desired

5.
MODEL REDUCTION OF NONLINEAR
SYSTEMS: EMPIRICAL GRAMIANS AND BALANCED TRUNCATION
Let us consider nonlinear systems of the most general
form:
ẋ(t) =
y(t)
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=

f (t, x(t)) + B(t)u(t)
h(t, x(t))

(8)

where f : Rn → Rn and h : Rn → Rq are non-linear
functions and the function u(t) ∈ Rn is regarded as an
input signal to the system (8) and the function y(t) ∈ Rq
is an output signal. In this case, f (t, x(t)) is called a
dynamical term (or drift term) and B(t)u(t) is called a
source term (or diffusion term).
The unperturbed Hopfield network model (1) corresponds to (8) if the components of f (t, x(t)) are given
by
n
X
Aij Gj (xj )
fi (t, x(t)) = −bi xi +

Let T be the matrix that transforms both P and Q into
diagonal form S as follows:
T P T ∗ = S,

and the source term in (8) is given by the external input
U (t). In a similar manner, one can identify the different
terms in the perturbed Hopfield model (7).
Suppose that the equilibrium point is reached when
u(t) = 0. Consider the vicinity of an isolated asymptotically stable equilibrium point (steady–state solution)
which is supposed to be a constant solution and is chosen
for simplicity at x = 0, i.e. f (t, 0) ≡ 0. It is also assumed that the system does not leave the region of attraction of this equilibrium point when the input is applied
for the initial data used. If the system exhibits multiple
steady–state solutions, then the analysis may be applied
separately in the vicinity of each solution provided that
extra care is taken to ensure that the system does not leave
the region of attraction of the corresponding (asymptotically stable) equilibrium point.
Let also xilm (t) be the solution of (8) with u ≡ 0:
xilm (0) = cm Tl ei .

ż(t) =
y(t)

=

ΠT f (t, T −1 Π∗ z(t)) + ΠT B(t)u(t)
h(t, T −1 Π∗ z(t))

(13)

6. PERTURBED NONLINEAR NETWORKS AND
MODEL REDUCTIONS
The model reduction technique of Section 5 will now be
applied to the perturbed neural networks.
6.1 The case of free subsystems
In the case of vanishing Ui (t), the reduced nonlinear
model that corresponds to (4) is given by
żi = −b̄i zi + Āii Ḡi (p̄i ),

(14)

(9)
or in vector form

It is assumed that the initial condition in (9) does not take
the system outside the region of attraction of the equilibrium point x = 0. Then the ’state-space average’ of the
’nonlinear’ fundamental solution may be defined as:
s
r
n
1 X X X 1 ilm
x (t)eTi TlT
hΘ(t)i =
rs m=1
c
m
i=1

(T P QT −1 = S 2 )

The states of the system are then ordered according to
decreasing values of the diagonal entries in S. Once balanced, a Galerkin projection Π = [I, 0], where Π is k × n
projection matrix and I is k × k unit matrix, is then employed to project the transformed system onto the states
corresponding to the k largest singular values (i.e. the
k largest values of the diagonal matrix S where k is the
desired dimension of the reduced-order model).
The final reduced nonlinear model that corresponds to
(8) takes the form:

j=1

ẋ(t) = f (t, x(t)),

(T −1 )∗ QT −1 = S,

żi = −B̄z + ĀḠ(p̄).

(15)

~ B
~ = (b̄1 , . . . , b̄n )T (here, again E is the
where B̄ = BE,
n × n unit matrix) and the reduced model parameters are
expressed through the initial ones as follows:

(10)

l=1

Ā = ΠT ÃT −1 Π∗ ,
B̄ = ΠT B̃T −1 Π∗ ,

where M ≡ {c1 , c2 , . . . , cs } is the set of s positive constants, Tn ≡ {T1 , T2 , . . . , Tr } – is the set of r orthogonal
n × n matrices and En ≡ {e1 , e2 , . . . , en } is the set of
standard unit vectors in Rn . So for the system in (8), the
nonlinear controllability gramian is defined as:
Z ∞
P =
hΘ(−τ )i−1 B(−τ )B T (−τ )hΘ(−τ )i−1T dτ
(11)
where hΘ(t)i is as described in (10) and the nonlinear observability gramian is defined as [Condon et al.
(2004)]:
Z ∞
Q =
z T (τ )z(τ )dτ,
0

z(t) =

(16)

Here, Π is k × n Galerkin projection matrix and T is the
transformation matrix that casts both the gramians (11)
and (12) into diagonal form (cf. Section 5).
If it is possible to force the solutions φi (t, t0 , pi0 , ε) of
(4) with Ui (t = 0), i = 1, ..., n to remain as close as
desired to the stable equilibrium pi = 0 for all t > t0 >
0, by choosing pi0 to be sufficiently close to pi = 0, then
it will be possible to force the solutions φ̄i (t, t0 , pi0 ) =
ΠT φ̃i (t, t0 , pi0 ) of (15) to remain as close as desired the
same stable equilibrium point for all t > t0 > 0. So the
equilibrium pi = 0 of (4) with zero external inputs, will
be also a stable equilibrium point for (14). The proof can
be done in a similar manner to those in [Condon et al.
(2008)].
Analogously, if pi = 0 is an unstable equilibrium point
for eqn. (4) with zero external inputs, then it it will be
unstable equilibrium point for eqn. (14) as well.

0

1 X 1 ilm
y (t)eTi TlT
rs
cm

z = ΠT p
Ḡ = ΠT G̃.

(12)

i,l,m

y ilm (t) is the output which corresponds to an initial state
xilm (0) = cm Tl ei and a zero source term.
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Finally, if pi = 0 is exponentially stable for eqn. (4)
with zero external inputs, then it it will be exponentially
stable equilibrium point for eqn. (14) as well.
The proofs are in a similar manner as in [Condon et al.
(2008)].

Hopfield model
1

y

–1

–0.5

6.2 The case of neural networks
Now let us consider the case of interconnected systems
(neural networks).
Applying again model order reduction (as it is outlined
in Section 5), we get a reduced nonlinear model, that corresponds to (7) in the form
żi = −b̄i zi +

n
X

Āij Ḡj (p̄j ) + Ūi (t).

0.5

0

0.5

1
x

–0.5

–1

Figure 2: Phase portrait for the unperturbed Hopfield
neural network model

(17)

j=1

7. EXAMPLE
or in vector form
żi = −B̄z + ĀḠ(p̄) + Ū(t),

For illustration of some of the stability results given
above, we will take a specific test case, taken from [Hopfield (1984); Mitchel et al. (1989)]. For this case




2
λπ
0 1
A=
, gi (xi ) = arctan
xi ,
1 0
π
2

(18)

and the reduced model parameters are expressed through
the initial ones (using the Galerkin projection matrix Π
and the transformation matrix T ) as follows:
Ā = ΠT ÃT −1 Π∗
B̄ = ΠT B̃T

−1

Π ,
∗

Ū = ΠT Ũ,

where λ = 1.4. Choosing the specific values of b1 and
b2 to be b1 = b2 = 1.1, the model equation (1) takes the
form:

(19)

Ḡ = ΠT G̃.

u̇1 = −1.1u1 + g2 (u2 ) + U1 (t)
u̇2 = −1.1u2 + g1 (u1 ) + U2 (t).

If the equilibrium point p = 0 for eqn. (7) is asymptotically stable in the case of zero external input Ui (t) = 0,
then it is asymptotically stable equilibrium point for eqn.
(17) as well.
Indeed, if there exist constants σi1 > 0 and σi2 > 0
for some r̃i > 0, such that σi1 p2i < pi Gi (pi ) < σi2 p2i ,
|pi | < ri , then one can find constants σ̃i1 > 0 and σ̃i2 >
0, such that:
σ̃i1 zi2 < zi G̃i (zi ) < σ̃i2 p2i ,

|zi | < r̃i .

(21)

In the case of zero input U1 (t) = U2 (t) = 0
we have three equilibrium points for eqn.
(21):
(−0.454, −0.454), (0, 0) and (0.454, 0.454) ( as it is
plotted in Fig.2).
By using the direct Lyapunov methods, one can prove
that the equilibrium point (0, 0) is not globally asymptotically stable. The precise proof can be found in [Mitchel
et al. (1977)] and [Mitchel et al. (1989)].
The translated nonlinearities Gi (wi ), i = 1, 2 for the
equilibrium points (±0.454, ±0.454) are given by:


λπ
2
arctan
(wi ± 0.454)
Gi (wi ) =
π
2


2
λπ
+
arctan
(∓0.454)
(22)
π
2

(20)

If the interconnections for eqn. (4) satisfy the estimate:
ui Aij Gj (xj ) ≤ |ui |aij |uj |, for all |ui | < ri , |uj | < rj
and i, j = 1, . . . , n, where aij are real constants, then the
interconnections for eqn. (17) will satisfy the estimate:
zi Ãij G̃j (zj ) ≤ |zi |ãij |zj |, for all |zi | < r̃i , |zj | < r̃j
and i, j = 1, . . . , n, where ãij are suitably chosen real
constants. Secondly, if the test matrix S = [sij ] for eqn.
(4) is negative definite, then the test matrix S̃ = ˜[sij ] for
eqn. (17) will be negatively definite as well.
Detailed proofs for the stability results of neural networks can be found in [Mitchel et al. (1989)] and for the
effect of model reduction on the stability of the Hopfield
type network models – in [Condon et al. (2008)].
Summarizing, if u = 0 is an exponentially stable equilibrium of the perturbed neural network (7), then it is
an exponentially stable equilibrium of the reduced neural network (18), for the case when all the external inputs
are zero: Ui (t) ≡ 0, i = 1, . . . , n.

In this case, we have 0 < Gi (wi )/wi < σi2 , σi2 < b =
1.1, when |wi | < 0.454 and the test matrix S takes the
form
 1.1

−1
σi2
S=
.
−1 σ1.1
i2
Since all successive principal minors of S are positive,
the equilibrium points (±0.454, ±0.454) are asymptotically stable.
Consider the perturbed system, that corresponds to
(21) in the form:
u̇1 = −1.1u1 + (1 + ǫ)g2 (u2 ) + U1 (t)
u̇2 = −1.1u2 + (1 + ǫ)g1 (u1 ) + U2 (t),
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(23)

where ǫ is a perturbation parameter.
Eqn. (23) can be linearised by using a Taylor series expansion of arctanx about the origin: arctan x =
3
x− x3 + o(x4 ). For sufficiently small ǫ, one of the eigenvalues of the linearised system is positive while the other
is negative and hence the origin is a saddle point for both
the perturbed and unperturbed systems. For the other
equilibrium points when small perturbations are applied,
the equilibrium points remain asymptotically stable.
In general, however, as shown in [Wang et al. (1994)],
the perturbed neural network system may not have the
same asymptotically stable points as the unperturbed system.
For large scale systems, when empirical balanced truncation is applied, the same conclusions can be made.
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8. CONCLUSIONS
The paper has examined the stability properties of largescale dynamical systems. In particular, it has focussed
on nonlinear neural networks with perturbations. For this
type of system, the properties of both the individual neurons and the interconnecting structure are employed to
determine results for the system. The paper proceeds to
ascertain the effect of model reduction technique on the
resultant robustness of the equilibrium points of the system.
Further publications will explore the effect of model
order reduction on the stability properties of perturbed
nonlinear neural networks with feedback.
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haviour and to outperfom traditional systems [Compton and Hauck, 2002]. Applied to network computing
as a discipline of hardware design new features have to
be tested and evaluated. That is why usual benchmark suites and packet generators are not suﬃcient
anymore to stress the devices for any purpose. Beside
usual requirements on data rates, and protocol stacks,
the adaptive features of run-time reconﬁgurable network devices need certain conditions that exercise and
test their capabilities. In particular, the traﬃc traces
demanded here have to be realistic and have to include
changes over long and short terms. Additionally, it is
necessary to distinguish traﬃc requirements on a rather
ﬁne-granular per-ﬂow basis to adapt the system to it.
A sample system that requires these features of a traﬃc
generator tool for analysis is described in [Albrecht et
al., 2006], [Pionteck et al., 2006].
The traﬃc generator presented in the following uses
well-known traﬃc models with application-speciﬁc parameter sets for generating ﬂows. The term ﬂow is
deﬁned here as 5-tuple of used protocol within the Internet Protocol (IP) packet, source address, destination address, source port, and destination port. A
ﬁxed time-out value T0 describes the longest possible
period between two packets of the same ﬂow [Hohn et
al., 2005]. The ports are given by the application originating the traﬃc.
The paper is organised as follows: First, the basic
packet models are introduced in Section II and then
are mapped to applications in Section III. Based on
that, the concept and user interface of the synthetic
traﬃc generator are described in Section IV. Section V
shows generated traﬃc and sketches its application in
the system-design phase. Before Section VII ﬁnalises
this work and gives ﬁnal remarks some existing and frequently used packet generators are described and compared in Section VI.

Abstract— Design space exploration and detailed analysis in the ﬁeld of hardware design applies simulation in
many variants. A frequently used method is stochastic
simulation where systems are stimulated by randomised
input. Synthetic traﬃc traces mainly form the load
for stochastic simulation of network computing devices.
The generator presented here utilises two well-known
models to meet the features of a majority of applications
and traﬃc sources. Based on application-speciﬁc parameter sets, the traﬃc models stochastically generate
packet ﬂows which are merged to an aggregated stream.
Nevertheless, all packets can always be identiﬁed and
are not resolved to a data mass representing the load of
a link.
Keywords— Traﬃc Generator, Packet Flow Models,
Synthetic Workload Generation

I. Introduction
Growing bandwidth and complexity of network applications and protocols, as well as issues of network
security and integrity cause more and more complex
packet processing tasks. They have to be performed
particularly at the edges of sub-networks. The resulting
need for increasingly powerful and ﬂexible processing
devices is, however, hard to satisfy, because the general increase in processing power is exhausted by the
increase in utilised bandwidth. In order to exploit the
evolving bandwidth potential, it is therefore inevitable
to investigate architectures tailored to speciﬁc application areas. Simulation of hardware designs to examine
their potential concerning performance and power is a
suitable and wide-spread technique for design-space exploration and evaluation of the applied algorithms.
Simulation results highly depend on the quality of
the stimulation. In the ﬁeld of network computing,
packet traces forming the data to be processed within
a device are needed as stimulations. With regard to
the scope of application the examined device has to be
tested and investigated by realistic but also challenging
stimuli to show behaviour and performance characteristics in heavy-load scenarios.
Since a decade, hardware devices such as FPGAs
(Field Programmable Gate Arrays) provide more ﬂexibility. While they were just reprogrammable case-bycase they are now even partially reprogrammable while
they execute a certain task. These run-time reconﬁgurable systems are able to adapt their system be-

II. Packet Flow Models
Network traﬃc is still frequently modelled using
the Poisson model although many examinations have
shown that the packet inter-arrival time is in general
not exponentially distributed [Paxson and Floyd, 1995].
Consequently, there are numerous models for diﬀerent kinds of network traﬃc. They have at least two
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Fig. 2. Flow generation using b-model.
Fig. 1. Flow generated by On/Off model.

that splits the amount D of data into two parts. b
acts as a weight so that one part gets b × D and the
other (1 − b) × D. The splitting is repeated until the
required granularity is achieved. Figure 2 depicts the
process of generating a b-modelled stream.

common features: self-similarity and long-range dependency. Self-similarity in the area of network traﬃc is
the quality of keeping similar structures independent of
scale and section. The requirement for self-similarity is
shown in [Leland et al., 1994]. Long-range dependency
is the property that there is a high dependency within
long time intervals [Babic et al., 1998] and, thus, have
high auto-correlation values over long periods of time.
Further on, as a third property of the generated trafﬁc which is closely related to long-range dependency,
traﬃc should be heavy tailed. This leads to the Pareto
principle where a huge number of small values add less
to the average than a few large values. This eﬀect is
also known as 80 − 20 law. The Pareto distribution
is the most famous heavy-tailed distribution. Beside
others the following two models provide the necessary
properties and are able to cover a large number of applications generating network traﬃc.

III. Applications
Network traﬃc is generated by various applications.
Figure 3 shows the distribution of the applications
which are responsible for most of the traﬃc. The distribution of applications is given in [Luo and Marin, 2005].
http, ftp, ssh, pop3 and smtp form more than half
of the TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) traﬃc.
Combining this statistic with daily network statistics of
e.g. www.caida.org, the set of applications and protocols has to be extended by IPsec which is here included
in the ’others’ section. Nowadays, IPsec achieves a top
rank in the statistics. Many institutions and companies
provide secure access to their infrastructure by applying
so-called IPsec tunnels. These tunnels contain again
a lot of the previously named applications.
For modelling a signiﬁcant part of usual network trafﬁc all these applications have to be mapped to models utilisable for generating synthetic traﬃc streams.
Although the degree and frequency of user interaction
and so their parameter sets and generated traﬃc proﬁle diﬀer almost all those applications can basically be
mapped to a single model: the On/Off model. For
generating IPsec traﬃc the b-model is chosen because
it is also designed for aggregated traﬃc. Of course it
would be possible to mix tunnel traﬃc from a set of
sources, too, but in this case the b-model reduces the
computing eﬀort.

A. On/Off Model
The On/Off model, also called packet-train
model [Jain and Routhier, 1986], generates self-similar
and long-range dependent traﬃc. The model bases on
a ﬁnite-state machine with two states, On and Off.
Packets are generated in bursts during the On phases.
On phases last a time that follows a general distribution
whereas the durations of Off phases are exponentially
distributed.
Figure 1 shows bursts generated by an On/Off
model. The ﬁrst row shows an alternating sequence
of states, the second one the time of packet generation.
The packets are basically transferred with the inﬁnite
transfer rate λp [Siriwong et al., 2007]. The parameters concerning number and size of packets as well as
the distribution of On and Off phases depend on the
application generating the traﬃc.
An extension to this single stream model is the
N -burst model [Lipsky et al., 2001]. Here, multiple
sources produce packets which are loss-less buﬀered in
a router. The router is modelled as a service station
with a Markov-modulated Poisson process.
B. b-Model
Another well suitable model for generating trafﬁc with the properties described above is the bmodel [Wang et. al., 2002]. In contrast to the On/Off
model, the b-model can be applied to generate aggregated traﬃc streams such as background traﬃc for network studies, e.g. [Thid et al., 2006]. Furthermore, single sources such as ﬁle accesses can also be modelled.
The algorithm is a divide-and-conquer mechanism

Fig. 3. Application-level traﬃc-source distribution of the TCP
protocol.
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Fig. 5. Aggregation scheme for multiple ﬂow sources.
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that an application lacks a packet size distribution a
uniform distribution for packet sizes is assumed.
Another important issue is the combination of multiple ﬂows to form an aggregated stream. [Hohn et al.,
2005] uses an inﬁnite queue for buﬀering and merging
multiple streams. The procedure for merging used here
is simply a merge sort. All packets get a global timestamp with respect to the stream oﬀset t0 . It deﬁnes
when they have to be scheduled to the buﬀer. So, the
inﬁnite buﬀer ﬁnally contains all packets in ascending
order of their global timestamps. Figure 5 shows the
assembly process. n streams are put into the buﬀer
on the entrance site. Inside, the resulting aggregated
stream is produced by emptying the queue over a deﬁned link with a given bandwidth. Packet timestamps
and global clock are synchronised so that packets do not
leave the queue before their time is reached. This may
lead to intermissions but also to congestion, i.e. packets
leave the queue later than their timestamps announce.
This procedure is realistic and simulates the processes
that are performed on any system injecting data into a
system. Large data bursts have always to be buﬀered
and sent step-by-step over the target link. Congestion
in real world scenarios could lead to packet loss. Since
the packet ﬂows are generated based on parameters derived from traﬃc monitored within a real network, congestion and packet loss is basically taken into account.
Therefore, the ideal and loss-less assumptions have to
be chosen. Moreover, this technique represents the processing procedure of routers and switches where packets
are labelled with a unique and ascending identiﬁer on
the ingress side which comprises multiple sources or interfaces, respectively. On the egress side the packets
are transmitted in the order of their identiﬁers so that
the packet order is kept unchanged. Quality of service
(QoS) features may break this order by classifying the
traﬃc in at least two classes with diﬀerent policies and
bandwidth guarantees. Here, only the order of packets within the same class is kept. Packets of diﬀerent
classes can be rearranged to achieve the QoS requirements.

f1
f0
Time

Fig. 4. Typed ﬂow live-cycle diagram.

The parameter sets for the On/Off model to generate application-speciﬁc traﬃc can be taken from [Luo
and Marin, 2005].
IV. Synthetic Traffic Generator
Based on the models and applications of Sections II
and III a synthetic traﬃc generator is built. Its aim
is to produce an aggregated traﬃc stream composed of
multiple sources with the opportunity to identify any
packet origin. So, the result is more than only a bunch
of data that has to be put on a link in a certain time
period.
A. Concept
Figure 4 shows the principle of the generator. For
the creation of a traﬃc stream multiple ﬂows fi can be
deﬁned. Each ﬂow fi has to be parametrised by a tuple
, Dfi , tfi ) the elements of which are listed in
(Afi , Bfmax
i
Table I.
TABLE I: Flow parameters and their description.

Af i
Bfmax
i
Dfi
tfi

-

application or type of ﬂow
link limit or maximum bandwidth
amount of data
starting point, i.e. oﬀset to t0

The application sets up the model. The link limit or
maximum bandwidth of the ﬂow represents the history
of the ﬂow. If it has used links with small capacities
such as DSL or WLAN its bandwidth is generally reduced. Further on, the total amount of data transferred
within this ﬂow is deﬁned. D combined with Bmax delivers the lower boundary of ﬂow live time. Finally,
each ﬂow has its own starting point tfi as an oﬀset to
the origin of time t0 .
The path from application level to packet level in
the ﬂow generation requires a packet size distribution. Some examinations of applications provide histograms for packet size distributions. For general
TCP/IP traﬃc the major peaks of packet sizes are frequently at 40 Bytes, the smallest possible value, at
about 576 Bytes and at 1500 Bytes. 1500 Bytes is a
usual value of the maximum transfer unit (MTU) of an
TCP/IP scenario [Sprint, 2008], [CAIDA, 2008]. Gaps
can be closed by linearly interpolated data. In case

B. Software Tool
Based on this concept a tool is realised to generate aggregated or single-source traﬃc streams. The
back-end is formed by the implementation of the models presented in Section II. For the implementation
of these stochastic processes a pseudo-random number generator is used for making decisions stochastically. The implementation applies the Newran03 library [Davies, 2006] which is used in other established
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(a)Main window provides overview of generated ﬂows.

(b)Sub-menu for ﬂow parametrisation including help on ﬂow parameters and standard values.

(c)Plotting aggregated and individual ﬂows before and after merge
process.

Fig. 6. Views of Traﬃc Generator.

erated with the same settings. This is of course an
important feature for the evaluation of stochastically
driven simulations.

simulation tools, too.
The front end of the traﬃc generator is a graphical
user interface to ease conﬁguration and parametrisation of the generator system and its sub-systems. The
graphical user interface utilises the Qt library.

After generating a trace based on the given conﬁguration the data distribution is visualised as shown in
Figure 6(c). The large diagram on the left side of
Figure 6(c) shows the cumulated data distribution of
the aggregated traﬃc trace. For further analysis single
streams can be depicted with more details on the right
side. A stream is selected by the combobox [Trolltech
AS, 2007] at the bottom. The diagram in the upper
right corner shows the originally generated data distribution of the selected stream whereas in the lower
right corner the embedded and adapted distribution is
shown.

Figure 6 shows diﬀerent user views on the trace conﬁguration. In the root or main window shown in Fig, Dfi , tfi ), see Table I, is
ure 6(a) the tuple (Afi , Bfmax
i
deﬁned. The ﬁrst argument Afi includes a completely
parametrised model so that it is not necessary but feasible to adapt the model parameters for own purposes.
Model parameters are presented in a sub-menu with an
own window shown in Figure 6(b). For user guidance
the diﬀerent parameters are described and the default
values are given. The complete traﬃc conﬁguration can
be saved in a conﬁguration ﬁle for later re-use. Because
of the stochastic processes, diﬀerent traces can be gen-

The output is given as a ﬁle in a currently proprietary
format providing timestamp, application identiﬁer, ﬂow
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(a)Aggregation of four ﬂows consuming complete link capacity each.

(b)Aggregation of four ﬂows with diﬀerent bandwidth limits.
Fig. 7. Synthetic b-modeled traﬃc samples with and without
bandwidth limits for certain ﬂows.

plete ﬂow so that all streams of Figure 7(a) are generated by the b-model. Assuming that each stream is
assigned to at least one of these algorithms, pipelining
more than one is possible and required. It is easy to
see that the requirements of the aggregated ﬂow change
over time. Just a short traﬃc trace is shown, but the
signiﬁcant diﬀerence is obvious.
Another feature of the generator is shown in Figure 7(b). Basically, these streams are the same as in
Figure 7(a) but the bandwidth limit is reduced to a
quarter of the maximum which is 1000 Mbit/s in this
case. Peaks need now longer to be transferred so that
the overall duration grows.
As mentioned before, traﬃc proﬁles change from daytime to daytime in composition and intensity. In Figure 8 a synthetic trace composed by 15 streams with
diﬀerent sources is shown. It is similar to daily proﬁle
with its increasing shape in the ﬁrst half and a decreasing one in the second. All plots of Figure 8 show
the same traﬃc using diﬀerent time resolutions. This
sequence of ﬁgures shows very well two important features of real Internet traﬃc which have to be met by a
generator: self-similarity and burstiness. Starting with
a time unit of 1s in Figure 8(a), time resolution is scaled
up by a factor of 100 in Figure 8(b), and again by a factor of 10 in Figure 8(c). The aggregated traﬃc stream
closely resembles itself in all three scales. Although the
stream is depicted with a total scaling factor of 1000
averaging eﬀects on the bandwidth in larger intervals
are not visible. The shape including bursts and intermissions is kept over all time scales, i.e. its self-similar
and bursty nature becomes obvious.
VI. Related Work
Synthetic traﬃc or workload generators are used in
almost all ﬁelds of system and performance evaluation.
So, the traﬃc generator presented here is of course not
the ﬁrst one. Aiml, granularity and, thus, applicability
of the existing approaches, however, strongly diﬀer.
[Vishwanath and Vahdat, 2006] presents the traﬃc
generator Swing. It relies on a multi-layered model
that represents user input or user interaction with the
application, sessions of a single application, connections
within a session, for example connections to diﬀerent
target hosts, and, ﬁnally, the network characteristics.
Swing ﬁrst monitors a packet link and evaluates the
monitored data by applying this multi-layered model.
Then, it starts to produce synthetic traﬃc based on
the extracted information. The results meet well the
real traﬃc characteristics. Nevertheless, the generator
depends on an existing real environment or at least a
test bed where data can be monitored.
In contrast to the previous generator, Tmix [Weigle
et. al., 2006] is targeted to the network simulator ns2. Again the parameters for generating traﬃc are extracted from a monitored traﬃc trace that is recorded
on a representative link. The model reduces application
behaviour to connection behaviour, i.e. sub-parts of an
application as described before. These connections are
modelled by so-called epochs which is a triplet that de-

identiﬁer to re-assign any packet to its originating ﬂow
description, see Figure 6, and packet size. For an improved integration into other environments the output
capabilities are extended to the pcap format and an
XML scheme.
The conﬁguration shown in Figure 6 is utilised in the
following to create the aggregated stream of Figure 8.
V. Application Example
A sample system that requires speciﬁc traﬃc to examine all functionalities of the device is a run-time reconﬁgurable coprocessor for network processors utilised
for, e.g., edge routers. It provides the opportunity to
oﬀ-load time-consuming payload processing so that the
network processor gains headroom to serve its tasks
more quickly. The coprocessor [Albrecht et al., 2006]
adapts its system conﬁguration to the ﬂow requirements. An examination of self-adaptation, for example,
is given in [Albrecht et al., 2008].
Here, the coprocessor supports tunnel modes for
IPsec partially combined with IPcomp by providing accelerators for the cryptographic algorithms AES,
DES, and 3DES as well as the compression algorithm
Deﬂate. Tunnels are aggregated ﬂows just as the com-
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scribes the amount of data in both directions and the
pause until the next epoch starts. This model resembles the On/Off model chosen here. Applications that
do not match have not a representative here.
Further on, there exist approaches that only generate
traﬃc of a single-source application such as http [Barford and Crovella, 1998] or ftp [Ishac, 2001]. All these
approaches are able to reproduce traﬃc as a single
stream with the characteristics of their input parameters. Unfortunately these approaches are limited in the
sense of generating traﬃc with changes in the proﬁle,
e.g. daily data distributions.
VII. Conclusion
Simulation is one of the leading techniques to evaluate new hardware designs. Examinations highly depend on the quality of stimuli driving the simulation
model. Therefore, traﬃc generators providing traﬃc
streams as realistic as possible are needed for synthetic
workload generation in the area of network computing. The generator presented here is based only on
two models which are well examined. The tool allows
the generation of packet traces as coarse-grained volumes of data as well as a combination of ﬁne-grained
ﬂows with varying sources and parameters. The transition between these two characteristics is smooth. This
variant of traﬃc generation is important to assemble
link load providing characteristics to analyse the features of the device-under-test. In particular, the recently arising ﬁeld of run-time reconﬁgurable devices
demands workload patterns that stress their adaptivity.
So, beside the available functionalities it is important to
build traces with self-deﬁned characteristics and combinations of sources. The traﬃc generator presented
here is a suitable solution to close this gap.

(a)Aggregated traﬃc with a time resolution of 1s.

(b)Aggregated traﬃc with a time resolution of 10μs.
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ABSTRACT
We employ the Ising model from statistical physics in the
problem of spatial data classification. We use a multipleclass discretization of the sample values. The proposed
algorithm predicts the class identity at unmeasured points
based on Monte Carlo simulations that are conditional on
the observed data (sample). The algorithm aims to minimize the deviation between the normalized correlation energies of the sample and the entire domain. A hierarchical scheme is used, in which points predicted to belong
in lower-level classes retain their identity in the inference
of the higher-level classes. The method is non-parametric
and thus suitable for application to non-Gaussian data. The
method is investigated using real data of surface elevation
over a large part of the territory of North America. The effects of the ratio of training to prediction points, the number
of classes, and the initial conditions are investigated. Potential extensions of the model are also discussed.
INTRODUCTION
The nowadays availability of large quantity of remotelysensed geo-referenced data, such as land cover, terrain elevation, population, meteorological variables, atmospheric
pollution, etc., creates increasing demands for efficient processing and analysis. The information contained in the
data can provide reliable policy and management tools for
application in diverse areas, such as ecosystem management, environmental policy, the design of real-time hazard
warning systems, and various other decision making tasks.
However, the data may be derived from different sources,
measured by various systems using different methodologies and space-time resolutions. Furthermore, the data coverage is often incomplete due to different reasons, such
as limited resources (material, human, technical), equipment limitations (detection level, resolution), meteorologi-
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cal conditions (observations hindered by clouds). This situation leads to the missing data problem. Therefore, in
order to use standard tools for the analysis of space-time
data, there is a need to fill the data gaps and unify the
resolution. These tasks involve down-scaling (refining) of
the data with sparse resolution. They can be performed
by means of well established interpolation and classification techniques (Atkinson et al., 1999). However, considering the ever-increasing size of spatial data, some classical
methods used in geostatistics (e.g., kriging), e.g. (Wackernagel, 2003), can be impractical due to the high computational complexity involved. Furthermore, methods like
kriging usually assume a jointly Gaussian distribution, an
assumption that is often not justified by the data. In addition, application of such methods typically requires considerable human (subjective) input (Diggle et al., 2007).
A recently proposed approach focuses on the modelling
of spatial correlations by means of short-range interactions,
inspired from models of statistical physics (Hristopulos,
2003; Hristopulos and Elogne, 2007). These works focused
on the development of computationally efficient spatial dependence models that are applicable to gridded and scattered Gaussian data. The objective of the present study is
to extend the scope of the interaction-based representation
to non-Gaussian data. Herein, we formulate a classification
model inspired from the Ising spin model used in statistical
physics and demonstrate its application on remotely sensed
earth surface elevation data. The proposed model is computationally fast, it is non-parametric (i.e., it makes no assumption on the data distribution), and it requires minimal
input by the user. Hence, it is suitable for the automatic
classification and mapping of large, non-Gaussian data.
DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM
Let us consider a set of sampling points Gs = {~ri }, where
~ri = (xi , yi ) ∈ R2 and i = 1, ..., N . These points are
assumed to be scattered on a rectangular grid G̃ of size
NG = Lx ×Ly , where Lx and Ly are respectively the horizontal and vertical dimensions of the rectangle (in terms of
the unit length) and N < NG . Let zi be a value attributed

to the point ~ri . Then, the set Zs = {zi ∈ R} represent the
sample of the process. Let Gp = {~rp } be the set of prediction points where p = 1, . . . , P , such that G̃ = Gs ∪ Gp .
For many applications Zs can be represented as a realization of a continuous underlying random field Z(~ri ). In the
following we discretize the continuous distribution using
a number of classes, Cq , q = 1, . . . , Nc . The classes are
defined with respect to a set of threshold levels tk , k =
1, . . . , Nc + 1, where t1 = min(z1 , . . . , zN ) and tNc +1 =
max(z1 , . . . , zN ). Each class Cq corresponds to an interval as follows: Cq = (tq , tq+1 ] for q = 2, . . . , Nc − 1,
C1 = (−∞, t2 ], and CNc = (tNc , ∞). We define the indicator field IZ (~r) to take integer values q = 1, . . . , Nc equal
to the appropriate class index. In particular, IZ (~r) = q implies that z(~r) ∈ Cq . The prediction problem is then posed
as a classification problem, i.e., each point in Gp is assigned a class label. In order to estimate the class identity
of Z at the prediction points, we use the well-studied Ising
model, e.g. (McCoy et al., 1973). Once all the prediction
points have been assigned to a class, a map of the process
Z can be generated consisting of equivalent class (isolevel)
contours.
THE ISING MODEL
sqi

Let us assume a set of variables
(“spins”), which can
take the value sqi = 1 (“spin-up”) or sqi = −1 (“spindown”). The Ising model considers pairwise interactions
between the spins, expressed by the following Hamiltonian:
X
X
H =−
Jij si sj −
hi s i .
(1)
i,j

i

The first term corresponds to the “spin-spin exchange” interaction energy. The coupling strength Jij controls the
strength as well as the type of the interaction: if Jij > 0 it
is “ferromagnetic” or if Jij < 0 it is “antiferromagnetic”.
The second term corresponds to the symmetry-breaking
bias, which is caused by the presence of a site dependent
“external field” hi . The latter controls the overall distribution of the “spin” values between 1 and −1 (the magnetization). The coupling strength is usually considered to be uniform and its range limited to nearest neighbors. However,
the model can be generalized to include also non-uniform,
longer-range couplings.
The probability density function of the spin configurations is expressed following the Gibbs formalism as:
f=

e−H/kB T
,
Z[H]

(2)

where kB is the Boltzmann’s constant and T the temperature. The partition function Z[H] is a normalization factor
obtained by summation of e−H/kB T over all possible “spin
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configurations”. Hence, it is only a function of the model
parameters Jij and hi , not of a particular configuration. In
the forward problem, the coupling strength and the polarizing field are known and one is interested in the most probable spin configurations. In the inverse problem, the “spins”
are known from the sampled values, and the estimation focuses on inferring the model parameters (e.g., by means
of the maximum likelihood method). Following that, the
optimal prediction of the “spin” values at unsampled locations can be performed by maximizing the conditional
(on the data) probability f (or, equivalently by minimizing H) with respect to the unknown values. Unfortunately,
the normalizing constant Z is in most cases intractable
by analytical means, while its numerical evaluation is a
computational bottleneck. Possible approaches to circumvent this problem, such as the maximum pseudo-likelihood
approach (Besag, 1975) or various Markov Chain Monte
Carlo estimation techniques (Chen et al., 1997), can be either very inaccurate or prohibitively slow respectively.
THE MULTILEVEL CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHM
Non-Parametric Nearest-Neighbor Model
In the following we use the ideas motivating the Ising
Hamiltonian (Eq. 1). We propose a hierarchical scheme in
which the sample, Gqs and prediction, Gqp grids are progressively updated for increasing class index q. For the lowest
class G1s = Gs , G1p = Gp , where Gs and Gp are the initially defined grids. Let Nq denote the number of known
spins at level q. The discretization is binary with respect
to each threshold value, i.e., sqiq = −1 if ziq 6 tq+1 and
sqiq = 1 if zi > tq+1 for iq = 1, . . . , Nq . For q > 1 the
sample (prediction) grid is augmented (diminished) by the
points ~rl for which sq−1
= −1. It follows that N1 = N
l
and Nq>1 > N . The set Ssq = {sqiq }, q = 1, . . . , Nc ;
iq = 1, . . . , Nq includes all the spin values for class index
q. Let S̃ q = Ssq ∪ Spq denote the “spin” values at the prediction grid G̃. In this framework, the Ising model can be
used to represent spatial interactions between the spins S̃ q
with respect to the specific threshold.
In this study, we restrict the scope of the Ising model
to the simplest energy functional: we set the polarizing
field uniformly to zero, i.e., hi = 0, i = 1, ..., N and limit
the exchange interactions to uniform strength, “ferromagnetic,” i.e. Jij = J > 0, with nearest neighbor coupling
range. The choice of zero polarizing field does not allow to
explicitly control the volume fraction of “up” versus “down
spins.” As explained below, this is achieved in the simulations by selecting the initial “spin” values so as to reflect
the “up-down” distribution of the sample.
The choices made above help to avoid the parameter inference problem and suggest a non-parametric approach.

This approach utilizes a cost function, U (Spq |Ssq ), that describes the deviation (the error) between a suitably normalized energy of the simulated distribution, C̃ q , and its counterpart, Csq , for the sample distribution.
 
2

 1 − C̃ q /Csq , for Csq 6= 0,
U (Spq |Ssq ) =
(3)


q 2
q
(C̃ ) ,
for Cs = 0,
where Csq = hsqi sqj iGqs is the spin pair correlation of the
q−level sample and C̃ q = hsqi sqj iG̃ is the spin pair correlation over the entire grid.
Given the above, the classification problem of estimating Spq is reduced to finding the optimal configuration Ŝpq
corresponding to the minimum of the cost function (3) at a
fixed temperature T :
Ŝpq = arg min U (Spq |Ssq ).

(4)

Spq

Hierarchical Classification Strategy
We propose a hierarchical algorithm that proceeds sequentially by increasing the class index. The binary discretization and the classification are first performed with respect
to the first (lowest) class and then repeated sequentially for
the remaining classes. The “gaps” in the prediction grid,
Gp are gradually filled as the algorithm proceeds through
consecutive levels. At each level, all the locations identified as having −1 spin values at the lower levels, are used
as input (sample data) for the current classification. The
reduced prediction grid, Gqp for the class index q contains
0
P q points so that for q > q 0 it holds that P q 6 P q and
P 1 = P . The classes Cq can be defined as desired and do
not need to be uniform. The algorithm uses the rejection
ratio, which is defined by:
ρ=

number of rejected states
.
number of simulated states

The algorithm consists of the following steps:
Algorithm
(i) Initialize the indicator field on the entire grid by means
of IˆZ (G̃) = NaN
(ii) set the class index to q = 1
(iii) while [1] q 6 Nc − 1 discretize Zs with respect to tq+1
to obtain Ssq
(iv) given the data Ssq , calculate the sample correlation energy Csq
(v) assign initial values to the spins at Gqp , i.e., generate
q (0)

Ŝp
(vi) calculate the initial values of the simulated correlation
C̃ q (0) and the cost function U (0) ; initialize the simulated
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states index i = 1
(vii) initialize the rejection ratio ρ → 0; and the rejected
states index ir = 0
(viii) while [2] ρ < 1 repeat the following updating steps:
q (i+1)
q (i)
(a) generate a new state Ŝp
by perturbing Ŝp
q (i+1)
(i+1)
(b) calculate C̃
and U
(c) if U (i+1) < U (i) accept the new state; ir → 0.
else keep the “old” state; ir → ir + 1; endif
(d) ρ → ir /P q ; i → i + 1;
end [2]
(ix) assign the −1 “spins” to the q level, i.e., IˆZ ({~ri }) = q
if Ŝ (imax ) ({~ri }) = −1, {~ri } ∈ G̃
(x) increase class index, q → q + 1, return to step (iii)
end [1]
(xi) for q = Nc set IˆZ ({~ri }) = Nc ∀~ri (i = 1, . . . , NG )
such that IˆZ ({~ri }) = NaN.
This algorithm returns an indicator field IˆZ = IZ (Gs ) ∪
ˆ
IZ (Gp ), which consists of the original sample discretization and the class estimates at Gp . The indicator values
at the sampling sites are exactly reproduced, because the
initial state respects these values and the updating steps
skip over the sites in SSq . Below we refer to IZ (Gs ) as
the training set. The generation of new states in step (viii)
is realized using single-spin Metropolis updating at zero
temperature. The algorithm may sweep through the lattice
several times, until the rejection ratio exceeds the threshold value. The T = 0 constraint means that there is no
stochastic selection of unfavorable spins. Hence, the candidate “spin” for the update is flipped unconditionally only if
it lowers the cost function. This is called a “greedy” Monte
Carlo algorithm (Papadimitriou et al., 1982) and guarantees convergence, which is usually very fast. In comparison, in simulated annealing T is slowly lowered starting
from an initial high-temperature state. This approach is
much slower computationally, but the resulting configuraq (0)
tion is less sensitive to the initial state Ŝp . The sensitivity of the greedy algorithm is known to be especially
pronounced in high-dimensional spaces with non-convex
energies. In such cases, the greedy algorithm is more likely
to get stuck in local minima, instead of converging to the
global one. However, this is not a concern in the current
problem. In fact, targeting the global minimum of the cost
fnction U strongly emphasizes the sample correlation energy per “spin” pair Csq , ignoring that the latter is influenced by sample-to-sample fluctuations.
The initial configuration can be selected in a number of
ways. Since the proposed model aims to provide a fast and
automatic classification mechanism, the initial configuration should minimize the relaxation path (in state space) to
the equilibrium. It should also be selected preferably with
little or no user intervention. Assuming a certain degree of
q (0)
spatial continuity, common in geospatial data sets, Ŝp

is determined based on the “augmented sample” states Ssq
in the immediate neighborhood of the individual prediction
points. The neighborhood of ~rp is determined by an m × m
q (0)
stencil (where m = 2l + 1) centered at ~rp . Then, ŝp
is assigned by majority rule, based on the prevailing value
of its neighbors from Ssq that are situated inside the stencil. The stencil size is chosen automatically, reflecting the
local sampling density and the “spin” values distribution.
Namely, it is adaptively set to the smallest size, that contains a finite number of sampling points with one value (1
or −1) prevailing.
The updates are accepted unconditionally as long as they
lower the cost function. The grid is swept randomly, point
by point. The simulation terminates, for a given class index, if one complete sweep (i.e., Pq tried spin flips) through
Gqp does not produce a single successful update. This
scheme implies an overall decreasing number of steps with
increasing q in line with the size reduction of Gqp . The
parametrization required by the algorithm thus involves
only the definition of the class intervals. The number of
classes depends on the study objective: if the goal is to
determine exceedance levels a binary classification is sufficient. For environmental monitoring and decision making
purposes a moderate number (e.g., eight) of classes is often
sufficient.
DATA AND SIMULATIONS
The data used in this study represent the surface elevation,
Z(~r), on a 5-minute latitude/longitude grid, over a part
of the territory of North America (approx. 80 − 110◦ W,
55 − 40◦ N). The data form a rectangle of 400 × 200 pixels (NOAA, 1988). Elevation values are in whole meters,
representing the elevation of the center of each cell, with
a resolution of 1 meter. Some summary statistics: number
= NG = 80 000, zmin = 1, zmax = 3790, z̄ = 774.41,
z0.50 = 441, σz = 713.17. The value of the skewness coefficient is 1.37 and of the kurtosis coefficient 4.07. As evidenced from the above statistics, the data are non-Gaussian
and positively skewed. The histograms, corresponding to
the respective class widths considered in the study, will be
presented later.
From the complete data set, we generate a sample Zs of
size N = (1 − p)NG by randomly removing P = pNG
values (validation points). For different degrees of thinning, p = 0.33, 0.5 and 0.66, we generate 100 different
configurations of removed points. The values at the prediction points are then classified using the multilevel classification algorithm. In the classification performance evaluation, the indicator values at the prediction points IZ (Gp )
will be compared with the estimates IˆZ (Gp ), obtained after removing the points Gp from the data. We use two
resolutions and respective class intervals. First, a resolu-
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tion of 500 m segregates the data into eight classes Cq =
[500(q − 1), 500q), q = 1, . . . , 8. Second, a finer resolution of 250 m resulting in Nc = 15 classes corresponding
to the intervals Cq = [250(q − 1), 250q), q = 1, . . . , 15 is
used.
In order to evaluate the classification performance, we
calculate the misclassification rate as a fraction of misclassified pixels, defined by
F =

P
i
1 Xh
1 − δ IZ (~rp ), IˆZ (~rp ) ,
P p=1

(5)

where IZ (~rp ) is the true value at the validation points,
IˆZ (~rp ) is the classification estimate and δ(I, I 0 ) = 1 if
I = I 0 , δ(I, I 0 ) = 0 if I 6= I 0 .
The computations are performed in the Matlab R programming environment on a desktop computer with 1.93
GB of RAM and a the processor Intel R Core TM 2 CPU
6320 @ 1.86 GHz 1.86 GHz.
RESULTS
Resolution 500 m - 8 classes
The isolevel map and the histogram of the original complete data, discretized according to the vector of thresholds
corresponding to this resolution, are shown in Fig. 1. In the
map, the elevations in the range of 0 6 Z < 500 m (first
class) dominate, covering about 55% of the area, while
those above 3500 m correspond only to 0.1%. Fig. 1(b)
presents the histogram of the class values for the original
data (left histogram bar) as well as the histograms of the
data reconstructed by the classification for the three degrees of thinning. The histograms resulting by application of the classification algorithm to the training sets with
p = 0.33, 0.5 and 0.66, are shown by the respective bars
2 − 4 (moving from left to right). The histograms represent
mean values obtained from 100 realizations. The match between the distributions of the original and the reconstructed
data is excellent. As mentioned above, this was achieved
without explicit control of the data volume fraction (hi = 0
in Eq. 1).
Fig. 2 helps to visualize the classification results in terms
of reconstructed maps. The isolevel maps on the left are
obtained from a single realization (the first from the set of
one hundred). The maps on the right represent the standard deviations of the class indices obtained from the 100
realizations. We observe that the reconstructed maps provide a close visual match to the original map, shown in
Fig. 1(a), especially at lower p. Misclassification mainly
occurs along the borders between different classes. The
effect of class borders is better demonstrated in the plots
of the right column, which show the spatial distribution
of the standard deviations of the estimates. Note that the
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Figure 1: (a) 8-class isolevel map of the original complete
data with the resolution 500 m. (b) Group of histograms.
From left to right: the original complete data and the reconstructed ones from the thinned data with p = 0.33, 0.5
and 0.66, respectively. The histograms of the reconstructed
data represent mean values, obtained from 100 realizations.

Figure 2: Examples of class maps obtained from individual
realizations (a,c,e) and standard deviations of the class indices calculated from 100 different realizations (b,d,f). The
data are reconstructed from samples with thinning degrees
p = 0.33, 0.5 and 0.66, respectively. An 8-level classification scheme is used.

sampling points locations Gs (vary from realization to realization) bring zero contribution by construction, due to
honoring the values at Gs . The spatial patterns in the original map, however, are reconstructed reasonably well even
at p = 0.66 .
Table 1 presents quantitative measures of the classification performance. It includes the mean value of the misclassification rate hF ∗ i and its standard deviation STDF ∗ .
The optimization’s computational performance is measured in terms of mean number of Monte Carlo steps
needed to achieve the optimum hNM C i, the optimization
CPU time hTcpu i, and the cost function mean value hU ∗ i
at termination. As expected, the misclassification rate increases with p.
The increase of hNM C i with p is due to the fact that
hNM C i is a measure of the “spin” system relaxation time,
while an increasing p translates into higher N and, thus,
also larger state-space size 2N . Since Nq decreases with

increasing q, due to the progressive filling of the gaps, the
Metropolis sampler in general speeds up as q increases.
The relaxation time is shortened by proper choice of the
initial state. To give an approximate estimate, 2.08 × 105
Monte Carlo steps at 0.66 × 400 × 200 prediction points
correspond to roughly 4 grid sweeps. There are inter-level
differences in the value of U (Spq |Ssq ). Nevertheless, even
at p = 0.66 max(U ∗ ) < 7 × 10−4 . The average CPU time
needed for the optimization at p = 0.33, 0.5 and 0.66 is
approximately 6, 8, and 14 seconds, respectively.
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Resolution 250 m - 15 classes
Next, we repeat the classification experiment using a resolution of 250 m. The isolevel map 3(a) has higher resolution than the eight-level one in 1(a). The most and least
represented classes are the second and the last ones, which
contain approximately 34% and 0.1% of the values, respectively. Due to the higher resolution an increase in the mis-

14

Table 1: Eight-level classification performance measures:
mean values of the misclassification rate hF ∗ i and its standard deviation STDF ∗ , mean number of Monte Carlo steps
hNM C i, optimization CPU time hTcpu i, mean value of cost
function at termination hU ∗ i. The averaging is performed
over 100 realizations.
8 classes
hF ∗ i [%]
STDF ∗
hNM C i
hTcpu i [s]
hU ∗ i

p = 0.33
5.27
0.12
9.10e+4
5.55
8.84e-5

p = 0.5
5.79
0.10
1.35e+5
7.95
1.44e-4
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Figure 4: Examples of class maps obtained from individual
realizations (a,c,e) and standard deviations of the class indices calculated from 100 different realizations (b,d,f). The
data are reconstructed from samples with thinning degrees
p = 0.33, 0.5 and 0.66, respectively. An 15-level classification scheme is used.
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Figure 3: (a) 15-class isolevel map of the original complete
data with the resolution 250 m. (b) Group of histograms.
From left to right: the original complete data and the reconstructed ones from the thinned data with p = 0.33, 0.5
and 0.66, respectively. The histograms of the reconstructed
data represent mean values, obtained from 100 realizations.

classification rate is expected. Nevertheless, as we can see
in Fig. 4, both the class distributions and the visual patterns
are recovered quite well in all cases. The statistics of the
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We presented a novel classification model suitable for automatic mapping of large spatial data sets and validated it on
the real world surface elevation data. The model is inspired
from statistical physics and is based on minimizing distance between the normalized discrete correlation energies
of the sample and the prediction domain data. It is computationally fast, universal with regard to the data distribution
(makes no assumptions), and is almost automatic. The only
parametrization in the proposed approach involves only the
number of classes.
We have also used a deterministic updating scheme
(results not shown here), in which the lattice is swept
through sequentially. This scheme converges faster than
the stochastic updating. For comparison, using the deterministic updating for the eight-level classification with
thinning degree p = 0.33 we obtain hTcpu i = 4.11 sec,

Table 2: Fifteen-level classification performance measures.
The same quantities are tabulated as in Table 1.
15 classes
hF ∗ i [%]
STDF ∗
hNM C i
hTcpu i [s]
hU ∗ i

p = 0.33
11.93
0.19
1.58e+5
10.20
9.07e-5

p = 0.5
12.93
0.16
3.16e+5
16.43
1.50e-4

p = 0.66
14.23
0.15
5.13e+5
29.15
1.97e-4
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Model. Harvard University Press, Cambridge Massachusetts.
Besag, J. (1975). Statistical analysis of non-lattice data. The
Statistician, 24:179–195.
Chen, M. H., Shao, Q. M. (1997). On Monte Carlo methods
for estimating ratios of normalizing constants. Ann. Statist.,
25:1563–1594.
Hristopulos, D. T. (2003). Spartan Gibbs random field models for geostatistical applications. SIAM J. Scient. Comput.,
24(6):2125–2162.

hNM C i = 4.03 × 104 in contrast with hTcpu i = 5.55 sec
and hNM C i = 9.10 × 104 for the stochastic scheme. The
misclassification rate is almost identical, hF ∗ i ≈ 5.26%.
The disadvantage of the deterministic scheme is that it generates certain artifacts. One of them is increased sensitivity to the initial conditions used, leading to high variability
near the domain edge where the updating originates. Although we did not observe it at p = 0.33, it becomes more
pronounced as p increases.
The model is demonstrated on a regular grid, however, the extension to irregularly spaced sampling points
is straightforward. The interaction constant Jij in Eq.
(1) can be defined through a kernel function (such as the
radial basis function), and the interaction neighborhood
(nearest neighbors), for example, as pairs of points whose
Voronoi cells have a common boundary. Further possible
extensions could include incorporation of further-neighbor
or/and “multi-spin” correlation energy in the Hamiltonian.
Another possibility is to consider the q-state Potts model,
instead of the sequential Ising one. Then the simulations
could be performed simultaneously at all levels, however,
as we also observed in our tests, the increased state space
would result in much slower relaxation and hence much
longer optimization times. The advantage would be in the
initial state selection, since the “spins” of a range of states
within the stencil would participate in the majority vote.
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SIMULATION OF THE HYDRAULIC CIRCUIT OF A WHEEL LOADER BY
USING THE BOND GRAPH TECHNIQUE
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technological ones, and are therefore mainly focused on
obtaining graphic or numerical results (Hydro+Pneu,
OHC-Sim, HOPSAN, LVSIM) and move away from
obtaining equations for the model.

KEYWORDS
Bond Graph, hydraulic circuit, wheel loader, valves,
pump, hydraulic cylinder.

Although there is still room for it to be improved and
optimised in different areas of Engineering, the BondGraph technique (Karnopp et al. 1990), lets a whole
range of systems be modelled and then simulated
(Gawthrop and Smith 1992; Borutzky and Cellier 1996;
Félez et al. 2000). Hydraulic systems can be dealt with
in this way, which speeds up the process considerably,
and reduces the time needed for modelling and
obtaining the algebraic-differential equations. This is
reflected in a reduction of process-related costs and an
increase in efficiency. In the hydraulic scope of this
technique the study has focused on fluid propagation
characteristics (Borutzky 1995) or on simulating
different industrial applications (Bunes and Einang
2000; Kun et al. 1999; Wanli and Fumin 2005,), some
of them in combination with other domains such as
thermodynamics (Thétiot and Zouaoui 1998).
Regarding the simulation of a hydraulic circuit similar
to that of the machine in question, some preliminary
work has to be done (Krishnaswamy and Li 2006;
Nadjm-Tehrani and Strömberg 1999) but the main aim
is not the model itself but to optimise and regulate the
model.

ABSTRACT
Hydraulic systems are widely used in Engineering
because they are highly versatile and can be combined
with other domains of physics (mechanics, electronics,
etc.). For this reason, it is of vital importance to study
and develop them with a view to obtaining mechanicalhydraulic systems that are increasingly efficient. The
beginning of this paper briefly analyses the method
usually used to perform simulation in the hydraulic
domain. Subsequently, after performing an analysis of
different Bond-Graph technique-based works, different
characteristic elements will be individually analysed.
Finally, the different elements analysed will be
interconnected and a simulation of a hydraulic circuit
will be performed in order to obtain a series of results
that will enable the different rationales set out in this
paper to be validated. Finally, a series of conclusions
will be reached based on the work presented.
1.

INTRODUCTION

As can be seen, a lot remains to be researched and
improved in the study of hydraulic systems using the
Bond-Graph technique. The contribution of this paper to
the existing bibliography is that it shows how the
different hydraulic parts can be modelled and then
connected in order to simulate a wheel loader. To do
this, Bondin software (Romero et al. 2005; Romero et
al. 2005), is used; It is an enhanced version of another
program previously developed (Félez et al. 1990) by
one of the authors.

Hydraulic systems modelling and simulation has been
performed using a whole range of techniques, although
currently a lot of territory remains to be researched in
this area of Engineering. Traditionally, algebraicdifferential equations have been proposed based on the
corresponding laws of physics (Cobo et al. 1998.). They
have then been solved in various environments like
MATLAB, Simulink, and MAPLE, to name but a few.
One of the drawbacks of this procedure lies in the fact
that obtaining algebraic-differential equations is usually
complex as well as the procedure for solving them, and
on many occasions so much time is spent that real time
simulation cannot be performed while costs also
increase significantly.

Finally, this paper is intended to show that it is not
always necessary to simulate a specific set of parts at a
determined instant, which would cause the simulation to
be excessively slow. However, it is possible to obtain a
series of behavioural laws based on the results of the
simulation that will improve computational time.

Another possible option is to generate the model from
zero using specific software, either by the finite
elements method, using block diagrams, or using
graphic techniques. These types of simulations are often
oriented towards specific applications, frequently
Proceedings 22nd European Conference on Modelling and
Simulation ©ECMS Loucas S. Louca, Yiorgos Chrysanthou,
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2.

VALVES
Pos. 1

As a prior step to developing the different models, apart
from other ports that can be used, it should be pointed
out that there is an Inertia-type port, and another
Capacitor-type port that represent the compressibility of
the fluid and its mass, respectively, the values of which
are listed below.

A
B

Pos. 2
Pos. 3

Figure 1: Graphic representation of a 3x2 valve

This valve can be modelled using the Bond Graph
technique by representing in a single model the different
internal communication circuits between the different
inputs (A, D) and outputs (B, C), and then fitting in as
many resistances as are needed to configure the
different positions.

• Compressibility:

K = B = 4⋅ B
A ⋅ L π ⋅ D2 ⋅ L

C
D

(1)

B: Bulk fluid module.
D: Inside diameter of the pipe section.
L: Pipe length.

A

C

B

D

• Mass:

I = ρ ⋅ L = 4⋅ ρ ⋅ L
A π ⋅ D2

(2)

ρ: Fluid density.
D: Inside diameter of the pipe section.
L: Pipe length.

Figure 2: 3x2 valve model using Bond-Graph.

These equations partly differ from those given by other
authors (Rosenberg and Karnopp 1983) as it has been
assumed there is no deformation in the pipe.

In the above figure the assembly of the valve model to
the rest of the model or other elements would be done
through the bonds at the ends (A, B, C, D).

2.1. Distributor valves

The C capacitor ports represent fluid compressibility
and must be placed so that the causality in the type R
ports is appropriate. The type R ports are entrusted with
ensuring the fluid passes one way or another by means
of its value. All of them carry effort causality on the
port with the purpose of defining the effect on the flow
they let pass, since it is verified that:

This type of valve is a hydraulic component designed to
let the fluid pass through a pipe, prevent it passing or
change its direction in any kind of circuit. They are
usually assigned the function of regulating the starting,
stopping and change in the direction of movement of
the cylinder rods. Although this is the basic task of
these valves they are also used for other functions such
as directing the fluid to other valve controls, to the tank
discharge or to the manometers, for example.

Q=

In these valves the passage of fluid is either total or
zero. That is, either all the flow reaches the inlet pipe or
none passes through; the same occurs with the outlet
pipes.

⎧⎪Si R ↓⇒ Q ↑⎫⎪
P
⇒⎨
⎬
R
⎪⎩Si R ↑⇒ Q ↓⎪⎭

(3)

In the above expression P stands for the effort existing
in the bond that reaches port R. therefore, depending on
the difference of efforts port R defines the flow that
passes through the communication circuit. If R has a
very low value an open pass is being simulated, while if
it is very high, the pass is closed, as the flow defined by
the resistance port will tend to zero. Thus, by
controlling the value of R, the flow passing through
each valve circuit is also controlled, which means the
behaviour of a valve of this type is being simulated.

Classic directional valves, also called distributors, can
have two, three or more positions, and have two, three
or more internal communication circuits. The positions
are schematically represented by squares, those with
two or three positions being mostly used, while the
circuits are indicated by flow lines drawn on the inside
of the squares. The arrows on these lines indicate the
direction of flow, although in many applications the
direction can be opposite to that shown.

The type R ports are associated with type 1 junctions to
be able to define the flow volume that will flow through
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the rest of the bonds, and since the 1 junction is of this
type the flow volume will be maintained. However, the
C ports are associated with type 0 junctions since they
indicate a loss of volume.

when the volume goes from left (A) to right (B), the
value of resistance R must be very low (only the value
of the fluid load loss as it passes through the valve) in
order to let the fluid flow freely, while if the direction of
volume is reversed (from right to left) the value of R
must be high so that no volume can flow.

Below is the code used to change the different positions
of this type of valve.

In order to define the flow volume communicated to the
rest of the model the causality needs to be of effort on
the R ports. This is achieved by adding two type C ports
to represent fluid compressibility. It is also necessary to
add a type 1 port to represent the fluid mass that is in
motion. Because this latter port is causality of flow on
this port, inserting it causes the causality of the bond at
point A to be the same as at point B, thus causality is
not changed on the route.

if (position == 1)
{
R1=10e15;
R2=10e2;
R3=10e15;
R4=10e2;
R5=10e15;
}
else if (position == 2)
{
R1=10e2;
R2=10e15;
R3=10e15;
R4=10e15;
R5=10e15;
}
else if (position == 3)
{
R1=10e15;
R2=10e15;
R3=10e2;
R4=10e15;
R5=10e2;
}

Therefore, the direction of flow of the fluid can be
determined either by the flow of the type 1 port or by
comparing the efforts existing in the type C ports. Thus,
the direction of volume will be positive providing the
inertia flow is positive or when the effort in the first
capacitor is greater than in the second one.
Shown below is the code used to change the value of
the type R port automatically.
if (effort(K1)>=effort(K2))
{
R1=10e2;
}
else if (effort(K1)<effort(K2))
{
R1=10e15;
}

2.2. Non-return valve
This type of valve is capable of letting the fluid pass in
one direction but not in the opposite direction. It is
closed by using spherical, conical or plane seats,
accompanied by a return spring that obliges the fluid
flowing in the free direction to overcome a minimum
pressure, almost always of a small value, to be able to
produce the opening.

A

As can be seen, when the effort at the right is greater
than the effort at the left the fluid tries to flow from
right to left and its passage is prevented due to the high
values assigned to R, while if the effort at the left is
greater than the effort at the right, passage is allowed,
with value R being the corresponding load loss through
the valve.

B

Figure 3: Graphic representation of a non-return valve

2.3. Pressure limiter valve

In the Bond-Graph technique this type of valve can be
modelled by placing a type R port between the input
and the output to let the fluid pass in one direction but
not in the opposite direction and by placing a type 1
port to determine the direction of flow and thus be able
to govern the value of resistance R.

A

Pressure limiter valves control the maximum pressure in
the circuit by means of an electrical input signal that is
proportionally converted into a pressure on the fluid.
According to figure 5, the fluid should logically pass
from point A to point B. However, under conditions of
overpressure in the circuit (point B) the valve opens and
lets the fluid go directly to point C, that is, the tank. By
this means, the maximum pressure at point B of the
circuit is limited.

B

A
B

Figure 4: Non-return valve model using Bond-Graph.

C

As with the previous valve a type R port must be
inserted to let the fluid pass or not. In the above figure,

Figure 5: Graphic representation of pressure limiter valve
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To make the simulation model in a Bond-Graph the
three branches have to be inserted; one input (A) and
two outputs (B, C), and a type R port inserted to let the
fluid pass or not to the tank branch (C), where the
pressure is zero. The value of this R port will depend on
the effort existing in the bond node of the three
branches, which means an additional port needs to be
inserted in order to determine it. This other port is a
type C port and represents fluid compressibility; on the
other hand it serves to make the causality in the type R
ports the appropriate type and on the other hand allow
obtaining the pressure related to the compression of the
fluid.

sending the rest of the fluid to the tank.
This type of valve can regulate the flow either in one
direction or both. In this case, a valve that regulates
flow in one direction but not in the other will be
described.

A

B

Figure 7: Graphic representation of a one-way flow limiter valve

It can be modelled in a Bond-Graph by placing the two
branches in parallel, each with its type R ports between
the input and the output to regulate the passage of fluid.
The R port placed in the upper branch must let all the
fluid pass in one direction (from A to B) and prevent it
from doing so in the opposite direction (from B to A),
while the task of the port placed in the lower branch
will be to regulate the volume passing through the valve
when the fluid is circulating in a particular direction
(from B to A).

A
B

C
Figure 6: Pressure limiter valve model in Bond-Graph.

In the above figure the type R port regulates the volume
crossing the branch over which it is placed. Therefore,
if the value of R s very high all the volume entering
through branch A leaves through branch B, and as a
result the limiter valve is closed. To the contrary, if the
pressure in the circuit (branch B and logically branch A,
in which exist the same pressure) reaches a maximum
value, the value of R needs to be a minimum so as to let
all the volume pass to the tank branch (C).

A

B

Figure 8: One-way flow limiter valve model in Bond-Graph.

Shown below is the code used to change the value of
the type R port automatically depending on the
maximum value of the pressure.

As with the non-return valve, the direction of flow can
be determined by inserting a type 1 port to represent the
fluid mass that is in motion or by comparing the efforts
existing between the input and the output.

if (effort(K1)>limit_effort)
{
R1=10e2;
}
else if (effort(K1)<=limit_effort)
{
R1=10e15;
}

According to the above figure, port R1 represents the
non-return and port R2 represents the narrowing. Thus,
if the direction of flow is from A to B, resistance R1
must have a very low value so the fluid can pass to that
branch instead of passing through the other (resistance
R2), thereby not producing any narrowing whatsoever.
If the direction of flow is from B to A, resistance R1
must have a very high value to make the fluid pass
through the other branch (resistance R2) and so produce
the load loss in the narrowing.

It can be seen that when the effort in the capacitor is
greater than a maximum value the valve opens
(effort(K1)>limit_effort) and if that is not the case, it
closes (effort(K1)<=limit_effort).
2.4. One-way flow limiter valve

Ports C1, C2 and I1 are built into the model to make the
causality appropriate in each of the R ports, and so
regulate the volume circulating depending on the
direction of flow of the fluid. The port values are those
seen in the other models, with the exception of the I1
port, which in this case has a low value as its purpose is
to obtain appropriate causality in port R1, as well as to
impose the conditions governing the values of the R

The main purpose of the valves regulating volume or
flow is to control the amount of fluid sent to the
actuators or working parts. When constant flow pumps
are installed in the circuit, the maximum volume
flowing through a circuit can never be more than what
the pump is capable of generating, which means the
flow regulators usually limit the volume to this value
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ports.

making the causality in port R1 be of flow entering the
system. This causality must be so because this port will
define the limits of the piston displacement (Lmax and
Lmin), so that when the piston reaches the ends, value
R1 is very high and so interrupts the fluid flow. To
obtain the distance run by the cylinder from its initial
position a type 1 port has been assigned to it, over
which, in addition, the effect of gravity appears.

In order for this type of valve to function properly the
code needed is shown below, where what has been
explained above can be clearly seen:
if (effort(K1)>=effort(K2))
{
R1=10e2;
R2=9500;
}
else if (effort(K1)<effort(K2))
{
R1=10e15;
R2=9500;
}

B

Therefore, when the flow of the type 1 port is positive I
(flow(I1)>=0) the fluid circulates from A to B without
any narrowing since the fluid can flow freely through
the upper branch, while when the flow is negative,
(flow(I1)<0) narrowing occurs when the fluid is made
to flow through the lower branch.
3.

A
Figure 10: Hydraulic cylinder model in Bond-Graph.

Regarding the TF elements, the one placed at the
beginning of the distance displacement serves to
transform the hydraulic domain variables to the
mechanical domain by using the piston area (Ap), while
the one placed at the end serves to make the opposite
transformation by taking the piston area less that of the
piston rod (Ap-Av).

HYDRAULIC CYLINDER

Cylinders are the working parts of hydraulic circuits
that are most frequently used in machines. Using the
flow and pressure provided by the pumps the work is
developed in these parts through a straight-line forward
and backward movement that takes place in the
different phases of a cycle.

4.

PUMP AND ENGINE

An engine is an element belonging to the field of
rotational mechanics that transforms one kind of energy,
either electrical, thermal or hydraulic into mechanical
energy at the output shaft. From a Bond-Graph point of
view it is represented as a flow source in units of
radians/second, regardless of the type of engine, as we
are dealing with an angular velocity source.

However, they can be classified into two types: simple
acting and double acting. The first of the two types uses
the force from the hydraulic circuit to carry out one of
the movements, and an external force like that due to
the action of a spring or to the force of gravity to carry
out the opposite movement. The second type uses
hydraulic force to effect both movements, whether or
not helped by external forces.

B
Figure 11: Graphic representation of a hydraulic pump.

A

As for hydraulic pumps (fig.11), they are an element,
which after being driven by an engine to an angular
velocity ω with a torque N, generates a flow Q of fluid
under a specific pressure P. The basic characteristic of a
hydraulic pump is its cylinder capacity per rotation,
which defines the volume of fluid generated by each
rotation of the pump shaft. In the Bond Graph technique
these are represented by a TF type element, whose ratio
is the cylinder capacity per rotation, and it is this that
makes the change from the physical domain of
rotational mechanics (input) to the hydraulic domain
(output). It is then connected to the input and output
branches using a type 1 node, by means of which the
flow volume of both branches will be maintained but
not the pressure, which at the input is atmospheric

Figure 9: Graphic representation of a hydraulic cylinder.

In a Bond-Graph, a hydraulic cylinder is modelled by
initially putting in place the input and output branches
and then the mechanical forces appearing on the piston
rod, which in figure 9 are the weight and the friction
between the cylinder and its housing. It is important to
bear in mind that two domains are being worked in,
hydraulics and mechanics. This means that hydraulic
power has to be transformed into mechanical power and
vice-versa, using two TF elements placed at the input
and output of the cylinder.
In figure 10 the K1 port placed next to input A
represents fluid compressibility and also has the task of
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pressure and at the output is the input pressure plus the
pressure contributed by the pump.
5.

backward movement that takes place in the different
phases of a cycle, these cylinders are responsible for
loading and unloading the material as well as rotating
the machine. The circuit comprises an oil tank, two
pumps whose job is to drive the flow through the whole
circuit, different distributor, non-return and pressure
limiter valves, filters and hydraulic cylinders, as may be
seen in the following figure.

HYDRAULIC CIRCUIT OF THE MACHINE

The mission of a wheel loader’s hydraulic circuit is to
distribute the flow volume and pressure supplied by the
pumps to the different hydraulic cylinders. Due to the
work developed through the straight line forward and

Wheel
steering
system

Lift cylinders
Tilt cylinders

Figure 12: Wheel loader hydraulic circuit model with Bondin software.

The hydraulic circuit shares common elements of the
system entrusted with producing the vertical movement
of the bucket and the loading and unloading system,
thereby allowing the corresponding actuators to
function simultaneously and move in one direction or
the other by means of the different distributor valves.

circulating through the pipe, the elbows and the joints.

R = 8·ρ ·ξ ·

Q
π ·D 4
2

(4)

ξ : Coefficient of secondary losses in each

In addition to the elements mentioned throughout this
paper, type R elements have been included in order to
be able to simulate the secondary losses due to the fluid

element.
Q: Flow.
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6.

reaches the limit of its displacement, and then starts to
move again when the direction of circulation of the
fluid is reversed. Although the pump continues to
supply flow, the cylinder stops in both cases, as when it
reaches the limit of its displacement the pressure limiter
valve comes into operation.

RESULTS

In the simulation, the pipe sections have been deemed to
have a constant diameter of 8 cm and the engine moving
the pumps to have linear acceleration during the first 0.5
seconds, the instant at which a constant speed of 350
rad/s is reached, corresponding to the supply of a 2 litre
per second flow rate.

In figure 14, it can be seen how the rod also moves in a
linear form practically from the beginning until it
reaches the limits of its displacement. It can also be
seen how the lifting cylinder movement undergoes a
change in gradient approximately after the first second.
This is because the other cylinder, the tilting cylinder,
has concluded its displacement and therefore all the
flow driven by the pump is used to move only the
cylinder represented.

The simulation lasts for 20 seconds. In the first half of
the time the cylinders will be moved in one direction
and in the other half, in the opposite direction. It must
be said that because the displacements of the lifting and
tilting systems have different limits, the cylinders of
both systems will not move in unison during the whole
cycle.
Figures 13 and 14 show the movement of the cylinder
responsible for producing the vertical movement of the
bucket and the cylinder responsible for loading and
unloading, respectively.

In order to better understand the previous two graphs,
the speed of the tilting cylinder has been represented
where it can be seen how the cylinder speed becomes
constant almost from the very moment the cylinder
begins to move in one direction or the other, and how
the speed is zero when it reaches the end of its
displacement (fig. 15).

Cylinder displacement [m]
2,16e-01

Cylinder speed [m]
1,04e-01

1,74e-01

-7,43e-03

7,90e-02

-1,19e-01

-1,58e-02

-2,30e-01

-1,11e-01

-3,42e-01
0,00e+00

4,00e-00

8,00e-00

1,20e+01

1,60e+01

-2,05e-01

2,00e+01

Time [s]
Figure 13: Tilting cylinder. displacement
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0,00e+00

4,00e-00

8,00e-00

1,20e+01

1,60e+01

2,00e+01

Time [s]

Cylinder displacement [m]
Figure 15: Tilting cylinder rod speed.

5,45e-01

Cylinder speed [m]
3,17e-01
3,61e-01
8,82e-02
2,07e-01
-1,40e-01
5,28e-02
-3,69e-01
-1,01e-01
-5,97e-01
0,00e+00

4,00e-00

8,00e-00

1,20e+01

1,60e+01

-2,55e-01

2,00e+01

Time [s]
Figure 14: Lifting cylinder displacement.

-4,10e-01
0,00e+00

In figure 13, it can be seen how the rod moves in a
linear form practically from the beginning until it

4,00e-00

8,00e-00

1,20e+01

1,60e+01

2,00e+01

Time [s]
Figure 16: Lifting cylinder rod speed.
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Likewise, figure 16 shows the lifting cylinder speed
where it can be seen that when the tilting cylinder has
stopped its speed accelerates because the fluid was
previously distributed through both cylinders but is now
only distributed through one.
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When a complete simulation of all the hydraulic circuit
has been performed the behaviour of the different
cylinders can be analysed from the different results
obtained. In this way an expression can be found to
determine the speed of the different actuators as a
function of the different control inputs (fig. 17).

Figure 17: Outline of how behavioural law is obtained.

Therefore, instead of proceeding to perform a
simulation of the full circuit it is enough at any instant
to implement these expressions to obtain the movement
of the bucket (Romero et al. 2006).
These expressions can be written simply as,
Velocity
= A ⋅ Tilt
Tilt _ cylinder
Joystick _value
Velocity
= B ⋅ Lift
Lift _ cylinder
Joystick _ value

(5)

where A and B are constants that are dependent on the
corresponding cylinder being out of the limits or not,
and if the other cylinder is moving at the same time or
not.
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and Liehr (Xu and Lehmann, 2004; D’Ambrogio and
Iazeolla, 2005; Liehr and Buchenrieder, 2007). These
academic foundations lead us to develop an event driven
EQN simulator, that works on XML representations
of a simulation model. Through the design of our
EQN description in XML and a dexterously designed
XML Schema definition, the syntactical and semantical
verification reduces to the validation of the XML representation against the XML Schema. This enables us to
suspend the simulation process in every state by writing
the current state to an XML file and to an overarching
resume file of the simulation process. This resume
constitutes the baseline for the independently conducted
analysis.

Extended Queuing Network Models, Extensible Markup
Language, Event Based Simulation Method
ABSTRACT
Extended Queuing Networks (EQN) are popular models for performance simulation of computer systems and
communication networks. The EQN simulator developed in this work provides a simple and efficient simulation environment, which can be seamlessly integrated
by XSLT transformations into modern system-design environments. Novel in this approach, is the consistent exertion of XML for all programmed modules of the simulator and the specification of the EQNs itself. The simulation method developed profits from XML Schema and
provides a framework for constructing and solving standard Queuing Networks (QNM) as well as EQNs. The
application of the XML Path Language (XPath) warrants
a simple, robust and error resistant simulation, that can be
interfaced with numerous programming languages with
an XML interface. The paper presents the simulation
method, the underlying XML model, model validation
and the analysis of results. In the contribution, we also
provide implementation details and experimental results
for the prototype simulator.

EQN Model
(XML)

Validation
− Network Sanity
− Passive Queue
Assignment

Valid EQN Model
(XML)

INTRODUCTION

Valid EQN Model
With Simulation
Results

Since the invention and introduction of Extended Queuing Network Models by Charles Sauer (Sauer et al., 1980;
Sauer and MacNair, 1983) numerous advances for specification, simulation and use of EQNs have been brought
forward. Sinclair and Mandala provide a capacious list
of EQN simulation tools and ascents in the field (Sinclair
and Madala, 1986). A more recent approach, relies on
Java for model description and adopts HLA-based distributed simulation (D’Ambrogio et al., 2006; Gianni and
D’Ambrogio, 2007).
Multipresent research (Musovic et al., 2005; Gu and
Petriu, 2005; Woodside et al., 2005; Balsamo et al.,
2006) on performance simulation and power estimation,
profits from QNMs and EQNs, even though commercial
support for native EQN simulation is unavailable. The
gap between proprietary representations within simulation tools and simulation models in XML can be bridged
by theoretical methods developed by Xu, D’Ambrogio

(XML)

Simulation
− Event Base
− On the XML
Model
− Uses XPath

Analysis
− Delays
− Utilization
− Conflicts
− etc.

Figure 1: The XML Based EQN Simulator

The design of our event-driven simulation method
splits the process into a validation phase, a simulation
phase and an analysis phase as presented in Figure 1.
While there is no need to define the desired simulation
results prior to analysis, the structure of the gained simulation results foster a fast gathering of required informa-
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The set N odess denotes all elements with a successor,
the jobs can be routed through. Because routing nodes
have as many successors as routing decisions are possible
at this point of network, the ROUTE elements of routing
nodes, representing this possibilities, are included in this
set:

tion, concerning arbitrary aspects (like average waiting
time for jobs, overall throughput on distinct points of the
EQN, etc.) of the simulation model.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
The following section introduces the syntax of our XML
representation for EQNs and the benefits of the XML
Schema. Section 3 introduces our simulation algorithm
and in the following section we present details of the
analysis phase. The concluding sections bring forward
our prototype implementation and provide experimental
results.

N odess = {N odesP Q , ACT IV E QU EU ES,
ROU T IN G P OIN T S, SET N ODES,

Furthermore, we introduce routing points to ensure that
every element of N odes has exactly one incoming connection. Exceptions from this rule are made only for
routing points merging a number of paths.
The set N odesp contains all elements with a predecessor, through which jobs can be routed. Because routing
points have as many predecessors as routes, the ROUTE
elements of routing points are part of the set:

THE XML MODEL
The EQN structure used in our work, resembles the definition originally proposed by Sauer, McNair and Salza
(Sauer et al., 1980; Sauer and MacNair, 1983). The networks are composed of the following network elements:
a set of N odes, token pools, variables and connections
between the elements of N odes.
The set N odesP Q contains all elements of the network
which belong to passive queues except the token pool itself:

N odesp = {N odesP Q , ACT IV E QU EU ES,
ROU T IN G N ODES, SET N ODES,

Figure 2 shows a traditional EQN and the semantically
equivalent representation, using the modified notation,
below. For simulation, it is stored in a single XML file
with the top level element SIM EQN. Listing 1 provides an
example. It constitutes the initial state for the simulation
of the EQN shown in Figure 3. The nodes of the EQN
are stored as child elements of the element NETWORK.

(1)

RELEASE N ODES}

The set N odes contains all elements through which jobs
can be routed:
N odes = {N odesP Q , ACT IV E QU EU ES,
ROU T IN G N ODES, ROU T IN G P OIN T S,

Listing 1: The XML Notation for EQN Models

(2)

<SIM EQN>
<NETWORK>
<SOURCE I d = ’ 1 ’ R u le = ’ D:30 ’ NId= ’ 2 ’>
<JOB>
<TOKENS/>
<VARIABLES/>
</ JOB>
</ SOURCE>
<ALLOCATION NODE I d = ’ 2 ’ NId= ’ 3 ’ PQId= ’ 1 ’ R u le
= ’ D:1 ’ />
<ACTIVE QUEUE I d = ’ 3 ’ NId=” 4 ’ R u le = ’ D:50 ’
S c h e d u l e r = ’FCFS’/ >
<RELEASE NODE I d = ’4 ’ NId = ’5 ’ PQId = ’1 ’ R u le = ’
D:1 ’/ >
<SINK I d = ’5 ’/ >
</NETWORK>
<PASSIVE QUEUES>
<PASSIVE QUEUE I d = ’1 ’ S i z e = ’1 ’ Tokens = ’1 ’
S c h e d u l e r = ’FCFS’/ >
</PASSIVE QUEUES>
<VARIABLES/>
<GLOBAL TIMER Time = ’0 ’ S t o p = ’10000 ’/ >
<JOBS/>
<HISTORY/>
<NEXT EVENTS>
<EVENT Type=”NEW JOB” NId=” 1 ” Time=” 0 ”/>
</NEXT EVENTS>
</SIM EQN>

SET N ODES, SOU RCES, SIN KS}

In contrast to the original definition, we apply minor
modifications concerning ingoing and outgoing connections, to allow for a validation step. The semantics of the
modified and the original version, however remain identical.
Elements in N odes are restricted to exactly one
outgoing connection per node except for sinks and
routing nodes. Paths can be split only at routing nodes,
containing a list with an arbitrary number of outgoing
routes and a rule specifying the routing of the arriving jobs. The rule decides which route each job will take.

Routing
Point

(4)

SIN KS, ROU T IN G P OIN T S/ROU T ES}

N odesP Q = {ALLOCAT ION N ODES,
CREAT E N ODES, DEST ROY N ODES,

(3)

SOU RCES, ROU T IN G N ODES/ROU T ES}

Routing
Node

Each element of N odess has a unique identification
attribute Id. A predecessor element from N odesp points
to its successors Id attribute with its attribute NId. Depending on the type, each node may contain additional

Figure 2: The Introduction of Routing Node and Routing
Point
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attributes or child elements such as: building rules, job
templates, size information, scheduler type, etc. These
attributes allow us to store the information of these nodes
in our XML representation. As an example, consider the
source in Listing 1: It contains a building rule and a template for jobs as a child element. Each node is assigned
to a passive queue and contains the Id of the matching
passive queue as attribute PQId.
A passive queue is stored as a child element named
PASSIVE QUEUE of the element PASSIVE QUEUES. It is attributed with an Id, a maximal size, a scheduler type,
the current number of tokens, and the token pool of the
queue.

The associated key reference is build from the NId attributes of all nodes having a successor, as defined in (4).
This key reference ensures, that a successor for every element of N odesp exists in N odess :
∀m ∈ N odesp ∃ n ∈ N odess : m.N Id = n.Id

Listing 2 shows an XML Schema definition for the first
key/keyref pair.
Listing 2: An XML Schema Key Definition for EQN
Nodes
<x s d : k e y name=” networkKey ”>
< x s d : s e l e c t o r xpath =” . / EQN:SINK | . /
EQN:ACTIVE QUEUE | . / EQN:ALLOCATION NODE
| . / EQN:RELEASE NODE | . / EQN:DESTROY NODE
| . / EQN:CREATE NODE | . / EQN:SET NODE |
. / EQN:ROUTING NODE | . / EQN:ROUTING POINT /
EQN:ROUTES/ EQN:ROUTE” />
< x s d : f i e l d xpath =”@Id” />
</ x s d : k e y>
<x s d : k e y r e f name=” n etw o r k K ey R ef ” r e f e r =”
EQN:networkKey ”>
< x s d : s e l e c t o r xpath =” . / EQN:SOURCE | . /
EQN:ACTIVE QUEUE | . / EQN:ALLOCATION NODE
| . / EQN:RELEASE NODE | . / EQN:DESTROY NODE
| . / EQN:CREATE NODE | . / EQN:SET NODE |
. / EQN:ROUTING NODE / EQN:ROUTES/ EQN:ROUTE |
. / EQN:ROUTING POINT” />
< x s d : f i e l d xpath =”@NId” />
</ x s d : k e y r e f>

Figure 3: An EQN with one Active Queue and one Passive Queue
The element VARIABLES contains global variables as
child elements. These may be required by routing nodes
to perform complex routing decisions for the jobs.
The element GLOBAL TIMER of the simulation model
holds the current time stamp, followed by the time stop
for the end of the simulation. Jobs generated by the
source elements are stored inside the element JOBS. The
HISTORY element provides a movement trace of jobs and
the flow of tokens. The element NEXT EVENTS contains
information about pending creations and the finishing
time for the servicing of jobs.

The second key is defined by the NId attributes of
N odesp . It implies that two elements of N odesp can
not have the same successor attribute NId:
∀m ∈ N odesp 6 ∃ n ∈N odesp :
m 6= n ∧ m.N Id = n.N Id

m 6= n ∧ m.Id = n.Id

(7)

The second reference key is defined by the same set of Ids
as the first key. This warrants a predecessor in N odesp
for every element of N odess :

Properties of the Simulation Model
The model validation against the XML Schema guarantees three properties: (i) all elements of N odess from
definition (3) have a predecessor and can be reached by
jobs; (ii) every element of N odesp from Definition (4)
has exactly one successor node; (iii) every element of
N odesP Q is assigned to exactly one passive queue.
While (i) and (ii) are ensured by the network validation,
(iii) is enforced by passive queue assignment validation.
Network Validation: The validation process ensures,
that the connections between nodes in the network are
well defined according to the definition of EQNs. This
holds when the function, with N odesp as source and
N odess as target, is bijective. The mechanism involves
two pairs of keys and key references in the XML Schema
definition.
The key of the first pair, addresses the successordefinition within the network. It is constructed from the
Id attributes of all elements in N odess (3) and thereby
implies, that two elements of N odes can not have the
same Id:
∀m ∈ N odess 6 ∃ n ∈N odess :

(6)

∀m ∈ N odess ∃ n ∈ N odesp : m.Id = n.N Id

(8)

From (6) and (7) follows, that the connections between
nodes are a function f as defined in (9). Thereby, NId
values of elements in N odesp are the source X in function f . The Id values of elements in N odess are the target Y :
X = {x|∃ m ∈ N odesp : x = m.N Id}
Y = {y|∃ n ∈ N odess : y = n.Id}

(9)

f : X → Y, x 7→ x := y

Definition (9), together with (5) imply:
∀m ∈ N odesp ∃! n ∈N odess : m.N Id = n.Id

(10)

Consequently, f is surjective and the function f is injective as (8) and (9) imply. Hence, the combination of (8),
(9) and (10) suggests f bijective.
The XML Schema allows only well formed EQNs according to the basic definition of EQNs. Nodes with an
illegal number of predecessors, as shown in the left upper

(5)
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THE SIMULATION PHASE
In the simulation phase, validated EQN models are executed on an event base. The simulation is synchronized
with a global timer and extends from a current-time to the
end-time prespecified in the XML representation. Since
the current-time variable is advanced whenever a simulation event completes, the simulation process can be
stopped and relaunched at any time. Hence, one can analyze partial simulations and continue thereafter.
The main algorithm: For the explanation of the algorithm and improved readability we use NassiSchneidermann diagrams and XPath (Clark and DeRose,
1999) expressions, as illustrated in Figure 6.
First, the current time at the start of the simulation and
the finishing time for the simulation are extracted from
the XML representation. Afterwards a loop is initiated,
that repeats until the time inside the simulation exceeds
the predefined finishing time.
Inside this loop, the lists for triggered servers and
passive queues are initialized. Then all events from
NEW EVENTS, that have reached their end-time, are extracted. Those events can be either from the type
NEW JOB or SERVED. When the type is NEW JOB, a
source releases the next job to the network. The method
create job () , explained below, is executed for this source
as shown in the diagram.

Figure 4: A Valid EQN and Two Invalid Modifications

part of Figure 4, will not be validated. The same holds for
nodes with an illegal number of successors, as depicted
in the upper right part of Figure 4.
Passive Queue Assignment Validation:
A
third
key/keyref pair ensures, that every element of N odesP Q
is assigned to exactly one passive queue. The key is
defined with the Id attributes of all passive queues.:
IDs =
{x|∃ m ∈ P ASSIV E QU EU ES : m.Id = x}

(11)

Every passive queue has a unique Id:
∀m ∈ P ASSIV E QU EU ES
6 ∃ n ∈ P ASSIV E QU EU ES :

(12)

m 6= n ∧ m.Id = n.Id

BEGIN main_algorithm

The key reference is defined by the PQId attribute of every element from N odesP Q .:
P QIDs = {x|∃ m ∈ N odesP Q : m.P QId = x}

time=eqn.xpath(//GLOBAL_TIME[1]/@Value)
end=eqn.xpath(//GLOBAL_TIME[1]/@Stop)
WHILE time < end

(13)

triggered_pq={}, triggered_server={}

From (12) and the definition of the key reference follows:
FOR ne IN eqn.xpath(//NEXT_EVENTS[1]/EVENT[@Time=time])

∀m ∈ P QIDs ∃! n ∈ IDs : m.P QId = n.Id

(14)

CASE ne.xpath(/@Type)
’NEW_JOB’

This proves that every element of N odesP Q is assigned
to exactly one passive queue. Hence, the EQN constructions shown in Figure 5 are impossible.
While we only needed to write an appropriate XML
Schema, the whole validation process is done by off the
shelf XML validation tools. Because every part of the
simulation result will be created by the XML manipulation methods, the result of the simulation is valid by
construction, as long as the XML Schema is correct.

’SERVED’
node=ne.xpath(/@NId)

job_id=ne.xpath(/@JId)
job=eqn.xpath(
//JOBS[1]/JOB[@Id=job_id])

createJob(node)
shiftJob(job)
len(triggered_pq)>0
TRUE

FALSE

schedulePQ(triggered_pq)

%

len(triggered_server)>0
TRUE
scheduleServer(triggered_server)

FALSE
%

times=eqn.xpath(//NEXT_EVENTS[1]/EVENT/@Time)
time=min(times)
END

Figure 5: Two EQN with illegal assigned Passive Queues

Figure 6: The Method main algorithm
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If an event of the type SERVED occurs, a server has
finished the processing of the current job and shift job ()
executes.
During the processing of jobs in the network, tokens
are created or released into a token pool. In this case,
the Id of the passive queue is appended to the variable
schedule pq and causes the activation of the appropriate
scheduler. A scheduler of a queue, belonging to a server,
is activated if the server finishes a job or jobs queue in
front of an idle server.
The last XPath expression gathers the timestamps for
all events that occur at a defined time in the network.
Such events can be the generation of new jobs by sources
and the end of the service time of a job at a server. The
last line determines the minimum of these timestamps
and sets the global time to this value before the loop is
started again.
The method create job: This method injects new jobs
into the network when called by the main algorithm. It
builds a copy of the job template provided by the source
the job is created from. The copy is assigned to an XML
element named PRESENT that represents the current state
and position of this job. The PRESENT, representing the
current time as start and stop time and the Id of the source
as current position.
The time for job creation of this source is determined
and an EVENT-element, holding this information, added
to the list of next events. Last, the job is handed over to
the shift job () method.

behavior of single node types without influencing the remainder of the simulation system.
THE ANALYSIS PHASE
During the simulation phase, the XML based EQN is autonomously simulated. In the analysis phase, the desired
simulation results, such as waiting times, service times,
resource utilization, throughput, etc. are specified by the
user. Then, average, worst case, best case or complex interpretations of the demanded parameters are calculated.
In the following example, we derive the average waiting time for the jobs of the network shown in Figure 3.
Listing 3: Average Waiting Time for Jobs to be Served
i t e m s =eqn . x p a t h ( ’ / SIM EQN / HISTORY / HI [ @NId=3 ] ’ )
sum=0
f o r item in i t e m s :
sum+= i t e m . x p a t h ( ’ @Stop ’ )−i t e m . x p a t h ( ’ @ S tar t ’ )
r e s u l t =sum / l e n ( i t e m s )

While the first XPath expression collects all entries in
the history related to the allocation node, the for-loop
sums up the total waiting time of its queue. The sum is
then divided by the total number of jobs that were served
by this server:
Listing 4: Number of Token Allocations from Passive
Queue 1
i t e m s =eqn . x p a t h ( ’ / SIM EQN / HISTORY / HI [ @NId=2
and @Tokens >0] ’ )
r e s u l t =len ( items )

BEGIN shift_job(job)

The code in Listing 4 produces the total number of
allocation processes, connected to the passive queue with
Id 1.
It is also possible to return to the simulation phase from
the analysis phase. In this case only the attribute Stop
of the element GLOBAL TIMER must be altered. Partial
simulations are carried out by specific time-intervals.

node_id=job.xpath(/PRESENT[1]/@Nid)
next_id=eqn.xpath(//NETWORK[1]//*[@Id=node_id]/@NId)
next=eqn.xpath(//NETWORK[1]//*[@Id=next_id])
create_history_item(job)
CASE next.xpath(/@Type)
’SERVER’

shift_server
(job,next)

’ALLOCATION
_NODE’

shift_allocation_node
(job,next)

...

IMPLEMENTATION
The current version of the simulator is implemented
in Python on a standard X86 architecture under Mac
OSX. All XML manipulations are performed with the
Python LXML library. For performance reasons, we
split the XML model into several parts after import completes. The first part contains the network comprised
of the static elements NETWORK and PASSIVE QUEUES.
The second part contains all active Jobs. The third part
consists of the elements GLOBAL TIMER, VARIABLES and
NEXT EVENTS. In each simulation step all elements belonging to HISTORY and jobs arriving at a sink are output.
For analysis, module outputs are merged as soon as the
simulation terminates or when interrupted by user interaction. This allows us to separate EQN creation, validation, simulation and analysis.
The current implementation enables the simulation of
complex EQNs, as shown in Figure 8.

END

Figure 7: The Method shift job

The method shift job: The method shift job () implements the movement of jobs through the network, Figure
7. First, the successive node for the job and the type of
this node is extracted by XPath. Second, a history item
is created and appended to the simulation HISTORY. It
contains the job Id, the node Id, the arrival-time and the
leaving-time of the job on the current node.
Depending on the type of the successor node, a method
containing a node specific algorithm is called. This modular structure enables the extension of the algorithm for
new types of nodes and the selective modification of the
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EXPERIMENTS

FCFS Scheduling: With FCFS as scheduling algorithm, jobs are served continuously in the order of arrival.
As expected, the service time increases when multiple
jobs await processing. Table 1 depicts the simulation results for the system with FCFS. The left column indicates
the active sources. Column two contains the average execution time for type 1 jobs, column three holds the maximum execution time figured. The last column gives the
average utilization of the system during the simulation
interval. Clearly, the execution time for small jobs of
type three increases as multiple sources are activated.
Round Robin Scheduling: As shown in Table 2, the
average and maximal execution time for jobs from type
three decreases noticeable for multiple active sources and
Round Robin scheduling. As a result, a shorter time slot
lowers the worst case execution time for jobs of this type
even more.

The EQN-based specification and simulation method was
successfully tested with representative examples, such as
the multiqueue network shown in Figure 8. It is composed of a CPU with a single-level cache, memory and a
bus.
Memory

n

Scheduler

Table 2: Execution Times and System Utilization for
Round Robin Scheduler
Sour1
ces
(s)
Time Slot 20 ms
1;2
14.89
1;3
5.73
2;3
1;2;3
13.19
Time Slot 100 ms
1;2
15.20
1;3
5.77
2;3
1;2;3
18.30

CPU

Figure 8: EQN Model for Experiments

When execution starts, three sources release jobs of
different types into the system. Jobs from type one are
compute intensive with little IO. Source one releases a
type one job every 50 seconds into the system. IO intensive jobs of type two are generated and released at random time-intervals reaching from 1 to 10 seconds. Jobs
from type three are very short but time-critical. Their
generation interval spans from 5 to 50 seconds.
Numerous simulations for all active source combinations were carried out. In addition, different scheduling
strategies for the CPU have been computed to demonstrate the simulator. In the analysis phase, we determined
the average and the maximal time a job remained in the
network. We also measured the average utilization of the
system components during the simulated period.

1
(s)
5.76
6.84
5.80
7.38

⊤1
(s)
5.81
9.00
5.99
10.77

2
(s)
4.06
4.80
4.12
5.41

⊤2
(s)
6.94
11.53
10.03
13.81

3
(s)
0.04
0.37
1.94
3.14

⊤3
(s)
0.05
5.79
7.00
12.75

2
(s)

⊤2
(s)

3
(s)

⊤3
(s)

Util.
(%)

31.80
5.85
26.24

4.62
4.23
4.38

9.03
11.51
10.33

0.04
0.13
0.12

0.67
0.49
0.53

74.83
11.49
61.42
68.0

29.06
5.93
50.01

4.39
4.63
5.56

10.34
10.16
13.74

0.05
0.51
0.57

0.16
1.82
2.37

72.08
11.57
65.34
77.76

Implementation Details: The EQN-based specification
method and the simulator are implemented and executed
with Python, version 2.5.2, on an Intel 2.2GHz Core 2
Duo CPU using a Mac OSX 10.5.2 operating system.
While the first implementation with the PyXML package proved memory intensive and slow, we achieved a
13x speedup with an implementation based on the LXML
Pythonic XML processing library in version 2.0apha6
and libxml2, version 2.6.21.
The maximal memory allocation during the simulation of the EQN of Figure 8 for 1.3x106 job movements
amounts less than 5 megabyte. The XML file, holding
the simulation results, had a size of 56 megabytes. The
simulation for this movement count required little over
27 minutes.

Table 1: Execution Times and System Utilization for
FCFS Scheduler
Sources
1
2
3
1;2
1;3
2;3
1;2;3

⊤1
(s)

Util.
(%)
11.49
65.74
0.07
74.24
11.64
63.81
76.17

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
In this paper, we propose a novel method to specify
and simulate Extended Queuing Network Models entirely provided in XML. The method consists of a model
validation, a simulation and an analysis phase. For all
steps we use the power of XPath expressions to provide
a simple and fault robust simulation. Model validation
warrants that the presented EQN description fulfills the
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properties, network sanity and singular passive queue assignment. In the analysis phase, we obtain system information from the simulation data. For excessive amounts
of simulation data, due to model complexity , our method
fosters distributed computation.
The methods and prototypes presented in this paper
are highly appreciated by our industrial and scientific
partners. The long-term goal of this research is to
develop a system-specification environment in which
the software, hardware and the system-architecture is
captured in UML as presented in Liehr and Buchenrieder
(2008). Based on this specification, a set of XMLdescribed queuing networks is generated to allow for
an efficient architectural exploration of the behavioral
model. In this context, the EQN-simulator is an integral
component for system-evaluation and performanceestimation.

Liehr, A. W. and Buchenrieder, K. J. (2007). Generation of
related performance simulation models at an early stage in
the design cycle. In 14th IEEE International Conference on
the Engeneering of Computer-Based Systems (ECBS), pages
7–14, Tucson, AZ, USA. IEEE Computer Society.
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Future work will include the enhancement of our
model with the node types SPLIT NODE, FISSION NODE
and FUSION NODE to meet the full specification of EQNs.
Furthermore, we intend to embed the simulator component into a web service that accepts XML based models
and returns the simulation results. This will increase the
usability of the approach in frameworks outside of the
focus-domain of this research.
Another advancement persecuted is the implementation
of a distributed multi-CPU method for the analysis of
performance results.
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Computer Society Press.
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complexity. They are often restricted to 1-dimensional
or radially symmetric tumor growth. Such limitations
have been overcome by the adoption of stochastic cellular automata (Mallet and Pillis, 2006). In one case, a
3-dimensional cellular model was developed to simulate
tumors growing over three orders of magnitude in radius
(Kansal et al., 2002). Another cellular automaton has
modelled the release of proteins by immune cells in
response to a tumor (Takayanagi et al., 2006).

DEVS formalism, Cell-DEVS, cellular automata, tumor
growth, immune cells
ABSTRACT
Cell-DEVS, an extension of the DEVS formalism, is
used to model tumor-immune systems that involve growing tumors interacting with immune cells. Tumors can
be regarded as a core of necrotic cells, surrounded by
dormant cells, surrounded in turn by proliferative cells.
The growth of a tumor is effected by the division of its
proliferative cells, but inhibited by nearby immune cells.
We present a Cell-DEVS model representing a tumorimmune system. The use of Cell-DEVS is advantageous
as it facilitates the formal specification and reuse of cellular models. The Cell-DEVS model was implemented
and tested using the CD++ toolkit. Simulation results indicate that, in a qualitative sense, the desired behaviour
of tumors and immune cells was captured.

Facilitating the formal specification and reuse of
cellular models, Cell-DEVS (Wainer and Giambiasi,
2002) is a compelling tool for the modelling and simulation of biological systems (Wainer et al., 2007). This
paper demonstrates how the formalism can be applied,
using a tumor-immune system model as an example.
One such cellular automaton was chosen for this purpose
(Huricha and Ruanxiaogang, 2003), which defines a
2-dimensional cell space through which immune cells
wander in search of a tumor. Tumors generally form a
core of necrotic cells, surrounded by a ring of dormant
cells, surrounded in turn by a ring of proliferative cells.
The tumor grows as the outermost proliferative cells
divide. A growing tumor may overwhelm the immune
system, or may be defeated by the immune cells. The
Cell-DEVS model was implemented and tested using
the CD++ toolkit (Wainer, 2002). Simulation results
exhibited the desired qualitative behavior of tumors and
immune cells.

INTRODUCTION
Tumor growth is a complex process; more complicated
still when the response of an immune system to the
tumor is considered as well. The combination of a
growing tumor and the immune response will be referred
to as a “tumor-immune system”. Animal experiments
have revealed many interesting aspects of tumor-immune
systems. It has been observed, for example, that while
inoculation with a certain number of tumor cells results
in the rejection of the tumor by the immune system, a
smaller number of tumor cells may lead to progressive
tumor growth (Takayanagi et al., 2006). The modelling
of tumor-immune systems is of interest as a means of
investigating tumor growth and immunity.

After providing a brief overview of Cell-DEVS
and a more detailed description of the model we based
our work on, we describe the formal specification of
a tumor-immune system model. Following this is a
description of the CD++ implementation of the model.
Several test results that demonstrate the behaviour of the
model under simulation, showing how the Cell-DEVS
formalism may aid in the modelling and simulation of
biological systems such as these.

Deterministic models based on differential equations
have been designed for tumor-immune systems, but are
regarded as inadequate for processes of considerable
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CELL-DEVS AND CD++
The DEVS formalism (Zeigler et al., 2000) provides a
framework for the construction of hierarchical modular
models, allowing for model reuse, and reducing development and testing times. Basic models, called “atomic
models”, are specified through transition functions.
Multiple DEVS models can be integrated together to
form hierarchical structural models, called “coupled
models”.

CD++ (Wainer, 2002) is a modelling tool that implements the DEVS and Cell-DEVS formalisms. DEVS
atomic models are programmed in C++, while both
DEVS coupled models and Cell-DEVS models can be
defined using a built-in specification language. CD++
makes use of the independence between modelling and
simulation provided by DEVS, and different simulation
engines have been defined for the platform.

The Cell-DEVS formalism was defined as an extension to cellular automata (Wolfram, 2002) combined
with DEVS. In Cell-DEVS, each cell in a cellular model
is seen as a DEVS atomic model, and a procedure for
coupling cells is defined based on the neighborhood
relationship. Only the active cells in the cell space are
triggered, independently from any activation period.
Each cell of a Cell-DEVS model holds state variables
and a local computing function, which updates the cell
state by using its present state and its neighborhood.

TUMOR-IMMUNE SYSTEM MODEL
A cellular automaton, describing the growth of tumors
interacting with an immune system, was previously designed and tested (Huricha and Ruanxiaogang, 2003).
This original model, upon which the new Cell-DEVS
version is based, consists of a 2-dimensional cell space.
Each cell of the model represents a biological cell. The
various types of cells are listed below.
• Normal Cell: a cell that is neither part of a tumor,
nor a part of the immune system.

A timed DEVS cell atomic model, associated with
each cell in a cellular model, is specified as follows:

• Immune Cell: a cell that is part of the immune system. No distinction is made between the different
types of immune cells that may respond to a tumor.

T DC = hX, Y, S, N, delay, d, δext , δint , τ, λ, Di

• Proliferative Cell: a tumor cell that divides, facilitating tumor growth.

The variable X defines the external inputs, Y defines
the external outputs, and S is the cell state definition.
The variable N represents the set of relative coordinates
of each cell in the neighborhood. The delay is the
kind of delay used for the cell, and d is its duration. A
transport delay can be associated with each cell, which
defers the outputs for the cell. A state change will be
discarded if it is not steady during an inertial delay.
The local computing function τ is used to evaluate the
future state of the cell. The remaining functions drive
the cell’s behavior: δint for internal transitions, δext for
external transitions, λ for outputs, and D for the state’s
duration.

• Dormant Cell: a tumor cell that was once proliferative, but no longer divides.
• Necrotic Cell: a tumor cell that was once dormant,
but is now considered dead.
In a typical simulation, the initial cell space is composed
primarily of normal cells. Dozens of immune cells
are scattered throughout the cell space, and a single
proliferative cell is situated in the center.
With the simulation underway, the single proliferative cell divides, converting adjacent normal cells into
other proliferative cells. These converted cells then
divide in turn, effecting the growth of the tumor. The
innermost proliferative cells gradually become dormant
cells, and the innermost dormant cells later become
necrotic. The necrotic, dormant, and proliferative cells
are expected to form three roughly concentric circles.

A Cell-DEVS coupled model, representing an entire cell space, is specified as follows:
GCC = hXlist , Ylist , X, Y, n, [t1 , . . . , tn ], N, C, B, Zi
Here, Xlist and Ylist are input/output coupling lists,
used to define the model’s interface. X and Y represent
the input/output events. The n value defines the number
of dimensions of the cell space, and [t1 , . . . , tn ] is the
number of cells in each dimension. N is the neighborhood set. The cell space is defined by C, together with
B, the set of border cells, and Z, the translation function.

The immune cells wander randomly through the
space of normal cells that surround the tumor. When
an immune cell encounters a tumor cell, one of the two
cells is destroyed. Such interactions may eventually lead
to the death of the entire tumor.
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CELL-DEVS MODEL SPECIFICATION

adjacent cell, indicates either the way immune cells are
moving or the way proliferative cells are dividing.

The tuple below is a Cell-DEVS coupled model that describes a tumor-immune system as a cell space.

S = {[type, direction] | type ∈ types
∧ direction ∈ directions}

T IS(t1 , t2 , d, presisting , pmoving , pcuring ,
pdividing , pdying )
= hXlist , Ylist , X, Y, n, [t1 , t2 ], N, C, B, Zi

types = {normal, immune, prolif,
dormant, necro}

The parameters t1 and t2 are the dimensions of the cell
space, and d is the delay for each cell. The parameters
presisting , pmoving , and pcuring represent, respectively,
the probabilities with which an immune cell is added to
the model, moves from its present location, and cures
a proliferative cell. Higher values of these probabilities
favour the immune system. The parameter pdividing
represents the probability with which a proliferative cell
divides, and pdying is the probability that a dormant cell
becomes necrotic.

directions = {[i, j] | i ∈ {−1, 0, 1}
∧ j ∈ {−1, 0, 1}}
The model uses transport delays.
delay = transport
The variables δint , δext , λ, and D are defined by the CellDEVS formalism. The following section describes the
local computing function τ .

In our case, the model has neither inputs nor outputs, and is always 2-dimensional.

LOCAL COMPUTING FUNCTION
The term “state” refers to the value associated with each
cell in the cell space. A state must be a value in the set
S. A “state function” is a function that takes a pair of
relative coordinates as an input, and results in the state
of the cell associated with those coordinates. The state
function s therefore maps values in the set N to values
in the set S. The example equation below indicates that
there is an dormant cell at a relative position of [−2, 1].

Xlist = Ylist = X = Y = ∅
n=2
The model uses a 5-by-5 cell extended Moore neighborhood, defined below.
N = {[i, j] | i ∈ {−2, −1, 0, 1, 2}
∧ j ∈ {−2, −1, 0, 1, 2}}

s([−2, 1]) = [dormant, [0, 0]]
The borders of the model are wrapped. This is convenient in that it ensures that immune cells incident on
the border are not removed from the model completely.
The disadvantage is that the model losses validity as the
growing tumor nears the boundary.

In any scope that contains the state function s, the functions type and direction will also be available. These
functions provide the types and directions associated
with neighboring cells. They are defined implicitly below.

B=∅
s([i, j]) = [type([i, j]), direction([i, j])]
The translation function Z is defined by the Cell-DEVS
formalism, while each timed DEVS cell model is defined
as follows.

The local computing function τ maps the state function
s, which carries the present states of neighboring cells,
onto the new state of the cell with relative coordinates
[0, 0]. It is defined below, using a conditional expression
in which conditions are placed on the left of arrows that
point to the corresponding results.

C([i, j]) = hX, Y, S, N, delay, d, δext , δint , τ, λ, Di
The input and output event sets X and Y are defined by
the Cell-DEVS formalism.

τ (s)=

The state associated with each individual cell consists of both a type and a direction. The type indicates
whether the represented biological cell is a normal,
immune, proliferative, dormant, or necrotic cell. The
direction, which is either [0, 0] or the coordinates of an
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type([0, 0]) = normal
type([0, 0]) = immune
type([0, 0]) = prolif
type([0, 0]) = dormant
type([0, 0]) = necro

→ τnormal (s)
→ τimmune (s)
→ τprolif (s)
→ τdormant (s)
→ τnecro (s)








normal
[0, 0]
normal
[0, 0]
normal
[0, 0]
normal
[0, 0]
normal
[0, 0]

The local computing function depends on the functions
τnormal , τimmune , τprolif , τdormant , and τnecro . Each
of these were formally specified, and the definition of
τnormal is presented below as an example. Several other
sets and functions are described first.
Two random value functions are used. The function rand results in a value randomly selected from the
argument set. The expression rand({1, 2, 3, 4}), for
example, would have a 25% chance of resulting in 2.
The function randU takes no arguments, and results in a
real number randomly chosen between 0 and 1.

normal
[0, 0]
immune
[−1, 0]
normal
[0, 0]
normal
[0, 0]
normal
[0, 0]

countincoming (s, immune, [1, 1]) = 2

The function countnear results in the number of cells,
with coordinates contained in the argument M , that are
of type typenear . Among other things, it is used to determine whether there is a proliferative cell adjacent to an
immune cell.

[i,j]∈M

normal
[0, 0]
normal
[0, 0]
immune
[−1, −1]
normal
[0, 0]
normal
[0, 0]

There are three immune cells adjacent to the cell [1, 1],
The immune cell on the upper left and the one to the right
are both approaching that cell. The one below, however,
is pointing elsewhere. The cell [1, 1] therefore has 2 incoming immune cells.

adj = directions − {[0, 0]}

→1
→0

immune
[1, −1]
prolif
[1, 0]
prolif
[0, −1]
normal
[0, 0]
normal
[0, 0]

Figure 1: A hypothetical neighborhood of types and directions. Cell [0, 0], at the center, is a proliferative cell pointing
downwards. Cell [1, 1] is indicated by boldface text.

The variable adj represents the set of relative coordinates of all adjacent cells. In this specification,
“adjacent cells” are the eight cells surrounding the one
in question.

countnear (s, type
near , M )
X  type([i, j]) = typenear
=
type([i, j]) 6= typenear

normal
[0, 0]
normal
[0, 0]
normal
[0, 0]
normal
[0, 0]
normal
[0, 0]

As specified above, the function τnormal is used to evaluate the local computing function for a cell that is currently normal. A normal cell is considered to be “receiving” an immune cell if there is exactly one incoming
immune cell. In this event, the cell becomes an immune
cell that is “preparing” its next action. If a normal cell
is not “receiving”, then it is “praying” that is will not be
overtaken by the tumor.



τnormal(s)

receiving(s)
→ τpreparing (s)
=
¬receiving(s) → τpraying (s)

The function countincoming results in the number of
cells, with coordinates adjacent to [k, l], that are of type
typeincoming . In order to be counted, those adjacent
cells must also be have a direction that points to [k, l].
Among other things, this function is used to prevent collisions between immune cells.

receiving(s)
= (countincoming (s, immune, [0, 0]) = 1)
If a “praying” cell has any incoming proliferative cells,
the previously normal cell is considered to be “mutating”. It then becomes a proliferative cell itself, “plotting”
its next division. A “praying” cell that is not “mutating”
is “waiting”.

countincoming
(s, typeincoming , [k, l])

X  incoming([i, j])
→1
=
¬incoming([i, j]) → 0
[i,j]∈L

τpraying
(s)

mutating(s)
→ τplotting (s)
=
¬mutating(s) → τwaiting (s)

incoming([i, j])
= (s([i, j]) = [typeincoming , [k − i, l − j]])
L = {[k − i, l − j] | [i, j] ∈ adj}

mutating(s)
= (countincoming (s, prolif, [0, 0]) > 0)

Demonstrating the countincoming function, Figure 1
shows a possible arrangement of types and directions of
each cell in a neighborhood.

An option to replenish immune cells was added to the
Cell-DEVS version of the model. A “waiting” cell may
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spontaneously become an immune cell. This happens
with a probability of presisting , but only if the cell is surrounded by normal cells. Otherwise, the “waiting” cell
remains a normal cell.

if(
((uniform(0,1)) < #Macro(p_moving)),
1 + ((trunc(uniform(0,8))+1)*0.0625),
1)

The condition moving(s) is captured by the subexpression on the second line. If this condition is true,
the value of the entire expression is taken from the third
line. The integer 1 indicates the immune cell type,
while the random multiple of 0.0625 represents the
random direction. If moving(s) is false, a stationary
immune cell results from the fourth line.

τpraying
(s)

resisting(s)
→ τpreparing (s)
=
¬resisting(s) → [normal, [0, 0]]
resisting(s) = ((countnear (s, normal, adj) = 8)
∧ (randU () < presisting ))
Note that if presisting is zero, immune cells will never
spontaneously appear. Instead they will die off until
there are none left, or until there are no proliferative
cells left that can kill them.

For testing purposes, a parameter was introduced
to approximate the initial density of immune cells. Each
cell was given a probability pinitial of starting as an
immune cell instead of a normal cell. This feature was
defined in CD++ by the rule below. The if expression
chooses between the immune cell type with value 1, and
the normal cell type with value 0. The next line specifies
the duration d of the delay. As indicated by the last
line, the transition takes effect only at the beginning of a
simulation, when all cells have been initialized with the
value -1.

The remainder of the local computing function was
also specified in this manner. The formulae above,
for example, indicate situations in which a normal cell
receives an incoming immune cell. Similar logic is used
to determine when an immune cell vacates its present
location, leaving a normal cell in its place.
In the original cellular automaton, the radius of a
tumor was restricted by a constant parameter. This
parameter was omitted from the Cell-DEVS version to
allow the interaction of the tumor and immune cells
to determine the extent to which the tumor grows. In
the Cell-DEVS model, immune cells only interact with
proliferative cells. If they manage to destroy all proliferative cells, a cluster of necrotic cells may remain. This
scenario is interpreted as an immune system victory.
The alternative possibility is that the tumor reaches the
boundary of the cell space. This result is interpreted as a
tumor victory.

rule :
{ if(
uniform(0, 1) < #Macro(p_initial),
1,
0) }
#Macro(d)
{ (0,0) = -1 }

SIMULATION RESULTS

CD++ IMPLEMENTATION

The four simulation results presented below demonstrate
the uninhibited growth of a tumor, the movement of
immune cells, the victory of a tumor over the immune
system, and the victory of the immune system over
a tumor. All tests were performed on cell spaces of
41-by-41 cells.

The specified model was implemented using the CD++
toolkit, a task that involved re-writing the mathematical formulae in the built-in specification language. The
τwandering formula, which determines the direction of an
immune cell, provides an example of this translation.

The first test investigates the growth of a tumor in
the absence of immune cells. As shown in Figure 2, the
simulation exhibited a growing tumor roughly shaped as
three concentric circles.
The images in Figure 3 show the results of a simulation of immune cell movement. A pcuring value
of 1 ensured that immune cells were never killed by
proliferative cells, while a presisting value of 0 ensured
that immune were never added to the cell space. As
there were 21 immune cells at the beginning and end of
the simulation, the test served to partially verify that the
issue of collision detection was adequately addressed.

τwandering
 (s)

moving(s)
→ [immune, rand(adj)]
=
¬moving(s) → [immune, [0, 0]
moving(s) = (randU () < pmoving )
Below is a CD++ expression corresponding to the righthand side of the definition of τwandering .
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(a) time = 11

(b) time = 23

(a) time = 38

(b) time = 64

Figure 4: A simulation in which a tumor overwhelms the immune system. In (a), the immune cells have cleared away a
large section of proliferative cells on the upper side of the tumor. Later, in (b) the tumor is shown having regained this region. It thereafter proceeded to expand towards the boundaries
of the cell space. The parameters for this test were chosen to
favour the tumor: pinitial = 0, presisting = 0.01, pmoving =
0.5, pcuring = 0.8, pdividing = 0.6, pdying = 0.6.
(c) time = 49

(d) time = 64

Figure 2: A simulation of tumor growth uninhibited by the
immune system. In (a), the tumor consists of a small number
of proliferative cells. In (b), the tumor has developed an inner
cluster of dormant cells. These dormant cells, as shown in (c)
and (d), later become an inner ring around a core of necrotic
cells. The parameters were as follows: pinitial = presisting =
0, pdividing = pdying = 0.5.
(a) time = 65

(b) time = 150

Figure 5: A simulation in which a tumor is defeated by immune cells. In (a), the proliferative cells were restricted to a single side of the otherwise dead tumor. The mass of necrotic cells
increased roughly four times thereafter, but as shown in (b), the
last proliferative cell was eventually destroyed. The parameters
for this test were as follows: pinitial = 0, presisting = 0.03,
pmoving = 0.4, pcuring = 0.8, pdividing = 0.4, pdying =
0.8.
(a) time = 1

(b) time = 100

CONCLUSION

Figure 3: A simulation of immune cell movement. The image (a) shows the initial distribution of immune cells, and (b)
shows a cell space with the same number of immune cells after
100 time units. These results were obtained with the following parameters: pinitial = 0.01, presisting = 0, pmoving =
pcuring = 1, pdividing = 0.2, pdying = 0.

A tumor-immune system model was specified using the
Cell-DEVS formalism and implemented with CD++.
Simulation results indicated that the model captured
the intended qualitative aspects of tumor growth and
immune system response.

The final two tests demonstrate the interaction between
growing tumors and immune cells. Figure 4 shows the
results of a test in which the immune cells were defeated
by a growing tumor. In the simulation presented in Figure 5, the parameters were changed such that the tumor
was defeated by the immune system.

Although similar simulations have previously been
developed without Cell-DEVS, the use of this formalism
was advantageous in that it facilitated the complete
formal specification of the model. It was not necessary
to explicitly indicate the advancement of time, nor the
application of the local computing function to each
cell in the cell space. These rules were part of the
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simulation, not the model, and were therefore implicit in
the formalism itself.

Zeigler, B., Kim, T., and Praehofer, H. (2000). Theory of Modeling and Simulation: Integrating Discrete Event and Continuous Complex Dynamic Systems. Academic Press.

Another advantage of DEVS was not demonstrated
in the paper, but is worth noting. Any two DEVS or
Cell-DEVS models can be integrated by the specification
of a link between the output of one model and the input
of the other. Suppose, for example, that the Cell-DEVS
model of the tumor-immune system was re-designed
with the ability to accept immune cells as input values.
Other DEVS models, perhaps representing blood vessels
or lymph nodes, could be defined to output immune
cells. All the models could be then be integrated, with
the lymph nodes and blood vessels supplying immune
cells to the site of a tumor.
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Legal Background
In Germany, work-related expenses are tax deductible
(see § 9 of the German Income Tax Law (EStG)). There
is a 920 ¤ lump-sum allowance per gainfully-employed
person (§ 9 a EStG). When the taxpayer proves that his
or her expenses are higher, they are fully deductible.
As from the assessment period 2001, a distance allowance for commuting between the private home and
place of work was introduced in the Income Tax Law (see
§ 9 Section 2 EStG). From 2001 to 2003, the distance allowance amounted to 0.36 ¤ for the first ten kilometers,
and 0.41 ¤ for more than ten kilometers up. From 2004
to 2006, there existed a uniform distance allowance of
0,30 ¤ per kilometer.
With effect of January 1st, 2007, the tax deductibility
of commuting expenses was abolished. There is a special
hardship compensation, however. Deductions still can be
made from the 21st kilometer of travel to the place of
work: For any means of transportation and for the shortest distance between private home and place of work a
commuter can deduct 0.30 ¤ per kilometer for any actual working day, with a maximum of 4,500 ¤ per fiscal
year. The 4,500 ¤ limit does not apply to claims for commuter expenses if the taxpayer uses an automobile which
he or she owns or has the right to use or if he or she provides documentary proof that costs of public transport are
higher than 4,500 ¤. There are special written evidence
rules for these claims that are explained in § 9 Section 2
EStG and the references quoted there.

ABSTRACT
Based on a representative data set of more than 36,000
original tax report extracts, we develop a microsimulation model that calculates the fiscal impact of changes
in the area of tax deductible work-related expenses, in
particular expenses for travelling from private home to
the place of work, in Germany. The new model allows a
more accurate estimation of the fiscal impact of changes
in the German income tax law than previously possible
and thus facilitates an informed evaluation of tax policy
options.
INTRODUCTION
Political Background
The tax deductibility of commuting expenses is a hotly
debated topic on the German economic policy agenda.
In principle, it was abolished on January 1st 2007. Since
then, German courts of law have questioned the constitutionality of this abolishment. Political parties and lobby
groups came forward with many proposals on how to
reestablish or reorganize the tax deductibility of commuting expenses.
Typically, these discussions rely on vague projections of the effects on tax revenues. Estimates of the
grossed up revenues due to that tax concession have varied widely. For example, referring to 2005, the European
Environment Agency estimates foregone revenues due to
the commuting allowance to be less than 4.8 billion ¤
(see European Environment Agency, 2007), whereas the
Institute for European Environmental Policy quotes more
than 5.8 billion ¤ for the same period (see IEEP et al,
2007). This huge difference is far from satisfactory. Rational public policy must rely on precise figures.
Our model presents a first interpersonally verifiable
way to assess the quantitative impact of any reform of
the deductibility of work-related expenses, especially the
commuting allowance, not only in terms of aggregate
revenue effects but also in terms of the number of ”winners” and ”losers”. The German Ministry of Finance
uses the model on a regular basis. Its results have been

Why use the Model?
Up to now, ”official” estimates of the effects on total tax
revenue of any amendments of § 9 Section 2 EStG have
been calculated by the Federal Ministry of Finance according to the Income Tax Law and directives, administrative practice and judicature applicable. Estimation
heavily relied on expert knowledge and operating experience. The validity of previous revenue forecasts was reduced by the fact that persons in dependent employment
very often do not give full particulars of their commuting
expenses if the sum of commuting and other work-related
tax-deductible expenses is below the general lump-sum
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Simulation ©ECMS Loucas S. Louca, Yiorgos Chrysanthou,
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allowance per gainfully-employed person (i.e. currently
920 ¤). They often report their work-related commuting
expenses to the tax authorities only if the sum of commuting and other work-related tax-deductible expenses
is greater than this lump-sum allowance. Our new microsimulation model for work-related expenses resolves
this problem using modern statistical techniques.

What the Model does not do
Tax reforms typically are designed in the light of broader
concerns such as creating work-incentives and fostering
long-run economic growth. A model that would take
into account these concerns would be quite an ambitious
project and is well beyond the scope of the present model.
Summing up
This microsimulation model provides policymakers with
a simple way of calculating the budgetary and welfare implications of alternative reforms of treating workrelated expenses, particularly commuting expenses. It is
then up to policymakers to decide on the reform scenario
that is the most feasible in the particular context. The
model is a flexible, easily manageable tool, not a substitute for good policy-making.
The next section describes the data generation process,
then we turn to the setting up of the model, and finally
we describe the results of an evaluation of some recent
tax reform policy proposals.

What he Model does
The aim of this microsimulation model is to facilitate
an informed evaluation of policy options regarding the
tax-deductibility of work-related expenses with special
regard to commuting expenses. For example, this model
helps policy makers in calculating to what extent changes
of the commuting allowance can be financed through
a reduction in the lump-sum allowance per gainfullyemployed person.
How the Model works
For speed and simplicity, the model is split into two entirely different programs.
First, a data generating program takes data from the
Statistical Office and generates the sub-sample that is
needed by the model. The data generating program also
performs the matching procedures necessary to model
tax deductible expenses such as changes in the commuting allowance. This initial processing of the data is computationally very demanding. Once the base data set has
been generated, these tedious calculations have not to be
repeated again each time a new policy option is modelled.
Furthermore, the resulting model data set to be delivered
to policy makers is much smaller that the original data
sets.
Second, the simulation program proper includes a routine that calculates aggregate tax revenues (wage tax, income tax and solidarity surcharge) as well as the total
number of ”winners” and ”losers” of the reform. The
program allows the user to change the parameters of the
rules governing the deductibility of work-expenses interactively at run time. The results are incorporated in an
easily manageable and intuitive spreadsheet.
Policy makers using the model will start off by setting
basic parameters, such as:

DATA
Introduction
The primary data set used in this study was put at out
disposal by the German Ministry of Finance. It is based
on a special evaluation (”Sonderauswertung”) of the income tax statistics in 2002. Sampling was carried out by
the German Federal Statistical Office based on records
not disclosed to the public.
Unfortunately, official income tax data lack important
information necessary to model work-related expenses.
Most importantly, official statistics neither provide complete information on work-related expenses submitted by
documentary proof nor on the distance between private
home and place of work. This information can be derived from our secondary data set, the German SocioEconomic Panel (GSOEP). The GSOEP is an ongoing
representative longitudinal study of private households
and individuals living in the Federal Republic of Germany (see e.g. Wagner et al., 2007).
So, to overcome the lack of information in German
official income tax statistics, we combined information
from two different sources. As the two samples do not
observe the same set of units, neither merging nor record
linkage techniques can be used. Instead, we applied appropriate statistical matching methods described in Buck
(2006) or Wagenhals and Buck (2007).
As a result, we obtained a representative sample of
more than 36,000 records. Each record represents a precisely defined number of taxation cases. Based on this
representative sample we can assess the impact of tax reforms on the population of all taxation cases and thus on
the resident population of Germany.

• the levels of the commuting allowance for different
distances between private home and place of work,
• the lump-sum allowance per gainfully-employed
person, and
• the upper limit for users of public transport.
At any time, the user may set and change any of these
basic parameters. Once data have been entered and parameters set, the user can start changing the parameters
to examine the effects on total revenue and the number of
”winners” and ”losers”. As the parameters are changed,
policy makers instantly see the impact of changes.

Sampling Design
We start with a stratified ten per cent random sample
of all taxation cases in Germany in 2002. This sample
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was drawn for our project by the German Statistical Office according to their standard procedures. Stratification variable is the aggregate income (”Gesamtbetrag der
Einkünfte”). Stratified sampling ensures that the sample
reflects the population of tax units with respect to this
variable. The sample is drawn such that high income
earners have a higher sampling probability, because high
income classes are sparsely populated. Weighting factors make sure that this sample is representative. Based
on this sample we draw a simple random sample.
We start with the hypothesis that we can do without a
second stratification because of the high number of sample observations. In order to control this hypothesis we
drew 50 additional samples and compared the empirical
distributions (notably arithmetic mean and quantiles) of
important variables like taxable income and marginal tax
rates.
The differences between these random samples and the
original 10 per cent sample are very small. Detailed results are available upon request.

cally will also claim the commuting allowance because in
general they may reckon that the sum of all work-related
expenses will be above the overall allowance. In cases
of joint filing (marital income splitting) we modify this
procedure to allow for husbands or wives without gross
income. Spouses not gainfully employed or in marginal
employment were removed by considering in our matching procedure only persons with gross incomes of more
than 1,000 ¤ per year.

Imputation of Distance between Home and Place of
Work
Some taxpayers do not report the distance between private home and place of work. For these persons we complete records using the German Socio-Economic Panel
(GSOEP). We only use data of GSOEP respondents who
report the distance between private home and place of
work and who report a distance of 10 kilometers or less.
The reason for this procedure is that in our reference period the standard allowance was exhausted for distances
exceeding 13 kilometers. According to official statistics
the commuting allowance accounts for some 70 to 75
per cent of the total work-related expenses. Therefore
we assume that taxpayers report distances between private home and place of work of 11 kilometers or more,
because even with low other itemized work-related expenses their tax base will be smaller when they report
the distance compared to the case where they claim the
standard lump-sum allowance only.

Imputation of Work-related Expenses
When filing an income tax return, documentary proof for
work-related expenses is only required if they exceed the
920 ¤ lump-sum allowance. We assume that filers with
work-related expenses well below this limit do not bother
to itemize all positions (e.g. specialist literature, work
clothes or contributions to professional organizations).
To be exact, we assume that taxpayers do without itemized documentary proof if total work-related expenses
are below 920 ¤ and if the sum of itemized deductions
with documentary proof amounts to less than 200 ¤.
This means that we include all taxpayers that do not
submit documentary material with respect to their workrelated expenses. We account for taxpayers who itemize some but not all of their work-related expenses in the
tax declaration. They may only list items that are easy
to produce such as subscriptions to newspapers or journals without specifying all work-related expenses in detail. We chose the limit of 200 ¤ to account for these
”lazy” taxpayers in our data fusion.
In our procedure to match supplement records to our
primary data set, we supplement itemized work-related
expenses of such taxation cases with itemized workrelated expenses of taxation cases with work-related expenses exceeding the 920 ¤ lump-sum allowance per
gainfully-employed person. The premise behind this
approach is that taxpayers with work-related expenses
above this overall allowance provide evidence for all expenses eligible for inclusion as work-related expenses
because it reduces their tax burden. Our matching approach allows for taxation cases with work-related expenses above the overall allowance with proved evidence
of at most 400 ¤. The reason for that is the fact that on
average some 25 to 30 per cent of the total work-related
expenses are itemized expenses, the rest is commuting
allowance. Therefore it can be assumed that filers with
itemized work-related expenses of more than 400 ¤ typi-

Imputation of Number of Workdays
In addition to information on the distance between home
and place of work, we must also provide data on the number of workdays for the ”lazy” taxpayers who do not report their commuting expenses. We use the median of all
taxpayers reporting commuting expenses based on official statistics. For single filers, the value is 221 days, for
joint filers we obtain 223 days for husbands and 220 days
for wives.

Uprating Monetary Values
Our base data set refers to the assessment period 2002.
The time lag between the reporting period and the evaluation date is due to (legal) delays in filing tax returns
which can take up to several years. This time lag makes
it necessary to uprate the monetary values in our model
to current price levels. We do this using the consumer
price index published by the German Statistical Office.

Marginal Tax Rates
Based on the uprated taxable income we calculate individual marginal tax rates using the first derivative of the
income tax function according to § 32a EStG.
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Finally, the income tax changes are used to calculate
the solidarity surcharge, that is a federal tax levied at a
rate of 5.5 percent of the personal income tax liability,
when this liability exceeds the limit of 972 ¤ (single filers) or 1,944 ¤ (joint filers).
The model output includes the aggregate total revenue
effect and its breakdown in wage tax, that is income tax
payable on the wages and salaries of employees collected
by way of deduction from the source, income tax (other
than wage tax), and the solidarity surcharge.

Introduction
The central impetus of our work was to provide an interface that is user-friendly, allows easy simulations and
scenario analysis and fast delivery of the results to deciR as a
sion makers. Therefore, we used Microsoft Excel°
platform.
The computationally intensive data processing steps
using complex statistical methods were performed with
a high speed computer at the University of Hohenheim
R The
using the commercially available software Stata°.
final results are incorporated into the Excel model. As the
complex, time-consuming task of data processing has not
to be performed repeatedly, the response time to decision
makers is almost imperceptible.

”Winners” and ”Losers”
For any tax reform, we check whether an individual tax
payer is better off, worse off or whether the financial position does not change. Then we apply inflation factors,
gross up to the total population and obtain the total number of ”winners” and ”losers” of a tax reform.

Individual Data
Our model is a comparative static microsimulation
model. The model engine includes the individual data
that are used for the simulations in a spreadsheet. Each
of the more than 36,000 rows of this spreadsheet corresponds to a certain number of taxation cases given by
inflation factor. Further particulars of the taxation cases
include the following

APPLICATION EXAMPLES
This section contains a series of examples that illustrate
uses of our model.
In our introduction we have alluded to an ongoing discussion in Germany on the constitutionality of the virtual
abolishment of the distance allowance for commuting between the private home and place of work as of January
1st 2007. Since then, this allowance will be granted only
as from a distance of 21 kilometers. The Fiscal Courts
of Lower Saxony (decision of February 27th 2007, 8 K
549/06) and the Saarland Fiscal Court (decision of March
22nd, 2007, 2 L 2442/06) consider the commuter tax regulations as unconstitutional. In its decision of August
23rd 2007 (VI B 42/07) the German Federal Fiscal Court,
that is the Court of last resort within the German jurisdiction over tax and customs matters, has also announced
doubts concerning the constitutionality of the new regulation as well. A final decision of the highest court in
Germany, the Federal Constitutional Court, is to be expected in 2008.
In Germany today, many call for a revision of the current legal regulations, but there is no mutual consent on
counterfinancing. Our model provides a flexible, easyto-use tool to assess the impact of various changes in the
deductibility of work related expenses.
For example, the speakers of the German Chancellor Angela Merkel and the Minister Of Finance Peer
Steinbrück have thought aloud about financing a return to
the pre-2007 commuting allowance by a revenue-neutral
decrease of the flat-rate allowance, currently amounting
to 920 ¤. With a few mouse clicks a user of our model
shows that this proposal results in far more losers than
winners. A revenue-neutral 0.25 ¤ per kilometer commuting allowance starting with the first kilometer in distance requires the flat-rate allowance to fall from 920 ¤
to 600 ¤. Compared to the current legal status, 9.9 million taxpayers would be relieved, but in return 18.6 million taxpayers would have to pay more taxes.

• assessment type (i.e. single or joint filers),
• distance between private home and place of work,
• number of working days,
• audited and itemized ”other” work-related expenses,
• taxable income, and
• individual marginal tax rate.
Based on this micro-data set changes of the established
law can be simulated.
Revenue Effects
For the simulation of the effects of tax changes we perform a kind of marginal analysis.
First, we calculate work-related expenses in the current legal position, or in any new legal position adjustable
by the user. We not only take into regard commuting and
other work-related expenses, but also the 4,500 ¤ limit
of quantitation of public transport expenses described in
the subsection on the legal background of our model.
Second, we simulate changes of the tax base in different scenarios. To calculate the effect of a change of the
tax base on individual tax receipts we multiply the difference of the pre- and post-reform tax bases with the individual marginal tax rate. Then we multiply with the inflation factor und sum over all taxation cases in the data set.
Implicitly we assume a constant marginal tax rate. This
is plausible, because the changes in taxable income to be
expected realistically are not expected to lead to dramatic
changes of the marginal tax rates but in very few cases.
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The gap between winners and losers increases for
a commuting allowance of 0.25 ¤ accompanied by a
revenue-neutral reduction of the flat-rate allowance to
780 ¤. In this case we obtain 7.9 million winners and
20.6 million losers. The reason for this effect is the fact
that many employees have no or very small work-related
expenses. For them, the reduction of the 920 ¤ flatrate allowance acts as a tax increase. For example, a top
earner with an individual marginal tax rate of 45 per cent
and no work-related expenses would have to pay 144 ¤
more per annum, plus solidarity surcharge, plus church
tax if applicable.
If revenue neutrality is to be achieved, if the 920 ¤
flat-rate allowance for work-related expenses remains unchanged and if the commuting allowance starts with the
first kilometer in distance, then the commuting allowance
must drop to 0.15 ¤. In this case, the number of winners is greater than the number of losers. Some tax
lawyers have announced doubts concerning the legitimacy of such a relatively small commuting allowance.
They argue that work-related expenses, even if typified,
have to be in line with the actual costs which are considerably higher than 0.15 ¤ per kilometer in distance.
Contrary to this opinion, many renowned economists, tax
jurists and legal practitioners advocate a complete cancellation of the commuting allowance in the context of a
comprehensive tax cut cum base broadening tax reform
(see e.g. Bareis, 2004; Franz, 2007; Wernsmann, 2007).
A user of our model quickly assesses the effects of
other alternatives. Assume that the Minister of Finance
is prepared to give up revenue neutrality. What happens if we introduce a 0.20 ¤ per kilometer in distance
commuting allowance? Well, almost 8 millon employees
profit from this reform, while only some 700,000 longdistance commuters lose. Cost in terms of revenue foregone: 750 millon ¤.
And what if the tax authorities are ready to give up one
billion Euro? The amount of 1.08 billion ¤ could be used
to finance a commuting allowance of 0.22 ¤, the number
of losers could be reduced to 400.000. And what if the
tax man is ready to take 1.6 billion less? This amount
could finance a commuting allowance of 0.25 ¤. Almost
ten million commuters would be better off, the number
of losers would be close to zero.

• Abolishment of marital income splitting. The current system of marital income splitting is a permanent bone of contention in tax policy discussions
(see Seel, 2007, for the status quo of this discussion). Its abolishment would require us to consider both spouses as single filers which can be done
without difficulty.
• Introduction of new calculation methods for commuting expenses requires an adjustment of programs
and re-computation of the allowance. Currently, the
model allows at most three distance steps.
• Substantial changes in the tax-deductibility of certain types of income-related expenses require an adjustment of the data base. This calls for a repetition
of the computationally intensive matching process.
In the medium term, the model requires adjustments to
changing socio-economic and demographic structures in
the population of taxpayers.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a new approach to microsimulation modelling of work-related expenses with special
consideration of the commuting allowance. Our aim is
to facilitate an informed evaluation of policy options regarding work-related expenses in the German tax system.
The underlying philosophy in developing our model
has been to make it as user-friendly as possible. We have
developed a ”front end” which allows the user to change
the parameters of the tax rules governing work-related
expenses, activate the run, and view the inputs and outputs from within an interactive environment.
The model is used routinely by the German Ministry
of Finance and some of its results have been quoted in
the media. Hopefully, the model will help to objectify
tax policy discussions.
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FURTHER RESEARCH
Our model refers to the current assessment period 2008.
Future research has to concentrate on maintenance and
updates of the model. If the legal framework changes
then model adjustments are necessary. Examples for
such changes include:
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We estimate the true number of persistent funds
whether that persistence by the managers is positive or
negative. Previous European wide studies show that
persistence as estimated by traditional methods is fairly
low both in the positive and negative sides and that the
number of funds that shows the ability of management
strongly depends on the level of accuracy chosen for
the sample. We are able to find the true number of
funds that show persistence on the sample, regardless
of the confidence level used on the description of the
results.

KEYWORDS
Model, π in the C-Ky, X-Y-Z Analysis, Persistence.
ABSTRACT
In mutual fund industry, managers’ ability to generate
continuous value in excess compared with the
benchmark index is a crucial aspect. Focusing on the
German market in this research we apply several
methods which let us to avoid statistical problems
related to multiple hypothesis testing in traditional
financial techniques. By doing so we obtain a threshold
value λ that delimits what is considered the true null
hypothesis. Our main result is that managers’ action is
of little significance with only a small part of them
adding excess value to mutual funds they run.

This approach also improves the search of true alphas.
Previous papers, as Kosowski, Timmermann, White,
and Wermers (2006) for the US and Cuthbertson,
Nitzsche and O’Sullivan (2005) for the UK use a more
simple bootstrap technique to estimate the ability of
managers on positive or negative marginal alphas,
while the former is only appropriate for extreme alphas
values (either positive or negative). Similar problems
are also found on Bayesian analysis as the ones
developed by Baks, Metrick, and Wachter (2001) and
Pastor and Stambaugh (2002), that yield results that are
only relevant on the margin. Additionally, in the
Cuthbertson, Nitzsche and O’Sullivan (2006) case, as
Nuttall (2007) shows, the results may erroneously
identify funds as having skill they do not possess or
vice versa, rendering inaccurate results on extreme
cases.

INTRODUCTION
The ability of mutual fund managers to beat the market
has long been placed in doubt. Literature shows that
only a relatively small percentage of the whole
universe of mutual funds has been persistently better
than the index they use as a benchmark. Nevertheless
positive persistence measures may be upwards bias,
referring as ability something that is more related to
luck. This result may have several effects as it affects
managers’ retributions which are related to
performance and the marketing of the funds, also
associated to traditional performance measures.

In this paper we are going to follow the discoveries of
Benjamini and Storey (Benjamini and Hochberg 1995;
Benjamini and Yekutieli 2001; Storey 2002) in order to
find whether those alphas obtained during the standard
estimation process for persistence are actually
attributable to the manager’s success or to the “false
discovery rate”. In those cases we will reject to
hypothesis that managers create value to investors, that
is, they are getting paid for nothing.

Traditional measures of persistence are based on
Jensen’s alpha, where the ability of managers to obtain
abnormal results is tested against the behaviour of the
market, while including additional factors like size, or
book to market or momentum or not. Although these
measures have been widely used, they do not take into
account the existence of lucky funds, that is, funds that
have significant estimated alphas (positive or
negative), but zero true alphas. The existence of those
values misinterprets the real results on the behaviour of
mutual funds and makes it necessary to correct the
results by taking in account the statistical shortcomings
of the method used to estimate individually the alphas,
which strongly rests on the confidence interval chosen.

PERFORMANCE MEASURES
Managers’ ability is commonly measured in different
ways widely used in the industry, such as alphas, betas,
Sharpe ratios, information ratios, etc. In analyzing
performance, traditional measures rely on the capital
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market line developed on the 1960s and became more
sophisticated through the inclusion of various factors
that take into account the evolution of stocks. Their
advantage is that they are relatively simple to obtain
and the results are easily comparable.

application of a significance level γ, and a decision is
taken by deciding to reject or not reject (accept) the
null hypothesis. It is well known that when taking this
acceptance/rejection decision, two errors might be
committed: rejecting the null hypothesis when it should
have been accepted (probability=γ) or accepting it
when it should have been rejected (probability=ν).

Traditional performance measures are based on the
capital asset pricing model derived by Sharpe (1964)
and Lintner (1965), who establish a linear relationship
between the excess return of an investment and its
systematic risk, including an alpha term:

Rit − R ft = α i + β it ( Rmt − R ft ) + ε it

The null hypothesis in this case is that the given mutual
fund manager is not persistently different than the
market (αi=0), whereas the alternative is that the
managers do really behave differently. Table 1 shows
the decision problem in tabular form.

(1)

Table 1: Problem in Tabular Form

These measures, similar to the ones developed by
Treynor and Mazuy, use the CAPM security line, with
the intercept of the regression general expression. The
Jensen a is interpreted as a measure of the funds’
performance with respect to the market benchmark
chosen, where Rit is the return in month t of the fund

NULL
HYPOTHESI
S

i, R ft the return on a one-month T-bill in the same

FALSE

month, Rmt is the return of the benchmark for the
period t and

ε it

TRUE

is the error term.

DECISION TAKEN
ACCEPT
REJECT
NULL
NULL
CORRECT γ
DECISIO
N
CORRECT
ν
DECISIO
N

In multiple hypothesis testing (Table 2), the number of
observed values is high (M) and the procedure should
detect those null hypothesis that are really true (O) and
those that are really false (A). If γ is used for each
individual test, the probability of committing errors is
greatly increased: the probability of accepting just the
true null hypotheses is only (1-γ)O, and the probability
of rejecting all the ones that are false is only as high as
(1-ν)A. Therefore, in other to take good decisions at the
aggregate level, it is necessary to lower γ to the point
where (1-γ)O = Γ, Γ defined as the overall significance
level. If O is high and Γ is low, γ will be very close to
zero, making it very complicated to reject any
individual null hypothesis, thus committing decision
errors of not rejecting false null hypothesis.

To include styles of management Fama and French
(1993) developed a model that incorporate two other
factors: size (SMB) and book to market (HML) to
which Carhart (1997) added a new variable that
captures the momentum (tendency) factor (by using the
difference between a portfolio that incorporate past
winners minus a portfolio of past losers (MOM)):
Rit − R ft = α i + β1i ( Rmt − R ft ) + β 2i SMBt + β 3i HMLt + β 4i MOM t + ε it

(2)
Any of the models are estimated using Ordinary Least
Square (OLS) regression. As it is well known, each
estimated αi comes with its corresponding variance
estimator, so that p-values that correspond to the null
hypothesis of zero alpha are readily calculated.
Individual p-values smaller than a pre-specified
significance level γ indicate individual persistence,
with the sign of the αi indicating positive or negative
persistence. The number of persistent managers is
obtained by repeating the test for each of the i=1…I
managers of mutual funds independently.

Table 2: Multiple Problem in Tabular Form

TRUE
NULL
FALSE
NULL
TOTAL

SIMULATION METHOD TO ESTIMATE TRUE
PERSISTENCE
What has been described in the previous section is
known as individual, independent hypothesis testing
and differs from multiple testing, which covers all the
funds jointly.

ACCEPT
H0,i
P

REJECT
H0,i
F

TOTAL

N

T

A

W

R

M

O

Efforts have been made to attack the multiple
hypothesis problem from different angles so that the
chance of correctly accepting the truly significant
alternative hypothesis (A) rises. That includes both the
correctly rejected null hypothesis (T) and also those for
which the null hypothesis is incorrectly accepted (N).

In individual hypothesis testing, an observed value x is
compared against a threshold value that result of the
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Two of these main efforts are those of Benjamini and
Storey with their fight for controlling the FDR (False
Discovery Rate), that is, the number of individual null
hypothesis that are rejected that should have been
accepted. First, Benjamini developed a sequential
algorithm (Benjamini and Hochberg 1995, Benjamini
and Yekutieli 2001), which later is improved by Storey
(Storey 2002). The latter´s original idea is to include a
threshold value λ that delimits what is considered true
null hypothesis instead of using the individual γ to
reject null hypothesis (Figure 1).

p-value

γ

0

λ

b.

5.

Calculate

<Γ}

Set the feasible range for λ and Γ

3.

For each λ:
a. Estimate the proportion of hypothesis
with a true null,

π

π 0 (λ* ) * γ
P̂r( p − value < γ ) *{1 − (1 − γ ) M }

Our dataset comprises 134 mutual funds registered in
Germany. The monthly return data for the funds was
provided by Morningstar, and the sample period under
consideration covers 11 years, from January 1995 to
December 2005. All mutual funds are measured gross
of taxes, with dividends and capital gains, but net of
fees, the Average Annual Return for the sample period
was of 9,42% while its Standar deviation was 17,04.
As market factors we use the DAX XETRA index and
the one-month interest rate when calculating excess
returns. To calculate the Fama and French (1993)
factors we follow different strategies for each factor.
For the HML we use the data from French’s open
database estimated on local currency; to evaluate the
SMB we use the differences on the returns of small and
large capitalized stocks.

Storey (2002) later developed the bootstrap procedure
to select the best combination of λ and Γ in terms of γ.
In this procedure the mean square errors of the
estimations of the FDR measure is minimized. The
algorithm could be summarized as follows:

i.

Calculate the “optimum λ”, λ*, by choosing
the one with the smallest MSE(λ)

DATA AND SAMPLE DESCRIPTION

k/M
# { p i > λ}
p( k )
(1 − λ ) M
= max{k:
<Γ}
k/M
W (λ )
p( k )
(1 − λ ) M
= max{k:
<Γ}
k/M

2.

and pFˆDRλ*b (γ ) are

The joint application of the algorithms therefore allows
to obtain both the number of persistante managers and
a measure of how good the estimation is, measured by
the pFDR.

k̂ = max{k: F̂DR (p(k))<Γ}
πˆ 0 p( k )

Set the individual significance level γ

b

0

4.

pFˆDRλ (γ ) =

Let p(1)<…<p(I) be the ordered, observed pvalues for the I hypothesis test
Find k such that:

1.

πˆ (λ )

estimated from a sample of I p-values
out of the original p-values:

Observed
H0

= max{k:

0

which

The sequential approach, which gives as a result the
estimated number k of total true positive rejections of
the null, as a function of Γ and λ, is as follows:

2.

0

bootstrap procedure of B samples., in

Figure 1: γ and λ in the p-value axis

1.

ˆ

ˆ *b
percentile of pFDRλ (γ ) and using a

1

Observed
HA

W (λ )
πˆ (λ ) = (1 − λ )* M
(λ ) ) and the (1-Γ)
Calculate MSE(λ, πˆ
ii.

Table 1 summarizes the details of the different series
used. The returns shown are that of an equally
weighted portfolio that includes all the funds for that
country. Results from the returns show that although
the data for mutual funds and risk-free assets are quite
similar, the data on the other benchmarks differ
significantly, as we expected, similar to other European
analyses (for example, Otten and Bams, 2002).

o

Ŵ (λ ) = observed individual
tests with a p-value that exceeds the
threshold λ
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Table 3: Summary Statistics For Different Factors And Benchmarks Used

Fund
Market
Risk free
SMB
HML
MOM

Return
9.42
13.56
3.19
14.85
9.50
0.28

STD Dev
17.04
21.47
10.15
42.07
19.38
0.36

Fund
1.00
0.93
-0.19
-0.17
-0.08
0.02

Market

Cross Correlations
Risk free
SMB

1.00
-0.15
-0.09
-0.14
0.07

1.00
0.29
0.03
0.00

1.00
-0.10
0.11

HML

1.00
-0.19

Mom

1.00

Table 4: Summary Statistics For The Different Models of CAPM-Based Models

Jensen
Fama-French
Carhart

Alfa
-0.08
-0.07
-0.04

Market
0.75*
0.73*
0.74*

SMB
0.03***
0.02***

HML
-0.07
0.03

Mom
-0.01

Adj R2
0.86
0.86
0.82

d ist +/0/1/84/15
1/81/18
0/80/20

*** Significant at the 1% level ** Significant at the 5% level * Significant at the 10% level

•

ESTIMATION OF ALPHAS
Table 2 reports the OLS results of these measures for
an equally weighted portfolio that includes the whole
sample and, in the last column, the percentage
distribution of the sign of the statistically significant
alphas of each method plus those alphas that are not
different from zero. Germany has a fairly low
percentage of abnormal performance over the period
which is consistent with other studies.

0.150,

…,

0.400,

The results (Figure 2) indicate that 9 or 10 of the
mutual fund managers show persistence (out of 134).
The pFDR is reasonably low even for low values of
lambda and individual gamma, growing with the
individual lambda, giving the indication that the 10
managers are clearly outstanding and are not lucky.
CONCLUSIONS

The Fama and French factors (HML and SMB) are
relevant across estimations and countries, especially
for the SMB factor. Less relevant is the Carhart
momentum, MOM, which shows little relevance across
markets and no significance.

To obtain positive persistence, that is, beating the
market in a continuous way is the goal for mutual fund
managers and they get well paid for that. Traditional
methods show that in Germany there are some
persistence in the returns. Those abnormal returns are
the base both manager’s retributions and firms profits,
but the result may be the consequence of statistical
analysis chosen. Our results show that traditional
methods have been overestimating the effect in
persistence of managers, both positively and
negatively, due to do not taking into account some
statistical properties like confidence intervals
decisions.

PERSISTENT MANAGERS IN GERMANY
The data just presented is therefore liable for an
analysis of persistence, in particular, to calculate the
significance of the alphas generated by any of the
models (performance measures) presented in section 2.
What follows are the analyses of the results that have
been obtained after applying the simulation algorithm
to the data for different combinations of country,
method, Γ, γ, λ, which have been parameterized with
the following values:
•
•
•
•

λ∈{0.050, 0.100,
0.450,0.500}

By applying a statistical procedure free of these
handicaps to a large dataset of funds registered in
Germany, we show that persistence is lower than
realized on the German Mutual Fund Literature. Just
7.5% of managers add value to investors whereas more
that 90% do not create significant benefits or these
profits seem to be more related with luck than ability.
Our choice of method yields relevance over the whole

Country={Germany}
Method ∈{Carhart, FamaFrench, Jensen}
Γ∈{0.005, 0.010, 0.025, 0.050, 0.100}
γ∈{0.001,0.005,0.010, 0.025, 0.050}
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distribution and not just in the margin, as the previous
methodology used to evaluate this phenomenon.
Still, this research is just a first step. Further research
need to be posed on the development on more
sophisticated measures that will yield more robust
results. Also it would be worthwhile to analyse a wider
sample of countries to obtain a cross markets analysis.
Individual Gamma
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ized facts is given in (McNeil et al., 2005). Still, in recent years several statistical tools have been developed
to handle such phenomena. There are now time series
models like multivariate GARCH models that allow for a
time-varying and volatility-dependent correlation structure. Stationary models of simultaneous extremes include various classes of copulas and multivariate EVT
models.
There is a lack, however, in models that try to explain
these multivariate phenomena in behavioral terms. Nonequilibrium, heterogeneous-agent models have been remarkably successful in replicating univariate stylized
facts, while also providing insights into the price formation process (see e.g. Arthur et al., 1997; Brock and
Hommes, 1998; Lux and Marchesi, 2000; Farmer and
Joshi, 2002). However, very few papers have examined
the interrelations and dependence of several asset markets in a heterogeneous-agent framework.
This paper tries to fill this gap by studying asset price dynamics and dependence in a multi-market,
heterogeneous-agent framework. Based on the multimarket model of (Westerhoff, 2004), I present a simple
behavioral model that can account for extremal dependence in financial returns. The mechanism behind the
model is based on the idea that in times of market turmoil (i.e. after a large news shock) the reactions of fundamentalist agents, being heterogeneous themselves, become aligned and highly sensitive to later news.

dependence,

ABSTRACT
A multivariate stylized fact of financial markets is the
frequent occurrence of simultaneous extreme returns. A
simple agent-based behavioral model is presented that
accounts for this phenomenon. Joint extremes are generated by heterogeneous fundamentalist traders whose perceptions of the effect of a common news factor on asset
values become aligned during market stress. Simulation
results are compared to an empirical investigation of two
major Hungarian stocks.
INTRODUCTION
A fundamental insight of finance is the idea that diversification is beneficial. It is based on the observation that
asset prices move together imperfectly. For a long time,
ever since Markowitz founded portfolio theory, these comovements were described by a linear correlation structure, where the benefits of diversification result from imperfect correlations between returns. During the same
period, however, several financial market crashes occurred, in the course of which asset prices fell simultaneously, displaying comovements that were much stronger
than usual. Market wisdom summarizes this as “correlations rise to one in times of market stress”. While correlations certainly do not become one, joint occurrence of
such extreme returns, whether negative or positive, might
still seriously affect portfolio risk and diminish the benefits of diversification.
The occurrence of such simultaneous extreme returns
is necessarily a multivariate phenomenon that requires
multivariate analysis. The statistical properties of univariate return data have been extensively studied in the
financial literature. These properties, commonly referenced to as the stylized facts of financial returns, include heavy tails, change and clustering of volatility, aggregational Gaussianity and a particular scaling behavior, among others (see e.g. Dacorogna et al., 2001; Cont,
2001). Much less attention has however been devoted
to the systematic study of the corresponding multivariate
properties of returns. Notable exceptions include (Breymann et al., 2003); a brief overview of multivariate styl-

EMPIRICAL INVESTIGATION
In order to be able to discuss, let alone measure (and test
for) extremal dependence, it is necessary to give a sufficiently precise definition first. This is formulated via the
tail dependence coefficient – a notion that usually arises
in the copula literature. In this section I present a nonparametric estimation of tail dependence, based on the
empirical cumulative distribution function (cdf) of the
data.
The data investigated cover intradaily (2-hour) and
daily bivariate log-returns of Hungarian stocks MOL and
OTP, from January 2002 to April 2007. These two
stocks were selected because they are among the most
frequently traded in the Hungarian stock market. Besides
that, the two companies are from different industries (energy and finance, respectively), therefore simultaneous
extreme returns are not likely to be caused by industry-
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MOL and OTP 2 hour returns
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Figure 1: MOL and OTP 2 hour returns scatterplot with the ellipse containing 95% of the data (left); conditional correlations of return data outside ellipses of progressively larger size (right)
mal conclusion. Elliptical symmetry can be tested instead by standardizing the data and testing for spherical
symmetry. In the polar representation, angles should be
uniformly distributed; for the data investigated here, this
is rejected at 95% in both the intradaily and the extended
daily sample.

related shocks. Additionally, an extended sample of daily
returns (ranging from January 1998 to October 2007) was
also investigated. The purpose of this was to include
data from the Russian financial crisis of August 1998,
during which several simultaneous extreme returns occurred. The inclusion of this period alters results for the
daily data considerably.

The tail dependence coefficient
A shortcoming of the standard linear correlation coefficient discussed above is that it is intimately linked to
the marginal distributions. A better dependence measure
would be one that only depends on the dependence structure, that is, on the copula of a multivariate distribution.
The tail dependence coefficient, discussed in this section,
is such a measure. Moreover, using the tail dependence
coefficient it is possible to define extremal dependence
precisely.
The tail dependence coefficient λ is essentially the
limiting conditional probability of quantile exceedances.
One can distinguish between upper and lower tail dependence. Upper tail dependence is the (limiting) probability
that X2 exceeds its q-quantile, given that X1 exceeded its
q-quantile. Similarly, lower tail dependence is the (limiting) probability that X2 falls below its q-quantile, given
that X1 fell below its q-quantile. In financial applications we are more concerned with downside risk, therefore here I am mainly interested in the lower tail dependence coefficient:

Tests of elliptical symmetry
Though not directly related to extremal dependence, it is
quite instructive to test the data for elliptical symmetry
– in other words, to test whether a single linear correlation coefficient (or, in higher dimensions, correlation
matrix) is sufficient to describe dependence between returns. Elliptical distributions have the property that their
densities’ contours are ellipses. It is also true that conditional distributions of elliptically distributed random vectors lying outside such quantile ellipses retain the same
correlation matrix as the original random vector. For a
more detailed discussion of elliptical distributions, see
(McNeil et al., 2005).
Thus, for an elliptically distributed random vector X,
the conditional correlation ρ∗ (p), defined as
ρ∗ (p) = ρ (X | h(X) ≥ c (p))
is expected to remain approximately stable with p ap0 b −1
proaching 0 (where h(x) = (x − µ
b) Σ
(x − µ
b), c(p)
is a multivariate analogue of the univariate quantile function and p ∈ [0, 1]). In contrast, estimates for the MOL
and OTP 2 hour return data show that the conditional correlation is increasing in the tails (see Figure 1). The plot
suggests that extreme events might be more strongly correlated than normal ones. However, this method is only
exploratory and does not allow one to come to any for-

λ (q) = Pr (X2 ≤ F2← (q) | X1 ≤ F1← (q)) =
Pr (F1 (X1 ) ≤ q, F2 (X2 ) ≤ q)
C(q, q)
=
Pr (F1 (X1 ) ≤ q)
q
λ = lim λ(q)
=

q→0+
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Dependence function −− MOL−OTP 2 hour returns

Dependence function −− MOL−OTP daily returns
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Figure 2: Dependence functions λ(q) of MOL and OTP 2 hour (left) and daily (right) returns. Dotted lines are dependence
functions from fitted t-copulas.
I will call λ (q) the quantile-based dependence function;
C is the (unique) copula of the multivariate distribution.
If λ = 0, then X1 and X2 are asymptotically independent in the lower tail; if λ ∈ (0, 1] then they are said
to show (asymptotic) lower tail dependence. It can be
shown that the Gaussian copula (and thus, in particular,
the multivariate normal distribution) is asymptotically independent for ρ < 1, while the t copula (and therefore
the multivariate t-distribution) is asymptotically dependent for ρ > −1 (see e.g. McNeil et al., 2005).
Estimating λ (q) from the data is straightforward; it
is even more appealing since this can be done in a nonparametric way, using the empirical cumulative distribution (in the copula parlance this step is usually referred to
as constructing a pseudo-sample of observations). Figure
2 displays the estimated dependence functions for the 2
hour and the daily return datasets. Table 1 presents the
estimates of the tail dependence coefficient (averages for
the smallest 2% of q’s). Intradaily returns seem to be
asymptotically dependent. For the daily returns, the picture is less clear; including data on the Russian financial
crisis however results in a much higher λ.

2 hour returns
daily returns (extended sample)
daily returns

effects should not be neglected and it is worthwhile to
investigate possible kinds of behavior that could result in
such joint extreme outcomes.
MODELING SIMULTANEOUS EXTREMES
In the remainder of this paper I present a model that provides a behavioral explanation for the occurrence of these
simultaneous extreme returns. The model follows the
heterogeneous-agent, non-equilibrium modeling strand
of literature, which in recent years has been successful
in replicating univariate stylized facts of financial markets. The current model is a modified, stochastic version
of the model presented in (Westerhoff, 2004).
Assets
There are two risky assets (k ∈ {1, 2}), traded in two
separate, symmetric asset markets of equal size. The
fundamental values of assets are governed by two different kinds of shocks. One is a common news process
Nt , which affects all assets simultaneously, but to a different, asset-specific extent (determined by a coefficient
(k)
α(k) ). The other kinds of shocks, denoted by εt , are idiosyncratic, asset-specific, and independent across assets
(as well as across time). Their effect on the fundamental value is controlled by the coefficient β (k) . The (log)
fundamental values therefore evolve as follows:

b
λ
0.2278
0.4576
0.1575

(k)

(k)

Ft+1 = Ft

Table 1: Estimated tail dependence coefficients (average
of the last 2% of λ (q) as q → 1).

(k)

+ α(k) Nt + β (k) εt ,
(k)

where Nt ∼ iid N (0, 1) and εt ∼ iid N (0, 1), and the
squares of α and β sum to one, thus resulting in a random walk for F . One can interpret Nt as incorporating
common, macroeconomic or political news that affect the
(k)
entire economy, and εt as company-specific news (e.g.

Based on the estimated dependence functions, extremal dependence is clearly present in intradaily returns.
It is also present in daily returns – although somewhat
less pronouncedly if the crisis data is omitted. Thus, its
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quarterly reports) or shocks which affect only a particular
company.

In contrast, fundamentalists are themselves heterogeneous; they differ in their perceptions of the fundamental
value, but they all expect prices to revert back to this (perceived) fundamental value:


h
i
(k,i)
(k)
(k)
(k)
− St
(2)
EtF,i St+1 = St + b(F,k) Fbt

Price dynamics
Prices of the two assets are determined on order-driven
markets, in the spirit of (Kyle, 1985) and (Farmer, 2002).
There are three types of agents operating in the markets:
market makers, fundamentalists and chartists. Orders are
initiated by the latter two types against market makers;
these fulfill excess demand or absorb excess supply, and
adjust prices according to a loglinear market impact function. This results in the following price dynamics:


(F,k)
(k) (C,k)
(k)
(k)
+ Wt Dt
St+1 = St + a(M,k) Dt

where i refers to the specific fundamentalist trader.
Perceptions of fundamental values
The essential part of the model is how fundamentalists
(k,i)
form and update their Fbt
perceptions of fundamental
values. It is assumed that the true values of both types
(k)
of news (Nt and εt ) are known to fundamentalists at
time t. However, they cannot assess correctly the specific extent to which each of this news affects the true
fundamental values – that is, they do not know the true
α(k) and β (k) coefficients. Instead, they have different,
subjective, time-varying perceptions about the effects of
news on the fundamental values. These will be denoted
(k,i)
(k,i)
by the coefficients α
bt
and βbt .
Each fundamentalist trader thus has a subjective perception of the fundamental value of asset k:

where S (k) is the log price of asset k, D(F,k) and D(C,k)
are the orders of fundamentalists and chartists in market
k, and W (k) is the fraction of chartists currently active
in market k (see below for details). The (positive) coefficient a(M,k) determines the sensitivity of market makers’
price adjustment reactions to orders; thus it is essentially
a measure of liquidity, or depth, of market k.
Agents’ trading strategies
Agents base their trading decisions on their price expectations: they buy if they expect an increase in the price
and vice versa. Their demand (orders) is as follows:

h
i

(F,k)
(k)
(k)
Dt
= a(F,k) EtF St+1 − St

h
i

(C,k)
(k)
(k)
Dt
= a(C,k) EtC St+1 − St

(k,i)
(k,i)
(k,i)
(k,i) (k)
Fbt+1 = Fbt
+α
bt
Nt + βbt
εt

These are then used to form subjective price expectations
according to Equation (2).
The fundamental behavioral assumption concerns how
fundamentalist traders’ perceptions of the effect of news
vary over time. The basic idea is as follows: fundamentalists differ in their sensitivities to news; however during a market turmoil traders start to ascribe much higher
importance to news than usually, as they lose their anchors of value. In highly volatile times traders cannot
distinguish between important and unimportant information, so they regard every piece of information as possibly highly important and react accordingly (that is, overreact).
In terms of the model there is a population of α
b’s and
b
β’s, the members of which all rise together and become
much less dispersed during a market turmoil. This shows
up as follows: with Nt large enough in absolute terms,
a “panic term” ξt kicks in, and by raising all perceived
α’s simultaneously this makes all fundamentalists much
more sensitive to news:


(k,i)
(k,i)
(k,i)
(k,i)
α
bt
=α
bt−1 + ξt + c(k) α(k) − α
bt−1 + d(k) ηt
(
0.5
if |Nt | > 2
ξt =
−0.01
otherwise

where a(F,k) and a(C,k) are positive reaction coefficients.
The basic difference between the two types of traders
(fundamentalists and chartists) is in how they form their
expectations. Chartists are simple trend-followers:
h
i


(k)
(k)
(k)
(k)
EtC St+1 = St + b(C,k) St − St−1
(1)
(k)

Chartists’ presence in a market is reflected by Wt , the
fraction of them active in market k at time t. They enter a
market if they find it attractive enough, where attractiveness is measured as follows:
(k)

At

1

= log
1 + f (k)



(k)
St

(k)

− St−1

2 .

The relative percentage of chartists trading in market
k at time t is given by the discrete choice model of
(Manski and McFadden, 1981), a common vehicle of
heterogeneous-agent models:


(k)
exp γAt
(k)
,

Wt = P
(k)
exp
γA
t
k

(k,i)

ηt

∼ iid U (−1, 1)

An additional random term η ensures that fundamentalist
traders remain heterogeneous.
Different sensitivities thus become aligned and high
during market turmoils. This is the mechanism that “generates” simultaneous extreme returns. Over time these

where the parameter γ reflects the intensity of choice.
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Simulated return pairs and 95% quantile ellipse
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Figure 3: Scatterplot (left) and conditional correlation plot (right) of simulated returns
world data displayed in Figure 1: extreme returns cluster
at the lower-left and upper-right corners of the scatterplot, signalizing a relatively high occurrence of joint extremes, and conditional correlation is rising towards the
tails. Likewise, elliptical symmetry is rejected at 95%
confidence level.

sensitivities eventually return to more moderate levels
and will be dispersed around the true value, or even go
below it. This allows the price of assets to break away
from their fundamental values in the short run. However,
the market on average “gets the price right” in the long
run, even if individual perceptions about the fundamental
values show considerable variation over time and across
traders.

News
4
2

SIMULATIONS

0

I performed simulations for 2000 consecutive trading periods to see whether the model is able to produce joint
extreme returns. Table 2 contains the parameter values
used for simulations; N and M denote the number of
fundamentalists and chartists, respectively. As there is
little empirical guidance on how to pick the parameter
values of such models, I based them mostly on parameter choices used by (Westerhoff, 2004).
T
N
M
a(M )
a(F ) b(F )
a(C) b(C)

2000
100
100
1
1
0.5

f
γ
α
β
c
d

−2
−4
0

100

200

300

400

500

400

500

400

500

Perception of news impact
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

1
√2
√0.2
0.8
0.05
0.1

−0.5
0

100

200

300

Returns of assets
5

0

Table 2: Parameter values of the simulations
−5
0

In the simulations, the α
b’s of fundamentalists were initially uniformly distributed around the true α’s, while the
true β’s were known to the agents.
Figure 3 displays the scatterplot of returns of a typical simulation and the conditional correlation plot calculated from the same simulated return series. The plots
display features that are roughly similar to those of real

100

200

300

Figure 4: Common news Nt (top); variation of average
α’s over time (middle, solid line) and the true α (dashed
line); returns of assets (bottom).
Figure 4 reveals the inner workings of the model. The
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entertains in an agent-based model be well-grounded.
Therefore, stronger empirical behavioral underpinnings
are probably needed to support the model’s assumptions.

Dependence function −− simulated returns
1
0.9
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The model presented above demonstrates that it is
possible to replicate the multivariate stylized fact of
simultaneous extreme returns using non-equilibrium,
heterogeneous-agent models. Additionally, the model
also reproduces a number of univariate stylized facts.
These results are promising.
The main behavioral assumption in the model is
the aligned reaction of heterogeneous fundamentalists.
While this mechanism is plausible enough, it is nevertheless important that any behavioral assumption one
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METHOD
There are in the economic literature some high-quality
indexes trying to measure the economic freedom. The
ones we know are built as a weighted mean of a set of
variables. Two main problems arise at this point: The
first one is what variables should form part of the index;
an economics problem that we are not going to address
here. The second is to assign weights to the index
components, so that the weight reflects the real
importance of the variable. In this paper we propose a
solution for this second problem: regard the economic
freedom as a latent variable and let the data assign
weights to the variables.

ABSTRACT
The paper presents, by means of a structural equations
model, an account of the economic freedom factors and
their importance. Considering that economic freedom
manifests through: business freedom, trade freedom,
fiscal freedom, government size, monetary freedom,
investment freedom, financial freedom, property rights,
freedom from corruption and labour freedom. Results
show that all the considered freedoms have statistical
significance, being the most influential the ones related
to the property rights and the freedom from corruption.
Besides, an objective economic freedom index is
developed through a new, structural equations based,
methodology.

In order to construct the index, a system of structural
equations, whose outline is presented next, with latent
(not measurable directly) variables has been developed.
Besides, and as a distinct desirable characteristic in the
model, the measurement errors are explicitly included
for each variable in the estimation process. The system
parameters were estimated by the Full Information
Maximum Likelihood (FIML) method and checked by
Bayes’ estimation, obtaining similar values. To estimate
the index weights we considered the database of the
Heritage Foundation (heritage.org), covering 162
countries, but the proposed method is equally applicable
for any other set of variables.

INTRODUCTION
Although the current world liberalization process is one
of the most important economic trends in the current
years, there are a lack of econometrics models helping
to measure and understand its effects and the structure
and importance of its underlying economic and social
factors. Such a model will enhance the comprehension
of the phenomena and assist to their management.
This paper aims to contribute to attenuate these lacks,
by developing -applying structural equations modellingan index to measure the economic freedom of a country,
or of a significant economical area. Finding out what
variables, and to what extent, influence the
liberalization process; in order to establish the most
efficient economics measures, necessary to reach the
required liberalization degree. The definition of
economic freedom, considered in this paper, is an
absence of government coercion or constraint. The
obtained statistical results imply not desirability at all,
and are not meant to have any ideological implications.

The Structural Equation System General Model
The Structural System General model is a mathematical
model, a set of linear equations, which encompass a
large class of models (Jöreskorg, K.G., 1984). Variables
in the equation’s system may be either directly observed
or unmeasured latent (theoretical), representing
concepts not directly observed, that can only be
approached and measured trough observed and
measurable variables. Latent variables must be
continuous, nevertheless observed dependent variables
can be continuous, censored, binary, ordered,
categorical (ordinal), counts or combinations of these
variable types.

The paper proceeds as follows, in the first part we
outline the method, in the second we propose and
estimate the model, in the third we show the results,
concluding, in the fourth, with some conclusions and
further research suggestions.

Structural equation models are composed of two sub
models: the structural model linking only latent
variables, and the measurement model, that links each

Proceedings 22nd European Conference on Modelling and
Simulation ©ECMS Loucas S. Louca, Yiorgos Chrysanthou,
Zuzana Oplatková, Khalid Al-Begain (Editors)
ISBN: 978-0-9553018-5-8 / ISBN: 978-0-9553018-6-5 (CD)
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latent variable with its correspondent measurement
variables (indicators). A causal structure among latent
variables is assumed.

The structural equation model fundamental hypothesis
is: ∑ = ∑(θ ) , where ∑ is the population covariance

matrix and ∑(θ ) is the model’s covariance matrix,
written as a function of a vector of the model parameters
θ . Parameter estimates are obtained by minimizing

Structural equation modelling has certain desirable
features: a) explicit inclusion of error’s measurement
terms for each variable, b) simultaneous estimation of
parameters of a series of dependence relationships,
where a variable can act as dependent in some equations
and independent in other ones, c) can take account of
reciprocal causation and recursive and non recursive
models, d) can be considered as confirmatory technique
and, also, as exploratory.

(

Once estimated the parameters, the model covariance
matrix is compared with the empirical data covariance
matrix, and if the difference between both matrixes is
statistically acceptable the proposed structural equation
model is acknowledged as a plausible explanation of the
reality.

The Model

The measurable variables, below, that have been
considered are defined following Holmes et al. (2008),
and their original measurements scales has been
transformed to the range 0-100, to ease the comparisons,
meaning 0 minimum degree and 100 maximum. A score
of 100 signifies an economic environment or policies
most favourable for economic freedom.

The Structural System General Model is defined
(Jöreskorg, K.G., op. cit.) through a system of linear
structural relations, whose matrix representation is:

η = α + Β η + Γξ + ζ

(1)

where η (m x 1) and ξ (n x 1) are random vectors of,
respectively, latent dependent and independent
variables, α is a (m x 1) intercept’s terms vector, Β (m
x m) is the coefficient’s matrix for the latent
endogenous variables, representing the effects of η -

Business freedom: ability to create, operate, and close
an enterprise quickly and easily.
Trade freedom: is a composite measure of the absence
of tariff and non tariff barriers that affect imports and
exports of goods and services.

variables on other η -variables, Γ (m x n) is the
coefficient matrix for latent exogenous variables
representing the direct effects of ξ -variables on η -

Fiscal freedom: is a measure of the burden of
government from the revenue side. It includes both the
tax burden in terms of the top tax rate on income
(individual and corporate separately) and the overall
amount of tax revenue as a portion of gross domestic
product (GDP).

variables and ζ is a (m x 1) vector indicative of the
random disturbance in the equation. It is assumed
that E (η ) = 0, E (ξ ) = 0, E (ζ ) = 0 .

Observed (measured) variables are represented by the
vectors y (p x 1), where p is the number of indicators

Government size: is defined to include all government
expenditures, including consumption and transfers.
Ideally, the state will provide only true publics goods,
with an absolute minimum of expenditure.

of ξ , and x (q x 1), where q is the number of
indicators of η , which are related to de latent variables
trough the equations:

y = τ y + Λ yη + ε

(2)

x = τ x + Λ xξ + δ ,

(3)

Monetary freedom: combines a measure of price
stability with an assessment of price of controls. Both
inflation and price controls distort market activity. Price
stability without microeconomic intervention is the ideal
state for the free market.
Investment freedom is an assessment of the free flow of
capital, especially foreign capital

where ε (p x 1) and δ (q x 1) are error terms vectors.
It is assumed that ε is uncorrelated with η , ξ and

δ

; and that

δ

is uncorrelated with

η , ξ and ε .

Financial freedom: is a measure of banking security as
well as independence from government control. State
ownership of banks and other financial institutions such
as insurer and capital markets is an inefficient burden
and political favouritism has no place in a free capital
market

Λ y (p x m) and Λ x (q x n) are matrices containing the
structural coefficients

λij

linking the latent and

measured (observed) variables, and

τy

(p x 1) and

)

ˆ (θ ) .
some fit function F (θ ) = F S , ∑

τx

(q x 1) are vectors of constant intercept terms.
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Property rights: is an assessment of the ability of
individuals to accumulate private property, secured by
clear laws that are fully enforced by the state.

latent variables that do not exist in this case, but it is
also included for the sake of model completeness.
All variables (table 1) are statistically significant (pvalue < 0.001), except the Fiscal freedom (p= 0.028).
Most of the parameters values are positive with the
unexpected exception of Fiscal Freedom and
Government size.

Freedom from corruption: is based on quantitative data
that asses the perception of corruption in the business
environment, including levels of governmental legal,
judicial, and administrative corruption.
Labor freedom: is a composite measure of the ability of
workers and businesses to interact without restriction by
the state.

The variables with higher importance (with higher
weights) are Property Rights and Freedom from
Corruption. Statistically, these two variables are the
ones that better explain the Index of Economic Freedom
variability. From an economic point of view, those
countries making more efforts trying to reduce
corruption and protect property rights will achieve more
economic freedom. This fact is especially important in
less developed countries where, as expected, these
factors are the first to improve when trying to assure a
minimum of economic freedom.
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0; 187,59
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The third group of variables, although with less
importance, than the preceding are Freedom of Trade,
Freedom of Work and Monetary Freedom.
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Next to the previous ones more influent variables are
those related with finance. Once assured the property
rights and the freedom from corruption, the most
important variables in the index are Investment
Freedom, Financial Freedom and Business Freedom.
Countries with fewer barriers of this type will have
more economic freedom.

0; 409,45

-2,49

19,93

Business Freedom

74,93

Fiscal Freedom

Financial Freedom
1
0; 146,64

To conclude, two variables have negative signs:
Government Size and Fiscal Freedom. This result is
quite surprising and requires further research.

1
0; 131,47

e5

Table 1: Maximum Likelihood Estimates. Regression
Weights

e6

Figure 1: Model Outline
Indicators
Estimate
FiscalFreedom <--- Ec.Fr. -2,491
InvestmentFreedom <--- Ec.Fr. 16,364
FinancialFreedom <--- Ec.Fr. 15,033
BusinessFreedom <--- Ec.Fr. 15,204
TradeFreedom <--- Ec.Fr. 8,710
LaborFreedom <--- Ec.Fr. 8,030
PropertyRights <--- Ec.Fr. 22,842
GovtSize
<--- Ec.Fr. -8,082
FreedomfromCorrup. <--- Ec.Fr. 19,931
MonetaryFreedom <--- Ec.Fr. 5,802

RESULTS
Results are shown in figure 1 and in table 1. Figure 1
shows the model estimates’ outline. We can observe
three types of variables: non-observed latent variables
(Economic Freedom), indicators (Table 1), and
measurement errors (e). The structural equation 3 relates
the matrix of exogenous latent variables ξ with their
indicators (x); in this case with the economic freedom
and the matrix of the measurement errors. The equation
2 shows the relationships among indicators of the
endogenous latent variable (η ), being “ y ” the matrix
of these indicators, η the latent endogenous variables
matrix, and ε the estimation error. Finally, the
equation 1 shows the relationships among non-observed
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S.E.
1,132
1,323
1,311
1,195
1,099
1,267
1,463
1,722
1,349
,814

P
,028
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

Table 2: Standardized Regression Weights
Indicators
FiscalFreedom
<--InvestmentFreedom
<--FinancialFreedom
<--BusinessFreedom
<--TradeFreedom
<--LaborFreedom
<--PropertyRights
<--GovtSize
<--FreedomfromCorruption <--MonetaryFreedom <---

Ec.Fr.
Ec.Fr.
Ec.Fr.
Ec.Fr.
Ec.Fr.
Ec.Fr.
Ec.Fr.
Ec.Fr.
Ec.Fr.
Ec.Fr.
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Estimate
-,179
,819
,779
,834
,589
,487
,943
-,371
,914
,539

Table 3: Intercepts
Indicators
Estimate
BusinessFreedom
62,847
GovtSize
67,715
TradeFreedom
72,016
FreedomfromCorruption 41,140
FiscalFreedom
74,928
FinancialFreedom
51,592
LaborFreedom
62,113
InvestmentFreedom
50,318
PropertyRights
45,605
MonetaryFreedom
74,390

S.E.
1,459
1,745
1,185
1,747
1,115
1,546
1,321
1,600
1,940
,862

P
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have proposed, through a structural
equations model, an explanation of the economic
freedom factors and their importance.
All the considered freedoms have statistical
significance, with p-values lower than 0.001 (except
fiscal freedom p=0.028).
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The most influential freedoms are the ones related to the
property rights and the freedom from corruption,
showing that a sense of safety is of the utmost
importance for the economic freedom.
As expected, there is a negative correlation between the
economic freedom and the fiscal freedom and between
the economic freedom and the government size.
Another contribution of this paper is the development of
an economic freedom index. As said above, in spite of
the number of economic freedom’ indexes in economic
literature, the variables weight assignments is somehow
subjective and in some cases even lacks of a scientific
basis what hinders a rigorous analysis.
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classic PM synchronous machine only for normal
operation and for HDD servomotors both for normal and
fault operation.
The paper will present the approach for building the
different models, their inter-connection and some results
of the simulation of the different systems.
As the work described in this paper presents only a part
of the models developed within the DRESS project, in
the very first stages of the work, a model assembly
philosophy was stated. In accordance with this, the
models of the motors must have as inputs the phase
voltages delivered by the inverter, the mechanical speed
and position of the rotor. The outputs must be the phase
currents and the electromagnetic torque. The mechanical
parameters (rotor inertia, friction) are included in the
model of the mechanical load (not presented in the
paper) which is then driven by the electromagnetic
torque. The controllers which deliver the reference
phase voltages must have as input the electromagnetic
torque reference, delivered by an upper level controller.
Finally, it should be noted that the PWM inverters are
considered to act as pure gains blocks in the proposed
library.

KEYWORDS
PMSM, vector control, fault operation.
ABSTRACT
Reliability of electromechanical actuation systems as
those used in aerospace applications may be improved
by a proper choice of the motor, of its control strategy
and of the architecture of the power electronics feeding
the motor. This paper presents a Simulink library for the
simulation of the motor and of its control electronics
allowing to choose between three types of motor and
between two types of vector control. The models allow
the simulation of different fault conditions in order to
identify the weak and strong points of each architecture.
The research reported in this paper was performed
within the European Union FP6 project DRESS
(Distributed and Redundant Electromechanical nose
gear Steering System) for more electrical aircraft
(http://www.dress-project.eu).
INTRODUCTION
The permanent magnets synchronous machine is a well
known compact motor, suited for high power density
applications. In most of electrical drives using this type
of machine, the motor is Y connected, fed by a three
phase inverter and equipped with a classic vector control
allowing to regulate the torque. A way to improve the
reliability of such type of drives consists of choosing a
power electronic architecture allowing a two phase
remedial operation (Heb et al. 1994; Bolognani et al.
2000; Welchko et al. 2004). In this paper we present a
Simulink library allowing to compare under normal and
fault operation the use of a classic PM synchronous
machine fed by a three phase inverter and equipped with
a classic vector control with the use of two variants of a
more special type of motor, the HDD servomotor®
which in addition to a higher torque to mass ratio offers
the very interesting feature of having magnetically and
mechanically decoupled phases and the possibility to
split each phase into two half phases also mechanically
and magnetically decoupled. Furthermore in parallel
with the classic vector control, a phase by phase pseudo
vector control is also considered which can be used with

MOTORS MODELS
The philosophy in building the models was that they
must be able to deal with several types of fault:
- a broken phase (i.e a phase in open circuit);
- a phase totally or partially short circuited;
- the loss of a current sensor.
For this reason we have chosen to model the machines
in terms of instantaneous phase variables.
Three phase classic PMSM with separate feeding of
the phases
The first architecture which is considered is
corresponding to a classic PM synchronous motor with
separated feeding of the phases, each phase being fed by
an H bridge (Figure 1).

Proceedings 22nd European Conference on Modelling and
Simulation ©ECMS Loucas S. Louca, Yiorgos Chrysanthou,
Zuzana Oplatková, Khalid Al-Begain (Editors)
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Figure 2: Three Phase Machine Star Connected
Figure 1: Three Phase Machine with Separated Phases

Since in this case, i a + i b + i c = 0 the matrix

In this case the electrical equations are (all the notations
are specified in the Appendix):
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Rs
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0
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3

=

M
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Consequently, the back emf induced by the magnets in
phase “a” is equal to:
ea = P

M

m

sin P

m

= KT

m
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m

m

sin ( P

m

m

) + sin
) + sin

L0 d ia
+
L0 dt i b
P
P

m

m

2
3
4
3

.

With i c = i a i b , the electromagnetic torque is
obtained with the same expression as the previous
model.
With this model, the fault that can be simulated is the
current sensor failure as for the previous model. It
should be noted that writing the equations in terms of
line voltage allow to consider without problem a phase
partial short circuit even if not done at this day in the
library.

In these equations, rotor zero position is considered to
correspond to the maximum coupling between phase “a”
and the rotor, so that the flux induced in the phase “a”
by the magnets, Eaf is maximum for Fm = 0 and,
assuming a sinusoidal coupling, can be expressed as
follows:
af

ia
L0
+
ib
2L0

sin ( P

2
3

0
0 ,
L0

( M s < 0 ) , the cyclical inductance.

and the electromagnetic torque expression is:
m

0
L0
0

The input variables controlled by the inverter are the
line voltages ua-ub, ub-uc and uc-ua and as their sum is
equal to zero, only two of them are independent, so the
motor equations can be written as

m

Tem = K T i a sin P

L0
0
0

HDD servomotor with separated feeding of its six
half phases

,

The HDD servomotors (Figure 3) has six physically and
magnetically separated half phases which can be fed by
six H bridges.
The model consists in the concatenation of two three
phase machines with no mutual inductances between the
phases, shifted between them by 180°.
In addition to the faults that can be simulated for the
three phase classic PMSM with separated phases (Figure
1), considering the case of partial short circuit of several
turns of one winding was of interest for the research. In
this case, the equivalent circuit is the one depicted in
Figure 4.
It is important to note that in this case a seventh circuit
appears corresponding to the section in short circuit.
The corresponding equations are

with K T = P M .
With this model, the following faults can be simulated:
• one phase in open circuit is simulated by imposing
simultaneously its current and di/dt to zero;
• one phase in short circuit is simulated by imposing to
zero the corresponding feeding voltage;
• fault of a current sensor is simulated by imposing to
zero the feedback value of the current on one phase
(phase “a”).
Classic PMSM with star connected windings and
insulated neutral

If the machine phases are star connected with insulated
neutral, it must be fed by a three phase inverter (Figure
2).
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Figure 3: HDD Servomotor
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The electromagnetic torque is in this case given by
Tem = K T i c2 sin P
+ia 2 sin ( P

m

+ K T11 ( i a1 sin P

m

) + ic1 sin
m

3
P

) + K T12 (

+ i b1 sin P
4
3

m

ia12 sin P

m

2
3

+ i b2 sin P
m

+

m

5
3

)

The parameters of the two sections of the partial short
circuited phase are computed in accordance with the
number of turns in short circuit.
It must be noted that before a partial short circuit of an
half phase occurs (i.e. during normal operation ) the
model has only 6 state equations instead of 7 after the
occurrence of the fault. As Simulink does not allow such
a change during simulation, some techniques were used
for bypassing the problem.
It must be noted that it is possible to use the HDD
servomotors as three phase machines with or without a
Y connection of the phases and to feed the phases
separately via H bridges or via a three phase inverter.

Figure 4: HDD Servomotor with Partial Short Circuit
ia1
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ic2
i c2
u c2
i b1
i b1
u b1
d
ia 2 +
u a 2 = R ia 2 + L
dt
ic1
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i b2
i b2
u b2
ia12
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0

CONTROLLERS MODELS
Two types of controllers were considered for the vector
control of the drive.
The first one is the classic vector control in the Park
reference frame (Figure 5).
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Figure 5: The Classic dq Vector Control of the PMSM
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For a classical three phase machine, the above model
ceases to be valid if one phase is in fault (in open or
short circuit) since in this case the sum of the three
phase currents is no more equal to zero so that we may
no more discard the coupling between the phases by
taking in the model the cyclical inductance (L0 = Ls-Ms).
For the HDD servomotors, as the phases are
magnetically separated, the mutual inductances between
the phases are almost equal to zero and the above model
is valid for normal or fault conditions.

This type of controller can be used with all types of the
motors described above provided that the machine emf’s
are purely sinusoidal. In fact, this is generally not the
case as the phase emf’s contain generally a significant
amount of third harmonic which are homopolar
components. For a motor fed by a three phase inverter,
these third hamonics are not seen from the terminals due
to the Y connection so that the presence or not of the
third harmonics in the emf’s is without any importance
and emf’s can be considered as purely sinusoidal as far
as the control is concerned. For a motor which phases
are fed separately, it is necessary to add to the voltages
generated by the controller a third harmonic component
equal to that present in the emf’s in order to avoid the
appearance of homopolar currents. As the third
harmonics in the feeding voltages and in the emf’s
cancel each other, both have been discarded in building
the models.
The second type of vector control is a phase-by-phase
control with a simulated phase.
Indeed, with a phase-by-phase current control it is
possible to use a pseudo dq control in order to control
currents which are constant at constant torque. For that
purpose, the following scheme could be used (Figure 6),
following denoted dq- control.

2 1
3 KT

SIMULINK LIBRARY

By using the models described above, a Simulink library
was developed.
Basically, it contains five types of blocks, three
corresponding to the three variants of PMSM and two
for the controllers.
Concerning the motors blocks, all were developed in a
quite compact manner, the heart being an S-function
block corresponding to each variant of PMSM. As the
models are quite general, the parameters of some
predefined types of motors were included in the masks
of the blocks being associated to the type of motor chose
in the dialog box (Figure 7).

Figure 5

Figure 6: The dq-

Vector Control of the PMSM

This control consists in building for each phase of the
machine (a,b,c), assimilated to be the
phase of a
fictitious
machine, the model of the corresponding
phase, since the rotor position el = P m is known. For

instance, if we assume that phase j is phase
this phase
u

j

= R s i j + L0

di

j

dt

KT

m

sin P

the associated fictitious phase
equation
u j = R s i j + L0

di
dt

j

+ KT

m

j

m

j

we get for

2 ( j 1)

3

,

Figure 7: The Choice of the Type of Motor

The masks allow to use the model for different, by the
pre-defined ones, types of motors, by choosing the
“Other” type of motor. In this case, the dialog box
expands with the necessaries parameters to be specified
(Figure 8).

being ruled by the

cos P

m

2 ( j 1)

3

.
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Of course, if a different type of motor is chosen, more
parameters must be specified in the dialog box if partial
short circuit fault is selected (Figure 12).

Figure 8: The Dialog Box for “Other” type of Motor

The dialog box of the motors’ models allow the choice,
during simulation, of one type of fault, as can be seen in
Figure 9.

Figure 12: Additional Parameters to be specified for Partial
Short Circuit Fault

The two blocks for the vector control can be used for
any type of motor and use a special mechanism for
automatic identification of the type of motor used in a
certain model, necessary for using the proper
parameters. This special mechanism was developed by
the authors within the masks of controllers blocks,
knowing that Simulink does not allow the transfer of the
parameters from one dialog box to another. The
mechanism is based on identification of the parameter
specified in the “Type of motor” field of the motors
dialog boxes and automatically updated in its proper
field with the same name which is not active (Figure
13).

Figure 9: The Choice of the Type of Fault

The dialog box adapts itself to the chosen type of fault,
being possible to specify further information, as the
location of the short circuit in the case of the entire
phase short circuit (Figure 10), or the number of turns in
short circuit in the case of partial short circuit of one
phase (Figure 11).

Figure 10: The Location of the Short Circuit of an Entire
Phase

Figure 13: Automatic Update of the Type of Motor in the
Controller Dialog Box

Figure 11: The Number of Turns in Short Circuit
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If “Other” type of motor is chosen within the dialog box
of the motor used in the model, the dialog box of the
controllers expands to specify the additional necessary
parameters.

et al 1994). It is important to note that, the torque
oscillations totally disappear provided that, as assumed
in the models, the machine emf’s are purely sinusoidal,
but at the price of higher currents in the remaining
phases. This is not quite dangerous, as only two phases
contribute now to the heating of the motor. Further
thermal simulations will investigate more in detail these
aspects. If the phase emf’s contain a certain amount of
third harmonic with the implemented control strategies,
a given amount of torque ripple remains which is
directly proportional to the amplitude of the third
harmonic.

SIMULATION RESULTS
As indicated in the introduction, the developed Simulink
models are quite versatile. It results a large number of
possible combinations motor-controller. For each of the
combinations it is possible to simulate different faults
which could occur at different operating conditions.
Hereafter will be given only an example obtained with
the HDD servomotor and dq- control when one phase
is suddenly broken (open circuit). In Figure 14 is plotted
a detail of the phase currents and the electromagnetic
torque after this fault occurs. As it can be expected , the
torque oscillations are quite important, being of the
order of the rated torque (imposed earlier in the
simulation).

CONCLUSIONS
The paper describes a Simulink library for the
simulation of different structures of PMSM and vector
control, in normal operation, as well as when different
faults occur.
The developed blocks are quite versatile, allowing the
simulation of a large number of possible types and sizes
of motors. The vector control blocks use a special
mechanism developed by the authors to identify the type
of motor used in model and to adjust its own parameters
consequently.
The results of the simulations are very useful when the
decision on the most suited system would have to be
done.
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Figure 14: Details of the Phase Currents and Electromagnetic
Torque when One Phase is in Open Circuit
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Figure 15: Fault Occurrence and its remedial

The remedial consists in supplying the two remaining
phases with currents having adequate amplitude and
phase shift with respect to the corresponding emf’ (Heb
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APPENDIX

the Laboratory of Electrical Measurements at the same
University where he contributed to the development of
microprocessor based instrumentation. He then has been
a research engineer with the Laboratory of
Electrotechnics and Instrumentation, working in the
field of the digital control of DC and AC machines.
He was involved in several research projects having as
aim the development of special drives.

In the equations, the following notations were used:
ua, ub, uc – phase voltages;
ia, ib, ic – phase currents;
Rs – phase resistance;
Ls – phase inductance;
Ms – mutual inductance between two phases;
KT – torque constant;
P – number of pairs of poles;
m – angular position of the rotor.
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metropolises decide to improve their traffic monitoring
systems. Current solutions for gathering data are very
expensive and require special devices and
infrastructure. It is often an impassable barrier for cities
in developing countries where large and dynamical
changes take place. Wrong decisions can bound
potential of cities in the future.
Two main
disadvantages of existing solutions are:

KEYWORDS
Traffic modelling, image processing, vehicle detection,
image analysis
ABSTRACT
Fast development of cities and increasing number of
cars cause that metropolises need to improve their
monitoring system. This paper presents the system
which gathers information about traffic and help to
monitor and model it. It is not as expensive as current
solutions, because it is built on existing infrastructure
and low-cost devices. The basic part of this system is a
smart phone, on which application is implemented. It
contains capturing device and processing unit, as
a result it returns information about traffic. Information
among other things includes time of the appearance,
type of a car and its speed. Image analysis
(processing) consist of pre-processing (geometry
reconstruction and denoising), classification (geometrical methods), object detection and tracking
algorithm, which based mostly on calculating gradient.
Thanks to this solution, monitoring system can be
easily implemented on the places, where it was not
possible because of high cost and problem with
creating infrastructure.

- using of special devices
- outlay increase
- problems with spare parts
- special transmission infrastructure
- outlay increases
- importability
- time-consuming installation
Above problems were the basis for creating new traffic
data acquisition system built on popular low-cost
devices and existing transmission infrastructure.
In solution presented in this paper a distributed
network of sensors on large junctions will collect
information about traffic volume and its distribution.
A popular smart phone have been chosen as a single
integrated sensor for capturing and processing visual
data. Nowadays, those mid-end mobile phones are
powerful small computers equipped with camera, fast
processor, memory, Internet connection and operating
system. Thanks to that smart phones can fulfil a role of
independent image processing unit. GSM network
which is an inseparable transmission channel for cell
phones, small size and low power consumption can be
a inexpensive substitute for existing commercial
products. These essential features cause that system is
not only economical but also more extensible and
portable in implementation.

INTRODUCTION
Metropolises around the world are continuously
rebuilding and expanding their boundaries so each year
the number of highways and roads is increasing. The
continuous growth of the number of vehicles driving
on the road, makes a need for a traffic modelling
obvious.
All these changes require appropriate decisions in
planning and maintaining right functioning of city
traffic. All tools, which support making decisions need
reliable and actual data. As a result,
many
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Figure 1. Architecture of the system.

the camera. Secondly, it is used as a processing unit
which runs an image processing algorithm. As a result,
it returns data about vehicles. After that, the smart
phone transmits calculated results, using GSM
infrastructure, to a data warehouse. Then info stored in
the data warehouse can feed Business Intelligence (BI)
software or the Traffic Modelling software.

STAGES OF WORK
The first stage of project was to develop a software
tools for creating and testing different image
processing algorithms. Created software enabled
testing various methods on personal computer before
implementing final method on smart phone. It also
gives a future opportunity to modify algorithm for
a special purposes. This software was developed in
Java enabling users to easily extend its features by
writing user libraries. The processing schema is
defined as an XML file which contains processing
order and all required parameters. Program has many
built-in I/O modules (for reading movie files, image
sequence files and real-time camera data) and
processing modules (for filtering, segmentation and
classification).

CPU
Memory
Operation system
Size (width x height x depth)
Weight

332 MHz
160 MB + 2 GB
Symbian OS
99 x 53 x 21 mm
120 g

Table 1. Specification of the smart phone

IMAGE PROCESSING

The second stage was to choose an algorithm for
detecting vehicles. After testing several approaches,
final algorithm was implemented on a smart phone.
Because of differences between Java distribution for
personal computers (Java SE) and mobile devices
(Java ME) algorithm implementation needed some
changes.

The key element of the system is image analysis
computed on smart phone level. Algorithm cannot be
too complicated computationally, due to memory and
computing power constraints.

pre-processing

The last stage was to tweak an algorithm for a smart
phone architecture. It was rewritten and recompiled for
native phone system. This operation improved program
efficiency dramatically.

object detection

CONCEPT OF THE SYSTEM

classyfication
Figure 1 shows an architecture of a complete system.
The basic element of the system is a smart phone.
Table 1. shows the technical specification of an
example testing phone. This device realize several
crucial function for the system. Firstly, it is used as
a capturing device which grabs visual data from

tracking
Figure 2. Processing scheme.
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d)

b)

original image

motion detection

c)

a)

geometrical
reconstruction

object detection

f)

e)

denosing

object
classification

Figure 3. Phases of the algorithm.

classification on simple geometrical methods. These
methods gave satisfying results in reasonable
computational time.

Figure 2 presents general processing schema. There
have been made some important assumptions about
location of smart phone and environment, in order to
save complex computations. Significant simplification
is a relevant position of camera. As a result, it can be
assumed that the vehicles move in specifically way and
their shape change in specifically manner.

Tracking
Parallel for each car from the list its position is being
actualized by analyzing gradient between frames in a
rectangular area where the front of a vehicle is
expected. If no motion is detected, the object is deleted
from the list. This method prevents from taking as cars
these objects which appear only in one frame because
of noise or light effects.
When a car crosses the last line of measurement, it is
taken from the vehicles' list and its velocity is
calculated. In order to make the results of our
algorithm as close to the reality as it's only possible, the
distance between pixels is converted into accurate
distance using some trigonometric functions.

Pre-processing
Due to small size of optical set-up built-in smart phone
the captured image is not perfect. It shows up as
a noise and geometrical distortion.
That is why, before proper analysis, image data is preprocessed. In this case it means a geometry
reconstruction and denoising. These operations are
computationally inexpensive, but considerably improve
quality of the further process.
Object detection

Figure 3 shows sequential phases of an algorithm.
In order to find moving objects gradient between
adjacent image frames is calculated. To speed up
processing it is done only in a few pixels height stripe.
More advanced algorithms have been also tested, but
due to higher computational complexity and a small
quality improvement gradient method has been chosen.
Each detected object is added to the global list of
vehicles.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
Presented system can be used as an inexpensive
substitute for complex system. Due to its features it can
be easy implemented in places where it was not
possible because of high cost or problems with creating
infrastructure. This system itself is also a prove that
current complex systems solving sophisticated
problems can be constructed on popular devices, which
were not design for those purpose.

Classification
Due to established assumptions about position and
orientation of the camera it was possible to base
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advanced case it would be possible to analyse fluid
with
microstructure,
which
would
reflect
diversification of the vehicles on the streets (for
example large molecules would represent buses and
lorries and small - cars).

Future works should focus on improving quality of
gathering data in weak light condition and at night. At
the moment system cannot work properly when there is
not enough light (for example unlighted street at night).
Besides, increasing computational possibilities will
allow to implement more complex algorithms, which
help to gather additional information about traffic and
cars.
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One of the possible ways of using data from presented
system is to use flow network to model traffic. Using
algorithms which find maximum flow in the graph, in
which the crossroads are nodes and the streets are
edges, we can match the capacity with our need.

The system presented in this paper is a part of team
project created on Faculty of Mathematics, Informatics
and Mechanics at the University of Warsaw.
At the moment of writing this article works on
commercial implementation of this project are in
progress.

Based on results of this experience and on the data
from our system we can find out where should we
extend or build roads to cut down large traffic jam. It
can be also used to predict what happen during
renovating when some roads or lanes will be closed or
what happen when we apply some regulation such as
speed limit.
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We can also use Dijkstra algorithm in graph, where
like in previous case, streets are edges and crossroads
are nodes and costs depends on data from our system.
Finding the shortest path, we can plan our journey as
good as it possible and lost as short time as it possible
staying in the jam.
Another type of models which can use data gathered
with presented system are CFD based models. Street
network is modelled as a set of connected pipes
(Figure 4 shows example mesh for the center of
Warsaw). Cross-section area of the each pipe reflects
capacity of the street. The traffic flow is treated as
a continuous fluid flow in fluid dynamics. Data from
described system would be used as initial conditions. In
the simplest model fluid would be uniform and input
data would be density and mean velocity field. In more
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Figure 4. Map of center of Warsaw with corresponding mesh.
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Flood

Simulation,

being developed is FLOREON (FLOods REcognition
on the Net).
A wide range of professionals in various fields are
already familiar with this system concept. Systems that
are able to model floods and present them to qualified
system users already exist. The concept of using single,
preferred and utilized software (or the combination of
several types) plays a major role regarding the limited
experience and viewpoints of some specialists [3, 18].
Furthermore, strict deadlines, resulting from the
demand for promptly obtained modeling results to
support timely decision making, present another
significant issue [3]. In addition, the individual,
qualified user is not able to operate more models and
assemble predictions at the same time. For these
reasons, the goal of this system is to combine the results
of all prediction and simulation systems and provide
simulation results to people who are less informed
concerning the complexity of this issue. These results
should be accessible to a wide range of users including
professionals from various fields. Inhabitants of flood
plains should be able to view the results directly in a
simple way while more complex information should be
accessible to local representatives and rescue teams.
Legal bodies responsible for entire regions (i.e. local
governments) should be able to view as much
information as possible. Thus, the front end of the entire
system must be able to satisfy all types of users. A
logical solution, and genuinely efficient method of
achieving this goal, would be to combine several
visualization tools and equipment in the system. All
users would be able to access the system from one
website. Local representatives and rescue teams can
also use other types of thin equipment such as local
visualization applications. Governments will be able to
use more sophisticated thin or fat equipment that will
enable access and visualization of all types of
information, based on their needs.
The main concern of our project is to prove that a
combination of the latest information technology, along
with results from fields that are in some way connected
to creating flood simulations and predictions, would be
very useful. Fields of interest considered detrimental to
supplying
theses
results
include
hydrology,
meteorology,
geoinformatics,
remote
sensing,
integration of prediction models, development of new
models, and others [3, 18]. The information system
itself is focused on the development of a reliable
architecture and a graphic user interface (2D, 3D) that
should satisfy the needs of all types of users expected to
eventually interact with the system.

Disaster

ABSTRACT
The main goal of our system is to provide the end user
with information about an approaching disaster. The
concept is to ensure information access to adequate
data for all potential users, including citizens, local
mayors, governments, and specialists, within one
system. It is obvious that there is a knowledge gap
between the lay user and specialist. Therefore, the
system must be able to provide this information in a
simple format for the less informed user while providing
more complete information with computation
adjustment and parameterization options to more
qualified users.
One system feature in high demand is the ability to
display reliable and understandable graphical and
textual information. Information for various types of
users must be adapted to a desired format which is
understandable to a particular group of people. For
example, a specialist can ask for all available results
from different simulation models in text format. This
type of information may be useless, however, to the user
who only wants to find out whether or not his house will
be flooded.
Another important feature is the open structure and
modular architecture that enables the usage of different
modules. Modules can contain different functions,
alternative simulations or additional features. Since the
architectural structure is open, modules can be
combined in any way to achieve any desired function in
the system.

INTRODUCTION
There are many types of natural disasters in the world.
Many of which depend specifically upon geography.
The flood is one of the worst and most recurrent types
of natural disasters in our region [3, 4, 18]. Local
governments require reliable models for flood
simulations and predictions to save on ample funding
that must be otherwise invested in post-flood repairs for
impacted regions [4]. Therefore, the issue of flood
prediction and simulation has been selected as a case
choice
for
experimental
development.
This
sophisticated system should combine all knowledge
from existing models and systems while providing
results to a wide range of people that are not experts in
this particular field. The name of the system that is
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The technological integration of the necessary system
module is provided by means of internet technology
which enables dynamic configuration and the
construction of an open architecture [4]. We base the
communication of modules within the system and
communication with the other systems on Web Services
[19].
Although, the primary goal of this system is flood
prediction, simulation and presentation, it is possible to
expand this system to include modules that can
represent a wide range of other disasters. Examples of
some modules that may be added to the system include
modules that simulate and predict air and water
pollution, advective-dispersion processes, forest fire
spreading, and etc…
The addition and removal of system modules (including
alternative models for simulations and predictions) is
based on the plug and play principle. All of these
system futures should establish the base for a complex
and unique system that enables users to tap into its
potential for observing and controlling various types of
disasters. Every type of model (rainfall-runoff,
hydrodynamic etc…) can be replaced by other models.
Reasons for considering such substations include the
dropout of hydrometeorological data input for a
particular model method (i.e. snowmelt module) and the
added issue of method limitations during specific
rainfall-runoff episodes – i.e
SCS CN method
performance differs from SMA method performance
during rainfall-runoff events of varying duration and
rainfall intensity.

series (Hydrometeorological data) is the second type of
data. Both types have their own spatial and temporal
variations. The basic character of the modeled domain
(catchment size, geometry and topology) is constant
during the modeled rainfall-runoff episode. Another
type of spatial data with a higher level of variability is
the antecedent precipitation index (API). Time series
and hydrometeorological data vary both spatially and
temporarily (i.e. measured and predicted precipitation
and temperatures). The general computation scheme of
the rainfall-runoff and hydrodynamic modeling task is
as follows [3, 18]:
1. input data pre-processing and storage
2. rainfall-runoff modeling (discharge hydrograph
forecast)
3. hydrodynamic modeling (water level forecast)
4. post-processing of the results (hydrographs,
floodplain delineation, etc...).
Precipitation, both measured and predicted, represents
the most significant time series data input for such basic
computation schemes and cases. There is also a radar
data utilization option in the FLOREON system.
Motivation Scenarios
At the beginning of the development of all information
systems, interaction scenarios between the system and
user must be defined. In our case, two main scenarios
were selected at the beginning of our project. These two
scenarios are:
 Simple communication between the system and
user – users can see the actual situation,
simulated prediction, or historical data about
floods.
 Coordination of the result generation – for
example, if the data about rainfall intensity and
prediction represent the system input, the result
of the flood simulation must be generated by a
computation chain.
These two scenarios, as well as other derived or future
scenarios, must be supported by the system’s
architecture.
Two basic scenarios have been implemented. The first
first scenario presents a computation of hydrographs in
the rainfall-runoff model and flood areas (floodlake) in
the hydrodynamic model (Fig. 2). A computation chain
is started as soon as the hydrometeorology data is
available – precipitations, temperatures and measured
discharge volumes in our case. Data frequency is
dependant upon the provider and is available every 6
hours in an FTP service provider. Our module
downloads it into our data store and starts the
computation chain. This data is then processed by a
software module that performs the computation – the
hydrologic module. After the module finishes the
computation, obtained results - discharge volumes and
floodlakes - are uploaded back to the data store. An

Fig. 1: Rainfall-runoff calibration episode 9/2007 and
the result of the rainfall-runoff HEC-HMS simulation
model

MATHEMATICAL MODELING
The input data for such a system is subdivided into two
groups. The first type of data is the spatial data required
for model development (catchment schematization,
river channels schematization, etc...). This type of input
data is mainly obtained via GIS preprocessing. Time
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hydrologic module provides a simulation for up to 2
days.
The second scenario involves user interaction with a
Floreon graphic user interface (GUI) accessible with a
web browser (Fig. 3). The user can define areas, layers
– ortophotomaps, growth, buildings, motorways, rivers,
foodlakes, etc... – and the necessary timeframe for the
construction of a result picture. These attributes can
also be changed, interactively, by the user.

framework and written in C#. Other languages, such as
C++ for special functions, are used when necessary.
All these modules must be connected and communicate
in some way. Web Services seem to be the best
technology currently available. Web Service technology
ensures
implementation
independence,
simple
maintenance
of
connections,
standardized
communication, and simple module exchange. This
technology enables the construction of a flexible and
independent system.
Coordinator
A core module is responsible for the coordination of
system scenarios and controls all modules that are
plugged into the system.
Database Storage
A data warehouse stores all necessary data provided by
a wide range of sources (geological data,
meteorological data, etc…) or serves as a proxy to
remote resources. The following technology is being
used:
 PostgreSql database and its spatial extension
PostGis
 Microsoft SQL Server
 Raster Provider - proprietary solution that
will be soon published as an open source
project [8].

Fig. 2: First scenario – hydrograph computation in
the rainfall-runoff model and flood areas in a
hydrodynamic model.

Hydrometeorology

ARCHITECTURE

A meteorological module is a provider of
meteorological data and weather predictions. We use a
variety of sources:
 CHMU – Czech Hydrometeorological Institute
provides measurement of hydrometeorological
data (precipitation, temperature, water level
stages, discharges, snow cover) obtained both
from the station net and remote sensing
methods
(e.g.
radar
estimations
of
precipitation rates) [3]
 ALADIN – numerical weather forecasting
system engaged by CHMU [1]
 Povodi Odry - company established by the
government to provide measured discharge
volumes in rivers and information about
reservoir water levels and operations [15].

The system architecture that has been developed for this
project fulfills all desired features and enables any
extension that might be added in the future. Moreover,
our architecture includes an option for changing the
technology that implements the architecture because the
structure of the architecture itself is completely
independent and does not rely on implementation.
The main modules of the present system are the core,
data warehouse, meteorological data module, hydrology
module, geographic module, alternate numeric method
module, visualization module, and web server module.
The system is mainly based on a Microsoft .NET

The hydrology module is mainly responsible for the
computation of floods. More independent applications
are used in our computation chain. These programs are
connected to provide fully automated options. They
involve the following applications:
 HEC-HMS (USACE) –Rainfall-runoff model
 MIKE 11 (DHI) – 1D hydrodynamic model
 MIKE 11 GIS (DHI) – GIS post-processing
software, which inspects and provides
measures of the flood occurrence and extent in
the terrain

Fig. 3: Second scenario – user interaction with
graphic user interface.
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RESULTS

ArcGIS (ESRI) – another platform for the
post-processing of results

We have already implemented the two scenarios
described above. The system fully computes and
predicts floods automatically and periodically. Results
are accessible on the Internet with any modern browser.
The user only needs to select a specific area and input
the date of a given situation. The date can be set from
the past or for the future. The system returns precomputed and stored results.
A GUI demonstration, as well as a computed
floodlake, is displayed in Fig. 5. Other layers such as
buildings, roads, river channels or orthophoto maps, are
displayed behind the floodlake. The additional layers
are important for fast and precise orientation during a
flood situation (i.e. damaged buildings visible in the
picture).
This view represents a rather small area with high
zoom. The application also provides a less detailed
overview of an inspected area. The view also contains
an expressively smaller amount of information, because
it could be quite messy to draw a larger scale of
information with a lower grade zoom.

Additional information about the involved models is
available on the internet or in [3].
An alternative, numeric method module is an
experimental module that encapsulates new flood
prediction methods developed by the group of
mathematicians that we are cooperating on this project
with. There is a 1D numerical approach as well as a
more sophisticated 2D approach. The 2D numerical
approach is based on the Finite volume method [2].
Geography and Visualization
The geographical module is responsible for the
provision of all actual terrain data, maps, etc... It is a
group of standalone tools used for data pre and postprocessing:
 SharpMap for shapefile parsing [11]
 Quantum GIS [9] for data import and
management
This module also combines all the information stored
and created by the system and prepares this information
for user presentation. This module uses 2D and 3D
techniques to display results.

Created Applications and Modules




Web User Interface
A web server module communicates with users and
transfers the visualization data to the user. The user can
be equipped with any type of device. This module
adapts the information to the user’s device type.




Web client based on Web 2.0 technology. Average
size of transferred data between server and client is
50 KB.
3D client also for stereo projection
Mobile client which identifies location with GPS
and actual situations downloaded from FLOREON
Desktop client based on vector graphics
Application of import model schematization to
FLOREON
M17_FloodMathematicCalculationMode
M17_FloodMathem
atic

I11_Warehouse4FloodMathematic
I18_ FloodMathematic4Coordinator

M12_Warehouse(S
DB)

M15_Geograph

I10_ Warehouse4Geograph
I16_ Geograph4Coordinator
M13_FloodThirdPartyCalculationModel
M13_FloodThirdPar
ty

I9_ Warehouse4FloodThirdParty

I14_ FloodThirdParty4Coordinator
I8_Warehouse4Coordinator
I19_Warehouse4Hydrometeorology

M4_Map_Server

I3_Map_Server4Coordinator
M2_Coordinator

M6_Hydrometeorology
WEB - ASP.NET

I5_ Hydrometeorology4Coordinator

Fig. 4: System architecture
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FUTURE WORK

3D library for generation 3D maps as images
RasterProvider for work with raster data and for
storing terrain data
Interface to FLOREON based on Web Services
MATLAB libraries for model computation
others

The main goal of the informatics group of this project is
the systematic development of the system’s
architecture. The continual enhancement of 2D and 3D
visualization to provide optimal visualized information
to the user, based on an open source and commercial
technology, is another significant goal for this group.
Of further relevance is the issue of system coordination
and communication with external subjects. The main
concern is the usage of a standardized interface and
security.
An information system is practically useless without
current data. Therefore, the data for the simulations and
predictions must be systematically and periodically
updated. Some of this data is stored in a data warehouse
– schematizations of river basins, terrains etc… Data
source coordination, data selection and updating are
long term tasks that must be carefully planned.
Ensemble simulations and predictions based mainly on
the assumption of the input meteorological data
uncertainty and fuzziness is another advance planned in
our system. Information about the “optimistic” and
more “catastrophic” variant of predictions for qualified
users can be provided as a sequence of hydrographs or
buffered zones with a statistical assessment. The offer
of ensembles based on various methods of rainfallrunoff and hydrodynamic solutions implemented in
various types of models is yet the another important
point of view.

Modeled Regions
The western Carpathian catchment of the Olse/Olza
river (2-03-03) was selected as the pilot area. The upper
part of this catchment has a mountainous character and
the lower parts have been significantly affected by
human activity (e.g. coal mining). The Olse catchment
has been damaged by significant flooding twice within
the past two years. Both floods were identified as the
flash flood type. The confluence of Olse, and its
tributary Stonavka, is the pilot area for hydrodynamic
modeling. Thalwegs, a cross-section and detailed
LIDAR digital terrain model was accessible and was
further developed and reconstructed for FLOREON
modeling cascade requirements.

TEAM PARTICIPANTS
Our development team is composed of professionals
from several fields and divided into various
departments based on individual modules. The Web,
visualization, coordination, data storage and
metrological modules are made up of a group of
employees and Ph.D. students from our “Department of
Computer Science” [12]. The group also realizes the
integration of applications in the hydrology module.
Data gathering and pre-processing in the geographical
module is carried out by the “Institute of
Geoinformatics” [13].
Employees of “The Institute of Geological
Engineering” [14] are responsible for the hydrological
model construction.
The mathematical models are developed by the
“Department of Applied Mathematics” [15] in
cooperation with University of West Bohemia in Pilsen
[16].

Fig. 6: Hydrodynamic model MIKE 11 GUI and the
result of the model simulation (water levels in thalweg)

CONCLUSION
In our opinion, and based on the response of external
subjects specializing in the field of flood prediction or
the coordination of emergency units, this project is
thoroughly useful. This system can be easily extended
or connected to other systems and establish a portal for
disaster control, management, and presentation. This
project seems to be innovative in its unique connection
and coordination of many results from many different
disciplines.
The architecture of this system is completely open and
general. Therefore, all future features can be easily
added to this system without negatively affecting its
present functionality. Even the implementation of the

Fig. 5: Flood demonstration
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architecture itself can be rebuilt without significant
malfunctions in the entire system.
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destinations on time. The customers are glad
because of accuracy and reliability. How to reach
this aim?

KEYWORDS
Aviation, Reliability

ABSTRACT

PROBLEM FORMULATION

There are two ways of exploitation of an aircraft.
The first one is called Hard Time exploitation, the
second one is called On Condition exploitation.
The only difference is what we have to do after in
specified advance time. In first case you have to
replace old part by a new one. It doesn’t matter if
the old one is still working, if it looks nice, it also
doesn’t matter if you can see any wear. You just
have to replace it. Reliability analysis is analysing
observed factors to predict maintenance before
aircraft defect appear in the air, but depending on
statistics which are continuously updated by every
operator. The analysis of this statistics use some
factors which answer questions important for
operator,
maintenance
department,
crew
department and so on. The answers comes from
statistics based simulation. After one simulates
when some component will failed, one can replace
the component by new one before failure.

There are two ways of exploitation of an aircraft.
The first one is called Hard Time exploitation, the
second one is called On Condition exploitation.
The only difference is what we have to do after in
specified advance time. In first case you have to
replace old part by new one. It doesn’t matter if the
old one is still working, if it looks nice, it also
doesn’t matter if you can see any wear. You just
have to replace it. Reliability analysis is analysing
observed factors to predict maintenance before
aircraft defect appear in the air, but depending on
statistics which are continuously updated by every
operator. The analysis of this statistics use some
factors which answer questions important for
operator,
maintenance
department,
crew
department and so on. The answers comes from
statistics based simulation. After one simulates
when some component will failed, one can replace
the component by new one before failure.
Those questions are not only important for
economic reasons, but also - or first - for safety
reason, that is why it results from reliability
analysis. The Reliability Report is expected by
aviation authorities from every operator. For
European countries authority is the EASA
(European Aviation Safety Agency) and for USA it
is the FAA (Federal Aviation Agency). Reports in
most cases reach authorities every month, for every
aircraft, from every operator. Reports differ
between each other depending on type of aircraft,
number of aircrafts operated in company, number

INTRODUCTION
Reliability engineering and maintenance are the
source of safety. They are one of the most
important aims in modern aviation. The modern
reliability engineering is also the way of seeing
safety as exploitation costs reduction. Following
good written reliability programs airplanes earning
money as long as possible, as often as possible.
They are not spending time waiting for parts,
which were unexpectedly broken, they are reaching
Proceedings 22nd European Conference on Modelling and
Simulation ©ECMS Loucas S. Louca, Yiorgos Chrysanthou,
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of hours flown, tape of missions and so on. What
form and kind of data will appear in report is
written in Reliability Programs accepted by
aviation authorities and created by operators, but in
every report there are such data as hours flown by
each aircraft, number of landings, number of
defects and accidents.

subchapters. The system is independent on aircraft
type so if some operator frequently have to change
parts in its different type of aircraft's, so with
different Part Numbers it is simple to check if, for
instance there is permanent problem with landing
gear system. Then one can ask if it is a
maintenance problem or exploitation or conditions
problem. But this question is to answer using
system other then ATA 100.

THE ATA 100

RELIABILITY FACTORS

All of reported defects have to be divided using
ATA code. The Ata code is the Component Code
Table DEVELOPED by The Air Transport
Association of America (ATA), and
called
Specification 100 code. Now it is used By FAA
and accepted by EASA. Such fragmentation is
useful when you want to know what part of the
airplane, what system or what component most
common makes problems, where you have to look
more often. The main system is as follows:

The reliability factors can be divided in 3 groups.
The first group contains factors describing whole
aircraft and people who are somehow connected
with the aircraft, pilots, management, and
maintenance. In this group one can find such
factors as:
PRR (Pilot’s Reports Rate) Factor
This factor shows how many defects or problems
were reported/found by pilots. Some of defects
appeared during the flight but there is also group of
cases, where the problems were found by pilots
because they were not found by mechanics. The
parameter is given as cases for 1000 flights.

21 Air conditioning
22 Auto Flight
23 Communications
24 Electrical Power
25 Equipment Furnishing
26 Fire Protection
27 Flight Controls
28 Fuel
29 Hydraulic Power
30 Ice & Rain
31 Indicating & Record
32 Landing Gear
33 Lights
34 Navigation
35 Oxygen
36 Pneumatic
37 Vacuum
38 Water / Waste
45 Central Maintenance
49 Auxiliary Power
51 Structures
52 Doors
53 Fuselage
54 Nacelles / Pylons
55 Stabilizers
56 Windows
57 Wings
71 Power plant
73 Engine Fuel Control
74 Ignition
76 Engine Controls
78 Exhaust
79 Oil
80 Starting

PRMR (Pilot’s Reports/Maintenance
Report ) Factor
This factor show how many defects or problems
were reported/found by pilots in compare to defects
found by maintenance departments.
DR (Dispatch Reliability) Factor
This factor analyses technical reason influence on
dispatch delays/cancelations compare to all
delays/cancelations.
SR (Shop Rate) Factor
Factor shows amount of time when aircraft spend
on unplanned maintenance every 100 flight hours.
TF (Technical Functionality) Factor
The TF Factor is number of hours flown with
accepted defects and flight limitations (Flight with
Minimum Equipment List Regulation, and Hold
Item List Document usage) for every 100 flight
hours.
TI (Technical Incidents) Factor
This factor is calculated for 1000 flights. The
deference is because of calculated case. It is a

As it can be seen there are only some chosen
chapters, and in every chapter there are also
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serious defect with influence on flight safety,
which should be report in separate report to
authorities.

URR (Unscheduled Removals Rate)
Factor
This factor is unscheduled engines removals from
an aircraft rate. The factor differs from previous
one, because removal can be made also after defect
find on ground. The factor is calculated for 1000
flight hours.

The second group contains factors, which more
precisely describe aircraft and its components.
Every of factor below is calculated separately for
each ATA 100 chapter or, in case of number of
defects/removals/shop time even subchapters. In
this group one can find following factors:

SVR (Shop Visit Rate) Factor
This is a parameter showing number of engine
repairs in a shop for 1000 flight hours.

RR ( Removals Rate) Factor
The RR factor show number of removals of exact
component from an aircraft, independently of
reason for this removal for every 1000 cycles or
working hours.
-

CONCLUSIONS
Lot of the presented factors is similar and the
choice which is more useful for an operator or
airlines depends on operator its self and authorities
which have to accept the Reliability Program.
Factors can also be created especially for operators
needs or problems they think are more common.
But the most important thing is to analyze the
changes of calculated factors during time, after
each probe and compare it to reliability levels
predicted by previous years of flying on analyzed
aircraft and results for rest aircraft the same type
which are flying all over the world, whole
manufactured fleet. The simulation is as proper as
large is the number of cases the statistics data used
for this simulation is based on.

FR (Failure Rate) Factor

The FR factor shows number of removals of exact
component from an aircraft, because of failure for
every 1000 cycles or working hours
MTBR (Mean Time Between Removals)
Factor
The MTBR factor, as the name says show average
time between removals of exact component from
an aircraft for every 1000 cycles or working hours.
MTBF (Mean Time Between Failure)
Factor
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chosen period of time; which suppliers are vital and
should be provided by particular detailed management;
how the chosen supply chain can be reconstructed in
order to reduce critical failure risks, etc.
So, appropriate answers can provide supply chain
managers with necessary decision support information
for further supply system development, reorganization
and supply chain risk monitoring. Within the current
research the meaning of supply chain risk is accepted as
failures, which lead supply systems to the so-called
critical or emergency states that imply unavailability to
fulfil main function of the supply chain system satisfying end customer need and profit for supply chain
members. Thus, within our research, it is advised to use
reliability theory aspects with the aim to create a
simulation model, which will be used for further supply
chain risk management.

KEYWORDS
Risk, Supply Chain Risk, Reliability, Simulation
ABSTRACT
For today’s supply chains, risk management becomes an
important instrument, which can protect a system from
sudden collapses. Still, the meaning of the supply chain
risk and techniques for its evaluation and mitigation still
continue to be extensively researched. In this paper,
simulation is used for risk management in supply
chains. Within the discussed research, the supply chain
risk is defined as possible disruptions that can affect the
supply chain ability to function normally. Due to that,
system reliability parameters are taken as a basis for risk
evaluation. The difficulties of making the corresponding
assessments mathematically are argued because of
supply systems complexity. Then, simulation is applied
as an effective tool for risk evaluation and management
of the predefined supply chain. At the same time, the
reliability theory mathematics is used for the created
simulation model validation.

RELIABILITY EVALUATION OF “NONREPAIRABLE” SUPPLY CHAIN
Although pure mathematical approaches are hardly
adoptable for supply chain reliability estimating, it is
difficult to overstate the importance of the mathematical
model development. Here, reliability theory basic
aspects are considered with the aim to evaluate
reliability parameters for a supply chain with various
simplifications. An analogical simulation model is
created and validated by mathematically estimated
values. Then, a more complicated reliability simulation
is performed on the basis of validation results.

INTRODUCTION
The supply chains of today represent complex systems
with wide profit increase opportunities and potentially
high risks level. At the same time, the meaning and the
concept of supply chain risk are not strongly defined.
Most researches on this subject observe risks connected
with separate disruptions within discrete supply chain
members. Then, supply chain management influence on
particular risks values is considered. For instance, such
risks can be prescribed as deficiency in inventory,
forecast failures, manufacturing quality failures, etc.
Those risks are well known to managers in the sphere of
logistics. A more detailed discussion of particular risks
is presented in (Klimov and Merkuryev 2007). The
obvious disadvantage of such supply chain risk
management is difficulties in recognition, how
particular risks affect other supply chain members.
Thus, with such perception managers can at best
evaluate failure rates for a single supply chain member,
but not for the whole system. On the other hand, the
conception of supply chain organization assumes
management based on the whole system coordination.
Thus, risk management should be directed to increase
the reliability of the whole system. For example, within
the management process, logistic specialists might be
interested to know: what real reliability of supply
system is and how many critical failures occur during a

Supply System
Within the current research, the supply chain is defined
as a network of organizations involved in managing
material, information and financial flows, that is
necessary for realization of basic logistics operations
(manufacturing, storing, transportation etc.), aimed to
furnish the end customer with needed products or
service produced by those organizations. In the paper
the simplified supply chain is considered, whose
network structure is shown in Figure 1a. It consists of
six main and two substitution supply chain members.
The first two suppliers provide the system with raw
materials of two different types. Then, the remaining
relevant supply chain members assemble a final product
and deliver it to customers. The substitution supplier
(Supplier 3) can deliver both types of material directly
to the assembly if necessary. The usage of substitution
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supplier and substitution transportation intermediary
(Delivery 3) increases supply chain total costs.

analysis (Andrews and Moss 2002; Rausand and
Hoyland 2004).

Figure 3: The “Bathtub” Curve
In general, the reliability of a supply chain can be
defined as a probability that system will not fail before
the predicted time moment T:

Figure 1: The Network of Simple Supply Chain

(2)

In this section, the supply chain risk is treated as
particular (or several) supply chain member failures that
leads the whole system to an unworkable state.
Accordingly, system reliability parameters are studied
as a basis for such risks evaluation.

In the same way, from a known probability distribution,
it is possible to define the mean time to failure (MTTF):
(3)

System Reliability and Assumptions

The above mathematics is usually used for describing a
single component’s (in most cases, a mechanical or
electronic equipment) reliability (Jastrebeneckij and
Ivanova 1989). However, supply chain system consists
of several separate organizations; hence, a structural
analysis should be used for further mathematical
evaluations of the whole system reliability parameters.

Over time the system under study may have changed
from one conditional state to another. Still, within this
section, the supply chain is defined as a “nonrepairable” system.

Structural Analysis of a Supply Chain
As stated, it is assumed that the data about failure rates
in particular supply chain organizations are known.
Then, reliability or functionality for whole supply chain
system can be evaluated using structural analysis
methods. There are several techniques for reliability
estimation
within
complex
systems.
Here
“Combinations of simple series and parallel structures”
and “Minimal path sets” methods are used for
reorganizing the supply network into one complex node,
whose reliability parameters can be calculated with
similar equations (2, 3).

Figure 2: Reliability of “Non-Repairable” System
Thus, there are only two conditional states: failure and
functioning (or normal) states.
1,
0,

(1)

Combination of Simple Series and Parallel Structures
The redrawn network of the defined supply system is
presented above (see Figure 1b). When a network
consists of only combinations of series and parallel
structures, its analysis can be carried out in stages. Each
stage simplifies the network by combining series and
parallel sections. By using equations for series and
parallel combinations, network sections can be obtained
at each stage. The reduction process continues until one
“super-component” remains, which links the start and
end component (Rausand and Hoyland 2004). The
performance of the studied system is identical to the
developed “super-component” (see Figure 4).

Two global assumptions are defined for this paper.
Thirst, it is argued that studying a supply chain and its
reliability, a “burn-in” and a “wear-out” period can be
not taken into account. It is also suggested that supply
chain managers can predict failure and recovery rates
(in cases of failures) for a particular supply chain
member and at the same time those values are fully
independent. The last assumption is that time failure
(and recovery) functions can be described by
exponential distribution, as it is the most commonly
used life distribution for technical systems reliability
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According to the “minimal path” method, the following
equations should be used for the network structure
function evaluation:
1
∏

∏

1

1,2, … ,

(8)
(9)

pi: is the minimal path set
Using the above equations, it is possible to define
structural function (11), whose approximated value can
be used for considering system reliability:
Figure 4: System Reliability Network

1

Equations for calculating reliabilities of simple series
and parallel networks of n components with reliabilities
Ri are the following:
∏

(4)
∏

1

1

1
1
1

(5)

The accumulative formula for the whole supply system
reliability calculation is shown below.
1
1

1
1
1

1

1

1

The evaluated reliability characteristics are given in
Table 2.

1
1

1

Qsys: approximated reliability value
(6)

1

(10)

(11)

1

1

1
1

1
1

(7)

Reliability Simulation
The complexity of mathematical methods application is
obvious. Thus, it is suggested that any network, which
consists of basic supply chain members (no detailed
information within separate nodes is taken into
account), can be easily represented by a simulation
model. Moreover, it is easy to develop a program for
such simulation model automated generation. It gives to
potential supply chain managers the opportunity to
make simulation-based experiments using different
input data: supply chain network structures and
particular supply chain nodes failure rates (see Figure
5). Then, executed experiments will provide specialist
with statistical data, which can be used for further
reliability analysis.

The corresponding evaluated parameters are provided in
Table 3.
Minimal Path Sets
Unfortunately, the above method is hardly adoptable for
real systems. Thus, in practice, more universal methods
are used. The “minimal path” method has a wider range
of applications and it is adoptable for systems, which do
not consist only of combinations of series and parallel
structures. Still, it has a disadvantage; it only provides
an approximation of reliability values and this method
becomes useless in cases when systems components
have low reliability rates (Andrews and Moss 2002).
The “minimal path” set (which is part of total
component set), ensures that the system is functioning.
In Table 1 the “minimal path” set for the predefined
supply chain is provided.
Table 1: “Minimal Path” Set
Path name

Total path set

“Minimal path” set

Path structure
{R1;R2;R3;R4;R5;R6;R7;R8},
{R1;R2;R3;R4;R5;R6;R8},
{R1;R2;R3;R5;R6;R7;R8},
{R1;R2;R3;R5;R6;R8},
...,
{R4;R5;R7;R8}.
{R1;R2;R3;R5;R6;R8},
{R1,R2,R3,R5,R7,R8},
{R4;R5;R6;R8},
{R4;R5;R7;R8}

Figure 5: System Reliability Simulation
For our goals ARENA 8.0 simulation language is used.
The simulation process of the “non-repairable” system
includes three experiments; each of them consists of
five hundred replications. The basic simulation time
period is one day. The necessary reliability parameters
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values are evaluated using statistics gained from those
five hundred replications.
The aim of the first experiment is to find the probability
that the system will survive in the time period of 730
days. In the second experiment the necessary survival
time period is decreased by 200 days. Then, failure rates
for separate network components are increased in the
third experiment with the goal to make 11th formula
more suitable (t=730 days) for system reliability
evaluation. The calculated experimental data are shown
in Table 3. For all three experiments mean time to
failure is calculated, where MTTF is gained from
simulation results, but MTTFR and MTTFQ are
calculated due to Rsys and Qsys accordingly.

SUPPLY CHAIN RELIABILITY SIMULATION
In the previous section the simplified system was
considered, which gives the opportunity to realize a
validation for the created simulation model. Still, the
results gained are hardly adoptable in a real life supply
chain management. Then, the next step is to extend the
system characteristics in order to get a more adequate
reliability management tool. Thus, the created
simulation model can be restructured with the aim to
analyse various supply systems with no limit on a
excessive complicity. In addition, simulation can be
used for “repairable” or “multiconditional states”
systems.

Table 2: Failure Rates
Node
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8

Repairable Supply Chains
Supply chain functioning doesn’t end at the moment
when the first failure has occurred. In practice, a supply
chain can go through multiple disruptions, which stop
system functioning only for a certain period of time,
within which a necessary repair process is initialized
(see Figure 6). Thus, repairable systems more precisely
characterize supply chain functioning.

Failure rates, λ days-1
Experiments 1-2
Experiment 3
3,87*10-4
1,35*10-4
3,80*10-4
1,15*10-4
-4
3,75*10
0,90*10-4
-4
2,55*10
0,45*10-4
-4
2,75*10
0,35*10-4
-4
2,90*10
1,80*10-4
-4
2,70*10
1,55*10-4
-4
1,85*10
0,25*10-4

Table 3: Reliabilities of “Non-Repairable” System
Exp.
No.
1
2
3
Exp.
No.
1
2
3

Mathematical evaluation
Rsys,
Qsys
MTTFR
MTTFQ
percentages
days
62,4
≤85,
1304
1693
72,
≤93,
1304
1693
93,
≤99,
5263
5841
Simulation
Rsys,, %
63,2%
71,0%
94,4%

Figure 6: Repairable System Life History
As it is mentioned above, within the current paper repair
distributions are described by exponential functions.
The repair rates are assumed to be the same for all
supply chain members. The corresponding repair rates
are shown in Table 4.

MTTF, days
1303
1303
5458

Table 4: Repair Rates
Experiment No.
4 and 7
5 and 6

By observing the results of simulation-based and
mathematics-based
evaluations
some
obvious
conclusions can be made. First of all, the method of
“minimal path” set, which is more usable for the
network structural analysis, can’t be used for
components with large failure rates; thus, it is useless in
most supply chains reliability analysis tasks. On the
other hand, the method of simple structures
combinations is limited by analysed system network
complexity. Besides, mathematical methods are labour
intensive enough even for simplified tasks. On the other
hand, the simulation results are very close to
mathematical evaluation; this gives the opportunity to
conclude about further simulation model application to
the reliability estimation of more complicated systems.

Repair rates, υ days-1
2,5 *10-2
10,5*10-1

The common parameters, which characterize a
repairable system performance and which should be
studied within a reliability analysis, are: system
availability, system unavailability, failure intensity,
expected number of failures, repair intensity, expected
number of repairs, etc. Since our research is entirely
theoretical and non-realistic input data are used, only a
few parameters are presented in the output data Table 5.
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Table 5: Results of Experiments 4 and 5
Experiment No.
Number of failures
Average time for repairs
Approximate system failure
rate
Staying in repair state

4
520
40,1 days
5,2*10-4

5
481
8,44 days
4,8*10-4

2,11%

0,42%

So, to perform two additional experiments, the
simulation of the repairable supply system is
considered. Each experiment consists of one replication.
Since the goal of those simulation experiments is to find
the frequency of system failures, but not the moment
until the first failure had occurred, the time length of
replications is extended to a million.
The output data of our simple experiments show selfevident correlation between components repair rates and
system functioning characteristics. In practice,
simulation can help to determine, which supply chain
member repair rate is most important for the whole
system normal functioning.

Figure 7: System Processes
Usually the parameters, which characterize changes of a
system from one state to another, can be described by
Markov processes (Andrews and Moss 2002).
Accordingly, an assessment of transition probabilities
between different conditional states (so called transition
matrix) is needed for further system reliability analysis.
Theoretically these probabilistic values can be obtained
with the help of mathematical equations in cases when
failure and repair rates of each network node are known;
but in practice, a task of that kind is almost undoable.
Still, simulation uses failure and repair rates as input
data, and then the necessary statistical data about
transitions can be modelled.
Another goal of the last two experiments is to estimate
system functioning characteristics, which provide
information about:
• how long a system stays in normal, emergency
and crisis states?
• for how long a system stays in each of the
states before next transition to another
conditional state?

Emergency and Crisis
Previously, the simulation of the system, with only two
possible conditional states, was considered. Thus, the
supply chain risk has been defined as the likelihood that
the system will have changed its state from functioning
to unworkable. In practice, however, it is more effective
to analyze system conversions within various
conditional states, which gives additional management
flexibility.
For instance, in the sphere of risk managements, some
researchers pose conditional states for a studied system:
normal state, emergency and crisis (Borodzicz 2005).
Similar various conditional states can be considered in
supply chains:
,
,
,

The final results of the last two experiments are
presented in Table 6:
Table 6: Results of Experiments 6 and 7
Experiment 6
N
E
Time in each state
92,46% 2,11%
Average time of
511
41 days
staying in state
days
Rate of
0,05%
N 99,81%
transition to
2,19%
97,64%
E
state:
1,19%
0,03%
C

(11)

Normal condition defines supply chain normal
functioning that is material, financial and information
streams flow through the system within the predefined
rules. At the same time some failures of suppliers are
possible; for such cases, reserve suppliers or substitution
materials are used. Accordingly, the final profit for
supply system decreases, thus such functioning is called
emergency state. Cases, in which reserve or substitution
are not possible, are called crises in the sense that they
affect the ability to satisfy end customer. It is selfevident that any state is possible for real supply chain.
At the same time, system will always try to reach the
normal state (see Figure 7).

Experiment 7
N
E
Time in each state
98,13%
0,43%
Average time of
548
9 days
staying in state
days
Rate of
0,05%
N 99,82%
transition to
E 10,49% 89,31%
state:
4,82%
0,04%
C
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C
5,42%
39 days
0,14%
0,17%
98,78%

C
1,43%
11 days
0,13%
0,20%
95,14%

The simulation conditions of the last two experiments
are similar to the simulation conditions used in
Experiments 4 and 5. The only difference exists in the
changed output data assembling module, which
provides the necessary statistical data about system
transition events.
It should be noted that the length of the replication must
be large enough to get reliable data. Moreover, the
simulation length directly affects the output values of
the transition matrix; with a sufficiently long simulation,
the transition matrix becomes limiting matrix, which
characterizes probabilities that the system will be in a
certain conditional state at a certain moment of time.
(Andronov et al. 2004). As an alternative, these values
can be obtained directly from the simulation experiment
output data or can be evaluated mathematically using
the primary transition matrix.
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The goal of this paper is to advise using system
reliability parameters in order to analyse supply chain
risks and possibilities of its future management. The
supply chain risk is defined as possible disruptions that
can affect the supply chain ability to function normally.
Thus, the system reliability parameters are taken as an
approach to risks assessment. As the discussed research
has a theoretical nature, the simplified supply chain is
considered. At the same time, the assumptions made
provide the opportunity to make necessary mathematical
evaluations. This mathematics is too time-consuming to
be completed without the predefined limitations (for
more
realistic
systems);
although
performed
calculations are valuable, as they can be used for
simulation model validation.
The simulation tool is assumed to be a very effective
way to analyse system reliability; it can seriously abate
the necessary mathematical instrument. At the same
time, simulation models are very flexible and can be
easily transformed synchronously to changes in a
studied supply chain. Experiments demonstrate the
efficiency of simulation application within system
reliability analysis. Still, it only helps in cases, when
necessary input data are available.
The target of further research is simulation-based
decision support tool development, which can be used
by supply chain managers as an additional aid for risk
analysis. It also can be used for studying risk mitigation
methods. At the same time, some complementary
parallels with mathematical justifications should be
made with the purpose to increase the objectiveness of
simulation models output results.
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ABSTRACT
Scan statistics is an instrument of research of statistical
dynamics of the development of the object under
investigation in space and time [1] – [5]. Research is
made of statistics of road accidents distributed in space
and time in the territory of Latvia. Alongside with the
Monte-Carlo method when calculating the p-value, it is
possible to use the direct method of scan modelling,
taking into consideration the empirical rules of
distribution of road accidents on the highways of Latvia.
In this case both parametric and non-parametric
methods may be used to describe the distribution of
road accidents in Latvia. The methodology of research
of road accidents in space and time enables to detect the
most dangerous places on the highways of Latvia, check
the efficiency of the decisions taken to improve the
quality of roads and allocate the resources of the socioeconomic system in a more rational way.

x1(t)

xn(t)

Φ

{x (t),...,x (t)}
1

n

Aggregated information

Figure 2: Data aggregation process
Traditional methods of research of industrial and
economic objects is the analysis of the received
statistical supervision of investigated objects x(t1), x(t2),
... ,x(tn) in time. As a result of processing the received
statistical information, as a rule, is generalized
information of the object as a whole, where Φ{x1(t),
x2(t),…, xn(t)} is the generalized statistical information
after processing in the aggregation block (Figure 2).
Thus, use of traditional methods of research does not
allow receiving necessary information about the
behavior of separate parts of the object investigated.
The illustration of accidents on Latvian roads, divided
by administrative regions of Latvia is presented in
Figure 3.

BACKGROUND
In most cases the possibility of traditional statistical
conceptions and methods for investigation of real socioeconomical objects is limited (the grey zone in Figure
1). Traditional statistical methods are more appropriate
for investigation of the influence of internal factors – for
the investigation of localized (grey zone) objects. Scan
statistics allows investigating the socio-economical
problems having extremely complex, i.e. synergic
structure of interrelations (structure of the open
systems). The analytical description of such systems in
a simplified way enables to consider the likelihood
scenarios of development of the object under
investigation, but rarely of an object as a whole.

External
factor

Investigated
object

Figure 3: Illustration of accidents on roads of Latvia
(divided by administrative regions)
The statistics of accidents on roads of Latvia is
presented in Table 1.

Figure 1: Illustration of area (grey zone) using
traditional statistical methods
Proceedings 22nd European Conference on Modelling and
Simulation ©ECMS Loucas S. Louca, Yiorgos Chrysanthou,
Zuzana Oplatková, Khalid Al-Begain (Editors)
ISBN: 978-0-9553018-5-8 / ISBN: 978-0-9553018-6-5 (CD)
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Table 1: Traffic accident statistics on roads of Latvia
Time
period,
years
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006

Traffic
accidents

Persons
injured

Persons
killed

3389
3814
4056
3709
3925
4540
4442
4482
4766
5083
5368
5081
4466
4302

3721
4380
4903
4326
4674
5414
5244
5449
5852
6300
6634
6416
5600
5404

670
717
611
540
525
627
604
588
517
518
483
516
442
407

statistics allows defining clusters of factors which
describe heterogeneity. For better understanding of the
idea of scan statistics, let us illustrate an example which
is typical for statistical research of events which are
distributed in time and space [4].
The distribution of road accident black spots in a small
fragment of one of the regions of Latvia is presented in
Figure 5.

The diagram of traffic accidents on roads of Latvia by
type per year is presented in Figure 4.

Figure 5: Illustration of road accident black spots in a
small fragment of one of the regions of Latvia [7, 8]
APPLICATION OF SCAN STATISTICS METHOD

7000
6000

Let us have N events, distributed at time interval (0, T).
Denote Sw as maximal number of events at a time
interval with length w (the window of fixed length w of
time). The maximum cluster Sw is called the scan
statistics from the viewpoint that one scans the time
period (0, T) with a window of size w and observes a
large number of points (see Figure 6). Wk is the shortest
period of time containing a fixed number of k events.
The interval Wr+1 is called the minimum rth order gap, or
r-scan statistics. The distributions of the statistics Sw and
Wk are related. If the shortest window that contains k
points is longer than w, then there is no window of
length w that contains k or more points:
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Figure 4: The diagram of traffic accidents on roads of
Latvia [7, 8]
A new approach of investigation of a large scale socioeconomic problem is shown in [9]. Let us consider what
scan statistics is on the basis of examples. Scan statistics
is used as an attempt to define clusters of events, using
the saved up information distributed in space and time.
We assume the scientific definition of variability
(development) of an object (a changing object) has been
non-uniformly distributed in time and space of the
information field.
Thus, an important achievement in research is to reveal
the structure of corresponding information fields. Scan

P(Wk > w) = P(Sw < k).

(1)

Let us illustrate the distribution of number of accidents
on the roads by an example of some region at the time
period from 2002 till 2007. In reviewing the data note
that there is a 1 year period (from 1 March 2004 through
1 March 2005) when eight accidents were registered
(see Figure 6).

Figure 6: Scanning the unit time interval with the window of length w=0.2. Black points represent times of
occurrence of N=19 events, S0.2=8. The centers of the occurred “points” Ci have coordinates t1, t2, …, tN
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In Figure 6 we see concentration of 8 points at the
time interval from 1 March 2004 to 1 March 2005.
There is a question whether it is possible to explain
such concentration proceeding from a null
hypothesis. If it is impossible to explain the given
concentration of points (accidents) by means of a null
hypothesis it is necessary to recognize that the given
concentration of points (accidents) has a special
character. It means that process of occurrence of
failures in the given region is influenced by
additional factors. The given conclusion is an
objective signal for decision-making in the sphere of
traffic management in Latvia. We might explain this
as follows: each of the 19 cases could either fall in
the period (from 1 March 2004 to 1 March 2005) or
not, independently of the other cases. The probability
b (k, N, w) found by computing the binomial
probability for N = 19, p = 1/5:
⎛N ⎞
N −k
b ( k , N , w ) = ⎜⎜ ⎟⎟ w k (1 − w )
=
k
⎝ ⎠
⎛ 19 ⎞
19 − k
b ( k ,19 , 0 . 2 ) = ⎜⎜ ⎟⎟ 0 . 2 k (1 − 0 . 2 )
⎝ k ⎠

02

03

(2)

04

gives the following probabilities for k = 8 and k > 8
(see Formula 2). Probabilities in Table 2 indicate that
the cluster under investigation is somewhat unusual
but this calculation does not answer the question
posed.
Table 2: Probabilities for k = 8 and k > 8

p

k=8
0.01662

k>8
0.02328

Managers (researchers) want to know how unusual it
is to get any 1 year period (not a specific year)
containing eight cases. It is possible to solve this
problem by dividing a period of five years into five
disjoint 1 year periods and use the distribution of the
maximum number of cases falling in any 1 year
period. However, this does not answer the researchers
question since the specific year observed overlaps
two disjoint years (see Figure 7). Researchers are not
limited by calendar years. The researchers are in
effect scanning the 5 year period with a window of
length of 1 year focusing on the maximum number of
points in the scanning window (see Figure 7).

05

06

07

Figure 7: Illustration of the scanning window of fixed length w=0.2
It is easy to understand that there is an infinite
number of sliding windows during the time interval
(2002- 2007). To solve this problem in a constructive
way we must assume some finite set of sliding
windows (Figure 8).

The answer to the researchers question is provided by
a scan statistics probability. Here the cluster is k=8,
the total number of cases over the whole 5 year
period is N=19 and the window size w is one year out
of five, or w=0.2. The answer is provided by the
probability P (8, 19, 0.2). Using formula (2.3) from
the [11] probability P (k, N, w) can approximately be
calculated as:

P(k , N , w) ≈ ( N − k + 1)b(k − 1, N , w)
,
− ( N − k − 1)b(k , N , w) + 2Gb (k + 1, N , w)

(3)

where
Figure 8: Illustration of the scanning window of two
fixed lengths w=0.1 and w=0.2. The centers of
scanning windows are points with time coordinates t1,
t2, …, tN
Let us denote P(k, 19, 0.2) the distribution of the
maximum number of cases in a year under the null
hypothesis model for the unrestricted continuum of 1
year periods. The null hypothesis model for 19 cases
Ci (i=1, 2,…, 19) were distributed independently by
the binomial distribution function) and completely at
random over the 5 year period.
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⎛N⎞
N −k
b(k , N , w) = ⎜⎜ ⎟⎟ w k (1 − w)
⎝k⎠
N

Gb ( k , N , w) = ∑ b(i, N , w)
i=k

.
Probabilities P (k, N, w), calculated with the help of
formula (3), are presented in Table 3 (k = 7, 8,…,13).
In our example: P(8, 19, 0.2) ≈ 12b(7, 19, 0.2) –
10b(8, 19, 0.2) + 2Gb(9, 19, 0.2) = 12·0.0443 10·0.0166 + 2·0.00666 = 0.379. It shows that the
cluster observed is not unusual. How accurate is this

value (0.379) for this example? Very precise! The
exact tabled result from [10] is 0.376. Exact formulas
for the two special cases, P(2, N, w) and P(N, N, w)
appear in various probability texts and had been
known for many years. An exact formula for P(N, N,
w) the cumulative distribution function of WN the
sample range of the N points is derived from
Burnside [2].
Table 3: Values of functions b(k,N,w), Gb(k,N,w),
P(k,N,w)
k
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

b(k, N, w) Gb(k,N,w)
0.04432 0.06760
0.01662 0.02328
0.00508 0.00666
0.00127 0.00158
0.00026 0.00031
0.00004 0.00005
0.00001 0.00001

P(k, N, w)
0.8000264
0.3789698
0.1402787
0.0412472
0.0097084
0.0018309
0.0002752

For the function P(N,N,w) in case k=N, there is an
exact formula:

P(N , N , w) = Nw N −1 − ( N − 1)w N .

(4)

In our case k = N = 19, w = 0.2 from (3), we derive
the value for P(N, N, w) = P(19, 19, 0.2)-see Table 4.
Table 4: Values of functions b(k,N,w), Gb(k,N,w),
P(k,N,w) in case k=18, 19
k
18
19

b(k, N, w) Gb(k,N,w)
0.00000 0.00000
0.00000 0.00000

P(k, N, w)
0.0000000002870
0.0000000000040

An exact formula for P (2, N, w) the cumulative
distribution function of W2, the smallest distance
between any of the N points, is derived from Parzen
[6] by a direct integration approach:

P(2, N , w) = 1 − [1 − ( N − 1)w]N ,
0 < w < 1 / ( N − 1)
P(2, N , w) =1, for 1 / ( N − 1) < w < 1 .

(5)

Analysing the statistics of accidents on roads of
Latvia it is seldom possible to get an exact analytical
solution for the distribution of road accidents. In this
case there exists only one possibility and it is to use
computer modelling. In the paper we have considered
to use the Monte-Carlo method of scan statistics for
calculation of p-value and testing null hypothesis H0
(no clusters). The authors are using the approach by
Wallenstein and Naus [10] in assuming the null
hypothesis model which can be used for
investigations of similar problems. Let S[x, x + w) =
Sx,w denote the number of events in [x, x + w). The
scan statistics Sw is defined as [11]:

S w = sup S [ x, x + w)
0≤ x ≤1− w

.

(6)
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This is often suggested as statistics (with an
appropriate window length w) for testing the
presence of clustering. Indeed it arises from the
generalized likehood ratio test of uniformity (H0)
against the alternatives (H1):

f ( x) = 1 / {1 + (μ − 1) ⋅ w},
= μ /{1 + (μ − 1) ⋅ w},
= 1 / {1 + (μ − 1) ⋅ w},

0 ≤ x < T,
T ≤ x < T + w,
T + w ≤ x <1 ,

(7)

where f(x) is the density function, µ > 1 and T are
unknown but w is known.
For our case the computer programs only look at a
constant background rate of events and for the
scenarios of grouped data. The authors calculate the
scan statistics Sw for continuous data where it has
been assumed that N = n events are occurring on a
time-line (0, T). The authors generate uniform
samples from this time-interval and construct an
empirical distribution of the Pr(Sw > k) where k is the
maximum number of events in a subinterval of width
w (scanning window). There is an infinite number of
sliding windows at the time interval (0, T). However,
our approach was to consider only the N = n points in
a sample derived from this time-interval, and then:
(Step 1) sliding windows on the ordered sample data
values (t1, … , tn) using the windows [ti, ti + w) for i =
1, … , n has been computed. The left square bracket
“[” indicates inclusion of the lower point; the open
right parenthesis “)” indicates exclusion of the upper
point, which is a typical convention in mathematical
analysis. In Step 2 the authors looked at the reverse
chain of the sliding windows [ti , ti - w) for i = n, n-1,
… , 1. By generating a large number of samples from
the uniform distribution we derived an empirical
distribution of Pr(Sw > k). We are interested in
finding the value of “k” which shows a small p-value,
typically 0.05 or smaller. The modelled p-value can
be used for testing null hypothesis the samples of
which are uniformly distributed against a clustering
alternative. We assume that the given scan statistics
(see Formula 6) is a fixed number N of events that
have occurred at random in a fixed time period. This
conditional (on N) case is called retrospective
because in typical applications the researcher scans
and makes inferences about N events that have
occurred. In practice it is important to investigate the
situation when a number of events in the time period
are not viewed as a fixed number N that has already
occurred, but rather as a random variable with a
known probability distribution. We will consider a
more popular discrete distribution for Poisson process
– Poisson distribution function with an average of λ
events per unit time. The typical application is
prospective. The researchers seek to use scan
statistics to monitor future road accident data or to
design a Latvian road management system with the
purpose to minimize the number of road accidents.
The Poisson process has been used for modelling real
systems dealing with the occurrence of events in time
or space. First useful applications of spatial scan

statistics are shown in [5]. Spatial scan statistics is a
powerful method for spatial cluster detection. With
spatial scan statistics it is possible to search over a
given set of spatial regions, find those regions which
are most likely to be clusters and correctly adjust for
multiple hypothesis testing. Figure 9 illustrates a
suspicion cluster – region in S with a high level of
intensity qin = 0.02 of accidents [5]. Scan statistics
gives answer to the question – is this cluster real or is
it a “visual illusion”?

random number generation) is automatically inserted
as the current time (in hours, minutes, and seconds).
The intensity of the accident development in one of
the regions of Latvia is shown in Figures 10, 11. The
relocation of the maximum intensity factor from one
sector to another sector of the region was
investigated.
Preliminary results of investigating accidents on the
roads of Latvia show the following specific features
of their distribution:
- lack of traffic saturation in rural areas does not
allow to correctly identify clusters of road accidents
in these regions;
- significant clusters occur in big cities of Latvia
showing possibilities of improving road management
system in Latvia.

Figure 9: Frequency model of cluster - critical region
The simplest frequency model for this situation
(Figure 9) can be written as:
Null hypothesis H0 (no clusters) qin = qall everywhere
(use maximum likelihood estimate of qall);
Alternative hypothesis H1 (cluster in region S), qin =
qout elsewhere (use maximum likelihood estimates of
qin and qout, subject to qin > qout).
In one dimensional case Poisson scan statistics can be
calculated as the computation of a scan statistics Sw
for grouped data where we assumed that N = n events
occur over T disjoint time intervals. Poisson samples
(x1, … , xT ) with the intensity rate λ= N/T were
generated. Then we summed the values xj for all j in
each interval [i-1, i-1 + w), for i = 1,…,T and found
the maximum of these sums. The intervals here are
finite since there are only T intervals if size w = 1,
etc. For w = 2 we computed sliding windows of size
2 from (2, 4 , …, T) and then (1, 3, …, T) in steps of
2. Similarly scan statistics for other values of
increasing w has been calculated. Generating a large
number of samples from the Poisson distribution with
rate “λ” an empirical distribution for Pr(Sw > k) has
been derived. It is important to see which value of
“k” showed a small p-value, typically 0.05 or smaller.
Modelled p-value can be used for testing null
hypothesis. That means that accident events are
distributed from the Poisson distribution with rate “λ”
against a clustering alternative. A seed (initial
number which random number generator uses to start

Scanning process with a fixed window (w)

Figure 10: Spatial-time scan statistics with a circle
window

1 - time
period

M - time
period

Time
period

Figure 11: Scan statistics in time
Every year it is necessary to analyse the level of
intensity of road accidents applying the method of
scan statistics. The paper illustrates the scanning
process with a circle window with fixed radius. It is
necessary to scan accidents on roads of Latvia with
windows of different circles with different radii. The
illustration of the Monte-Carlo algorithm for cluster
detection is presented in Figure 12.

Defining the allocation of the accidental
events with a high intensity level
No cluster

Repeat procedure for another window (w)

2 - time
period

Modelling p-value by Monte-Carlo
method for testing null hypothesis
Yes
Testing null
hypothesis H0 - no
cluster

There is a cluster !!!
No

Figure 12: Illustration of the Monte-Carlo algorithm for cluster detection
Alongside with the Monte-Carlo method for
method of statistics modelling taking into
calculation of p-value it is possible to apply the direct
consideration the empirical rules of road accident
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distribution on roads of Latvia. In this case both
parametric and non-parametric methods of describing
road accidents may be used.
CONCLUSION
The opportunity of using scan statistics methodology
for research of road accidents on highways of Latvia
is presented in this paper. The stochastic modelling of
p-value by the method of Monte-Carlo for identifying
the black spots of road accidents of Latvia is used.
The application of scan statistics enabled:
- to make analysis of road accidents in some big
towns and regions of Latvia;
- to detect clusters with utmost intensity of road
accidents applying scan windows of different sizes;
- to check significance of detected clusters with
highest frequency of road accidents on the basis of
null hypothesis equal to value of 0.05;
- to analyse the dynamics of changes of clusters
detected, taking into consideration the time factor (in
this case the research was limited by lack of
information).
Notwithstanding
the
limitation
mentioned above, the possibility of analysing the
existing clusters of road accidents in space and time,
as well as those emerging in the future, is addressed
by the authors of this paper. The findings of the
research made about road accidents on Latvian
highways highlight the following specific features of
their distribution:
- insufficient transport vehicle saturation in rural
areas does not allow to identify clusters of road
accidents in these regions;
- significant clusters are detected in big cities of
Latvia that provide an opportunity to improve the
road system management in Latvia.
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the particular route.

KEY WORDS
Delivery, Optimization, Route, Unloading.
ABSTRACT
The paper deals with delivery and vehicle unloading
time importance for local distribution problems within
practicable conditions. It is necessary to optimize both
vehicle’s driving time and unloading time to organize
local circular route in optimal way.
The paper’s author recommends registering vehicle
unloading time for the each object within the particular
route. It is also recommended to divide all roads into
small sections. After that it is easy to define driving
time for each section in particular hours.
The author also advises the investigation of distribution
processes’ service quality as well as distribution costs to
improve circular route planning for local deliveries.

A

Route opening point (depot)

A

INTRODUCTION

Customers

Accuracy factor is really important for production
delivery nowadays. Customers want to receive cargo on
time and without delays. Carriers wish to use their
vehicles in optimal way. Designing of the optimal
circular route especially for cities with intensive traffic
is a complicated problem. Traffic congestions in big
cities are not constant; they may change by hour of day
or day of week. So, often it is impossible to use
common mathematic methods for route planning,
because these methods will not provide the optimal
result in practical conditions. If a specialist analyses all
possible variants, he will spend a lot of time for
planning process. Distribution process planning for
cities is a sophisticated process due to loading of city’s
roads and unstable vehicle unloading time for particular
objects.

Figure 1: One Vehicle Serves Large Number of
Customers (Circular Route).
The total time of delivery within one route consists of
the 2 main elements: vehicle moving time and vehicle
unloading time (figure 2, formula 1).

t u5

t u6

5

t m 4,5

t u4

t m 5,6

6

4
4,5,6 - numbers of customers.
t u – vehicle unloading time.
t m vehicle moving time between customers.

CIRCULAR ROUTE PLANNING PROBLEMS
Routing is the cornerstone of modern logistics and
transport environment. It is necessary to plan routes in
optimal way in order to serve customers better than
competitors. Actually, if the company has the optimal
route, it also provides higher level of customer service
for delivery of goods. On the other hand, optimal
planning allows decreasing company’s costs, connected
with delivery of cargo. Sometimes one vehicle should
serve 10 or more customers within the particular route
(Figure 1). Normally circular route (connecting large
number of customers) planning is a complex process for
cities and other built-up areas, because there are many

Figure 2: Circular Route’s Fragment.

n

m

Td = Σtmij+ Σtui
i,j=1

(1)

i=1

T d – total delivery time
tmij - Vehicle moving time between the route’s
points i and j.
t ui –Vehicle’s unloading time for customer i.
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Va
km/h
50

operator should reduce the time, the vehicle spends,
serving the particular route.
Today, designing an accurate delivery time is quite
involved, because traffic congestions are unstable, they
may change depending on days of the week or
particular hours of the day [3]. The average vehicle’s
speed also changes – (figure 3-5)
The average vehicle’s speed in the particular stage of
Riga’s street is unstable; it changes not only at the
particular hours, but also on the particular days of week.
The highest speed is at night (between 11 p.m. and 4
a.m.), but it not high at least at morning hours. The
level of average speed is the lowest at 6.a m.-10 a m.
and 17 p.m.-19 p.m. in several streets of Riga on
Monday. This index changes on other days of the week
(figure 4-5).
Scientific methods and computer programs may be used
to solve particular time-planning problems, connected
with routing, though every method or program has
different cons, for delivery planning within cities. For
example, mathematical methods need fixed information
about time, speed and other factors, but in our case
these factors vary, making it impossible to achieve the
optimal result using only mathematical methods. In this
case it is possible to achieve the optimal result, only by
using special methods, programs and specialists’
experience combined.

Va
30

10
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
day’s hours
Figure 3: The Average Vehicle’s Speed (Va) Variables
For Particular Crossroad in Riga by Hour (on Monday).
Va
km/h
Va
50

30

VEHICLES
MOVING
TIME
PLANNING
PROBLEM’S SOLUTION FOR CITIES WITH
HEAVY TRAFFIC

10
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18
day’s hours

20

Generally, it is possible to use only micro-elements
method to improve route planning in cities with heavy
traffic. To explain it we may investigate the following
example.
The time of delivery consists of two basic positions:
time of driving and time of loading/unloading.
Specialist’s task is to consider these elements for the
particular route. It is possible to plan driving time
precisely, if we use the following approach for solving
routing problem.
1.step. To create “roads’ passport”. It is necessary to
divide the particular territory’s roads into different
elements. Normally, may use different division
basics– between two crossroads, between two
customers, between a crossroad and a customer,
between two traffic lights etc. (figure 6)
2.step. Notice, what is the average speed of driving at
the particular hours for the each element. (figure 6)
3.step. Creating a database of average speed for the
each element into particular hours of the day and day
of the week. (1 table)
According to the information of Table 1, for instance,
the average speed for road’s elements A2, B3, B2,C2
and C1 at 7-8 a m. is 5 km/h, but at 10-11 a.m. it is 5-10
km/h.
The average speed for road’s elements A1 and B1 at 7-8
a.m. is 5-10 km/h, but at 10-11 a.m. it is 15-20 km/h.

Figure 4: The Average Vehicle’s Speed (Va)
Variables For Particular Crossroad in by Hour (on
Tuesday).
Va
km/h
50
Va
30
10

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
day’s hours
Figure 5: The Average Vehicle’s Speed (Va)
Variables For Particular Crossroad in Riga by Hour (on
Friday).
Basically, while planning local deliveries it is necessary
to solve two problems. On the one hand, it is necessary
to organize accurate deliveries. On the other hand,
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information about average speed in the particular roads
elements for the period of time between 12 and 17. If
the distance of the particular road’s element is known as
well as the vehicle’s speed in the particular hour, we
may plan the time we spend to drive through this
element. Certainly, it makes route planning process
easier and helps to create the optimal delivery precisely.
In this way it is possible to decrease vehicle moving
time uncertainty, but it is not enough for delivery
optimization in general. It is also necessary to plan
vehicle’s unloading time for each customer.
VEHICLES UNLOADING PROCESSES TIME
CONTROL OPTIMIZATION

A,B,C- main roads’ names;
D,E,F,G,H – other roads names.
Cu 1 – Cu 13 –customers names
Figure 6. Roads, Divided Into Particular Elements.

According to formula 1, in order to achieve the best
delivery time planning, it is necessary to improve
planning of vehicle unloading time for each customer. If
there are 50 customers within the particular route and
the operator makes a five-minute mistake while
planning of unloading time for each customer, the total
mistake exceeds 4 hours (approx. half of the total
working hours). There are 2 possible alternatives in this
case:
-vehicle’s driver serves all customer 4 hours earlier
and returns to the depot. (Vehicle has 4 additional
hours of idle time in this case);
-vehicle’s driver does not have enough time to
serve customers during his working hours.
Both situations are unsuitable for the operator; and it is
necessary to improve vehicle’s unloading time control
to satisfy company’s customers.
It is essential to create vehicle’s discharging time
system for all company’s customers.
First of all, one may divide unloading process to
separated elements:
1. vehicle wait time (in a queue) while other vehicles
will be discharged by the particular customer. (T w)
2. vehicle’s maneuvering time by the particular
customer.(T m)
3. time needed for driver to park a vehicle. (T p)
4. time needed for driver to get off from the cabin. (T
off)
5. time needed for driver to go around vehicle. (T go)
6. time needed for driver to open vehicle’s body. (T op)
7. time needed for driver to take a box with goods from
the vehicle’s body. (T t)
8. time needed for driver to carry the 1 box till a place,
where customer receive it. (T c)
9. time needed for customer to check the cargo. (T ch)
10.time to sign documents . (T s)
11.time needed for driver to return into the vehicle.(T r)
12.vehicle’s maneuvering time to drive out from
customer’s territory. (T ma)
Using formula 1, we may specify vehicle’s unloading
time.
n
m

Table 1: Example of Vehicle Average Speed in the
Particular Roads Elements Depending on Hours of a
Day.
a)
Hours
of a
day
The
average
speed
5km/h
5-10
10-15

7-8 a m

8-9 a m

9-10 a m

10-11 a m

11-12 a m

Cu6-Cu1,
Cu1–Cu2,
Cu2-Cu7
Cu3-Cu8,

Cu8-Cu7,
Cu1–Cu2,
Cu2-Cu7
Cu1–Cu2,

Cu8-Cu7,
Cu1–Cu2,
Cu2-Cu7

Cu8-Cu7,

Cu1–Cu2,

Cu2-Cu3
Cu6-Cu7

Cu2-Cu3
,

Cu6-Cu7

Cu8-Cu7,
Cu3-Cu8
Cu2-Cu3
Cu6-Cu7
Cu1–Cu2,
Cu2-Cu7

Cu1–Cu2,
C2-C7
Cu2-Cu3
Cu6-Cu7

Cu5-Cu10,
Cu9–Cu13,
Cu4-Cu5
Cu4-Cu9

Cu4-Cu5
Cu4-Cu9

Cu4-Cu5
Cu4-Cu9

Cu4-Cu5
Cu4-Cu9

Cu5-Cu10
Cu9–Cu13,
Cu4-Cu5
Cu4-Cu9

15-20
20-25
25-30
30+

b)
Hours
of
a
day
The
average
speed

12-14

14-15

15-16

Cu8-Cu7,
C11-C7

Cu1–Cu2,
C11-C7

Cu2-Cu7

10-15

Cu2-Cu3

Cu6-Cu7

Cu2-Cu3
Cu6-Cu7

Cu6-Cu7

15-20
20-25
25-30
30+

Cu2-Cu7
Cu5-Cu10

Cu8-Cu7,

Cu1–Cu2,

Cu2-Cu7

Cu9–Cu13,
Cu4-Cu5
Cu4-Cu9

Cu4-Cu5
Cu4-Cu9

Cu4-Cu5
Cu4-Cu9

Cu5-Cu10,
Cu9–Cu13,
Cu4-Cu5
Cu4-Cu9

5km/h
5-10

16-17

Cu 1 – Cu 13 – Customers names (from figure 6)

Creating such a database is an involved process;
specialists should spend a lot of time to complete it.
Using this database helps operator to plan vehicle’s
moving time in optimal way. Table 1a) is the first part
of database, involved information about the period of
time between 7 a.m. and 12 a.m. Table 1b) includes

Td = Σ tmij+ Σ tui
i,j=1
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i=1

(1)

investigate wait (in a queue) time by the each customer
(figure 6) at the particular day’s hours.
After creating this separated database (2 Table),
operator may minimize whole unloading process
planning time as well as make the total delivery
planning process more precise. Operators or other
persons should control vehicle unloading time near the
each company’s customer on the particular hours of a
day. It is not a relational database and it is possible to
update it manually changing information about the
particular customer.
It is necessary to improve delivery service quality as
well as to reduce delivery costs in general.

tui = T w+ T m+ T p+ T off+ T go+ T op+ T t+ T c+
+Tch+ T s+ T r+ T ma.
( 2)
It is possible to calculate precisely all these
elements, excluding vehicle’s wait time (in a queue)
while other vehicles will be unloaded by the particular
customer, because usually it is too difficult to forecast
this index. To optimize delivery time planning it is
essential to arrange company’s customers.
Na
15

CONCLUSIONS
10
It is essential to use micro-elements method, while
planning circular routes for cities with intensive traffic.
Creation of roads elements average speed’s database
makes route planning process easier.
Vehicle’s unloading time also influences the total time
of delivery. Usually it is difficult to register this element
of the delivery time because vehicle’s wait(in a queue)
time may vary for each customer depending on the
particular hours of a day. It is essential to divide the
total unloading time into separated micro-elements, as
well as to create wait time database in order to optimize
unloading time control process for local deliveries.

5
0
8

10

12

14

16

18

day’s hours

Na - the average amount of forwarders, serving the customer
simultaneously

Figure 7: The Average Amount of Forwarders Served
the Customer Simultaneously at the Particular Day’s
Hours.
Usually the average number of forwarders, serving the
particular customer simultaneously, varies depending on
particular hours of a day. Perishable products are
usually delivered in the morning. Some warehouses’
working time is in progress day and night, but others
work only till 5 or 6 p.m. Generally, caterers’
concentration is different for each customer depending
on particular time of a day.
First of all, it is necessary to investigate the average
level of suppliers’ concentration near the particular
client.
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Table 2: Wait (in a Queue) Time Before the Unloading
Process Near Company’s Customers on the Particular
Hours of a Day.
Hours
of day

8-9

9-10

1011

11-12

12-14

1415

1516

16-17

5 minutes

Cu1,
Cu2,
Cu3.

Cu1,
Cu2,
Cu3

Cu8,
Cu7,

Cu4,C
u5,

Cu1,
Cu2,
Cu3

Cu1,
Cu2,
Cu3

Cu1,
Cu2,
Cu3

Cu7,C
u11,
Cu12

5-10 min.

Cu5,
Cu8,

Cu6,
Cu8

Cu4,
Cu5

Cu4

Cu7,
Cu11,
Cu12
Cu9

Cu6,
Cu8

10-15 min.

Cu1,
Cu2,
Cu3
Cu6,
Cu5,
Cu12
Cu11

Cu7

Cu7

Cu4,
Cu5

Cu10
Cu4

Cu11

Cu2,
Cu9

wait (in a
queue) time

15-20min.
More than
20 min
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Cu 1 – Cu 13 – Customers names (from figure 6)

After this information is collected, it is essential to
process it, creating a special system. It is possible to
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action and scenarios of control (attractive scenarios) of
social objects.

KEYWORDS
Scenario, control, safe development.

A combination of system logical, structure-social and
scenario-based approaches allows scenario-based research on the basis of construction of the scenario system representing both general and specific characteristics of SES, its elements, the discovered relationships
among them and indicated features of those relationships. An effectively constructed scenario system helps
solve multi-aspect problems, perform scenario-based
analysis and synthesise scenarios of rational behaviour
of different social subjects of action, which makes it
possible to pass on to the construction of a safety ensuring system of the given object, structure or process of
SES.

ABSTRACT
This paper presents new theoretical results of the
methodology elaboration for the scenario-based research of complex systems. Basic techniques and tasks
of the scenario-based research of social economic systems are formulated. Basic concepts of behaviour scenario, as well as of its elements and their characteristics
are defined. Tasks of optimal synthesis of synergetic
and attractive scenarios of social economic system development are determined.
INTRODUCTION
According to the suggested formalised methodology of
the scenario-based research of social economic systems
(SES), the process of modelling, planning and control
implementation is performed on the basis of integration
of system logical, structure-social and scenario-based
approaches (Kononov et al. 2005).

In (Kononov 2007), impulse synergetic and attractive
scenarios of direct control of SES development are discussed. It is found that in principle there exist only six
possible scenarios of such development. This paper continues describing results of mathematical investigation
of SES behaviour model constructed using the language
of operator directed graphs (Roberts 1976).

The system logical approach assumes constructing and
studying objects of research from the position of systems analysis whose underlying concept is a formal
system object. This allows one to study objects and
processes from the viewpoint of formal logical and
mathematical methods.

SYNTHESIS OF SES DEVELOPMENT
SCENARIOS
The typology of applied systems described in (Kul’ba et
al. 2004) enables SES structuralization and studying its
subsystems using methods of the scenario-based analysis. Examples of SES development modelling give evidence that even at the classification level a number of
their characteristic structural peculiarities can be distinguished. They can be grouped by features which determine the unique properties and relationships among the
macroindicators of the revealed classification group.
Using formal operations in the considered scenario
spaces, it is then possible to make an effective analysis
and accomplish the synthesis of optimal development
scenarios and thus construct a transformation scenario.

The structure-social approach assumes constructing and
studying social economic objects of control on the basis
of definition and structuralization of human activity
types. This enables studying objects and processes in
social systems at different strata of society’s social
structure and distinguishing main social objects and
social structures as well as describing different social
processes on that basis.
A combination of system logical and structure-social
approaches makes it possible to study human activity as
the main motive reason of social economic system development, considering it as the structured spectrum of
formalised processes of state changes of the social economic objects and subjects of action.

The scenario ℜ as an object of research is a complex
hierarchically constructed structure (Kononov 2001).
Let us distinguish its basic elements:
• General elements of a model: a metaset
)
M =( M O ; M E ; M D , M MO ; M ME ; A ), sets of internal

The scenario-based approach supposes investigation of
the processes occurring in social economic systems on
the basis of construction and investigation of behaviour
scenarios (synergetic scenarios) of social subjects of

states Y ⊆ E m and environmental states of SES

X ⊆ E n , expanded phase space X × Y = Z ⊆ E n+ m and
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its

expert

significant

partition

Ξ ={{ Z ( α ) }, A( e ) };

(ESP)

actually represents a model of the uncertainty taken into
account (Kul’ba et al. 2004);
(
C t i —scenario forming strategy; it determines
those scenario continuation techniques which the operating party is able to afford.

( )

• Spatial information elements: trajectory scale ZT ,
event scale ℜT , an event significant to expert (ESE)
ℑαev (z, t ) , depth N ∈ ℜT , horizon t N = T ∈ ZT ,

( ) ( ( ) ( ))

conditional decision ς t i = ϑ t i , γ t i

at time in-

In general, scenarios of three basic types can be determined and constructed:
• Synergetic scenarios, which model behavioural aspects of the system under consideration and describe
the development spectrum provided that there are no
control influences on SES functioning processes;
• Direct control scenarios, which model the development spectrum in connection with the chosen set of arrangements realising the direct control task;
• Attractive scenarios, which characterise the behaviour
of a SES in accordance with the desirable - reasonable
from the viewpoint of the decision maker’s aim - control influences, i.e. realising the inverse control task.
Control is determined as a result of realisation of the
current situations which, in particular, occur under the
influence of external events and of decision maker’s
decisions. Within that scheme, a scenario can be synthesised as an instrument of formal analysis of alternative situation development variants at the specified
aims in the presence of uncertainty.

stant ti ∈ ZT , including also controllable operated
factors (the CO factors) ϑ ∈ Μ 0 ⊆ E d , uncontrollable
factors γ ∈ Γ ⊆ E γ and a set of conditional decisions
S (cs ) = Μ 0 × Γ .

The scenario ℜ with the initial event ESE
(α (0 ))
ℑev
t 0 = {Z (α (0 )) , z t 0 , t 0 } , is constructed with re-

( )

( )

gard to trajectory scales ZT and event scales ℜT , using
these rules:
(1)
ℜ = ℜ{(I (t i ), t i )} ,
)

where t i ∈ A for i = 0, 1,..., N ; t0 = 0 ,

()

I (ti ) =( S (t i ) , Μ ( QIH ) ti ),

)
where t i ∈ A for i = 0, 1,..., N ; t0

(2)

= 0.

Conditions I (ti ) at ti ∈ ZT ⊆ R are characterised by
situation S (t i ) and a quasi-information hypothesis

i +1

()

(QIH), Μ ( QIH ) ti .
A situation is a set of events which occurred before time
instant t:
S (t ) = {ℑ(i ) (z (i ) (t i ), t i ) 0 ≤ t i ≤ t , i = 0, 1,..., s; t 0 = 0} (3)

()

whereas the expected event is the expected realisation of
z(t ) ∈ Z factors of the expanded phase trajectory in the
elementary partition (EP) Z α ∈ Ξ at time instant t :
ℑev (t ) = {Z , z (t ), t} .
α

α

()
conditional decision ς (t ) = (ϑ (t ), γ (t ) ) ∈ S
;
— rule Λ (ϑ (t ),t ) for determining elements of the
i

(4)

i

CO factor;

ship:

( )

( )(( )

i

()
i +1

)

( )

()

(
C ( А ) ti =( A( A ) (ti ) , Λ−1 (ϑ (ti ),ti ), A( fixm ) (ti ) ).

as a ternary relation-

ℑ(evαi +1 ) (ti +1 ) =( S t i , Μ ( QIH ) ti , C t i ).

( cs )

next in turn ESE ℑ(evα ) ti +1 .
Formally, a strategy is defined as a ternary relationship:

()

i

i

— rule A ( fixm ) ti ⊆ A for fixing the time of the

scenario ℜ at time instant ti +1 with regard to scale ZT ,
or at time instant i + 1 with regard to the discrete scale
ℜT , is determined by scenario forming elements: situation S (t i ) , QIH Μ ( QIH ) ti and scenario formation

( ) at time instant t

i

−1

The occurrence of the next in turn ESE ℑ(evαi +1 ) (ti +1 ) of

(
strategy C t i

( )

The occurrence of the next in turn ESE ℑ(evα ) ti +1 of the
synergetic scenario is determined by general elements
of the model and expert scenario forming elements according to rule (5). The occurrence of the next in turn
ESE of the attractive scenario additionally requires that
the rules of operation with spatial information components aimed at making control conditional decision must
be clarified according to the following scheme:
)
— rule A( A ) ti ⊆ A for evaluating the effectiveness
(
of the attractive strategy C ( А ) ti , which enables finding

(5)

(6)

As soon as at time instant t ∈ ZT a QIH is fixed in the
form of the structured subset Μ ( QIH ) (t ) ⊆ S (cs ) = Z 0 of

Each of the above mentioned elements characterises the
process of its construction in a certain aspect:
S (t i ) —situation described by a set of most impor-

the expanded phase space Z , the next in turn ESE can
be determined by indicating the CO factor
ϑ = Λ u ,p , Δ in accordance with the chosen strategy

(

tant SES parameters; determines phase conditions under
which the researcher has to make a decision;
—quasi-information hypothesis; it
Μ ( QIH ) ti

)

(
(
C for scenario ℜ formation. C is constructed using
)
rules A( s ) ⊆ A . Each point z = (x , y ) ∈ Z along with the

()

represents the researcher’s knowledge structure and
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()

)
fixed rules of trajectory A ( fixm ) ti ⊆ A discretisation at

is represented in the diversity of its characteristics and
properties.

each time instant ti ∈ ZT i = 0,1,... (or on a certain
horizon of scenario T ∈ ZT ) and elements of metaset
M determine object ℜ z , I ti ,ti behaviour scenario,

By a characteristic we understand the qualitative side of
study object formalised in the form of a formal model.
A numeric function f corresponding to the chosen
scale is called a numeric characteristic- or measurement indicator- of an object; a Boolean characteristic of
an object is a model of object’s property; other models
of the characteristics are also possible.

( () )

outgoing from point z , as a sequence of QIH, scenario
formation strategies, rules for choosing them and expected events corresponding to them. The representation
of scenario ℜ as a sequence of ESE and QIH, that is
conditions 0, is oriented towards the decision maker or
external -with regard to the process of problem analysisuser. In contrast to 0, a detailed technology for obtaining a sequence of that kind in the form of a set of strategies and rules of choice 0 is intended for the expert
dealing with the statement and solving of the problem
under study. The problem of the formalised synthesis of
SES functioning and development scenarios is a topical
task. The underlying idea of the suggested process of
complex system development modelling is the elaboration of scenarios of their behaviour for the specified
target analytical purposes, which will result in the synthesis of the scenario with the specified properties, including an optimal scenario.

A set of characteristics f ( e ) of element e(ℜ) of scenario

ℜ as well as other components of the scenario system
can serve as an initial set of synthesis characteristics.
Metric characteristics of elements of scenario determine its properties as an element of the expanded phase
space Z ⊆ E n + m , of the scenario space Z ( sc ) , as well as
(
of metric space
Μ (Z , ρ Z ) and normalised space

(

Nor Z ,

Z

) constructed on their basis.

A number of characteristics of general elements of the
model of the scenario system are described in (Kul’ba et
al. 2004).
Within the ESP-model (Kul’ba et al. 2004), an ESE
ℑαev (t ) can be considered to be an element of space

The optimality of a scenario can be considered from two
viewpoints.
The first one consists of the verbal statement of the problem of scenario generation as a choice of the most rational
(optimal) expert description of problem situations fixing
the most essential properties of the considered process of
complex system behaviour. The optimality property is underlying for the scenario to be formed, as it distinguishes
that description technique from related concepts: a forecast,
a plan and a trajectory. This is the choice of the next in turn
expert meaningful event - but not of all possible ways of
development or goal achievement in terms of the expanded
phase space- which determines the scenario to be formed.
The indication of the appropriate sequence of ESE at the
given assumptions about the course of object development
depends on the goals of research (the synergetic approach)
or on control (the attractive approach). Thus, we should
speak about the optimality of scenario formation. The principles and a sequence of optimal scenario formation according to the concept are described in (Kononov 2001).

ℑev ZT = Z × Z × ZT ⊆ E 2 ( n + m )+1
( Z α ⊆ Z , z(t ) ∈ Z , t ∈ ZT ),

(7)

which will be called the space of expert significant
events (SESE).
To calculate characteristics of ESP and ESE, it is neces(
sary to define a metric space Μ ( M ℑev , ρ ev ), the distance in which is determined by metric ρ ev (for instance, introduce metric ρ Z = ρ z ( 1 ) , z ( 2 ) in the ex-

(

)

panded phase space Z )

M ℑev ⊆ ℑev ZT .

(8)

Examples of synergetic and attractive characteristics of
scenarios in the metric space 0 are given in (Kul’ba et
al. 2004). While forming a scenario, different strategies
can be used, whose application depends on the circumstances of searching for the next in turn ESE: the situation, the model of accounted uncertainty (QIH), rules of
taking it into account etc. It is proposed to consider the
search for an effective strategy in two stages: accounting for the uncertainty and optimisation. A number of
characteristics of uncertainty Η ( I ) accounting techniques

An alternative concept of scenario optimality from the
viewpoint of the scenario-based research is formulated
as choosing an optimal scenario out of the specified
scenario set in the scenario space under consideration.
Such scenarios can be obtained irrespective of the researcher; his task is to determine “the best” of them.
The multiplicity of system behaviour scenarios becomes
apparent in qualitatively different sides of the system
under study, which are fixed to determine a strategy in
the ascertained quasi-information hypothesis of the operating party in synthesising the scenario. Within the
formalized approach, the manysideness of study object

and a strategy of functional optimisation

Η( O ) (ϑ) , in-

cluding optimism measure, variativity measure etc., are
defined in (Kul’ba et al. 2004, Kononov 2001). As a
more complicated example of QIH characteristic, the
structure related to the reflexive model of uncertainty
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(

constructed in (Novikov and Chartishvili 2003), can be
considered.

-the first moment when scenario ℜ t 0 , T

bounds of δ -vicinity of vector a
TE(min,out ) ( ℜ t 0 , T , a , δ )= min ( TE( t ,out ) ( ℜ t 0 , T , a , δ ));

(

A set of characteristics
f ( ℜ )={ f τ ( ℜ ) τ ∈ Σ }
of scenario ℜ is as a rule a convolution

bounds of

( (ℜ))

f τ ( ℜ )= Θτ f

)

(

t0 ≤t ≤T

)

-the last moment when scenario ℜ(t 0 , T ) exceeds the

(9)
(10)

(e)

) exceeds the

(max,out )
E

T

δ -vicinity of vector a
( ℜ(t 0 ,T ) , a , δ )= max ( TE(t ,out ) ( ℜ(t 0 , T ) , a , δ ));
t0 ≤t ≤T

(

)

of partial characteristics f ( e) of elements e(ℜ) constituting scenario ℜ . Most frequently, the permissibility
and/or desirability of the formed scenario are indicated
as a set of its properties. In different applications, these
properties are distinguished:
• achievement of the given observability extent of the
object and its surrounding;
• achievement of the specified completeness of object
behaviour description;
• achievability scenario;
• safety scenario;
• scenario realisticity etc. (Kul’ba et al. 2004).

-a set of periods of scenario ℜ t 0 , T staying in δ vicinity of vector a
TE( t ,in ) ( ℜ t 0 , T , a , δ )= Arg ( d E(t ) ( ℜ(t 0 , T ) , a )≤ δ );

Due to that, determination of transformation 0 is an independent task.

- current velocity of scenario ℜ t 0 , T in the direction
of vector a

(

t0 ≤t ≤T

- the first moment of scenario ℜ(t 0 , T ) falling in

(

(

)

(

( )

t∈t0 ,T

(

(

)

( )

t∈t0 ,T

(

)

of vector a

( )

z∈ℜ t0 ,T

(

)

t0 ≤t ≤T

(

-maximal angular velocity of scenario

)
ℜ(t , T )
0

with

va(min) ( ℜ(t 0 , T ) , a )= max va(t ) ( ℜ(t0 ,T ) , a ).
t0 ≤t ≤T

)

Let us set vector a ∈ Z . Assume that in the expanded
phase space on the horizon T there are set scenarios

ℜ1 of SES development with the initial ESE

( )

t∈t0 ,T

( )

ℑ(evα1 (0 )) t 0 = {Z (α1 (0 )) , z (1) t0 , t 0 } and scenarios ℜ 2 with

-a set of periods when scenario ℜ(t 0 , T ) exceeds the

( )

( )

ℑ(evα 2 (0 )) t 0 = {Z (α 2 (0 )) , z ( 2 ) t 0 , t 0 } ,
constructed according to rules 0-0.

bounds of δ -vicinity of vector a
TE( t ,out ) ( ℜ(t 0 , T ) , a , δ )= Arg ( d E(t ) ( ℜ t 0 , T , a )≥ δ );

(

0

regard to vector a

vector a on the horizon T
d amax ( ℜ t 0 , T , a )= max ρ a (z, a ) = max d a(t ) ( ℜ(t 0 , T ) , a )

)

t0 ≤t ≤T

v E(min) ( ℜ t 0 , T , a )= max v E(t ) ( ℜ t 0 , T , a );

)

-maximal angular remoteness of scenario ℜ t 0 , T from

(

)

( )
-maximal velocity of scenario ℜ(t , T ) in the direction

)

(

)

-minimal angular velocity of scenario ℜ(t 0 , T ) with regard to vector a
va(min) ( ℜ t 0 , T , a )= min va(t ) ( ℜ t 0 , T , a );

( ℜ t 0 , T , a )= max z − a = max d E(t ) ( ℜ(t 0 , T ) , a );
E
z∈ℜ t0 ,T

with

t0 ≤t ≤T

a on the horizon T
d

)

v E(min) ( ℜ(t 0 ,T ) , a )= min v E(t ) ( ℜ(t 0 , T ) , a );

-maximal remoteness of scenario ℜ t 0 , T from vector
max
E

)

(

vector a on the horizon T
d amin ( ℜ(t 0 , T ) , a )= min ρ a (z , a ) = min d a(t ) ( ℜ t 0 , T , a );
z∈ℜ t0 ,T

-

- minimal velocity of scenario ℜ t 0 , T in the direction
of vector a

)

(

δ

va(t ) ( ℜ(t 0 , T ) , a )= d a(t ) ( ℜ(t 0 , T ) , a )/ t ;

d Emin ( ℜ t 0 , T , a )= min z − a = min d E(t ) ( ℜ t 0 , T , a );
E
t∈t0 ,T
z∈ℜ (t0 ,T )
-minimal angular remoteness of scenario ℜ t 0 , T from

(

(

(

E

(

)

)

- current angular velocity of scenario ℜ t 0 , T
regard to vector a

-minimal remoteness of scenario ℜ t 0 , T from vector

a on the horizon T

(

v E(t ) ( ℜ(t 0 , T ) , a )= d E(t ) ( ℜ(t 0 , T ) , a )/ t ;

;
E

t0 ≤t ≤T

t0 ≤t ≤T

--current angular remoteness of scenario ℜ(t 0 , T ) from
vector a
a

-

TE(max,in ) ( ℜ(t0 ,T ) , a , δ )= max ( TE(t ,in ) ( ℜ(t 0 , T ) , a , δ ));

)

z (t ) E

)

- the last moment of scenario ℜ t 0 , T staying in
vicinity of vector a

d E(t ) ( ℜ t 0 , T , a )= ρ E (z (t ), a ) = z (t ) − a E ;

d a(t ) ( ℜ(t 0 , T ) , a )= ρ a (z (t ), a ) = z (t ) − a

δ

vicinity of vector a
TE(min,in ) ( ℜ t 0 , T , a , δ )= min ( TE( t ,in ) ( ℜ(t 0 , T ) , a , δ ));

Assume direction a ∈ Z and a positive number δ are
set. Let us give some spatial characteristics of scenarios:
-current remoteness of scenario ℜ(t 0 , T ) from vector a

(

)

the

)

t0 ≤t ≤T
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initial

ESE

( )

(
fτ ∈ M ℜ f τ ℑev .

Definition 1. Scenario ℜ1 will be called a scenario of
outstripping development in the direction of vector a

Denote a set of
f τ -permissible ESE as
)
M evℜ f τ ⊆ ℑev ZT . We will call an ESE ℑ ev , permissi-

on the horizon T as compared to scenario ℜ 2 , if

(

)

( 2)
ρ a (z (1) (t ), a ) ≤ ρ a z (t ), a for all t ∈ [0, T ] . (11)

for scenario

)
M evℜ f .

Definition 1 enables scenario comparison of by their
closeness to the specified direction of SES development
in the expanded phase space Z .

characteristics f τ , will be called
nario

i.e. the angular mismatch between the scenarios with
regard to the direction a at time t .

)

states Q , i.e.

)
z (t ) ∈ int Q .

)

velopment trajectory membership in the set Q .
Let there be set an ESE 0. Let us introduce a Boolean
characteristic

)
) ⎧⎪0, if z ( t ) ∈ int Q
q ℑev , Q = ⎨
) .
z
1,
if
t
∉
int
Q
(
)
⎪⎩

( )

(

of events significant to the expert ℑev ∈ M ℑ ev , as well
as a set of subsets
)
S
)
M ℜ f (ℑev ) ={ M ℜ f τ (ℑev ), τ = 1, S }⊆ E ,
(15)

(

i.e. ESE ℑ ev (t ) = {Z , z (t ), t} is
α

scenario

is called

q -permissible for

ℜ if 0 holds.

(
z (t ) ∈ R

(16)

ℜ,

α

(20)

(

(21)

is the most desirable to the decision maker.
Assume an ESE 0 is assigned. Let us introduce a Boolean characteristic

is called desirable with

regard to characteristic f τ in scenario

(19)

Let a set of prioritative states R be given, that is condition

nario ℜ , or f τ -permissible if

ℑev

)

)
q ℑev , Q =0,

permissible with regard to characteristic f τ in sce-

An expert significant event

)

Then conditions 0 can be written in the language 0 as
follows:

interpreted as permissible or desirable values of characteristics f .

)
f τ ∈ M ℜ f τ (ℑev ).

(18)

Expression 0 models necessary conditions of SES de-

Ω f (ℑev ) ={ f τ ℑev , τ = 1, S }⊆ E S (14)

ℑev

ESE

Let there be assigned a set of conditionally permissible

Definition 2 makes it possible to compare scenarios by
the rate of their approach to the set development of SES
in the expanded phase state Z .
Let us assign a set of characteristics as functionals
from M ℑ ev in E S

Definition 3. An expert significant event

ℜ

Example 1. Permissible and prioritative ESE.

>0 the following holds:

f τ (ℑev ), τ = 1, S }⊆ E

ℜ.

(ℜ
as M ev f .

Δ ( ρ a , a , ℜ1 , ℜ 2 , t )≥ δ for all t ∈ [0, T ] . (13)

( )

f -desirable for sce-

Let us denote a set of f - desirable for scenario

Definition 2. Scenario ℜ1 will be called a scenario of
overtaking development in the direction of vector on the
horizon T with growth rate δ , as compared to sce-

S

f -permissible for scenario ℜ ESE as

fτ -desirable ESE as
Denote
a
set
of
(
M evℜ f τ ⊆ ℑev ZT . An ESE ℑ ev , permissible by all

Let us assme that
Δ ( ρ a , a , ℜ1 , ℜ 2 , t )= ρ a (z (1) (t ), a ) — ρ a (z ( 2) (t ), a ), (12)

(
(
M ℜ f ℑev ={ M ℜ

ℜ.

Denote a set of

T scenario ℜ1 is closer to vector a as compared to
scenario ℜ 2 , with regard to the angular distance.

δ

τ = 1, S , f -permissible

ble by all characteristics f τ

Vector a is a vector of the desirable direction of SES
development. Condition (11) means that on the horizon

nario ℜ 2 , if for

(17)

or f τ -

desirable, if
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(
( ⎪⎧0, if z ( t ) ∈ R
r ℑev , R = ⎨
( .
if
z
t
R
∉
1,
(
)
⎪⎩

(

)

Definitions of QIH, strategies and characteristics of a
scenario allow one to formally state the task of observation and analysis of the process of factor transformation

(22)

Then conditions 0 could be written using the language 0
as

(

)

(
r ℑev , R =0,

i.e. ESE
scenario

as well as its representation as a totality of M ℜ

(23)

synergetic scenarios each of which indicates a fundamental way of SES development.

ℑαev (t ) = {Z α , z (t ), t} is r -permissible for

Assume there is assigned a collection 0, as well as a set

ℜ

)
M ℜ f of their permissible values.

if 0 holds.

Definition 3 enables determination of optimal with regard to criterion 0 (prioritative) and permissible by criterion 0 ESE as ESE out of the set

ℑev ∈ M evℜ ( q , r )= M evℜ q ∩ M evℜ r .
Such ESE

ℜ.

ℑev

Task 1. To accomplish a synthesis of the synergetic

scenario ℜ

( syn )

, that is on the assigned horizon of the

scenario, t =[ t 0 , t1 ] to show a sequence of conditions

(24)

(

)

ℜ( syn ) = ℜ( syn ) { I ( syn ) (t ), t } ,

are permissible and optimal for scenario

(29)

where t = 0, T , ℜ( syn ) ∈ M ℜ( syn ) ,
but I ( syn) (t ) — conditions at time instant t for which a

Definition 3 and Example 1 help generalise definitions
of ESE optimality and permissibility in the case when
an ESE 0 does not belong to set (24), i.e. the ESE is
either nonpermissible or non-prioritative for scenario
ℜ.

collection of characteristics 0 is

(

( )

)

)
)
q ℑev , Q = ρ Z z, Q = inf) ρ Z (z, v ) ,
v∈Q

form of an attractive scenario ℜ

( )

)

(

where t 0

i.e. the distance to the set of conditionally prioritative
states and
is

δ

(

)

i.e. the distance from

ℑev

, that

)

= min t 0( s ) , t1 = max t1( s ) .
s∈g

s∈g

A scenario of that kind is formed according to this
rule:

(

-

)

ℜ( atr ) = ℜ( atr ) { I ( atr ) (t ), t } , где t = 0, T .

permissible if

)
q ℑev , Q ≤ δ ,

( opt )

ℜ( atr ) = ℜ( atr ) { I ( atr ) (t ), t } , where t = 0, T . (30)

v∈R

ℑev

.

is to carry out the synthesis of optimal control in the
form of a sequence of f -permissible ESE

(
(
r ℑev , R = ρ Z z, R = inf( ρ Z (z, v ) , (26)

Definition 4. We will consider that ESE

( atr )

Task 2.To construct an attractive scenario ℜ

(25)

i.e. the distance to the set of conditionally permissible
states and

(

f -permissible.

Determination of controls, resources and rules for
choosing effective strategies of ESE formation makes it
possible to state tasks of control of the process of parameter transformation and its representation in the

Example 2. Generally permissible and optimal ESE.
Let us set numbers ε and δ and introduce characteristics of ESE 0 in space Z

δ

( syn )

where I

(27)

( atr )

(31)

(t ) — conditions at time instant t . In con-

trast to the synergetic scenario, the procedure of control
formation is its obligatory element.

)

to set Q does not exceed

.

CONCLUSIONS

Definition 5. We will call ESE

(

ℑev ε -optimal if

)

(
r ℑev , R ≤ ε ,
which means that the distance from
prioritative states does not exceed

ε.

ℑev

The proposed statement of the task of synthesis of synergetic and attractive scenarios allows one to consider
tasks of that kind in a general aspect for different subject areas, different employed models describing the
behaviour of the object and its environment as well as
for different kinds of uncertainty accounted within the
scenario-based research of SES.

(28)
to the set of

Thus a 0-permissible ESE is contained in the set of conditionally permissible states but a 0-optimal ESE is contained in the set of prioritative states in the case if these
sets are closed.
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described by analytical or mathematical models
(Klingstam. 1999; Al-Ahmari 1999.). It is useful for
calculating utilization statistics, finding bottlenecks,
pointing out scheduling errors and even for creating
manufacturing schedules. Traditionally, various
simulation languages, including ARENA® and
AutoMod®, are used for the simulation of
manufacturing systems. Those simulation languages
have been widely accepted both in industry and in
academia; however, they remain as analysis tools for the
rough design stage of a production line, because their
simulation models are not realistic enough to be utilized
for a detailed design or for implementation purposes.
For example, real production lines are usually controlled
by PLC (Programmable Logic Controller) programs
(Rukkan A 1997), as shown in Figure 1, but
conventional simulation languages roughly describe the
control logic with independent entity flows (job flows)
between processes.

KEYWORDS
PLC verification, plant model, virtual device model,
virtual factory simulation
ABSTRACT
Proposed in this paper is the architecture of a PLC
programming environment that enables a visual
verification of PLC programs. The proposed
architecture integrates a PLC program with a
corresponding plant model, so that users can intuitively
verify the PLC program in a 3D graphic environment.
The plant model includes all manufacturing devices of a
production system as well as corresponding device
programs to perform their tasks in the production
system, and a PLC program contains the control logic
for the plant model. For the implementation of the
proposed PLC programming environment, it is essential
to develop an efficient methodology to construct a
virtual device model as well as a virtual plant model.
The proposed PLC programming environment provides
an efficient construction method for a plant model based
on the DEVS (Discrete Event Systems Specifications)
formalism, which supports the specification of discrete
event models in a hierarchical, modular manner.
1.INTRODUCTION
Generally, industrial production lines are
dynamic systems whose states change according to the
occurrence of various events, thus exhibiting the
characteristics of a discrete event system. If
manufacturers are to remain competitive in a
continuously changing marketplace, they must not only
continue to improve their products, but also strive to
improve production systems continuously (B.K Choi et
al. 2000). Thus, an efficient prototyping environment
for production systems is crucial. A modern production
line is a highly integrated system composed of
automated workstations such as robots with toolchanging capabilities, a hardware handling system and
storage system, and a computer control system that
controls the operations of the entire system. The
implementation of a production line requires much
investment, and decisions at the design stage have to be
made very carefully to ensure that a highly automated
manufacturing system will successfully achieve the
intended benefits.
Simulation is an essential tool in the design and
analysis of complex systems that cannot be easily

Figure 1: Production system controlled by a PLC
program.
For a detailed design (virtual prototyping) of a
production line, it is necessary to create a much more
detailed simulation model that can forecast not only the
production capability of the system but also the physical
validity and efficiency of co-working machines and
control programs. As shown in Figure 1, various
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machines that operate simultaneously in an industrial
manufacturing system are usually controlled by PLCs,
currently the most suitable and widely employed
industrial control technology (Chuang. 1999; Manesis.
2005; Rullan. 1997; Jang. 1997). A PLC (Programmable
Logic Controller) emulates the behavior of an electric
ladder diagram. As they are sequential machines, to
emulate the workings of parallel circuits that respond
instantaneously, PLCs use an input/output image table
and a scanning cycle. When a program is being run in a
PLC it is continuously executing a scanning cycle. The
program scan solves the Boolean logic related to the
information in the input table with that in output and
internal relay tables. In addition, the information in the
output and internal relay tables is updated during the
program scan. In a PLC, this Boolean logic is typically
represented using a graphical language known as a
ladder diagram (Rullan. 1997).
Various software tools have been developed for
the modeling and verification of PLC-based systems via
the use of timed automata, such as UPPAAL2k,
KRONOS, Supremica and HyTech, mainly for
programs written in a statement list language also
termed Boolean (Manesis. 2005). Those software tools
verify PLC programs to a certain extent; however, they
remain limited. In particular, it is not easy for users to
determine whether the PLC programs actually achieve
the intended control objectives.
The objective of this paper is to propose the
architecture of a PLC programming environment that
enables the visual validation of a PLC program. The
proposed PLC programming environment employs a
virtual plant model consisting of virtual devices, so that
users can easily verify the PLC program. The overall
structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 illustrates
the architecture of the proposed PLC programming
environment, while Section 3 describes an efficient
construction methodology for a plant model, which can
be synchronized with a PLC program. Section 4 shows
an example and illustrations. Finally, concluding
remarks are given in Section 5.

where the process-sequence may go astray. The most
time-consuming task for the control logic designers is
the 8-th step, which is usually done by the repetitive
method of ‘Code writing, testing and debugging’ until
the control objectives are achieved (Manesis. 2005).
The bottleneck of the 8-th step is that the conventional
PLC programming environments are not especially
intuitive, particularly for the testing and debugging of a
PLC program, as they show only the status of a PLC
without providing any links to the target system
(production line). For the validation of a PLC program,
engineers need to imagine the state changes of a
production line from the input and output ports of a PLC.
That is the reason conventional PLC programming
environments are often inefficient and prone to human
error. As the configurations of production lines and their
control programs become more complicated, there is a
strong need for a more intuitive PLC programming
environment. It is hoped that this paper will take
positive steps in this direction.

Figure 2: The proposed PLC programming environment
Figure 2 shows the architecture of the proposed
PLC programming environment. It consists of two
layers, a model layer and an application layer. The
model layer has three models, a plant model (virtual
factory model), a PLC program (control model) and an
I/O mapping model. The plant model includes all
manufacturing devices of the production system as well
as the corresponding device programs to perform their
tasks in the production system, and the PLC program
contains the control logic for the plant model. For the
integration of the plant model and the PLC program, it
is necessary to define the mapping between the plant
model and the PLC program, which is described by the
I/O mapping model. The application layer
simultaneously provides two interfaces to users. The
‘PLC simulator’ performs the simulation of the control
program, and the ‘plant model visualizer’ shows the
corresponding plant model (3D graphic models)
reflecting the changing states of the production system
during the PLC simulation. Thus, it becomes much
easier for users to verify the PLC program though the
plant model visualizer.
Among the three models of the model layer, the
plant model plays a key role in the proposed PLC
programming environment. As mentioned earlier, the

2. VISUAL VALIDATION OF PLC PROGRAMS
To design the architecture of the PLC
programming environment, it is important to understand
the basic procedure used to construct a PLC program
(ladder diagram). (Chuang et al. 1999) proposed a
procedure for the development of an industrial
automated production system that consists of nine steps.
They are: 1) Define the process to be controlled; 2)
Make a sketch of the process operation; 3) Create a
written sequence listing of the process step by step; 4)
On the sketch, add the sensors needed to carry out the
control sequence; 5) Add the manual controls needed
for the process-setup or for operational checks; 6)
Consider the safety of the operating personnel and make
additions and adjustments as needed; 7) Add the master
stop switches required for a safe shutdown; 8) Create a
ladder logic diagram that will be used as a basis for the
PLC program; and 9) Consider the possible points
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M =< X , S , Y , δ int , δ ext , λ , t a > (1)

plant model should contain all devices as well as the
device control programs. Thus, it can be considered as a
‘virtual factory model’, a model executing
manufacturing processes in computers as well as the
real world (M. Onosato. 1993; K Iwata. 1995; L. Ye.
1997). To implement a virtual factory, it is necessary to
construct digital models for all the physical and logical
elements (entities and activities) of a real factory.
The plant model consists of manufacturing
devices with their positions in the layout. To represent
such a manufacturing device, this paper employs the
concept of a virtual device: a digital model imitating the
physical and logical aspects of a real device. A virtual
device needs to maintain its relationships with other
devices or PLC programs as well as the inherent
attributes of the device, such as the kinematics and
geometric shape. To do so, a virtual device is split into
two parts; a shell and a core. The shell part can adapt to
the different configurations of production systems, and
the core part undertakes the inherent properties of the
device. The concept of a virtual device is shown in
Figure 3.

X: input events set;
S: sequential states set ;
Y: output events set;
δ int : S Æ S: internal transition function;

δ ext :

Q * X Æ S: external transition function

Q = {(s,e)| s ∈ S, 0 ≤e≤ t a (s)}: total state of M;

λ:

S Æ Y: output function;

t a : S Æ Real: time advance function.
The four elements in the 7-tuple, namely

δ int , δ ext , λ

and t a , are called the characteristic functions of
an atomic model. The second form of the model, termed
a coupled model, shows a method for coupling several
component models together to form a new model.
Formally, a coupled model DN is defined as:

DN =< X , Y , M , EIC , EOC , IC , SELECT > (2)
X: input events set;
Y: output events set;
M: set of all component models in DEVS;
EIC ⊆ DN.IN * M.IN: external input coupling
relation;
EOC ⊆ M.OUT * DN.OUT: external output coupling
relation;
IC ⊆ M.OUT * M.IN: internal coupling relation;
SELECT: 2M −Ø Æ M: tie-breaking selector,

Figure 3: Virtual device model
where the extensions .IN and .OUT represent the input
port set and the output port set of the respective DEVS
models. For the implementation of the plant model, the
shell part of a virtual device is represented as an atomic
model, and the entire plant model is represented as a
coupled model, including the atomic models (virtual
devices) and the coupling relationships between them.
The detail specifications for the plant model are
addressed in the following section.

The reusability of a virtual device is very
important, as a virtual device can be used for many
different configurations of production systems. Without
the effective reusability characteristic of a virtual device,
it is more common to create new components from
scratch than to search for useful elements in other
systems. For the reusability of a virtual device, it is
essential for the shell part of a virtual device to be
flexible enough to be compatible with any configuration
of a production system. To build such a shell part, this
paper employs Zeigler’s DEVS (Discrete Event Systems
Specifications) formalism (B.P.Zeigler. 1984; T.G.Kim.
1994), which supports the specification of discrete event
models in a hierarchical, modular manner. The
semantics of the formalism are highly compatible with
object-oriented specifications for simulation models.
Within the DEVS formalism, one must specify two
types of sub-models: 1) the atomic model, the basic
models from which larger models are built, and 2) the
coupled model, how atomic models are connected in a
hierarchical manner. Formally, an atomic model M is
specified by a 7-tuple:

3. PLANT MODEL CONSTRUCTION
The objective of the proposed PLC programming
environment is to provide an intuitive PLC
programming and verification environment by
connecting the plant model to the PLC program. To
achieve this objective, it is essential to develop an
efficient construction procedure of a plant model. Figure
4 shows the interactions among three models of the PLC
programming environment. The three models are a plant
model, an I/O mapping model, and a PLC program. The
plant model is controlled by the PLC program through
the I/O mapping model.
Given that a plant model consists of virtual devices,
the construction method of a virtual device is described
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δ ext (P2, Signal_2) = DoT2
λ (DoT1) = T1Done
λ (DoT2) = T2Done

before explaining the construction method of a plant
model. As explained earlier, a virtual device consists of
a shell part and a core part.

t a (DoT1) = Time_1
t a (DoT2) = Time_2.

Figure 4: Interactions among three models of the PLC
programming environment
The shell part, enclosing the core part (the inherent
properties of a device, such as kinematics, geometric
shape and the execution of device-level commands),
should allow a virtual device model to adapt to different
plant configurations. This part is modeled as an atomic
model of the DEVS formalism, which is a timed-FSA
(finite state automata). To define the shell part of a
virtual device, first it is necessary to identify the set of
tasks that are assigned to the device. The activation of
each task is normally triggered by an external signal
from either the PLC program or other virtual devices.
Once the set of tasks is identified for a virtual device, it
is then possible to extract the state transition diagram,
which defines an atomic model of the DEVS formalism.
Figure 4-(a) shows a simple example of an AGV
(Automatic Guided Vehicle) with two tasks, T1
(movement from p1 to p2) and T2 (movement from p2
to p1). As the two tasks should be triggered by
external events, the shell part of the AGV must have
two input ports, termed here as Signal_1 and Signal_2,
as shown in Figure 4-(b). From the set of tasks, it is
possible to instantiate the state transition diagram
automatically. For this example, there are four states,
P1, DoT1, P2 and DoT2. While P1 and P2 take external
events from the input ports (Signal_1, Signal_2) for
state transitions, DoT1 and DoT2 take internal events
that are the end events of the two tasks (T1 and T2). The
DEVS atomic model of the virtual device,
corresponding to the AGV, can be described as follows:
Shell of a virtual device:
M =< X , S , Y , δ int , δ ext , λ , t a >
(3)

Figure 5-(a): Task identification of a device

Figure 5-(b): State transition diagram
Once virtual device models are constructed, a
plant model can be defined by combining the virtual
devices. While virtual devices are described as atomic
models, the entire plant model is modeled as a coupled
model, including those atomic models and coupling
relationships between them. Figure 4-(a) shows a simple
example of a plant model including two virtual devices,
VDI and VDJ. The DEVS couple model of the plant
model, shown in Figure 4-(a), can be described as
follows:
Plant Model

DN =< X , Y , M , EIC , EOC , IC , SELECT > (4)
X = {input1, input2}, Y = {output1, output2}
M: = {VDI, VDJ}
EIC= {(DN.input1* VDJ.input2),
(DN.input2* VDI.input1)}

X = {Signal_1, Signal_2}
S= {P1, DoT1, P2, DoT2}
Y= {T1Done, T2Done}
δ int (DoT1) = P2

EOC = {( VDI.output1, DN.output1),
(VDJ.output1*DN.output2)}
IC= {( VDI.output2* VDJ.input1)}
SELECT: 2M −Ø Æ M: tie-breaking selector.

δ int (DoT2) = P1
δ ext (P1, Signal_1) = DoT1

The proposed methodology for the construction
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of a plant model has two major benefits. The first is the
reusability of a virtual device model, signifying that the
structure of a virtual device model achieves
independence from the configurations of a production
system. The second benefit is the intuitiveness in
defining the state transition diagram of the virtual
device model. Users with only a passing knowledge of
discrete event system modeling can easily define a
virtual device model simply by identifying the set of
tasks.
4. EXAMPLES & ILLUSTRATIONS
The prototype of the proposed PLC
programming environment was implemented and tested
with several examples. The C++ language in a Visual
Studio environment was used, with OpenGL for the
graphical rendering. An extrusion system, shown in
Figure 6, consists of four sub-systems; 1) a feeder
system, 2) a ram-die system, 3) a start button and 4) a
stop button. Extrusion is a compression process in
which the work metal is forced to flow through a die
opening to produce a desired cross-sectional shape. The
process can be likened to squeezing toothpaste out of a
toothpaste tube (Groover. 2006). The control logic of
the extrusion system is as follows:
(1) If the ‘I-start’ signal is triggered by a user when
the system is idle, then the PLC sends out a signal
to the input port of the feeder system, ‘I-pick’ =
TRUE.
(2) If the ‘I-pick’ becomes TRUE, then the feeder
system starts the job for picking a billet. The
output port of the feeder system ‘O-picking’
becomes TRUE until the end of the job. When the
picking is finished, ‘O-picking’ becomes FALSE.
(3) If the job of picking a billet is finished (‘Opicking’ = FALSE), then the PLC sends out two
signals, ‘I-pick’ = FALSE and ‘I-extrude’ = TRUE.
(4) If the port ‘I-extrude’ becomes TRUE, then the
extrusion system begins to compress the work
metal (billet) to make it flow through a die opening.
The output port of the extrusion system ‘Oextruding’ becomes TRUE until the end of the
extrusion. When the extrusion is finished, ‘Oextruding’ becomes FALSE.
(5) When the extrusion of a billet is finished (‘Oextruding’ = FALSE), the PLC then sends out a
signal, ‘I-extrude’ == FALSE, to make the system
state idle.
(6) Whenever the ‘I-stop’ signal is triggered by a user,
then all activities of the system should be stopped.

Figure 6: Configuration of an extrusion system
The control logic of the extrusion system should
be converted into a PLC program for the
implementation. Figure 7 shows the PLC program,
written in the format of the SFC (Sequential Function
Chart), which controls the extrusion system shown in
Figure 6. The boxes along the vertical line (S1, S2, S3,
S4 and S5) represent the states of the extrusion system,
and the thick line segments between states (T1, T2, T3,
T4, and T5) are transitions. Each transition has a ladder
diagram on its left side that represents its firing
condition. On the right side of the state boxes, there are
additional boxes connected with a dotted line. Those
boxes are the execution commands (R: reset, S: set)
issued by the PLC that control the extrusion system. For
the validation of the control logic, it is necessary to have
a plant model enabling the visual validation of the PLC
program. The plant model is shown in Figure 8, and it
includes all devices (the feeder system, ram-die system,
start button and stop button) of the production system as
well as the corresponding device programs to perform
their tasks in the production system.

Figure 7: PLC program that controls the extrusion
system
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Figure 8: Plant model of the extrusion system
5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes the architecture of a PLC
programming environment that enables a visual
verification of a PLC program by synchronizing a PLC
program with a corresponding virtual plant model. The
model layer of the proposed architecture consists of
three models: a plant model (virtual factory model), a
PLC program (control model) and an I/O mapping
model. The plant model includes all manufacturing
devices of the production system, and the PLC program
contains the control logic for the plant model. The I/O
mapping model functions as a communication link
between these two models. As the plant model plays a
key role in the proposed PLC programming
environment, it is essential to develop a practical
methodology in the construction of a virtual device
model as well as a virtual plant model. To do so, this
paper addresses an efficient construction method of a
plant model based on the DEVS (Discrete Event
Systems Specifications) formalism, which supports the
specification of discrete event models in a hierarchical,
modular manner. The proposed methodology for the
construction of a plant model has two major benefits.
The first is the reusability of a virtual device model,
signifying that the structure of the virtual device model
achieves independence from the configurations of a
production system. The second benefit is intuitively the
defining of the state transition diagram of a virtual
device model. It is not necessary for users to have indepth knowledge of discrete event system modeling, as
they simply have to identify a set of tasks in order to
define a virtual device model.
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performed is mainly job related and not product related.
Often with start of planning a production job the
product is not completely defined. Further in printing
industries often the argumentation is used that there are
no standardised products and each job differs from
others. Print products are often not defined with a
product structure containing a bill of material.

KEYWORDS
JDF, JMF, production networks, simulation framework
ABSTRACT
In print media industries networked production gains
increasing importance. The relatively young XML
based communication standard (JDF/JMF) allows to
specify workflow models and data exchange. The
proposed concept of a simulation framework for
modelling of networked print production is based on an
object-oriented approach implementing modules for the
resources and controls applied in this particular
industry. The framework uses the JavaSim-simulation
library and shall enable modelling of networked print
production using the same JDF-/JMF-communication
algorithms as applied in real-world system
communication. This approach allows to integrate the
framework in a digital factory concept using simulation
for the factory planning phase and also for the operative
planning and control of networked print production.

In print media industry the communication technology
is changing. The newly developed vendor independent
Job Definition Format (JDF) and Job Messaging Format
(JMF) are established as a new industrial
communication standard to networked print production
(Kühn and Grell 205). Supported by the PDF document
format a new generation of fully integrated network
workflow solutions can be developed that enable
process integration along the entire value added chain.
Faster job preparation, clear job tracking and enhanced
cost transparency are the goals. All job-relevant
information can be distributed to the various production
areas and all production data can be transfers to central
control system. The fact that the production system has
one general interface cuts the technical implementation
workload and eases the maintenance outlay for
networked print production considerably.

INTRODUCTION
The print media industry is facing tough competition.
Overcapacity and sluggish demand are cutting margins.
At the same time, customers’ expectations regarding
flexibility, quality, speed and reliability have never been
higher. This situation calls for processes to be reviewed,
organisation to be optimised and manufacturing costs to
be cut even further. The various machines and processes
have already been widely optimized in the past. Process
integration and networked production are the leading
directions for the next years. Simulation technology
enables to analyse and improve the planning even of
complex production networks.

Discrete event simulation technologies enables to test,
analyse and optimize networked production in advance.
The use of discrete event simulation for modelling
process in a print production workflow is not new
(Bäck et al., 1997) (Nordqvist and Fällström 1996).
Heidelberger Druckmaschinen AG has developed
BizModel, a simulation software for printshop planning
(Heidelberger Druckmaschinen AG 2008). BizModel
takes the actual situation within a print shop and
delivers options for optimized print shop development
with regard to technical and business-management but
the software doesn’t cover detailed networked
production aspects. For networked productions and new
communication standards the demand has changed and
an advanced approach for simulation is mandatory
(Buckwalter 2005a/b). This paper presents a concept for
a simulation framework focussed on networked print
production. An important feature of this framework is
the use of JDF-/JMF-communication algorithms in
simulation, which is compatible to the real system
communication.

In various industries there are already simulation
approaches (Dangelmaier et al. 2006, Kapp et al. 2005,
Mönch 2007, Yalcin and Namballa 2004) of networked
production systems even in digital factory environments
(Bley et al. 2005, Schloegl 2005, Wenzel et al. 2005,
Westkämper et al. 2005). So what is especial in print
production networks. In print media industries there are
mainly small and medium businesses, large companies
are exceptional and the production planning and control
differs from other industries. The main difference
compared to other industries is that production planning
Proceedings 22nd European Conference on Modelling and
Simulation ©ECMS Loucas S. Louca, Yiorgos Chrysanthou,
Zuzana Oplatková, Khalid Al-Begain (Editors)
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JOB DEFINITION FORMAT (JDF)
The definition of JDF is based on the idea of creating a
standardized,
manufacturer
independent
and
comprehensive data format for the print media industry
to standardize information exchange between different
applications and systems in and around the graphic arts
industry. The concept for this industry standard
originally was presented by Adobe, Agfa, Heidelberger
Druckmaschinen and MAN Roland. In between it is
maintained and developed by the International
Cooperation for the Integration of Processes in
Prepress, Press and Postpress Organization (CIP4), a
not-for-profit association, which currently consists of
more than 300 manufacturers, organizations and print
service providers. Details are available at
www.cip4.org. The CIP4 reference model is shown in
Figure 1.

Figure 2: JDF-Structure
are able to deploy software applications from different
manufacturers without having to make any
compromises when it comes to networking. However,
because the JDF specification (CIP4 2005a) is very
comprehensive (more than 900 pages) it is not very
useful for each single device to implement the complete
JDF-specification in all details. Therefore subsets are
designed.
Interoperability Conformance Specification (ICS)
For a simplified and clear communication
Interoperability Conformance Specifications (ICS) are
defined. (CIP4 2005c/d) These are well-specified
subsets of JDF, each defining an interface between pairs
of communication partners in the workflow.

Figure 1: CIP4 Reference Model
•

JDF is a comprehensive XML-based file format for
job ticket specifications combined with a message
description standard and message interchange
protocol,
• JDF enables the integration of commercial and
planning applications into the technical workflow,
• JDF provides a clear, fully-integrated structure for
the entire workflow including the relevant target
and actual data,
• JDF enables end-to-end production control, even
across corporate boundaries,
• JDF enables both the horizontal and the vertical
integration between order management, production
planning and control, and production resources.
JDF has become an accepted and requested standard in
the industry among suppliers and customers.

Figure 3: Interoperability Conformance Specifications
The ICS documents provide communication standards
for individual classes of devices. ICS documents do not
add to the JDF specification, but provide additional
constraints and are specific to the particular interface.
The ICS specification follows an hierarchical concept
(Figure 3). In addition to a base ICS document that
applies to all JDF-enabled devices, ICS documents have
been published to cover a variety of interfaces,
including:
• Binding
• MIS to Prepress
• Prepress to Conventional Printing
• MIS to Conventional Printing - Sheetfed
• Integrated Digital Printing
• Layout Creator to Imposition

Due to the job related approach the JDF-structure
(Figure2) contends product nodes, process nodes and
group nodes in the same structure (CIP4 2005a). JDF
also has an integrating effect on the different market
segments of the print media industry. In the future,
messages in both newspaper printing and commercial
printing will be transmitted via a common standard. The
establishment of a uniform, comprehensive standard
significantly reduces the effort required to develop and
implement networking solutions. Print service providers
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ICS documents look at the interface between the
“manager” of a job, such as a production planning
system or a pressroom management system and the
“worker”, the system or software that will perform the
desired process. The ICS documents define the roles of
the “manager” and “worker”, including their ability to
read and write JDF, minimum support for JMF options.
Additionally it is defining how job files are to be
exchanged or identified, and how support for particular
JDF processes and resources is required. When a JDFenabled product meets the “manager conformance
requirement” of a particular ICS, it achieves
interoperability with other JDF-enabled products that
meet the corresponding “worker conformance
requirements” of the same ICS. The discrete event
simulation of networked print production systems has to
apply this ICS approach in order to be compatible with
the real-world communication.

The agents, controllers and devices should not just be
able to process JDF though. They should also provide a
JMF interface with bidirectional communication
mechanism for messaging. Figure 4 shows a JDF-/JMFDevice. The input for the job to be performed is
communicated via JDF. JMF messages are sent and
received during the process. After processing the JDF is
sent back containing the actual data of particular job
processing.

JOB MESSAGING FORMAT (JMF)
The Job Messaging Format (JMF) complements the Job
Definition Format and is used to transfer messages. Upto-the-minute information defined using JMF can be
exchanged while production processes are in progress.
Job lists are created using JMF to report on device
capabilities (resolution, formats, etc.) and transmit
status messages (CIP4 2005a). JMF uses the http
transfer protocol.

Figure 4: JDF-/JMF-Device
Due to the complexity of production it is not very useful
to transfer the JDF-File as a job ticket just from one
resource to another. The following production scenario
illustrates quite clearly a typical example in networked
production: In a particular production workflow, a print
job is to be split over three different presses, two of
which are located within the company and a third at a
cooperating print service provider. Finishing is to be
carried out with batches overlapping on two different
production lines, i.e. finishing work is to start before all
the sheets have been printed. Due to deadline problems,
the decision to use a second line for finishing is taken at
short notice and leads to a revision in planning after
printing has started. This situation shows that a
sequential transfer of a job ticket can’t be an effective
solution. In fact on the control level there is a powerful
software required, dealing safely with all these cases.

CIP4 SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT KITS (SDK).
The CIP4 Consortium makes free open source libraries
for the programming languages C++ and Java available
(CIP4 2006) These libraries are intended to make it
easier for software developers to write JDF
applications, reducing development times and therefore
cutting costs. However in practise the use of the
common libraries doesn’t guarantee that JDF is always
interpreted consistently. Due to the complexity of JDF
the communication allows different XML’s even using
the specification correctly. A CIP4-certificate for tested
communication interfaces is not available yet.
NETWORKING ARCHITECTURE

The networking architecture must comply with the
following requirements, among others:
• Secure and unambiguous regulation of data transfer
and data management
• Data consistency must be maintained,
• Fast data transfer and short reaction times must be
guaranteed,
• Unnecessary data transfer must be avoided,
• The entire system must function without error, even
when products from different manufacturers are
integrated in a workflow,
• The system should include robust mechanisms to
make sure that processes are not aborted if
problems arise.

The Job Definition Format is a comprehensive standard
for data exchange. But the JDF specification does not
describe what information is to be maintained where,
nor who has the right to access and, where necessary,
modify it. Basically, the following logical components
are provided in a JDF-based networking system:
• Agents are tasked with writing a JDF or extending
or modifying an existing one,
• Controllers route a JDF to the specified location,
• Devices form the interface between software
applications and machines. Devices interpret the
JDF at their specific nodes and control the relevant
machines,
• Machines are components of the workflow that are
controlled by a device and carry out the processes.
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SIMULATION OF NETWORKED PRODUCTION

Simulation of networked operating data logging and
actual costing

Simulation is a powerful tool to improve decisionmaking on a reliable base. Network projects are very
complex. These networked print production projects
don't focus on one particular area of a company only; all
areas and levels of a company and even the network
between companies have to be involved. A company
can't just buy a network. To establish a networked
production requires to analyse and standardise most of
the processes in a company or respectively in all
involved companies. This is an enormous effort. In
practise it takes nearly two years to establish a network
production project in a medium size printing company
with 100 people. The experience shows that there are a
lot of problems in detail, which are seen first during the
praxis test at the customer’s place.

Simulation offers to check and analyse networking
operating data logging and actual costing:
• Eliminating duplicated inputs and checks,
• Providing prompt status messages and high-quality
management information,
• Recording the actual costs.
Simulation of the networked colour workflow
Networking the colour workflow can be checked and
improved by simulation:
• More productivity from the first step to the finished
print,
• Increased reliability and consistency in the print
quality, true-colour proofs,
• Shorter setup time and less waste,

Simulation shall enable to model print production
networks in advance, to identify good process strategies
and to find problems at an early state. This improves
and accelerates the benefits available in networked
production systems.

Simulation of customer networks
In print production the integration of the customer in
networked solutions has a lot of benefits. By use of
simulation these networks can be tested and improved:
• The customer’s project members have a complete
overview of the project information they need. This
includes the product description, the time and place
of delivery for order tracking and access to the
stock system for requisitioning preprinted
materials.
• Accelerated communication thanks to digitalisation
of ordering processes with agencies and print
service providers.
• Deliver management information for customers
covering inquiries, print orders issued, etc. This
represents a source of quick data for checking
budgets.

Simulation of networked job preparation
Simulation of networking job preparation shall improve
benefits such as:
• Reduce job throughput times,
• Eliminate inefficiencies due to duplicated data
capture in different software applications,
• Reduce costs incurred due to errors by means of
standardized designations, up-to-date order
information and previews.
Simulation of networked machine presetting
The presetting produced digitally in order management
or prepress can be used to set up electronically
controllable machine components. Simulation helps to
test and improve the networking machine presetting
operations:
• Reduction in setup times,
• Reduction in waste, improvement in production
reliability and quality,
• Reassignment of the work to just a few specialists.

Evaluation of the investment decision
Process integration based on the Job Definition Format
shall help to eliminate inefficiencies in the production
process. This benefit is achieved at the cost of
investments in software, hardware and services. In
addition, management and the staff undergoing training
are tied up to a significant degree during the
introductory phase of networking. The benefits and cost
of networking must be weighed against one another
depending on the order and operating structure. Discrete
event simulation can support the decision-making
process.

Simulation of networked production planning and
control
Simulating the networking production planning and
control shall improve benefits, such as:
• Eliminating duplicated inputs,
• Eliminating follow-up questions on the production
status,
• Reducing the effort required for planning meetings,
• Increasing the reliability of production by ensuring
that paper, ink and plates are available when
needed at the correct press,
• Increasing efficiency by a feedback loop based on
actual data.

For the implementation of production networks the
technical and commercial aspects have to be considered.
Simulation allows to analyse technical aspects, such as
resource layout and communication architecture.
Further input data for the cost calculation can be
validated. The payback period is determined by
considering two areas separately. These are, on the one
hand, networking of job preparation, production
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planning and control and operating data logging and
actual costing – grouped under the term operational data
networking – and, on the other, networking of machine
presetting and colour workflow.

The clear separation of modelling the material flow, the
controls and the communication will lead to a better
integration of simulation into the planning and
implementation processes. For the integration of
simulation in digital factory environments this is very
important. Compatible interfaces between simulation
modules and the control systems enable to switch
between simulation modules and system components.

SIMULATION FRAMEWORK
In order to enable models with acceptable effort and
sufficient level of detail a concept for an applied
simulation framework shall be introduced. A simulation
framework focussing on print production networks has
to fit the specific requirements. Goal of the Java-based
simulation framework is to model the production and
information flow including production planning and
control in detail.

By use of compatible communication it is also possible
to build an entire print production workflow using only
simulated processes, but use a real production planning
and control systems to track and control the processes in
the workflow. Such a setup allows to experiment with
configurations of production systems very realistically
because the real control logic of the real production
planning software is applied. Further in simulation the
effort can be reduced significant, because the control
system has not to be emulated in the simulation model
itself.
This framework concept can be applied in the digital
factory environment to plan and to evaluate complex
networked print production systems. In a second stage it
even offers the possibility to enhance the operative
production planning and control as an integrated
process from the top level to the factory floor control.

Figure 5: Simulation Communication Structure
In order to obtain usable results the communication
between the resources shall be compatible with the realworld communication. Figure 5 shows an overview of
the principal communication structure between the job
management system and the simulation modules. The
job management system takes a job, a JDF instance,
from the job queue. It simulates the execution of the job
in the particular area, consuming input resources and
producing output resources accordingly and then sends
the updated JDF instance for further processing in the
workflow. During process execution, all state changes
within the simulation model are sent to the production
planning and control systems monitoring the process or
tracking the job. In the first approach the production
processes, such as printing, cutting, folding or needle
stitching have not be modelled in detail. The simulation
framework concept is based of the JavaSim library
developed at the University of Wuppertal (Kuehn 2002)
and the Java-based JDF Communication Library
available at CIP4 (CIP4 2006).

Figure 6: ICS-Module
Figure 6 shows the principal structure of a simulation
module which performs a MIS to … communication.
Based on the simulation of the production process and
the material flow, the control level links the physical
behaviour of the module to the communication level
with Base ICS, MIS ICS and MIS to … ICS. This
concept using compatible communication structures, by
applying JDF-/JMF-communication to simulation
modules and real production environments as well,
allows even to integrate and simulate heterogeneous
systems in the print production workflow.

Framework Concept
In the proposed framework concept all modules of
resources shall be seen as an object containing
modelling the physical behaviour of the resource
including the low level control and an object containing
the communication interface. The communication with
the resource is performed through the communication
interface only and the communication interface has to
be compatible with the real-world communication, at
least on a certain level.

JavaSim Library
The JavaSim library is an advanced simulation library,
developed for the simulation of discrete event processes
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(Kuehn 2002). The library contains central classes such
as the GeneralSimModel with the SimController and the
ModelStructure, the CtrlObject or the InterfaceObject.
The JAVA-Sim Library follows an object-oriented
design and offers general simulation objects, material
flow objects, information flow objects, decision-making
objects and applied material flow objects. The core
object of each simulation model is the SimController
which has to handle all events correctly. From the
general class GeneralSimModel applied models such as
a SimModelPress or a SimModelPrePress can be
derived. An hierarchical model structure can be
established using the class Modul.

simulation of networked print production systems has
not only to apply just the JDF-/JMF library but even the
complete ICS approach. However these ICS modules
can be implemented stepwise.
Level of detail
In the framework the modelling level of detail regarding
communication is high in order to be compatible with
the real word communication. The level of detail
regarding material flow simulation shall be very
flexible. If the simulation focus is on communication
and controls the material flow model level of detail can
be on a relatively low level. In this case resources are
just time-consuming objects, errors are produced in a
deterministic sequence or randomly in order to enable
the test of communication error messaging. For certain
modules within a model this level of detail might be
increased step by step. With a next level of detail it
might be even possible to divide the physical behaviour
and the low level control for certain resource module.
Principally the framework concept is open for these
kind of approaches, however the focus here is on
communication and not on detailed processes or
detailed process controls.

The JAVA-Sim Library is not fixed on a certain
simulation level like many simulation tools in the
market. With its object-oriented approach it is open and
modular. The library offers features similar to the
flexibility of a simulation language, over the level of
general building blocks, such as workstations and
assembly stations, up to the efficiency of simulators
with special building blocks. The JAVA-Sim Library
strictly follows an object-oriented design. It contains
public simulation classes, made available for the user of
the simulation library, and internal simulation classes
and utility classes for internal use in the library only.
The library offers general simulation objects, material
flow objects, information flow objects, decision-making
objects and applied material flow objects. The internal
class InfFlowObject is used to implement information
flow. Special information flow elements may be derived
from this class. The class SimEventObject is based on
the class GeneralObject and contains the additional
functionality for creating simulation events. From this
class the general classes EventGenerator and
MathFlowObject and MathFlowObjecExt are derived.
Again from these the detailed material flow classes such
as Buffer, BufferFifo, BufferLifo etc. are derived. For all
simulation classes there are some general class features
available, e.g. such as create object, delete object,
constructor control and destructor control.

The advantage of the applied hierarchical framework
concept is, that a simulation can be performed on a very
low level of detail first in order to test the
communication flow. In a second step the level of detail
can be increased in order to check the dynamic of the
modelled production network. And with a next step it is
possible to increase the level of detail for bottleneck
areas again in order to make really sure that these
critical areas fulfil the demand sufficiently.
SUMMARY
The proposed simulation framework concept focuses on
modelling networked print production. The use of
compatible communication structures has the advantage
that simulation and real-world modules can be
combined in a test environment. This approach allows
to integrate the framework in a digital factory concept
using simulation not only in a factory planning phase
but also for the operative planning and control of
networked print production. The simulation framework
is realised platform-independent in Java. The existing
JavaSim simulation library from the University of
Wuppertal and the open source JDF-/JMF
communication library available from CIP4 are the base
for the implementation. At this state these libraries are
available and first tests have been performed. The next
step is to implement and validate the specific objects of
the framework and to extend the functionality and levels
of detail stepwise. On each level tests with specific
scenarios of networked print production have to be
performed in order to validate the framework modules.

This JavaSim library with general material flow and
control objects is available at the institute. It can be
applied as a base for the simulation framework. Objects
specific to print production networks have to be
inherited from the general objects available.
JDF-/JMF-communication
The communication between modules in the networked
print production simulation framework shall be
compatible with the real word communication.
Modelling of the network communication devices, such
as resources, machines, etc. requires compatible JDF/JMF communication structures. Therefore the Java-Sim
library shall be extended by use of an JDF-/JMFcommunication library. This communication library is
available as open source at CIP4 (CIP4 2006). In order
to be compatible with the real-world communication the
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from the process equipment, where the lot is needed.
This might lead to very long delivery times (DT) and as
result to a drop in the equipment utilization (Hunter and
Humphreys 2003). Additionally, stockers need valuable
clean room area on the factory floor.
In order to resolve the specified disadvantages, so called
under-track-storages (UTS) were developed. These UTS
are single buffer storages, mounted over the head, under
the rail-system, Fig. 1.

KEYWORDS
Discrete Event Modeling and Simulation in Logistics,
Transport and Supply Chains
ABSTRACT
The automated material handling system (AMHS) is a
highly automated transport solution of actual 300mm
semiconductor waferfabs. The big logistic challenge in
such a running system is the just-in-time delivery of lots
(carriers). Therefore, beside tracks and vehicles, there
are different storages (stocker) and buffers (under track
storages and load ports) integrated in such a transport
system. To conquer the logistic challenge, an optimum
allocation and control strategy for all storage equipment
is required. This paper describes the investigation of
different storage and buffer strategies based on detailed
simulation models of a dedicated semiconductor factory
area.
INTRODUCTION
At present the most expensive investment costs of a
waferfab is the process equipment. Therefore, the
crucial key performance indicator of the process and
automation engineers is the equipment utilization
(Sokhan-Sanj et al. 1999). To achieve this objective,
each wafer carrier (lot) has to be in the right place at the
right time. Therefore an effective use of the extensive
material transport systems with a dynamic storage
component control is obligatory. The storage
components in an AMHS are segregated to:
•
Load ports,
•
Stockers and
•
Under-track-storages (UTS).
The primary buffer is the tool load port (LP), directly
connected with the process equipment and mostly
limited to 3 or 4 ports. To overcome this limitation,
other buffers or storages are essential. One possible
alternative can be a stocker. A Stocker is an automated
high-rack storage area with manual and automated inand output ports and conveyors. Once the carrier is
inside the stocker a robot is handling it into a shelf (rack
bin location). To minimize the needed cleanroom
footprint, the height of the stockers is often increased to
the maximum possible height. (Csatáry 2002) Beside the
footprint, the stockers have another significant
disadvantage. The dedicated stocker is usually far away

Figures 1: Example of UTS position
As the name already implies, UTS require no place on
the ground of a waferfab. Furthermore the UTS are
passive shelves with a lower cost of ownership due to
reduced capital cost, increased reliability and
elimination of scheduled maintenance in comparison to
stockers (Antwerp 2004). Based on this information, the
idea of the authors was to design a simulation model
with fewer or no stocker transports, but with a lot of
buffer application on base of UTS.
This paper presents a detailed simulation model of a
dedicated waferfab area using aggregated process flow
data. With this simulation model it is possible to:
• Execute different storage strategies in a short time due
to small changes in a variable, adaptive source code
• Investigate probable efficient UTS placements
• Analyze possible control methodologies of the UTS
allocation
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The following section gives an overview of the basic
data and describes the architecture of the fully integrated
model. Section 3 explains the setup of system control. In
section 4, the result with an optimized UTS allocation
strategy is presented. Finally, section 5, concludes with
an executive summary.
BASIC DATA
The scenarios are simulated in Applied Materials
AutoMod™ Version 12.0 on two different models. Both
models are designed as unified track layout systems.
That allows tool to tool moves and eliminates the need
for stocker transfers to route carriers between loops.
As mentioned in the abstract the authors use a less
detailed model of a fab-segment. For that reason a
stationary input and output is selected. At the input lots
are generated and sent into the system. From here the
lots are picked up by vehicles and routed through the
whole system, including several process steps. Finally
they are brought to the output, where they are unloaded
and virtually destroyed. By that input and output
represent the interface to other fab segments that are
usually present and interacting with this segment in real
life fabs. The layout of the models is oriented on similar
models of already existing waferfab-segments with a
unified system including highways (also known as main
tracks having no load ports) and bay architecture.

Figures 3: Exemplary extract of model 2
The only scenario including a stocker is scenario 4
which can run on both models. To be able to analyze the
differences between UTS and Stocker based solutions,
the UTS cannot be used as a storage facility in this case.
The stocker is placed on the outer edge of the layout to
simulate a longer travel distance to the process tools
which accords to situations in reality.
In all scenarios 5 ToolGroups (TG) are represented,
always based on the same basic data which is shown in
Table 1.
Table 1: Basic data of all scenarios

Figures 2: Exemplary extract of model 1

TG

Tools

LPs

Destination
probabilities

3
3
2

Process times /
deviation
[minutes]
8.9 / 2
30 / 9
4.6 / 0.4

1
2
3

5
8
2

4
5

7
6

2
2

15 / 4
10.5 / 3

80%
100%

100%
47%
66%

Destination probabilities represent the probability for
one lot, to be transferred and processed at the
corresponding ToolGroup. This approach simulates the
existing variety in process plans and enhances model
dynamics. Other basic data for all scenarios are:

The first model has the UTS groups placed directly in
front of the LPs as shown in Fig. 2. This model is used
to analyze scenario 1, as it has a fixed allocation of ZFS
groups to dedicated Tools.
In opposite to this, scenario 2 and 3 are evaluated on
model 2 which has its UTS groups arranged on
highways, see Fig. 3.

• The start-cycle with 1.8 minutes per lot (Carrier) with
a deviation of ±0.9 minutes.
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Vehicles that are not involved in any transportation task
(deliver, retrieve or on its way to deliver or retrieve) are
dispatched to any of the parking positions which are
spread randomly in the layout.

• Each scenario includes 480 hours measurement 240h
warm up and 240 hours in steady state
• 20 vehicles in use with 10 distributed parking positions
• 100% availability (no downtimes, no maintenances, no
failures) of all transportation and process equipment
• One stocker
The difference between scenario 2 and 3 is the
allocation of the UTS. Scenario 2 has the same
allocation as scenario 1 which is dedicated to specific
tools. In scenario 3 the UTS are located as in scenario 2
but are dedicated to the whole bay they are located in.
This means that this UTS buffer can be used for any
tools located in this bay.

Results
The overall performance of an AMHS can be evaluated
by several metrics (Sturm et al. 2004).
On the one hand these metrics are time values like
• Average transport time (AvTT)
• Average delivery time (AvDT)
• Average waiting time for transport (AvWT).
These three time metrics are built up with several time
stamps at each status change of the simulation. Fig. 4
shows how these times are calculated by means of status
changes.

Table 2: UTS capacity for each ToolGroup
TGs

# of UTS
for Sc. 1 and 2

# of UTS
for Sc. 3

1
2
3
4
5

20
24
12
28
24

80
92
34
74
80

SET UP OF SYSTEM CONTROL
All LPs, UTS and the output in the system are designed
with a finite capacity of 1. In contrast to this the stocker
is not limited in its capacity to be able to get a detailed
view on the required capacities and to monitor the level
of Work In Progress (WIP). At the input an unlimited
queue is implemented in order to analyze the
performance of the transport system in dependence of
the scenario simulated. The process tools in the tool
groups are equipped with one process chamber each,
which allows the processing of one whole lot at the same
time.
A lot is generated at the input. Depending on the
probabilities given in the process flow the next tool
group for this lot is selected. If there is a tool LP
available in the selected tool group, it will be reserved
and the lot will be delivered there. If there is no tool LP
available an intermediate storage location has to be
chosen. In scenario 1 to 3 a suitable UTS location is
selected, if available. If there is no remaining space in
the UTS – or in scenario 4 - the stocker is chosen. As
soon as any tool is finished the next waiting lot is
scheduled for this tool. This approach is based on a
FIFO rule to ensure that no lots can be “forgotten” in
any storage. The system is based on 20 Overhead Hoist
Transport (OHT) vehicles which are located randomly
in the layout at the beginning of each simulation run. As
soon as there is an arising transport job the idle vehicle
which is closest to the lot is dispatched to it.
If there is no vehicle available at this moment the
transport job is queued in an infinite job list.

Figures 4: Time segments of move events
Within a simulation runtime of 480 hours (240 hours
warm up and 240 hours results) these time segments are
logged and analyzed. For the delivery time analysis of
the AMHS only transport values by destination view are
evaluated. Due to the necessarily high utilization of costintensive tools these transports need to be optimized.
This means transports from tool to storage locations are
not considered in the investigations.
On the other hand the performance metrics are capacity
metrics like
• Vehicle utilization
• Stocker component utilization
• UTS utilisation
• System throughput MPH (moves per hour).
Basically, the vehicle utilization is divided into 4
statuses: “Deliver”, “Retrieve”, “Going to park” and
“Idle”. Based on project experiences at the Fraunhofer
IPA the accumulated utilization percentage of “Deliver”
and “Retrieve” should not exceed 65%. For all scenarios
the average tool utilization is between 79% and 95%.
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which is currently picking up or setting down a load at
the UTS. This results in the highest peaks for transport,
waiting and delivery times of all scenarios except
scenario 4. The vehicle utilization analysis of all
scenarios shows a low utilization performance of less
than 30% of delivering and retrieving statuses. However
the number of OHT vehicles is not reduced to avoid the
bottleneck on the vehicle side.

Results of Scenario 1
The throughput of scenario 1 results in 52950 moves in
total with approximately 26% tool-to-tool (t-t) moves
and 25% UTS-to-tool (u-t) moves. During the whole
simulation run of this scenario there was no stocker
move, which means the total storage is handled by UTS
only. From all simulation runs, this scenario obtains the
fastest average delivery time (69sec) for u-t moves,
mainly caused by the short transport time of 18 seconds,
see Fig. 5.
AvDT [y1]

AvWT [y1]

AvTT [y1]

The second scenario results in 53047 moves after the
warm up period with approximately 27% t-t moves, 22%
u-t moves and about 3% stocker-to-UTS (s-u) moves.
The reason for some lots moving to the stocker instead
of tool or UTS is the bottleneck TG 2. However, this
simulation run obtains with 92 seconds the fastest
delivery times and the second fastest transport times
(44sec) concerning all moves. This could be caused by
stocker traffic which results in slightly less vehicle
appearance within tool bays. This advantage in delivery
times seems to be a disadvantage, resulting in more
overall system traffic.
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Scenario 3 obtains with 45583 moves the lowest
throughput of all scenarios, based on only 14% u-t
moves but 39% direct tool delivery (t-t moves).
However, the analysis does not identify a bottleneck in
the AMHS. The reason for this seems to be the different
UTS allocation of this scenario. The high number of t-t
moves indicates an improvement in traffic flow at tool
LP as well as around the UTS.
For all moves, the average delivery time (94sec),
average transport time (46sec) and average waiting time
(48sec) is comparable with scenario 1 and 2. However,
the simulation run obtains the longest delivery times,
compared to the two other UTS scenarios for u-t moves.
The reason seems to be the longer transport time of 35
seconds based on the changed UTS position in
comparison to scenario 1 and the UTS allocation
compared to scenario 2. The UTS allocation leads to a
small increase of travel distances for the transport action
due to the UTS group used by all tools within the bay.

Figures 5: Delivery Time Analysis of all
u-t (Sc. 1-3) and s-t (Sc. 4) moves
Nevertheless the impact on the delivery time
performance of all moves is marginal (see Fig. 6),
caused by the relatively long average delivery time of 97
seconds for t-t moves.
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Results of Scenario 4
The “only stocker” simulation, scenario 4, reached a
throughput of 49232 moves with about 32% t-t moves
and 20% s-t moves. Independent from the point of view
(all moves or just the moves from tools as destination)
the scenario needs the longest times of all scenarios. The
reason could be found in the position of the stocker at
the edge of the model. A closer look at the results shows
a significant increase in delivering time by
approximately 10% and the transport time by 20%. The
reason for that are the higher times for the s-t moves in
comparison to the u-t moves of the other scenarios,
shown in Fig. 5. Surprisingly, the moves per hour are the
second smallest of all scenarios.

0

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4
Only Stocker

Figures 6: Delivery Time Analysis of
all moves
It seems that the UTS bin positions directly in front of
the tool LPs lead to a kind of “stop-and-go” behaviour
of the vehicles on the track. Each time when a vehicle
wants to travel to a LP behind an active UTS it has to
wait for the whole hoist operation of the vehicle in front,
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Conclusion
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Due to expensive investment costs of the process
equipment in a waferfab, a just-in-time transportation of
the process material is often the most relevant logistic
key performance indicator. To achieve this indicator, not
only an optimized transportation is necessary. Also the
storage of the lots in a best possible solution is required.
To investigate this challenge, the authors present a
detailed simulation model of a typical waferfab area.
Within this paper, different storage and allocation
strategies are presented and analyzed by means of this
simulation model.
The analysis of the different storage scenarios gives the
impression that - for high throughput AMHS - buffers
(like UTS) are definitely required. Nevertheless, to
cover all storage peaks by UTS without any stocker
seems unrealistic. The placement of UTS bins relies on
availability of AMHS track area, vehicle traffic in front
of tools or buffers and the process speed of the associate
equipment. Additionally, the allocation of UTS-Groups
for a dedicated area and not only single bins for each
tool seems helpful for the system performance as well.
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the potential for modeling behaviours for different road
users (driver, cyclist, pedestrian) in mixed traffic flow.
Each road user could be modeled as an autonomous
agent with its own knowledge and goals. For example,
Dia (2002) gives a microscopic agent-based simulation
of driver’s route choice behaviour on real-time traffic
information and Ronald and Sterling (2005) provides a
BDI agent simulation model for pedestrians.
Researchers also study the frame and structure for
agent-based microscopic traffic flow simulation models
(Sun, 2002; Yu, 2006). Hoogendoorn and Bovy (2004)
proposed a route-choice and activity scheduling theory
and model for pedestrians using hierarchical model
framework and subjective utility maximisation theory.
Beuck et al.(2007) reports on their recent case study of
a multi-agent traffic simulation for real-world Berlin
scenario, where they suggest the differentiate between
the physical layer and the mental layer of a multi-agent
simulation.

KEYWORDS
Behavioural Model, Traveler Agent, Traffic Simulation,
Mixed Traffic Flow
ABSTRACT
The modeling of traveler’s daily travel behaviours in
mixed traffic system is a complex problem, mainly due
to the complex nature of travel behaviours and the
situations in mixed traffic flow. This paper explores an
Activity-Based Traveler Agent behavioural Model (ATAM) for mixed traffic flow, combining the ideas of
activity-based traffic demand model, the hierarchical
structure in behaviours, agent approach and subjective
utility optimisation method. In the case study, A-TAM
has been applied to model cyclists’ behaviour at
unsignalised intersections under mixed traffic flow
conditions, and the validation results of the cyclists’
model which proved A-TAM promising.
INTRODUCTION

The purpose of our research is to build a general
traveler agent behavioural model in mixed traffic
system, as a behavioural model basis for developing an
urban mixed traffic flow simulation model, with largescale and great details (e.g. describing the conflictions
of bicycles and motorcars at intersections). Thus the
model has to cover human daily travel behaviours of all
levels, from trip planning to specific moving (e.g.
turning to avoid collision). A-TAM, the theoretical
model we proposed here seems to meet all these
requirements.

Recently traffic simulation technologies, especially
microscopic traffic flow simulation models, have been
widely used in many areas of urban traffic management
and optimization. Yet most microscopic traffic
simulation models are unable to realistically represent
the urban traffic system with mixed traffic flows in
developing countries such China, where bicycles, cars
and pedestrians conflict frequently on urban roads and
at intersections, especially at unsignalised ones. Due to
the complex nature of travel behaviours and the
situations in mixed traffic flow, the modeling of
travelers daily travel behaviours in mixed traffic
systems are a complex problem. However, new progress
in computer science, traffic modeling and simulation
have given inspiration to this problem, which are; agent
approach in simulation, activity-based traffic demand
model, microscopic behavioural models of different
road users (driver, cyclist, pedestrian) and related
behavioural studies in psychology and social science.

The paper first outlines the three-level model
framework by analyzing a typical traveler’s daily travel
behaviour, and follows the descriptions of agent
structure and behavioural models on each level. A case
study in Beijing is presented, and ends with a discussion
and brief conclusions.

MODEL FRAMEWORK

As Ralf Schleiffer (2002) points out that “intelligent
agents ….their simple determinism is suitable to
illustrate and to describe the dynamic structure of
human behaviour with reference to traffic and
transportation”. Agent-based simulation appears to have

Followed are a typical travelers daily travel behaviours:
When a traveler α plans to go out, they must have at
least one goal. Accordingly at least one activity i is to
take place at Di with enough time Ti for achieving the
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goal(s). We assume that after all the travelers final
destination is home (DH), so Di (i=1, 2…) and DH form
a “trip chain”. Traveler α chooses and orders the
activities i according to there preferences, goals, and
information on road networks and thus forms a Trip
Plan Activity (TPA), which includes the planned
activities to be taken (i), their expected locations (Di)

1)
Strategic level: including decision
making/adjustment of Trip Planned Activity (TPA,
consist of destinations, route R, traffic modes and
departure time) pre-trip or in-route;
2)
Tactical level: including decision
making/adjustment of Expected Temporal Activities
(ETA) and thus the path P at facility Ω according to the
traffic situation and TPA.
3)
Operational level: including all moving
(riding/driving/walking) behaviours (speed,
accelerations), along the planned path P and Re-Actions
(RA) to Unexpected Activity (UA).

i

and expected finish time Ti（ Ti ≤ T ), the traffic mode
to the activity location Di (Mi), trip route R and
departure time TO.
Above are traveler’s pre-trip behaviours (trip planning),
followed are in-route behaviours, including two major
types: path finding and moving.

In this hierarchy structure, expected utilities at lower
levels influence choices at higher levels. Choices at
higher levels condition choice sets at lower levels. In
this way, A-TAM model cover nearly all daily travel
behaviours (see Fig. 1): from decision making, on trip
goal and activity, traffic mode, departure time and route
choice, to path finding (or path choice) at a certain
facility, and the concrete moving behaviours (moving
speed, acceleration, turning ). The agent attribute square
covers the models of three levels, showing that the
agent’s attributes such as gender, age, preferences for
traffic mode and routes, travel patterns, home location,
goals, car ownership, income, perception of network
would affect behavioural models of all levels. The
subjective utility optimisation theory is used to model
traveler’s decision making (choice) behaviour, which
has been applied in some travel behaviours.

When α is in-route at a specific transport facility Ω (
a link or intersection) during the trip, we assume that
the traveler would make a list of Expected Temporal
Activities (ETA) according to the specific traffic
situations when finding a path in Ω . The ETA includes
the ETA j, temporal destination TDj (where ETA j
taking place) and the expected finish time Tj. As the
time for path finding process is very limited (usually a
few seconds), and the vagueness of the traffic condition
information, we assumed that the planned path is a
polygon made of a series of key points (i.e. TDj)
between the original (α actual location) and destination.
We can speculate that α may have an idea on when they
will reach the TDs, while the actual moving process is
up to the subconscious, i.e. the traveler moves to the TD
automatically.

Different Level Models

Inputs

When α moves along the planned path, by the energy
saving principle (Kölbl and Helbing, 2003), α usually
tends to move directly from current position to the
temporal destination TDi, if there are no influences. Yet,
sometimes unexpected situations appear, which would
affect α’s moving behaviour (i.e. unexpected
conflicting), in A-TAM this unexpected conflicting is
regarded as a special type of activity, called Unexpected
Activity (UA), α would take Reaction (RA) to avoid the
confliction, and at the same time try to adhere to the
planned path as much as possible.

Traffic
information on
network level,
e.g. link travel
time, LOS, etc.

Specific mixed
traffic flow
situations at Ω

Dynamic mixed
traffic flow
situations around
α

From the analysis on a typical traveler α ’s behaviour,
we can see that daily travel behaviours are
comprehensive and consist of behaviours of different
complexity. Psychologists suggest a classification of
stimuli into simple or standard situations and complex
or new situations (Helbing, 1995). Clearly, the trip
planning and path finding behaviours are behaviours in
complex or new situations, and the moving (including
walking, driving, riding) and reactions to unexpected
conflictions are of simple or standard ones. In their
pedestrian behavioural model, Hoogendoorn and Bovy
(2004) distinguished pedestrian’s choices at three
levels. Similarly, the traveler’s daily travel behaviours
are divided in three levels:

Out puts

Agent Attributes
Strategic Level
Model

Trip Planned
Activity TPA,
(To, R, M)

Tactical Level
Model

Expected
Temporal
Activity(ETA)
and Path

Operational Level
Model

Moving
behaviour,
Reactive Action
RA

Fig. 1: Model Framework of A-TAM
By information feedback (dotted lines in Fig. 1), ATAM model supports dynamic activity planning, route
/path choice behaviours at strategic and tactical levels.
Agent α could judge and update ETA(t + ΔT ) and
Path(t + ΔT ) according to the changed traffic situations

in Ω at an internal of ΔT . Similarly, α could judge
and update there TPA(t + ΔTs ) according to the latest
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network traffic information, such as travel time (TΩ) and
Level-of-Service (LOSΩ) of the facility Ω.

Behavioural rules: If the behavioural rules conditions
are satisfied by the environment, then the rule is
applicable and the action it specifies are performed. For
the purpose of traveler behavioural models, actions
represent the model outputs of different levels,
presented as TPA(t) (Trip Planned Activity), ETA(t)
(Expected Temporal Activity) and RA(t) (ReAction),
which are all time dependent vectors.

MODEL DESCRIPTION
Intelligent Agent Architectures
The inspiration of the agent architectures proposed in
this study stems from earlier research work by Dia
(2002). The agents possess a mental state which is
composed of various mental elements; beliefs,
capabilities, commitments, and behavioural and
commitment rules and a physical state which is
composed of related attributes, dynamic situation and
perceptions as shown in Fig. 2.

Static attributes: Static attributes refer to the attributes
such as gender, home location DH (also OH), physical
situation, car ownership, etc. which will be unchanged
in A-TAM, and the Dynamic attributes refer to the
changeable variables such as location, in-route state,
traffic mode, moving speed, acceleration, moving limits
etc. Agents attributes (static and dynamic) would
influence it’s travel behaviours.

Beliefs: Belief is a fundamental part of the agent’s
mental model. For the purpose of traveler behavioural
models, these beliefs will include information about the
travelers travel patterns, preferences for routes,
perceptions of the situations on network and around
other travelers travel behaviours.
Physical State
Static Attributes :
gender
Home locations
Physical situation
Car ownership
...

Perceptions:
Vision
Hearing
Touching
...

Mental State
Belief:

Commitment
Knowledge
rules
Information
Goals
Behavioural
….
rules
Capabilities :
∑A
∑TA
∑CA

Perceptions: Perception is the information obtaining
and filter function module, which determines what
information of the environment reaches agents beliefs.
Strategic Level Model
Fig. 3 shows the model structure on the strategic level.
The inputs of model on strategic levels include
environment information as network situation. The
activity choice set ∑A is not an ordered set however,
some activity could be order dependent, for example, if
the happening activity i is the pre-condition of activity j
, when i didn’t happen, then j could not happen. Thus
the activities sets meeting this order dependency form
plausible activity set ∑PA. The model outputs are
ordered vector sets Trip Planned Activity
TPA = {(i, Di , Ti , M i )}T ,i∈∑ PA , i＝1,2…k, where k is

Dynamic situations :
Location
in-route
Traffic mode
Speed
Acceleration
Moving Limits
...

TPA, ETA,
Commitments :
RA
∑PA
∑PTA
∑PCA

O

the activity number of TPA, and route R = {Ωj } , j＝1
，2…m, where m is the facility number in R, obviously
R = {Ωj } must form a continuous route on network. The

Fig.2: Intelligent Travel Agent Model

agent applied subjective utility optimisation as its
behavioural rules in this model.
Note that on a strategic level, position variables referred
to traffic facilities, e.g. x(Ti −1 ) could be facility Ωj .

Capabilities: A capability is a construction used by the
agent to associate an action with that actions necessary
pre-conditions. For the purpose of traveler’s
behavioural models, capabilities represent the activity
sets that the traveler can perform, presented as Activity
set ∑A, Temporal Activity set ∑TA and Conflicting
Activity set ∑PCA for each level model.

And the current and near future location of α and the
network traffic situations would affect TPA
simultaneously. Meaning, the chosen route R and TPA
are co-dependent, they will determine and affect each
other, so we hypothesise, α makes a combined decision
on TPA and R minimising the expected disutility or
cost C:

Commitments and commitment rules: A commitment
is an agreement to attempt a particular activity at a
particular time, if the necessary pre-conditions for that
activity are satisfactory at that time. For the purpose of
traveler behavioural models, commitments represent the
plausible activity sets meeting certain conditions,
presented as Plausible Activity set ∑PA , Plausible
Temporal Activity set ∑PTA and Potential Conflicting
Activity set ∑PCA.

C ({(i, Di , Ti , M i )}TO ,i∈∑ PA , R)
=

∑ C ( D , T , M , R, x(T
i

i∈∑ PA

r

i

i

s.t. x (TO ) = O , Ti ≤ T
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i −1

i

i

))
(1)

r
Where x (TO ) = O is the agent departure time boundary

Note that possible influence factors of ETA include the
current and near future location of α and the dynamic
specific mixed traffic situations at Ω. That means, the
planned path P and ETA are co-dependent, they will
determine and affect each other, so we hypothesise α
makes a simultaneous decision on ETA and P
minimising the expected disutility or cost C. On this
level, positioned variables are two dimensional vectors
with an accuracy of about 1 meter in the special
coordination of Ω.

i

condition, and Ti ≤ T is the time condition of activity
i; Ci ( Di , Ti , M i , R, x(Ti −1 )) stands for the combination
of travel cost from x(Ti −1 ) the place where the activity
finished (i-1) to Di and

φi (Ti )

the utility of activity i:

Ci ( Di , Ti , M i , R, x(Ti −1 ))
=

∑ [T

Ω∈Ri

Ω

(2)

( M i , Ti −1 ) + FΩ ( M i , Ti −1 )] + φi (Ti )

Tactical level model
Perception:
Vision
Hearing ...

Dynamic
Traffic
situations

Where TΩ ( M i , Ti −1 ) and FΩ ( M i , Ti −1 ) are the travel
time and fare at Ω of route Ri (the route from Di-1 to
Di) at Ti－1 via traffic mode Mi).
Optimising subjective utility/cost function C, the model
output is：

A gent
Attributes

Strategic
level model
outputs

{{i}*,{Ti }i∈∑ PA *,{M i }i∈∑ PA *, R*, TO }
= arg min C ({(i, Di , Ti , M i )}TO ,i∈∑ PA , R )

Behavioural
rules:
Path
optimization

Beliefs:
Information /
Knowledge/
Goals ...
Temporal
Activity choice
set ∑TA

Commitment
rules

Expected
temporal
activity ETA
path P at Ω

Commitments :
Plausible
Temporal Activity
set ∑PTA

(3)
Fig. 4 Model on Tactical Level

Agent
A ttributes

Environment
information

Strategic level model
Perception:
Vision
Hearing ...
Behavioural
rules:
Beliefs:
Planned
Information /
activity
Knowledge/
optimization
Goals ...
Activity
choice set ∑A

Commitment
rules

The combined subjective disutility/cost C of ETA and
path P is:

C ({( j , TD j , T j )} j∈∑ PTA , P )
r
= ∑ C j (TD j , T j , x (T j −1 ))

Trip planned
activity TPA
Route R

j∈∑ PTA

r
r r
s.t. x (to ) = x0 , x (τ ) ∈ Ω t0 ≤ τ ≤ t1

Commitments :
plausible
activity choice
set ∑PA

(4)

Where the first condition stands for the initial location
of agent α; the second condition is the agents moving
scope. C j stands for the sum of travel cost moving from
r
x (T j −1 ) to TDj and the benefit of j.

Fig. 3 Model on Strategic Level
Tactical Level Model

Operational Level Model

Fig. 4 shows the model structure on the tactical level.
On this level the path finding behaviour is also activity
based, except for the activity type is temporal activity,
similar to the strategic level model, the temporal activity
choice set is ∑TA and the plausible temporal activity
choice set ∑PTA. The model inputs are the outputs of
strategic level model and the dynamic traffic situations
in Ω. The model outputs include ordered vector set.
Expected
Temporal
Activity
ETA = {( j , TD j , T j )} j∈∑ PTA , j＝1,2…n, where n is the

The operational level model in A-TAM describes
traveler’s reaction level behaviours, such as the car
following behaviour when driving a car which are
usually rather automatic and taking place in a very short
time (a few seconds or less). The Social Force model
(Helbing, 1995, 1997) which stems from the famous
Social Field Theory (Lewin, 1951) in psychology is
adopted to describe the agent’s operational level
behaviour, moving (driving/walking/riding) alone, the
planned path and conflicting avoidance behaviours. The
Social Field Theory proposes that human behaviour is
the function of both the person and the environment,
expressed in symbolic terms as:

activity number in ETA, and path P = {(TD j , T j )}
stands for the ordered pairs of the location and time of
j.

Behaviour = f ( Person, Environments)
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(5)

r

Clearly, the force Fa ( xr, t ) must represent the effects of
the environment on the behaviour of α. However, the
social force is not exerted by the environment on the
traveler’s physical body. It is rather a quantity that
describes the concrete motivation to act. In the case of
the cyclist riding or drivers driving or pedestrians
walking behaviour, this motivation evokes the physical
production of an acceleration or deceleration force as a
reaction to the perceived information that the traveler
obtains about there environment.

This means that the individual’s behaviour is related
both to the individual’s personal characteristics and the
social situation in which the individual finds themselves
in. The Social Force model (SF model) has been applied
in the pedestrian dynamic behaviours and gained good
results in the last decade (Helbing, 1995, 1997; Lakoba
et al., 2005).
The A-TAM social force model includes three function
modules (see Fig. 5): Intended motion; describes
agent’s intention of trying to get to the nearest temporal
destination TDj at Tj as planned in the tactical level
model. Effective field; with the traffic situation nearby
perceived by Perception; module as effective influence
source (exerting tensions) and, Balance module;
synthesising and balancing all the tensions “social
force” from the TDj and effective objects from the
above two modules puts out the reaction RA.

CASE STUDY
Huang and Wu (2007) studied the cyclists microscopic
travel behaviour at unsignalised intersections in mixed
traffic flow in Beijing, by applying parts of the A-TAM
model framework (the tactical and operational level
models). In this case, the cyclists Temporal Activity TA
is defined as “avoid conflicting objects” (motorcars,
bicycles, pedestrian or obstacles). Clearly, the cyclist
planned path P would influence the TA. In order to
construct a reliable subjective utility function for the
tactical level model, stated preference (SP) data where
collected in Beijing, interviewing approximately 1000
Beijing cyclists to obtain influence factors and their
preferences in path finding behaviours at unsignalised
intersections. Video data was collected at two typical
unsignalised intersections (cross and three leg ), and an
image capture software VSpeed (Bai, 2005) calibrated
via Differential Global Position System (DGPS), data
was used to capture dynamic motion data of all moving
objects (motorcars, bicycles, pedestrians) at the
intersections see (Fig 6).

Operational level model
Information
Traffic
situations

Behavioural rules:
SF model
Effective
field

Perception:
Vision
Hearing ...

Balance
Strategic
level model
outputs

Beliefs:
Information /
Knowledge/
Goals ...

Reactions
RA

Intended
motion

Agent Attributes

Fig. 5 Model on Operational Level
The SF model for the behaviour of individuals under the
influence of a social field shows some analogies with
the physical model for the behaviour of electrons in an
electric field (e.g. of an atomic nucleus), and the SF
model is generally formulated as:

r
dx r r
≈ Fα ( x , t ) + ξ
dt

r r

r

(6)

r

with Fα ( x , t ) = −∇wα ( x , t )

(7)

r
dx
denotes the change rate of individual
dt
r
behaviour x , and the fluctuation term ξ describes

Where

individual behavioural variations, the vectorial
r
Quantity Fa ( xr, t ) , drives the systematic change of the

Fig. 6: Dynamic Data Capture

r
r
behaviour x (t ) of individuals α. Fa ( xr, t ) is denoted as
r r
social force acting on α. The potential wα ( x , t ) can be

Data collected from over 100 conflicting cases were
used in the model validation, including simple
circumstances
(with
one
conflicting
motorcar/pedestrian/bicycle) and complex situations
(with
two
or
more
conflicting

r

understood as social field，and the social force Fa ( xr , t )
is given by its derivative (by its gradient ∇ ).
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motorcars/pedestrians/bicycles). Validated items are
bicycle (agent) accelerations, speeds and positions. The
general model validation results are presented in Fig. 7,
proving the proposed model is promising in describing
the cyclists crossing behaviour at unsignalised
intersections. Further details in one of the case studies
refers to the paper of L. Huang and J.Wu (2007) listed
below.
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CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose an Activity based Traveler
Agent behaviour Model for mixed traffic flow, A-TAM.
The hierarchical model framework and activity-based
travel behaviour modeling ensure A-TAM could
reasonably describe most daily travel behaviours, from
trip planning to a specific moving behaviour. The
application of agent approach and subjective utility
method also enhance its modeling potential. The case
study in Beijing of cyclist’s behaviour simulation in
mixed traffic flow at unsignalised intersections proved
the A-TAM promising in describing cyclist’s
behaviours in mixed traffic flow.
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A-TAM proposed here is an attempt on general travel
behavioural model for urban mixed traffic flow
simulation, yet there seems much work to do in
specifying the model of all levels and the model
framework itself.
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Due to the requirements of the order picking, the most
efficient mix of the spectrum of order picking
technologies has to be selected. It is important to
achieve a high delivery quality and simultaneously a
high economic efficiency [8]. Often the right solution
does not consist only of one specific order picking
technology, but from multiple different order picking
technologies, which can be arranged in a useful
combination [1, 4, 10]. Such hybrid or heterogeneous
order picking systems allow to adapt the complete
system to the specific requirements.
The requirements for an order picking system become
higher and higher. The requirements increase due to
smaller individual orders, followed by a higher delivery
frequency [9, 4]. Furthermore, the growing diversity of
parts and the high standards of material availability
advance the requirements. The delivery times are
shorter and shorter and thus the cycle times too [1, 4, 8,
6]. Also additional services, such as the labelling of
parts for customers, increase the requirement for order
picking systems [9].
The planning process is complex due to the very
different requirements, so it can be advantageous to use
planning software. One possibility is the use of
simulation. Within the 21st ECMS we have explained
the advantages of simulation in rough planning and the
necessity of standardisation [13]. Figure 1 illustrates the
planning process. The planning tool supports the
planner in phase of preparation and rough planning.
Simulation can be used for investigation of the
performance of order picking systems.

KEYWORDS
order-picking systems, rough planning, simulation
modules, zone-picking, dimensioning, decision making,
influences on picking systems, logistics, material flow
ABSTRACT
“First, the order picking then the stock planning – In the
order picking area the most stuff is usually employed.
Here the customer service and the logistics quality are
decided. The highest costs incur here.” [7]. The
planning of an order picking system is characterized by
the complexity of the system. Through the use of
simulation in rough planning, more precise statements
about the performance of order picking systems can be
made. The planning process with the PlanKom tool,
which uses the simulation, is described at the beginning
of this paper. Focus is the investigation from the socalled zone-picking. The planning of such a system
raises the question of how long a zone should be, so that
performance is maximized. In this context, the influence
of article structure, storage strategy, order structure and
number of zones on the performance is examined. For
this study 1.080 simulation runs have been performed.
The results show that the article structure has a large
impact on performance by picking in a small number of
zones. With increasing number of zones, the influence
of the article structure is less. Furthermore, the results
show that the storage strategy “concentration of fast
moving parts” has a higher performance than a chaotic
storage strategy.
PLANNING AND OPTIMIZATION OF ORDER
PICKING SYSTEMS
The order picking is the central function of the
warehouse logistics and has significant influence on
areas like production and distribution [8]. Despite the
trend towards automation, order picking is a costly area
in modern logistics systems [12]. This is mainly due to
the high personnel section [11]. In order picking
systems from a total quantity of parts (the assortment)
subsets are assorted by a customer order and then sent to
the customer [11, 14]. These are the most difficult tasks
of the in-house (intra) logistics [7]. This is due to the
complexity of order picking systems, because there is a
multitude of ways to realize the picking task [11, 4, 10].

Figure 1: Usage of simulation environments in planning
processes
The planning tool called PlanKom can be used for
different kinds of investigation. The main field of
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application is the investigation of system versions. But
systematic investigations for generation of shaping
notes can also be performed.

simulation results shaping notes for zone picking
systems are derived.
MODELLING THE ZONE-PICKING SYSTEM

RESEARCH OBJECTIVE

For this investigation one of our standard modules
(Zone-Picking-Module) is used and allocated with
different parameters focuses the number of zones. Each
different layout has to be modelled as a different model.
To show the differences between the lengths of zones,
the number of zones is duplicated from version to
version beginning with 1 and ending with 32. In figure 3
an example of the module allocated with four zones is
shown.

In this study the so-called zone picking is investigated.
Thereby the parts are provided statically in e.g. flow
racks. The entire rack front is subdivided in sections
(so-called zones). Figure 2 shows a zone picking system
with two zones. Every zone has a basis. At the basis the
order bins are available for the picker.

ZONE 1

ZONE 3

B

B

Q
Figure 2: Real layout from a zone picking system with
two zones

S
B

For the full development of an order, the bins must be
filled with parts in one or more zones. Therefore the bin
is transported in the zones by conveyor technique. In a
zone a picker (human) receives the bin at the basis. For
a better understanding the way a picker has to walk for
an order in a zone is described next. In our case the
picker takes the bin along (compare “S” in figure 2). A
picking list is in the bin. The picker has to pick three
orderlines (3 parts). He walks to the first part (1) and
takes it. He puts the part in the bin and confirms the
taking at the picking list. After this, he walks to the
second (2) and 3rd (3) part and takes them. Following
that, he walks back to the basis and places the bin on the
conveyer (E). The basis is in the middle of a zone. Parts
can be stored left or right from the basis. The way is
determined by the longest distance from the basis to the
storage place of a part in the left and in the right side.
In the planning process the length of a zone and
therefore the number of zones must be defined. The
length of a zone affects the performance of the picker.
One planning task is to find the optimal length of zone,
which provides the best performance. Further
influencing variables have to be considered, because
they also affect the performance. These are
predominantly:
- the article structure (distribution of access
frequency),
- the order structure (number of order lines) and
- the storage strategy.
The last one can be defined in the planning process, but
the others cannot be affected by the planner.
The aim of study is to find out the impact of the various
influencing variables on the performance. Based on the

ZONE 2

B

ZONE 4

Figure 3: Example of the module with four zones
The planner is supported during the whole modelling
process by PlanKom-Software and can allocate
parameters independent from his simulation expertise.
Figure 4 shows the modelling area, implemented as
Drag & Drop GUI (Graphical User Interface), in the
PlanKom-Software.

Figure 4: Modelling environment of PlanKom
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INPUT DATA FOR SIMULATION
The input for every simulation run contains the picking
orders, the storage place for every part (bin location)
and the allocation of employees to the zones. Picking
orders depend on the customer orders and the model and
version respectively can be generated by PlanKom. The
allocation of parts and storage places due to the storage
strategy can also be created by PlanKom. The allocation
of employees to the zones has to be done by the planner
in the modelling environment of PlanKom for every
version, which should be investigated. For the handling
process the times required for simulation have to be
defined by MTM (methods time measurement).
Thus, the influence of input data on the systems'
performance can be investigated by gradually changing
the article structure and order structure. In addition to
these changes the number of zones and the storage
strategy (chaotic storage and concentration of fastmoving parts (abbreviated cfm) is varied.

Figure 6: Combinations of influencing variables for
analysis
For a high confidence level three simulation runs have
been executed for every combination of influencing
variables. From this it follows that 1.080 simulation
runs have been performed for this study.
The picking and basis time were calculated by MTM.
Therefore the process has been described in detail. Each
process step is assigned a time. The sum of all times is
the total time [2, 3]. Table 1 lists the times for picking
an orderline (ol) and the basis time per bin and order (o)
respectively. The basis time can be split into the process
time for the receiving of a bin and the delivery of a bin
after the picking process. In addition, the speed for the
picker and the conveyor technique are listed.

cumulative proportion of access frequency

120%

100%
10%

80%

20%

30%

40

30%

40%

50%

60%

40%

20%
cumulative proportion aof parts

0%
0%

10%

20%

50%

60%

70%

80%

Table 1: Process times and velocities

90%

Figure 5: Different article structures - access frequency
described by an exponential distribution
Figure 5 shows five different article structures. The
article structure is defined by the percentage of articles
ordered from the highest to the smallest access
frequency, which lead to 80% of the total access
frequency. The article structure can be described by an
exponential distribution with the parameter lambda (λ).
The value of Lambda is chosen in such a way that 10%,
20%, 30%, 40% or 50% of the parts lead to 80% of the
total access frequency.
The customer order structure is raised by the variation
of orderlines per order. In total 360 combinations of
influencing variables are investigated. Figure 6 shows
the combinations of influencing variables.

unit

value

basis process (receiving)

[sec/o]

14,05

basis process (delivery)

[sec/o]

12,2

picking process

[sec/ol]

15,2

speed of pickers

[sec/m]

0,9

speed of conveyors

[sec/m]

0,5

WORKFLOW OF SIMULATION
All data needed for simulation is previously saved by
PlanKom in a database. The Workflow of the simulation
is oriented on figure 7.
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By determining the bin location for every article by
their access frequency, so that high-frequency articles
are located near the basis, there is an influence on the
walking time.
There is a big variation of the walking time in the values
between the values with the same number of orderlines
and the same number of zones as long as the number of
zones is small. With a greater number of zones the
values are almost equal between the different strategies
and article structures.
By using an equal distribution of articles in the zone, the
walking time is independent from the article structure.
Figure 7: Workflow of simulation
First of all the list of models is read from database.
Parameters are set to the first model and the topology
and the simulation runs which have to be executed for
this model are read. After this the model is created by
the simulation automatically for the first simulation run
by the information of topology and known modules.
Also the order information is loaded and the simulation
run is executed. After saving the time units to the
database, the next simulation run for the actual model
can be loaded and executed or if no more exist, the next
model can be loaded and execute the simulation runs
accordingly.

Figure 9: Influence of the article structure in
combination with the storage strategy on the walking
time

RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION OF
SIMULATION OUTPUT

The total time per orderline is the sum of basis, walking
and picking time.
There is no influence of the length of zones, article- or
order structure on picking time. This will be the same
time value for every zone. Because of that there will be
no further view on the picking time.
The curve progression in figures 10-15 is caused by the
basis and walking time.
Basis time increases by increasing the number of zones
and decreasing length of zone respectively (except for
one orderline per order as mentioned previously).
By decreasing length of zone, walking time per position
decreases accordingly.
If there are only orders with single orderlines it seems to
be optimal to choose a very short length of zone. At the
same time every additional zone is associated with
additional investments. In addition to that, the work load
of the pickers will not be ensured any more, so they
have to change zones from time to time. This decreases
the efficiency.
If the order structure mainly contains orders with a great
number of orderlines and at the same time there is a
strong ABC distribution in the article structure there is a
great savings potential for the total time per orderline
(compare figure 5). This combination leads to an
optimal length of zone which is relatively short.
If there are average 10 orderlines per order and an ABC
distribution where 20% of articles lead to 80% of sales
the optimal value of the length of a zone is about 3050% of the complete required length.

In this study the picking time and performance of zone
picking systems are focused on especially. After that the
costs per pick are shown in an example.
The time for receiving and delivery of an order (bin) in
a zone will be called as basis time.
Generally the basis time is depending on the number of
zones in which picking for an order has to be done. This
time unit is always equal if there are only orders with
one orderline because only one zone has to be reached
to fulfill the order. If there is a great number of
orderlines which have to be picked in a single zone,
much time can be saved.
By increasing the number of zones, the basis time per
orderline approaches the value of one orderline per
order, because on average there will only be picked one
orderline per zone. Thus, for almost every orderline of
an order, a zone has to be reached.

Figure 8: Basis time per orderline
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Figure 10: Picking time per orderline for the storage
strategy “cfm” and the article structure 10% depending
on the number of zones and the orderlines per order

Figure 13: Picking time per orderline for the storage
strategy “cfm” and the article structure 40% depending
on the number of zones and the orderlines per order

Figure 11: Picking time per orderline for the storage
strategy “cfm” and the article structure 20% depending
on the number of zones and the orderlines per order

Figure 14: Picking time per orderline for the storage
strategy “cfm” and the article structure 50% depending
on the number of zones and the orderlines per order
By using a uniform distribution for the allocation of
articles to bin locations, the total times of picking for all
cases of study were inferior to using an ABC
distribution. In the present basic conditions a uniform
distribution for reposition strategy should not be chosen.
If there is a necessity to use a uniform distribution, the
optimal zone length could be determined only if
investments and costs are considered, because the
results of simulation show that a very short length of a
zone is beneficial.

Figure 12: Picking time per orderline for the storage
strategy “cfm” and the article structure 30% depending
on the number of zones and the orderlines per order

Figure 15: Picking time per orderline for the storage
strategy “chaotic” and the article structure 20% depend
from the number of zones and the orderliness per order
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For determining the expense-optimum of zone length,
the investments have to be considered. Based on the
investments the accrual, imputed interests, maintenance
and running costs could be calculated. The determined
times are the basis for calculation of the personnel costs.
The costs progression shown in figure 15 depends on
the applied investments, personnel cost and the effort
per year (business days/orderlines per day). These
factors are project-specific. Because of that there is no
conclusion to generality feasible. In the example shown
in figure 16 the number of zones set to two (length of
192 metres) is cost-optimal in case, that the number of
orderlines is greater than four. In case, there is only one
orderline to pick for each order, it is advisable to set the
number of zones to 16.

of the curve into the range from 16 zones and more.
Figure 15 shows that an additional zone can drive up the
costs, though the time per pick is smaller (compare
figure 10). In this case a universal statement cannot be
taken because the investment and personnel costs are
project-specific parameters.
Through an analysis of actual data the order mix
(proportion of number of orderlines per order) can be
determined. This proportion can be used customizing
the results. So it is possible to convert the simulation
results for project-specific parameters. Figure 17 shows
five examples for the customization of these simulation
results.
60

time per orderline [sec]
order mix - proportion of number of orderline per order
1
4
7
10
13
16
16,7 % 16,7 % 16,7 % 16,7 % 16,7 %
16,7 %
30,0 % 20,0 % 13,0 % 10,0 %
9,0 %
8,0 %
50,0 % 37,0 %
5,0 %
3,0 %
2,5 %
2,5 %
60,0 % 35,0 %
2,0 %
1,0 %
1,0 %
1,0 %
65,0 % 34,0 %
1,0 %
0,0 %
0,0 %
0,0 %
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50
45
40
35
30
25
0
1≡384m

4 ≡ 96m
5
2 ≡ 192m

8 ≡ 48m
10

32 ≡3012m
15 16 ≡ 24m20
25
number of zones / length per zone

Figure 17: Time per orderline

Figure 16: Costs per orderline in EUR for the storage
strategy “cfm” and the article structure 20% to 80%
depending on the number of zones and the orderlines
per order

OUTLOOK
Use of simulation in rough planning brings many
advantages. For example:
 planning is based on a substantially more
exact/broader database
 interactions between the individual ranges
of an order-picking system are considered
 detailed investigation of several
versions [13]
The standardized planning process with PlanKom
software helps the planner structuring the planning task.
The planner does not need extensive knowledge in using
simulation software, because the simulation model can
be designed by drag and drop with PlanKom software.
The interface between PlanKom and the simulation is a
relational database with 49 tables. The database is the
core of the planning process with PlanKom. The data
structure in the database allows the usage for all kinds
of order picking systems.
At the moment PlanKom is being extended with
functions for analytical methods. In future it is possible
to choose between both - simulation or analytical
methods. As part of the enlargement of PlanKom the
results of simulation and analytical methods will be
compared [5].

SHAPING NOTES FOR ZONE-PICKINGSYSTEMS
The storage strategy has an influence on performance.
The results show that the concentration of fast moving
parts is always better than the chaotic allocation of
storage places. It is optimal to use the fast mover
concentration. If it cannot be used, the article structure
can be disregarded, because the results show that the
article structure has no influence on the performance by
chaotic allocation of storage places.
In contrast, the article structure influences the
performance by using the concentration of fast moving
parts. If the ABC distribution is great sharply increasing
it is beneficial to dimension the picking system into a
small number of zones (except for orders with one or
two orderlines). This effect is enhanced by increasing
the number of orderlines per order. It is beneficial to
split the system in two zones if there is an order
structure from more than 10 orderlines per order and a
sharp increase of the ABC distribution (up to 20%). If
the ABC distribution is even, it is better to split the
system in three to six zones. For order structures with
less orderlines per order it is better to have more zones.
The investment must be considered for the decision,
dimensioning the picking system in a great number of
zones. The improvement of performance by an
additional zone is small. This is shown into the flat rise
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supporting learning in a particular field such as
logistics. Here, simulation models assist
explanation and understanding of complex
processes,
illustrate
abstract
knowledge,
demonstrate connections or interdependencies, and
allow experiential learning or situated knowledge
application.

KEYWORDS
Logistics Simulation, Simulation Education, Simulation
Cases, E-Learning

ABSTRACT
To develop logistics simulation competence does not
require just to advance knowledge on the simulation
methodology in general and its applicability to logistics
problems in particular, but even more to advance
abilities and practical skills in creating and
implementing a valid simulation model to solve a
specific logistics problem. In traditional classroombased learning this is well established via simulation
exercises and labs. The challenge consists in
incorporating those case studies in a virtual learning
environment in such a way that both self-organised
problem-solving at different levels of difficulty and
automatic evaluation and assessment of learner-specific
approaches and solutions become possible. The paper
demonstrates how modelling and simulation might be
linked with learning in a virtual logistics learning
environment and introduces a virtual simulation lab to
enable self-experienced learning-by-doing. With this,
the paper sets up a framework for creating interactive
exercises and case studies on-the-fly and contributes to
improving simulation education in logistics.

This differentiation also applies when talking about
cross-connections between simulation and e-learning,
i.e. learning assisted by electronic media. According to
Jonassen (2001) e-learning technology needs to be used
for creating learning-by-doing and perceptual
environments for problem-based learning, where you
are immersed in making rapid-fire decisions, rushing to
gain new information, utilizing the expertise of
colleagues, and relying on your ability to create and
store useful knowledge that will allow you to innovate
and get your products to market way before your
competitor. The role of simulation consists in
supporting these learning processes:
• Computer simulations might be integral parts of
interactive or even gaming-like environments.
Students use them eventually being unconscious of
simulation methodology and not necessarily having
any theoretical simulation background.
• Simulation methodology can purposefully and
consciously be applied to a particular context
within specialized experimentation environments.
• Education and training of core simulation concepts
themselves can make use of electronic technologies
including the use of simulations for simulation
learning.

INTRODUCTION
When discussing the link between computer simulation
and learning in general we have to distinguish learning
about simulation from learning by use of simulation
(see Neumann et al. 2005):
• In
simulation-focussed
learning,
computer
simulation is the subject of learning, i.e. modelling
concepts, simulation methodology and software
tools for modelling and simulation are introduced,
explained and practised to enable a student to apply
computer simulation for solving practical problems
either in general or specific to a particular
application area such as logistics.
• In simulation-based learning, computer simulation
(usually in combination with animation or any
other visualisation technique) is used as a means of

E-learning and simulation both use the computer as
their central medium, which makes their combination
particularly convenient. No change of context or any
additional tool is required. Even more, online
simulations have been touted as the next big wave in elearning (Chapman 2005): learners generally prefer
them because they offer complexity, realism, and an
opportunity to practise new skills in a risk-free
environment. Administrators like them because they
result in more motivated students and (perhaps most
importantly) higher retention rates.
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Consequently, simulation should also be used in a
virtual logistics learning environment in both ways, as a
means to support and intensify learning and as a
particular subject of learning. The following sections
will show how this might be achieved and discuss
challenges to be mastered.

a comprehensible and vivid representation of
knowledge to be imparted, for example, to illustrate
processes and calculation algorithms or presenting
alternative process variants for comparison (see Figure
1). In this case animation data are created or generated
outside the e-learning environment in advance. The
student just starts the animation sequence without
paying any attention to how the animation has been
developed nor to the means and methods used.

SIMULATION-BASED LOGISTICS E-LEARNING
Logistics – in its widest scope of understanding – is an
extremely rapidly developing field of knowledge and
practical applications. The competence profile of a
logistics practitioner as requested by industry is a
portfolio of wide-area knowledge in engineering and
management, various abilities, such as problem finding
and problem solving, systems’ planning, design and
operation, process planning, management and control or
knowledge management and knowledge generation, and
well-developed logistical and social skills.

Focus on experimentation:
If knowledge acquisition may be supported by the
independent planning, running and analysis of
experiments in simulation-based exercises, animation is
one of several possible forms for presenting simulation
results produced by use of an existing simulation model.
Students can change parameters within the range of
freedom as defined by the model developer, but cannot
create and implement a new simulation model (see
Figure 2).

Therefore, logistics education and training needs to be
designed in such a way providing students with all of,
• declarative knowledge in the form of “knowing
that…”,
• conceptual knowledge as “knowing how” and
• procedural knowledge which is “know-how” in the
domain.
As a matter of experience, students face particular
problems in acquiring such kind of knowledge when it
comes to:
• reducing real processes to the essentials;
• recognizing fundamental structures and processes;
• understanding parallel processes causing conflict;
• understanding cause-effect relations.
Here, simulation and animation are ideal tools to
support knowledge acquisition through illustration,
visualization and experimentation. Depending on the
focus and purpose they might be integrated into elearning in two ways:

Figure 2: Java applet for solving routing problems (in
German)
If experiments are based on a manageable quantity of
pre-set parameters and/or model variations, respective
simulations could even be run in advance and outside
the e-learning environment. One trace file is generated
and stored for each possible combination between a
model and a set of experimental parameters and the
student practically just selects the respective simulation
results. Nevertheless and because of the psychology of
learning it might be useful to let the student seemingly
start a simulation run.
As soon as a user can vary parameter values according
to individual intentions, a pre-simulation is no longer
possible. Starting the simulation run really causes its
execution inside the e-learning environment; simulation
results are simultaneously collected for visualization.
This requires a working simulation tool (or runtime
version of the model) to be integrated in the e-learning
environment, even though no model building
functionality is accessible to the user.

Figure 1: Flash animation to illustrate sequencing
operations (in German)

Both scenarios for using simulation and animation in
logistics learning have in common that no advanced
simulation knowledge nor any specific model building
competence is required by the students. They view or
use models and should understand what is represented,

Focus on illustration:
The content and appearance of animation sequences can
be fixed in the form of Flash movies or pre-defined
simulation-based trace files if animation is used only for
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but do not need to know how those models are designed
and implemented. Respectively, we cannot expect to
develop any simulation competence with the student
this way. To achieve this and provide the student with
sufficient simulation knowledge, abilities and skills
required for simulation-based problem-solving in a
more complex logistics context, simulation-focused
learning related to logistics applications has to be
enabled and supported.

Consequently, simulation learning addresses two
different goals: (i) learning about simulation
methodology and applying this knowledge to practical
problem solving, and (ii) learning how to use a
particular simulation tool for model implementation and
experimentation. The first requires some sophisticated
learning material covering key aspects of logistics
simulation; the latter needs to be designed in the form of
an interactive tutorial specifically dedicated to
understand and master particular simulation software.
No matter which of these purposes the learning material
serves, it needs to include a variety of interactive
elements, support the gaining of self-experience and
allow individual learning-by-doing.

LOGISTICS SIMULATION-FOCUSSED ELEARNING
Simulation is a method approved and established in
logistics to support logistics planning, design and
management. There is a high demand for logistics
experts who at least know about simulation or even
better are prepared to apply it to a particular problem.
That is why simulation needs to be taught by
transferring knowledge about the simulation
methodology and its scientific background, but even
more by developing and strengthening students’
abilities and skills in purposefully applying it,
efficiently and effectively organizing modelling and
experimental phases as well as understanding, correctly
interpreting and attractively presenting simulation
results. This can be achieved best by implementing a
constructivist approach of problem-based learning.
Here, a specific problem to be solved by the student
forms the starting point for initiating an individualized,
self-organized, highly-motivated learning process.
Whenever the student does not know or feels uncertain
how to approach the problem, continue in the problemsolving process or apply a particular method/tool s/he
might go to and through the respective learning module
offered by the learning environment.

Therefore, the virtual logistics learning environment
currently comprises a number of modules belonging to
the following main categories (see Table 1):
• Description-oriented modules summarize basic
knowledge on simulation in general and
fundamental knowledge on logistics simulation in
particular. (What is …?)
• Instruction-like
modules
provide
relevant
procedural knowledge for identifying, specifying
and solving logistics simulation problems or
explain how a particular simulation package works
via interactive tutorials. (How to …?)
• Problem-based
modules
enable
individual
knowledge application and evaluation within
tests/quizzes at different levels of difficulty with
extended feedback being provided to the user
(assessments) or free knowledge application within
an interactive supply chain scenario by running
case studies at four levels of difficulty (case
studies).

Table 1: Simulation learning modules in the virtual logistics learning environment
Module
Type Learning Goals
Contents
Selected basics of
simulation methodology

Introduction to logistics
simulation

How to run a logistics
simulation project

D

D

I

Know basic simulation terms and concepts

What is simulation?

Know mathematical foundations of simulation

How does simulation work?

Understand the simulation methodology

Introduction to stochastic theory and statistics

Know about the use of simulation in logistics
problem-solving

Simulation application in logistics, incl. typical problems,
aims, benefits, tools

Understand requirements and challenges related
to simulation application in logistics

Logistics simulation database

Know main phases and stages of a logistics
simulation project

Preconditions and constraints of a simulation project

Be able to run a logistics simulation project
How to use DOSIMIS-3

I

Assessment module

P

Case study module

P

Challenges and procedures in a logistics simulation project
Problem analysis, model building, validation, experiments,
presentation of results in a logistics simulation project

Be able to implement simulation models, run
simulations and analyse simulation results by
use of the DOSIMIS-3 simulation package

Introduction to the simulation package and its functionality

Be able to apply simulation knowledge in tests

Questions and focused assignments on simulation
terminology, methodology, procedure, application

Be able to identify knowledge gaps

Instructions, guidelines and tutorials on how to implement a
model, run simulations, view and analyse results

Be able to solve problems in authentic logistics Case studies related to simulation application for logistics
cases
problem solving in a supply chain
Types of learning modules: D = description-oriented modules; I = instruction-like modules; P = problem-based modules
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These modules are uploaded to a simulation course in a
Moodle platform (see Figure 3), which is an Open
Source course management system (http://moodle.org/)
designed using sound pedagogical principles, to help
educators create quality online courses. The software
package is available in a wide variety of languages and
thus used all over the world by universities, schools,
companies and independent teachers. It provides
various learning activities and communication
functionality, such as forum and chat, glossary and
wiki, workshop and assignment, lesson, quiz or survey.

the pool of questions contains a sufficient number of
questions, the own state-of-knowledge and conceptual
understanding can repeatedly be tested without just
reproducing what has been learned before.
As to the simulation package to be used, it was decided
to integrate a professional tool from the real world
rather than an academic toy. DOSIMIS-3
(http://www.sdz.de) is a simulation package specialized
to answer questions related to functionality and
performance measures of logistics systems and
processes and widely deployed in industry as well as
logistics education and training in German-speaking
countries. DOSIMIS-3 provides an extensive library of
components from the material-flow and logistics world,
enabling model-building by a few clicks on the basis of
a well-structured conceptual model (see Figure 5). The
simulation model then consists of the selected
components specified by respective sets of technical,
geometrical, topological and strategic parameters which
are placed in a working area and logically linked to each
other by so-called nodes, i.e. directed arrows free of any
further information.

Figure 3: A logistics simulation course in Moodle
Furthermore, a commercial assessment package,
Questionmark Perception, is linked into the Moodle
platform enabling educators and trainers to author,
schedule, deliver, and report on surveys, quizzes, tests
and exams (http://www.questionmark.com). This way, a
centralized pool of a wide variety of questions (ranging
from multiple choice questions via drag-and-drop, hot
spot, matching and knowledge matrix questions up to
numeric questions – see Figure 4) has been created from
which again and again new quizzes are automatically
generated by combining on-the-fly questions of a
varying level of difficulty and from different topic
areas.

Figure 5: Logistics simulation using DOSIMIS-3
With this, model building and simulation is brought
closer to the experts in the application area – in our case
material flows and logistics enabling them to implement
and use a simulation model themselves. It is very much
self-explaining and therefore the perfect tool for
logistics simulation education. DOSIMIS-3 runs on PC
requiring Windows 95 or higher operating system. The
reason for not looking for a fully web-based simulation
package was very simple: Students should be able to cut
down their times of having to be online to reduce
communication costs. Instead a free download was
organized, but guaranteeing that copyrights are not
violated with this (see Neumann 2003).

Figure 4: Exemplary question from the centralized pool
Within this educational infrastructure and based upon
these kinds of modules, customization and
individualisation of a student’s learning process and
learning path according to his/her needs (resulting from
current skills and individual levels of knowledge)
become possible. There is no fixed sequence of

Once the student starts an assessment, a number of
questions is selected at random from the available
alternatives and put into the pre-defined quiz structure.
This way, every time a student re-starts the same
assessment a quiz new to him/her appears. Assuming
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modules, but just hyperlinks between modules if deeper
knowledge and understanding of a certain concept is
assumed. In case of insufficient prior knowledge the
student can follow this hyperlink and learn about
fundamentals first before continuing at more specialized
or complex levels. This way of a modularly designed
learning environment enables the student to
purposefully select the suitable module(s), but at the
same time puts more self-responsibility for a successful
learning process on the student. In the end (and
according to requirements from practice), it only counts
whether a student is able to successfully and efficiently
perform in an authentic case study.

Consequently, this scenario serves as case development
framework; a specific case study is finally created by
attaching problems or tasks to the supply chain as a
whole or any of the partners individually. In the end,
case studies with different targets and varying levels of
difficulty result from this, which can aim at:
(i) characterizing a situation by conceptual modelling
(The student describes the situation in the supply
chain as a whole or any of the participating
companies in particular e. g. by choosing from
different descriptions presented. Furthermore, s/he
matches this description against a collection of
conceptual models selecting the most appropriate
one for the subject of investigation. Feedback is
returned directly on his/her decision.)
(ii) identifying problems or potential improvements
(A list of problems and potential improvements is
presented to the user from which s/he chooses the
ones s/he identified. In addition to this, there are
hot spots in the conceptual model on which
students click to specify the problem area.
Furthermore, students are asked to suggest an
experimentation strategy for figuring out
improvement potentials. Feedback is returned
directly on his/her decision.)
(iii) recommending actions to solve problems
(The student chooses from a set of actions the ones
s/he recommends to use. Each of these possible
choices is linked to a simulation model. The
effects of his or her choices will be presented to
him/her in the form of corresponding animation
sequences and a set of simulation output data.
Based upon this, the student might assess
him/herself whether or not the chosen action has
been completely solving the problem or
contributed to problem solving at least. As
consequence further actions might be suggested
until the student comes to a final solution in
his/her eyes. Feedback is returned directly on
his/her submission.)
(iv) applying methods to solve problems
(The user applies certain methods to solve the
problems as identified and specified before by use
of tools (EXCEL-based for input/output data
analysis or simulation-based for output generation
or others) and models provided to choose from and
work with. Even more, the student might also
develop and implement own models and run
experiments using the simulation package
provided. The results need to be self-assessed by
the student e.g. according to an exemplary
solution.)

SIMULATION CASE STUDIES IN A VIRTUAL
LOGISTICS LEARNING ENVIRONMENT
In contrast to the assessment module where a student
answers questions within quizzes to give proof of
conceptual knowledge, the case study module enables
free knowledge application within an activity-oriented
scenario. Here, the student has to become familiar with
new situations and eventually deal with different
problems. Thus, s/he is expected to demonstrate
competences by understanding situations, applying
methods and finding appropriate solutions in an
effective and efficient way. To provide an experience as
authentic as possible a fictitious supply chain of three
partners – raw material supplier, manufacturer of potato
chips and retailer with distribution centre and a number
of shops – has been created (see Figure 6) which is not
just being used in the simulation course, but also serves
as case study scenario in other fields of logistics
knowledge and learning, like e. g. Efficient Consumer
Response (see Neumann and Krzyzaniak 2007). This
becomes possible due to the strict separation of
information and data (the scenario) from problems to be
solved or tasks to be worked on.

raw material
supplier

manufacturer

distribution
center

retailer

Figure 6: The supply chain scenario
Within the supply chain scenario each partner has a
public website and a private Intranet including various
company-specific information and data. They cover all
aspects of the company from presenting its vision,
mission, history, products and services (public
information) to providing process descriptions, staff
lists, resource data, performance data, customer/
purchase orders, stock levels etc. (private information).

It is obvious, that those different types of cases do
require different methods to support the student
(guidance-on-demand) and also different ways for
gaining the student’s results. Generally, the student has
to work selectively with the material available and
delivers his/her results by answering multiple-choice,
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matching or questions of other types first. This ability to
get into a situation, see problems and their causes, relate
systems and process to models and link those findings
to own knowledge about best practices or suggestions
from theory as it is demonstrated by the student here
forms the pre-condition for any purposeful and
promising problem solving through experimentation
and model building at a later stage.

model building and validation; to understand logistics
phenomena through systematic experiments; to get
familiar with a specific (professional) simulation
package and practise its use.
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CONCLUSIONS
The symbiosis of e-learning and simulation brings many
advantages to both fields. Computer simulations greatly
help in the presentation of abstract ideas and processes,
whose details and implications would otherwise be very
hard to understand. On the other hand, e-learning also
serves well in support of teaching simulation
techniques. Since this is particularly true in logistics
education, integration of animation and visualisation as
well as simulation case studies into a virtual logistics
learning environment was seen as a challenging, but
very promising task.
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In the end, within the presented logistics e-learning
environment a number of learning modules form the
basis for encouraging students’ application of logistics
simulation knowledge. To train students’ ability to deal
with certain aspects of a simulation project a pool of
small examples and problems has been developed. They
focus on typical methodological questions like e. g.:
• What are effects of certain control strategies?
• When to use simulation instead of analytical
methods?
• How to cope with particular model building
challenges?
• How do different validation technologies work and
which technology should be applied by when?
• Which role simulation might play in solving
optimisation problems?
In addition to this, a general framework, a number of
specific problems and a set of dedicated e-assessment
tools allow to run simulation case studies to provide a
more authentic learning experience.
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Further extension and enrichment of available
challenges is planned to increase the level of
attractiveness and even better achieve objectives of
simulation education in logistics: to understand
simulation methodology; to gain experiences in logistics
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the availability of road space at a given instant of time
without any lane discipline. Under these heterogeneous
traffic flow conditions, the buses, being relatively large
vehicles, find it difficult to maneuver through the mixed
traffic and are subjected to frequent acceleration and
deceleration leading to lower speed and discomfort to
both the driver and passengers. This also results in
enormous delay and uncertainty to bus passengers and
consequently, the level of service of buses gets reduced
considerably making buses a less attractive mode of
transport.

Heterogeneous Traffic, Simulation, Exclusive Bus Lane,
Impact Assessment, Level of Service.
ABSTRACT
The desirable goal in passenger transportation is moving
more people in fewer vehicles. This goal, in respect of
road transport, can be attained by encouraging public
transport modes like buses by assigning priority. This
paper is concerned with the conceptual framework of a
micro simulation model of highly heterogeneous traffic
flow and application of the model to study the impact of
exclusive bus lanes introduced on urban arterials. The
impact is measured in terms of the reduction in speed of
other categories of motor vehicles, due to the
consequent reduction in road space. The results of the
study indicates that it is possible to introduce exclusive
bus lanes on selected urban roads to enhance the level of
service of the bus, without much adverse impact on the
level of service of other modes of road transport.

The road traffic in Indian cities has grown at a very
steep rate in the recent past making the available
transport infrastructure inadequate. As augmentation of
urban transport infrastructure is expensive, there is a
need to find alternative solutions to the problem. One
way is to devise methods for optimal utilization of the
available infrastructure (road space) in such a way that
the carrying capacity of the roadway, in terms of
number of persons transported, is enhanced. This may
be achieved by providing priority for buses, which will
facilitate faster movement of more people in fewer
vehicles resulting in reduced congestion. This paper is
concerned with the conceptual traffic simulation
framework of highly heterogeneous traffic flow and
application of the model to study the impact of
provision of exclusive bus lanes on urban roads.

INTRODUCTION
The road traffic in the cities of developing countries like
India is highly heterogeneous comprising vehicles of
wide-ranging static and dynamic characteristics. The
different types of vehicles present in the traffic in Indian
cities can be broadly grouped into eight different
categories as follows: 1. Motorized two-wheelers, which
include motor cycles, scooters and mopeds, 2.
Motorized three-wheelers, which include Autorickshaws–three-wheeled motorized transit vehicles to
carry a maximum of three passengers and tempos–
three-wheeled motorized vehicles to carry small
quantities of goods, 3.Cars including jeeps and small
vans, 4. Light commercial vehicles comprising large
passenger vans and small four wheeled goods vehicles,
5. Buses, 6. Trucks, 7. Bicycles and 8.Tricycles, which
include cycle-rickshaws -three-wheeled pedal type
transit vehicles to carry a maximum of two passengers
and three wheeled pedal type vehicles to carry small
amount of goods over short distances. All these
categories of vehicles share the same road space without
any physical segregation. By virtue of their wideranging static and dynamic characteristics, the vehicles
occupy any lateral position on the road depending on

SCOPE
Introduction of exclusive bus lanes requires
comprehensive study of the flow characteristics of the
traffic as a whole, and this can be done by using
appropriate modeling technique. This paper is
concerned with validation of a recently developed micro
simulation model of heterogeneous traffic flow (Arasan
and Koshy, 2005) and application of the model to study
the impact of provision of reserved bus lanes on urban
roads.
THE SIMULATION MODEL
Simulation models may be classified as being static or
dynamic, deterministic or stochastic, and discrete or
continuous. A simulation model which does not require
any random values as input is generally called
deterministic, whereas a stochastic simulation model

Proceedings 22nd European Conference on Modelling and
Simulation ©ECMS Loucas S. Louca, Yiorgos Chrysanthou,
Zuzana Oplatková, Khalid Al-Begain (Editors)
ISBN: 978-0-9553018-5-8 / ISBN: 978-0-9553018-6-5 (CD)
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has one or more random variables as inputs. Random
inputs lead to random outputs and these can only be
considered as estimates of the true characteristics of the
system being modeled. Discrete and continuous models
are defined in an analogous manner. The choice of
whether to use a discrete or continuous simulation
model is a function of the characteristics of the system
and the objectives of the study (Banks et al. 2004). For
this study, a dynamic stochastic type discrete event
simulation is adopted in which the aspects of interest are
analysed numerically with the aid of a computer
program.

of vehicles, the model uses several random number
streams, which are generated by specifying separate
seed values. Whenever a vehicle is generated, the
associated headway is added to the sum of all the
previous headways generated to obtain the cumulative
headway. The arrival of a generated vehicle occurs at
the start of the warm-up road stretch when the
cumulative headway equals the simulation clock time.
At this point of time, after updating the positions of all
the vehicles on the road stretch, the vehicle-placement
logic is invoked.
Start

As this study pertains to the heterogeneous traffic
conditions prevailing in India, the available traffic
simulation models, which are based on homogeneous
traffic conditions, where clear lane and queue discipline
exists, are not applicable to study the heterogeneous
traffic flow characteristics. Also, the research attempts
made to model heterogeneous traffic flow (e.g- Katti
and Ragavachari, 1986; Marwah, 1995; Kumar and Rao,
1996; Khan and Maini, 2000) are limited in scope and
do not address all the aspects comprehensively. Hence,
there was a need to develop appropriate models to
simulate heterogeneous traffic flow. Accordingly, a
model of heterogeneous traffic flow, named
HETEROSIM was developed (Arasan and Koshy,
2005). The modeling framework is explained briefly
here to provide the background for the study. For the
purpose of simulation, the entire road space is
considered as single unit and the vehicles are
represented as rectangular blocks on the road space, the
length and breadth of the blocks representing
respectively, the overall length and the overall breadth
of the vehicles. The front left corner of the rectangular
block is taken as the reference point, and the position of
vehicles on the road space is identified based on the
coordinates of the reference point with respect to an
origin chosen at a convenient location on the space. The
simulation model uses the interval scanning technique
with fixed increment of time. For the purpose of
simulation, the length of road stretch as well as the road
width can be varied as per user specification. The model
was implemented in C++ programming language with
modular software design. The flow diagram illustrating
the basic logical aspects involved in the program is
shown as Figure 1. The simulation process consists of
the following major sequential steps related to traffic
flow on mid-block section of roads: (1) vehicle
generation, (2) vehicle placement, and (3) vehicle
movement.

Inputs and Initialization

Generate Vehicle Arrivals

Vehicle Placement

Vehicle Movement
No
Is Simulation
Time Over?
Yes
Print

End
Figure 1: Flow Diagram of the Simulation Model
Vehicle Placement
Any generated vehicle is placed at the beginning of the
simulation stretch, considering the safe headway (which
is based on the free speed assigned to the entering
vehicle), lateral gap and the overall width of the vehicle
with lateral clearances. If the longitudinal gap in front is
less than the minimum required safe gap, the entering
vehicle is assigned the speed of the leading vehicle, and
once again the check for safe gap is made. If the gap is
still insufficient to match the reduced speed of the
entering vehicle, it is kept as backlog, and its entry is
shifted to the next scan interval. During every scan
interval, the vehicles remaining in the backlog are
admitted first, before allowing the entry of a newly
generated vehicle.

Vehicle Generation
In a stochastic traffic simulation process, the vehicles
arrive randomly, and they may have varying
characteristics (e.g. speed and vehicle type). Trafficsimulation models therefore, require randomness to be
incorporated to take care of the stochasticity. This is
easily done by generating a sequence of random
numbers. For generation of headways, free speed, etc.,

Vehicle Movement
This module of the program deals with updating the
positions of all the vehicles in the study road stretch
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sequentially, beginning with the exit end, using the
formulated movement logic. Each vehicle is assumed to
accelerate to its free speed or to the speed limit specified
for the road stretch, whichever is minimum, if there is
no slow vehicle immediately ahead. If there is a slow
vehicle in front, the possibility of overtaking the slow
vehicle is explored. During this phase, the free
longitudinal and transverse spacing available for the
subject vehicle (fast moving vehicle), on the right and
left sides of the vehicle in front (slow vehicle), are
calculated. If the spacing is found to be adequate (at
least equal to the movable distance of the vehicle
intending to overtake plus the corresponding minimum
spacing in the longitudinal direction and the minimum
required lateral spacing in the transverse direction), an
overtaking maneuver is performed. If overtaking is not
possible, the fast vehicle decelerates to the speed of the
slow vehicle in front and follows it. The model is also
capable of displaying the animation of simulated traffic
movements through mid block sections. The animation
module of the simulation model displays the model’s
operational behavior graphically during the simulation
runs. The snapshot of animation of traffic flow, obtained
using the animation module of HETEROSIM, is shown
in Figure 2. The model has been applied for a wide

range of traffic conditions (free flow to congested flow
conditions) and has been found to replicate the field
observed traffic flow to a satisfactory extent through an
earlier study (Arasan and Koshy, 2005).
DATA COLLECTION
Collection and analysis of data play a pivotal role in the
development of successful simulation models. Field
data should be gathered covering the ranges of
anticipated roadway and traffic flow conditions. The
required traffic data were collected by observing traffic
flow on the Maraimalai Adigalar Bridge, near Saidapet,
which falls in the southern part of the metropolitan area
of Chennai, India. The bridge has a six-lane divided
road with raised curbs on both sides and it is 250 m
long. Since the study stretch is on the bridge, the road
geometry is uniform and there is no interference to
vehicular movement due to pedestrian traffic as the
pedestrian walkway is segregated by a barricade. The
traffic flow from Guindy side to Saidapet side was
considered for the study. The width of the carriageway
is 12m for the traffic stream considered. The traffic flow
was recorded for one hour using a video camera
mounted on the terrace of an adjacent building, which
enabled recording of all the traffic flow characteristics
at the same time. The video data were then transferred
to computer for further processing. The inputs required
for the model to simulate the heterogeneous traffic flow
are: road geometry, traffic volume, and composition,
vehicle dimensions, minimum and maximum lateral
spacing between vehicles, minimum longitudinal
spacing between vehicles, free speeds of different types
of vehicles, acceleration and deceleration characteristics
of vehicles, the type of headway distribution and the
simulation period. The relevant characteristics of the
vehicles are given in Table 1. The composition of the
measured traffic volume on the study stretch is as
depicted in Figure 3.

Figure 2: Snapshot of the Animation of Simulated
Heterogeneous Traffic Flow

Table 1: Characteristics of Vehicles of the Heterogeneous Traffic
Vehicle Type
( 1)
Bus
Truck
LCV
Car
M.Th.W.
M.T.W.
Bicycle

Dimensions in m

Lateral - Clearance
Allowance in m

Free Speed in km/h

Length
(2)

Breadth
(3)

Minimum
(4)

Maximum
(5)

Mean
(6)

10.3
7.5
5.0
4.0
2.6
1.8
1.9

2.5
2.5
2.0
1.6
1.4
0.6
0.5

0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.1

0.6
0.6
0.5
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.3

67
62
61
72
48
61
15

Standard
Deviation.
(7)
7
9
7
7
8
10
2

LCV- Light Commercial Vehicle, M.Th.W – Motorised Three Wheelers, M.T.W - Motorised Two Wheelers
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Bus&Truck
2.1%
Bicycle
4.7%

M.T.W
59.7%

MODEL VALIDATION

LCV
1.4%

For validating the simulation model, the traffic flow
through a length of 1400 m of the study stretch was
simulated. The observed roadway condition, traffic
volume and composition were given as input to the
simulation process. The inter-arrival time (headway) of
vehicles was found to fit into negative exponential
distribution and the free speeds of different categories of
vehicles, based on the results of an earlier study,
(Arasan and Koshy, 2005) were assumed to follow a
Normal distribution. These distributions, then, formed
the basis for input of the two parameters for the purpose
of simulation. For the purpose of model validation, the
field observed and simulated mean speeds of each of the
categories of vehicles were compared. A comparison of
the observed and simulated average speeds of the
different types of vehicles is shown in Figure 4. It can
be seen that the simulated speed values significantly
replicate the field observed speeds for all vehicle types.
Also, a paired t-test of null hypothesis of no mean
difference was performed to check for the match
between simulated and observed average speeds of
vehicles. The calculated value of t (t0) is 0.39 against the
critical value (from ‘t’ table) of 2.57. It was found that
the observed and simulated average speeds agreed at a
5% level of significance (95% confidence limit).

Car
17.9%

M.Th.W
14.2%

LCV- Light Commercial Vehicles, M.Th.W. – Motorised ThreeWheelers, M.T.W. - Motorised Two-Wheelers

Figure 3: Traffic Composition at the Study Road Stretch

Sp eed in km p h

The overall dimensions of all categories of vehicles,
adopted from literature (Arasan and Koshy, 2005) are
shown in columns (2) and (3) of table 1. The Minimum
Clearance value pertaining to zero speed condition and
the maximum Clearance corresponding to a speed of 60
km/h and more adopted from literature (Arasan and
Koshy, 2005) are shown respectively in columns (4) and
(5) of table 1. Any vehicle moving in a traffic stream
has to maintain sufficient transverse clearances on both
sides with respect to other vehicles/curb/ median to
avoid side friction. The clearance value is assumed to
vary linearly from minimum to maximum depending
upon the speed of Vehicles. Lateral clearance allowance
is the clearance share pertaining to a vehicle type. For
example, if a bus and Motorised Three Wheeler are
placed side by side, the minimum lateral clearance
between the two vehicles will be 0.3 + 0.2 = 0.5 m.
Knowledge of speed characteristics of various
categories of vehicles is essential for the calibration and
validation of simulation models. Free speeds of different
types of vehicles are important input parameters for any
traffic flow simulation model.

45
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B&T

LCV

CAR

Simulated Speed

The free speeds of the different categories of vehicles
were also noted by estimating the time taken by the
vehicles to travel a trap length of 30 m on the study
stretch of the road during lean traffic periods when the
movement of vehicles are not hindered by the presence
of other vehicles. The observed mean free speeds of
various types of vehicles and the respective standard
deviations are shown respectively, in columns (6) and
(7) of table 1. The observed traffic volume and
composition were given as input to the simulation
process. The simulation runs were made with different
random number seeds and the averages of the values
were taken as the final model output. The model output
includes the number of each category of vehicle
generated, values of all the associated headways
generated, number of vehicles present over a given road
length at any point of time, number of overtaking
maneuvers made by each vehicle, speed profile of
vehicles, etc.

M.Th.W

M.T.W

CYCLE

Observed Speed

LCV- Light Commercial Vehicles, M.Th.W. – Motorised ThreeWheelers, M.T.W. - Motorised Two-Wheelers

Figure 4: Observed and Simulated Speeds
MODEL APPLICATION
The ‘HETEROSIM’ model can be applied to study a
host of heterogeneous traffic scenarios on urban road
links. Here, the application of the model is specific to
study the impact of provision of an exclusive bus lane.
For this purpose, a traffic composition representing the
mean composition of traffic on the major roads of
Chennai, India was considered (Figure 5).
The roadway width for the simulation was fixed as 11 m
(3 lanes) in each direction (most common type of urban
arterial in Indian cities). Out of the total width of 11 m,
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During validation of the model, it was found that three
simulation runs (with three different random seeds)
were sufficient to get consistent simulation output to
replicate the field observed traffic flow. Hence, for
model application also, the simulation runs were made
with three random number seeds and the averages of the
three values were taken as the final model output.

Traffic Composition
Bus
5%

Cycle
6%

Truck
1%

LCV
3%

M.T.W
55%

Car
18%

It can be inferred from the plot (figure 6) that the
capacity of 11 m wide road space, when there is no
exclusive bus lane (all vehicles mixed), is about 6900
vehicles per hour and the corresponding stream speed is
about 16 km/h. As per the Indian Roads Congress-a
statutory body responsible for development of codes
and standards for road transport in India, guidelines
(IRC, 106-1990), the acceptable level of service for
urban roads is ‘C’ and the volume of traffic
corresponding to this level of service can be taken as 0.7
times the capacity. Accordingly, here, the volume of
traffic corresponding to level of service C is
0.7*6900=4830, say 4800 vehicles per hour.

M.Th.W
12%

Figure 5: Representative Traffic Composition
a 1.5 m wide road space, adjacent to the curb, was
reserved for bicycles (as is the normal practice in Indian
cities). First, the traffic flow on the assumed arterial,
without bus lane, was simulated. The simulation was
run with volumes varying from a low level to the
capacity flow condition. The speed flow relationship
developed, based on the results of the simulation runs, is
depicted in Figure 6.

To study the impact of provision of exclusive bus lane
under the assumed road condition, for the purpose of
simulation, an exclusive bus lane was introduced by the
side of the median on the stretch of road, which will be
used by all the buses and this roadway condition was
given as the input to the model by holding the traffic
volume and composition to be the same as for the
previous case. The assumed layout of the road stretch
with the proposed bus lane is shown in Figure 7. The
simulation runs, after introducing the bus lane, were
made similar to the previous case. For these (with bus
lane) simulation runs, the traffic volume on the study
stretch was varied, as in the case without bus lane, from
1000 to 7000 vehicles/h. A simulation run was also
made with traffic volume corresponding to level of
service C, namely, 4800 vehicles/h. The speeds
maintained by the different types of vehicles for the
different simulated traffic volume levels are shown in
Table 2.

Speed-Flow Curve (11.0 m Width)
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Figure 6: Speed Flow Curve for 11m Wide Urban Road

Foot Path
(2.0 m width)

Lane Space for other Bus Lane
Raised Curb Bicycle
vehicles
(1.5 m width)

6.0 m
Bus Lane

3.5 m

Bus Lane

Figure 7: Schematic Layout of the Road Stretch with Exclusive Bus Lane
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Table 2: Speeds of Different Categories of Vehicles on the Roadway with and without Bus Lanes
Traffic
Volume
(Vehicles/h)
(1)

Road-way
Condition
(2)
WoBL
WBL
WoBL
WBL
WoBL
WBL
WoBL
WBL
WoBL
WBL
WoBL
WBL
WoBL
WBL
WoBL
WBL

1000
2000
3000
4000
4800
5000
6000
7150

Speed Maintained by Vehicles in Km/h
Bus
(3)

Truck
(4)

LCV
(5)

Car
(6)

M.Th.W
(7)

M.T.W
(8)

Bicycle
(9)

63.5
66.2
58.8
65.9
51.2
65.5
40.3
65.2
30.3
65.1
28.3
65.1
20.9
65.4
14.7
64.5

55.6
52.9
53.7
48.4
45.8
41.4
37.6
29.3
28.2
19.9
26.8
16.7
20.5
14.3
14.6
13.7

60.8
58.5
58.4
53.9
51.1
45.3
41.2
30.4
31.7
19.5
28.9
16.3
21.6
13.9
14.9
13.5

72.8
70.4
68.9
61.9
60.9
49.9
47.6
33.6
35.3
20.4
32.7
16.9
23.3
13.9
15.2
13.4

48.9
48.3
48.0
46.6
46.1
42.7
41.6
32.0
34.2
20.9
32.0
17.2
23.7
14.5
15.3
13.5

62.9
62.9
62.2
60.6
59.4
53.3
51.9
37.3
41.8
22.9
37.9
19.3
27.4
15.5
16.5
14.9

14.5
13.9
14.5
13.3
14.5
13.1
14.5
12.9
14.4
12.9
14.4
12.8
13.9
12.2
12.5
12.2

WoBL: Without Bus Lane, WBL:With Bus Lane
LCV-Light Commercial Vehicles, M.Th.W.-Motorised Three-Wheelers, M.T.W.-Motorised Two-Wheelers

From table 2, it can be seen that there is increase in the
speed of bus due to provision of exclusive bus lane, at
all volume levels. It can be noted that at lower volume
levels (1000 & 2000 vehicles/h), due to provision of bus
lane, there is marginal increase in bus speeds and
marginal speed reduction to other vehicles. This is
mainly because of the near-free-flow condition enjoyed
by all categories of vehicles at low volume levels. Also,
it can be noted that at higher volume levels (3000
vehicles/h and above), there is a significant speed
improvement for bus and a steep decline in the speeds
of other categories of vehicles. This implies that at
higher volumes, there is a complex interaction among
the different categories of vehicles and this creates a
negative impact of the bus lane on the flow of all the
other categories of vehicles. In the case of the other
categories of motorised vehicles, the exact value of

speed reduction varies between vehicle types. It is
important, while providing exclusive bus lanes, to see
that the levels of service enjoyed by the other categories
of vehicles do not deteriorate beyond the acceptable
limit. In this context, it is reasonable to ensure level of
service C (recommended as acceptable level of service
on urban roads by Indian Roads Congress (IRC)) for the
other categories of motor vehicles while providing an
exclusive bus lane. Hence, there is a need to have
information on the trend of speed variation of the stream
of motorised traffic, excluding the buses, for roadway
conditions, with and without bus lanes. Hence, two
plots, on the same set of axes, depicting the variation of
the stream speed, over volume to capacity ratio, for the
two conditions of the road, were made as shown in
Figure 8.
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Figure 8: Traffic Stream Speed on the Roadway with and without Bus Lane
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It can be seen that the speed of the stream involving the
other motorised vehicles, when no bus lane is provided,
at level of service C (corresponding volume/capacity
ratio of 0.7) is 39 km/h and the speed reduces to 22
km/h when a bus lane is provided. If it is desired to
provide bus lanes without adversely affecting the level
of service of the other categories of motor vehicles,
then, the volume of traffic that will ensure the same
speed for the other categories of motor vehicles
corresponds to a V/C ratio of 0.53 as depicted in the
figure. Thus, for the assumed road geometry and traffic
composition, provision of exclusive bus lane may not
adversely impact the minimum level of service required
for the other categories of vehicles up to a traffic
volume to capacity ratio of 0.53. The two plots also
enable understanding of the traffic flow conditions, in
terms of, speed over a range of volume-to-capacity
ratios for the two roadway conditions (with and without
bus lane).
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CONCLUSIONS
The simulation model of heterogeneous traffic flow
named, HETEROSIM is found to be valid for
simulating heterogeneous traffic flow for the specific
purpose of this study. It has been found through the
study that for the assumed traffic composition, without
any exclusive bus lane, the capacity of a 11 m wide road
with 1.5 m wide bicycle track (included in the total
width of 11 m), for one way movement of traffic, is
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In a first section, we recall preliminary results on the
power lines, causal paths and model inversion. In
second part, brief results on the infinite structure
analysis are given and the extension of this analysis by
bond graph approach is presented. In the next section,
decoupling conditions are defined. Then, an approach to
synthesize a model statically decouplable is discussed
on the bond graph model. A mechanical example is
established and treated in the different sections of the
paper. The conclusion is given in the last section.

KEYWORDS
Bond Graph, structure analysis, essential order, inverse
model, decoupling, dynamic extension
ABSTRACT
The essential orders have an important role in the study
of the systems decouplability as well as in the inverse
model characterization. The aim of this paper is first to
define essential orders on the bond graph model.
Secondly, static and dynamic decoupling by bond graph
approach is discussed and the dynamic extension order
is defined. Finally, the dynamic compensation is
physically located on the bond graph model and an
approach to synthesize a model statically decouplable is
suggested in order to define an adequate structure to the
control requirements.

MODEL INVERSION: PRELIMINARY RESULTS
The inversion of bond graph model uses the bicausality
concept which was introduced formally by Gawthrop
(Gawthrop 1995 and 1997). This concept established
new rules for causal assignment and it has contributed at
the study of inverse problems (Gawthrop 2000;
Ngwompo et al. 2005; Bideaux et al. 2006) and at
design and sizing problems (Ngwompo et al. 1999 and
2001). The bicausality propagation is done according to
SCAPI procedure (Ngwompo et al. 2005). This
procedure uses the concept of independent power lines
and disjoint Input-Output (I/O) causal paths.

INTRODUCTION
Since its apparition the bond graph has been an efficient
graphic support modelling for complex and
multidisciplinary systems (Rosenberg et al. 1996;
Karnopp et al. 2000; Gawthrop and Bevan 2007).
However, modelling is not the only contribution of
Bond graphs. Several works were achieved to develop
system analysis using causal bond graphs, like stability
analysis (Margolis 1984) or flatness study (Junco et al.
2005). The structure analysis by bond graph approach of
linear time-invariant systems was introduced by
(Rahmani et al. 1996; Dauphin-Tanguy, et al., 1999;
Karim et al. 2003) to simplify decouplability study of
these systems and without making any calculation. So,
static decoupling conditions were defined on the bond
graph model. The structural properties were generally
used to the control problems (Loiseau 1986).
Nevertheless some structural properties like essential
orders (Commault et al 1986) have a very important
significance when studying inverse model and
consequently when modelling the systems to be
controlled.

Definition1 (Wu and Youcef-Toumi 1995)
A power line between two components is a series of
power bonds and junction structure elements connecting
these two components.
Definition2 (Ngwompo et al. 2001)
A causal path between two variables is a set of variables
successively connected according to the causality
assignment.
Definition3 (Sueur and Dauphin-Tanguy 1989; Sueur
and Dauphin-Tanguy 1991)
An I/O causal path (uj, yi) is a path starting from a
modulated command element (MSe, MSf, MR,..) and
going to a detector yi (De or Df). Note that the power
lines are an acausal concept while causal paths are
defined for causal bond graphs.

The purpose of this paper is to expand structure analysis
by bond graph approach to define essential orders in
order to interpret these orders on the inverse model and
to discuss the system decouplability and the dynamic
compensation if the system is invertible but not
decouplable by static feedback.

Definition4 (Ngwompo et al. 2005)
Two I/O power lines are independent if they do not
share a common variable: no effort or flow variable in
common.
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The relative degree ni′ is equal, on a bond graph model,

Definition5 (Ngwompo 1997)
Two I/O causal paths are said to be disjoint if they have
no variable in common. Thus, “independent” is a
property of power lines while “disjoint” is a property of
causal paths.

to the length l i of the shortest causal path between the
ith output (De or Df) and all the inputs (Se or Sf)
(Rahmani et al. 1996). The order ni′ represents the
minimal and necessary number of derivations of this
output to make appear explicitly at least in one of the
inputs, see (Bertrand et al. 1997; Dauphin-Tanguy et al.
2000).

Definition6 (Rahmani et al. 1992).
The length of a causal path between an output yi and an
input uj is equal to the number of dynamic elements in
integral causality met along this path in the bond graph
in preferential integral causality (BGI).

Let us suppose that the system (1) is invertible with a
transfer matrix T (s ) strictly proper, of rank p and
defined by:
T ( s ) = C ( sI − A) −1 B
(3)

The system is not structurally invertible if the bond
graph model contains no set of independent I/O power
lines. If the bond graph model contains a unique set of
independent I/O power lines then a necessary and not
sufficient condition of the structurally invertibility is
verified (Ngwompo et al. 2005). If the bond graph
model contains multiple sets of independent I/O power
lines, then the necessary condition of the structurally
invertibility consists of finding a minimal-length set of
disjoint I/O causal paths. If a non-solvable causal cycle
appears after the propagation of the O/I bicausality
along the minimal length set of I/O causal paths, then it
must choose an alternative minimal- length or a longer
set of I/O causal paths and the bicausality propagation
repeated. If a non-solvable causal cycle remains in the
model then we can not conclude on the system
invertibility. (Ngwompo et al. 2001). In this case, a
modification of the system structure can be an adequate
solution to synthesize a system with a bond graph model
verifying the invertibility condition (For example,
adding an action chain). Otherwise, by applying the
SCAP (Karnopp et al, 1990) or eventually the MSCAP
(Van Dijk, 1990), the causality assignment must be
completed to the remaining acausal part of the bicausal
bond graph model.

The Smith-McMillan form at infinity of T (s ) permits
the determination of the infinite zero orders, it is given
by:
T ( s ) = B1 ( s )Λ ( s ) B 2 ( s )
(4)
Where B1 ( s ) and B 2 ( s ) are biproper (proper with
proper

inverse): det lim Bi ( s ) ≠ 0 ,

i=1,2

and

s →∞

−n

Λ = diag( s− n1 , , s p ). Thus, the transfer matrix T (s )
has only zeros whose orders are n1 , , n p .
On the bond graph model, the number of the infinite
zeros of (A, B, C) is equal to the number of disjoint I/O
causal paths and their orders are computed as in
equation (5), where Lk is the lowest sum of the lengths
of the k I/O disjoint causal paths (Dauphin-Tanguy, et
al., 1999 and 2000).

n1 = L1
(5)

INFINITE STRUCTURE ANALYSIS

n p = L p − L p −1

In this part, we recall some results on infinite structure
analysis. From some works done on structural analysis
by bond graph approach, we define the essential orders
on bond graph model.

Thus, the following property is deduced:
p

Let us consider the square linear time-invariant system
described by state equations (1).

x = Ax + Bu
y = Cx

Lp =

(6)

The essential orders nie were defined by (Commault et
al. 1986) for solving row by row decoupling problems.
They are determined from the Toeplitz matrices Γµ (for

(1)

With x ∈ R n denotes the state vector, u ∈ R p denotes
the control vector, and y ∈ R p denotes the output vector.
The relative degree of the ith output is defined by:

ni′ = inf {k ∈ N / ciAk-1B 0, k=1,…, n}

ni
i =1

µ ≥ 1 ) defined by:

(2)

CB

0

0

0

CAB

CB

0

0

Γµ =
0

where ci is the ith row of C.

CA µ −1B
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CAB CB

bicausal bond graph corresponds to the difference
between the number of the dynamic elements (I or C) in
derivative causality and the number of the dynamic
elements in integral causality met on this path.

Let us recall that a row wi of a given matrix W is said to
be essential if it is not linearly dependent of other rows
of W (Cremer 1971).
For a right-invertible system (A, B, C), with n sup its

The property (10) is a conjectural and enables the
essential orders, directly from the bicausal bond graph,
to be deduced. Its efficiency has been proved on several
examples but a demonstration proving its generality will
be the topic of a coming work.

supremal order of infinite zeros (nsup= sup{ni}, i=1,…,p),
the essential order of the ith output is defined by
(Commault et al. 1986):

nie = inf {k ∈ N / [ciAk-1B|…|ciB|0…0]
is essential in Γnsup }

(7)

Let us consider the mechanical system illustrated by
Figure 1. The state, input and output vectors are given
by: x = [ p1 p2 p3 q1 q2 ]T ; u = [F1 F2 ]T and y = [V1 V2 ]T .

Then, the following proprieties are deduced:
(i) nie ≥ ni′ ∀ i=1,…,p
(ii) nie ≤ nsup ∀ i=1,…,p
(iii) sup{nie } = nsup ∀ i=1,…,p
For any right-invertible system, the essential orders can
be expressed as follows (Commault et al. 1986):
p

nie =

Figure 1: Mechanical system

p

nk′ ∀ i ∈ {1,…p}

nj −
j =1

(8)

Let us consider that the shock absorber R2 has a
negligible effect on the system. The bond graph model
in preferential integral causality without considering this
element is shown on Figure 2.

k =1,k ≠i

The essential orders have an important signification on
the inverse model. Let us recall that the transfer matrix
T (s ) has only infinite zeros. Thus we can deduce that
the transfer matrix of the inverse system T −1 ( s ) has
only infinite poles. From this fact, Commault, et al.
(1986) showed that the essential order nie corresponds
to the order of the pole at infinity of the ith column of
T −1 ( s ) . Thus, we can deduce that the essential order

nie is defined as the highest derivation order of the ith
output appearing in the inverse model
In order to simplify the determination of essential orders,
a new method is established to determine these orders
directly from the bond graph model and without making
any computation.

Figure 2: Bond graph model in preferential integral
causality

Property1
On the bond graph model, the essential order of the ith
output is determined as follows:

This system has two independent I/O power lines: (F1,
V1) and (F2, V2), then necessary condition of the
invertibility is satisfied. The disjoint I/O causal paths
are (F1, V1): (1) and (F2, V2): (2). This lead
to L2 =1+3=4 as length of the disjoint I/O causal paths.
The relative degrees of the outputs are l1 = n1′ = 1 ;

p

nie = L p −

lj

∀ i ∈ {1,…p}

(9)

j =1, j ≠i

l 2 = n2′ = 2 , the essential orders are: n1e = L2 − l 2 = 2 ;
n2e = L2 − l1 = 3 and the orders of the infinite zeros are:
n1 = L1 = 1 ; n2 = L2 − L1 = 3 .

On the bicausal bond graph model, the essential order of
the ith output can be determined directly:

nie = Oh (Oi / I j )

∀ j ∈ {1,…p} (10)

Let us define the bicausal bond graph model on Figure 3
by replacing each input, respectively each output, by a
double detector, respectively a double source, and by
propagating the bicausality along the O/I power lines.

Oh (Oi / I j ) corresponds to the highest order of the
causal paths between the ith output and all the inputs on
the bicausal bond graph. The order of a causal path on
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The square system (p × p) defined by the triplet (A, B,
C) is decouplable by a static feedback of the form
u = Kx + Lv with L a non-singular matrix if and only if
one of these three equivalent conditions is satisfied:
(i) The decoupling matrix B ∗ is non-singular (Falb and
Wolovich 1967):
′

c1 An1 −1B
B ∗ = ci Ani′ −1 B
cp A

Figure 3: Bicausal bond graph model

−

B

(ii) (Dion and Commault 1993):

The causal path (V1, F2): (1) is the causal path of the
highest order connecting the output V1 to an input, then
n1e = Oh (V1 , F2 ) = 2 . In the same way, The causal path
(V2, F2): (2) is the causal path of the highest order
connecting the output V2 to an input, then
n2e = Oh (V2 , F2 ) = 3 . Thus, we can conclude that
defining the essential orders on the bicausal bond graph
model is easier than defining these orders on the bond
graph model in preferential integral causality. The
inverse model is directly computed from the bicausal
bond graph model (Figure 3).
d
( q1 ) = V1 − V2
dt
d
F1 = m1 (V1 ) + R1 (V1 − V2 ) + k1q1
dt
m m d3
m R d2
d2
F2 = 2 3 3 (V2 ) + 3 1 ( 2 (V2 ) − 2 (V1 ))
k 2 dt
k 2 dt
dt

n ′p −1

(11)

p

p

ni =
i=1

ni′

(12)

∀ i ∈ {1,..,p}

(13)

i=1

(iii) (Commault et al. 1986):

nie = ni′

Gilbert (1969) showed that there is a class of invertible
systems not decouplable by static feedback but which
require a dynamic extension to achieve decoupling by
feedback. In this case, the essential order nie of the ith
output is strictly superior to its relative degree ni′ .
An invertible system represented by a bond graph model
is decouplable by a static feedback if the following
equivalent conditions are verified (Rahmani et al. 1996):

(18)

m3 k1 d
(k + k ) d
(V1 ) + m2 + m3 1 2
V2
k 2 dt
k2
dt

p

(i)

Lp =

li

(14)

i =1

+ R1 (V2 − V1 ) − k1q1

(ii)
Let us denote by d i i =1,2 the necessary number of
derivations of outputs in the inverse model, then d 1 = 2
and d 2 = 3 . We remark that (d1 = n1e ) ≥ n1′

{ni } = {ni′ }

(15)

Then an invertible model is decouplable by a static
feedback if the lowest sum of the lengths of the p I/O
disjoint causal paths is equal to the sum of the lengths of
the shortest causal paths between every output i and all
the inputs.

and (d 2 = n2e ) ≥ n′2 , so the highest derivation order of
each output in the inverse model is different from the
relative degree. This number corresponds to the
essential order nie .

Property2
The bond graph model is decouplable by a static
feedback if the following condition is satisfied:

FEEDBACK DECOUPLING ANALYSIS
In this section, static decoupling conditions will be
presented by algebraic and bond graph approaches and
the case of dynamic extension will be treated.

p

li = L p −

lj

∀ i ∈ {1,…p}

(16)

j =1, j ≠i

Let us recall that the invertibility implies the decoupling
of the square linear system (1). Thus, after verifying the
system invertibility, we can be interested by feedback
decoupling.

If this decoupling condition is not satisfied, it is always
possible to find the inverse model. In this case, a natural
dynamic extension occurs during the construction of the
inverse model.
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this two causal paths must be modified in order to delay
the fastest input. According to the modelling
hypotheses, the possible modifications of the system
consist in the addition or the deletion of a bond graph
structure with only one set of junctions, dissipative and
dynamic elements in order to increase the length of the
shortest I/O causal path or to reduce the length of the
disjoint I/O causal path. The order of this modification
corresponds to the dynamic extension order (17).

Property3
If the system is not statically decouplable then the
dynamic extension order is calculated on the model
bond graph as follows:
p

nde = L p −

lj

(17)

j =1

Let us study the decouplability of the mechanical
system (Figure1). In fact, we remark that n1e ≠ n1′ and
n2e ≠ n2′ , then we can deduce that the system is not
decouplable by static feedback. A dynamic
compensation is necessary to decouple the model and its
order
is
computed
as
follows:
nde = L2 − l1 − l 2 = 4 − 1 − 2 = 1 .

Let us synthesize a decouplable model by a static
feedback from the initial model (Figure 2). This model
is not decouplable because the I/O causal path (F1, V2)
is shorter than the disjoint I/O causal path (F2, V2). So
the length of the causal path (F1, V2) must be increased
or the length of the causal path (F2, V2) must be
shortened. The consideration of the shock absorber R2
(that has been neglected in the beginning) in the model
renders the causal path (F2, V2) shorter, then the
associated bond graph model in preferential integral
causality is defined by Figure 4 and the associated
bicausal bond graph model is defined by Figure 5.

FEEDBACK DECOUPLING SYNTHESIS
In this section, a method will be given to synthesize a
statically decouplable system by bond graph approach.
Obviously, if a system is not statically decouplable, then
a dynamic compensation is necessary. The dynamic
compensation consists of adding dynamics in the model.
The classic method of dynamic compensation consists
on the insertion of additional integrators in order to
delay the effect of the fastest entry. This mathematical
method enables automatically to increase the model
order and is made independently from the physical
phenomena of the system. The dynamic extension
orders will be used here to determine what phenomena
has to be considered or added in the initial model to
obtain a new system that is statically decouplable. A
new design can be applied to simplify the command
without using mathematical methods. The synthesis of
the new design is closely linked to the structure and the
nature of the system under study. This enables the
system to be reviewed and considers the physical
phenomena that have been neglected or adds physical
phenomena having insignificant effects on the system
(e.g. adding a low inductance coil in an electric network
and which does not affect the system behaviour). This
approach is an aid to design systems statically
decouplable (that will be easier to control) and it does
not require any calculation.

Figure 4: Bond graph model with the consideration of
the shock absorber R2

From the bond graph model, we can deduce a number of
informations that will help to analyze the initial system
and identify the bond graph structure that make it not
statically decouplable. In fact, if the system is not
statically decouplable then for one or several outputs
there is an I/O causal path shorter than the disjoint I/O
causal path associated to this output. In order to identify
these outputs, the I/O causal paths (uj, yi) which have
served to compute the relative degrees (the shortest I/O
causal paths associated to the outputs) must be located.
For each output, the length of the shortest path (uj, yi)
must be compared at the length of the disjoint I/O causal
path (uk, yi) associated to this output; if the length of the
I/O causal path (uj, yi) is the inferior one, then one of

Figure 5: The associated bicausal bond graph model
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The model is still structurally invertible and the unique
set of disjoint I/O causal paths is {(F1, V1); (F2, V2)}, its
length is then L2 = 1+2 = 3. The structural properties
are: l1 = n1′ = 1 ; l 2 = n2′ = 2 ; n1e = 1 ; n2e = 2 ;
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S θMi =

∂M
∂θ i

defined in the frequency domain is the

sensitivity matrix of M ( s, θ i (i = 1... p)) with respect to
the parameter θ i .
[Canabellas et al, 1995] and [Gawthrop 2000] defined
the sensitivity bond graph, denoted by SBG, obtained
by duplicating the initial bond graph (BG) and
introducing the SBG of the uncertain element. The
association BG+SBG can be drawn in a BG related
software and simulated. For symbolic manipulation
purpose, or for analysis with a non BG simulation
software, a method based on the Mason’s rule (Brown
1972) was proposed in (Kam and Dauphin-Tanguy,
2001) to derive directly in the SISO case S θFi from the

ABSTRACT
The paper deals with the problem of sensitivity analysis
of linear inverse models to parameter uncertainties. A
new procedure is proposed to calculate symbolically the
sensitivity matrix of a MIMO model using the
sensitivity bond graph, bicausality and the Mason’s
rule. An implementation on a mechanical model shows
the interest of the method.
INTRODUCTION
The sensitivity study was initiated by (Tomovic and
Vukobratovic, 1972) and (Franck, 1978). Sensitivity
analysis allows the quantification of the influence on a
model of a change in any of its components (Marshal
1999, Middleton 1990). It may be of high importance
for designing and controlling systems (Hayward and
Cruz-Hernandez, 1998). Some papers deal with such a
problem by using a bond graph approach (Gawthrop
2000, Kam and Dauphin-Tanguy, 2001, Borutzky et al,
2003).
The input-output relation in the linear case is written
using the transfer matrix M ( s, θ i (i = 1... p)) (it will be
denoted by F ( s, θ i (i = 1... p )) in the SISO case) as
Y ( s ) = M ( s, θ i (i = 1... p))U ( s )
where y and u
respectively denote the output and input vectors
supposed of same dimension m, and θ i (i = 1... p ) are
parameters. When the transfer matrix is deduced from a
bond graph, the θ i (i = 1... p ) are parameters associated
with bond graph elements R, C, I, TF, GY, with a
physical insight. Some of them are known with a good
precision, but some can be subject to uncertainties (the
mass of a car for example depends on the number of
passengers and the amount of luggage).
Input u being independent of parameter uncertainties in
open loop, it is straightforwardly written
∂Y ( s ) ∂M
U ( s)
(1)
=
∂θ i
∂θ i

BG+SBG.
The inverse model U ( s) = M −1 ( s, θ i (i = 1... p ))Y ( s ) is
used for the designing of control laws for disturbance
rejection and trajectory tracking as shown in figure 1,
where d and ySP denote respectively the disturbance and
the reference trajectory.
d
Kd(s)

System

Q(s)
u

+
K(s)

ySP

G(s)

+

y
F(s)

+

-

Figure 1: Closed loop control for disturbance rejection
and trajectory tracking
In closed loop, equation (2) can be written as
(2)
Disturbance rejection and trajectory tracking are obtained
in closed loop by setting
G + FK d = 0 thus K d = − F −1G
Y ( s ) = ( I + FK ) −1[( FQ + FK )YSP ( s ) + (G + FK d ) D ( s )]

FQ + FK = I + FK thus Q = F −1
The performance of the control will depend on the
validity of the model, and on the robustness of the
control law with respect to parameter uncertainties. An
other application of the inverse model is for the
dimensioning problem in system design (Nwompo and
Scavarda, 1999).
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The study of the sensitivity of the inverse transfer
matrix to parameter uncertainties is then a crucial
problem. No paper in the literature at our knowledge
until now deals with such a study.
The objective of the paper is to show how a BG model

D( s ) = 1 − ∑
i

B
+ ∑ Bi B j
−
{i
123
i≠ j
causal loop
disjoint causal
gains
loop gains 2 by 2
- ∑

i≠ j≠k

−1

can help for deriving S θMi under a symbolic form, by

Bi B j B k + ....
1
424
3

disjoint causal
loop gains 3 by 3

N ( s ) = ∑ Ti ( s )
{

The sensitivity BG, denoted by SBG, has the same
structure as the initial one, but all its variables are
partial derivatives with respect to the uncertain
parameter θ i . The coupling between the BGD and the
corresponding sensitivity SBGD is done by means of a
detector (De or Df), a modulated source MSe or MSf
and a block (or two for TF and GY-elements)
corresponding to the partial derivative versus the
uncertain parameter θ i of the characteristic law g (θ i )

SENSITIVITY BOND GRAPH
Consider the DC motor given figure 2, and its bond
graph model with a preferred derivative causality
(BGD).

of the uncertain element. Figure 3 shows the
BGD+SBGD structure in the general case.
Se or
Sf : u

BGD

De or
Df : y
I:L

1

R:R

GY
k

1

−

∂g (θ i )
∂θ i

MSe or
MSf

De or ∂y
Df : ∂θ i

R:b

Figure 3 Structure of the BGD+SBGD
Suppose for example that the parameter b is uncertain in
the DC motor model. The constitutive relationship for
the R-element in resistance causality is eR = g ( R) f R
with g ( R) = b , which leads to
∂f
∂g ( R )
∂eR ∂g ( R )
f R + g ( R) R with
=1.
=
b
∂
b
b
∂
∂
∂b
{
{

The transfer function Y ( s ) U ( s ) , derived from the
BGD using the Mason’s rule, is
N (s)
1k
=
D( s ) 1 + 1 Rb + 1 RJs + 1 bLs + 1 LJs 2
k2
k2
k2
k2

SBGD

∂θ i

Df : y=w

Figure 2 DC motor and its BGD

F ( s) =

De or Df

I:J

Se or
Sf : ∂u
Se : u = ve

(4)

Di ( s )
12
3
i ith I/O causal
D without elements
path gain
included in Ti

applying a graphical procedure based on the Mason’s
rule.
In the first section, we recall on a simple example how
to derive the sensitivity function of the direct model
from the sensitivity BG.
Then we propose a new procedure, based on the
bicausality applied to the coupling BG+SBG to obtain
the sensitivity function of the inverse model. It is
implemented on a 2 input-2 output mechanical system,
with two different sensor placements.

(3)

effort

flow

The corresponding BGD+SBGD is given in figure 4.

with
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I:L

high frequencies,

I:J

S bF ≅ 0 , which corresponds to the

asymptotic behaviour of the S bF Bode plot.
GY
k

1

1

Df : y

DC motor - b=0.001

Df
R:b

R:R

10000

Magnitude

Se : u

10
0.01
1e-005

I:L

Se:
∂u
=0
∂b

R:b

GY
k

1

R:R

Phase (deg)

∂g ( R)
−
= −1
∂b

MSe

1

I:J

1000

I:L

SS
u

1

R:R

The (BGD+SBGD) can be simulated directly using a
BG related software or with equation (5) using a
mathematical simulation software as Matlab-Simulink.

I:J

GY
k

1

SS : y

R:b

Figure 6 BG* bicausal BG of the DC motor
Using the Mason’s rule on the BG* leads to the transfer
function
k + 1 k (b + Js )( R + Ls )
U ( s)
= F * ( s ) = F −1 ( s ) =
(6)
Y (s)
1

Using 20-Sim software, the Bode plot of SbF drawn
with the numerical values of Table 1 and given in figure
5 shows that the sensitivity of F to parameter b
uncertainty is decreasing for frequency higher than 10
Hz excitations.

INVERSE MODEL SENSITIVITY BOND GRAPH

Table 1: DC Motor Parameters
Designation
Values
Armature resistance
2.4 Ω
Armature inductance
40 10-3 H
Moment of Inertia
0.84 10-3 kg.m2
Friction coefficient
0.001 Nm/s
Torque coefficient
0.139 Nm/A

Writing the partial derivative of the inverse model
U ( s ) = M −1 ( s )Y ( s ) with respect to parameter θ i gives
∂U ( s ) ∂M −1 ( s )
∂Y ( s )
=
Y ( s ) + M −1 ( s )
∂θ i
∂θ i
∂θ i

(7)

M −1 ( s ) is obtained from the BG* as shown previously.
∂M −1 ( s )
, we propose the following procedure
∂θ i
using the SBG and bicausality.

From equation (5), it comes that for low frequencies,
2 2

10
100
Frequency (rad/sec)

Let us denote by BG* the BG of the DC motor with a
bicausality assignment (Gawthrop, 1995) as shown in
figure 6. In the SISO case, the model is always
invertible. In the MIMO case, (Nwompo et al, 1997)
defined criteria, based on graphical procedures, to test
the invertibility of the BG.

The causal loops are the same in the BGD and in the
SBGD, they are disjoint, which involves the expected
square power at the denominator .

(1 + Rb k )

-200

INVERSE MODEL

1
(−1)3 3 ( Ls + R)
∂F
k
(5)
=
=
2
∂b ⎛
1
1
1
1
⎞
2
⎜1 + 2 Rb + 2 RJs + 2 bLs + 2 LJs ⎟
k
k
k
⎝ k
⎠

R k3

1

0

Figure 5 Bode plot of SbF for the DC motor

∂F ∂Y ( s ) ∂b
using the
=
∂b
U (s)
Mason’s rule on BGD+SBGD leads to

S bF ≅ −

1000

200

∂y
∂b

The determination of SbF =

R
L
J
b
k

10
100
Frequency (rad/sec)

Df:

Figure 4 BGD+SBGD of DC motor with b uncertain

SbF

1

To get

depending on b value, and for
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D * (θ i , s ) = 1 − ∑ B *j − ∑ Bi* (θ i ) + ∑ Bi* (θ i ) B *j +
14
4244
3

Procedure:

disjoint causal
loop gains 2 by 2

- in the MIMO case, test the inversibility of the model
by determining the m I/O disjoint causal paths
- if it is invertible, draw the BG+SBG as shown
previously
- assign the bicausality on the disjoint I/O causal paths
on the BG part and on the SBG part separatively, and
the classical (preferred derivative) causality elsewhere.
It leads to the BG*+SBG* as shown in figure 7

+

BG*

u

−

SS :

∂u
∂θ i

SBG*

path cannot be in the loops considered in D4* (θi , s) as
expressed in equation (4). It gives
∂N * (θ i , s ) ∂g (θ i )
=
a i T2* ( s ) D 2* ( s ) +
∂θ i
∂θ i
(12)
∂g (θ i )
∂g (θ i )
*
*
+ T3 ( s )[−∑
ai + ∑
a i B j − ....] 3
∂θ i
∂θ i
(the subscript 3 after the square bracket denotes that the
terms inside the brackets are derived from the loops
considered in D3* (θi , s) )

∂y

SS : ∂θ i

Figure 7 Structure of BG*+SBG*
−1

by

applying the Mason’s rule, using the causal loop gains
and the gains of the causal paths from y k , k=1…m, in
the BG* to

∂u j
∂θ i

∂N * (θ i , s) ∂g (θ i )
=
[ a i T2* ( s ) D 2* ( s ) +
∂θ i
∂θ i
or

, j=1…m, in the SBG*.

+ T3* ( s )[−

Elements of justification:
Let us consider, for a sake of clarity, the SISO case. The
transfer function is F ( s ) = N ( s ) D( s ) , its inverse
F −1 ( s ) = D( s ) N ( s )
*

*

will

be

denoted

(11)

A term as T4* (θi , s ) D4* (θi , s ) cannot exist because the
uncertain element with parameter θ i in the forward

MSe or MSf

−1

∂D * (θ i , s ) ∂g (θ i )
=
[ −∑ a i + ∑ a i B *j − ....]
∂θ i
∂θ i

The numerator N * ( s ) can be composed of only three
different types of terms depending whether the
uncertain parameter belongs to the I/O causal path or to
a causal loop:
N * (θ i , s) = T1* ( s) D1* ( s) + T2* (θ i , s) D2* ( s) + T3* ( s) D3* (θ i , s)

∂g (θ i )
∂θ i

- calculate the different entries [ S bM ] jk of S bM

(9)

which gives
∂D * (θ i , s )
∂g (θ i )
∂g (θ i )
= −∑
ai + ∑
a i B *j − .... (10)
∂θ i
∂θ i
∂θ i

De or Df

SS : y

− ....

disjoint causal
loop gains 2 by 2

or
SS :

B * B k*
∑
1
42j4
3

∑ ai + ∑

Regrouping the different terms in

by

a i B *j

(13)
− ....] 3 ]

∂F * ( s )
leads to
∂θ i

∂g (θ i )
∂F * ( s )
1
= *2
∑ Tˆi* ( s) Dˆ i* (s) which can
∂θ i
∂
θ
D ( s)
i
be interpreted in terms of causal path and causal loop
∂g (θ i )
connects the
gains in BG*+SBG*. The term
∂θ i
two parts and appears in the gain of the causal path
∂u
from y to
. The causal loops are the same in BG*
∂θ i
and SBG*, which justifies the square term in the
denominator. The term ∑ Tˆi* ( s ) Dˆ i* ( s ) is always

*

F ( s ) = N ( s ) D ( s ) when calculated by means of the
bicausal BG*. Calculating mathematically the
sensitivity function of the inverse model
∂F −1 ( s )
∂D( s )
∂N ( s )
1
= 2 [N
−D
] is equivalent
∂θ i
∂
θ
∂θ i
N ( s)
i

to determining
∂F * ( s )
∂N * ( s )
∂D * ( s )
1
= *2 [ D * ( s )
− N * (s)
] (8)
∂θ i
∂θ i
∂θ i
D ( s)
Let us denote by Bi* (θ i ) = a i g (θ i ) the causal loops
involving the element with uncertain parameter θ i and

independent of θ i .

B *j the others. Thus the denominator of F* has the

To implement the procedure, consider the mechanical
system given in figure 8 (a) and 10 (a), with two
different placements of sensors. The uncertain element
is the damper parameter b.

general form
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First case: the uncertain element belongs to the u2-y2
I/O causal path in the BGI (figure 8(b))
k2

k1
m2

m1

C: 1/k2
I:m1

C: 1/k1

1

u2=F2

(a)

+

1

I:m3

1

0

1

Df : y1

I:m
1
Se :
1

1

1 b
1 m3 2 b
[ s + 1] , N21(s) =
[ s + s + 1]
m2 k2
m2 k2
k2

N22 (s) =

1 m1b 3 m1 2 b
[
s + s + s + 1]
m2 k1k2
k1
k2

Df : y2

C:
1/k2
C:
1/ 1

0

Df : y1

1

I:m
3

1

0

1

Df : y2

Applying the proposed procedure gives BG*+SBG* as
shown in figure 9. It can be seen that the bicausality
assignment affects only the disjoint I/O causal paths in
BG* and in SBG*. The other bonds are in classical
causality with a preferred derivative one for the I and Celements, including I:m2 which had to remain in integral
causality in the BGD, but except for C:1/k1.

R: b

I:m
2

1 m3 2 b
[ s + s + 1]
k2
m2 k2

N12 (s) =
Se : u2

(b)

b bm1 bm3
m m
+
+
)s + ( 1 + 3 + 1)]
k2 k2m2 k2m2
m2 m2

s 2 m3 2
b mb
m
[ s + ( + 3 )s + 3 + 1] +
k1 k2
k2 m2k2
m2

N11(s) =

R: b

I:m2

0

m1m3 4 m1b m1m3b 3 m1 m3 m1m3 2
s +(
+
)s + ( +
+
)s
k1k2
k1k2 k1m2k2
k1 k2 k1m2

+(

m3
b

Se : u1

D(s) = s[

y 2 = x& 2

y1 = x&1
u1=F1

with

Se :
2

I:m1

(c)

SS : u1

C: 1/k1

1

I:m2

0

SS : y1

I:m3
0

1

SS : y2

1

SS : u2

1
R: b

C: 1/k2

Figure 8 (a) Physical system- (b) its BGI- (c) its BGD

Df
−

The model of the system given in figure 8 has the
following structural properties:
- its order is 5 (from its BGI), and the rank of the state
matrix is 4 (from the BGD where I:m2 remains in
integral causality), which corresponds to a null pole in
the denominator
- it is structurally observable by the detectors, because
the dualisation of one of the Dfs in the BGD allows the
change of integral to derivative causality for I: m2
(Sueur and Dauphin-Tanguy 1989)
- it is structurally invertible (from the BGI) because
there is a unique choice of two disjoint I/O causal paths.

C: 1/k2
I:m1
SS :

M1 ( s )

1

SS :

I:m2

1

1

0

0

∂y1
∂b

SS :

R: b
I:m3
1

SS :

∂u 2
∂b

∂y 2
∂b

Figure 9 BG*+SBG* of system Fig 8
The inverse model can be deduced from the BG* figure
9 (upper part) as

From figure 8(c), using the Mason’s rule leads to:
⎛ Y1 ( s) ⎞
1 ⎡ N 11 N 12 ⎤⎛ U 1 ( s ) ⎞
⎜
⎜⎜
⎟
⎟⎟ =
(14)
Y ( s) ⎠ D( s) ⎢⎣ N 21 N 22 ⎥⎦⎜⎝U 2 ( s ) ⎟⎠
⎝1
4224
3 144
42444
31
424
3
Y12 ( s )

∂u1
∂b

C: 1/k1

MSe

∂g(θi )
=−
∂θi

* ⎤ Y (s)
⎛ 1 ⎞
⎛ U1 ( s ) ⎞
1 ⎡ N * N12
⎟
⎟⎟ = * ⎢ 11
⎜⎜
⎥⎜⎜
*
*
U 2 ( s ) ⎠ D ( s ) ⎢⎣ N 21 N 22 ⎥⎦⎝ Y2 ( s ) ⎟⎠
⎝1
42
4
3 14442444
1
4
2
4
3
3

U (s)

U (s)

with D * ( s) = 1 +

M 1−1 = M 1*

b
s and
k2

*
( s) = m1 s(1 +
N 11
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Y12 ( s )

k
b
b
*
s ) , N 12
( s) = − 1 (1 +
s)
k2
s
k2

(15)

*
( s) =
N 21

m
k1
b
[−(1 +
s) + 3 s 2 ] ,
k2
s
k2

*
( s) = m 2 s (1 +
N 22

C: 1/k2

m
b
s) + 3 s 2
k2
k2

I:m1

Se : u1

M 1−1

=

−1

1

0

∂M 1−1 ( s )

−1

SS : u1

1

C: 1/k1

0

k1 m 3
b2

0

1

m2

m3

u1=F1

∂g (θ i )
= −1
∂θ i

SS :

∂u1
∂b

I:m1

C: 1/k1

I:m2

1

1

0

1

0

SS :

and

I:m2

1

1

0

MSe

R: b
I:m3
SS :

1

∂y1
∂b

SS :

∂u 2
∂b

∂y 3
∂b

Figure 11 BG*+SBG* of figure 10
By using the proposed procedure on BG*+SBG* in
figure 11, it gives:
−1
⎡[ S M 2−1 ]
−1
∂
[ SbM 2 ]12 ⎤
⎥
(18)
SbM 2 =
M 2−1 = ⎢ b −1 11
M2
M 2−1
∂b
⎣⎢[ Sb ]21 [ Sb ]22 ⎦⎥
such that
M 2−1

Sb

m
⎤
⎡
1
− ( 2 s 2 + 1)⎥
1 ⎢
k1
⎥
⎢
=
Δ 2 ( s ) ⎢− ( m 2 s 2 + 1) ( m 2 s 2 + 1) 2 ⎥
⎥
⎢ k
k1
1
⎦
⎣

with Δ 2 ( s ) = (

u2=F2

(19)

k
m2 2 b
s + s + 2 + 1) 2
k1
k1
k1

(a)

b

C: 1/k2

SS : y3

Df

C: 1/k2

k2

k1

SS : u2

1

1

−

y3 = x&3

Df : y1

I:m3

C: 1/k2

Consider the same system as previously, but the flow
detector is now on the 1-junction connected to mass m3,
as shown figure 10(a). From figure 10(b) and 10(c), it is
concluded that the model is invertible and observable by
one Df.
y1 = x&1

Se : u2

R: b

Second case: the uncertain element does not belong to
any input-output causal path in the BGI (figure 10(b))

0

I:m2

SS : y1

→ −∞ for very high frequencies.

1

1

Df : y3

I:m1

−1

for low frequencies and [ S bM 1 ] 21 ≅ −

Se : u1

0

−1

−1

C: 1/k1

1

The BG*+SBG* is given figure 11.

can be concluded that [ S bM 1 ] 21 ≅ 0 and [ S bM 1 ] 22 ≅ 0

I:m1

I:m3

Figure 10 a) Physical system b) its BGI c) its BGD

b-sensitive.
- The two other entries correspond to the gain of the
causal paths from y1 and y 2 to ∂u 2 ∂b respectively.
There is no causal loop disjoint of the causal paths. It

m1

1

Df : y1

the two terms [ S bM 1 ]11 and [ S bM 1 ]12 are not parameter

−1
[ S bM 1 ] 22

I:m2

(c)

is obtained
∂b
from the BG*+SBG* by applying the Mason’s rule,
∂u j
, j,k=1,2. It gives
using the causal paths from y k to
∂b
−1
⎡[ S M1−1 ]
−1
[ SbM1 ]12 ⎤
(16)
⎥
SbM1 = ⎢ b −1 11
−1
⎢⎣[ SbM1 ]21 [ SbM1 ]22 ⎥⎦
such that
0
0 ⎤
⎡
−1
1
m3 3 ⎥
⎢ k1m3 2
(17)
SbM1 =
b
⎢− 2 s − k 2 s ⎥
(1 + s)2 ⎣ k2
2
⎦
k2
Physical interpretation:
- Two entries are null because there is no causal path
from y1 and y 2 to ∂u1 ∂b . It can be concluded that
The sensitivity matrix S b

C: 1/k1

R: b

R: b

Physical interpretation:
From
equation
(19),
it
comes
−1
±
1
, j,k=1,2, for very
[ S bM 2 ] jk ≅
1 + k 2 k1

I:m3
1

Df : y3

Se : u2

(b)

frequencies.
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−1

[ S bM 2 ]11 ≅ 0

for

high

that
low

frequencies,

−1

−1
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−1

[ S bM 2 ]12 ≅ 0 , [ S bM 2 ] 21 ≅ 0 and [ S bM 2 ] 22 ≅ 1 for very

high frequencies.
All entries are independent of the uncertain parameter b.
CONCLUSION

The symbolic calculation of the sensitivity function of a
transfer matrix is a heavy and unpleasant task, when
done by hand, even for quite simple models. The
complexity increases a lot when the aim is to study the
sensitivity function of the inverse model, which
involves matrix inversion. The calculation by means of
symbolic software as Maple or Mathematica can be also
long and even unsuccessful.
The bond graph, through its causal and graphical
properties, may help the user to derive systematically
and directly the desired sensitivity function. There is no
need to firstly calculate the direct model, and to inverte
it. Only graphical procedures are used.
The proposed approach was implemented on a 3 DF
mass spring damper system of 5th order. For medium or
large size BG models, it will need the use of software
able to assign bicausality and to show up causal paths
and causal loops, such as MS1 developed by F. Lorenz.
The interpretation of the entries of the sensitivity matrix
in terms of causal path and causal loop gains can be an
helpful mean for sensor placement analysis with the
objective of finding the less sensitive to a parameter
uncertainty sensor positions according to the frequency
domain of interest. It is the direction we will take for
future work.
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ABSTRACT

Figure 1: Semantics of a Switching 1-Junction

This paper presents an efficient simulation scheme for
hybrid systems modeled as hybrid bond graphs (HBGs).
Considerable computational savings are achieved when
mode changes occur during simulation by identifying
persistent causal assignments to bonds, and, consequently, fixed causal structures at HBG junctions when
the simulation model is derived. Persistent causal assignments also reduce the possible computational structures
across all mode changes, and this leads to an overall reduction in the complexity of the simulation models. We
demonstrate the benefits of our approach for an electrical
power distribution system that includes a fast switching
inverter system.

uous BG representation has been extended to model hybrid systems by several researchers (Buisson et al., 2002;
Magos et al., 2003; van Dijk, 1994; Borutzky, 1995). Our
approach, hybrid bond graphs (HBGs), introduces discrete mode changes into continuous BG models through
idealized switching junctions (Mosterman and Biswas,
1998). A two state (on and off ) finite state machine
implements the junction control specification (CSPEC).
Transitions between states may be functions of system
variables and/or system inputs. When a switching junction is on, it behaves like a conventional junction. When
off, all bonds incident on a 1-junction (0-junction) are
deactivated by enforcing 0 flows (efforts) on all bonds
incident on that junction (see Fig. 1). The system mode
at any given time is determined by composing the modes
of the individual switching junctions.
In earlier work, we produced an efficient simulation
method for hybrid systems by constructing reconfigurable block diagram (BD) models from HBGs (Roychoudhury et al., 2007; Daigle et al., 2007). We adopted
the BD formalism for simulating HBGs for three main
reasons: (i) the BD formalism is a widely used computational scheme, (ii) the input-output formulation of each
block in a BD can be determined using the causality information present in HBGs, and (iii) BD models preserve
the component structure of the model, which facilitates
introduction of faults into components for simulationbased diagnosis and prognosis studies. Our BD-based
simulation models include switching elements that enable the online reconfiguration of the BD components
to account for different causality assignments in different system modes. Every time a mode change occurs,
causalities are incrementally reassigned from the previous mode, and the effort and flow links are rerouted
by the switching elements to ensure that the computational model corresponds to the new causality assignment. This approach produces acceptable results when
mode changes are infrequent. For fast switching systems

INTRODUCTION
Accurate and efficient modeling and simulation approaches are essential for design, analysis, diagnosis, and
prognosis of complex, embedded systems. To address
these needs, we have developed component-oriented
modeling techniques based on hybrid bond graphs (Manders et al., 2006), and a model-integrated design methodology for efficient simulation that facilitates diagnosis
and prognosis experiments (Roychoudhury et al., 2007;
Poll et al., 2007). The building of accurate and efficient
simulation models for hybrid, nonlinear systems is not
trivial, especially since the simulation must deal with the
computational issues that arise from nonlinear behaviors,
as well as, accommodate system reconfigurations that
produce discrete behavior changes. For systems where
the reconfigurations occur at high frequencies, such as
modern electronics-based electrical power systems (Biel
et al., 2004), it is especially important to maintain accuracy in the generated behaviors without sacrificing simulation efficiency.
Bond graphs (BGs) are well-suited for modeling electrical power systems. The BG modeling language allows
for multi-domain, topological, lumped-parameter modeling of physical processes by capturing their energy exchange mechanisms (Karnopp et al., 2000). The continProceedings 22nd European Conference on Modelling and
Simulation ©ECMS Loucas S. Louca, Yiorgos Chrysanthou,
Zuzana Oplatková, Khalid Al-Begain (Editors)
ISBN: 978-0-9553018-5-8 / ISBN: 978-0-9553018-6-5 (CD)
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Figure 3: Circuit Model of a Boost-Buck AC Inverter
Figure 2: Block Diagram of a Boost-Buck AC Inverter
with frequent mode changes, e.g., electrical power conversion and distribution systems, invoking the procedure
for reassigning causality at every mode change may produce unnecessary computational overhead, which leads
to significant increases in the simulation execution times.
Also, the BD models may include extraneous switching elements and signal connections, which account for
causality assignments that never occur during the simulation.
This paper extends our earlier work by identifying
bonds whose causal assignments persist across mode
changes in the HBG model, and restrict possible reconfigurations that can occur in the simulation model when
mode changes occur. Confining the effects of mode
changes to small parts of the simulation model substantially reduces the computational effort required to execute mode changes during simulation. Further, persistent causality assignments limit the number of switches
needed for each BD component, as well as, the number of
possible signal connections. Therefore, simulation efficiency is increased, which produces significant gains for
fast switching systems. We demonstrate the effectiveness
of our approach by applying it to a power conversion and
distribution testbed developed for diagnosis and prognosis studies at NASA Ames (Poll et al., 2007).

Figure 4: Inverter HBG Component Model

AC inverter is shown in Fig. 3, where S1 is a conventional
power switch, and S2 corresponds to a full bridge switch.
The control signals for S1 and S2 are u1 and u2 , respectively. The differential equations for the system can be
found in (Biel et al., 2004), and the model parameters are
listed in Table 1. The internal resistance Ron accounts
for the current that the inverter draws from the battery
when it is disconnected from its loads.
The HBG model of the inverter, derived from its circuit model, is shown in Fig. 4. Switch S1 is represented
by the synchronous switching junctions j1 and j2 , i.e.,
they share the same CSPEC function. Switch S2 , is represented by the switching junctions j3 − j6 , with j3 and
j5 having the same CSPEC as junctions j4 and j6 , respectively. The switching conditions for junctions j3 and
j4 are logical negations of those for junctions j5 and j6 .
The sliding mode controllers are also modeled using
HBGs. They generate signals that switch the inverter
junctions at kilohertz rates. Our previous simulation algorithm invokes the Hybrid SCAP causal assignment
procedure (Roychoudhury et al., 2007) at every mode
change to compute the updated model configurations before the continuous simulation is resumed. However,

MOTIVATING EXAMPLE: AC INVERTER
The Advanced Diagnostics and Prognostics Testbed
(ADAPT) models aircraft and spacecraft power distribution systems (Poll et al., 2007). It includes battery units
for power storage, inverters for DC to AC power conversion, a power distribution network made up of a number of circuit breakers and relays, and DC and AC loads.
In this paper, we focus on the AC subsystem, and develop the fast-switching inverter model to motivate our
approach.
The inverter, a two-stage boost-buck DC-AC converter (Biel et al., 2004), consists of a cascade connection between a boost DC-DC converter with a full-bridge
buck DC-AC converter to achieve a transformerless DCAC step-up conversion (see Fig. 2). The boost converter
boosts the input DC voltage to a higher value (190 V, in
our case), and the buck converter stage generates the sinusoidal AC voltage. The fast switching in the boost and
buck converters are governed by two sliding mode controllers, one for each stage of the inverter.
The equivalent circuit model of the boost-buck DC-

Table 1: Inverter Model Parameter Values
Inductances (H)
Capacitances (F)
Resitances (Ω)
Sliding mode
controller 1 parameters
Sliding mode
controller 2 parameters
Reference Voltages (V)
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L1 = 0.0022, L2 = 0.075
C1 = 0.0069, C2 = 6 × 10−6
Ron = 489.49
α = 0.8 , β = 4.3649
δ = 111.375, K = 829.3347
a1 = 15.915,
a2 = 0.0048
v1Ref √
= 190,
v2Ref = 120 2 sin(120π)

Figure 5: Computational Structures for 1- and 2-Port Bond Graph Elements
careful inspection of the inverter HBG model shows that
the causality assignments at the switching junctions remain the same when the junctions are on. When the
junctions are off, the causal changes do not propagate
to adjacent junctions (see the next section for details).
Therefore, the external calls to Hybrid SCAP at every
mode change are not necessary, and considerably slows
the simulation. If we can identify the causality assignments that do not change when reconfigurations occur,
the number of calls to Hybrid SCAP can be reduced,
and the model reconfiguration task can be simplified.
This approach is likely to produce more efficient simulation models than our previous approach.

bond, which captures the causal structure for the junction.
Definition 1 (Determining Bond) The
determining
bond of a 0- (1-) junction is the bond that establishes
the effort (flow) value of all other bonds incident on the
junction.
Fig. 6 shows the BD expansion for a 1- junction. For
a 1-junction, all other bonds’ flow values are equal to the
determining bond’s flow value, and the effort value of
the determining bond is the algebraic sum of the effort
values of the other bonds connected to this 1- junction.
A junction with m incident bonds that does not switch
can have m possible BD configurations.
There is a well-defined procedure for converting a
causal BG structure to a BD model (Karnopp et al.,
2000). First, each bond is replaced by two signals, i.e.,
the effort and flow variables for the bond. Next, each
bond graph element is replaced by the computational
structure corresponding to the assigned causality, and
the signals connections are established to complete the
model.

EFFICIENT SIMULATION OF HYBRID BOND
GRAPH MODELS
Efficient simulation models for hybrid systems should
meet two primary requirements:
(i) avoid preenumeration of all system modes, especially for systems
with a large number of modes, and (ii) minimize the
amount of computations performed when mode changes
occur. Reassignment of causality produces changes in
the computational model. But, we can minimize the
number of changes during reconfiguration by (i) recognizing causal assignments that persist across all modes,
and (ii) not accounting for configurations that we can predetermine will never occur. As a result, we can reduce
the extent of causal propagation changes, and simplify
the simulation models.

Converting Hybrid Bond Graphs to Block Diagrams
As is shown in Fig. 6, the reassignment of causality due
to mode changes can alter a junction’s determining bond,
and, therefore, its underlying computational BD model.
However, instead of rebuilding the entire BD model every time mode changes occur, we include switching elements in the BD components to reconfigure the computational model during simulation. For example, a switching junction with m incident bonds can switch between
m + 1 possible computational configurations, m corresponding to each incident bond being a determining
bond, and one corresponding to the junction being off,
in which each outgoing signal is set to zero. Therefore,
the physical connections between blocks are fixed, but
the interpretation of the signal on the connection (effort
or flow) changes depending on the causal assignment to
the bonds.
In some cases, however, the causal assignment for a
bond is invariant across all possible modes of system
behavior, i.e., the causal assignment is persistent. For
example, a C-element will always impose effort on a
1-junction through the connecting bond. In this case,
the BD for the 1-junction does not need to include any

Converting Bond Graphs to Block Diagrams
In our work, we assume that energy storage elements
(i.e., C and I) are in integral causality. Fig. 5 shows the
BD structure for 1- and 2-port BG elements (Karnopp
et al., 2000). The Sf , Se, and 1-port C and I elements,
and the n-port I and C fields, each have a unique BD representation because their incident bonds have only one
possible causal assignment. The BDs for the n-port I
and C fields are simple functional and structural extensions to the 1-port I and C elements, respectively, and
hence not shown in Fig. 5. The R, T F and GY elements
allow two causal assignments each, and each assignment
produces a different BD model.
Mapping a junction structure to its BD model is facilitated by the commonly used notion of the determining
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Figure 6: Block Diagram Expansion of a 1-Junction
switching mechanism to accommodate the possibility of
this bond being its determining bond. If all bonds of a
junction have persistent causal assignments, then its determining bond is fixed for all modes of the system in
which it is on. In this case, the BD for the 0-junction
does not need to include any switching mechanisms because it can assume a fixed structure when the junction
is on. In previous work, we have termed a nonswitching
junction with this property to have fixed causality (Roychoudhury et al., 2007). Switching junctions, by definition, change causality when they turn off, but this change
may not affect adjacent junctions. Therefore, we extend
our previous definition of fixed causality to also include
switching junctions.

two switching junctions are adjacent and share the same
CSPEC. The knowledge that they switch together can
help determine if causal changes will propagate when
they switch. When we visit a junction for the first time,
all its adjacent junctions may not have been checked for
fixed causality yet. Hence, the causality may need to be
propagated from all adjacent junctions before it can be
determined that the junction is in fixed causality. The
computational complexity of our approach to identify
persistent causality of bonds and fixed causality of junctions, is polynomial in the size of the HBG, as it is similar
to the SCAP algorithm.
If a junction has incident bonds with persistent causality, or if the junction is in fixed causality, the computational model of the junction block can be reduced by
eliminating switching elements and signal connections
which account for causality assignments that will never
occur during simulation. This is illustrated for a 3-port
switching 1-junction in Fig. 6. If the junction is not in
fixed causality, its implementation can, in general, switch
between four possible configurations as mode changes
occur. However, if the junction is in fixed causality, the
BD representation for this junction has only one valid
on configuration, in addition to the off configuration. If
the junction is not in fixed causality, for example, if its
bond 1 connected to a Se, its BD representation need not
include a configuration with bond 1 as its determining
bond. Switched junctions in fixed causality help minimize causality reassignment computations when mode
changes occur. Therefore, when this 1-junction switches,
we know exactly what the causality assignment at this
junction is without having to call any external causality
reassignment procedure.

Definition 2 (Fixed Causality) A junction that does not
switch is in fixed causality if, for all modes of system operation, its determining bond does not change. A switching junction is in fixed causality if, for all modes in which
the junction is on, its determining bond does not change,
and for all modes where it is off, the inactivation of its incident bonds does not affect the determining bond of any
of its adjacent junctions.
Persistent causality of bonds, and fixed causality of
junctions can be identified efficiently using a SCAP-like
algorithm before we construct the BD model for simulation from the HBG. In this algorithm, the causality assignment is first performed at junctions connected
to sources and energy storage elements, because the
bonds connecting them to these junctions have persistent
causality. A 0-(1-) junction is in fixed causality if it is
connected to a Se (Sf ) or a C (I) element. Otherwise,
a junction is in fixed causality if (i) its determining bond
connects it to a fixed causality junction (either directly,
or through a T F or a GY element), or (ii) all incident
bonds other than its determining bond are connected to
fixed causality junctions. Once a junction is determined
to be in fixed causality, we propagate this information
to its adjacent junctions to check if they too are in fixed
causality, or any of their bonds are in persistent causality.
Some additional analysis is required to determine
whether a switching junction is in fixed causality. When
the junction is on, all its bonds must have persistent
causality. When the junction turns off the determining bond for its adjacent junctions should not change,
i.e., none of its incident bonds can be a determining
bond for its adjacent junctions. A special case occurs if

When switching junctions not in fixed causality
change modes, we have to make external calls to a
causality reassignment procedure. In previous work, we
have developed the Hybrid SCAP algorithm that reassigned causality incrementally, starting from the junction
directly affected by the switching, and then propagating
the changes only to those junctions whose causal assignments were affected by changes in the adjacent junctions (Daigle et al., 2007; Roychoudhury et al., 2007).
In this work, we use the knowledge of junctions in fixed
causality, and bonds with persistent causality, to reduce
the search and propagation for the Hybrid SCAP algorithm. Causal changes are not propagated along bonds
with persistent causality, or to junction in fixed causality.
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Figure 7: ADAPT Subsystem for Case Study
Consider the inverter HBG model (Fig. 4), where all
nonswitching junctions are in fixed causality. The incident energy storage elements specify a unique determining bond for these junctions. All switching junctions are also fixed. Consider switching junctions j1 and
j2 . Since they always change modes simultaneously (because they share the same CSPEC), when on, j1 always
imposes flow on its adjacent junction j2 which is also
on. When they are off, the causality assignment of other
active junctions are not affected. The case is similar for
pairs j3 and j4 , and j5 and j6 . Since all junctions are in
fixed causality, the mode switchings in the inverter do not
require reassignment of causality, because the changes
never propagate. Therefore, Hybrid SCAP is not invoked, and minimal changes have to be made to the computational model when mode changes occur, thus considerably speeding up the inverter simulation, as we illustrate later.

Figure 8: AC Fan Hybrid Bond Graph
Table 2: AC Fan Model Parameter Values
Inductances (in H)
Inertia (in kg m2 )
Resistances (in Ω)
Friction (in kg m2 /s)
Capacitances (in µF)
Other Parameters

Lss = 0.275, LSS = 0.274,
L′rr = 0.272, L′RR = 0.271,
Lms = 0.1772, LmS = 0.2467
J = 6.5 × 10−4
Rs = 163.02 , RS = 168.14,
′
Rr′ = 145.12, RR
= 145.12,
RstartRun = 26,
B = 4.734 × 10−4
CstartRun = 21.1
NS /Ns = 1.18, p = 2

sistive light bulb load consists of a single power port, a
1-junction, and a R element. The R element parameter
value is a constant 234.6966 Ω.
The AC fan is modeled as a single phase, fixed capacitor induction motor (Thaler and Wilcox, 1966). We
represent the system using the standard d − q model, described in (Krause, 1986). We do not present the fan
model equations due to space constraints. The model parameters are presented in Table 2. The HBG model of
the fan, shown in Fig. 8, is adapted from that described
in (Karnopp, 2003). Note that the AC fan has two I-fields
with parameters,




Lss Lms
LSS Lms
I1 =
, and I2 =
.
Lms L′rr
Lms L′RR

Simulating the Block Diagrams
Once a reconfigurable BD is generated for a new mode,
using the extensions described above for a system model,
the execution engine executes the BD in a continuous
manner until the next mode change occurs. If the mode
change is attributed to the switching of junctions that are
not in fixed causality, the simulation is paused, the modified Hybrid SCAP algorithm is invoked to reassign
causality, and the BD is reconfigured accordingly before
the continuous simulation resumes. On the other hand,
if a mode change is attributed to a switching junction
with fixed causality, the BD reconfiguration is performed
without invoking Hybrid SCAP.

Experimental Results
For the experimental results, we automatically derived a
Matlabr Simulinkr model of the subsystem shown in
Fig. 7, from the HBG model of the system using the implementation described in (Roychoudhury et al., 2007)
along with the extensions presented in this paper. All
experiments were performed on a 2.4 GHz Intelr Pentium CoreTM 2 Duo CPU desktop, with 2 GB RAM. The
model was simulated using a fixed-step simulation with
a sample period of 7.5 µs.
Fig. 9 shows the results of the simulation. We plot the
voltages and currents at the output of the battery and the
inverter, as well as the rotational speed of the AC fan.
The simulation model was run for 20 seconds of simulation time. In the first configuration, the light bulb is
connected to the inverter from 2 − 5 seconds, followed

CASE STUDY
We demonstrate our modeling and simulation framework
using the ADAPT system at NASA Ames (Poll et al.,
2007). In this paper, we focus on a subsystem of ADAPT
shown in Fig. 7, i.e., a battery driving an inverter that is
connected to two loads through two relays. One of these
loads is a light bulb, while the other load is a large fan.
We build the system model using a component-based
modeling approach (Manders et al., 2006; Poll et al.,
2007). We use the HBG model of the inverter shown
in Fig. 4 for our experiments. The HBG model of the
lead-acid battery is based on an electrical equivalent circuit model, which captures the nonlinear battery behavior (Daigle et al., 2007). We omit a detailed description
of the battery model due to space constraints. The re-
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Figure 9: Simulation Results
Fan Angular Velocity

Table 3: Duration (in s) for Simulating Model for 1s

80

Angular velocity (rad/s)

70

SCAP called
at every
mode change
6054.3

60
50

Hybrid SCAP
called at every
mode change
6025.2

No causality
reassignment
procedure called
58.3

40
30
20

figurable BD model by identifying bonds with persistent causal assignments and junctions in fixed causality,
and avoiding the need for causal reassignment for these
modes. For this experiment, we assume that the AC fan is
the only load and is on for the duration of the experiment.
Each column in Table 3 reports the real time taken to simulate 1 second of simulation time for different HBG simulation runs. In all runs, all junctions of the HBG model
are in fixed causality. In the first run, we call SCAP every
time an inverter mode change occurs. Next, we repeat the
previous run, using Hybrid SCAP. Finally, in the third
run, we simulate the HBG without requiring any external calls to Hybrid SCAP, since all switching junctions
are fixed. As can be seen from Table 3, our enhanced
simulation approach, implemented in the third run, is
103.85 times faster than the first run, and 103.35 times
faster than the second run. Our simulation approach also
resulted in considerable improvements in the efficiency
of simulation of a number of other configurations, especially for large systems like the V IRTUAL ADAPT simulation testbed (Poll et al., 2007). Further increase in simulation efficiency can be obtained by running our simulation models in the Rapid Accelerator mode of Simulink.
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Figure 10: Angular Velocity of AC Fan

by a second configuration where the AC fan is turned on
between 7 − 15 seconds. An abrupt fault is injected in
the light bulb resistance at 3 seconds to demonstrate the
usefulness of the simulation approach for diagnosis applications. As we can see, the sliding mode controllers
are robust to load changes, and generates true 120 V rms
voltage for both the loads. However, the light bulb fault
affects the inverter current, and, therefore, the battery
current and voltage. The AC fan current shows a phase
difference of 0.1346 rad. As can be seen in Fig. 10, when
the AC fan is switched on, its speed of rotation increases
until it reaches a steady state of about 78.5 rad/s. On
turning off, the speed falls to zero.
Table 3 presents the result of an experiment to illustrate the efficiency gained by simplifying a recon-
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CONCLUSIONS

Manders, E.-J., Biswas, G., Mahadevan, N., and Karsai, G.
(2006). Component-oriented modeling of hybrid dynamic
systems using the Generic Modeling Environment. In Proc
of the 4th Workshop on Model-Based Development of Computer Based Systems, Potsdam, Germany. IEEE CS Press.

In this paper, we have presented an improved framework
for simulating hybrid systems. The crux of these improvements is the identification of persistent causality of
bonds, which not only avoids unnecessary invocations of
the external Hybrid SCAP algorithm, thereby gaining
increase in simulation efficiency, but also improves the
efficiency of the Hybrid SCAP algorithm, as well as,
enables the simplification of the simulation models by removing parts that correspond to configurations that never
occur during the simulation. In the future, we will extend
our modeling approach and computational model generation schemes to handle situations of derivative causality,
and systematically evaluate how our approach performs
when applied to other real-world large hybrid systems.
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implementation in the simulation tool 20sim®. There
are two kinds of SPJ, the 0S and the 1S, which are 0- and
1-junctions admitting more than one bond graphically
imposing effort or flow on them, respectively. The rules
of causality are not violated because one and only one
of these bonds is behaviorally connected (transferring
power and relating variables) at a given arbitrary time
instant, the others being excluded from the model. The
decision on what bond to connect is made by a control
variable associated to the SPJ.

KEYWORDS
Bond Graphs, Switched Systems, Lyapunov Stability.
ABSTRACT
This paper deals with the stability analysis of a class of
switched bond graphs where all the storage components
remain unchanged and in integral causality under mode
switching. These properties assure the existence of a
unique energy function common to all the switching
modes, and the non occurrence of state jumps or
discontinuities in the switched system trajectories. A
result on stability of equilibria in the sense of Lyapunov
is presented. The derivation of this result is done using a
bond graph technique for Lyapunov stability analysis
(previously developed by one of the authors of this
paper) in association with results available in the
literature related to the satisfaction by a candidate
Lyapunov function of a sequence nonincreasing
condition for the state trajectories of a general
autonomous switched system. Because of its versatility,
the Switched Power Junction formalism is chosen in this
paper to model and simulate the commutations in the
bond graph domain.

A big amount of research has been dedicated to the
stability of switched and, more generally, hybrid
systems, as stability is both, theoretic and practically
important. This problem has been approached with
varied mathematical tools, ranging from differential
inclusions, variational principles, multiple Lyapunov
functions, Lie algebra, etc. Some relevant surveys on
this subject are (Antsaklis and Nerode, 1998), (Morse et
al., 1999), (Antsaklis, 2000), (Liberzon, 2003),
(Margaliot, 2006).
The stability analysis of (continuous) BG has been
approached in several works. An approach based on
Lyapunov’s Second Method and extensions (LaSalle’s
Invariant Principle), which exploits the system’s energy,
interconnection and causality features directly on the
BG domain, has been presented in (Junco, 1993 and
2001), and further applied to analyze stability of
equilibria and input-output passivity, as well as to
synthesize stabilizing controllers for electrical machines
in (Junco, 1999 and 2000) and (Junco and Donaire,
2005). More results on stability on BGs are presented in
(Wu and Youcef-Toumi, 1995) and related papers by
the same research group, and in (Grujic and DauphinTanguy, 2000; see also previous work referenced
therein). The first group of researchers presents a (nonLyapunov) technique taylored to analyze stability
properties of zero dynamics on BG. The second
introduces the concept and method of energetic stability,
which is Lyapunov-related but, because explicitly using
state equations, it is not a pure BG-technique. For the
case of linear BGs, (Morvan et al., 2003) introduced an
observability-related algebraic criterion. The same work
addresses a condition for the asymptotic stability of the
origin being considered as a common equilibrium point
(EP) of a linear, sourceless switched BG (i.e., an
autonomous linear switched system). This result makes
use of the notion of state observability from the power

1. INTRODUCTION
Frequently in engineering problems, abrupt changes in
physical systems are considered to occur instantly. This
is mainly due to the facts that the behavior the engineer
is interested in has a time scale much bigger than that of
the abrupt change, and that the details inside the time
window of this change are not relevant to the behavior
under study. Thus, ignoring them results in saving time
and effort. As this practice departs from the assumptions
of continuity and smoothness underlying classical
physics, it requires special modeling, simulation and
analysis tools to handle the systems it yields, see
(Mosterman and Biswas, 1998) for a detailed discussion
of modeling and simulation issues related to this
problem.
This paper deals with the stability analysis of switched
physical systems modeled as switched bond graphs. The
main tools employed to represent the commutations
among the continuous bond graph (BG) models
constituting the switched bond graph (SwBG) is the
Switched Power Junction formalism, which has been
introduced in (Umarikar and Umanand, 2005), and
revisited in (Junco et al., 2007) in view of its
Proceedings 22nd European Conference on Modelling and
Simulation ©ECMS Loucas S. Louca, Yiorgos Chrysanthou,
Zuzana Oplatková, Khalid Al-Begain (Editors)
ISBN: 978-0-9553018-5-8 / ISBN: 978-0-9553018-6-5 (CD)
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variables of the R-elements of each linear BG
constituting the SwBG.

and studying the sign of L f V (x)

(where L f V (x) ≡

dV(x(t))/dt or, for short, V& ≡ V& ( x(t )) , is the orbital or
Lie-derivative of V i.e., its time-derivative along the
orbits, or trajectories, or solution paths of the state
equation system). This is usually done evaluating the
scalar product between the gradient of V(x) and the
vector field f(x), i.e., V& ( x(t )) = ∇Tx V ( x) ⋅ f ( x) . If V& (x )
is negative semidefinite (written V& (x ) ≤ 0), then the EP

In this paper we approach the stability analysis of
SwBG using the energy-based methods developed by
Junco for continuous BG (see (Junco, 2004) for a
summary of the above cited results) immersed in a
framework for general switched and hybrid system
analysis as presented in, for instance, (Branicky, 1998)
and (DeCarlo et al., 2000). More specifically, a class of
SwBG is considered, where all the storage components
remain unchanged and in integral causality under mode
switching, what assures the existence of a unique energy
function common to all the switching modes. Assuming
that it is definite positive wrt an EP common to all the
switching modes, stability in the sense of Lyapunov is
proven provided that the energy function satisfies a
sequence nonincreasing condition for the state
trajectories.

is (at least) stable in the sense of Lyapunov; if V& (x ) is
negative definite (written V& (x ) < 0), then the EP is
asymptotically stable (applies only to isolated EPs). In
this latter case, V(x) > 0 is (called) a Lyapunov function
for the EP. For details on Lyapunov’s theory and its
applications to control problems refer for instance to
(Sontag, 1998).
When studying physical systems a natural candidate for
a pdf V(x) is the energy E stored in the system. If this
assumption is satisfied, then V& ≡ E& is the power
flowing into the storages, and can be evaluated directly
on the BG as the power flowing out of the sources
minus the power into the dissipative elements. Thus,
there is no need of computing the scalar product
determining V& , nor the vector field f(x), i.e., the state
equations. This fact constitutes the rationale underlying
the Internal Stability Analysis Procedure given as
Proposition 2.1 in (Junco, 2001). Further results on the
direct application on BGs of Lyapunov’s Second
Method are summarized next. Without loss of
generality, the isolated EP considered is always the
state-space origin. The results apply without restriction
to BGs consisting of elements out of the basic ninecomponent set, but they also hold in many cases on BGs
containing modulated components. In all cases of the
transcription below, the energy E is supposed to be a
pdf of the states, if not, energy-based pdfs can be
considered, as formulated in (Junco, 1993).

This research is a first step towards the dynamic
analysis of hybrid systems on graphical models, in our
case SwBGs augmented with the graphical
representation (via block diagrams or flow graphs, etc.)
of the subsystems controlling or determinig their
commutation rules. As shown in (Junco et al., 2007) the
SPJ-formalism
allows
for
this
simultaneous
representation of the complete hybrid system.
Moreover, some preliminary studies, which will be the
object of a future paper, indicate the feasibility of
analyzing the hybrid dynamics on this representation
with graphical tools in the style of (Rahmani and
Dauphin-Tanguy, 2006), (Hihi and Rahmani, 2007a, b)
and (Reinschke, 1988).
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 presents the modeling of SwBG means the
SPJ formalism, addresses some previous results on
stability of continuous BGs, and summarizes the
background on stability of switched systems. Section 3
presents the main result of the paper concerning the
stability of SwBG. Section 4 illustrates some properties
and results with simulation examples and, finally,
Section 5 presents the conclusions of this research.

Proposition 1 (Junco, 2004; Proposition 2.2 in [Junco,
2001 ∗ ]).
If the energy stored in a BG is a Lyapunov function V(x)
(i.e., V > 0 and V& < 0 ), then each storage-element
imposes causality on at least one R-element of the BG.

2. BACKGROUND ON STABILITY AND
SWITCHED BOND GRAPHS.

Proposition 2 (Junco, 2004; Proposition 2.3 in [Junco,
2001]).

This section summarizes some background results on
stability of BGs and stability of switched systems that
will be used in the sequel, and presents the SPJformalism as the modeling tool chosen to represent the
switched bond graphs.

A) The EP is asymptotically stable if the following
conditions hold:
(i) all R-elements are truly dissipative, i.e., each e-f
relationship goes through the origin and is completely
contained in the first and third quadrants;
(ii) each storage in integral causality imposes causality
on at least one R-element.

Lyapunov Stability on Bond Graphs
To fix ideas consider the (possibly) nonlinear dynamical
system x& = f (x) and, without loss of generality,
suppose that the state space origin is an EP, i.e., f(0) =0.
Analyzing the stability of the origin using Lyapunov’s
second method basically implies choosing a scalar
positive definite function (pdf) V(x) (written V(x) > 0)

∗

In the uncorrected conference version of this paper the proposition is

erroneously stated as “A necessary condition for asymptotic stability”.
In fact it is “A necessary condition for E being a Lyapunov function”.
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advantges of the SPJs in order to circumvent some
associated modeling drawbacks like varying causality of
switching-modeling components, hanging junctions,
failure to disconnect subsystems, and other
inconsistencies. Most important for this research is the
already mentioned fact that SPJs allow for a complete
graphical representation of a hybrid system, via the
bidirectional coupling of the SwBG with any
informational graph used to explicit the subsystems
determinig the commutations of the former.

Condition (ii) guarantees that the power dissipated in
the R-elements depends on all the state variables;
together with condition (i) this ensures that this
dependence is a pdf function of the state. As V& equals
minus the dissipated power, the sufficient condition for
asymptotic stability is satisfied.
In fact, the following stronger property holds for the
simplest class of BGs:

Proposition 3 (Junco, 2004).
The EP of any connected BG (i.e., a BG not composed
of disjoint BGs) constructed with elements out of the
basic set and including strictly dissipative R’s is
asymptotically stable.
This property follows from the assumed positive
definiteness of the stored energy, the strictly dissipative
features of the R’s, and the pure power-connected
structure of this class of BGs. It can be proved applying
Lyapunov’s Second Method and LaSalle’s Invariance
Principle on BGs, see (Junco, 2001), Proposition 2.4.

Switched Power Junctions have been introduced in
(Umarikar and Umanand, 2005) as a generalization or
extension of standard BG-junctions. The generalized
models of both 0S and 1S (the notation for 0- and 1switched power junctions, respectively) are shown in
Fig. 1. If they were standard junctions there would be a
causal conflict in each of both cases. In the new
formalism the causal conflict is removed via imposing
the constraint that one and only one of the effort- (flow) deciding bonds imposes the effort (flow) to the 0S (1S)
at any given time instant. This convention is graphically
represented by the presence of the activated bond in the
junction symbol, and mathematically formalized in (1)
and (2) for the 0S and 1S, respectively. One and only one
of the “boolean” variables in the set {U1, U2, U3, …,
UN} is allowed to have the value 1 at a given time
instant, the rest are zero. Looking at (1) and (2) it is seen
that the boolean variables assuming the zero values
annihilate both effort and flow in each of the associated
bonds, and thus completely disconnect all subsystems at
the bond-ends opposite to the junction.

Lyapunov Stability of Switched Systems
Among the many results on stability of switched
systems, we will use the version of the approach via
multiple Lyapunov functions presented in (Branicky,
1998), reproduced next with slight simplifications for
the sake of brevity.

Theorem 2.7 (Branicky, 1998). Suppose the candidate
Lyapunov functions Vi(x) for the switched dynamics
defined by x& (t ) = fi ( x(t )) , i ∈ {1, 2, 3, …,N} with
fi(0)=0. Let S be the set of all switching sequences
associated with the system.
If for all i and each switching sequence S∈S, Vi is
Lyapunov-like for fi and the trajectory-segment in
mode-i, and the Vi satisfy the sequence nonincreasing
condition for the whole trajectory (encompassing all the
modes of S), then the system is stable in the sense of
Lyapunov.

Activated
Multibond

e1
1
U1

2

Activated
Multibond

e2

f1

1

2

f2

U1
U2 3
U2 3
e3 e N + 2 N + 2
0s U
f3
1s U
3
3
N +1
N +1
N U
N UN
f N +1
N
e N +1
eN
fN
Fig. 1. Generalized 0S- and 1S-junctions.

f N +2 N + 2

Definition 2.6 (Branicky, 1998). The sequence nonincreasing condition for the candidate Lyapunov
functions Vi(x) in Theorem 2.7 above means that

Vi j +1 ( x(t j +1 )) < Vi j ( x(t j ))
Table 1. Constitutive relations of the SPJs

The ideas behind this theorem is that “these possibly
multiple Lyapunov-like functions can be pieced together
in some way to produce a global (nontraditional)
Lyapunov function whose overall energy decreases to
zero along the system state trajectories” (DeCarlo et al.,
2000).

0S
1S

Modeling Switched BGs with the SPJ-formalism

Junction effort = U1 ⋅ e1 + U 2 ⋅ e2 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + U N ⋅ eN
f i = U i ⋅ ( f N +1 + f N + 2 )

;

i = 1,..., N

Junction flow = U1 ⋅ f1 + U 2 ⋅ f 2 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + U N ⋅ f N

ei = U i ⋅ (eN +1 + eN + 2 )

;

i = 1,..., N

(1)
(2)

3. LYAPUNOV STABILITY OF SWITCHED BG

The need to incorporate some tools to handle switching
phenomena with the BG-formalism, originally
conceived to handle continuous physics, was quickly
recognized by the BG research community. Among the
many ideas and techniques proposed to treat idealized
commutations we have selected the Switched Power
Junction or SPJ-formalism. This is because of the

Some definitions are first introduced in order to
characterize the class of SwBG this section deals with.
Definition 1. A Storage Invariant Integral SwBG (SI-I
SwBG) is a switched BG where i) the storage elements
are the same in all modes, and ii) all the storages are in
integral causality in all modes.
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Lemma 1. A SI-I SwBG has a unique energy function
common to all its modes. This property follows
immediately from the definition above and the fact that
the energy function in a BG is fully determined by the
state variables of the integral storages (the storages in
integral causality).

Remark 3. Assumption iv) can be relaxed if the
concerned BGi’s satisfy the conditions of Proposition 3
above.
We remark that, rigorously speaking, the class of SwBG
considered here does not strictly imply a multiple, but a
single Lyapunov function, and thus, we handle a
particular case of Branicky’s theorem. Note however
that a multiplicity is associated to this single energy
function through the switching dynamics. Indeed, any
switching sequence provokes a sequence of negative
(semi)definite orbital derivatives, i.e., a multiple orbital
derivative state-function V&i (x) = Ė(p,q)|Mode i.

Stability of Storage Invariant Integral SwBGs

Theorem 1. Consider a SI-I SwBG where the state space
origin is an isolated EP common to all its modes.
Further consider that the number of switchings in any
finite time interval is finite, and that:
i) the energy function E(p, q) is a (at least locally) pdf
around the origin. Here p and q denote, respectively, the
vectors collecting all generalized impulses and displacements of the SwBG.
ii) the BGi associated to each mode is connected (i.e., it
is not composed of disjoint BGs).
iii) all the R-elements are strictly dissipative.
iv) in each BGi, each integral storage imposes causality
on at least one R-element.

4. A MODELING AND SIMULATION EXAMPLE

Consider the mechanical sketch of Fig. 2. Two ideal
mechanical couplers indicated Sw1,2 can be noticed,
which serve to couple the mass+two-dampers system in
the middle to the mass-spring-damper systems on the
sides. The following switching conditions are assumed
for each coupler: i) switch closes on contact; ii) switch
opens when b1/2-damper compression force becomes
zero. We identify the switch binary states as follows:
Swi=0, switch open (disengaged); Swi=1, switch closed
(engaged). The SwBG consists then of four switching
modes, corresponding to the four binary states of the
pair (Sw1, Sw2) {(0, 0), (1, 0), (0, 1), (1, 1)}. This is
represented in Fig. 3 by four separated BGs. As inactive
dampers do not play any role (dampers b1,2 when related
switch in the off-state), the associated R-elements have
not been retained in the corresponding BGs.

Then, the state space origin of the SwBG is
asymptotically stable.
Proof. Because of assumption i) the energy function
E(p, q) is a candidate Lyapunov function in the sense of
Theorem 2.7 of Branicky. This is a particular case
where Vi(x)≡E(p, q) is the same for all modes indexed
by i ∈ {1, 2, 3, …,N}. Assumptions ii)-iv) imply that
each mode, as considered per se, is asymptotically
stable (Proposition 2, Junco 2004, see above), and thus,
V&i (x) decreases with time. Piecing all this together
shows that the conditions for the energy function E(p, q)
to satisfy the sequence nonincreasing condition
(Definition 2.6 of Branicky) are satisfied.

k1
bl

Some of the conditions of Theorem 1 can be relaxed and
asymptotic stability still retrieved, as commented next.

Sw1

v1

F(t)
b1

m1

m2

Sw2

v2

v3

b2

k2

m3

br

-

Fig. 2. Mechanical system

Remark 1. Assumption iv) implies that there is at least
one R-element present in each mode. This condition can
be removed, imposing instead the following condition to
the switching sequences:
iv-bis) in each BGi containing R-elements, each integral
storage imposes causality on at least one of them. There
is no switching sequence in S such that the system
remains indefinitely in a (sequence of) mode(s) without
R-elements.

Swstates

Physical system
v1

(0, 0)

v3

v2

F(t)
m1

m2

m3

Bond graph
C1 I1

R1

1

v1
v1

(1, 0)

Indeed, the sequence nonincreasing condition is
recovered if we consider as a single mode the
concatenation of the mode preceding the mode without
dissipation with this latter one.

(0, 1)

0

m2

v3
I 2 C2

1
v2

I3

C1 I1

R1 Se I R12 C2 I 3
2
1
v2

R2

1

0

v3

m3

C1 I1 R1 R11 Se I 2R12 C2 I 3
1

v1

0

1

v2

0

Fig. 3. The four modes of the switched system
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R2

1
v3

v3

v2

F(t)
m1

R2

v3
m3

1
v1
v1

(1, 1)

m2

1

C1 I1 R1 R11 Se

m3

v2

F(t)
m1

1

v2

1
v1
v1

Remark 2. Assumption ii) can be relaxed to handle nonconnected or disjoint BGi. In this case condition iv)
should be imposed to each sub-BG composing a disjoint
BGi. If there are sub-BGs without R-elements, condition
iv) can again be relaxed in the sense of condition iv-bis).

m2

I
I 2 C2 3

v3

v2

F(t)
m1

Se

1

v3

R2

function. Clearly, all the BGi share the state space origin
as an isolated EP, i.e., it is a EP common to all the
modes. Observe that the position of mass m2 is not a BG
state, if it were the EP would not be isolated. Naturally,
the inertias are linear, but even if so depicted in the
figure, the springs do not need to be linear. We do not
write them down, but simply assume possibly nonlinear
constitutive laws of the C’s such that the energy
function is a pdf of the states, so that assumption (i) of
Theorem 1 is satisfied. Considering pure dissipative
(also not necessarily linear) R-elements, assumption (iii)
is also satisfied. Assumption (ii) is not satisfied because
BG(0,0) (the BG of mode (0,0)) is disjoint. Assumption
(iv) is not satisfied because (a), none of the two C’s
imposes causality in a R-element, and (b), in mode
BG(0,0) the mass m2 is isolated without R. The first
situation is solved by Remark 3 and, regarding the
second, we are in the situation foreseen in Remark 2
with a condition similar to iv-bis, because, when out of
equilibrium, mass m2 will eventually contact either
damper b1 or b2 and this mode will be abandoned in
finite time.

Switched Bond Graph Modeling
Fig. 4 is a SwBG representation of the example system
using the (primitive) switch element or Sw-element
(Strömberg, 1994, p. 86). Naturally, here all the BGelements are present, even if they may not be active in
some modes. As in the previous series of BGs, also here
causality has been indicated: note that the causal stroke
is pictured in the middle of a bond when this changes
causality in dependence of the switch state, i.e.,
causality is undecided unless the switch state is
specified. It means that the switched system is only
specified up-to causality when using this formalism to
construct the SwBG.
R1 : bl I1:m1
C1 :k1

1

R11 : b1 Se: F

Sw1

1

0

0

v1

v2

1

I3 : m3 R : b
2
r

R12 : b2 Sw2

0

1

1

0

v3

C2 : k2

I 2 : m2

Fig. 4. The SwBG model using the ideal Sw-element.

Fig. 5 is a representation of the SwBG using the SPJformalism. The 0S-SPJs are controlled by the signals ui,
which correspond to the states Swi as follows: ui = 1
means Swi closed; ui = 0 means Swi open. Consider for
instance the Sw1: when u1 = 1 the 0S ignores the effort
eC1=0 on the lower bond (associated to the auxiliary Se
with null effort), chooses the effort on the upper bond
(associated to the R-element), and transmits it to the
right and left bonds. Simultaneously, a net flow equal to
the flow on the left bond minus the flow on the right
bond is transmitted to the upper bond, and zero flow to
the lower bond. This corresponds to a situation where
the coupler is engaged. The opposite effort selection
happens when u1 = 0, meaning that zero effort is
transmitted to left and right (coupler disengaged).
Simultaneously, zero flow is transmitted to the Relement, what determines its inactivity during this
mode. The behaviour just described is what Eq. (1)
means in this particular case (see Table 1) (along with
the rules on the switching conditions). Clearly, the
SwBG is fully specified when using the SPJ-formalism
for its representation; see (Junco et al., 2007) for other
examples, including changing causality in storages and
R-elements.
R : bl I1:m1

R1 :b1

Se: F

1

1

0s

v1

ec = 0
1

u1 ( = Sw1 )

u1
Se

I3 : m3

We calculate next the orbital derivatives of the energy
function in the different modes. The energy function
itself is:
E ( p, q ) =E1(q1)+E2(q2)+ p12 / 2m1 + p22 / 2m2 + p32 / 2m3

To get a simpler formula for the orbital derivative it is
better to perform an obvious change of state variables
and consequently write the energy function as:
V(v,q)=E1(q1) + E2(q2) + m1v12 / 2 + m2 v22 / 2 + m3v32 / 2
Clearly, with the assumptions made on the constitutive
laws of the C-elements, the energy function is a pdf of
the states. Its orbital derivative in each of the modes is
as follows:
V&
(v,q) = − b v 2 − b v 2
( 0, 0 )

V&(1,0) (v,q) =

R : br

1

v2

I 2 : m2

0s
u2 e = 0
c2
Se

1

v3

1

l 1

− bl v12

r 3

− br v32 − b1 (v1 − v2 ) 2

V&( 0,1) (v,q) = − bl v12 − br v32 − b2 (v2 − v3 ) 2

u2

u1

C1 :k1

R2 :b2

All the above means that, by virtue of Theorem 1 and
the modifications foreseen in Remarks 1-3, the state
space origin of the switched system given in Fig. 2 is an
asymptotically stable equilibrium point.

V&(1,1) (v,q) = − bl v12 − br v32 − b1 (v1 − v2 ) 2 − b2 (v2 − v3 ) 2

C2 : k2

It is clearly seen that a multiple orbital derivative is
obtained. It is a sequence of negative semidefinite
functions of the state, as none of them depend on the qvariables in any of the modes, because none of the Celements imposes causality to any of the R-elements in
any of the BGi.

u 2 ( = Sw2

Fig. 5. SPJ- representation of the SI-I SwBG model
associated to the example of Fig.2.
Stability Analysis of Switched Bond Graph
As the storages remain invariant and in integral
causality under switching (only the two R-elements with
coefficients b1,2 become inactive here), the SPJ-BG of
Fig.5 is a SI-I SwBG. The state vector is the same in all
modes xT = [q1, p1, p2, p3, q2], and so is the energy

Simulation Results
The SPJ-model of Fig. 5 has been implemented in the
20sim™ simulator, and a simulation experiment has
been conducted with the example system parameterized
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as follows: b1 =1; b2 =1; bl =0.1; br =0.5; k1 =0.1; k2 =2;
m1 =1; m2 =4 and m3 =1. The initial conditions of the
experiment are: x1(0)=0.2; x2(0)=0.8; x3(0)=1.1; where xi
is the position of the i-th mass. The left end of damper
b1 is at a distance z1(0)=0.15 to the left of mass m2; the
right end of damper b2 is at a distance z2(0)=0.05 to the
right of mass m2; v1(0)= – 0.025. SI-units are used for
all magnitudes –but are not given here.

The back oscillation of mass 1 pushes mass 2 to the
right and brings the switch 1 to its disconnection
condition, so that the system commutes back to mode
(0,0), but with a different energy configuration: while
mass 2 moves at (positive) constant speed, the left massspring-damper subsystem is (slightly) excited, what
means that (a small amount of) energy continues to get
dissipated, cf. V&( 0,0) (v3 is zero, but not v1). After a

Figs. 6 and 7 plot the positions and the speeds of the
three masses. With masses 1 and 3 at rest and mass 2
moving (at constant speed v1= – 0.025) to the left, the
system is initially in mode (0,0). In this mode the energy
function remains constant and no power is dissipated,
cf. the expression of V&( 0,0) above (where v3 and v1 are

while, the right end of damper b2 contacts mass 3, the
switch 2 goes in the on-state (see U2 in Fig. 8), and the
system commutes to mode (0,1). With the movement of
the left subsystem already faded (v1=0), energy is only
dissipated in the coupled subsystem on the right, cf.
V&( 0,1) , where only v1=0, and Fig. 8.

zero), as well as Fig. 8 below. This latter figure also
shows that the switches are open (U1=Sw1=0,
U2=Sw2=0). The system commutes to mode (1,0) when
the left end of damper b1 gets in contact with mass 1,
which initiates an oscillatory movement, while mass 2
decelerates first and inverts its motion later. Most of the
energy originally stored in the system gets dissipated (in
dampers bl and b1) during this mode, cf. V&(1,0) (where
only v3 is zero) and Fig. 8, which also shows that the
control signal of switch 1 is high, i.e., U1=Sw1=1.

Fig. 8. The energy function, the power dissipated in the
system, and the control signals of the switches (Ui=Swi)

The first plot of Fig. 8 shows the nonincreasing nature
of the energy, which is the candidate Lyapunov function
in this problem. It converges to zero, what means that
the state converges to the origin, what in turn proves the
asymptotic stability of this EP. This convergence of the
state variables can be partially seen on the speeds (Fig.
7). The complementary conditions, namely that the
deformations of the springs also go to zero, are also
verified, even if not shown on the plots.

Fig. 6. Time trajectories of the mass positions.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The stability of a particular class of switched bond
graphs has been analyzed with Lyapunov-like tools
applied directly in the BG-domain. The study is
restricted to BG where the storages remain invariant
under switching, both in their constitution and causality.
Further research will focus on switched bond graphs
admitting derivative causality when switching among
modes. This implies the lost of a unique energy function
common to all modes of the BG, the possible variation
of the system order when switching, and the appearance
of discontinuities in the state trajectories.
Fig. 7. Time trajectories of the mass velocities.
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MODEL OF THE PLANT
An ideal plug-flow tubular chemical reactor with a
k1

k2

simple exothermic consecutive reaction A → B → C in
the liquid phase and with the countercurrent cooling is
considered as shown in Fig. 1.

ABSTRACT
The paper presents some results concerning analysis
and simulation of steady-state and dynamic behaviour
of a tubular chemical reactor. This analysis represents a
necessary condition for the reactor control design
purposes. The mathematical models used in simulations
together with simulation results are contained.

qc, Tc out

qc, Tc L

qr, Tr 0

qr, Tr out

ci 0

ci out

INTRODUCTION
Tubular chemical reactor are units frequently used in
chemical and biochemical industry. From the system
theory point of view, tubular chemical reactors belong
to a class of nonlinear distributed parameter systems.
Their mathematical models are described by sets of
nonlinear partial differential equations (PDR). The
methods of modelling and simulation of such processes
are described eg. in (Luyben 1989; Ingham et al. 1994;
Severance 2001; Babu 2004). Relations between
process behaviour and their control methods can be
found in (Seborg et al. 1989; Ogunnaike and Ray 1994;
Marlin 1995; Corriou 2004).
It is well known that the control of chemical reactors,
and, tubular reactors especially, often represents very
complex problem. The control problems are due to the
process nonlinearity, its distributed nature, and high
sensitivity of the state and output variables to input
changes. In addition, the dynamic characteristics may
exhibit a varying sign of the gain in various operating
points, the time delay as well as non-minimum phase
behaviour. Evidently, the process with such properties
is hardly controllable by conventional control methods,
and, its effective control requires application some of
advanced methods (e. g. Adaptive Control, Predictive
Control, Robust Control or any others). However, at
all events, a previous analysis of the process behaviour
is obligatory.
The paper presents all mathematical models used for
simulations of both steady-state and dynamic
charakteristics of the tubular chemical reactor together
with results of some simulations. The combinations of
observed variables are chosen in accordance with
purposes of prospective control design.

z
L

Figure 1: Tubular chemical reactor.
Heat losses and heat conduction along the metal walls
of tubes are assumed to be negligible, but dynamics of
the metal walls of tubes are significant. All densities,
heat capacities, and heat transfer coefficients are
assumed to be constant. Under above assumptions, the
reactor model can be described by five PDRs in the
form
∂c A
∂c A
+ vr
= − k1 c A
∂t
∂z

(1)

∂c B
∂c B
+ vr
= k1 c A − k 2 c B
∂t
∂z
∂T r
∂T
Qr
4U 1
+ vr r =
−
(T − T w )
∂t
∂ z (ρc p ) r d 1 (ρc p ) r r
∂T w
∂t

=

4
(d 22

− d 12 ) (ρc p ) w

⎣⎡ d 1U 1 (T r − T w ) +

(2)
(3)

(4)

+ d 2 U 2 (Tc − T w ⎤⎦

∂T c
∂t

− vc

∂T c
∂z

=

4 n1 d 2 U 2
(d 32

− n1 d 22 ) (ρc p ) c

(T w − Tc ) (5)

with initial conditions
c A ( z ,0) = c As ( z ) , c B ( z ,0) = c Bs ( z ) , Tr ( z ,0) = Trs ( z ) ,
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control variables, whereas other inputs enter into the
process as disturbances. As the controlled output, next
to c B out also the mean reactant temperature given by

Tw ( z ,0) = Tws ( z ) , Tc ( z ,0) = Tcs ( z )
and boundary conditions
c A (0, t ) = c A0 (t ) , c B (0, t ) = c B 0 (t ) , Tr (0, t ) = Tr 0 (t ) ,
Tc ( L, t ) = Tc L (t ) .

⎛−Ej ⎞
⎟ , j = 1, 2
k j = k j 0 exp ⎜⎜
⎟
R
T
r
⎝
⎠
Q r = (−ΔH r1 ) k 1 c A + (−ΔH r 2 ) k 2 c B

vr =

π n1 d 12

, vc =

4 qc
2

2

π ( d 3 − n1 d 2 )

(7)

∂ y( z, t )
∂z

3

ρc = 998 kg/m

2

U1 = 2.8 kJ/m s K
16

k10 = 5.61⋅10 1/s
E1/R = 13477 K

≈

i = 1, … , n ,and, subsequently, by

y ( z i , t ) − y ( z i −1, t )
h

z=zi

∂ y ( z, t )
∂z

(8)

y ( z i +1 , t ) − y ( z i , t )

≈

h

z=zi

=

y (i, t ) − y (i − 1, t )
(10)
h

=

y (i + 1, t ) − y (i, t )
. (11)
h

Here, a function y ( z , t ) is continuously differentiable in
< 0, L > , and, h = L n is the diskretization step.
Dynamic Model

Applying the substitutions (10), (11) in (1) – (5) and,
omitting the argument t in parenthesis, PDRs (1) – (5)
are approximated by a set of ODRs in the form
d c A (i )
= − ⎡⎣b 0 + k 1 (i ) ⎤⎦ c A (i ) + b 0 c A (i − 1) (12)
dt

cpr = 4.05 kJ/kg K

d c B (i )

cpw = 0.71 kJ/kg K

dt

= k 1 (i ) c A (i ) − ⎣⎡b 0 + k 2 (i ) ⎦⎤ c B (i ) +

(13)

+ b 0 c B (i − 1)

cpc = 4.18 kJ/kg K
2

U2 = 2.56 kJ/m s K

dT r (i )

18

dt

k20 = 1.128⋅10 1/s

= b1 Q r (i ) − (b 0 + b 2 ) T r (i ) + b 0 T r (i − 1) +

(14)

+ b 2 T w (i )

E2/R = 15290 K

(-ΔHr1) = 5.8⋅104 kJ/kmol (-ΔHr2) = 1.8⋅104 kJ/kmol

dT w (i )
dt

From the system engineering point of view,
c A ( L, t ) = c A out , c B ( L, t ) = c B out , T r ( L, t ) = T r out and

= b3 ⎡⎣T r (i ) − T w (i ) ⎤⎦ + b 4 ⎡⎣T c (i ) − T w (i ) ⎤⎦ (15)

dT c (m)
dt

T c (0, t ) = T c out are the output variables, and, q r (t ) ,
q c (t ) , c A 0 (t ) , T r 0 (t ) and T c L (t )

(9)

or the forward finite difference

d2 = 0.024 m

ρw = 7800 kg/m

Tr ( z , t ) d z

approximation of derivatives with respect to the space
variable in each node point by finite differences. Two
types of finite differences are applied, either the
backward finite difference

(6)

d3 = 1 m
3

{ z i } for

points

n1 = 1200

ρr = 985 kg/m3

0

For computation of both steady-state and dynamic
characteristics, the finite diferences method is
employed. The procedure is based on substitution of the
space interval z ∈< 0, L > by a set of discrete node

Table 1: Parameter values

d1 = 0.02 m

L

COMPUTATION MODELS

The parameter values with correspondent units used for
simulations are given in Table 1.

L=8m

∫

can be under some assumptions considered.

where k0 are pre-exponential factors, E are activation
energies, ( - ΔHr) are in the negative considered reaction
entalpies, and R is the gas constant.
The fluid velocities are calculated via the reactant and
coolant flow rates as
4 qr

1
L

Tm (t ) =

Here, t is the time, z is the axial space variable, c are
concentrations, T are temperatures, v are fluid
velocities, d are diameters, ρ are densities, cp are
specific heat capacities, U are heat transfer coefficients,
n1 is the number of tubes and L is the length of tubes.
The subscript (⋅)r stands for the reactant mixture, (⋅)w for
the metal walls of tubes, (⋅)c for the coolant, and the
superscript (⋅)s for for steady-state values.
The reaction rates and heat of reactions are nonlinear
functions expressed as

= −(b5 + b 6 ) T c (m) + b5 T c (m + 1) +

(16)

+ b 6 T w ( m)

are the input
for i = 1, ... , n
conditions

variables. Among them, for the control purposes, mostly
q r (t ) and q c (t ) can be taken into account as the
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and

m = n − i + 1 , and, with initial

s

s

c A (i, 0) = c A (i ) ,

⎛ −E j ⎞
s
⎟ , j = 1, 2
k j (i ) = k j 0 exp ⎜
⎜ RT s (i ) ⎟
⎝ r
⎠

s

c B (i,0) = c B (i ) ,

T r (i, 0) = T r (i ) ,

T w (i, 0) = T ws (i ) and T c (i, 0) = T cs (i ) for i = 1, ... , n .

The boundary conditions enter into Eqs. (12) – (14) and
(16) for i = 1 .
Now, nonlinear functions in Eqs. (12) – (16) take the
discrete form
⎛ −E j ⎞
k j (i ) = k j 0 exp ⎜
, j = 1, 2
⎜ RT (i ) ⎟⎟
⎝ r ⎠
Q r (i ) = (−ΔH r1 ) k 1 (i ) c A (i ) + (−ΔH r 2 ) k 2 (i ) c B (i )

Q rs (i ) = (−ΔH r1 ) k 1s (i ) c As (i ) + (−ΔH r 2 ) k 2s (i ) c Bs (i ) (27)

Here, the formula for computation Tm takes the form
T ms =

(17)

4 d 1U 1
2

2

(d 2 − d 1 ) (ρc p ) w
b5 =

vc
h

, b4 =

, b6 =

4d 2 U 2
2

2

(d 2 − d 1 ) (ρc p ) w
4 n1 d 2 U 2

(d 32 − n1 d 22 ) (ρc p ) c

1
n

s

.

s

peak on the reactant B profile is given by considered
reaction type. The existence of a maximum on the
reactant temperature profile (so called hot spot) is a
common property of many tubular reactors with
exothermic reactions.
The concentration and reactant profiles for various
values q cs are exhibited in Figs. 4 – 6. All simulation
results document strong dependence of all profiles upon
this input in the steady-state.
The dependences of some output variables upon

s

steady state values y (i ) also constitute initial
conditions in ODRs (12) – (16) (here, y presents some
of the variable in the set (12) – (16)).
The steady-state model can simply be derived equating
the time derivatives in (12) – (16) to zero. Then, after
some algebraic manipulations, the steady-state model
takes the form of difference equations
(21)

3.0
2.5

⎡ k s (i ) c s (i ) + b c s (i − 1) ⎤ (22)
0 B
A
⎣ 1
⎦

3

b0 +

k 2s (i )

courses document strong sensitivity of outputs upon
both flow rates which can be considered as control
inputs. In this way obtained results are very important
for the reactor control design.
The dependence of the component B concentration

s
T w (i )

1 ⎡
s
s
b T (i ) + b 4 Tc (i ) ⎤
=
⎦
b3 + b 4 ⎣ 3 r

(24)

1.5
1.0

s

cA

0.5

s

cB

0.0

1 ⎡
s
s
s
T c ( m) =
b T (m + 1) + b 6 T w (m) ⎤
⎦
b5 + b 6 ⎣ 5 c
for i = 1, ... , n and m = n − i + 1 , and,
functions accordant with a steady-state are

s

1 ⎡
s
s
s
b Q (i ) + b 0 T r (i − 1) + b 2 T w (i ) ⎤ (23)
⎦
b0 + b 2 ⎣ 1 r

2.0

s

s

T r (i ) =

1

s
s
q c and for various q r are shown in Figs. 7 – 9. The

cA, cA (kmol / m )

c Bs (i ) =

c As (i − 1)

q c = 0.35 and

s

(20)

i

s

s

T c 0 = 299 ,

q r = 0.15 are shown in Figs. 2, 3. The presence of a

Computation of the steady-state characteristics is
necessary not only for a steady-state analysis but the

b0 +

s

c B 0 = 0 , T r 0 = 323 ,

i =1

s
k 1 (i )

(28)

i =1

along the reactor tubes computed for c A 0 = 2.85 ,

∑ T (z , t)

b0

s
(zi )
r

Steady-state characteristics were computed from Eqs.
(21) – (27) using fixed point iterations algorithm and for
n = 200. Typical concentration and temperature profiles

(19)

Steady-State Model

c As (i ) =

∑T

Steady-state Characteristics

n

r

n

The combinations of the inputs and outputs in all
simulations of steady-state and dynamic characteristics
were considered with respect to an importantance for a
prospective control design.

Here, the formula for computation of Tm (9) is rewriten
to the discrete form
Tm (t ) =

1
n

SIMULATION RESULTS

(18)

for i = 1, … , n.
The parameters b in Eqs. (12) – (16) are calculated from
formulas
v
4U 1
1
, b2 =
,
b 0 = r , b1 =
(ρc p ) r
d 1 (ρc p ) r
h
b3 =

(26)

0

(25)

1

2

3

4
z (m)

5

6

7

8

Figure 2: Concentration profiles along the reactor.
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s

c B out on the reactant mean temperature is presented in
1.2

Temperatures (K)

s

3

0.4

qr = 0.1

0.2

s

0.0

s

Tw
s

Tc

330

s

qr = 0.15

0.6

Tr

340

s

qr = 0.2

0.8

s

350

s

qr = 0.25

1.0

cA out (kmol/m )

Fig. 10. Also this result can be important when the
output concentration cB is non-measurable and, its
desired (maximum) value could be achieved only by
measured reactant temperatures along the reactor.
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Figure 7: Dependence of c A out on q cs for various q rs .
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Figure 3: Temperature profiles along the reactor.
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Figure 8: Dependence of c B out on q cs for various q rs .
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Figure 4: Concentration c As profiles for various q cs .
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Figure 6: Reactant temperature profiles for various q c .
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As an influence illustration of the random disturbances
on the process output, the responses to random signals
cA0 and Tr0 are shown in Figs. 15 – 18. These
simulation results document high sensitivity of both
outputs to random input signals.

Dynamic Characteristics

All dynamic charakteristics were computed using the
Runge-Kutta method with a fixed step. All inputs and
outputs were considered as deviations from their steady
values. This form is frequently used in the control. The
deviations are denoted as follows:

0.8
0.4

v 2 (t ) =

3

y1 (kmol/m )

v1 (t ) = q c (t ) − q cs
s
c A0 (t ) − c A 0
s

v 3 (t ) = T r 0 (t ) − T r 0
s
c B out (t ) − c B out

y1 (t ) =

-0.8

0

steady-state values computed from the model (21) –
(25) for the input steady-state values
s

s

and

The responses to qc and cA0 step changes in Figs. 11-14
clearly document a strong nonlinearity of the process.
Moreover, they show a better applicability of the
reactant mean temperature as the controlled output in
comparison with the output concentration cB having in
this regard very unfavourable properties.
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Figure 11: Output concentracion cB step responses.
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Figure 15: Output cB response to random input v2.
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Figure 16: Output Tm responses to random input v3.
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CONCLUSIONS

In the paper, the mathematical model of a tubular
chemical reactor with a consecutive exothermic reaction
has been presented. The computer models for
simulations of steady-state and dynamic characteristics
in the form of sets of ordinary differential and
difference equations were derived to an original model
in the form of partial differential equations The
simulation experiments were chosen with a view to a
prospective control of the process.
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KEYWORDS
The general task of optimal adaptive control with online process identification is very complicated and thus
the method of the forced separation of the
identification and the control is often used for the
design of self-tuning controllers. The principle of this
simplification is in the cyclic repeating of the following
steps:
1. The process parameters are assumed to be known
for the current control step and equal to their
current estimations.
2. The control strategy for selected criterion of
control quality is designed based on the previous
assumption and controller output is calculated.
3. The next identification step is performed after the
obtaining the new sample of the controlled variable
(eventually the external measured disturbance) –
the parameters of controlled process model are
recomputed using a recursive identification
algorithm.

Self-tuning control, ARX model, recursive least
squares, PID control, polynomial approach, MATLAB–
Simulink, simulation verification
ABSTRACT
This contribution present structure and usage of Selftuning Controllers Simulink Library (STCSL). The
STCSL was created for design, simulation verification
and especially real-time implementation of single input
- single output (SISO) digital self-tuning controllers.
The proposed adaptive controllers which are included in
library can be divided into three groups. The first group
covers PID adaptive algorithms using traditional
Ziegler-Nichols method for setting controller
parameters, the second group of described controllers is
based on the polynomial approach and the third group
contains the controllers derived on the other approaches
(minimum variance etc.). The controllers are
implemented as an encapsulated Simulink blocks and
thus allows users simple integration into existing
Simulink schemas. The process of developing real-time
applications using MATLAB Real-Time Workshop and
several control courses is also presented. This Library is
very successfully used in Adaptive Control Course in
education practice for design and verification of selftuning control systems in simulation and real-time
conditions. It is suitable also for design and verification
of the industrial digital controllers. The STCSL is
available free of charge at Internet site http://www.utb.cz/stctool/.

The aim of this contribution is also to inform potential
users about Self-tuning Controllers Simulink Library STCSL (see Bobál and Chalupa, 2002) and to help for
practical usage in the simulation and real time
conditions. The individual self-tuning algorithms are
introduced in the brief form in User's Guide that is
attached into the STCSL. This library can be also the
suitable bridge between theory and practice by
presenting some digital controller algorithms in a form
acceptable for industrial users. The theoretical
background of self-tuning controllers which are
contained in the STCSL is given in Bobál, et al. (1999,
2005).

INTRODUCTION

All the explicit self-tuning controllers that are included
into STCSL have been algorithmically modified in the
form of mathematical relations or as flow diagrams so
as to make them easy to program and apply. Some are
original algorithms based on a modified Ziegler-Nichols
criterion, others have been culled from publications and
adapted to make them more accessible to the user.

Self-tuning controllers belong by their character to the
class of adaptive control systems. The main aim of the
adaptive control approach is to solve the control
problem in cases where the characteristics of a
controlled system are unknown or time variable. The
basic principle of the adaptive control system is to
change the controller characteristics based on the
characteristics of control process. Self-tuning
controllers use the combination of the recursive process
identification on base of a selected model process and
the controller synthesis based on knowledge of
parameter estimates of controlled process.

RECURSIVE IDENTIFICATION
The regression (ARX) model of the following form
y ( k ) = ΘT ( k ) Φ ( k − 1) + n ( k )

Proceedings 22nd European Conference on Modelling and
Simulation ©ECMS Loucas S. Louca, Yiorgos Chrysanthou,
Zuzana Oplatková, Khalid Al-Begain (Editors)
ISBN: 978-0-9553018-5-8 / ISBN: 978-0-9553018-6-5 (CD)
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(1)

discretize the integral and derivative component of the
continuous-time controller. For discretizing the integral
component we usually employ the forward rectangular
method (FRM), backward rectangular method (BRM)
or trapezoidal method (TRM). The derivative
component is mostly replaced by the 1st order difference
(two-point difference). The recurrent control algorithms
which compute the actual value of the controller output
u(k) from the previous value u(k-1) and from
compensation increment seem to be suitable for
practical use

is used in the identification part of the designed
controller algorithms, where
ΘT ( k ) = ⎡⎣ a1 , a2 ,..., ana , b1 , b2, ..., bnb ⎤⎦

(2)

is the vector of the parameters and

ΦT ( k − 1) = ⎡⎣ − y ( k − 1) , − y ( k − 2 ) ,… , − y ( k − na ) ,
u ( k − 1) , u ( k − 2 ) ,… , u ( k − nb ) ⎤⎦
(3)
is the regression vector (y(k) is the process output
variable, u(k) is the controller output variable). The
non-measurable random component n(k) is assumed to
have zero mean value E[n(k)] = 0 and constant
covariance (dispersion) R = E[n2(k)].

u (k ) = q 0 e(k ) + q1 e(k − 1) + q 2 e(k − 2) + u (k − 1) (4)

where q 0 , q1 , q 2 are the controller parameters. As a
matter of fact, the advantage of algorithm (4) is that it
is not necessary to storage last input and output data in
the computer storage.

The recursive least squares method for calculating of
parameter estimates Θˆ ( k ) is utilized. Using the pure

It is subsequently possible to derive further variants of
digital PID controllers. First group of proposed selftuning PID controllers is based on the classical Ziegler
and Nichols (1942) method. In this well-known
approach the parameters of the controller are calculated
from the ultimate (critical) gain Kpu and the ultimate
period of oscillations Tu of the closed loop system. The
analytical expressions for computing of these critical
parameters are derived in Bobál, et al. (1999, 2005).

least squares method, the influence of all pairs of
identified system inputs and outputs to the parameters
estimates is the same. This property can be inconvenient
for example when identifying the system with timevarying parameters. In this case, it is better to use least
squares method with exponential forgetting where the
influence of latter data to the calculation of the
parameter estimates is greater then the influence of
older data.

Algorithms of PID pole placement controllers

The exponential forgetting method can be further
improved by adaptive directional forgetting (Kulhavý,
1987) which changes forgetting coefficient with respect
to changes of input and output signal.

A controller based on the pole placement method in a
closed feedback control loop is designed to stabilise the
closed control loop whilst the characteristic polynomial
should have a previously determined pole. It is possible
to express the digital controllers in the form of a
discrete transfer function

CONTROLLER ALGORITHMS

The proposed self-tuning controllers which are included
in the library are divided into three groups:
•
•

•

GR ( z ) =

classical digital PI and PID controllers whose
tuning is based on Ziegler-Nichols method, pole
assignment method and its modifications,
controllers based on polynomial approach (deadbeat strong and weak version, pole assignment,
controllers based on minimization of quadratic
criterion),
controllers based on other approaches (minimum
variance controllers, Dahlin’s controller, BányászKeviczky’s controller etc.).

( )
E (z) P(z )

U (z)

=

Q z −1

(5)

−1

Let the controlled process be given by the transfer
function
GP ( z ) =

Algorithms of digital PID Ziegler-Nichols controllers

w

The PID controllers are still widely used in industry.
These types of controllers are more convenient for users
due to their simple implementation, which is generally
well known. Provided the controller parameters are well
chosen they can control a considerable part of
continuous technological processes. To get a digital
version of the PID controller, it is necessary to

e

Y ( z ) B( z −1 )
=
U ( z ) A( z −1 )

( )
P(z )

Q z −1
−1

u

(6)

( )
A( z )

B z −1

−1

Figure 1: Control loop with PID-A controller
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y

( )

PID - A controller structure. This controller structure is
shown in Fig. 1, then the transfer function of closed
loop circuit is
GW ( z ) =

B ( z )Q ( z )
( )=
W ( z ) A( z ) P ( z ) + B ( z )Q ( z )
Y z −1

−1

−1

−1

where K z −1 = 1 − z −1 is integrator.

Then the transfer function of closed loop 2DOF circuit
is

−1

−1

−1

−1

(7)
GW ( z ) =

and the characteristic polynomial of the closed-loop
system with a PID-A controller is in the form

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

( )

A z −1 P z −1 + B z −1 Q z −1 = D z −1

w

(8)

1
P z −1

( )

β

u

( )
( )

B z −1

on

−1

uR

uQ

1
K

u

y

y

BB
CA

( )

presence of feedforward part brings the possibility of
simpler processing of reference signal. If the 1DOF and
2DOF controllers have to fulfil the same requirements
when controlling the same system, the degrees of
polynomials in 1DOF control are usually higher then in
2DOF control.

(9)

SELF-TUNING
LIBRARY

polynomial

CONTROLLERS

SIMULINK

The Simulink is nowadays a word-wide standard in
simulation, testing, and verification of behaviour of
various dynamic systems. Simulink is a part of
MATLAB system and supports linear or nonlinear
systems modelled in continuous time, sampled time or a
hybrid of the two. Systems can also be multirate, i.e.
have different parts that are sampled or updated at
different rates.

Different forms of self-tuning controllers could be
suggested according to the chosen type of a plant model
(and, consequently according to the chosen
identification method), according to a criterion of
quality, according to a mathematical procedure during
deriving of controller equations, etc. Next group of
described controllers is based on the polynomial
approach. These algorithms succeed various criterions
for a control process course – dead-beat method, pole
assignment method and LQ (linear-quadratic) control
method. The design of these controllers results from the
basic block diagram of 2DOF configuration (see Fig. 3).
From Fig. 3 it is obvious that the controller equation has
the form
P ( z −1 ) K ( z −1 )u ( k ) = R( z −1 ) w(k ) − Q ( z −1 ) y ( k )

−1

R
P

( )

where β is feed forward controller parameter. PID – B
controller structure is in principle 2DOF (two-degree
freedom) configuration.
based

−1

The process of computing coefficients of polynomials
Q z −1 and P z −1 is similar to 1DOF case. The

Figure 2: Control loop with PID-B controller

controllers

−1

The special case is a controller 1DOF (one degree of
freedom - see Fig. 1)), which is valid for R(z-1) = Q(z-1)
and which works with a tracking error e(k) = w(k) - y(k).
It could be proved that such a controller is only
suboptimal for tasks of a reference value tracking.

y

Q(z-1)

Self-tuning
approach

−1

−1

Figure 3: Closed loop 2DOF control system

A z −1

A( z −1 ) P ( z −1 ) + B ( z −1 ) ⎡⎣Q( z −1 ) + β ⎤⎦ = D( z −1 )

−1

Q
P

PID - B controller structure. The structure of the
control loop with controller PID-B is shown in Fig. 2).
The characteristic polynomial has in this case form
e

−1

(11)

The pole placement of characteristic polynomial (8)
determines the dynamic behaviour of the closed - loop
system. The characteristic polynomial D(z-1) can be
specified by different methods.

w

R(z ) B(z )
( )=
W ( z ) A( z ) K ( z ) P ( z ) + B ( z )Q ( z )
Y z −1

Based on monograph Bobál, et al. (2005) a library of
self-tuning
controllers
in
MATLAB/Simulink
environment was created. The purpose was to create a
framework suitable for creating and testing of selftuning controllers. The library is available free of
charge at internet site of Tomas Bata University in Zlín
– www.utb.cz/stctool/ (see Bobál and Chalupa, 2002).
The library was created using MATLAB version 6.5
(Release 13), but it can be ported with some changes to

(10)
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controlled process with much more complicated
structure. It is possible to implement processes with
time-varying parameters, processes described by nonlinear differential equations etc.

lower MATLAB versions. Controllers are implemented
in the library as standalone Simulink blocks, which
allow an easy incorporation into existing simulation
schemes and an easy creation of new simulation
circuits. Only standard techniques of Simulink
environment were used when creating the controller
blocks and thus just basic knowledge of this
environment is required for the start of work with the
library. Controllers can be implemented to simulation
schemes just by the copy or drag & drop operation and
their parameters are set using dialog windows. Another
advantage of used approach is a relatively easy
implementation of user-defined controllers by
modifying some suitable controller in the library.

The dynamic behaviour of a controller can be
influenced by changing the parameters available for a
given controller. Controller parameters can be divided
into two groups:
• parameters common to all controllers,
• controller specific parameters.
All controller parameters are set or changed by standard
approaches of the Simulink environment, that is, by
changing items in the dialogue window - invoked for
example, by double-clicking with the mouse on the
controller object. This dialogue window also contains a
short description of the corresponding controller; and
the “Help” button is used to invoke the corresponding
part of the hypertext reference guide. The parameter
setting dialog window of the pp2a_1 controller is
shown in Fig. 5.

Nowadays the library contains over 30 simple single
input single output discrete self-tuning controllers,
which use discrete ARX models of second and third
order for the on-line system identification. All of these
controllers use discrete control laws, where controller
parameters are computed by various methods. Many
methods calculate controller parameters on base of the
ultimate parameters of controlled system (ZieglerNichols approach) or on base of pole placement
approach. The library package contains not only the
controllers but also reference manual with simple
description of the algorithm and the internal structure of
each controller.
0.2
5s2 +10s+1
Band-Limited
White Noise

Noise filtration
5
5s2 +10s+1
Controlled process

u(k)
Saturation

Output

u_in(k)

y(k)
ID params w(k)
adaptive pp2b_2

Reference

ID parameters

Figure 4: Control circuit in Simulink environment
The typical wiring of any library controller is shown in
Fig. 4. Each self-tuning controller from the library uses
3 input signals and provides 2 outputs. The inputs are
the reference signal (w) and the actual output of
controlled process (y). The last controller input is the
current input of controlled process – the control signal
(u_in). The value of this signal does not have to be the
same as controller output e.g. due to the saturation of
controller output. The main controller output is, of
course, control signal – the input signal of the
controlled process. The second controller output
consists of the current parameter estimates of the
controlled process model. The number of parameters
this output consists of depends on the model used by
on-line identification.

Figure 5: Dialogue for pp2a_1 Controller Setting
Parameters
Each library controller is constructed as a mask of a
subsystem, which consists of Simulink blocks and has
inputs, outputs and parameters. Internal controller
structure consists of Simulink blocks which provide,
among others, the possibility of easy creation of a new

A scheme analogous to the scheme in Fig. 4 can also be
used to simulate both discrete and a continuous-time
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As an example of verification by computer simulation a
fourth-order system with the transfer function
1
G (s) =
(12)
4
( s + 1)

controller by a modification of some suitable library
controller. The structure of controller pp2a_1 is
presented in Fig. 6 as an example. Each library
controller consists of three basic parts:
•
on-line identification block,
block computing controller parameters,
•
block computing controller output.
•

Step
G(s)

T0
1

adaptation
1

u_in(k)
2

y(k)
3

w(k)

1/z

MATLA
Function

xi

x

ome

Controlled process

omega
sid

identification

Output

pp2a_1

u(k

2

ID

identified
parameters
scqp

u_in(k)
y(k)
w(k)

Adaptive controller

Reference signal

ID parameters

1

Q(z) / P(z)u(k)

Figure 7: Control circuit used for simulation

Figure 6: Block scheme of PP2A_1 controller

was used. The simulation verification was realized
using four types of the controllers included in the Selftuning Controllers Simulink Library (Bobál and
Chalupa 2002). In time interval t = 150 − 200 s a
constant disturbance v ( k ) = 1 was injected on the

SIMULATION EXAMPLES IN THE SIMULINK
ENVROMENT

Simulation is a useful tool for the synthesis of control
systems, allowing one not only to create mathematical
models of a process but also to design virtual controllers
in a computer. The mathematical models provided are
sufficiently close to a real object that simulation can be
used to verify the dynamic characteristics of control
loops when the structure or parameters of the controller
change. The models of the processes may also be
excited by various random noise generators which can
simulate the stochastic characteristics of the processes
noise signals with similar properties to disturbance
signals measured in the machinery. Simulation results
are valuable for implementation of a chosen controller
(control algorithm) under laboratory and industrial
conditions. It must be borne in mind, however, that the
practical application of a controller verified by
simulation cannot be taken as a routine event.
Obviously simulation and laboratory conditions can be
quite different from those in real plants, and therefore
one must verify its practicability with regard to process
dynamics and the required standard of control quality
(for example maximum allowable overshoot, accuracy,
settling time, etc.).

system output. The controller output value u ( k ) was
limited within the range 0; 2 . The initial value of the
directional forgetting factor was chosen as ϕ ( 0 ) = 1 .
The initial values of the model parameter estimates are
Θˆ T ( 0 ) = [ 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4] for a second-order model,
and Θˆ T ( 0 ) = [ 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6] for a thirdorder model.
The control loop was simulated using a PID Takahashi
controller (zn2tak) – see (Bobál and Chalupa, 2002,
Bobál et al., 2005) with equation
u ( k ) = K P {-y ( k ) + y ( k − 1) +

T0
⎡ w ( k ) − y ( k ) ⎤⎦ +
TI ⎣
(13)

+ ⎡⎣ 2 y ( k − 1) − y ( k ) − ( k − 2 ) ⎤⎦} + u ( k − 1)

where
⎛ T⎞
KT
3K T
KP = 0.6KPu ⎜1− 0 ⎟; TI = P u ; TD = Pu u
1.2KPu
40KP
⎝ Tu ⎠

Simulation experiments of the control of some digital
process models will be shown. Only higher order
models which have been approximated by second- or
third-order models in the identification procedure have
been chosen for simulation verification. Simulation
verification has been limited to digital PID controllers
based on the Ziegler-Nichols and the pole assignment
methods, which have proved to be the best in practical
applications. A scheme of the control circuit used for
simulation in MATLAB-Simulink environment is
shown in Fig. 7.

(14)

The sampling period was chosen T0 = 1 s, critical
parameters (proportional gain KPu and period of
oscillations Tu) were computed for the identification of
a second-order model. Fig. 8 illustrates the simulation
control performance using controller (13), (14).
Fig. 9 illustrates the simulation control performance
using controller (13), (14) (zn3tak) – see (Bobál and
Chalupa, 2002, Bobál et al., 2005), the sampling period
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u (k ) = q0e(k ) + q1e(k − 1) + q2 e(k − 2) + (1 − γ )u (k − 1) + γ u (k − 2)

was chosen T0 = 1.5 s. Critical parameters were
computed for the identification of a third-order model.
Fig. 10 illustrates the simulation control performance
using pole placement controller pp2a_1 – see (Bobál
and Chalupa, 2003, Bobál et al., 2005). The idea of this
controller is to make the dynamic behaviour of the
closed loop similar to that of the second order
continuous system with characteristic polynomial (8) as
stated by equation
D(s ) = s + 2ξω n s + ω
2

2
n

(16)
where q0 , q1 , q2 and γ are controller parameters.
Additional parameters were set to T0=2.5 s, ξ=1 and
ωn=0.3, which leads to asymptotic step responses.
2

y,w

1.5

0.5

(15)

0

2

y,w

1.5

u
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0
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Time[s]
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u
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Time[s]
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0

Figure: 10 Simulation control performance using a pole
placement controller PID-1 (pp2a_1)

1.5
1

From Fig. 8 – 10 it is evident that the response of the
controlled variable to step change of the reference
signal in the control loop with the pp2a_1 controller is
aperiodical. In the control loop with the controller
zn3tak occur negligible oscillations of particular
variables. The controller zn2tak causes light stable
oscillations in the closed loop. On the contrary, the best
ability to eliminate step disturbances proved the
controller zn2tak. In control loops with the controllers
zn3tak and pp2a_1 step disturbances cause oscillations
of the variables.

0.5
0
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100
Time[s]
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200

Figure 8: Simulation control performance using a PID
Takahashi controller (zn2tak) for the identification of a
second-order model
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CREATING APPLICATIONS WITH REAL TIME WORKSHOP
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The MATLAB/Simulink environment can also be used
to generate code to be used in controllers in industrial
practice. Real-Time Workshop, one of the toolboxes
shipped with MATLAB, allows generating of source
code and programs to be used outside the MATLAB
environment. The process of generating the source code
is controlled by special compiler files that are
interpreted by Target Language Compiler. These files
are identified by the .tlc (target language compiler)
extension and describe how to convert Simulink
schemes to target language. Thereby, source code is
generated and after compiling and linking, the resulting
application is created. Applications for various
microprocessors and operating systems can be created
by selecting corresponding .tlc files.
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1
0.5
0

100
Time[s]

0.5

0
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0

50

1

0.5

0

0
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1
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1

Figure 9: Simulation control performance using a PID
Takahashi controller (zn3tak) for the identification of a
third-order model
Structure of control circuit with this controller is shown
in Fig 1and the control law is given by equation

The Target Language Compiler can create applications
to be used under the Windows environment, which
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Kučera, V. 1979. Discrete Linear Control: The
Polynomial Equation Approach. John Wiley,
Chichester.
Kučera, V. 1991. Analysis and Design of Discrete
Linear Control Systems. Prentice Hall, London.
Kulhavý, R. 1987. “Restricted Exponential Forgetting
in Real Time Identification”. Automatica, 23, 586600.
Ziegler, J. G. and N. B. Nichols. 1942. “Optimum
Settings for Automatic Controllers”. Trans. ASME,
64, 759 – 768.

perform control algorithm and save the results in a
binary file with a structure acceptable to the MATLAB.
An analysis of the control process can then be
performed using the advantages of MATLAB functions
and commands. Selecting another .tlc file leads to
creation of an MS-DOS application, or an application to
be used on PC - based industrial computers without the
requirement for an operating system.
Many manufactures of industrial computers and
controllers have created their own target language
compiler files used to create applications for the
equipment they produce. Real-Time Workshop provides
a relatively open environment for the conversion of
block schemes to various platforms, where any users
can create their own .tlc files for converting the block
scheme to a source code and hence, achieve
compatibility with any hardware.
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MINIMUM ENERGY CONTROL PROBLEM OF POSITIVE FRACTIONAL
DISCRETE-TIME SYSTEMS
Tadeusz Kaczorek
Faculty of Electrical Engineering
Białystok Technical University
Wiejska 45D, 15-351 Białystok, Poland
E-mail: kaczorek@isep.pw.edu.pl

developed in (Oustalup 1993). A generalization of the
Kalman filter for fractional order systems has been
proposed in (Sierociuk and Dzieliński 2006). Some
other applications of fractional order systems can be
found in (Ferreira and Machado 2003; Moshrefi-Torbati
and Hammond 1998; Ortigueira 1997; Ostalczyk 2000,
2004a, 2004b; Podlubny 2002; Samko et al. 1993;
Vinagre et al. 2002; Vinagre and Feliu 2002; Gałkowski
and Kummert 2005).
The minimum energy control problem has been solved
for different classes of linear systems in (Klamka 1991,
1976, 1983; Kaczorek and Klamka 1986).
In this paper the minimum energy control problem will
be addressed for positive fractional discrete-time linear
systems.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 the
solution of the state equation and the necessary and
sufficient conditions for the positivity of the fractional
systems are recalled. Necessary and sufficient
conditions for the reachability of the positive fractional
systems are established in section 3. The main result of
the paper is presented in section 4 in which the
minimum energy control problem is formulated and
solved. Concluding remarks are given in section 5.
To the best knowledge of the author the minimum
energy control problem for the positive fractional
discrete-time linear systems have not been considered
yet.

KEYWORDS
Fractional, positive discrete-time, linear system,
minimum energy control, reachability.
ABSTRACT
The minimum energy control problem of positive
fractional-discrete time linear systems is addressed.
Necessary and sufficient conditions for the reachability
of the system are established. Sufficient conditions for
the solvability of the minimum energy control of the
positive fractional discrete-time systems are given. A
procedure for computation of the optimal sequence of
inputs minimizing the quadratic performance index is
proposed.
INTRODUCTION
In positive systems inputs, state variables and outputs
take only non-negative values. Examples of positive
systems are industrial processes involving chemical
reactors, heat exchangers and distillation columns,
storage systems, compartmental systems, water and
atmospheric pollution models. A variety of models
having positive linear systems behaviour can be found
in engineering, management science, economics, social
sciences, biology and medicine, etc.
Positive linear systems are defined on cones and not on
linear spaces. Therefore, the theory of positive systems
is more complicated and less advanced. An overview of
state of the art in standard positive systems is given in
the monographs (Farina and Rinaldi 2000; Kaczorek
2002). The realization problem for positive standard
and singular continuous-time systems with delays was
formulated and solved in (Kaczorek 2007c, 2007d). The
reachability, controllability and minimum energy
control of positive linear discrete-time systems with
time-delays have been considered in (Busłowicz and
Kaczorek 2004; Xie and Wang 2003). The realization
problem for cone systems has been addressed in
(Kaczorek 2006). The reachability and controllability to
zero of positive fractional linear systems have been
investigated in (Kaczorek 2008a, 2007a, 2007b, 2008b;
Klamka 2002; Klamka 2005).
Mathematical
fundamentals of fractional calculus are given in the
monographs (Miller and Ross 1993; Nishimoto 1984;
Oldham and Spanier 1974; Oustalup 1993; Podlubny
1999). The fractional order controllers have been

POSITIVE FRACTIONAL SYSTEMS
Let ℜn×m be the set of n × m real matrices and
ℜn := ℜn×1. The set of m × n matrices with nonnegative
×n
1
entries will be denoted by ℜm
and ℜn+ := ℜn×
+
+ . The
set of nonnegative integers will be denoted by Z + and
the n × n identity matrix by I n .
In this paper definition of the fractional difference of
the form (Kaczorek 2007a)
Δα xk =

k

∑ (−1)
j =0

j

⎛α ⎞
⎜ ⎟ xk − j ,
⎝ j⎠

(1)

n − 1 < α < n ∈ N = {1, 2,...}, k ∈ Z +

will be used, where α ∈ R is the order of the fractional
difference and

Proceedings 22nd European Conference on Modelling and
Simulation ©ECMS Loucas S. Louca, Yiorgos Chrysanthou,
Zuzana Oplatková, Khalid Al-Begain (Editors)
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⎧
⎪1 for j = 0
⎛α ⎞ ⎪⎪
⎜ ⎟=⎨
⎝ j ⎠ ⎪α (α −1)L(α − j +1)
⎪
for j = 1,2,...
j!
⎪⎩

( A + I nα ) ∈ ℜn+×n , B ∈ ℜ+n×m ,

(2)

From (7), (8) and (5) we have Φ k ∈ ℜ+n×n for k = 1, 2,...
and the impulse response matrix

Consider the fractional discrete linear system, described
by the state-space equations
Δα xk +1 = Axk + Buk , k ∈ Z +

⎧ D for i = 0
gi = ⎨
⎩C Φ i −1 B + D for i = 1, 2

(3a)

yk = Cxk + Duk

(8)

C ∈ ℜ+p×n , D ∈ ℜ+p×m .

(9)

of the positive fractional system (4) is nonnegative,
gi ∈ ℜ+p×m for i ∈ Z + .

(3b)

REACHABILITY

where xk ∈ ℜn , uk ∈ ℜm , yk ∈ ℜ p are the state, input
B ∈ ℜn×m ,

Definition 2. A state x f ∈ ℜn+ of the fractional system

C ∈ ℜ p× n , D ∈ ℜ p× m .
Using definition (1) we may write the equations (3) in
the form

(4) is called reachable in q steps if there exists a input
sequence uk ∈ ℜm
+ , k ∈ Z + which steers the state from
zero initial state ( x0 = 0) to the final state x f . If every

and

output

k +1

vectors

and

A ∈ ℜn×n ,

⎛α ⎞
xk +1 +
(−1) ⎜ ⎟ xk − j +1 = Axk + Buk , k ∈ Z +
⎝ j⎠
j =1

∑

j

yk = Cxk + Duk

state x f ∈ ℜn+ is reachable in q steps then the system is

(4a)

called reachable in q steps. If for every state x f ∈ ℜn+
there exists a natural number q, such that the state is
reachable in k steps then the system is called reachable.

(4b)

Theorem 1. (Kaczorek 2007a) The solution of equation
(4a) with initial condition x0 is given by
xk = Φ k x0 +

Let ei , i = 1,..., n be the ith column of the identity
matrix I n . A column aei for a > 0 is called the
monomial column.

k −1

∑Φ

k −i −1 Bui

(5)

Theorem 3. The fractional system (4) is reachable in q
steps if and only if the reachability matrix

i =0

where Φ k is determined by the equation
Φ k +1 = ( A + I nα )Φ k +

k +1

∑ (−1)
i =2

i +1 ⎛ α

⎞
⎜ ⎟ Φ k −i +1
i
⎝ ⎠

Rq := [ B, Φ1 B,..., Φ q −1 B ]

(6)

contains n linearly independent monomial columns.
Proof. Using (5) for k = q and x0 = 0 we obtain

with Φ 0 = I n .

⎡ uq −1 ⎤
⎢
⎥
u
Φ q −i −1 Bui = Rq ⎢⎢ q − 2 ⎥⎥
x f = xq =
i =0
⎢ M ⎥
⎢⎣ u0 ⎥⎦

Definition1. The system (4) is called the (internally)
positive fractional system if and only if xk ∈ ℜ+N and

q −1

∑

yk ∈ ℜ+p , k ∈ Z + for any initial conditions x0 ∈ ℜn+

and all input sequences uk ∈ ℜm
+ , k ∈ Z+ .

(11)

From Definition 2 and (11) it follows that for every
x f ∈ ℜn+ there exists a input sequence ui ∈ ℜm
+,

It is easy to show (Kaczorek 2007a) that for 0 < α < 1
⎛α ⎞
(−1)i +1 ⎜ ⎟ Φ k −i +1 > 0, i = 1, 2,...
⎝i⎠

(10)

i = 0,1,..., q − 1 if and only if the matrix (21) contains n
linearly independent monomial columns. ■

(7)

Example 1. Consider the fractional system (4) for
0 < α < 1 with

Theorem 2. (Kaczorek 2007a) The fractional system
(4) for 0 < α < 1 is positive if and only if
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⎡1 0 ⎤
⎡0⎤
A=⎢
, B = ⎢ ⎥ , (n = 2)
⎥
⎣ 0 −α ⎦
⎣1 ⎦

⎡ −α
A=⎢
⎣ 1

(12)

The fractional system is positive since
⎡1 + α
A + I nα = ⎢
⎣ 0

0 ⎤
⎡0
2×2
A + I nα = ⎢
⎥ ∈ ℜ+
α
+
1
2
⎣
⎦

Using (6) for k = 0,1,... we obtain diagonal matrices of
the forms

Using (6) for k = 0 we obtain
0 ⎤
⎡0
Φ1 = ( A + I nα )Φ 0 = ⎢
⎥
⎣1 2 + α ⎦

⎡1 + α 0 ⎤
,
Φ1 = ( A + I nα )Φ 0 = ⎢
0 ⎥⎦
⎣ 0
⎛α ⎞
Φ 2 = ( A + I nα )Φ1 − ⎜ ⎟ Φ 0 =
⎝2⎠

The reachability matrix (10) for q = 2 has the form
⎡1 0 ⎤
Rq = [ B, Φ1 B ] = ⎢
⎥
⎣0 1 ⎦

⎤
0
⎥
⎥
⎥,
⎥
(1 − α )α ⎥
⎥⎦
2

⎛α ⎞
⎛α ⎞
Φ 3 = ( A + I nα )Φ 2 − ⎜ ⎟ Φ1 + ⎜ ⎟ Φ 0 =
2
⎝ ⎠
⎝3⎠
2
⎡ (α + 5α + 2)(α + 1) − α (α − 1)(α + 5)
⎢
6
⎢
=⎢
⎢
⎢
0
⎢⎣

(13)

The system is positive since

0⎤
∈ ℜ+2×2
0 ⎥⎦

⎡ α 2 + 5α + 2
⎢
2
⎢
=⎢
⎢
⎢
0
⎢⎣

0⎤
⎡1 ⎤
, B = ⎢ ⎥ , (n = 2)
⎥
2⎦
⎣0⎦

It contains two linearly independent monomial columns.
Therefore, the fractional system with (13) is reachable
in two steps.
Remark 1. From (6) and (10) it follows that the
positive fractional system (4) is reachable only if the
matrix

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥ ,...
α (1 − α )(α − 2) ⎥
⎥
2
⎥⎦
0

[ B, A + I nα ]

(14)

contains n linearly independent columns.
MINIMUM ENERGY CONTROL

Note that the reachability matrices (10) for q = 2,3,...
have the forms

Problem formulation
Consider the positive fractional system (4). If the
system is reachable in q steps then there exist many
input sequences that steer the state of the system from
x0 = 0 to the final state x f ∈ ℜn+ . Among these input

⎡0 0 ⎤
R2 = [ B, Φ1 B ] = ⎢
⎥,
⎣1 0 ⎦
0
⎡0 0
⎤
⎥
⎢
⎥,
R3 = [ B, Φ1 B, Φ 2 B ] = ⎢
⎢
(1 − α )α ⎥
⎥
⎢1 0
2
⎦
⎣
⎡
⎤
⎢0 0
⎥
0
0
⎢
⎥
R4 = ⎢
⎥ ,...
⎢
(1 − α )α α (1 − α )(α − 2) ⎥
⎥
⎢1 2
2
6
⎦
⎣

sequences we are looking for the sequence ui ∈ ℜm
+,
i = 0,1,..., q − 1, i ∈ Z + that minimizes the performance
index
q −1

I (u ) =

∑ u Qu
T
j

j

(15)

j =0

where Q ∈ ℜm×m is a symmetric positive define matrix
and q is a given number of steps in which the state of
the system is transferred from x0 = 0 to x f ∈ ℜn+ .

and they contain only one linearly independent
monomial column. Therefore, by Theorem 3 the system
with (12) is unreachable.

The minimum energy control problem for the positive
fractional system (4) can be stated as follows. Given
matrices A, B and the order α of the system (4), the
number of steps q, x f ∈ ℜn+ and the matrix Q of the

Example 2. Consider the fractional system (4) for
0 ≤ α ≤ 1 with

performance index (15), find a sequence of inputs
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I (uˆ ) = xTf W −1 x f

ui ∈ ℜm
+ , i = 0,1,..., q − 1, that steers the state of the

system from x0 = 0 to

x f ∈ ℜn+

(22)

and minimizes the

Problem solution

Proof. If the fractional system (4) is positive and
reachable in q steps and the assumptions (20) are
satisfied then for x f ∈ ℜn+ we have uˆi ∈ ℜm
for
+

To solve the problem we define the matrix

i = 0,1,..., q − 1 . We shall show that the sequence (18)

performance index (15).

W = W ( q, Q ) =

Rq QRqT

∈ℜ

n× n

steers the state of the system from x0 = 0 to x f ∈ ℜn+ .

(16)

Using (5) for k = q, x0 = 0 and (18), (16) we obtain

where Rq is defined by (10) and
Q = block diag ⎡Q −1 ,..., Q −1 ⎤ ∈ ℜqm×qm
⎣
⎦

xq = Rq uˆ0 q = Rq QRT W −1 x f = x f

(17)

since Rq QRT W −1 = I n .
The both sequences of inputs u0 q and uˆ0 q steer the

From (16) it follows that the matrix W is nonsingular if
and only if rank Rq = n. If the condition is met then the

state of the system from

uˆ0 q

x f . Hence

(24)

Using (24) and (18) we shall show that
ˆˆ =0
[uˆ0 q − u0 q ]T Qu
0q

(18)

(25)

where Qˆ = block diag[Q,..., Q ].
Transposition of (24) yields [uˆ0 q − u0 q ]T RqT = 0.
Postmultiplying the equality by W −1 x f we obtain

(19)
[uˆ0 q − u0 q ]T RqT W −1 x f = 0.

and this holds if
×m
Q −1 ∈ ℜm
+

to

Rq [uˆ0 q − u0 q ] = 0

From (18) it follows that uˆi ∈ ℜm
+ , i = 0,1,..., q − 1 if
×n
QRqT W −1 ∈ ℜm
+

x0 = 0

x f = Rq uˆ0 q = Rq u0 q and

system is reachable in q steps (as standard but not as a
positive systems). In this case we may define for a
given x f ∈ ℜn+ the following sequence of inputs
⎡ uˆq −1 ⎤
⎢
⎥
uˆq − 2 ⎥
⎢
−1
T
=⎢
⎥ := QRq W x f
M
⎢
⎥
⎢⎣ uˆ0 ⎥⎦

(23)

(26)

Using (18) and (26) we obtain (25) since

(20a)

ˆ ˆ = [uˆ − u ]T QQR
ˆ T W −1 x =
[uˆ0 q − u0 q ]T Qu
0q
0q
0q
f

and

= [uˆ0 q − u0 q ]T RT W −1 x f = 0

W −1 ∈ ℜn+×n

(20b)
ˆ =I .
and QQ
qm

Theorem 4. Let the positive fractional system (4) be
reachable in q steps and the conditions (20) are
satisfied. Moreover let ui ∈ ℜm
+ , i = 0,1,..., q − 1 be a
sequence of inputs that steers the state of the system
from x0 = 0 to x f ∈ ℜn+ . Then the sequence of inputs

Using (25) it is easy to verify that
ˆ ˆ + [u − uˆ ]T Qˆ [u − uˆ ]
u0 qT Quˆ0 q = uˆ0Tq Qu
0q
0q
0q
0q
0q

From (27) it follows that the inequality (21) holds, since

uˆi ∈ ℜm
+ , i = 0,1,..., q − 1 defined by (18) also steers the

[u0 q − uˆ0 q ]T Qˆ [u0 q − uˆ0 q ] ≥ 0

state of the system from x0 = 0 to x f ∈ ℜn+ and
minimizes the performance index (15), i.e.
I (uˆ ) ≤ I (u )
The minimal value of (15) for (18) is given by

(27)

To find the minimal value of the performance index we
substitute (18) into (15) and we use (16). Then we
obtain

(21)
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ˆ ˆ = (QRT W −1 x )T Qˆ (QRT W −1 x ) =
I (uˆ ) = uˆ0Tq Qu
0q
q
f
q
f

It is easy to verify that the sequence (28) steers the state
of the system in two steps from x0 = 0 to x f = [1 1]T .

= xTf W −1 Rq QRqT W −1 x f = xTf W −1 x f

Step 4. The minimal value of the performance index in
this case is equal to

ˆ = I and W −1 R QRT = I . ■
since QQ
q
q
n
qm

⎡ 2 0 ⎤ ⎡1⎤
I (uˆ ) = xTf W −1 x f = [1 1] ⎢
⎥⎢ ⎥ = 4
⎣ 0 2 ⎦ ⎣1⎦

If the conditions of Theorem 4 are met then the minimal
energy control problem can be solved by the use of the
following procedure.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Procedure
Step 1. Knowing A, B, α , q, Q and using (10) and (17)

The minimum energy control problem of positive
fractional discrete linear systems has been addressed.
Necessary and sufficient conditions for the reachability
of the systems have been established. Sufficient
conditions for the solvability of the minimum energy
control of the positive fractional discrete-time systems
have been given and a procedure for computation of the
optimal sequence of inputs minimizing the performance
index (15) has been proposed. The considerations can
be extended for positive fractional discrete-time systems
with delays and continuous-time linear systems.
An extension of these considerations for positive 2D
linear systems is an open problem.

find Rq and Q
Step 2. Knowing Rq , Q and using (16) find the
matrix W
Step 3. Using (18) compute the sequence of inputs
uˆ0 , uˆ1 ,..., uˆq −1
Step 4. Using (22) compute I (uˆ )
Example 3. Given the positive fractional system (4) for
0 < α < 1 with (13). Find an optimal sequence of inputs
that steers the state of the system from x0 = 0 to
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In Example 2 it was shown that the system is reachable
in two steps. It is easy to see that the conditions of
Theorem 4 are met. Using Procedure we obtain the
following.
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dynamic analyses. These methods are well known,
simple and Runge-Kutta’s method is fully implemented
in the used mathematical software Matlab.
Results from simulation experiments are then used for
choosing of the control strategy and designing of the
controller. The nonlinearity and negative control
properties of the system should be overcome with the
use of Adaptive control (Åström 1989).
Adaptive approach used in this work is based the choice
of an External Linear Model (ELM) parameters of
which are recomputed recursively during the control
(Bobal et al. 2005). The external delta models
(Middleton and Goodwin 2004) were used for
parameter estimation. Although delta models belong to
the range of discrete models, parameters of these
models
approaches
to
their
continuous-time
counterparts up to some assumptions (Stericker and
Sinha 1993). Ordinary recursive least squares method
(Fikar and Mikles 1999) was used for parameter
estimation during the control. A polynomial approach
with one degree-of-freedom (1DOF) configuration used
for the controller synthesis has satisfied basic control
requirements and connected with the LQ control
technique, it fulfills the requirements of stability,
asymptotic tracking of the reference signal and
compensation of disturbances (Kucera 1993).

KEYWORDS
CSTR, Adaptive control, Polynomial approach, LQ,
Recursive identification
ABSTRACT
This paper presents simulation experiments on the
continuous stirred tank reactor (CSTR) which is widely
used equipment mainly in the chemical industry. The
behaviour of these types of systems is usually nonlinear
with other negative properties such as a time-delay or a
non-minimum phase behaviour and simulation could
help us with the understanding of them without making
real experiments which could be dangerous, time or cost
demanding. The simple iteration method and the RungeKutta’s method were used for solving of a steady-state
and dynamics of the system. Used adaptive control is
based on the recursive identification of an External
Linear Model (ELM) as a representation of the
originally nonlinear system. The polynomial approach
together with the LQ approach gives sufficient control
results although the system has negative control
properties.
INTRODUCTION
The simulation of the system on a computer enroll big
boom nowadays when speed and availability of the
computer technologies grows rapidly. On the contrary,
the purchasing prise and running costs are relatively
low.
The computer simulation is usually connected with the
mathematical model as a result of modeling procedure
(Ingham et al. 2000). Material and heat balances are one
way how to describe the system and relations between
unknown quantities in the mathematical way. These
balances are then represented by ordinary or partial
differential equations depending on the type of systems.
The Continuous Stirred Tank Reactor (CSTR) is typical
equipment used in the industry for its good properties
from control point of view. The CSTR belongs to the
class of lumped parameters systems, a mathematical
model of which is described by the set of ordinary
differential equations (ODE).
The simulation analysis of the system usually consists
of steady-state and dynamic analyses (Ingham et al.
2000, Luyben 1989). The simple iteration method and
Runge-Kutta’s method (Lyuben 1989) were used in the
work for numerical solving of the steady-state and

MODEL OF THE PLANT
As it is written above, the chemical process under
consideration is the Continuous Stirred Tank Reactor
(CSTR). The schematical representation of the CSTR is
in Figure 1.
We supposed that reactant is perfectly mixed and react
to the final product with the concentration cA(t). The
heat produced by the reaction is represented by the
temperature of the reactant T(t). Furthermore we expect
that volume, heat capacities and densities are constant
during the control due to simplification.
A mathematical model of this system is derived from
the material and heat balances of the reactant and
cooling. The resulted model is then set of two Ordinary
Differential Equations (ODEs) (Gao et al. 2002):
a4
⎛
dT
= a1 ⋅ (T0 − T ) + a2 ⋅ k1 ⋅ c A + a3 ⋅ qc ⋅ ⎜⎜ 1 − e qc
dt
⎜
⎝
dc A
= a1 ⋅ ( c A0 − c A ) − k1 ⋅ c A
dt
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⎞
⎟
⎟ ⋅ (T0 − T ) (1)
⎟
⎠

Where a1-4 are constants computed as
a1 =

Steady-state Analysis
The steady-state analysis shows behaviour of the system
in the steady-state, i.e. in t Æ ∞ and results in optimal
working point in the sense of maximal effectiveness and
concentration yield. Mathematical meaning of the
steady-state is that derivatives with respect to time
variable are equal to zero, d(·)/dt = 0. The mathematical
model (1) is then transferred to the set of two nonlinear
equations:

ρc ⋅ c pc
− ha
q
−ΔH
; a2 =
; a3 =
; a4 =
(2)
V
ρ ⋅cp
ρ ⋅ c p ⋅V
ρc ⋅ c pc

variable t in previous equations denotes time, T is used
for temperature of the reactant, V is volume of the
reactor, cA represents concentration of the product, q
and qc are volumetric flow rates of the reactant and
cooling respectively. Indexes (·)0 denotes inlet values of
the variables and (·)c is used for variables related to the
cooling. The fixed values of the system are shown in
Table 1 (Gao et al. 2002).
The reaction rate, k1, is computed from Arrhenius law:
k1 = k0 ⋅ e

−E
R ⋅T

a4
⎛
a1 ⋅ T0 + a2 ⋅ k1 ⋅ c As + a3 ⋅ qc ⋅ T0 ⋅⎜ 1 − e qc
⎜
⎝
Ts =
a4
⎛
⎞
a1 + a3 ⋅ qc ⋅⎜1 − e qc ⎟
⎜
⎟
⎝
⎠
⋅
a
c
c As = 1 A0
a1 + k1

(3)

where k0 is reaction rate constant, E denotes an
activation energy and R is a gas constant. As you can
see, this reaction rate is nonlinear function of the
temperature T and we can say, that this system is a
nonlinear system with lumped parameters.

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

(4)

The simple iteration method was used for solving of this
set of equation and the results are shown in figures.
The steady-state analysis was done for different
volumetric flow rate of the reactant q = <100; 200> in
l.min-1 and different volumetric flow rate of the cooling
qc = <20; 100> l.min-1.

cAs [mol.l -1]

0.98
0.97
0.96
0.95
100

Figure 1: Continuous Stirred Tank Reactor
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Table 1: Fixed parameters of the reactor
q = 100 l.min-1
V = 100 l
k0 = 7.2·1010 min-1
E/R = 1·104 K
T0 = 350 K
ΔH = -2·105 cal.mol-1
cp = 1 cal.g-1.K-1
cpc = 1 cal.g-1.K-1
ρ = 1·103 g.l-1
ρc = 1·103 g.l-1
cA0 = 1 mol.l-1
ha = 7·105 cal.min-1.K-1

n -1]

40
20

120

l .m
q[

100

Figure 2: Steady-state values of concentration cA for
different volumetric flow rates q and qc
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Activation energy to R
Reactant’s feed temperature
Reaction heat
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Density of the cooling
Feed concentration
Heat transfer coefficient
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STEADY-STATE AND DYNAMIC ANALYSES
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]

The system is submitted to the steady-state and dynamic
analyses to obtain information about the behaviour of
the system.
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Figure 3: Steady-state values of temperature T for
different volumetric flow rates q and qc
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Step responses in Figure 4 and Figure 5 show that the
output temperature, y1, could be described by the first or
the second order transfer function and the second order
transfer function could be used as a description of the
output – concentration cA represented by y2.

As it could be seen in previous figures, system has
nonlinear behaviour as we expected from the
mathematical model. We cannot choose the exact
optimal working point from figures but from the
practical and mainly cost point of view is eligible to
choose volumetric flow rates as low as possible. The
working point is then characterized by the pair of
volumetric flow rates:
qc = 80 l.min −1

q = 100 l.min −1

4
+60%

3

(5)

T s = 354.26 K

c As = 0.9620 mol.l −1

y1(t) [K]

The steady-state values of state variables T and are cA
for this working point
(6)

2

+40%

1

+20%

0
-20%

Dynamic Analysis
This analysis means that we observe course of the state
variables in time after the step change of some input
variable. The step changes of volumetric flow rates q
and qc are input variables in our case and the steadystatel values in Equation (6) are initial conditions for the
set of ODE (1). The Runge-Kutta’s fourth order method
was used for numerical solving of the set of ODE.
Six step changes of each input variable (±80%, ±40%,
±20% of its value in working point (5)) were done and
the results are shown in Figure 4 – Figure 7 . The output
variables y1 and y2 represents difference between the
actual value and the steady-state value of the variable:
y1 ( t ) = T ( t ) − T s ;

y2 ( t ) = c A ( t ) − c As

-40%
-60%

-1
0

5

10

15

t [min]

20

25

Figure 6: Time response of the output y1 for various
step changes of the input volumetric flow rate of
reactant Δq
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y2(t) [mol.l ]

+20%

-0.025

+40%

-0.050

(7)

+60%

-0.075
+60%

3.0

0

2.5

y1(t) [K]

+40%

1.0

15

t [min]

20

25

30

The second dynamic analysis for different step changes
of the reactant’s flow rate results in similar responses as
in the previous case – see Figure 6 and Figure 7.

-20%

-0.5

-40%
-60%

-1.0
0
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15

t [min]

20

25

ADAPTIVE CONTROL

30

The input (control) variable is the change of the
volumetric flow rate of the coolant and the output
(controlled) variable is temperature of the reactant, i.e.

Figure 4: Time response of the output y1 for various
step changes of the input volumetric flow rate of
cooling Δqc
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0.000
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Figure 7: Time response of the output y2 for various
step changes of the input volumetric flow rate of
reactant Δq
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(8)

External Linear Model(ELM)
Although the original system has nonlinear behaviour,
the External Linear Model (ELM) is used as a
reprentation of the controlled system.
The controlled output is shown in Figure 4 which means
that the transfer function could be the second order
transfer function with relative order one:
Y (s) b(s)
b s + b0
G( s) =
=
= 2 1
(9)
U ( s ) a ( s ) s + a1 s + a0

-0.006

-0.010

qc ( t ) − qcs

30

Figure 5: Time response of the output y2 for various
step changes of the input volumetric flow rate of
cooling Δqc
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identified system can vary during the control which is
typical for nonlinear systems and the use of some
forgetting factor could result in better output response.

This transfer function fulfils the condition of properness
deg b ≤ deg a .
The ELM can be in continuous time or discrete time
form. In this work, δ–model was used as an ELM. This
model belongs to the class of discrete models but its
properties are different from the classical discrete model
in the Z-plain. If we want to convert
Z-model to δ–model, we must introduce a new complex
variable γ computed as (Mukhopadhyay et al. 1992)
z −1
γ=
(10)
α ⋅ Tv ⋅ z + (1 − α ) ⋅ Tv

The RLS method with exponential forgetting is
described by the set of equations:
ε ( k ) = y ( k ) − ϕ T ( k ) ⋅ θˆ ( k − 1)
γ ( k ) = ⎡⎣1 + ϕ T ( k ) ⋅ P ( k − 1) ⋅ ϕ ( k ) ⎤⎦
P (k ) =

Several types of exponential forgetting can be used, e.g.
RLS with constant exponential forgetting, RLS with
increasing exp. forgetting etc. RLS with the changing
exp. forgetting is used for parameter estimation here,
where the changing forgetting factor λ1 is computed

λ1 ( k ) = 1 − K ⋅ γ ( k ) ⋅ ε 2 ( k )

Configuration of the Controller
The configuration with one degree-of-freedom (1DOF)
was used for the control system set-up. This form has a
controller in the feedback part (see Figure 8).

y (k − 1) − y (k − 2)
Tv

w

(13)

φδΤ ( k − 1) = ⎡⎣ − yδ ( k − 1) , − yδ ( k − 2 ) ,K
K, uδ ( k − 1) , uδ ( k − 2 ) ⎤⎦

0

1

0

]

(14)

(15)

can be computed from the ARX (Auto-Regressive
eXtrogenous) model
yδ ( k ) = θδ ( k ) ⋅ ϕδ ( k − 1)
T

v

u

G

y

The block G in the Figure 8 represents the transfer
function of the plant (9), w is the wanted value
(reference signal), e stands for the control error (e = w y), v is a disturbance, u is used for the control variable
and y denotes the controlled output. Block Q is a
transfer function of the controller which ensures
stability, asymptotic tracking of the reference signal and
load disturbance attenuation and it can be described by
the polynomials in s-plain as

and Tv is a sampling period, the data vector is then

1

Q

Figure 8: 1DOF control configuration

uδ (k − 2) = u (k − 2)

δ

e

-

u (k − 1) − u (k − 2)
Tv

The vector of estimated parameters
θˆΤ ( k ) = [ a ' , a ' , b ' , b '

(18)

K is Equation (18) small number, in our case K = 0.001.

where yδ is the recomputed output to the δ-model:
y (k ) − 2 y (k − 1) + y (k − 2)
yδ ( k ) =
Tv2

uδ (k − 1) =

P ( k − 1) ⋅ ϕ ( k ) ⋅ ϕ T ( k ) ⋅ P ( k − 1) ⎤
1
⎡ P ( k − 1) −
⎥
⎣
λ1 ( k − 1)
λ1 ( k − 1) + ϕ T ( k ) ⋅ P ( k − 1) ⋅ ϕ ( k ) ⎥⎦

θˆ ( k ) = θˆ ( k − 1) + L ( k ) ε ( k )

The differential equation for ELM in the form of (9) is
yδ ( k ) = − a1 yδ ( k − 1) − a0 yδ ( k − 2 ) +
(12)
+ b1uδ ( k − 1) + b0 uδ ( k − 2 )

yδ ( k − 2) = y (k − 2)

(17)

L ( k ) = γ ( k ) ⋅ P ( k − 1) ⋅ ϕ ( k )

We can obtain infinitely many models for optional
parameter α from the interval 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 and a sampling
period Tv, however a forward δ-model was used in this
work which has γ operator computed via
z −1
α =0⇒γ =
(11)
Tv

yδ ( k − 1) =

−1

Q (s) =

(16)

q (s)
s ⋅ p% ( s )

(19)

where degrees of the polynomials are computed from
deg q ( s ) = deg a ( s ) , deg p% ( s ) ≥ deg a ( s ) − 1 (20)

by some of the recursive least squares methods.
The parameters a’1, a’0, b’1 and b’0 are parameters of
the delta model which are not identical to the
parameters of the continuous-time model in Equation
(9) but it was proofed for example in (Stericker and
Sinha 1993) that parameters of polynomials a’(δ) and
b’(δ) approach the parameters of the continuous-time
model with decreasing value of the sampling period Tv.
The Recursive Least-Squares (RLS) method is wellknown and widely used for the parameter estimation
(Fikar and Mikles, 1999). It could be modified with
some kind of forgetting, exponential or directional
(Kulhavy and Karny, 1984), because parameters of the

and parameters of the polynomials p% ( s ) and q(s) are
computed from a Diophantine equation (Kucera 1993):
(21)
a ( s ) ⋅ s ⋅ p% ( s ) + b ( s ) ⋅ q ( s ) = d ( s )
Polynomials a(s) and b(s) are known from the recursive
identification and the polynomial d(s) on the right side
of (21) is an optional stable polynomial. Roots of this
polynomial are called poles of the closed-loop and their
position affects quality of the control.
This polynomial could be designed for example with the
use of Pole-placement method (Vojtesek et al., 2004).
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the very beginning of the control mainly because of
recursive identification which has no adequate
information about the system at the start.

The method presented here uses Linear Quadratic (LQ)
approach which is based on the minimization of the cost
function
∞

J LQ = ∫ {μ LQ ⋅ e 2 ( t ) + ϕ LQ ⋅ u& 2 ( t )}dt
0

input variable. Polynomial d(s) in this case is

-0.5

(23)

+ b* ⋅ μ LQ ⋅ b = g * ⋅ g

-1.0

(25)

The transfer function of the controller in (19) is for this
case
q s 2 + q1 s + q0
Q% ( s ) = 2 2
s ⋅ ( s + p1 s + p0 )

600

800

1000

60
40
u(t)[%]

φLQ = 0.25

20

φLQ = 2

0

φLQ = 0.7

-20
-40

g 0 = μ b , g1 = 2 g 0 g 2 + ϕ LQ a + μ b ,
2
1

g 2 = 2 g1 g3 + ϕ LQ ( a12 − 2a0 ) , g 3 = ϕ LQ ,

t [min]

80

(26)

2
0

400

100

and the polynomial d(s) is from (25) of the fifth degree.
The parameters of n(s) and g(s) are computed from
Equation (24) as
2
LQ 0

200

However, the controller has a smooth course after next
step changes. The increasing value of the weighting
factor φLQ results in smoother but slower course of the
output variable. As you can see, time 200 min which
was used for each step is not enough for the controller
with φLQ = 2 to reach the wanted value w(t).

for control variable u(t) and disturbance v(t) from the
ring of step functions f(s) = s. The resulted controller is
strictly proper and the degree of d(s) is computed via
deg d = deg ( g ⋅ n ) = 2 deg a + 1

0

Figure 9: Output variable y(t) for various values of
weighting factor φLQ

(24)

n* ⋅ n = a * ⋅ a

φLQ = 0.7

0.0

and polynomials n(s) and g(s) are computed from the
spectral factorization
*
( a ⋅ f ) ⋅ ϕ LQ ⋅ a ⋅ f

φLQ = 2

φLQ = 0.25

0.5

w(t), y(t) [K]

where φLQ > 0 and μLQ ≥ 0 are weighting coefficients,
e(t) is control error and u& ( t ) denotes difference of the
d (s) = g (s) ⋅ n (s)

w(t)

1.0

(22)

-60
-80

(27)

-100

n0 = a02 , n1 = 2n0 + a12 − 2a0

0

200

400

t [min]

600

800

1000

Figure 10: Input variable u(t) for various values of
weighting factor φLQ

a'1(t)[-]

The resultant controller works in continuous-time and in
our case its structure corresponds to the structure of the
real PID controller but its parameters vary according to
the actual working point.
Control simulation results
Simulation experiments were done in the mathematical
software Matlab, version 6.5.1. The sampling period
was Tv = 0.3 min, the simulation time 1000 min and 5
different step changes were done during this time.
The input variable u(t) was limited due to the physical
realization to the bounds u(t) = <–80%; +80%>. The
initial vector of parameters used for identification was
θˆΤ = [ 0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1] and the initial covariance matrix

2.4
2.3
2.2
2.1
2.0
1.9
1.8
1.7
1.6

φLQ = 2
φLQ = 0.25

0

200

φLQ = 0.7

400

t [min]

600

800

1000

Figure 11: The course of the identified parameter a’1
during the control
The effect of to the φLQ to the input variable is not very
obvious, the courses in Figure 10 are nearly similar.
Used recursive identification with exponential
forgetting has no problem with the recursive
identification (see Figures 11 – 14) except the very
beginning of the control as it was mentioned before.

was Pii = 1·107 for i = 1,..,4.
The tuning parameters of the controller are weighting
factors φLQ and μLQ, where μLQ = 1 and three simulation
studies for different φLQ = 0.25, 1 and 2 were done. The
results are shown in following figures.
The course of the output variable in Figure 9 shows that
the proposed controller with 1DOF has problem only in
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view by simulation means mainly to obtain useful
information for subsequent optimal control design.
The contribution is structured as follows: after the
introduction, a detailed description of the reactor
follows. In the next sections, a mathematical model of
the system is derived and all variables are defined
together with their physical values and limits. Further,
steady-state and dynamical behaviour is studied by
simulation means. A detailed analysis of the reactor
from the systems theory point of view follows in next
sections, giving useful information for optimal control
design. Possible control strategies are discussed at the
end of the contribution together with areas for possible
future research.

KEYWORDS
Exothermic Semi-batch Reactor, Chromium Waste,
Modelling, Analysis, Simulation.
ABSTRACT
The paper presents a control system design oriented
analysis of a semi-batch reactor used for tanning waste
recovery. The analysis is performed with the help of
modelling and simulation means and provides useful
information for optimal control design of the process.
INTRODUCTION
The tannery is an essential industry process today. Its
product is a natural hide. Some of the leather properties
(such as softness, plasticity, stability, absorption) cannot
be replaced by any artificial material.
There are a lot of technological operations during the
leather-to-hide conversion, starting with washing,
continuing by tanning etc. These are usually connected
with huge water, energy and chemicals consumption
resulting in negative impact on the environment.
Recently, one of the very fundamental operations is
chromium salt tanning. It is possible to obtain only 200
[kg] of hide from 1000 [kg] of leather, but over 600
[kg] of solid waste originates from this process; the rest
is drained away in the form of liquid waste during the
chromium salt tanning process. The USA produces
almost 60 000 tons of this solid waste and the
worldwide production is approximately 10 times bigger
(Cabeza et al. 1998). Currently, majority of this solid
waste is land filled. It can result in leakage of Cr3+ into
groundwater. After oxidation, for example in sewage
treatment plants during purification from unhealthy
bacteria, the Cr3+ to Cr6+ conversion can occur. The
Cr6+ compounds belong to cancerous substances so
they are dangerous to health. As a consequence, at
present, alternative methods of dealing with the
chromium waste are sought and investigated (Aloy and
Vulliermet 1998; Tiravanti et al. 1996, 1997). The
enzymatic hydrolysis is one of the considered
alternatives (Kolomazník et al. 1996). This technique
separates the chrome from protein in the form of the
chromium filter cake. All products of this process are
usable – it is a waste-free technology.
This paper deals with an analysis of a chemical reactor
for chromium sludge (chromium filter cake) recovery.
The reactor is used for the enzymatic hydrolysis and the
analysis is performed from the control theory point of

A SEMI-BATCH REACTOR
The chromium sludge is processed in a chemical reactor
sketched in Fig.1. by an exothermic chemical reaction
with chrome sulphate acid. During this reaction a
considerable quantity of heat is developing so that
control of the reaction is necessary.

Figure 1: Chemical Reactor

Proceedings 22nd European Conference on Modelling and
Simulation ©ECMS Loucas S. Louca, Yiorgos Chrysanthou,
Zuzana Oplatková, Khalid Al-Begain (Editors)
ISBN: 978-0-9553018-5-8 / ISBN: 978-0-9553018-6-5 (CD)
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System description

⎡⎣ m ( t ) aFK ( t ) ⎤⎦′ [kg.s-1], where aFK ( t ) [ − ] denotes the
mass concentration of the chromium sludge in the
reactor and m ( t ) [ kg ] describes weight of the reaction

In order to investigate main properties of the real
process, a mathematical model of the chemical reactor
was derived based on Fig.2.

components in the system. The expression
k m ( t ) aFK ( t ) [kg.s-1] defines the chromium sludge
extinction by the chemical reaction. Here, k[s-1] is the
reaction rate constant expressed by the Arrhenius
equation (2) where A [s-1], E [J.mol-1] and R [J.mol1
.K-1] are pre-exponential factor, activation energy and
gas constant respectively.

k = Ae

The scheme above shows a chemical semi-batch reactor
with initial filling mP[kg] given by the solution of
chemicals without the chromium sludge (filter cake).
This is fed into the reactor by mFK [kg/s] to control the
developing heat since the temperature has to stay under
a certain critical level ( T ( t ) ≺ 100o C ), otherwise the

used above mean: cFK [J.kg-1.K-1] – chromium sludge
specific heat capacity, cR [J.kg-1.K-1] – specific heat
capacity of the reactor content, TFK [K] – chromium
sludge temperature, ΔH r [J.kg-1] – reaction heat, K
[J.m-2. K-1.s-1] – conduction coefficient, S [m2] – heat
transfer surface, T ( t ) [K] - temperature of reaction
components in the reactor, Tv ( t ) [K] – temperature of
a coolant in the reactor double wall.
The last equation describes coolant heat balance. The
input heat is given by mv cvTvp , the heat entering the

Mathematical model
Under usual simplifications, based on the mass and heat
balance, the following 4 nonlinear ordinary differential
equations can be derived (Macků 2005, 2004):

coolant by the reactor wall is expressed by
K S ⎡⎣T ( t ) − Tv ( t ) ⎤⎦ , the heat going out with the coolant

is described as mv cvTv ( t ) and the heat accumulated in

(1)

the double wall describes the last term mvR cvTV′ ( t ) . The
symbols mean: mv [kg.s-1] – coolant mass flow, cv
[J.kg-1.K-1] – coolant specific heat capacity, Tvp [K] –
input coolant temperature, mvR [kg] – coolant mass
weight in the reactor double wall.
Variables mFK , mv , TFK , Tvp are manipulated signals,

d
= K S ⎡⎣T ( t ) − Tv ( t ) ⎤⎦ + ⎡⎣ m ( t ) cR T ( t ) ⎤⎦
dt
mv cvTvp + K S ⎡⎣T ( t ) − Tv ( t ) ⎤⎦ = mv cvTv ( t ) + mvR cv

d
Tv ( t )
dt

however, from practical point of view, only mFK and
mv are usable. The temperature change of TFK or Tvp

The first equation expresses the total mass balance of
the chemical solution in the reactor. The symbol
mFK [kg.s-1] expresses the mass flow of the entering
chromium sludge and

(2)

transmission through the reactor wall is expressed by
the formula K S ⎡⎣T ( t ) − Tv ( t ) ⎤⎦ . The individual symbols

reactor could be destroyed. On the other hand it is
desirable to utilise the maximum capacity of the reactor
to process the maximum amount of waste in the shortest
possible time (higher temperature is desirable).
Therefore an optimal control strategy has to find a
trade-off between these opposite requirements.

d
m (t )
dt
d
mFK = k m ( t ) aFK ( t ) + ⎡⎣ m ( t ) aFK ( t ) ⎤⎦
dt
mFK cFK TFK + ΔH r k m ( t ) aFK ( t ) =

E
RT ( t )

The third equation describes the enthalpy balance. The
input heat entering the reactor in the form of the
chromium sludge is expressed by the term mFK cFK TFK ,
the heat arising from the chemical reaction is given by
the expression ΔH r k m ( t ) aFK ( t ) and the heat

Figure 2: Chemical Reactor Scheme

mFK =

−

is inconvenient due to the economic reasons (great
energy demands).

m′ ( t ) [kg.s-1] describes the

For simulation purposes, the following values of the
constants used in the mathematical model (1) were
adopted
(obtained
analytically,
experimentally,
estimated or taken from the literature, for details see
Macků 2004): A = 219.6 s-1, E = 29968 J.mol-1, R =
8.314 J.mol-1.K-1, cFK = 4400 J.kg-1.K-1, cv = 4118

accumulation of the in-reactor content.
The second equation represents the chromium sludge
mass balance. The input is mFK [kg.s-1] again, the
accumulation is given by the last term
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J.kg-1.K-1, cR = 4500 J.kg-1.K-1, mvR = 220 kg, ΔH r =
1392350 J.kg-1, K = 200 J.m-2.K-1.s-1, S = 7.36 m2,
mv = 1 kg.s-1, TFK = 293.15K = 20°C, Tvp = 288.15K
= 15°C. The mFK feeding varied from 0 to 3kg.s-1.
Initial
conditions
were
defined
as:
(initial
reactor
filling),
m ( 0 ) = m p = 1810 kg
aFK ( 0 ) = 0

(initial

mass

concentration

of

the

chromium sludge in the reactor), T ( 0 ) = 323.15 K =
50°C (initial temperature of the reactor filling) and
initial coolant temperature Tv ( 0 ) = 293.15 K = 20°C.
Figure 3: Total Mass Response

Technological limits and variables saturation

The figure above shows increase of the total mass in the
reactor for various input flow rates of the chromium
sludge. The simulation reveals integrating, astatic
behaviour and it already respects the limitations
introduced previously (max. mass in the reactor
mmax = 2450 [ kg ] ).

Maximum filling of the reactor is limited by its volume
to the value of m < 2450 kg approximately. Then the
process of feeding by the chromium sludge mFK has to
be stopped. The feeding can be practically realized in
the range mFK ∈ 0;3 kg.s-1. As stated in the system
description, the temperature cannot exceed the limit
T ( t ) ≺ 100o C ; this holds also for the coolant (water)
but it is not so critical in this case as shown by the
further experiments.
SIMULATION ANALYSIS
In order to prepare a convenient control strategy for the
process described above, first a steady-state and
dynamic analyses were performed with the help of
simulation means.
Steady-state analysis
The reactor described above, i.e. a semi-batch reactor,
has only one steady state given by:
mFK = 0; aFK = 0; T = Tv = Tvp

Figure 4: Chromium Sludge Mass Concentration
Response

(3)

The response presented in Fig. 4 reveals derivative
behaviour of the variable aFK ( t ) for various values of

It means that the steady state can occur only at the
beginning of the process (before feeding the reactor) or
at the end of the reaction running inside.

mFK .

Dynamics analysis
Dynamical behaviour analysis of a system is also an
important part in the control design process. It gives
insight into stability and other important properties of
the system, such as time-constants, gains and nonminimum-phase behaviour. Using simulation means
(MATLAB/Simulink), the following graphs were
recorded as a step-responses of the input variable mFK
(other variables were kept at their operating values
defined previously). The input variable was chosen in
the range: mFK = [ 0.05 0.1 0.5 1 3] ⎡⎣ kg ⋅ s −1 ⎤⎦ .
Figure 5: Temperature-in-the-Reactor Response
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The response of Fig. 5 shows temperature increase
inside the reactor – it can be seen how the temperature
rises as a result of the chemical reaction. The faster
input flow rate of the chromium sludge, the faster
reaction and temperature increase. Then, the next
increase is limited by the restriction on the maximum
possible mass in the reactor followed by gradual
temperature fall. From the graph it is also clear that for
the simulated range of mFK the temperature goes

Linear model
Having generally a nonlinear model defined by a system
of formulas

x ′ ( t ) = f ⎡⎣t , x ( t ) , u ( t ) ⎤⎦ ,
x (t )

where

defines a vector of state-variables

⎡⎣ x1 ( t ) x2 ( t )

beyond the allowed limit T ( t ) ≺ 100 [°C] for higher

xn ( t ) ⎤⎦ ,

variables ⎡⎣u1 ( t ) u2 ( t )
nonlinear vector function

mFK -values, therefore the process needs to be
controlled properly.

(4)

[ f1

u (t )

vector of input

um ( t ) ⎤⎦ and
f2

f

is a

f n ] , then the

linear model in a given operating (steady-state) point

( u , y ) can be generally obtained using formulae:
s

s

x ′ ( t ) = Ax ( t ) + Bu ( t )

(5)

with constant matrices A , B calculated as:

Figure 6: Coolant Temperature Response
A record of the coolant temperature is presented in Fig.
6. As can be seen from the graph, the temperature of the
media for the whole range of mFK is not critical since
water is used for the cooling (provided the defined flow
rate mv = 1 [kg/s] is ensured).
CONTROL THEORY POINT OF VIEW
From the systems theory point of view the reactor has
four input signals mFK ( t ) , mv ( t ) , TFK ( t ) and Tvp ( t ) ,
four state variables m ( t ) , aFK ( t ) , T ( t ) , Tv ( t ) and

generally seen as a Multi Input – Multi Output (MIMO)
system of 4th order. In addition it possesses strongly
nonlinear behaviour. Practically, the only manipulated
variables are input flow rates of the chromium sludge
mFK ( t ) and of the coolant mv ( t ) . Therefore, input
can

be

alternatively

seen

⎡ ∂f1
⎢ ∂u
⎢ 1
⎢ ∂f 2
⎢
B = ⎢ ∂u1
⎢
⎢
⎢ ∂f n
⎢ ∂u
⎣ 1

∂f1
∂u2

∂f 2
∂x2
∂f n
∂x2

∂f 2
∂u2
∂f n
∂u2

∂f1 ⎤
∂xn ⎥
⎥
∂f 2 ⎥
⎥
∂xn ⎥
⎥
⎥
∂f n ⎥
∂xn ⎥⎦ x = x s

(6)

∂f1 ⎤
∂um ⎥
⎥
∂f 2 ⎥
⎥
∂um ⎥
⎥
⎥
∂f n ⎥
∂um ⎥⎦ u = us

x′ (t ) = A (t ) x (t ) + B (t ) u (t )

(7)

where the matrices A ( t ) , B ( t ) are no longer constant

temperatures of the filter cake TFK ( t ) and of the
Tvp ( t )

∂f1
∂x2

As the reactor embodies astatic behaviour, it is not
possible to compute the matrices in a chosen (steadystate) operating point. However, the linearization can be
performed generally, resulting in a time-variant system:

one output signal to be controlled given by the
temperature inside the reactor T ( t ) . Hence, it can be

coolant

⎡ ∂f1
⎢ ∂x
⎢ 1
⎢ ∂f 2
⎢
A = ⎢ ∂x1
⎢
⎢
⎢ ∂f n
⎢ ∂x
⎣ 1

but time-dependent. Using the formulas above, the
originally nonlinear model of the reactor has been
transformed into a linear time-variant model with the
matrices A ( t ) , B ( t ) of the form (8),

as

disturbances. For further analysis, the reactor model
described by the system of differential equations (1) is
transformed into a linear time-variant (LTV) system.
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0
0
0 ⎤
⎡ 0
⎢a t a t a t
0 ⎥⎥
21 ( )
22 ( )
23 ( )
A (t ) = ⎢
⎢ a31 ( t ) a32 ( t ) a33 ( t ) a34 ( t ) ⎥
⎥
⎢
0
a43
a44 ( t ) ⎦⎥
⎣⎢ 0

Since the system generally has one output T ( t ) and 4
inputs mFK ( t ) , mv ( t ) , TFK ( t ) , Tvp ( t ) , the resultant

(8)

t.f. is a vector of the 1-by-4 size:
G = ⎡GT
⎣

0
0
0 ⎤
⎡ 1
⎢b t
0
0
0 ⎥⎥
21 ( )
B (t ) = ⎢
⎢b31 ( t )
0
0 ⎥
b33 ( t )
⎥
⎢
0
b42 ( t )
b44 ( t ) ⎥⎦
⎢⎣ 0

GT

mFK

The first term GT

mFK

mv

GT

TFK

GT

Tvp

⎤.
⎦

(13)

describes the relation between the

temperature inside the reactor T ( t ) and the input flow
rate of the chromium sludge mFK ( t ) . The other terms

where the particular ralations describing the coefficients
(except for a43 all coefficients are time-dependent) are
presented in the appendix. Generally, output from a
linear system is defined as:

describes the relations between the temperature and the
variables mv ( t ) , TFK ( t ) , Tvp ( t ) respectively. As

y ( t ) = Cx ( t ) + Du ( t )

focused on the relation between these variables and the
inner reactor temperature. The “pseudo” transfer
function for these two input variables have these
general forms (using (8)-(10) and (12)):

stated earlier, the only practically manipulated variables
are mFK ( t ) and mv ( t ) . Therefore, next analysis is

(9)

with matrices C , D defined in our case as:
C = [ 0 0 1 0] , D = [ 0 0 0 0]

(10)
GT

(output for control purposes is only the temperature
inside the reactor and the system is strictly proper).
Transfer function

mFK

GT

If we have the matrices A , B , C , D of a linear (or
linearized) model then it is possible to compute a
transfer function (matrix in a MIMO case) of a system,
which is a useful relation for control system analysis
and design. It gives insight into input-output behaviour
of the system variables and provides useful information,
such as stability, non-minimum-phase behaviour, timeconstants, gain etc. For constant matrices mentioned
above, it can be computed simply as:
−1

G ( s ) = C ( sI n − A ) B ,

( s, t ) =

(

s s 3 + A2 ( t ) s 2 + A1 ( t ) s + A0 ( t )

B1′ ( t ) s + B0′ ( t )

)

s + A2 ( t ) s 2 + A1 ( t ) s + A0 ( t )
3

, (14)

, (15)

to the limited space, for information only formulas
concerning the most important t.f. GT mFK are
presented).
From the equations presented above, it can be seen that
the relation between T ( t ) and mFK ( t ) is generally
integrative whereas between T ( t ) and mv ( t ) only

(11)

proportional. At present, the only practically
manipulated variable is mFK ( t ) , therefore, the further
investigation is focused on the analysis of the transfer
function GT mFK . Although it would be also useful to
investigate also GT

mv

, due to the limited space of this

paper, this analysis is not provided.

can be considered constant, i.e. it is possible to compute
a “pseudo” transfer function (t.f.) describing
instantaneous relation between the output and input
signals. Then this “pseudo” transfer function is also
time-dependent, but for a given time-moment it yields
instantaneous transfer function of the system:
−1

B3 ( t ) s 3 + B2 ( t ) s 2 + B1 ( t ) s + B0 ( t )

where
relations
for
the
time-dependent
coefficients Ai ( t ) , Bi ( t ) are given in the appendix (due

where s is the complex Laplace variable and I n is the
n -by- n identity matrix. As the reactor analyzed in this
contribution is astatatic, the linearized model is timedependent and the “proper” transfer function introduced
above cannot be computed. However, in a given timemoment t , the time-dependent matrices A ( t ) , B ( t )

G ( s, t ) = C ( sI n − A ( t ) ) B ( t ) .

mv

( s, t ) =

Transfer function coefficients range
In order to determine the range of GT

mFK

coefficients, a

series of simulation experiments were performed in the
MATLAB/Simulink environment. The variable
mFK ( t ) was changing in the admissible range from 0 to

(12)

3 [kg/s] with the step 0.1 and both maximum and
minimum values of the GT mFK coefficients were

Using this idea and the relations (8)-(10) it is possible to
compute a “pseudo” transfer function of the reactor.

recorded. Summary of the achieved results is presented
in Table 1.
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Table 1: Range of GT

mFK

values of complex parts of the poles are relatively small
which shows that this effect is not so significant. From
the results, it can be also deduced that the system
possesses non-minimum phase (NMP) behaviour –
some of the zeros may become positive (unstable).
Generally, NMP-systems are more difficult to control.
Having the range of poles, it would be also possible to
compute the range of time-constants and of the gain for
the system. Although this information would be also
interesting from the controller design point of view, due
to the limited space it is not provided.

Coefficients

Coefficient
B3

Minimum value

Maximum value

-0.0426

-8.632x10-4

B2

9.944 x10-5

B1

5.221x10

-7

1.022x10-5

B0

-1.220x10-8

5.810x10-11

A2

0.0051

0.0301

0.0016

A1

-8.777x10

-6

1.770 x10-4

A0

-1.336x10-8

1.787x10-7

Discussion
The computed range of GT

The table shows that some of the coefficients are very
small and consequently they could be possibly
neglected for the control system design.

Poles pi of a system are defined as roots of the transfer
function denominator whereas zeros zi are given by the
numerator roots. Given the range of coefficients from
the Table 1, it is possible to compute also the range of
poles and zeros of GT mFK . Results are summarized in

Suggested control strategies
Havig the approximate uncertainty intervals of the
GT mFK coefficients, it suggests using the robust control
approach (e.g. Morari and Zafirou 1989). As parameters
of the linearized model change, an alternative idea
could also be the usage of adaptive control strategies
(e.g. Åström and Wittenmark 1989). Another possible
approach which proved to be successful is the
predictive control (Srinivasan and Bonvin 2007, Sámek
and Macků 2007). At present, the system is controlled
only as a Single Input – Single Output (the temperature
inside the reactor is controlled only by means of the
chromium sludge input flow rate). It would be useful to
include also the coolant flow rate mv ( t ) as a

Table 2 where the roots are divided into their real and
imaginary parts for the case they are complex.
mFK

Poles pi and Zeros zi

zi / pi

Real min.

Real max.

Imag.
min.

Imag.
max.

z1

0

0

0.0185

0.1601

z2

-0.0062

-0.0062

0

0

z3

-1.973x10-5

0.0016

0

0

p1

0

0

0

p2

-0.0226

-0.0059

0

p3

-0.0067

0.0021

0
5.590
x10-4
9.108
x10-4

p4

-0.0018

8.464x10-4

-5.590
x10-4
-9.108
x10-4

coefficients from Table

1 shows that for the control design, some of the
coefficients could be neglected (e.g. B0 , possibly also
B1 , A0 ). Consequently, the linear time-variant model
will be of a simpler form, which is useful.

Poles and zeros

Table 2: Range of GT

mFK

manipulated variable and use the MIMO control design
strategies (e.g. Skogestad and Postlethwaite 1996).
CONCLUSION
This contribution was focused on the analysis of a
reactor used for the tanning waste recovery. The
analysis was made by both theoretical and simulation
means in order to provide useful information for
optimal controller design. The nonlinear model of the
system was derived and transformed into a linear timevariant system which was used for further investigation
of the process properties. The range of transfer function
coefficients was determined and possible control
strategies were outlined. In this work, the main focus
was on the relationship between the controlled variable
– temperature inside the reactor and the manipulated
variable given by the chromium sludge input flow rate.
From the controller design point of view, it would be
useful to investigate also the relationship between the
second practically possible manipulated variable – the
coolant mass flow rate and the temperature.

0

Zeros at (or very close to) the origin indicate derivative
behaviour whereas poles at the same position signalize
integrative properties. The table shows that one pole
( p1 ) is directly at the origin resulting in integrative
behaviour of the temperature T ( t ) with respect to

mFK ( t ) . If the poles are located in the left part of the

complex plane (their real parts are negative), the system
is stable. From this point of view the table shows that
generally the system embodies also instability. In
addition, when the poles are complex (they also have
imaginary parts), it indicates oscillatory behaviour. As
revealed by the table, in some conditions the system
may embody oscillatory behaviour, however absolute
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APENDIX
Formulas for coefficients of the linear time-variant
model
a21 ( t ) = −

mFK ( t )
m2 (t )

(1 − aFK ( t ) ) , a22 ( t ) = −

a23 ( t ) = − Ae
a31 ( t ) = −

E
RT ( t )

m (t )

− Ae

−

E
RT ( t )

⎛ E ⎞
⎜
⎟ a (t )
⎜ RT 2 ( t ) ⎟ FK
⎝
⎠

1
⎡ mFK ( t ) ( cFK TFK ( t ) − cR T ( t ) ) + KS (Tv ( t ) − T ( t ) ) ⎦⎤
m 2 ( t ) cR ⎣
−

a32 ( t ) =
a33 ( t ) =

Ae

ΔH r

cR

RT

2

( t ) cR

−

e

, a34 ( t ) =

E
RT ( t )

−

1
KS
, a44 ( t ) = −
mvR
mvR cv

1 − aFK ( t )

b33 ( t ) =

E
RT ( t )

AΔH r EaFK ( t )

a43 =
b21 ( t ) =

−

mFK ( t )

m (t )

, b31 ( t ) =

mFK ( t ) cFK
m ( t ) cR

m (t )
KS
− FK
m ( t ) cR
m (t )

⎛
KS ⎞
⎜ mv ( t ) +
⎟
cv ⎠
⎝

⎞
1 ⎛ cFK TFK ( t )
− T (t ) ⎟
⎜
m (t ) ⎝
cR
⎠

, b42 ( t ) =

b44 ( t ) =

KS
m ( t ) cR

1
Tvp ( t ) − Tv ( t )
mvR

(

)

mv ( t )
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rarely necessary. The aim is to make the techniques
understandable and easily accessible and allow
continued focus on the chemistry and physics of the
process.
Robust controllers and plant uncertainty became a useful
and popular discipline in control theory during the last
decade. The necessity of robust control was naturally
developed by the situation when the nominal plant (used
in control design) differs from the real (perturbed) one.
A suitable tool for parameter uncertainty is the infinity
norm H∞. Hence, a polynomial description of transfer
functions had to be replaced by another one.
A convenient description adopted from (Vidyasagar
1995), (Kučera 1993), (Doyle et al 1992) is a
factorization approach where transfer functions are
expressed as a ratio of two Hurwitz stable and proper
rational functions (Rs). Then conditions of robust
stability can be easily formulated in algebraic parlance
and all controllers are obtained via linear Diophantine
equations in an appropriate ring.

KEYWORDS
Modelling, Simulation, Circulating reactor, Algebraic
approach, Robust control, Uncertainty.
ABSTRACT
The aim of presented paper is analysis, mathematical
modelling, simulation and control of hydrogenation
process. Cyclohexane, as an important base material for
polyamide manufacturing, makes by catalytic
hydrogenation of benzene. A large number of reaction
heat transfers during hydrogenation process. Therefore,
benzene and cyclohexane mixture hydrogenation
proceed under hydrogen excess. We suppose the
hydrogenation mechanism of benzene as a first-order
reaction. Matlab-Simulink toolbox was used for robust
control simulation with application to the circulating
reactor. Robust controllers are obtained via solutions of
Diophantine equations in the ring of stable and proper
rational functions. Uncertainty and robustness are
studied through the infinity norm H∞. For controller
design was proposed a scalar parameter m>0 as a tuning
knob.

MODEL DESCRIPTION
Benzene and cyclohexane mixture hydrogenation
proceed in continuous time circulating reactor under
hydrogen excess. The presented mathematical model
should respect the following conditions:
- Reaction mixture is perfectly mixed by circulation.
- The volume of reaction mixture is constant.
- All technological parameters in reactor are constant.
- Heat transfer on the both sides of wall is ideal.
The hydrogenation mechanism of benzene is supposed
to be a first-order reaction:

INTRODUCTION
The behavior of real chemical process is obviously too
complex for complete mathematical analysis. We are
obliged to use an approximate description which is able
to deliver sufficiently accurate results. Cardinal
simplifications of the mathematical description can be
obtained by the following supposals:
- the process does not change its properties during the
observation period,
- the relation between input and output variables of the
process is linear,
- all process variables can be measured continuously
and have a continuous-time trend.
A useful and interesting application of reactor design for
chemical engineers can be seen in (Froment and
Bischotf 1990), (King and Winterbottom 1998). The
treatment of biochemical and polymer reaction
engineering is described very extensively in (Nauman
2002). There are emphases on numerical solutions which
are needed for most practical problems in chemical
reactor design. Sophisticated numerical techniques are

k

Benzene

+ 3H 2 →

Cyclohexane

(1)

rB = −k ⋅ c B

where k is a constant of proportionality known as the
rate constant and rB is the rate of the reaction. There is
not the rate at which a particular component reacts.
Components benzene and hydrogen are consumed by the
reaction and thus are "formed" at a negative rate. The
material balance for the component benzene satisfies the
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following differential equation (for constant volume V of
reactor):
qv .c Bv = q.c B + V .k .c B + V

dc B
dt

CONTOL DESIGN

The plant uncertainty can be expressed conveniently in
terms of the fractional description. It means that linear
transfer functions are no more represented as a ratio of
two polynomial but two elements of an another ring. For
the purposes of robust control in the sense of this
contribution any transfer function H(s) of a linear system
can be expressed as a ratio of two elements:

(2)

where qv and q are input and output flow and c Bv and
c B are input and output concentration of component
benzene.
The temperature balance in the reactor satisfies the
differential equation:

qv .ρ v .c pv .Tv + ( −∆H R )V .k .c B =

dT
q.ρ .c p .T + F .α (T − T x ) + V .ρ .c p
dt

b(s ) B (s )
=
a (s ) A(s )
a (s )
b(s )
A(s ) =
; B (s ) =
m(s )
m(s )
m(s ) = (s + m)n ; n = max{deg a; deg b}
H (s ) =

(3)

where a, b are polynomials. Elements A, B,... constitute
a sub ring Rm(s) of the ring of all Hurwitz stable and
proper rational functions Rs(s). A class of PID like
controllers is generated by first and second order
systems and all controlled plants will be approximated
by such systems. Systems of the second order will be
approximated by the following fractional representation
in Rm(s):

where the relation ( − ∆H R )V .k .c B is the heat generated
by the reaction and F .α (T − Tx ) represents the heat
transfer into surroundings.
The rate constant k for elementary reactions is expressed
by Arrhenius equation:
−E
k = k0T n exp

 RT 

(4)

H (s ) =

where parameter n=0 (or n=0.5, 1 for the special cases
of reactions) depends on used theoretical model. E is
activation energy and the fraction E/R is called an
activation temperature.
After some mathematical manipulations the equation (2)
of the benzene concentration variation takes the form:
E
dc B qv
q
=
⋅ c Bv − ⋅ c B − k0 e RT ⋅ c B
V
dt
V
−

=

2

b0

a2 s + a1s + a0
b0

(s + m)2

a2 s 2 + a1s + a0
(s + m)2

=

=
(2)

B (s )
A(s )

For m = 0 subring Rm(s) expands to the traditiona1 ring
Rs(s) (see Vidyasagar, 1985). An infinity norm
(convenient for uncertainty) in both rings is defined by

(5)

H = sup H (s ) = sup H ( jω )

Similarly, variation of the reaction mixture temperature
in the reactor is:
dT qv
k .c
q
=
T + ( −∆H R ). B − T
ρ .c p V
dt
V v
F .α
(T − Tx )
−
V .ρ .c p

(1)

Re s ≥ 0

H1 H 2 =
(6)

ω∈ E

{

H1
2
2
sup H (s ) + H 2 (s )
H 2 Re s ≥ 0 1

}

1
2

(3)

This norm is the radius of the smallest circle containing
the Nyquist plot of the transfer function. Almost all
mathematical models differ from physical systems. Let
B (s )
H (s ) =
be a nominal plant and consider a family
A(s )
B ′(s )
of perturbed systems H ′(s ) =
where
A′(s )

The time response of the reaction mixture concentration
depends on the input flow of the benzene, the
concentration of input stream c Bv , the volume of
reactor filling, the specific heat capacity of reaction
mixture cp and the rate constant k.
The solution of ordinary differential equation (5)
requires an initial condition: c Bv = c B0 at t=0.

A − A′ ≤ ε 1 B − B ′ ≤ ε 2
or A − A′ B − B ′ ≤ ε

From all mentioned parameters the input flow stream
into the reactor qv and its initial concentration c Bv can
be changed.

(4)

Control systems depicted in Figure 1. and Figure 2. are
considered for design of a robust FB and FBFW
controllers.
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ε 1 P0 + BT + ε 2 Q0 − AT ≤ 1

v
w

u

Q
P

y

or ε

B

Steps 1 - 3 represent the first and simplest case of robust
design. All solutions of Diophantine equations in Rm(s)
are expressed as functions of the parameter m> 0. The
va1ue of this parameter strongly influences dynamics as
well as robustness of the proposed control system. For a
deeper insight into robustness the notions of the
sensitivity function:

Figure 1. Feedback control system
R
P

v
u

Q
P

B
A

∈=
y

Gw
G
and v = v represent the
Fw
Fv
reference and disturbance signal, respectively. The
control design in Rm(s) is proposed in (Prokop and
Corriou 1997), (Prokop and Dostál 1995). For the given
nominal plant H(s) in the form of (7) it consists of the
following steps:

Transfer functions w =

SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS

The continuous-flow circulation reactor for catalytic
hydrogenation of benzene with V=0,5 m3 volume was
used for the simulation of the concentration and
temperature characteristics. Initial input flow into the
reactor was qv=0.0067 m3s-1 with the initial
concentration of benzene c Bv =1.9 kg/m3. Initial rate
constant was considered k= 1.616.e14 s-1, density of
mass ρ=985 kg m-3, specific heat capacity cp = 4.050
J/kg.K, transfer heat coefficient E= 435.00 W/m2.K,
surface F=5.5 m2, activation energy E=4.8e4 J mol-1,
initial mass temperature Tv=320 K and temperature of
surrounding Tx=290 K.

Step 1: All stabilizing (feedback) controllers are given
by all solutions of the equation:

Q Q0 − AT
=
P P0 + BT
X

(5)

(6)

Rm(s) are particular solutions and T is

arbitrary in Rm(s).

Steady-State Analysis Results
The reactor steady-state characteristics were obtained by
solution of equations (4)-(6). The initial conditions were
computed by a standard optimization method - iterative
procedure.

Step 2: Feedback controllers (if necessary) are given in a
similar way by all solutions of
Fw S + BR = 1

(7)
Dynamic Analysis Results
For dynamic analysis purposes one input and one output
choices were considered. Then were defined input u and
output y as deviations from their steady-state values –
u(t) = q(t) – qs(t) and y(t) = cB(t) – cBs(t).
Graphical interpretation of simulation experiments – the
output y time responses to input u step changes are
depicted on Figure 3.

Step 3: Compute P X Rm(s) such that
Fw divides P for asymptotic tracking problems
Fv divides P for disturbance rejection problems

(10)

m>0 and it can be minimized by a simple sca1ar
optimization method. In this way the "most robust"
controller for a given nominal plant is obtained. The
third case covers situations where perturbed plants are
known and the norms in (10) can be eva1uated. Then
inequalities (15) yield generally nonlinear inequalities
for the scalar parameter m>0 which can be solved
numerically.

Figure 2. Feedback-feedforward control system.

AP + BQ = 1
in the parameter form expressed by the fraction:

1
y
=
= A(P0 + BT )
v 1 + HCb

can be utilized as the second possibility. Similarly, for
SISO systems X is also a function of a scalar parameter

n

where P0, Q0

(9)

A
n

w

P0 + BT
≤1
Q0 − AT

(8)

Step 4: For perturbed plants (10) choose such P, Q in
(11), (12) which fulfils the conditions
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Simulation 1: Nominal plant: H1, m=2, set point

1.2
1

w=0.002, FB controller:

1

Q (s ) 2.87 s 2 + 2.09 s +0.53
=
.
P (s )
0.01s 2 + 0.05s

0.01

0.8

0.008
0.007

0.4

0.006
y(t)

y(t) [kmol/m3]

0.009
2

0.6

3

0.2
0

0.005
0.004

4

0.003

5

0.002

-0.2
0

5

10
t [min]

15

20
0.001

Figure 3: The output y time responses to input u step
changes, u=-0.08(1), -0.07(2), -0.05(3), 0.05(4), 0.08(5)

0
0

1.9
B (s )
≈
71s +10 s +0.5 A(s )

60

80

100

Figure 4. Simulation 1 – output y and reference w.

For control requirement, described continuous time
circulating reactor was approximated by the second
order system in the form:

2

40
t

Model approximation

H1 (s )=

20

Simulation 2: Nominal plant: H1, m=2, set point
w=0.002, FBFW controller:
Q (s ) 2.87 s 2 + 2.09 s +0.53 R (s ) 0.53s 2 +1.05s + 0.53
=
,
=
.
P(s )
P (s )
0.01s 2 + 0.05s
0.01s 2 +0.05s

(11)

0.01
0.009

The approximation was obtained by a four-parameter
method adopted from (Astrom and Hagglund 1995)
applied to step responses.
For the additional testing of designed robust controllers
there was used another nominal system as second order
system with unit parameters:
H 2 (s )=

1
B (s )
≈
1s 2 +1s +1 A(s )

0.008
0.007

y(t)

0.006
0.005
0.004
0.003
0.002

(12)

0.001
0
0

Control results

20

40

60

80

100

t

Figure 5. Simulation 2 – output y and reference w.

One of the main problems of the catalytic hydrogenation
of benzene in continuous-flow circulation reactor is
progressive degeneration of reaction surfactant. This is
cause that the reaction is slowing down, the rate constant
k is decreasing and the concentration of benzene in
output mixture is increasing. The aim is to keep the
concentration of benzene under the critical value. One of
the possibilities how to solve the problem is reduction of
input flow q of the benzene and cyclohexane mixture
into the reactor.
In spite of the situation, it is desirable to find a robust
controller which is "sufficiently acceptable". More
precisely, the control goal is to design (in a robust way)
a FB and FBFW controllers according to above
mentioned methodology for nominal plants and choose
such values of m>0 which give suitable control
responses.
Both FB and FBFW control schemes gave the same
optimal value of user defined “tuning knob” m.
Derivation of controller parameters does not bring any
problems.

Simulation 3: Nominal plant: H1, m=2, set point
w=0.002, FB controller:

Q (s ) 12.05s 2 +16.81s +8.42
=
.
P (s )
0.01s 2 +0.11s

0.01
0.009
0.008
0.007

y(t)

0.006
0.005
0.004
0.003
0.002
0.001
0
0

20

40

60

80

100

t

Figure 6. Simulation 3 – output y and reference w.
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Figure 4 to Figure 9 show the results of Simulation 1 to
Simulation 6 of proposed controllers for various
nominal plants (11) and (12) and feedback and
feedback-feedforward scheme, respectively. Simulation
results document that there exist possibility to use robust
approach for control of systems with unknown
parameters. It is clear that behavior of controlled output
value is better when the parameters of nominal plant are
closer to real process.

Simulation 4: Nominal plant: H1, m=2, set point
R (s ) 2.51s 2 +8.42 s +8.42
w=0.002, FBFW controller:
=
,
P (s )
0.01s 2 +0.05s
Q (s ) 12.05s 2 +16.81s +8.42
=
.
P (s )
0.01s 2 +0.11s
0.01
0.009
0.008
0.007

CONCLUSION

y(t)

0.006

The proposed methodology enables to tune and
influence the robustness and control behavior by a single
scalar positive parameter. Control laws for first order
systems yield a class of PID - like controllers. As we can
see on the figures the control results for only feedback
and feedback feedforward controllers are very similar in
this case. Only the overshooting is slightly smaller in
the feedback case. A design method based on the
fractional representation was developed for SISO
systems generally. All computations and simulation
were performed in the MATLAB+SIMULINK
environment.

0.005
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0.003
0.002
0.001
0
0

20

40

60

80

100

t

Figure 7. Simulation 4 – output y and reference w.
Simulation 5: Nominal plant: H2, m=1, set point
w=0.002, FB controller:

Q (s ) 2s 2 +1s +1
=
.
P(s ) 1s 2 +3s
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Many predictive control techniques based on MPC,
which use artificial neural network as a predictor, are
established on multilayer feed-forward neural networks
(Hagan et al. 2002; Kanjilal 1995). In spite of the fact
that the multilayer feed-forward neural networks
(MFFNNs) have many advantages, such as simple
design and scalability, they have also many drawbacks,
such as long training times and choice of an appropriate
learning stop time (the over-learning versus the early
stopping). Nevertheless, there are quite a number of
ANN types suitable for the modeling and prediction
(Liu 2001; Meszaros et al. 1999; Chu et al. 2003).
Moreover, features of these ANNs exceed abilities of
the MFFNN in many cases. One of these ANNs is
ADALINE (ADAptive LInear NEuron). What is more,
ADALINE has one special feature – adaptivity. Owing
to its simple structure it offers interesting way how to
design adaptive neural predictor with reasonable
computational demands. This paper is organized as
follows: In the beginning multilayer feed-forward neural
networks and adaptive linear networks are briefly
introduced. Then the methodology of the simulations is
explained, after that the results are presented and the
paper is concluded by final remarks.

KEYWORDS
Artificial neural networks, prediction, model predictive
control.
ABSTRACT
In this contribution the three various artificial neural
networks are tested on CATS prediction benchmark.
The results are compared and evaluated. Furthermore,
these artificial neural networks are tested in model
predictive control on the t-variant system. The aim of
this paper is to present and compare artificial neural
networks as interesting way how to model and predict
nonlinear systems even with t-variant parameters. The
key features of this paper are emphasis of the
computational costs of the selected predictors and usage
of adaptive linear network which offers short learning
times and remarkable prediction error.
INTRODUCTION
The increasing demand on the quality, reliability, and
economical profits leads to using of new modeling and
control methods in the process industry. In past few
decades the predictive control techniques have become
very popular. One of the most used approaches is the
Model Predictive Control (MPC) method (Camacho and
Bordons 1995).

MULTILAYER FEED-FORWARD NEURAL
NETWORKS
Multilayer feed-forward neural networks were derived
by generalization from Rosenblatt’s perceptron, thus
they are often called multilayer perceptrons (MLP). This
type of artificial neural networks uses supervised
training. One of the most known methods of supervised
training is backpropagation algorithm; hence these
ANNs are sometimes also called backpropagation
networks.

The appropriate predictive model is a key question in
nonlinear model predictive control. The predictive
models can be divided into two main groups (Verdunen
and Jong 2003): white box models and black box
models. The white box modeling is established on a
prior knowledge of mathematic description of basic
physical rules of controlled process. White box models
are excellent for process modeling and product
development. The model constants have a physical
meaning and are not dependent on process design. The
main disadvantage of white box models is the time of
development and higher complexity. Conversely, black
box models such as artificial neural network (ANN) and
fuzzy logic models are data-driven. They provide
general method for process dynamics description from
input-output data. First and foremost, the learning
ability makes artificial neural networks versatile, user
friendly and powerful tool for many practical
applications (Hussain 1999).

In the MFFNN the signals flow between the neurons
only in the forward direction i.e. towards the output.
Neurons in MFFNN are organized in layers and neurons
of the certain layer can have inputs from any neurons of
the earlier layer. The ability to predict of ANN is
determined by capability of modeling of certain process.
By applying the Kolmogorov theorem it was proved that
for general function approximation is sufficient twolayer MFFNN (one hidden layer) if non-polynomial
transfer functions are used and the hidden layer has
enough neurons (Leshno et al. 1993).
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The learning procedure is based on an iterative search
process, where performance feedback is used to guide
the search process. In other words, a designer “trains”
the system by “showing” it examples of inputs and the
respective outputs. In this way, system competence is
directly and quantitatively related to the amount of
experience the system was given. The most popular
learning method is simple LMS (Least Mean Square)
algorithm (Widrow and Hoff 1960), often called the
Widrow Hoff Delta Rule (Rumelhart et al. 1986), which
is adopted in this paper. This method is based on the
minimization of Mean Square Error (MSE).

2.nd layer

1.st layer

Output

Figure 1: Simplified Scheme of Two-layer MFFNN
The two-layer MFFNN, which contains one output layer
and one hidden layer, is depicted in the figure 1 (this
structure is implemented in this paper). This MFFNN
can be described by two equations:
·

METHODOLOGY
The three different artificial neural networks were tested
in prediction problem. There were chosen two different
variants of two-layer feed-forward neural network. The
first structure followed from Kolmogorov theorem
(Leshno et al. 1993) and had hyperbolic tangent transfer
function in both layers (this structure will be in the
following text denoted as mffnntt), while the second
structure uses very common layout with hyperbolic
tangent transfer function in hidden layer and linear
transfer function in output layer (this structure will be in
the following text denoted as mffnntp). The third
predictor was based on ADALINE (this structure will be
in the following text denoted as adaline).

(1)
·

(2)

Where yout is the network output vector, Si is transfer
function of i-th layer, bi is bias vector of i-th layer, Wi is
weighting matrix of i-th layer, x1 is output vector of the
first layer and uin is the network input vector.
ADAPTIVE LINEAR NETWORKS
ADALINE was described by B. Widrow and M.E. Hoff
as an adaptive threshold logic element in 1960 (Widrow
and Hoff 1960). Though, the original version of
ADALINE had only simple two-state threshold transfer
function with the range of function {-1;+1}, nowadays
ADALINE is also used with linear transfer function
(Arbib 2002; Demuth and Beale 2002). Although this
structure has limited skills, it is possible to connect
more of ADALINEs together to obtain a MADALINE
(Multiple ADALINE).
Despite the fact that ADALINEs are able to solve only
linearly separable problems, it has been shown in
practice that they can approximate nonlinear functions
with sufficient accuracy while using enough number of
neurons (Freeman and Skapura 1991).
Because of their main advantage, that is very fast
learning, they have many practical applications, e.g.
noise reduction, signal processing and signal prediction
in control and communication systems. Simplified
scheme of ADALINE is shown in figure 2.

The artificial neural networks were tested in two tasks.
The first task was the prediction of time series defined
by CATS benchmark (Vandewalle et al. 2007; Lendasse
et al. 2004). Then the artificial neural networks were
used as the predictors of Model Predictive Controller.
CATS Benchmark
The CATS (Competition on Artificial Time Series)
benchmark was designed in order to compare various
prediction methods. The task of the predictor is to
predict 100 missing values of the 5000 artificial time
series data. The missing values are divided in 5 blocks –
981 to 1,000; 1,981 to 2,000; 2,981 to 3,000; 3,981 to
4,000; 4,981 to 5,000.
CATS benchmark uses two criterions E1 and E2:
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Figure 2: Simplified Scheme of ADALINE with Linear
Transfer Function
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where N1, N2 and Nu define horizons over which the
tracking error and the control increments are evaluated
(usually N2 ≥ Nu). The ut variable is the tentative
control signal, w is the desired response and is the
network model response. The parameter ρ determines
the contribution that the sum of the squares of the
control increments has on the performance index.

2

+
(4)

∑ (e − eˆ)2

There is usually assumed that after a certain interval Nu
< N2 there is no variation in the proposed control
signals, that is:

Where e is the real value of the signal, ê is the
predicted value and t is the time step.
Model Predictive Control

∆

The selected artificial networks were tested in the
modeling and prediction of nonlinear system of two
interconnected
ball
tanks.
Involving
usual
simplifications, mathematical model of the system can
be defined:

if

)

S u = ∑ u j − u j −1

)

2000

(7)

0 then

(8)

j

2

(12)

(

2

(13)

The symbol wj stands for the desired value of the
controlled variable (the level of liquid) in the step j, yj is
the controlled variable in the step j, ui is the control
signal in the step j. The limits j=0 and j=2000
corresponds to the simulation time 0 min and 200 min
(because of the sampling rate 0,1 min).

Where k1 and k2 are constants describing the pipes.
Initial conditions of equations (5) and (6), that were
obtained from steady state, are h1(0)=1,5m, h2(0)=1,3m,
q1v(0)=0.38m3/min, q2v(0)=0.19m3/min. System is
regarded as SISO – controllers task is to control liquid
level in the first tank (h1=y) by influencing input flow
rate q1v (u). Second input flow rate remains constant.

The Sy criterion is based on the control error and thus
represents the tracking performance of the controller.
The criterion Su is based on changes of control signal
and represents the controller demands on the actuators.
SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS

In order to test the adaptivity of the predictors,
parameters d1 and d2 were rapidly changed during
simulation at time t=100min. This change is physically
unfeasible and can be done only in the simulation.
These parameters were chosen with the intention of
better demonstration of the adaptivity feature.

All
simulations
MATLAB/Simulink.

performed

using

By many experiments it was discovered that ideal
(sufficient) structure for MFFNN is 5 neurons in input
layer (zero layer), 10 neurons in hidden layer and 1
output neuron. Furthermore, it was found out that
number of training epochs has key influence on the
prediction quality. Thus, it was decided to explore this
influence. There were created, trained and tested 100
networks for each of ten different maximum numbers of
training epochs (MTE) from the interval 25-250. In the
tables 1-3 are presented averages of criterions E1, E2,
final global error FGE, real number of training epochs
RTE, prediction time PT and train time TT.

J = ∑ [w(k + i ) − yˆ (k + i )] +
2

i = N1

were

CATS Benchmark

The controller uses classical MPC objective function
(Camacho and Bordons 1995):

Nu

∑ (w

2000
j =0

(9)

N2

(11)

j =0

2|

1

− yj

Sy =

Where dj are tanks diameters, hj are levels of liquid in
the tanks, qj are output flow rates and qjv are input flow
rates (j denotes number of tank). Input flow rates
depend on the liquid levels:

|

1

In addition to visual comparisons of control courses,
quadratic criterions were also used to evaluate
individual control courses. Two quadratic criterions
were used to describe behavior of individual controllers.

(6)

1

,

This is equivalent to giving infinite weights to the
changes in the control from a certain instant. This
approach is adopted in this paper.

(5)

1

0 for

(10)

+ ρ ⋅ ∑ [ut (k + i − 1) − u t (k + i − 2 )]

2

i =1
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Table 3: CATS Benchmark of the adaline

As well as in case MFFNN, ADALINE has important
training parameter – learning rate (LR). The influence
of this parameter was observed in the interval 10-2-10-11.
And, again, it was done 100 simulations for each value
of learning rate. The average values of criterions are
presented in the table 3. The structure of adaline
contained 5 neurons in the input (zero) layer and 1
neuron in the output layer.

LR

E2
(104)

FGE
(10-4)

RTE

PE
(s)

TT
(s)
7,04

E2

10

-3

10

-4

10

-5

4,99·10

13

2,50·10

4

2,50·10

4

10-6

2,51·104

10

-7

2,51·10

4

10

-8

2,51·10

4

10

-9

2,51·10

4

2,51·10

4

2,51·10

4

PE
(s)

TT
(s)

1

0,55

0,13

FGE RTE

10-2 7,59·1042 8,97·1042 0,17

Table 1: CATS Benchmark of the mffnntt
E1
MTE
(104)

E1

13

0,17

1

0,62

0,16

2,66·10

4

0,17

1

0,51

0,09

2,46·10

4

5,75·10

0,17

1

0,55

0,14

2,45·104 0,17

1

0,69

0,21

2,45·10

4

0,17

1

0,38

0,14

2,45·10

4

0,17

1

0,39

0,16

2,45·10

4

0,17

1

0,50

0,14

2,45·10

4

0,17

1

0,46

0,11

2,45·10

4

0,17

1

0,51

0,13

25

3,02

2,93

52,65

25,00

0,41

50

2,44

2,44

66,92

50,00

0,41 14,07

75

2,17

2,12

10,55

75,00

0,41 21,11

100

1,76

1,61

6,89

100,00 0,41 28,26

125

1,60

1,51

5,98

124,92 0,41 35,13

Model Predictive Control

150

1,49

1,38

5,70

149,69 0,41 42,06

175

1,48

1,38

5,54

171,19 0,41 48,05

200

1,46

1,34

5,43

191,82 0,41 53,73

225

1,46

1,34

5,34

208,67 0,41 58,68

Controller parameters were set to: ρ=0,8; N1=1; N2=20
and Nu=5. All predictors (ANNs) used 5 recent values of
control signal and 5 recent values of output signal for
prediction. Thus, the ANNs had ten inputs and one
output.

250

1,52

1,41

5,32

219,60 0,41 62,17

FGE
(10-4)

RTE

PE
(s)

TT
(s)

25

55,61 55,27 34,56

25,00

0,40

7,28

50

9,98

10,62 13,66

50,00

0,40

14,10

75

5,80

6,05

8,67

75,00

0,40

21,11

100

2,37

2,42

7,08

100,00 0,40

28,02

125

3,51

3,48

6,36

124,75 0,40

34,88

150

4,06

3,93

5,76

149,13 0,40

41,72

175

1,69

1,61

5,40

173,58 0,40

48,51

2

200

2,21

2,17

5,28

195,21 0,40

54,52

1.8

225

2,22

2,16

5,14

213,43 0,40

59,11

1.6

250

2,02

2,02

5,12

225,35 0,40

62,24

1.4

MTE

E2
(104)

10

-11

The structure of mffnntt and mffnntp consisted 10
neurons in input layer (zero layer), 25 neurons in hidden
layer and 1 output neuron. The structure of adaline
contained 5 neurons in the input (zero) layer and 1
neuron in the output layer.

Table 2: CATS Benchmark of the mffnntp
E1
(104)

10

-10

Due to satisfactory control performance during
beginning of experiment all predictors were trained offline from off-line prepared data. However, the
ADALINE predictor was adapted during its function at
each time step. Simulation results are shown in the
figures 3-5 and table 4.Controller uses sampling rate
0,1 min and Levenberg-Marquart method was used as
the optimization algorithm of the (10).

y

y (m), u (m3/s)

As can be seen from tables 1-3, the best results from the
point of view of criterions E1 and E2 were obtained by
mffnntt. The mffnntp has slightly worse results, but not
very significantly. The highest values of the criterions
were obtained by adaline. However, the computational
times (training time TT and prediction time PT) were
shortest in case of adaline.

1.2

1
0.8
0.6

desired value

0.4
u
0.2

As can be seen from table 1, the best CATS predictor
from the tested group is mffnntt trained approximately
200 epochs. From the table 3 it can be concluded that it
is useless to set lower learning rate (LR) than 1·10-4.

0
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Figure 3: Control Using mffnntt
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160

180

200

CONCLUSION

1.5

From the simulations it can be stated that selection of
suitable predictor based on artificial network must be
done very carefully. For various predicted systems has
to be used different predictors. The multilayer feedforward neural networks provided best results in the
CATS benchmark of predictors. Nevertheless, in the
model predictive control with the same types of
artificial neural networks MFFNN did not offered
applicable results. On the other hand ADALINE in the
control task showed impressive results, including
control quality, fast training and prediction times and
adaptivity.

y

y (m3), u (m3/s)

1
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u
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Table 4: Comparison of the Predictors in MPC
Predictor of the
controller
mffnntt
mffnntp
adaline

Criterion Sy

Criterion Su

577,39
92,84
40,23
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15,22
0,22

As can be seen from figures 3-5 and the table 4, the best
results were gained using adaline predictor. The
predictors based on MFFNN lead to oscillations of
control signal. This behavior could be reduced by
changing controller parameters (especially increasing ρ
parameter). Furthermore, from the courses after change
of system parameters (time=100min) it can be
concluded that MFFNN based predictors do not provide
natural adaptive prediction. However, ADALINE from
its structure offers adaptivity, as was depicted in the
figure 5. What is more, ADALINE has very simple
structure thus the computational demands of the
controller are notably low.
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applies. The mathematical-physical analysis of the plant
and following derivation of the relations between plant
inputs and outputs provides general model which can be
valid for whole range of plant inputs and states.
Contrary, there is usually a lot of unknown constants
and relations in the model description when performing
mathematic-physical analysis.

KEYWORDS
Modelling, State space model, Inverted Pendulum,
Predictive control.
ABSTRACT
The paper is focused on creating a model of Inverted
pendulum system and subsequent usage of this model to
design a predictive controller of inverted pendulum
system. The model is obtained on base of mathematical
physical analysis of the system. Unknown parameters of
the model are obtained from real-time experiments on
the PS600 Inverted pendulum system. The model is
designed in MATLAB/Simulink environment. The
model was created with respect to most nonlinearities
contained in the system. Nonlinearities are caused by
fundamental principles of the system and by friction
between individual parts of the system. Thus, the model
is highly non-linear and therefore linearization around
working point was performed and continuous linearized
model was calculated as well as its discrete version. The
discrete linear model was used to design predictive
controller which was also verified by real time
experiments.

The second method, mathematical-physical analysis, is
used in this paper. The goal of the work was to obtain a
mathematical model of the PS600 Inverted Pendulum
System (Amira, 2000), to design the model in
MATLAB-Simulink environment and use this model
for a design of model predictive controller. The PS600
laboratory equipment was developed by Amira Gmbh,
Duisburg, Germany and serves as a real-time model of
unstable, highly nonlinear system.
When the model of the controlled system is known the
problem of selecting an appropriate control synthesis
arises. Many successful control techniques have been
developed in past decades. One of them is model
predictive control (MPC) (Camacho and Bordons, 2004).
Contrary to most other approaches, MPC uses not only
current and previous values of control circuit signals but
also future values of reference signal. Future course of
reference signal is known in many applications and thus
can be used in controller synthesis.

INTRODUCTION
Most of current control algorithms are based on a model
of a controlled plant (Bobál et al. 2005). It is obvious
that some information about controlled plant is required
to be able to control output of the plant or to investigate
its properties and behaviour. Two basic approaches of
obtaining plant model exist: the black box approach and
the mathematical-physical analysis of the plant.

The scheme of a simple control circuit with self-tuning
predictive controller is shown in Figure. 1. Note that the
reference signal is marked as w(t), which means that the
course of reference signal is sent to the controller, not
only the current value w(k).

The black box approach to the modelling (Liu, 2001) is
based on analysis of input and output signals of the
plant. The main advantages of this approach lies in the
possibility of usage the same identification algorithm
for wide set of different controlled plants. Also, the
knowledge of physical principle of controlled plant and
solution of possibly complicated set of mathematical
equation is not required. On the other hand, model
obtained by black box approach is generally valid only
for signals it was calculated from. For example, if step
response was used to obtain the model, this model
should not be used for analysis of the system behaviour
when high frequency changes of input signals are

w(t)

model
predictive
controller

u(k)

controlled
system

y(k)

Figure 1: Control circuit with model predictive
controller
INVERTED PENDULUM SYSTEM
The PS600 inverted pendulum system is shown in
figure 2. The main parts of the system are cart driven by
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•

servo amplifier and the pendulum rod attached to the
cart.

control of the cart position with pendulum in
upright position.

MATHEMATICAL MODEL
Forces and moments acting in the system were analysed
using figure 4 where φ represents the angle of pendulum
rod, M0 and M1 stands for the weight of the cart and
pendulum respectively, lS is a distance between centre
of gravity of the pendulum and the centre of rotation of
the pendulum and g is the gravity acceleration constant.
Symbol F represents the force produced by the DC
motor.

φ

Figure 2: Photo of PS600 Inverted Pendulum system
A simplified scheme of the inverted pendulum system is
shown in figure 3. This scheme was used for
mathematical physical analysis of the system.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

F

M1g
M0

lS

9
Figure 4: Analysis of inverted pendulum
It is obvious that the position and dynamics of the
pendulum affects the cart. This affect is described by a
force which can be divided into horizontal and vertical
components. The horizontal component of the force is:

U

1 – guide roll
2 – pendulum weight
3 – pendulum rod
4 – cart
5 – guiding bar

H = M1

6 – transmission belt
7 – drive wheel
8 – DC motor
9 – servo amplifier

∂2
( r + lS sin ϕ )
∂t 2

(1)

where r represents position of the cart. The vertical
component is:

V = M1

∂2
( lS cos ϕ )
∂t 2

(2)

Figure 3: Scheme of inverted pendulum

The motion equation of the cart can be written as
follows:

The PS600 Inverted Pendulum is designed as a system
with one input and two measured outputs – SITO
(single input two outputs). The input of the system is a
control voltage of the servo amplifier (U) and the
outputs are cart position and angle of pendulum rod.
Both outputs are measured by incremental encoders
(Amira, 2000).

M0

∂2r
∂r
= F − H − Fr
2
∂t
∂t

(3)

where Fr represents constant of a velocity proportional
friction of the cart. According to the angular momentum
conservation law, the rotary motion of the rod about its
centre is described as:

Systems allows different control objectives with various
difficultness of control design. The most common cases
are:
• control of cart position with pendulum acting
as a disturbance
• control of cart position with stabilization of the
pendulum in the stable equilibrium position (ie.
pendulum underneath the guiding bar)
• stabilization of the pendulum in the upright
position

ΘS

∂ 2ϕ
∂ϕ
= VlS sin ϕ − HlS cos ϕ − C
2
∂t
∂t

(4)

where ΘS represents the inertia moment of the
pendulum rod with respect to the centre of gravity and
C denotes the friction constant of the pendulum.
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Substituting equations (1) and (2) into equations (3) and
(4) leads to the description of behaviour of the system
by set of two nonlinear differential equations:

⎡ r ⎤ ⎡ x1 ⎤
⎢ r′ ⎥ ⎢ x ⎥
x = ⎢ ⎥ = ⎢ 2⎥
⎢ ϕ ⎥ ⎢ x3 ⎥
⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥
⎣ϕ ′⎦ ⎣ x4 ⎦

Mr ′′ + Fr r ′ + M 1lS ϕ ′′ cos ϕ − M 1lS (ϕ ′ ) sin ϕ = F (5)
2

Θϕ ′′ + Cϕ ′ − M 1lS g sin ϕ + M 1lS r ′′ cos ϕ = 0

(6)

(7)

Then, the dynamics of the system can be described by a
vector function

where following abbreviations were used:

⎡x′⎤
⎡ x2 ⎤
⎢ 1⎥
⎢ f x, F ⎥
⎢ x2′ ⎥
)⎥
2(
x ′ = ⎢ ⎥ = f ( x, F ) = ⎢
⎢
⎥
x
⎢ x3′ ⎥
4
⎢
⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢⎣ f 4 ( x , F ) ⎥⎦
⎢⎣ x4′ ⎥⎦

Θ = Θ S + M 1lS2
M = M 0 + M1

The input of the system is represented by a force F. This
force is proportional to the control voltage of servo
amplifier.

(8)

Functions f2 and f4 can be derived from equations (5)
and (6):

The model described by equations (5) and (6) was
created in the MATLAB/Simulink environment as a
standalone block. This approach can be used in
simulations or as a part of rapid prototyping of a
controller. The Simulink scheme is shown in figure 5.

x2′ = r ′′ =

1
[ −CM1lSϕ ′ cos ϕ +
M 2 lS2 cos 2 ϕ − M Θ
1

(9)

+ M l g sin ϕ cos ϕ + ΘFr r ′ − ΘM 1lS (ϕ ′ ) sin ϕ − ΘF ⎤
⎦
1
x4′ = ϕ ′′ = 2 2
[ MCϕ ′ − MM1lS g sin ϕ −
M lS cos 2 ϕ − M Θ
(10)
2
2 2
⎤
′
′
− M 1lS Fr r cos ϕ + M l (ϕ ) sin ϕ cos ϕ + M 1lS F cos ϕ
⎦
2

2 2
1 S

1

1

S

Outputs of the system are identical to its states r and φ
and thus their computation is straightforward.
⎡y ⎤
⎡r ⎤ ⎡x ⎤
y = ⎢ 1 ⎥ == ⎢ ⎥ = ⎢ 1 ⎥
⎣ϕ ⎦ ⎣ x3 ⎦
⎣ y2 ⎦

(11)

Model linearization

Most control design techniques are based on linear
model of the controlled system. If the mathematical
model of the system is nonlinear, it has to be linearized
around some appropriate working point (Antsaklis and
Michel, 2005). In case of availability of mathematical
model of the system, linearization is performed by
calculating first two members of corresponding Tylor
series (function value and first derivation) .
The state space linear was calculated for working point
of unstable steady state (i.e. upright position of the
pendulum)

Figure 5: Simulink scheme of the nonlinear model
State description of the model

⎡ r0 ⎤ ⎡ x10 ⎤ ⎡ 0 ⎤
⎢ r ′ ⎥ ⎢ x ⎥ ⎢0⎥
x0 = ⎢ 0 ⎥ = ⎢ 20 ⎥ = ⎢ ⎥
⎢ϕ0 ⎥ ⎢ x30 ⎥ ⎢ 0 ⎥
⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥
⎣ϕ0′ ⎦ ⎣ x40 ⎦ ⎣ 0 ⎦

Equations (5) and (6) describe behaviour of the inverted
pendulum. To obtain state space description of the
system, following state vector was introduced:

(12)

Linearized continuous model of the inverted pendulum
is calculated according following equation:
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∂f
∂f
⋅X+
⋅ F = AX + BF
X ′ = f ( x,0) +
∂x X =0, F =0
∂F X =0, F =0

plant well. In case of small gain of impulse applied to
the Simulink model, the final position of the cart is
smaller, while greater impulses lead to smaller position
comparing to the positions obtained by real PS600
system.

(13)

Computation of individual elements of matrixes A and
B is straightforward using equations (8)-(10).
0
a23
0
a43

0 ⎤
⎡0⎤
⎥
⎢b ⎥
a24 ⎥
, B = ⎢ 2⎥
⎢0⎥
1 ⎥
⎥
⎢ ⎥
a44 ⎦
⎣b4 ⎦

u[10V], r[m]

⎡0 1
⎢0 a
22
A=⎢
⎢0 0
⎢
⎣ 0 a42

(14)

M l g
−CM 1lS
a24 =
,
R
R
− MM 1lS g
CM
a43 =
, a44 =
R
R
M 1lS
b4 =
R = M 12 lS2 − M Θ
,
R
a23 =

2 2
1 S

1

2
time[s]

3

4

5

0

1

2
time[s]

3

4

5

0.8
0.6
0.4

0
-1

Figure 6: Comparison of impulse responses of PS600
system and its Simulink model (cart position)
By further investigation and comparison of responses, it
was found out that given friction constant Fr and servo
amplifier gain kA do not correspond to PS600 and
should be changed.

IDENTIFICATION OF MODEL PARAMETERS

Initial estimates of model parameters were obtained
from the manufacturer of the system (Amira, 2000).
This setting of parameters is summarized in table 1.

But even changes of other model parameters cannot
cover the courses after the end of impulse. The slowing
down of the cart is quantitatively different for model
and PS600 system. The comparison of cart speed is
shown in figure 7.

Table 1: Initial setting of model parameters
unit
kg
kg
m
kg m2
kg s-1
kg m2 s-1
N/V

3
u
real
model

2.5

2
u[10V], r'[m/s]

value
4.0
0.36
0.451
0.08433
10.0
0.00145
2.25

0

0.2

The continuous linear model can be used either directly
for controller design or can be transformed to its
discrete equivalent with respect to sample time used in
discrete controller. The second approach was used in
design of MPC controller.

parameter
M0
M1
lS
Θ
Fr
C
kA

0.1

1
u[10V], r[m]

ΘFr
,
R
− M 1lS Fr
a42 =
,
R
−Θ
b2 =
,
R

0.2

0
-1

where
a22 =

u
real
model

0.3

Constant kA represents the gain of the servo amplifier
(see figure 3).

1.5

1

0.5

Validation of this setting was performed especially by
comparison of impulse responses of the real-time
system and corresponding impulse responses of the
Simulink model. Impulses of duration 0.3 s and various
gain were applied to the PS600 system and courses of
outputs were recorded and compared to responses
obtained by Simulink model.

0

-0.5
-1

0

1

2
time[s]

3

4

5

Figure 7: Comparison of impulse responses of PS600
system and its Simulink model (cart speed)

At first attention was paid to the cart position. The
comparison of responses obtained by applying two
different impulses is shown in figure 6. It can be seen
that the Simulink model does not represent the real-time

It can be seen that cart of real PS600 slows down and
stops after the end of the impulse while oscillations
occur in the Simulink model. These oscillations are
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closer to real PS600 comparing to initial model (see
figure 6). Note that pendulum angle of around π
corresponds to stable position of pendulum (i.e.
pendulum rod pointing down).

caused by swinging of the pendulum and cannot be
suppressed by any parameter of the Simulink model.
Non-presence of oscillations in real PS600 is caused by
presence of dry (Coulomb) friction between cart and
guiding bar. A force invoked by this friction acts
against the movement of the cart and can be described
by the following equation:

FrC = − FC ⋅ sign ( r ′ )

5
phi-model
4

u[10V], phi[rad], r[m]

(15)

where FC is a Coulomb friction constant. The Simulink
model had to be updated to cover this friction force.
Model update is quite simple because the Coulomb
friction acts in a similar manner as force proportional
friction. The force proportional term in equations (3),
(5), (9) and (10) was superseded as follows:

3

2
r - model

phi - real

1
u
phi - real
r - real
phi - model
r - model

r - real
0

-1

Fr r ′ → Fr r ′ + Fc sign ( r ′ )

(16)

-1

Investigation of the pendulum rod angle φ was
performed in the similar manner as investigation of the
cart and led also to update of model parameters. It was
found out that the value of the pendulum friction
constant C should be updated. Moreover, the distance
between centre of gravity of the pendulum and the
centre of rotation (lS) is slightly smaller then the value
given by manufacturer.

M0
M1
lS
Θ
Fr
C
kA
FC

New value
4.0
0.36
0.420
0.08433
6.5
0.00652
7.50
15

2
time[s]

3

4

5

MODEL PREDICTIVE CONTROL OF THE PS600

The design of mode predictive controller for PS600
system is based on the mathematical model of the
system and its linearized version. Control objectives are
given as follows:
1. hold the pendulum rod in the upright position
(φ=0, i.e. w2(t)=0)
2. move the cart according to predefined
reference trajectory (r=w1(t) =w(t))
The PS600 can be considered as single input two
outputs system (SITO). The second output of the system
(φ) acts as a constrained because it should be close to
zero during whole control process.

Table 2: Initial setting of model parameters
Original
value
4.0
0.36
0.451
0.08433
10.0
0.00145
2.25

1

Figure 8: Comparison of impulse responses of PS600
system and its improved Simulink model (cart position
and pendulum angle)

Updated model parameters of PS600 are summarized in
table 2. Changed values are marked by shaded
background.

Parameter

0

Unit
kg
kg
m
kg m2
kg s-1
kg m2 s-1
N/V
N

Generally, the computation of control signal of model
predictive controller (MPC) is based on minimization of
particular criterion (Kwon and Han, 2005). Usually a
quadratic criterion is used (Sunan et al., 2002).:
J ( k ) = eT Q ( k ) e + uT R ( k ) u

Due to algebraic loop in the Simulink model and further
nonlinearity brought by Coulomb friction, the
modelling of the system by terms of Simulink blocks is
not suitable. Moreover discontinuity in the Coulomb
friction around r ′ = 0 leads to algebraic problems
during numeric integration. The PS600 model was
created in the form of Simulink s-function to cope with
these problems.

(17)

where e is a vector of predicted control errors, u is a
vector of future control signal samples and square
matrixes Q and R allows to set weighting of individual
vector elements. In most cases control sample
differences Δu are taken into account instead of u, but
due to integrative behaviour of the cart system the
simple criterion (17) is suitable for PS600. Control
sequence is obtained by minimizing criterion (17). The
receding horizon is usually used: only a finite number
of future values is used in the criterion and only the first
element of the obtained control sequence is applied to
the controlled system.

Comparison of impulse responses of the PS600 and its
improved model is shown in figure 8. It can be seen that
courses of signals obtained by improved model are far
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input signal of 2V (see table 2). Therefore control signal
is always outside the interval of (-2V, 2V) except
special case of u=0V which occurs at the beginning of
control courses.

Future outputs of the controlled system, and
consequently control errors, are computed on base of
the linear model. If the system is described by state
space model, future system outputs depend only on
current states of the system and future control signals:

y = Px ( k ) + Hu

(18)

where P and H are constant matrixes. For SITO system,
the vectors y and u have following form:
⎡ y1 ( k + 1) ⎤
⎢
⎥
⎢ y2 ( k + 1) ⎥
⎡ u (k ) ⎤
⎢ y1 ( k + 2 ) ⎥
⎢
⎥
u ( k + 1) ⎥
⎢
⎥
y = ⎢ y2 ( k + 2 ) ⎥ , u = ⎢
⎢
⎥
#
⎢
⎥
#
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎣⎢u ( k + N ) ⎦⎥
⎢ y1 ( k + N ) ⎥
⎢y k + N ⎥
)⎦
⎣ 2(

Figure 9: Simulink control circuit used for simulation
and real time experiments

(19)

Precise knowledge of current states of the control
system (X(k)) is crucial for the MPC controller.
Especially is case of unstable controlled system as
PS600. Different approaches of reconstruction of
immeasurable states exist. A very simple state
reconstruction method is used in the scheme in figure 9.
Two states are measured directly as system outputs (r,φ)
and their derivatives are to be reconstructed. A two
point difference is used to compute derivatives as
shown in figure 9.

Proposed predictive controller simplifies criterion (17)
by assigning the same weight to all samples of the same
signal – matrixes Q and R are diagonal. Then the
predictive control criterion can be rewritten into the
following form:
N

N

J ( k ) = λ1 ∑ ⎡⎣e1 ( k + j ) ⎤⎦ + λ2 ∑ ⎡⎣ e2 ( k + j ) ⎤⎦
2

j =1

j =1

N

+ λ3 ∑ ⎡⎣u ( k + j − 1) ⎤⎦

2

First control courses were obtained by simulation and
are presented in figure 10. Prediction horizon of N=25
samples and sample time of T0=0.04s were used.
Weights were set to λ1=10, λ2=1 and λ3=0.001.

(20)

2

j =1

w[m], r[m], phi[rad]

where
e1 ( i ) = w1 ( k + j ) − y1 ( k + j ) = wr ( k + j ) − r ( k + j )
e2 ( i ) = w2 ( k + j ) − y2 ( k + j ) = −ϕ ( i )
u (i ) = F (i )

where N is prediction (control) horizon and λ1, λ2 and λ3
are weights. Process of minimizing of the criterion can
be rewritten to a quadratic programming problem:

w
r
phi
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time[s]
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2
u[V]

J (k ) = u M (k ) u + g (k ) u
T

0.2

(21)

0
-2

where M and g are matrix and vector derived from
weights and model parameters. Quadratic programming
problem is usually solved numerically. This allows
further constraints to be applied to vector u.

-4
0

20

40
time[s]

Figure 10: Simulation results of predictive control of
PS600

Simulation and real time experiments

Control of real plant with the same settings is depicted
in figure 11. It can be seen that reference tracking is
slightly worse than in case of figure 10.

This section contains several results of control of the
PS600 system. A Simulink control circuit used for both
simulations and real time measurements is shown in
figure 9. The circuit contains block for compensation of
Coulomb friction. The fiction FC=15N corresponds to
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w[m], r[m], phi[rad]

0.3
w
r
phi

0.2
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Figure 11: Real time control of PS600
An affect of different setting of weight of cart position
error is shown in figure 12. In this case, all settings
remained the same as in previous cases except λ1=50. It
is obvious that higher value of λ1 leads to better
reference tracking of cart position but it can be observed
that pendulum angle is also smaller than in the previous
case.
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Figure 12: Real time control of PS600 (λ1=50)
CONCLUSION

A mathematical mode of PS600 inverted pendulum was
derived and its linearized version was calculated. Model
parameters were investigated and their values were
refined to obtain better correspondence between model
and real equipment. Coulomb (dry) friction was also
included into the model.
A model predictive controller was designed on base of a
linearized discrete model. The controller was verified in
both simulations and real time experiments.
Future work is to be focused especially to improvement
reconstruction of immeasurable states.
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A DEFORMABLE SURFACE MODEL FOR SOFT VOLUME SIMULATION
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internal pressure from the blood density would
produce a deformation effect at the opposite surface
relative to the interaction point. The proposed
approach explores these issues where, a surface mass
spring system with anisotropic shape preserving
springs and weighted constraints have been employed.

KEYWORDS
Surface model, Physically Based Modelling, Mass
Spring System, Deformable Model
ABSTRACT
This paper introduces a surface alternative to the
volume model commonly employed in soft object
simulation. This is inspired by a significant interest in
employing the surface data due to its simplicity.
However, there are issues in properties estimation and
volume preservation. Therefore, the aim of the
ongoing research includes exploring the potential of a
surface mass spring model with shape-preserving
springs for volume simulation. The approach
illustrates the possibility of deriving the spring
stiffness at runtime based on the real material
properties as well as achieving a global shape
deformation despite the non-existence of internal
volume. The proposed scheme can be further explored
to address other material properties.

Figure 1: A Surface Model Deformed upon Interaction
RELATED WORKS
To create a volume model using surface data, the
surface model can be re-meshed to create internal
volume. However, this creates computational overhead
during simulation imposed by a more complex volume
network. The addition of new artificial springs
(Bourguignon and Cani 2000) to the existing volume
mesh produces an object that is stiffer than it should be
(Hong et al. 2006). There are also attempts that
employ surface data which addressed shape
preservation but not volume (Nedel and Thalmann
1998; Aubel and Thalman 2000). (Hong et al. 2006)
introduced weighted constraints that control the
deformation distribution of the muscle instead of using
additional springs. However, this method is
fundamentally focusing on the local radius of influence
of the interaction and is not influenced by the
orientation of the interaction force.

INTRODUCTION
There has been an increase in the use of soft volume
simulation in medical training, where accurate visual
and behaviour replications of human organs are of
great importance. These organs are geometrically
modelled into 3 dimensional volumes based on
medical data such as CT/MRI scans. This volume data
can then be simulated based on the organ’s physical
and material properties. To allow tactile interaction
with the visual representation, haptic rendering has
been introduced. However, there is a significant
interest in utilising surface data as an alternative to
volume data due to its simplicity. A surface model has
the benefit of having a less complex mesh network
compared to the volume counterpart, which can be
manipulated to emulate soft volume behaviour. The
main issue is that volume simulation requires constant
volume preservation as well as correct volume
behaviour during simulation. Generally, a surface
model would collapse under gravity and without the
internal volume, determining the correct deformation
effect would be a challenge. Figure 1 shows that the
haptic interaction on the cylinder surface does not
produce the correct global deformation effect on the
opposite side. For instance, a blood vessel with

A more effective shape preserving method has been
embedded into the Mass Spring Systems (MSS) where
the springs are placed at the mesh nodes. They are also
known as the local shape memory (Marchal et al.
2005) and zero-length springs. These springs have
been employed to simulate non-linear skin behaviour
of a virtual thigh (Mendoza et al. 2002; Laugier et al.
2003). (Choi et al. 2005) administered these springs to
preserve object shape during simulation when a force
is imposed on the nodes. However, the stiffness of the
springs was either statistically fine-tuned based on
predefined properties (Zhang et al. 2002) or regularly
distributed. (Arnab and Raja 2007) extended this
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method by extracting the properties of the springs
based on radial links (Vassilev & Spanglang 2002;
Balaniuk and Salisbury 2003).

and mj is the spring with stiffness kij. For a spring link
ij as in figure 2, the internal force Fij is
(1)
 p

 p



F K  p p l 
p p
ij

Volume behaviour is influenced by the properties
estimated for the model. Regular properties
distribution is very common where the regular mesh
topology (regular node concentrations) is assumed
(Gelder 1998; Delingette 1998; Bourguignon and Cani
2000; Brown et al. 2001) or in the case of irregular
node concentrations, the topology is modified to be as
regular as possible (Deussen et al. 1995; Bielser
2003). However, when a portion of the surface model
is refined, the regular topology becomes irregular.
Consequently, the properties require re-estimation
within the refined area. (Choi et al. 2005) attempted
properties re-estimation after surface refinement based
on the topology but the behaviour patterns between the
coarse and the refined area do not coincide. The
behaviour is improved by our previous method
discussed in (Arnab and Raja 2007) where these
patterns achieve a higher level of co-incidence.

ij

j

j

i

j

i

ij

i

, where i and j denote the indexes for the 2 nodes, ||pj–
pi|| is the magnitude of the displacement of the current
state of the spring link ij, lij is the rest length of the
spring link, and Kij is the stiffness (spring) coefficient
of the node pair. The system of equations is solved
through the time using numerical integration
techniques.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Surface Mesh Topology: a) the nodes or
vertices connected by edges (b) a pair of nodes or
masses connected by a spring

THE PROPOSED SCHEME

This spring network will not be able to preserve
volume behaviour during deformation due to the nonexistence of the inner volume mesh. Therefore, inner
supports, which are based on the concept of shape
preserving springs, are introduced to provide the
volumetric reinforcement.

The scope of dynamic behaviour in this research is
within a constrained space such as a human breast
fixed on a static body (figure 2). The model is
constructed from the surface mesh and the dynamic
behaviour is achieved by employing the surface MSS
with volumetric supports.

Volumetric Support
In order to preserve the rest shape of the object, the
inner volume support (figure 4) has to be defined for
the mass at the nodes. The volume spring works in a
similar way as the surface spring but the rest length of
the spring is zero. The springs preserve the object
shape at equilibrium as they act as virtual anchors.

Figure 2: A Breast Model (within the drawn boundary)
with Convex Shape
To address the issue of properties estimation as well as
the non-existence of inner volume for the proposed
surface model, the object’s internal volume
represented by the surface elements has to be
considered. Initial discretisation of volume is required
to estimate the properties based on the real material
properties. The assumption is that the initial shape of
object is convex with known centre of object. This
scheme extended the approach described in (Arnab
and Raja 2007).

Figure 4: An inner spring stretched during simulation
Based on Equation (1) but rest length is equal to zero,
the reaction force at inner spring will only affect mass
at node i,
(2)
p'  p
F  K  p'  p  
p' p
i

Surface Mesh Topology

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

,where Ki is the stiffness of the inner spring at node i,
p’i is the new position of node i at runtime and pi is the
anchored position of node i (figure 4). In order to not
only preserve the object shape but also maintain a
constant object volume during simulation, the concept
of these shape preserving springs has been extended.

The surface mass spring model is based on the surface
mesh topology where the springs are represented by
the edges of the triangular elements (figure 3). For
instance, the edge that connects the nodes with mass mi
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Volumetric Discretisation
The relationship of the surface elements to the global
object properties is defined and employed to extract
the material properties for each of the surface elements
of a mass spring mesh. Explicit inner volume
approximation is carried out for the underlying surface
mesh. Initially, the relationship of the surface nodes
relative to the centre of object (Vassilev & Spanglang
2002; Balaniuk & Salisbury 2003; Arnab & Raja
2007) is considered (figure 5).
Figure 6: Volumetric Discretisation based on the
Neighbouring Triangles Relative to the Normal at pi
The new volume is based on node pi relative to the
new centre point ci and the other nodes or vertices of
the triangular element. Hence, the properties of a node
are directly influenced by its normal and the volume
relative to its normal. This discretisation supports the
need for the volume springs at the nodes to be
influenced by the orientation of force relative to the
normal. Similar discretisation and volume calculation
will be carried out for the other nodes relative to their
respective normals and neighbouring triangles. The
resulting discretisation represents the mass and the
material properties within the volume.

Centre of
object
i

Figure 5: Volumetric Discretisation based on Radial
Links
If the mesh is of irregular topology, the triangles are of
different sizes. Therefore, different properties should
be distributed to the individual triangles. The obvious
issue here is the need to correctly distribute the
properties from the neighbouring triangles to the
member nodes. For instance, mass at node i is
determined by manipulating the masses at the
neighbouring triangles of which it is a member.
(Bourguinon and Cani 2000) and (Bielser 2003)
uniformly distributed mass to the respective nodes
based on the barycentric relationship. In the case of a
triangle, a third of the triangle mass is distributed to
the nodes. Each node accumulates the mass
contributions from the neighbouring volume
represented by the triangle.

Mass Estimation
To support both irregular topology and objects with
non-uniform shape, the mass distribution is based on
the volume discretisation in figure 5. The total mass of
the virtual model has to replicate the total mass of the
real object. Therefore, the estimation method has to
take mass preservation into account. This has to be
true even when the mesh topology is modified.
Therefore, the mass at node i is estimated as

m
i

v
it
n

v
i 0

However, since the mass at the nodes are not known,
the barycentric position of the triangle is determined
by assuming uniform mass at the nodes. This is of
course incorrect if the nodes are of different individual
distances to the object centre. Hence, the proposed
volume discretisation is based on the stress and strain
relationship of a material instead. This relationship has
been employed to extract the elasticity modulus of a
real material and is based on a force parallel to the
normal of the cross-sectional area. In MSS, the internal
and external forces will directly influence the dynamic
behaviour of the nodes and not the triangular elements.
Therefore, as illustrated in figure 6, the new distance
vector with length L’i, relative to the object centre, the
initial length Li and the surface normal at the node, can
be derived.

t

M

i

, where the estimation ratio for each node is the total
volume under the neighbouring triangular elements t
(of which node i is a member) divided by the total
volume for all n nodes, and M is the object mass. This
method can be used to re-estimate mass upon any
topological modifications.
The Estimation of Spring Stiffness
The surface spring stiffness is treated like a membrane
which behaviour mimics the surface of an object.
Therefore, the spring stiffness is distributed based on
an estimation algorithm which has been commonly
employed to estimate the behaviour of a membrane
with irregular mesh topology (Gelder 1998; Maciel et.
al 2003; Lloyd et al. 2007; Arnab and Raja 2007)
The volume spring stiffness defines the level of
elasticity of virtual space or volume represented by the
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node, which is also based on the explicit volume
discretisation. Therefore, the value of the stiffness is
influenced by the normal at the node. The elasticity of
the stiffness can be described based on the elasticity,
shear and bulk modulus. These characteristics are
considered when the estimation method is derived in
order to address the issue of the single dimensionality
of the existing spring and to extend its role from not
only to preserve the object shape at equilibrium but
also to dynamically maintain the object volume during
simulation.

(Hong et al. 2006). This calculation will be correct
even when the surface becomes concave during
simulation. Therefore, force at node i along its normal
unit vector at a time step without any external force
interaction on the surface is


F

, where



i

  
  N i  Fi


Therefore, in order to correctly distribute the
interaction force effect to the object surface, the
weighted constraints have to be correctly distributed
based on the interaction radius of influence where, the
sum of the constraints is equal to the number of nodes.
The radius of influence (Hong et al. 2006) has been
modified and the interaction force orientation is
introduced as the correction factor. If the surface
nodes are within the radius of influence r, weight at
node i is
(4)
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vector and the acting force unit vector at node i, KE
and KG are the spring stiffness based on linear
elasticity modulus and shear (rigidity) modulus
respectively.

i

f

i

f



f

where, pi and pf are the position vector of node i and
the position of where force is imposed respectively.
Since the sum of weighted constraints is equal to the
number of nodes (Hong et al. 2006), the constraint
values have to be normalised.

Figure 7: Force Vector relative to the Normal Vector
The stiffness dimension based on the 2 extremities is
initialised before the simulation. The dimension is
defined as

Upon interaction, the direction of the volume penalty
force at node i depends on the position of node i
relative to the point of interaction. Therefore, based on
Equation (3) and (4), the penalty force at node i is
pp
F   K V w
pp

K E
Vt  1 

  E

2 
i

t
K
 G i
L' i 1 2(1  v)

i

, where E is the Young’s Modulus and v is the Poisson
Ratio of the material. The anisotropic extraction
illustrates the possibility of employing multidimensional inner spring stiffness.

B

i

f

i

f

i

EXPERIMENTAL FINDINGS
The framework for the empirical experiments has been
implemented on top of Microsoft Visual C++,
OpenGL and OpenHaptics platforms. Phantom
Desktop haptic device has been employed to provide
the interaction and the desktop PC has the
specification of Intel Pentium 4, 2.40 GHz and 1 G
RAM. To evaluate the estimation method, four
different distribution schemes have been compared:
 Scheme A : Uniform mass and inner stiffness
 Scheme B : Irregular mass and regular inner
stiffness
 Scheme C : Irregular mass and inner stiffness
(single stiffness dimension)

Volume Behaviour
In order to preserve volume during simulation, the
spring dimension can be extended to address other
properties such as bulk elasticity as a factor against
volume variation during simulation. Bulk stiffness KB
at node i is:


i

f

i

Bi

i

where, ΔV is the volume displacement, and wi is the
weighted constraints that control the distribution of the
volume penalty force. The constraint is generally set to
1, which means the volume change affects all nodes
equally but constrained by their respective bulk
stiffness. This arrangement produces a global
deformation as shown in figure 1.

N i  Fi is the dot product of the normal unit

K

  K B i V wi N

(3)

The behaviour of the spring stiffness at runtime
depends on the orientation of the acting force along
each spring. Based on this relationship and the fact
that the properties at the node i have been extracted
based on its normal, figure 7 illustrates the orientation
of the force Fi relative to its normal Ni. The stiffness of
the volume spring Ki at each node i is derived at
runtime:

K

i

E
 Vt
3(1  2v) i t L' 2
i

Volume displacement during simulation can be
derived based on the volume calculation employed in
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 Scheme D : The Proposed Scheme
Standard Deviation (cm)

Further comparisons are carried out against the Finite
Element Model (FEM) and volume MSS (VMSS). The
elasticity modulus is re-extracted from the model to
evaluate if the proposed model emulates the same
material behaviour.

Comparison of Standard Deviations

0.02

0.018
0.016
0.014

Scheme A
Scheme B

0.012
0.01

Scheme C
Scheme D

0.008
0.006
0.004

Properties Estimation

0.002
10

The stiffness of the springs is based on the real
elasticity properties of the object material. Therefore,
to evaluate the proposed properties estimation scheme
(Scheme D), the Young’s modulus (E) can be derived
from the strain and stress relationship of the proposed
deformable model and compared to the original E. The
same experiment is repeated for other surface mesh
complexities. The values (Table 1) demonstrate that
the deformable surface model can closely emulate the
volume material behaviour.

E (100 Pascal)

Cube
(602
nodes)
100.07

Cube
(1352
nodes)
98.7

Cube
(2402
nodes)
98.7

E(3.25 Kpa)

3.30

3.17

3.11

30

40

50

Force (10-5) N

(a)
Comparison of Mean Deviations
0.014

Mean Deviation (cm)

0.012

Table 1: The Young’s Modulus (E) extracted from the
model when a constant force is imposed on the surface
of a cube
Model
(complexity)

20

0.01
0.008

Scheme C

0.006

Scheme D

0.004
0.002
0
10

20

30

40

50

Force (10-5) N

(b)
Figure 8: Properties Re-estimation Test (E=10 Pascal):
(a) The standard deviation of the patterns (C and D
denotes the most co-incidence) (b) Average
displacement deviation comparison, where D
maintains the least error
The standard deviations comparison in 8(a) shows that
both scheme C and D produce high level of
coincidence between the displacement patterns.
However, scheme D maintains a minimal displacement
deviation for any magnitude of force compared to
scheme C where its deviation increases with force (8
(b)). Hence, the analysis concludes that the proposed
scheme D preserves the properties and the local
dynamic behaviour with minimal standard deviation
when a local area is refined. Tests have been carried
out on models with various mesh complexities and
they also draw similar conclusions

To evaluate the re-estimation of properties, a local
surface area is refined and the properties are then reestimated. A constant force is imposed on a node and
the displacement data is collected. The displacement
patterns within the coarse and the refined area are
compared (Choi et al. 2005; Arnab and Raja 2007). If
the patterns are identical, the deformation behaviour is
preserved despite the change in the mesh topology.
The displacement behaviours are studied where 2
values are analysed:
i) The standard deviation between the 2 patterns
determines their level of co-incidence. The smaller
the standard deviation, the more identical the
patterns are
ii) The mean deviation of the 2 patterns represents the
error in behaviour after refinement. The least value
indicates the least deviation from the original
behaviour

Shape and Volume Preservation
To evaluate volume preservation during simulation,
the global behaviour is observed. Figure 9 shows that
the complete irregular scheme improves the surface
behaviour with gravity.

Figure 8 describes the findings based on a sphere
model with irregular mesh topology to illustrate the
concept.
(a)
(b)
Figure 9: Gravity test: (a) Scheme B (b) Scheme D
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When a constant force is imposed on the surface, the
object shape changes and deforms. The analysis
concludes that the irregular scheme preserves the
object volume with the least volume deviation as
illustrated by the average deviation percentage
comparison in figure 10.
Figure 12: Shape comparison (a) FEM (b) Proposed
Scheme
Performance

Volume Deviation

Deviation Percentage
(%)

0.2
0.18
0.16
0.14
0.12
0.1
0.08
0.06
0.04
0.02
0

Scheme A
Scheme B
Scheme C
Scheme D

10

20

30

40

A simple performance test has been carried out to
illustrate that the surface data reduces both mesh and
computational complexity. Table 2 shows that the
average frame per second (FPS) achieved by the
VMSS and the proposed surface model.

50

Force (10-5) N

Table 2: Total FPS Comparison

Figure 10: The percentage of the average volume
deviation

Model
(number of
surface
nodes)
VMSS
Scheme D

Global Deformation Effect
To produce a more realistic global deformation based
on the interaction force radius and orientation of
influence, the weighted constraints are manipulated at
runtime. When these constraints are set to 1 (figure 11
(a)), the global deformation as in figure 11 (a) is
produced. Upon interaction, the weighted constraint at
each node is changed during simulation in regards to
the radius and the interaction force orientation at
runtime. Consequently, figure 11 (b) shows that at
runtime, the automatic constraint derivation based on
the force orientation and radius of influence produces
a more realistic behaviour.

(a)

Cube
(602
nodes)

Cube
(1352
nodes)

Cube
(2402
nodes)

Sphere
(1000
nodes)

77
80

37
44

20
25

47
77

CONCLUSIONS
This paper has illustrated the feasibility of employing a
surface model to simulate soft solid. The proposed
scheme introduces volumetric discretisation based on
the node normal, the anisotropic extraction of inner
spring relative to force orientation as well as weighted
constraints to control global deformation effect. Local
deformation behaviour is preserved regardless of the
mesh resolutions and global deformation effect is
achieved despite of the non-existence of internal
volume. It displays similar behaviour with the FEM
model and produces minimal deviation from the
original elasticity modulus. Furthermore, the
computational performance is better than the volume
counterpart. Further evaluations such as the perception
test will be carried out to verify the visual and haptic
feedback experienced by the users. The scheme is
currently explored in the ongoing research in breast
simulation (figure 13).

(b)

Figure 11: The white lines reflect the weighted
constraints at the nodes (a) constraints are uniform (b)
constraints extracted at runtime
Models such as cubes with different surface mesh
complexities have been compared with the FEM model
as analysed by SolidWorks/Cosmos. A shear force is
imposed on the top surface while the opposite surface
is fixed. When compared with FEM, the shape
produced is similar with minor deviation (figure 12).
The displacements of the selected nodes from the same
location on both models also indicate minimal and
subtle deviation.

Figure 13: A Breast Model Deformed Upon
Interaction
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The Industrial Situation
There are a series of safety actions currently executed
in industrial plants regarding Risk Analysis, Accident
Investigation, Safety Management and Training. It can
be said that the Risk Analysis and Accident
Investigation can be divided into Hazard Identification,
Consequence Assessment, and Accident Investigation
and Accident Modelling. On the other hand, Safety
Management can be defined as the control of risks that
have been identified through risk assessment and ongoing learning from incidents/accidents and is a more
complicated task including audit, accident prevention
and mitigation, and emergency response. Furthermore, a
training system involves the design of curriculum,
training materials and facilities (hardware, software,
simulators, instructor facilities, courseware for students
and instructors) aiming at having trainees develop
knowledge, skills and behavioural practices to perform
their work, meeting operational goals (Childs, 1999).

ABSTRACT
This paper focuses on the application of Virtual
Reality (VR) technologies and Virtual Environments
(VEs) on the industrial field regarding safety. The
issues of the industrial field are initially presented,
focusing on the safety tasks currently performed in the
sector. The Virtual Reality technology’s innovative
character is then presented, focusing on how this
technology can by itself aid the safety processes or in
combination with other novel technologies. The latter
approach provides significant aids to methodologies
that are currently used towards industrial safety and the
reduction of accidents. Under this scope, this paper will
refer to training, safety management, risk assessment
and accident investigation as the four main safety
actions currently performed in industrial fields. The
paper closes by presenting in general the applicability
and innovative character of VR applied to the
aforementioned four safety actions as well as presenting
a concrete use case example.

What have been described above are the related
industrial safety actions that are usually performed in
order to increase industrial safety. As can be seen these
are quite complicated and time consuming tasks that up
to now (with minor exceptions) have been performed
requiring strong human intervention. Later in this
publication, description of the issues currently present
during the execution phase of these processes has been
included.

INTRODUCTION
Significant amounts of resources are nowadays being
spent from the industrial sector in order to reduce the
causes and finally actual industrial accidents that if
occurred could cause property damages, human injuries
and even fatalities. Therefore industrial safety can be
characterized of particular importance especially when
talking about hazardous material environments
(chemical, petrochemical, nuclear, etc). There are
always several reasons for an accident to occur;
however, it may need some thought and help to figure
out what has gone wrong. Once the reason has been
found though, it is possible to ensure future incidents’
prevention. Some actions that can be mentioned inside
the framework of industrial safety are those of training,
risk assessment, accident investigation and safety
management. These actions can include involvement of
the actual plant operators, plant managers, emergency
teams or control room operators. Additionally these
actions can provide particular assistance to plant

Issues In Performing Safety Activities
Some of the issues that have been raised as significant
obstacles and needs during the execution of the
aforementioned safety actions can be summarized
below:
 Need for support of training and test of
resources with regard to minor/medium
emergency response scenarios.
 Representing shared and mutually know tasks
and norms / good practice.
 Coordinating between the safety management
functions.
 Comparing results against “best practice”
instead of standards.
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Lack of training of personnel.
Insufficient
awareness
of
risks
and
consequences among staff.
Training involving real time simulation: fire
fighting simulation; emergency response
training.
Support of accident analysis and what-if
analysis.
Need for simulating accident scenario with
simulation of static and dynamic processes.
Time constraints.

scenarios in which participants can be trained for
emergency responses and enhance their awareness of
risks and consequences is reduced to the task of
modelling the virtual environment. From that point on
the VR system can recreate the environment and allow
the users to interact with it freely. A key element,
however, in the success of such a system especially
when time constraints are applied and evaluated, is its
immersiveness. This relies greatly on the input and
display technologies used.
One of the characterizing features of virtual reality is
stereoscopic vision. By feeding each eye of the viewer
with a different image the spectator is able to better
perceive the dimension of depth thus enhancing the
system's realism. A serious drawback of this technology
is the need for specific projection systems (polarized
projection, laser projection etc.) that usually occupy
large spaces and special glasses that need to be worn by
the user and may prove cumbersome. Recent advances,
however, have brought forward a new breed of autostereoscopic monitors that occupy the same size as
normal TFT panels and produce stereoscopic images
without the need of any extra equipment. The ease of
use and installation will naturally improve the overall
experience and allow for further penetration of VR
technologies into industrial environments. Further to
this, however, one can easily imagine exploiting such
technology in the form of VR-enabled handheld PCs.
The applications of such a device in real-life field
operations are endless since the operators will be able to
receive real-time 3d visualizations of information
otherwise impossible to perceive (e.g. the temperature
of a component). This will essentially lead to more
efficient on-site decision making and lead to safer
working environments.

VIRTUAL REALITY AS AN ENABLING
TECHNOLOGY
Concerning the identified aforementioned needs,
various systems can be designed supporting a number
of technologies and scientific fields from Human factors
related issues up to technologies like Communications,
networking, visualization, simulation, Human Machine
Interfaces and others. Amongst them, one of the most
important technologies to be used is Virtual reality.
Recently VR and related tools have started to be used,
mainly on a research level with promising results
raising the interest of industry, governmental bodies and
the society.
Virtual Reality technologies as a rapidly evolving and
diversifying field can be regarded as one of the keytechnologies regarding visualization and is currently
used in a wide area of applications such as archaeology,
entertainment, architecture, automotive, industry etc. Its
increasing usage in various fields has not only aided in
major improvements but it has also contributed in the
identification of issues and needs in different
application domains. Additionally the usage of VR
technologies has been proven ideal as an effective
design and training tool thanks to the immersiveness
(the sense of “being there”) and interactivity features
that it supports.

On the other hand, equally important are the interaction
devices used to manipulate the virtual world. Providing
the user with natural and intuitive means of performing
familiar activities is a crucial point towards achieving a
truly immersive environment. Advances in tracking
technologies (magnetic, optical etc.) have offered a lot
to this goal. A wide variety of devices can be found
today at affordable costs that allow for head, hands or
even whole body tracking. Through such equipment
(3D mice, data gloves etc.) it is possible to enhance the
user's experience by allowing him/her to employ the
same body movements as in real life in order to perform
a specific activity in the virtual world. For example,
using a pair of data gloves, the user could grab and
rotate a virtual wheel as he/she would do in reality. In
the same manner he/she could press a button by
virtually touching it. Moreover, by tracking the body
and/or head position of the user it is possible to update
on the fly the viewing perspective of the virtual
environment thus creating the illusion that the screen is
actually a window to the real world. As research in this
field progresses, such devices have grown to become

Technology Insight
The importance of Virtual Reality in systems
promoting industrial safety can easily be seen if we see
VR as an integration point for the technologies and
equipment used. On the one hand, the VR system needs
to interface with the given hardware including
projection systems, tracked devices etc. in order to
interact with the users. On the other, lies the application
level in which the VR system is responsible for
handling the 3D data and coordinating a real-time
virtual environment, implementing the logic and
behaviour of the elements constituting the virtual world
and more.
The innovative character of VR in the specific field
stems from the fact that it can effectively address the
issues pointed out in the previous section with a low
cost. The problem of simulating dynamic accident
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extremely accurate and non-invasive rendering their
usage more than practical.

Depending on the nature and purpose of the
simulation, a number of other assisting software
packages could be integrated following the same
principle. In order to achieve that, however, it is of
paramount importance to ensure during the design
phase of the VR system that maintains a modular
character and easily allows for cooperation with
external software. Such cooperation could be achieved
in one of two ways depending on the available
computer power as well as whether we wish to maintain
a distributed or local character for the VR system. As a
first option, the collaborating software could be directly
incorporated in the system's codebase in the form of a
software library. This solution ensures uninterrupted
and latency-free data exchange although significantly
raising the amount of required resources by the system.
On the opposite side, the external modules could be
used as standalone applications distributed in other
machines. This requires that a network communication
is established between the various modules and the
main VR system and interfaces are provided for the data
exchange.

COMBINED TECHNOLOGIES INNOVATION
VR technologies are geared towards creating realistic
and immersive virtual environments with which users
are allowed to interact freely. However, for all but the
simplest applications, this is not enough. A simulation,
especially one aimed at industrial safety, will require
collaboration with a large range of external applications
in order to implement features such as environmental
rules or scenario logic. Apart from that, it is important
to seek for alternate technologies that can be combined
with VR and possibly expand its effectiveness or fields
of application.
External Simulators
When dealing with training, it is usually the case that
we simply require from the trainees to follow a certain
procedure by performing successive actions such as
operating various plant components. However, when
the simulation is conducted to drive risk assessment or
accident investigation research it is mandatory to
integrate the plant's behaviour in the virtual
environment. Otherwise, it would be impossible to
accurately recreate a potential accident case based on
the participants' actions. Such functionality can be
provided by external industrial simulators that are
available in the market and allow for real-time, precise
and reliable simulation of a plant's general product flow
as well as individual component mechanics. On the
other hand, as this type of software is designed to
reproduce the “internal” operation of an industrial site,
it fails to provide data regarding the consequences of an
accident towards the environment. Imagine for example
the case of a petrochemical plant in which a gas leakage
has been identified. Although a plant simulator would
identify it and update the related components
accordingly (e.g. pressure drop in a pipe), no
information can be produced regarding the emitting of
gas to the environment.

Rule-Based Systems
Up until now, we have discussed the need for external
simulators that will realistically implement the
behaviour of the virtual environment thus increasing its
immersiveness for the participants as well as its
credibility towards the safety analysts. However, this
environment is static in the sense that the plant's
behaviour for example remains the same during
different simulation sessions in which many details may
differ such as the number of participants, objectives and
others. This scenario logic can be implemented through
a set of rules that define the consequences when certain
criteria are met.
This need can be covered by another external module
developed using rule-based technologies. Specifically it
is designed to hold an internal set of attributes
representing the parameters to monitor. Furthermore it
allows the user to import a set of pre-defined rules that
specify what actions the system should trigger when
specific state changes occur. Therefore, when the VR
system reports some change of the monitored attributes,
the module checks if a rule applies to the new state and
reacts accordingly. The communication of this module
with the main VR system follows the principles put out
in the previous paragraph. In this case, however,
integrating the rule-based module in the main system
appears to be the preferred solution as it is expected to
be very lightweight in comparison to one of the
simulators mentioned above.

Such data, however, is important in case one wishes
to train the participants in safety critical situations or
simply investigate the possible impact of a specific
accident case. Therefore there rises the need for other
types of simulation models such as gas dispersion
models, fire spreading models etc. Through the
integration of such software in the VR system, it is
possible for example as soon as a gas leakage occurs, to
have a realistic growth of the gas cloud and accurately
trigger the on-field gas detectors which in turn will
signal certain actions to be performed on behalf of the
participants. In failure of the appropriate measures
being taken, the gas cloud will expand uncontrollably
and in case it reaches a source of high temperature, it
could possibly ignite.

Novel Interaction Devices
It is evident that in such simulation environments as
the ones discussed here, time is a key notion. Often,
sessions are run simply to measure the time that a
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participant required in order to complete a task or set of
tasks. Such measurements, however, are prone to errors
due to the simple fact that a virtual environment,
regardless how close, never feels 100% real. Naturally,
much effort is being put into reducing such distorting
factors to a minimum by increasing the immersiveness
of the environment. Towards this goal, a very crucial
role is played by the users' interaction devices some of
which were shortly presented earlier.

as certain actions of the participants, changes in the
properties of environment elements etc.
Although the logging process makes sure that all data
needed by human factors technologies (or other
simulation data) are collected and stored, they still
remain in raw, unprocessed form significantly hindering
their direct exploitation. In order to compensate for this
problem, the VR system can be coupled with one or
more specialized post-processing tools whose goal is to
receive the log produced by the simulation and present
the desired information directly in human readable form
thus automating the process yet more. Further to this, a
special-purpose database could be designed as a
permanent storage for data collected in past simulation
sessions. This history of collected information can be
used to produce valuable statistical data as well as
provide an indication on the validity of current results
thus allowing for example to decide on whether the
respective session needs to be repeated. Additionally it
gives the safety analysts the opportunity to perform
validation tests (through the related sessions) and thus
test the efficiency of documented procedures in their
real case study by comparing the expected with the
actual responses (human, plant, etc).

It is important to always keep an eye for new
interaction techniques that could possibly enhance the
virtual experience. Fairly recently, Nintendo
revolutionized the way we interact with video games by
offering a novel input device, the Wiimote and
Nunchuk, along with its gaming console, the Nintendo
Wii. It consists mainly of a “wand-like” joy-pad, the
Wiimote, that apart from the usual buttons is enriched
with accelerometers and an IR camera. Using two IR
light sources, the Wiimote is able to calculate both its
position in space as well as its orientation. An additional
device accompanying the Wiimote is the Nunchuk
which resembles a 3D mouse bearing two classical
buttons and a joystick as well as accelerometers. This is
an excellent example of an alternate-purpose device that
has lots to offer to virtual reality. It provides tracking
functionalities and can be used to recognize hand
movements rendering it ideal for tasks such as operating
plant components, positioning objects in the
environment, issuing hand signals etc. through a more
natural and intuitive manner. Furthermore, the classical
controls provide an effective means for executing tasks
with no real-life counterpart such as controlling a GUI.

VR AS A TOOL TO ACHIEVE INDUSTRIAL
SAFETY
There is no doubt that the technological status of
Virtual Reality systems has a lot to provide to the
general aspect of industrial safety. Presented below are
applications of VR systems combining the technological
advances towards the aforementioned features
implementation and particularly safety related tasks.

Human Factors Technologies
In every industrial environment, it is humans that
form the core of the system's uninterrupted and flawless
operation throughout its life-cycle. On the other hand,
human actions at either the sharp or the blunt end can
become a source of risk. It is therefore mandatory for
simulation systems that deal with safety issues to
integrate human factors components as an indivisible
part of the applied methodologies. Such components
will be responsible for assessing the way in which
performance variability and deviations may occur as a
result of individual actions and thus drive the decision
making in regards to developing effective
countermeasures.

VR In Training Simulators
Virtual Reality simulators can provide realistic
behaviour of the training task and the behavioural
processes required for the particular task, to fulfil
aspects of psychological fidelity as published by Sian &
Robertson, 1999 but also impose the related
psychological stress. At the same time such simulators
can cope with the aspects of Physical fidelity meaning
the degree to which real-world operational equipment is
reproduced. This can be provided by advanced VR
training simulators being able to model the virtual world
(or training environment) as close as possible to reality
in order to attain realistic training conditions. They
provide thus the ability for the model to behave as the
real equipment does and also react to user actions in the
same way so that technicians should to be able to
perform in the synthetic environment all those relevant
actions they would perform in the real world (Stüring,
et al, 2002).

A VR system, as described until now, provides a
controlled environment ideal for collecting the human
factors related data required to reach safe decisions.
However, it is impractical, and in the case of certain
data, impossible to manually record the desired pieces
of information. Consequently, it becomes necessary to
design the VR system in a way that it is able to
automatically store a selected range of relative data.
This can be achieved through a logging process able to
save a time-stamped history of all notable events such

Furthermore this kind of simulators can not only
provide advanced visualisation in order to represent the
simulated environment as close to reality as possible.
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These simulators can also expose the trainee to the full
complexity of the task, with not any guidance or
feedback at all. The idea of this approach is to foster
resourcefulness, problem solving and creativity in the
learning process. This could be a very valuable attribute
in commissioning, maintenance, or emergency
environment where tasks often have to be done for the
first time under time or commercial pressure (Stüring, et
al, 2002). Additionally, time scaling can also be
simulated being an important feature during training
activity to help operators familiarizing and getting used
with critical and particularly fast events. This can be
done with the use of VE systems enabling to adjust
reaction times at will of trainees. Other important
features that would aim the training session are:
zooming/hiding (being able to see things that nobody is
allowed to see in reality), colouring (colour pipe paths,
routes, flows, etc) and display real-time tags (tag
components and their behaviour, especially when
combined with process simulators).

done also by post-processing tools (of the data gathered
in the VE) and technologies.
Concerning procedures in general inside an industrial
environment and specifically the planning stage, a
safety analyst can get useful information from a VR
simulation by being able to investigate correctness of
planned procedures of maintenance (on single parts or
the whole plant). Applying the maintenance procedure
on virtual components inserted in the system and then
evaluating the functionality after the maintenance, one
can get feedback directly from the VR system by
showing the consequences in the selected point of
interest.
VR In Safety Management & Audit
The main use of VR technologies are in accident
prevention and handling of emergencies, helping safety
managers identify possible countermeasures and
barriers to ensure that the accident will not happen or
minimize its consequences. Using VR, different barriers
(that could prevent an accident) can be highlighted or
removed during the simulation and thus give the ability
to analysts to evaluate their effectiveness analyzing the
consequences. These barriers can be physical (eg a wall,
door, etc), symbolic (eg lighting, alarm, etc) and
functional (eg interlock).

VR In Risk Assessment And Accident Investigation
In this safety action, the great potential usage of VR
can be divided into events involving technology-related
hazards and events involving human-related hazards.
One important aspect is the familiarization with the
plant layout and equipment design, and thus the
visualization and navigation (walk-through) to enhance
analysts’ and operators’ knowledge on the layout of the
plant.

Moreover and under the framework of emergency
response and awareness of the situation and
communication, VR can help the safety analysts to
assess how the orders are adapted in handling
emergency procedures. In this way the safety analyst
can not only select the suitable emergency team and see
the results but also trace different approaches depending
on the emergency situation. VR can also offer
previewing options imposing thinking of a few options,
identifying key personnel to bring new information and
finally identifying dangers and problems associated
with each option. This way, comparing options abilities
are provided in terms of a set of criteria. More
analytical comparisons can follow the initial approach
in terms of a set of criteria such as, time required to
implement options, risks associated with options,
resource requirements, allocation and re-allocation of
responsibilities and so on.

Additionally through a VE simulating an industrial
plant, we can have real-time response of fully emulated
processes that allow analysts to execute the simulation
and analyze options (“what if” scenarios). This can of
course be combined with calculation of the volume of
liquids inside pipes and vessel and thus enable to see
things and processes in a way that is impossible in
reality (e.g. volume, type, pressure and temperature of
liquids flowing in pipes). This can be done simulated as
a whole in a VR system or combined with the usage of
an external industrial simulator interfacing to it.
Identification of fire and explosion sources (sparks,
friction, etc) can also be of particular importance
through a Risk Assessment test case. This can also be
simulated with a VR system and provide the necessary
information to the safety analyst or even the plant
manager so that they take the necessary precautions in
case of an explosive gas release or similar situations.

Another important feature that a VR system can
provide is the plant familiarization particularly with the
location of emergency exits and other important points.
This feature is also related to the training as a safety
action as well. One of the most important aspects of
evacuation planning is the familiarization of operators
with the emergency exits, in normal conditions and
especially in altered environment (e.g., fumes and dust
in the air). Through VR, the trainee can visualize a path
that leads them to the first available emergency exit.
The versatility of VR technologies can also allow for
creating new hazards during emergency situations

Another feature that VR can provide in relation to
technology-related hazards are first of all error detection
& revitalization. Errors can be detected and classified
via a VR system by comparing the simulated result with
the documented (or expected one). This can be done by
combining VR technologies with task execution and
monitoring mechanisms and/or rule-based systems. The
analysis and actual classification of the error can be
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already envisioned. For instance, operators may have
received certain instructions on how to evacuate an area
but the evolution of emergency may create addition
hazards which must be detected and avoided by the
operators while on the move.

for critical tasks which could lead to reorganising safety
procedures or even reassess the ergonomics aspect of
the working environment based on observations under
time pressure and stress.
On the other hand, holding such drills in the real-life
environment is extremely difficult as many of the
requested actions interfere with the plant’s product
flow. This is both highly dangerous in case a human
error causes an actual accident but potentially costly as
well since interrupting the product flow could be
translated in an immediate loss of hundred thousands or
even millions of euro.
Consequently, the use of a virtual environment in which
such a training session can be reproduced is an ideal
solution. In order, however, for it to produce reliable
results that can be extrapolated to real life, it is
important to provide both an accurate simulation of the
actual workspace as well as an immersive user interface.

Finally close monitoring of works executed inside the
plant, compensating for errors and coordinating the
work is another feature of particular importance as the
ability to monitor the work and the communicating
information is a frequent demand for managing
emergencies. Virtual reality can facilitate team
monitoring and coordination whenever possible to have
instantaneous access to all team positions and
communications.
PRACTICAL USE CASE
In this section, we will describe a potential use case
that employs a sub-set of the above mentioned
technologies in order to enhance the training of new or
existing personnel.

A VR system designed for such a task would
reproduce a realistic 3D model of the plant’s
components and surrounding environment in a large
screen or projection wall covering the trainees range of
sight enabled with stereoscopic vision to enhance the
depth perception. The user could control motion with a
simple joypad such as the ones used for videogames but
also utilise more sophisticated tracked devices (data
gloves, head trackers) in order to interact with elements
of the environment. In order to guarantee the realistic
behaviour of the environment, the virtual environment
would further have to be linked to an industrial
simulator responsible for calculating in real-time the
properties of each of the plant’s components. Most
industrial sites already use such software products so
one needs to build the communication layer between the
two software packages. A rules-based system could also
be required in order to replicate standard events that
cannot be reproduced by the simulator e.g. a worker
closing a specific valve when some pressure value
reaches a given maximum. Finally, additional
components could be needed such as a gas-dispersion
model in order to simulate the environmental conditions
after an accident has occurred.

The working environment is that of a chemical plant
and the targeted personnel are Field Operators (F.Ops)
and Control Room Operators (C.R.Ops) who are
required to familiarize or gain additional experience
with new or existing equipment and procedures. F.Ops
are responsible for carrying out tasks on the actual
components of the plant such as safety checks or
maintenance. On the other hand, C.R.Ops are stationed
in a remote control room that allows them to oversee the
plant's behaviour and guide the F.Ops in their actions.
A potential and rather frequent scenario would be for
a C.R.Op to be alerted by the system for a hazardous
situation possibly caused by a malfunction in one of the
plant's components. This would trigger a series of
protocol events as he/she would have to request from
the nearest F.Ops to move into the area and investigate.
In turn, the F.Op after approaching the general area
would have to act as instructed in order to confirm that
the alarm is valid as well as locate its exact source and
identify whether the problem is caused indeed by a
failure in one of the components. Furthermore,
depending on the severity of the situation, a number of
steps must be followed so as to safely contain the
situation and if possible correct the malfunction. Such a
scenario would either end with the problem
(temporarily or not) fixed and perhaps some
maintenance request issued, or with an escalation of the
accident resulting in drastic actions such as plant
evacuation and/or emergency shutdown.

Holding training sessions with such a VR installation
would produce a wide range of raw data such as the
timestamps of a series of events. In order, however, to
provide the safety experts with the critical information
needed to feed the decision making process, human
factors technologies will need to be applied and reform
these raw results into high level pieces of information
such as the statistics of the occurrence of certain events.

Executing training drills based on such a scenario has
the obvious benefit that the trainees become accustomed
to the emergency processes that must be followed as
well as the mechanics of each step. Further to this,
however, there is a number of other valuable data to be
collected. For example, one can measure reaction times

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper the innovative character of Virtual
Reality systems has been presented, having as a main
focus the industrial safety. The current status
concerning the industrial situation has also been
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presented indicating the main industrial issues currently
present in the field and also the missing gaps in the
industrial sector. The VR technologies as an innovative
technology concerning industrial safety have also been
detailed including a draft presentation of the features
that could show particular interest in industrial
applications and particularly industrial safety. Then the
usage of the aforementioned technologies and
innovations has been presented including how the
application of VR systems could aid particular
processes regarding industrial safety.
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actually gets built. Such approach can be used not only
for demonstration, but also for testing the newly
designed space and optimizing some features, like
lighting conditions, ergonomics, etc.
3D interactive model requires components (i.e. reusable
objects) that are not only geometrical representations of
their real counterparts, but are also interactive and
behave like real objects. Such interactive objects
(Walczak 2006) can be also provided by producers of
real elements in a form of object libraries, in the same
way as they do it with static objects. However,
searching for interactive objects in large object libraries
is more complex. With static 3D objects it is enough to
have some classification of objects and simple search
engine that is capable of using this classification as
object semantic description, along with geometry
characteristics extracted directly from object 3D
geometry. With interactive 3D object there is one
additional element that has to be taken into account:
object behavior. For interactive presentations, object
behavior is usually the most important element, due to
the fact that object interaction characteristic is used by
designer to decide whether the object is suitable for the
new design. In most cases object interaction
characteristics cannot be inferred from the object
definition. It is required to introduce additional
description about the object – metadata. Metadata
capable of describing all possible interactions of an
object and will allow formulate queries that address
specific interaction properties.

KEYWORDS
Virtual Reality, modeling, interactive 3D objects,
interaction model, metadata, XML.
ABSTRACT
3D modeling is extensively used in many engineering
fields, notably in architecture. 3D models of new
buildings are built with 3D objects taken from object
libraries provided by producers of real objects (i.e.
windows, lifts, etc). Such libraries can also include
interactive 3D objects that are not only static
geometrical representations, but also behave like their
real counterparts. Searching for such interactive object
in a large library requires object metadata describing
object interaction properties. Existing metadata
standards are not sufficient for describing object
interactions. In this paper a new solution for interactions
metadata is presented. The new solution is composed of
concepts and tools for modeling an interaction,
describing different aspects of an interaction, building
XML documents with interaction metadata and using
information contained in these documents to search
specific objects. The usage of all those concepts and
tools is presented in a detailed scenario from the field of
architectural modeling.
INTRODUCTION
Modeling techniques based on virtual reality and 3D
representations of real objects are widely used in
mechanical design and architecture, among others. The
time required to build such 3D models can be greatly
decreased by the use of libraries of predefined
components, which can be simply reused instead of
designing them from scratch for every new model. This
fact is especially visible in architectural modeling,
where different elements of a newly designed building
(i.e. windows, doors, lifts, etc) are usually provided by
producers of these elements.
3D models of new buildings are often used not only for
designing purposes, but also for generating
visualizations and publications for marketing purposes.
Often, such marketing visualizations include fly-by
animations or presentations of specific features.
However, it is possible to go a step further and provide
potential clients and end-users with 3D immersive and
interactive experience, by allowing them to walk
through their new office, shop or apartment before it

BACKGROUND
The topic of multimedia object metadata is well
researched and developed. There are a number of
metadata standards that can be used to describe object
general properties or object format and purpose specific
characteristics. The most general metadata standard is
Dublin Core, which is a set of fifteen elements designed
to foster consensus across disciplines for the discoveryoriented description of diverse resources in an electronic
environment. Dublin Core Metadata Element Set
(DCMES 2008) is intended to support cross-discipline
resource discovery and it does not satisfy every possible
declarative need in every discipline. Thus, in most
applications it is used in a combination with more
advanced, domain-specific metadata standard. DC
elements are usually a subset of resource metadata and
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are used as a minimal metadata for data exchange and
discovery.
Interactive 3D objects usually contain many multimedia
components like: images and video as textures, audio,
text, complex 3D geometry, therefore the complete
description of such objects may be composed of various
domain specific metadata. For still images EXIF (EXIF
2002), DIG35 (DIG35 2000) or NISO Z39.87 (Z39.87
2001) can be used. Video can be described with AAF
(AAF 2005), MXF DMS-1 (MXF 2004) or P/Meta
(P/Meta 2007). Audio components of the interactive 3D
object can use MusicBrainz (Swartz 2001) or simple
ID3 tags (ID3 2000). However, complex multimedia
resources like interactive 3D objects are usually
described with the most universal metadata standard for
multimedia objects – MPEG-7 (Martinez 2004;
ISO/IEC 15938). It addresses not only general and
format specific information, but also object semantics,
geometry and spatio-temporal composition. MPEG-7
was formulated with audio and video contents in mind
and its handling of 3D objects is limited. Nevertheless,
in the past few years, some 3D metadata solutions were
developed (Lorenz at al. 2006; Pitarello and de Faveri
2006; Bilasco et al. 2005). Especially worth mentioning,
is the 3D SEmantics Annotation Model [3DSEAM]
(Bilasco et al. 2006) developed by a group from
Laboratoire Informatique de Grenoble [LIG], lead by
Ioan Marius Bilasco. 3DSEAM extends MPEG-7
localization descriptors with Structural Locator and 3D
Region Locator tools, making MPEG-7 the best
available metadata solution for 3D multimedia objects.
However, even with such great pool of metadata
standards and solutions like MPEG-7 there is no
universal and extensible solution capable of describing
interaction properties of interactive 3D objects. It is due
to the fact that interactive objects change their state
according to interaction results and interaction context,
and new object parameter values cannot be determined a
priori. Existing metadata solutions where designed to
handle non-interactive resources and are focused on a
single state of the described object. Therefore they
cannot be efficiently used for interaction metadata

analyzing object interaction properties and chains of
subsequent interactions it is enough to describe only the
result of execution of such computer program. Existing
metadata solutions are not applicable for describing
multiple states of an object (i.e. all possible execution
results). Therefore there is a need for a new metadata
solution.
To deal with this situation, a new approach to
interaction metadata is proposed. The proposed
approach is based on following assumptions. To be
interactive, objects need to have a behavior. Behavior is
encoded in a form of a computer program. Computer
program of an interactive object has at least one
communication interface – an API, which allows
exchanging information with the 3D virtual world or
other interactive objects. Such API includes a number of
functions and attributes that reflect the state of an
object. Knowing the API and the computer program it is
possible to precisely describe object interaction
characteristics and possible object interactions, as well
as match compatible objects. Following assumptions
stated above, two new concepts are introduced:
Interaction Interfaces and Multimedia Interaction
Model. These concepts are accompanied with one
additional tool called Interaction Metadata Query subLanguage.
Interaction Interface
The Interaction Interface concept is used to describe the
interface of an object in terms of functions and
attributes related to object interactions. Both elements of
the interface are represented by object parameter types
of the Interactive Interface and are accompanied with
semantic descriptions. The Interaction Interfaces are
used in metadata as object interaction characteristic and
as a dictionary of parameter types referenced in the
Multimedia Interaction Model.
An interaction interface groups object parameter types
that have similar semantics, e.g. object parameter types
related to object visual characteristics or object
parameter types related to object internal components.
An object implements a given II if the set of object
parameter types is a superset of the set of parameter
types of this II.
The proposed solution provides Interaction Interface
Definition Rules that describe how to define new object
parameter types and how to group them in new
interaction interfaces. Single object parameter type
definition is composed of an identifier, specification of
a data type of values of object parameters of this object
parameter type and optional specification of arguments
required to evaluate the object parameter function. The
technical part of parameter type definition is
accompanied with semantic description or relation to an
external ontology. While the technical part is required to
build metadata, the semantic part is needed to allow
search engines properly interpret interaction metadata
and match object technical parameters with a semantic
query.

INTERACTION METADATA
As stated in the previous section, existing metadata
solutions like for example MPEG-7 with 3DSEAM
extension (Bilasco et al. 2006), can be used for
describing object semantics and geometry. However
they are not sufficient for describing object interactions.
Existing metadata standards for multimedia objects
were designed to describe a static or linear content, i.e.
still images, documents or movies. In case of interaction
descriptions the problem is more sophisticated. An
interaction is not a simple ‘content’. Interaction
influences modification of the content, i.e. the object,
but interaction itself is an action based on object
behavior. The behavior is represented as an algorithm
expressed by a computer program. The interaction
metadata does not have to describe the whole algorithm,
which may be very complex or confidential. To enable
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Action
An action is a change of the state of an interacting
object. In the MIM model, the Action component
describes the outcome of an action, a new object state,
expressed as a semantic description optionally
accompanied by mathematical description represented
by mathematical expressions used to calculate new
values of object parameters. An action can be composed
of an arbitrary number of sub-actions that provide more
detailed descriptions. Such approach allows building
action descriptions that can be evaluated on different
levels of details.

Multimedia Interaction Model
The Multimedia Interaction Model is a conceptual
model of an interaction described from the point of view
of an object. It means that the interaction description is
build around object reaction and a context that triggers
the reaction. This approach comes from areas of
computer science dealing with active environments,
especially active databases. Research on the active
databases resulted in paradigm called Event-ConditionAction (ECA) (Dayal U. et al 1988), which was
introduced in late eighties by the members of the
HiPAC project. The semantics of ECA rules are
straightforward: when an event occurs, evaluate the
condition associated with the event; and, if the condition
is satisfied, trigger the action. The ECA rules are used
up to date to express active DMBS features and eventreaction oriented features in other systems (Bry and
Patrânjan 2005; Papamarkos et al. 2003; Thome et al.
2005; Zhou et al. 2004). The way the ECA paradigm is
used in the Multimedia Interaction Model is the
following. The Event element corresponds to the trigger
of an interaction. The trigger is a change of a selected
property of some object or a virtual environment in
which the interaction occurs. The Condition element
describes the context of an interaction. The context
represents a state of selected objects or the virtual
environment that is required to allow the action. The
Action element matches the object reaction. The
reaction describes how the object changes itself in a
reply to the event in a given context.

Interaction Metadata Query sub-Language
The Interaction Metadata Query sub-Language goal is
to provide easy way to access and use information
available in object interaction metadata. IMQL provides
a set of operators that can be used in simple keyword
comparisons and advanced semantic searches. IMQL
syntax relates directly to the MIM model structure and
provides references to interaction interfaces of
compared objects and parameter types of these objects.
Object matching queries can be complex and difficult,
especially in the field of interactions. The use of
interaction interfaces facilitates object matching queries.
The IMQL integrates with interaction interface
definitions enabling the use of new object parameter
types and value data included directly in the query.
IMQL is composed of two parts: first, defining the
source of object metadata; second, specifying filtering
criteria. The first part can be replaced by results of
another search query, while the output of the filtering
criteria can be passed for further processing. Such
solution allows embedding an IMQL query within
larger query formulated in a different query language
and performing a complex search by a single search
system.
The MIM metadata has the most expression power
when combined with more general multimedia metadata
standards, like for example MPEG-7. Therefore the
IMQL has to be used in conjunction with query
languages capable of processing these general metadata
standards. As mentioned, the IMQL can be embedded in
queries written in other query languages forming a
complex query. Complex queries enable search systems
to look into standard metadata descriptions and
interaction descriptions in a single process.
To provide universality of IMQL embedding rules, an
IMQL query is embedded as a function. The imql()
function takes object metadata URI and IMQL WHERE
clause contents as arguments. The function returns
Boolean value equal TRUE if given metadata matches
the specified IMQL where_expr. IMQL function syntax
is the following:

Event
An event is a change of the state of an object. The
object is called: trigger object. In the MIM model, the
Event component contains a set of preconditions that
need to be satisfied to trigger a particular interaction.
The preconditions include a specification of a 3D
interaction space and a non-empty set of object
parameter types. To satisfy preconditions, the event has
to occur inside a specified 3D interaction space and
object parameters, which values are modified, have to
belong to one of specified object parameter types.
Condition
A condition is a set of requirements set on the states of
trigger object, the environment and interacting object. A
condition needs to be satisfied to trigger an action. In
the Condition component of the MIM model, a
mathematical description has a form of logical
expression. The logical expression represents all
condition requirements. Semantic description of a
condition may be used as a substitute or an
enhancement of the mathematical description. The
Condition element of MIM metadata is optional and can
be omitted. In such case an interaction will be executed
at each occurrence of the event.

imql ( object_metadata_URI, where_expr )

(1)

Embedding IMQL query as a function allows including
IMQL in an arbitrary query language: from XML
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related XQuery, to RDF query language SPARQL, to
SQL used for querying relational databases.

Interaction Interface’ [AIdoor-II]. The AIdoor-II
interaction interface defines the Closed and Locked
parameters as binary flags with Boolean data type. Both,
A-II and AIdoor-II interfaces are fictitious and
introduced specially for this scenario. V-II is a general
predefined interaction interface.

SEARCHING FOR INTERACTIVE OBJECTS
Consider an architecture studio where engineers work to
design new buildings. Each building design is composed
of many components, like for example walls, windows,
doors, lifts, stairs, etc. All these components are virtual
models of real objects that will be used during the
development of a new building. Some of these
components can be interactive and have embedded
behavior that makes this object act like its real
counterpart. Example of an architectural object with
embedded behavior is a model of automatic ‘sliding
door’. Consider a ‘sliding door’ model that opens itself
when someone approaches the door and closes itself
automatically. It can be locked in open or closed state,
which means that the door can be permanently closed or
permanently open. The actions of door opening and
closing are visualized as animations and complemented
with appropriate sound. The diagram of such object is
presented in Figure 1.

Both interactions of the ‘sliding door’ object are similar.
This example describes in detail the first interaction –
‘open’. The Event metadata element of the ‘open’
interaction contains specification of a parameter whose
value change triggers the event, and definition of the 3D
interaction space. The event of the ‘open’ interaction is
triggered by a change of the PositionCenter parameter
of an object located inside the 3D interaction space. The
3D interaction space has a shape of a cone with the apex
located above the door and the vertical axis directed
down at an angle of 45o. Excerpt of XML document
with Event element description is presented in Listing 1.
<mim:Event>
<mim:InteractionSpace>
<mim:Viewpoint position="0 1.25 0"
fieldOfView="0.785398" orientation="1 0 0 -2.355"/>
<mim:Semantics>
<mpeg7:FreeTextAnnotation>
Door motion sensor monitoring range
</mpeg7:FreeTextAnnotation>
</mim:Semantics>
</mim:InteractionSpace>
<mim:Parameter typeID="V-II.PositionCenter"/>
</mim:Event>

Listing 1: Excerpt of XML metadata of the ‘open’
interaction: Event element
The Condition element of ‘open’ interaction metadata
contains a mathematical expression which checks if the
size of the trigger object is above the threshold required
to execute the interaction. The size parameter value is
bound to the S symbol, while the threshold is
represented by a numeric value 0.32. The mathematical
expression written MathML refers to single components
of object size (S) and compares its product with the
threshold value.

Figure 1: ‘Sliding door’ diagram
The ‘sliding door’ virtual model has two interactions:
‘open’ and ‘close’. First interaction is triggered by an
object moving in the area monitored by door motion
sensor. Second interaction, ‘close’, is triggered by an
object leaving the monitored area. The trigger object of
both interactions can be any object big enough to
exceed the sensitivity limit of the door motion sensor.
The ‘sliding door’ can also be locked in the closed or
open state. The locked parameter is a representation of
object internal state and there is no specific interaction
for changing the value of the locked parameter.
Parameters used in the ‘open’ and ‘close’ interactions
include
PositionCenter,
SizeBoudingBox
and
PlayedSound from general ‘Visual Interaction Interface’
[V-II] and ‘Aural Interaction Interface’ [A-II], and
Closed and Locked parameters from a custom
interaction interface called ‘ArchItems – Door

S.x · S.y · S.z >= 0.32

(2)

Other conditions that have to be met to execute the
‘open’ interaction refer to the state of the ‘sliding door’.
The door has to be closed and not locked. These
conditions refer to Closed parameter value bound to C
symbol and Locked parameter value bound to L symbol.
XML representation of the Condition metadata element
is the following.
<mim:Condition>
<mim:Expression>
<math:apply>
<math:and/>
<math:apply>
<math:eq/>
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<math:csymbol>C</math:csymbol>
<math:cn>true</math:cn>
</math:apply>
<math:apply>
<math:eq/>
<math:csymbol>L</math:csymbol>
<math:cn>false</math:cn>
</math:apply>
<math:apply>
<math:geq/>
<math:apply>
<math:times/>
<math:csymbol>S.x</math:csymbol>
<math:csymbol>S.y</math:csymbol>
<math:csymbol>S.z</math:csymbol>
</math:apply>
<math:cn>0.32</math:cn>
</math:apply>
</math:apply>
</mim:Expression>
<mim:ExpressionArgument>
<mim:ParameterValue typeID="AIdoor-II.Closed"
variableBinding="C"/>
</mim:ExpressionArgument>
<mim:ExpressionArgument>
<mim:ParameterValue typeID="AIdoor-II.Closed"
variableBinding="L"/>
</mim:ExpressionArgument>
<mim:ExpressionArgument>
<mim:ParameterValue typeID="V-II.SizeBoundingBox"
variableBinding="S"/>
</mim:ExpressionArgument>
</mim:Condition>

0.23 0.83 0.09 0.27 0.24
0.20 0.83 0.04 0.22 0.40
0.17 0.81 0.01 0.14 0.37
0.33 -0.15 0.24 0.05 0.39
</mpeg7:Matrix>
</mpeg7:BasisFunctions>
</mim:Result>
</mim:Parameter>
</mim:SubAction>
<mim:SubAction>
<mim:Semantics>
<mpeg7:FreeTextAnnotation>
Door opens slowly to the sides.
</mpeg7:FreeTextAnnotation>
</mim:Semantics>
</mim:SubAction>
</mim:Action>

Listing 3: Excerpt of XML metadata of the ‘open’
interaction: Action element
Consider a repository of interactive 3D models of door
manufactured by a certain company. Each object
consists of a 3D geometry, embedded behavior, and
MPEG-7 metadata with embedded MIM metadata. Such
repository is accessible to architects designing new
buildings. Architect specifies door properties that are
required by his/her design and looks for doors that
match these properties. A simple query could look for
interactive 3D objects tagged with ‘door’ and
‘automatic’ keywords and reacts to a change of position
of other objects. Such query can be formulated in the
following way.

Listing 2: Excerpt of XML metadata of the ‘open’
interaction: Condition element
As mentioned in the previous section, the description of
the MIM Action element can be composed of an
arbitrary number of sub-actions. The interaction
metadata of ‘open’ interaction uses such complex
structure. It consists of descriptions of two parallel
actions. First action is an animation of door opening.
Second action is a sound that occurs when the door is
opening. The animation action is described by a simple
semantic description: “Door opens slowly to the sides”.
The action related with sound includes sound
characteristics described by value of parameter taken
from a custom Aural Interaction Interface. The value of
this parameter is represented in the MPEG-7
AudioSpectrumBasisType. Listing below illustrates the
XML representation of the Action element.

LET $doc := doc(‘http://www.kampin.com/doors.xml’)
FOR
$m IN $doc/Mpeg7/Description/MultimediaContent/Multimedia
WHERE (
$m//KeywordAnnotation/Keyword = ‘door’
AND
$m//KeywordAnnotation/Keyword = ‘automatic’
) AND imql(
$m//Interactions,
event.paramtype.id == ‘V-II.PositionCenter’
) RETURN $/MediaLocator/MediaURI

Listing 4: Sample XQuery query with embedded IMQL
query
The architect can also specify requirements on the area
of the motion sensor. For example a set of points may
be specified that have to be included in the sensor area.
Points have to be specified in the X3D SFVector3f
format (X3D). For example: furthest point on the
ground (0 0 -5) and at half of the door height (0 1 -3),
and furthest points located to the sides of the door (-1 1
-1) and (1 1 -1). The previous query extended with such
requirement is the following.

<mim:Action>
<mim:SubAction>
<mim:Parameter typeID="A-II.PlayedSound">
<mim:Result
xsi:type="mpeg7:AudioSpectrumBasisType"
mpeg7:loEdge="62.5"
mpeg7:hiEdge="8000"
mpeg7:resolution="1/4 octave">
<mpeg7:BasisFunctions>
<mpeg7:Matrix dim="10 5">
0.26 -0.05 0.01 -0.70 0.44
0.34 0.09 0.21 -0.42 -0.05
0.33 0.85 0.24 -0.05 -0.39
0.33 0.85 0.24 -0.05 -0.39
0.27 0.83 0.16 0.24 -0.04
0.27 0.83 0.16 0.24 -0.04

LET $doc := doc(‘http://www.kampin.com/doors.xml’)
FOR
$m IN $doc/Mpeg7/Description/MultimediaContent/Multimedia
WHERE (
$m//KeywordAnnotation/Keyword = ‘door’
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presented solution for building interaction metadata can
be even more general. It can be used to describe any
interactive entity, even if it is not a 3D object, for
example a role in automatic negotiations or a software
component.
The domain of interaction metadata for autonomous,
reusable interactive 3D objects is in early stages of
development. There are many areas open for research.
First and most obvious area is research of search
engines and comparison algorithms for interaction
properties. Second is related with interaction properties
descriptors. Some of such descriptors could be
calculated directly from the object definition making the
metadata creation process faster and more efficient.
Moreover, different applications will require different
interaction interfaces. Therefore the third area of
potential research is related with development of
universal interaction interfaces and tools for publishing
and discovery of such interfaces. With such tools
producers of sliding doors could post libraries of 3D
representations of their products that are described with
a domain specific interaction interfaces. Making these
libraries searchable and allowing for CAD system
extensions that connect with object libraries spread
through the Internet and automatically find objects best
suited for a given design, which could make designer
life even easier.

AND
$m//KeywordAnnotation/Keyword = ‘automatic’
) AND imql(
$m//Interactions,
event.paramtype.id == ‘V-II.PositionCenter’
AND ‘0 0 -5’ >> event.space
AND ‘0 1 -3’ >> event.space
AND ‘-1 1 -1’ >> event.space
AND ‘1 1 -1’ >> event.space
) RETURN $/MediaLocator/MediaURI

Listing 5: Query presented in Listing 4 extended with
3D interaction space requirement
Moreover, also detailed action properties can be
included in the query. Assuming that an architect wants
to find all sliding doors with a specific opening sound,
the query is the following.
LET $doc := doc(‘http://www.kampin.com/doors.xml’)
FOR
$m IN $doc/Mpeg7/Description/MultimediaContent/Multimedia
WHERE (
$m//KeywordAnnotation/Keyword = ‘door’
AND
$m//KeywordAnnotation/Keyword = ‘sliding’
AND
$m//KeywordAnnotation/Keyword = ‘automatic’
) AND imql(
$m//Interactions,
event.paramtype.id == ‘V-II.PositionCenter’
AND action.semantics = ‘slide’
AND
action.interactive.paramtype.A-II.PlayedSound.after.value
=
‘<value xsi:type="mpeg7:AudioSpectrumBasisType"
mpeg7:loEdge="62.5"
mpeg7:hiEdge="8000"
mpeg7:resolution="1/4 octave">
<mpeg7:BasisFunctions>
<mpeg7:Matrix dim="5 5">
0.26 -0.05 0.01 -0.70 0.44
0.33 0.85 0.24 -0.05 -0.39
0.27 0.83 0.16 0.24 -0.04
0.23 0.83 0.09 0.27 0.24
0.17 0.81 0.01 0.14 0.37
</mpeg7:Matrix>
</mpeg7:BasisFunctions>
</value>’
) RETURN $/MediaLocator/MediaURI
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Abstract
Computer Animation, has advanced significantly as well
as spectacularly over the last two-to-three decades. The
interesting field has innovated tremendously moving from
first-generation i.e. purely geometric models where motion was developed using kinematic techniques, to secondgeneration i.e. physical-based models (direct versus inverse dynamics and hybrid systems), towards the development of the third-generation i.e. autonomous behaviour
through learning and perception. The simulation and animation of a variety of real-world objects appear with stunning realism. However, the main issue here is not on
what we have achieved but rather, based on what we have
achieved, what is to follow. The emerging results are expected immensely by researchers in the field, worldwide.
The paper delivers a survey on human figure animation and
in particular a classification framework of the work done
on the control of locomotion.
Introduction
Computer Animation of human figure locomotion is becoming more and more popular in the recent years with
virtual humans being used extensively in three-dimensional
simulation environments. Such computer animation can
be used in a wide range of applications, such as computer games, film industry, multimedia, training, education,
medicine, virtual reality, architecture, security etc.
Although a number of different techniques (kinematics,
dynamics, biomechanics, robotics, etc) have been used for
producing realistic or believable motion, in many ways
computer animation of human figures still remains a challenging problem. Walking as a motion is a very challenging
control task due to its dynamically unstable nature, which
requires continual balance to prevent the human character
not only from falling over but also from reaching poses that
are out of joint limits. In addition to that, people are very
skilled at perceiving the subtle details of human motion and
the viewer can easily recognise as well as reason when a
motion appears artificial and unnatural.
An “efficient” human locomotion system should be able
to model different types of motions and to account for dif-
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ferent ways that a person could walk, not to mention different moods, conditions and other sociological as well as
psychological states that affect the individual’s gait style.
That is, the content (refers to the nature of the action in
the movement) as well as the style (denotes the particular
way that the action is performed) are the two major factors that should be taken into consideration when dealing
with the perception of the human motion. These two factors should be in interaction with each other but at the same
time in separation. For example, a system that can synthesise stylistic variations of a given action would be a useful
tool. Such a system that applies user-specified styles to prerecorded motion sequences (as well as extrapolating styles
not included in the original data), for a small database, is
proposed in (Torresani et al., 2007). Another system that
learns to control planar walking gaits of a given style is
analysed in (Sharon and van de Panne, 2005).
This paper outlines a comparative study of previous
work done in the area of motion control in computer animation focusing on the different methods available together
with the solution that each method assisted towards the development of human figure locomotion, i.e. the complex
mechanism of human motion, according to the referred application. It aims to be used as a study guide, by covering
the relevant literature as well as providing a classification
framework. Once the current solutions are identified the
paper explores areas of future developments.
Advances in Human Figure Animation
Human figure animation is an interesting as well as a challenging subset of Computer Graphics. It engaged people
of different disciplines from the early days. Long before
movie cameras were invented, Eadweard Muybridge’s photographic sequences of animal (using a still camera he photographed a horse running to prove that when it gallops
there are times when it has all four feet off the ground,
(Muybridge, 1955)) as well as anthropomorphic locomotion became a point of reference for many researchers.
Studying the activities of human beings as well as their
behaviour under different circumstances has become a focal point that has been addressed not only by computer scientists (the use of synthetic actors in 3D simulation environments, e.g. simulations of crowds and human behaviours in virtual reality applications), recently, but originally by psychologists, sociologists, medical practitioners,
physicians and many others needless to mention the appli-

cations in the film industry. However, because there is not
an easy way for people in one field to know what people in
the other fields are working on and thus achieving, there is
usually little or no interdisciplinary exchange of ideas and
as a consequence results are slowly progressing.
Human Locomotion
Human locomotion is an important activity as well as an
interesting problem closely related to man’s everyday life.
It is a complicated issue, since the articulations contained
in the human figure have enormous complexity. The model
has a large number of (rotary) joints each with several degrees of freedom (DOF) and the interaction between these
joints is controlled by the muscles. Besides, there exist a
large number of variations in the movement of individuals,
so that exact specification and control of their movements
is, in most cases, practically impossible.
The fact that human movement patterns are extremely
familiar, (few movements are as familiar and recognizable
as human walking and running (Hodgins, 1998)), and the
viewer can easily recognize as well as reason when a motion appears artificial and unnatural, complicates the matter
further. That is, people are skilled at detecting subtleties in
human motion (Hodgins et al., 1998) which makes the animation of human figures an important, but at the same time,
a difficult problem in computer animation.

Figure 1: Locomotion cycle for bipedal walking
For simplification, walking is broken up into two phases;
the stance and the swing phase, and these are further broken
up into sub-phases. Figure 1, describes the locomotion cycle for bipedal walking from biomechanics (sets the start of
the walking cycle on the left heel strike event) as described
in (Loizidou, 1992). Biomechanics principles to represent
walking motion on slopes and around curves has been used
by Sun and Metaxas (2001).
Human Figure Animation - Classification Overview
An early classification (Terzopoulos, 1999) tried to distinguish between the different levels of computer animation,
and in particular human figure animation, from its beginning towards its then state; geometric versus physically
based models. It is believed that a further category has been
created since then, namely, the beginning of autonomous
behaviour through learning and perception.
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Figure 2: Categorization of human figure animation
Figure 2, illustrates this categorization. The next section describes these three levels, outlining the evolution
that progressed from purely kinematic “knowledge-based”
methods (1980’s) towards approaches that incorporate dynamic simulations to generate motions (1990’s) and even
towards interactive blending and further tuning of synthetic
or captured motion (1997 onwards); see also (Multon et al.,
1999). The aim is not on emphasizing on the historical perspective of this classification but rather on describing the
intrinsic advantages and/or limitations of each one of them.
First Generation
During the first-generation i.e. purely geometric models, motion was developed using kinematic techniques
(direct and inverse kinematics, relied in biomechanical
knowledge) which basically helped in keyframing (Zeltzer,
1983), (Lasseter, 1987), (Wilhelms, 1987), (Bruderlin and
Calvert, 1996), (Hodgins, 1998), when trying to achieve
expressiveness and believable behaviour. Keyframing is
basically the technique whereby the animators have to explicitly specify the definition of the key values of the character’s DOF at specific instances called the “key-frames”.
Interpolation of the values of the DOF is then used (e.g.
cubic spline techniques) to compute the in-between frames
(Perlin, 1995), (Kovar and Gleicher, 2003), (Safonova and
Hodgins, 2005).
However, the end result, regardless of the fact that it was
easy to produce (low computational cost), was not at all
realistic and had nothing to do with its proximity to real
life (Wilhelms, 1987). That is, the major drawback of the
method concerned the lack of motion realism and therefore researchers had to combine it with appropriate normalization (Boulic et al., 1990), correction techniques to
minimize sliding (Boulic, 2003) and foot constraints with
inverse kinematics.
Second Generation
Moving towards the second-generation i.e. physical-based
models versus inverse dynamics (Vasilonikolidakis and

Clapworthy, 1991) as well as hybrid systems (Loizidou
and Clapworthy, 1993)), the motion was improved tremendously, however this was done at the expense of complicated physical laws of motion equations (e.g. Newton’s laws, Lagrange mechanics, Featherstone’s equations
of motion etc) with quite a number of DOF even for a simple representation of e.g. the human body. To simulate human bodies is difficult due to the fact that the human motion
is controlled by internal torques applied to the joints. The
main problem here is how to specify forces and torques,
which actually move the human figure in a way, which the
animator might desire (Le et al., 2003).
Although the results have been realistic not much has
been done about accounting for feelings, attitude, emotions
and behaviour in the body animation. The motion has to be
purely directed by the animator but then again the movement had to be predefined with no interesting variations
from one animation sequence to the next. The main concern at that point was the realism of the movement with the
minimum calculations possible as well as the fastest of the
particular application.
Controlling the motion at a high level was basically the
main problem. There was not an easy, convenient or even
a possible way to specify the form of motion using flexible set of movement commands that could generate a variety of motions. High-level descriptions of commands
like “walk happily” or “walk vigorously” where these commands would be translated automatically into the corresponding parametric descriptions of the motion was still
under investigation.
To overcome some of the problems stated above, researchers have tried to combine methods from the first
and second generations. As an indication, Wilhelms (Wilhelms, 1987) used a hybrid kinematics/dynamics approach
where controlling functions, representing positions over
time, had to be entered explicitly before starting the simulation, without knowing intuitively what forces or torques
would be necessary to produce the desired motion. Girard
(Girard, 1987), (Girard, 1991) and Girard & Maciejewski
(Girard and Maciejewski, 1985), also used a hybrid kinematics/dynamics algorithm and therefore all the problems
associated with the kinematics approach were again present
when attempting to control articulated figures. A similar approach has been adopted by Bruderlin and Calvert
(Bruderlin and Calvert, 1989) and is discussed by Calvert
(Calvert, 1991). Isaacs and Cohen (Isaacs and Cohen,
1987) presented another combination of kinematics and inverse dynamics specifications.
Furthermore, Hahn (Hahn, 1988) presented a method
that merged kinematics and dynamics for articulated rigid
bodies. He used kinematics to control joint (internal) trajectories and dynamics to model the effects of limb motion
(external analysis) and external forces and torques on the
body as a whole.
As it can be observed there was no way that using any
one of these techniques alone was possible to achieve the
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required results. Therefore, a combination of two or more
of these techniques was necessary according to the specified application for which they had been developed for.
Third Generation
The conventional classification for the third generation involves autonomous behaviour through learning and perception. However, other researchers allow for some other categorization, with the allowance of an extra sub-level which
could be introduced between the 2nd and 3rd generation,
i.e. motion interpolation which is basically the combination
of pre-existing motion data, e.g. through motion capture
(Badler et al., 1993), (Hodgins and Wooten, 1995), (Thalmann and Musse, 2007) (which is basically considered as
the first stage in the process of producing exploitable animation data (Menache, 2000)), or even motion by example
(Arikan and Forsyth, 2002), (Kovar and Gleicher, 2003),
(Lerner et al., 2007); so that new motions can be produced.
Motion capture uses magnetic systems or optical (visionbased sensors) systems to record the actions of a real human character in 3D. This data (usually from a database
pool) is then used to animate the virtual character. However, it is interesting to note that keeping the size of
the database manageable as well as determining when a
database has sufficient variety of motions is still an open
area requiring further work. The acquisition is not free of
problems, magnetic systems suffer from noisy data, while
optical systems have problems related to occlusion.
It is rarely the case that captured motions can be used
straight away and be effective in every respect. The real
and its corresponding mapped simulated character should
have exactly the same number of joints, the same segment
proportions and the same skinning for the animation to fulfil the plain re-use of the captured motions (the size and
the quality of the database resulting from motion capture is
the key to success; the database must be large enough so as
good transitions can be found (Hodgins and Wooten, 1995)
plus accountability of contacts with the environment). That
is, it is interesting to look for genericity (any size and any
proportions characters) of the versatile walk engine (Boulic
et al., 2004). That is why motion editing techniques (blending and warping) need always be applied for modifying and
varying captured motions (see Gleicher (Gleicher, 2001)
for a survey; as well as Gleicher et al. (Kovar et al., 2002)
for a technique on retrieving the best-fitting animation using “point clouds” to estimate the distance of postures).
The lack of flow between different animation clips is
also equally important in order to avoid unnatural-looking
frozen postures between motions. A system for real-time
virtual human idle motion synthesis for the body is proposed (Egges et al., 2004). This is based on motion capture
(i.e. existing clips). As a basis for the motion generation,
a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is used to determine dependencies between joints in the various postures.
PCA also allows for easy blending and fitting of motions

Level
1
2

Method
Geometric models
(Kinematic techniques)
Physically-based models
(Dynamic techniques)

3

Motion Editing
(Interpolation methods)

4

Autonomous behaviours
(Learning and Perception)

Characteristics
- Low computational costs, O(n)
- Lack of motion realism
- Realistic motion
- High computational costs, O(n3 )
- Low computational costs, O(n)
- Large volume of motion database
- Realistic trajectories
- Hard interactive control
- Automatic simulation code generation
- High computational costs, O(n3 )
- Accounts for dynamic effects

Applications
Virtual Reality, Movie Production,
Video Games (pre-scripted motion)
Virtual Reality, Art,
Biomechanical Simulations
Video Games,
Movie Productions, Art,
Virtual Reality
Virtual Reality, Art, Movies,
Behaviour simulation,
Biomedical simulations

Table 1: Levels of human figure animation
resulting in flexible and realistic animations in real time.
The whole approach permits the specification of different
databases for different persons, which allows for a personalized aspect in the animations.
Motion warping and motion blending are the two major families of techniques for modifying the captured motion. Motion warping (takes well-known trajectories, e.g.
keyframes and modifies them in order to change the motion, thus creating smooth transitions without discontinuity (Witkin and Popovic, 1995), (Torresani et al., 2007))
and motion blending (avoids the jerkiness in the transitions
by using a database of captured motions and interpolation
techniques in order to generate new motions) are almost
always necessary for preserving the fine details of the motion (Witkin and Popovic, 1995), (Bruderlin and Williams,
1995). Furthermore, constraint-based motion editing techniques (Gleicher, 1998), (Lee and Shin, 1999), (Popović
and Witkin, 1999), (Rose et al., 1996) are also necessary to
avoid e.g. foot sliding.
Analysis
Table 1, summarizes the levels of the models used for computer animation, in particular for human figure animation,
giving the advantages and the disadvantages of each together with the application areas that each one is best suitable for.
Each model has its own number of advantages and disadvantages. As an indication, Table 2 compares the main two
animation methods that have prevailed in recent years (dynamic techniques versus motion capture methods). From
Table 2 one can conclude that dynamic techniques offer
more advantages compared to motion capture methods,
however this does not restrict researchers to use the latter
(growing popularity) due to the fact that it produces realistic results, one of the most (if not the most) valued characteristic (motion capture data is the most common technique in commercial animation because many of the subtle
details of human motion are naturally present in the data
(Lee et al., 2002)) regardless of its price. In addition, motion capture databases are gradually being built and made
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available to the wider audience. However, the problems associated with motion capture, see also Table 2, prevent it
from being the ideal solution for all applications.
It is thus understood that using one model alone would
not solve the specific problem and it is further believed that
a combination of the different models from the different
levels could solve particular problems and as a result enhance in the creation of autonomous virtual characters capable to react realistically to their environment. Combining, for example, motion capture and dynamic simulation
is an emerging area under exploration, in order to retain
the advantages of each while avoiding their disadvantages
(Zordan and Hodgins, 2002). That is, information about
human motion contained in motion capture data coupled
with the physical realism provided by simulation, could
provide controllable and reactive human motion (Arikan
et al., 2005), (Yin et al., 2007), (Sok et al., 2007).
Although the peak of its usage was reported at SIGGRAPH 2007 (6 papers by (Sok et al., 2007), (Treuille
et al., 2007), (Cooper et al., 2007), (Chai and Hodgins,
2007), (Safonova and Hodgins, 2007), (Yin et al., 2007))
the idea of combining more than one of the techniques for
human figure animation is not new. It originates from the
innovative idea of Zordan and Hodgins that use a forward
dynamics and a tracking controller to follow human motion data i.e. dynamics with motion capture (Zordan and
Hodgins, 1999). At that point, they did not report it as
an area of broad potential; their work was basically motivated from the three previous, similar ideas of (i) (Bruderlin
and Calvert, 1989) that use simple simulation and kinematics (biomechanical heuristics), (ii) (Witkin and Popovic,
1995) that use motion capture with interpolating joint angles (blending between two sequences of joint angles to
create new joint trajectories), (iii) (Rose et al., 1996) that
use inverse dynamics and torque minimisation (inverse dynamics between fixed motion sequences).
Furthemore, at that time motion capture equipment was
of limited capabilities (limited availability and quality) and
on top of that developing robust dynamic controllers that
produce natural looking motion was a very hard problem.

Dynamic techniques
(force-based simulation of movement)
1. Lack of naturalness of the capture movement data
(simulating robots)
2. Variant movement data (always producing new data)
3. High computing requirements (too expensive)
4. No mapping needed. No retargeting (new data). Refinement is required
5. Physically correct forces, not realistic; i.e. physical
validity often sacrificed for performance
6. The only stage required
7. Flexible and Interactive motion control of complex
mechanical systems. Real-time programming
8. Very complicated tasks: specification and solution
of the equations of motion, dedicated control techniques
(extensive mathematics and physics)
9. No other equipment necessary
10. “Easy to use” animation system
11. High degree of reusability, due to motions that can be
generated automatically

Motion Capture techniques
(pre-recorded movements)
1. They capture also the naturalness of the movements
(humans)
2. Invariant motion (monotone) sequences (repetitions/reuse); limited to real-world characters
3. No computations to calculate the movement data (prerecorded data)
4. Perfect mapping/retargeting/adaptation is required
(analyze/modify extract captured data: qualitative analysis)
5. No changing of the fine structure of the original capture data (no forces taken into consideration)
6. It can only be used as the first stage
7. No interactivity
8. Provides motion data for all DOF at a very high level
of detail
9. Motion capture systems are very expensive
10. Cables connection restricts actor’s range of motion,
therefore difficult to record certain movements
11. Repetitions of capture sessions (until the desired motion is achieve) can be costly and labour intensive. Therefore editing & processing the motion capture data after it
has been collected in order to make it re-usable

Table 2: Dynamic versus Motion Capture methods - (shading indicates an advantage)
Therefore, nobody could really predict then the scale of its
today’s (and possibly tomorrow’s) usage not to mention the
capabilities of such a combination.
The objective would be to capture the subtle details of realistic human-like motion while at the same time maintaining the physical realism of the movement. Ideally, virtual
worlds with enhanced physics would bring greater realism
and expression. The emphasis should be on bringing the
real and virtual worlds closer together by bridging their associated strengths.
One such method, although still simple and at its infancy,
is discussed by (Zordan et al., 2005), whereby it combines dynamic simulations together with a motion captured
database. This system selects the appropriate clip from the
motion capture repertoire (the search engine) and once an
interaction has happened, computes new motion based on
physical conditions (the joint-torque controller). Dynamics is thus used only for a short time burst (e.g. during
the effects of a collision) and after that the character finds
an available motion from the capture repository, therefore,
minimising the computational bottleneck associated with
dynamic techniques.
A more simple idea is to combine interpolation with motion capture (Abe et al., 2004), (Safonova and Hodgins,
2007). In such systems, the desired motion is represented
as an interpolation of two time-scaled paths through a mo-
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tion graph. That is, it retains the natural transitions of
motion graphs and the ability to synthesize physically realistic variations provided by interpolation. However, the
quality of the results depends largely on the size (Treuille
et al., 2007) (only a few minutes (Safonova and Hodgins,
2007)) as well as the quality of the motion database used
to construct the motion graph (the appropriateness of the
database (Chai and Hodgins, 2007), whereby once again
motion capture data is used as a motion prior while matching constraints are specified by the user), together with the
“good”, and/or automatic, connectivity of the motion graph
(Ikemoto et al., 2007). Furthermore, the idea of evaluating
motion graphs is outlined by Reitsma and Pollard (Reitsma
and Pollard, 2004), in order to identify how much motion
data should be included in the motion graph, in addition to
assessing the character’s capabilities while comparing motion datasets for the improvement of the motion graph.
Chiu et al. also use motion graphs as a means for reusing motion capture data by building transitions between
motion segments and forming a tightly connected network
of movement (Chiu et al., 2007).
Cooper et al. provide some other combinations of motion capture data (Cooper et al., 2007). They produce the
character’s motion by interpolating the motion capture and
they proceed to use active learning for improving the quality and the responsiveness of the motion controller. The

active learning is used for identifying the regions of the
control space that do not perform well, and thus improving them. However, the system focuses on a specific model
for motion control with a limited number of tasks. Another
interesting idea uses motion capture (a motion engine) together with a controller (a control policy) which selects appropriate sequences of clips to achieve some goal quickly
and naturally (Treuille et al., 2007). Once again this technique requires large amounts of pre-captured motion data,
to produce highly varied controllers.
Another interesting work is by Shapiro et al., whereby
once again the combination of motion capture is reported
(Shapiro et al., 2003). However, they claim that this is the
first time were the combination of dynamic and kinematic
control is done in a uniform fashion, thus producing complex motion and interaction for animated characters.
However, more recently research has progressed towards
the development of the evolutionary autonomous behaviour
through learning and perception. That is, the evolution is to
create self animating characters that learn to react appropriately to their perceived environment, thus, reducing much
of the workload from the animators. This coincides with
the interesting field of artificial intelligence whereby characters are free to react like living creatures. For example,
the interaction between a pedestrian and his/her environment is still a focal point of interest in this field.
Researchers are working towards the development of
autonomous virtual humans in a proper environment
model which can analyze the particularity of each situation/environment that they appear each time, make decisions as well as behave naturally accordingly (Devillers
et al., 2002), (Pelechano et al., 2007). Progressing through
different levels of abstraction, these models amalgamate
proper modelling together with motion however the main
issue is the inclusion of perception and behaviour (Shao
and Terzopoulos, 2005).
It is well understood that behaviour animation has its origins strongly connected to crowd simulation, (Thalmann
and Musse, 2007). Reynolds work on flocks of birds (large
groups of entities called boids) and fish (fishes) could be
considered as the first example in the field of behavioural
animation whereby we could notice that group behaviour
is resulting from the interaction between the individual
behaviours of its group members (Reynolds, 1987). Although his work was based on three simple rules it led to
the emergence of a much more complex flocking behaviour
(Reynolds, 1999).
Similar, and even more complex, work by Tu and Terzopoulos created a realistically rich environment inhabited
by artificial fishes (Tu and Terzopoulos, 1994). Simulations of large crowd structures and crowd behaviours, in
real time, using three levels of autonomy were proposed
by the work of Musse and Thalmann (Musse and Thalmann, 2001). Work on simulating crowds of virtual humans while focusing on the individual agents instead of the
groups, where the behaviour model was composed of three
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levels, was also proposed by Ulicny and Thalmann (Ulicny
and Thalmann, 2002). Individual agents behaviour planning is additionally discussed in (Lau and Kuffner, 2005),
(Chiu et al., 2007), whereby the automatic generation of realistic motions using a planning algorithm, that performs a
global search in a finite-state machine (FSM) of behaviours
of organized motion captured clips, is described (the motion capture technique will be discussed later in this section).
Furthermore, HiDAC (High-Density Autonomous
Crowds) can be tuned to simulate realistically different
types of crowds using psychological, physiological and geometrical rules combined with physical forces (Pelechano
et al., 2007). These allow for individual heterogeneous
behaviours while accounting for perception, reaction to
static and dynamic objects, appropriate individual collision
avoidance and collision response. Though, the way of
controlling the properties and behaviours of individual
agents in the crowd (instead of lower level parameters,
i.e. expanding this personality model) remains still a
challenge.
As a consequence, researchers in the area of computer
graphics and animation of human figures should start thinking of possibilities which would begin from the very top
level, and for overcoming specific problems of the certain
level, to direct the model towards integrating lower levels.
Thus, for example, motion editing techniques would very
much be aided by the use of dynamic constraints which in
turn would much be aided by kinematic correction models. It is strongly believed that such a combination of techniques would solve and overcome most, if not all, of the
problems associated with each model alone. The possibilities are endless.
Conclusion
This paper classifies the techniques that have been used extensively during the last two-to-three decades, for the simulation of human locomotion. The aim has been to survey the different methods, specifying explicitly from where
they have started towards where they are directed, that is, to
provide a taxonomy of the recent techniques together with
their solutions as well as chronological reasons. The relationships (comparing and contrasting) between a number
of state-of-the-art methods for animating human-like figures is explored together with a unifying view of several
techniques and their applications as well as to give insights
to the unexplored regions of the animation world.
It is well understood that things are progressive; however
a lot has still to be done before we are in the contented situation whereby we can look at something played by a computer (in particular human figures) and not to be apparent
as to whether it is actually real or computer simulated; not
to mention the possibility of controlling it in real time (i.e.
enhancing interactively in terms of higher-level actions for
obtaining adaptive behaviour).

Future Directions
Future work could focus on combining the modelled methods which would solve disadvantages associated with a particular method if used alone. Another possibility would
be to extend the animation sequences, together with the
animated agents that appear on individual frames, so as
to create more interesting, complex scenes and therefore
to manage the natural variations overtime for believable
crowds. Furthermore, the need for automatically creating
large number of believable gaits for a crowd simulation is
also a close necessity.
Evaluation of human locomotion is another area of possible research. It could be done qualitatively (e.g. through
real and simulated video images) as well as quantitatively
(e.g. through simulated and biomechanical data). Although
not of particular concern in this paper’s contents, the resulting perception of the human motion is affected by the geometric model (Hodgins and Wooten, 1995). There exists
an enormous variety of models and rendering styles and it
therefore becomes essential to adopt a unifying set of models for presenting results and ease in comparing them, e.g.
using statistical data. For this, several forms of evaluation
to test the motion, e.g. video comparison, biomechanical
data or online Turing test could be used.
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This empirism results in an early and high rate of failure
in some pavements and, in anothers, over-design; both
cases have a poor cost-effectiveness for the used money.
The empiric approaches also do not provide any way to
scientifically accumulate the knowledge, making hard
for the pavement engineering use the experience of one
highway in to another as the experience remain
empirically accumulated in the persons, and can be
easily lost due to forgetting, retirement or death.
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ABSTRACT
Modelling the service life for asphalt pavements is
widely made with base on empirical methods,
developed half-century ago, with poor results. The new
reality of the XXI century, with high construction costs,
environmental restrictions and growing volumes of
vehicles in the highways, enforce the shift to a new
level of quality and accuracy to predict the service life
of the pavements. This paper presents some insights
either theoretical or experimental into a making from
the ground, of an approach to predict and model the
asphalt pavement behaviour using soft computing tools
and, at the same time, create a way to accumulate the
knowledge in this engineering field. The knowledge
about the asphalt pavement life cycle is organized in a
hierarchical way in order to be reused in a formal way,
leading to an evolutionary process of adaptation and
construction (Neves et al. 2007).

The new challenges of the XXI century, with the
growing quantity of the vehicles in the streets, growing
capacity of load of the trucks, high costs of the materials
used in pavements, high cost of the labour and the
crescent environment restrictions to mining and the use
of materials like stones, enforce the achievement of a
new level in prediction of the service life and modelling
the asphalt pavement behaviour (Flintsch 2003).
Due the ultra-complex behaviour of the asphalt
pavement, quality modelling cannot be achieved with
empirical or semi-religious approaches. A strong tool,
able to handling all the necessary variables and its near
infinite combinations need to be used. The soft
computing approach to modelling may be in line to
provide the necessary power to this task (Yang et al.
2003; Bosurgi and Trifirò 2005).

INTRODUCTION
Created in the old Roman Empire, the paved roads are
at the center of a big revolution in the human history.
The pavement allows any person, day or night, with
raining or snow, to move between two locations in an
effective way, helping to grow all human activities, as
the commerce, the industry, the health sciences, just to
name a few.

THE SOURCE DATA
In order to be able to use and reuse the knowledge
available is necessary, first, to generate and organize the
information about the performance of the pavement.
The initial step, and the first challenge, is in the
instrumentation of a section of highway open to
live-traffic, with sensors to register in a database and/or
knowledge base all variable data believed as important
and connected to the durability of the asphalt pavement.
As its service life do not decrease in a linear or constant
rate, the database need to register the information for
one full cycle of the service life of the asphalt
pavement, or in another words, to get data all along
several years.

Thousands years after the Via Áppia was paved by the
Romans, the most used methods for pavement
modelling and design remain at an unbelievable
empirical level. The studies based on fatigue tests made
in the last half-century, after the introduction of the
asphalt as material for highways, do not allow any true
progress to understanding and modelling the asphalt
pavement behaviour.
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The desirable variables to construct the database can be
grouped in three areas: (a) environmental, (b) vehicles
and (c) structural response of the pavement.

equations will be generated, which may be solved with
traditional approaches. A combination of Evolutionary
Intelligence and matrix of equations can also be used to
find the best possible classification for the lines
(Mendes et al. 2004; Rocha et al. 2005; Rocha et al.
2006).

The asphalt pavement is subject of a well known
influence of the environment, where the desirable
variables are: air temperature, rainfall, wind speed,
groundwater level, solar radiation, UV radiation and the
pavement temperature.

Once this task have been solved, every line in the matrix
of data receives a “pavement damage” index
representing the relative importance of the line in
relation to the other ones (Figure 3).

The pavement is a structure subject to loads by vehicles,
and the desirable variables in this arena are: vehicle
counting, speed, classification and configuration by
axle, and weight by axle.

It must be pointed out that the importance of the
individual variables in the line is useful in order to
testify the consistence of the solution of the matrix, but
it is not critical information for this method.

The asphalt pavement has, in general terms, an asphalt
concrete layer and a granular layer. To know how the
pavement structure is performing under loads and with
the influence of the environment, the desirable data are:
asphalt layer vertical strains, asphalt layer pressures,
asphalt layer horizontal strains, moisture in the granular
layer, granular layer pressures and strains.

The Figure 4 shows the diagram with the tasks to
transform the source “brute” data to an information fine
to train a neural network system.
The knowledge can be easily accumulated just adding
new sets of field data to the initial database. The
accumulation allows continuous improvement in the
accuracy and usability.

The Figure 1 shows the desirable variables in a chart
format. Every time a vehicle crosses the instrumented
section all sensors are read and the generated data is
recorded in the database. The recording is only stopped
when the pavement meets the end of the service life.

HANDLING THE ERRORS
Regardless the used tools – matrix of equations and/or
Evolutionary Intelligence based tools and/or
computational topologies – some level of error will
remain in the final pavement damage index. The third
challenge is to handle this error in an efficient way.

The criteria to the end of the service life can be anyone,
technical, financial, functional or of any other nature.
Also a multiple criteria can be used with this method
and, in this case, the data need be recorder until the last
criteria is meeting. For each criteria the database will be
“cuted” in a different point and a new matrix of data is
created.

The data obtained in the previous tasks that lead to the
pavement damage index, is to be understood as the
result of the “true” damage multiplied by an error
(Figure 5).

THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE KNOWLEDGE

At this stage of the development of the method it is not
possible to know if there exist some way to calculate
and isolate this error or not. In any case, an excellent
solution to handling it was found.

With the database already built, the next step is to
compile the information available to another language, a
math language (Figure 2). This is a fundamental step in
order to make easy handling of the data to fix the
importance of each variable and its interaction to the
pavement durability.

The error can have any size if it is well distributed
inside the matrix, or in another words, if the error in the
pavement damage index in the line 1 is similar to the
error in the line 2, and so on. As the result, the sum of
the pavement damage indexes for the full matrix will
have the same similar error.

The data need be organized in a form of a matrix, with
one line per vehicle.
Now, one has to calculate the relative relevance of each
variable and the relative importance of each vehicle for
the pavement service life in a consistent way, which is
the second challenge in this method. This can be solved
using one or more topologies based on Evolutionary
Intelligence
like
evolutive-genetic
algorithms,
logic-mathematic
functions
or
particle-swarm
optimization and, if the translation of the field data to
the math is made in a consistent way, a matrix of

Instead to use the pavement damage index as an
absolute value, in this approach it is used in a
comparative way, with the individual pavement damage
index divided by the sum of the damages; as the error
exists in both, the error is divided by itself and
eliminated (Figure 6).
Handling the error in this way it helps the calculus of
the pavement damage indexes, once it allows the use of
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some tips, as mix artificial data with true field data, in
order to potentiate an easy convergence and a better
solution for the matrix. The only rule to be
accommodated is: the error need to be well distributed
inside the matrix.

CONCLUSIONS
It is shown in Figure 9 that the (state-of-the-art)
technology used in asphalt pavement modelling and
design is based on the “equation of fatigue”, an
empirical-archaic approach that does not meet the
requirements of the XXI century needs.
The approach proposed herein is based on soft
computing tools leading, to:

TRAINING THE NEURAL NETWORK
The matrix of knowledge made in a consistent way and
ready to be used is named “matrix of performance”, a
source of “intelligence” to train a neural network
system.
The only challenge in this step is the computer power to
train a so big matrix of data, with dozen of millions of
data items.
On the other hand the neural network has to be trained
until one is be able to do predictions with a realistic
accuracy. This can be easily checked just proposing
lines of the matrix of performance as problems to be
solved. The neural network will be well trained if found
a pavement damage index similar to the one in the
matrix of performance for the same lines.
The Figure 7 shows a chart with the matrix of
performance and a pavement design proposed as a
problem to the trained neural network evaluates the
pavement damage.

•

The establishment, for the first time in the
pavement engineering, of a viable way to use
strictly scientific procedures to model and predict
the
asphalt
pavement
behaviour
and
service-life, taking into consideration all problem
variables;

•

A change of paradigm with the potential to provide
asphalt pavement modelling with unprecedented
level of accuracy and reliability, with no subjective
or empirical influence;

•

The creation of an efficient and suitable form to
knowledge gathering, allowing its use and reuse to
optimize the accuracy and expand the usability of
the model in a continuous way.
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Figure 1: Desirable Variables to a Database Suitable for
Asphalt Pavement Modelling Using Artificial Intelligence

Figure 2: Field Data Organized in Form of a Matrix of Numbers
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Figure 3: The Pavement Damage Index Calculated

Figure 4: The Database With the History of the Pavement is “Handled”
to Become a Matrix of Performance to Train the Neural Network System
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(Calculated Pavement Damage Index ) = ⎛⎜⎜

True Pavement ⎞

⎟⎟ ⋅ Error
⎝ Damage Index ⎠

Figure 5: The Found Pavement Damage Index has an Unknown Error

Pavement Damage Index ⋅ Error
(∑ (Pavement Damage Index ))⋅ Error
∴
Pavement Damage Index
∑ (Pavement Damage Index)

Figure 6: The Error is Divided by Itself and Eliminated

Figure 7: The Neural Network Will be Able to Do Predictions for Problems Proposed in the
Exact Same Way Was Described the Initial Database Used to Generated the Matrix of Performance
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Figure 8: The Trained Neural Network System Will do Predictions About the Service Life
for Both, Design New Pavements and Take Decisions in a Pavement Management System

Figure 9: Comparison Between the Modelling Using Neural Network Trained With the
Matrix of Performance Against the Current “Technology” of The Equation of Fatigue
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